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PREFATORY NOTE.

THE present volume brings down the Commentary continuously

to the close of the
Epistly 4o the Hebrews. It completes and

more than completes the original plan of the Publishers, which

was merely to republish the work so far as it had already appeared

in English. It embraces in addition to that, Wiesinger s Exposi

tion of the Second Epistle to Timothy and the Epistle to Philemon,

translated by the Editor. It leaves the Catholic Epistles of James,

Peter, John and Jude, and the Revelation, which will be com

prised in another volume when the German work shall be com

pleted. The Editor cannot forbear to add his belief that the

present volume will not be found inferior in interest and value to

any of its predecessors. Wiesinger is throughout thorough, exact

and judicious, displaying most of the best features, with few of the

faults, of German exegesis : is clear in his views, and hearty in the

defence, both of the divine authority and the evangelical teachings

of the works which he expounds. Ebrard, with higher genius and

greater breadth of view,, is, indeed, sometimes over confident and

bold, yet in the main trustworthy, and often extremely happy in

his interpretations. He has the art, to which few Germans aspire,

of developing his views with clearness, spirit and elegance. In his

translation of Wiesinger, the Editor has found it necessary to study

brevity, and has occasionally omitted a very few of the numerous

and sometimes scarcely necessary references to other commentators.

May the work thus far completed be made, in the hands of the

Divine Spirit, the means of abundant blessing to the Church.
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THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

INTRODUCTION.

3. TIMOTHY.

TIMOTHY is named as the receiver of the epistle, i. 2, iii. 14. It

was intended for him alone, not for the church at the same time, as

this would contradict the definite inscription, the character of the

epistle as an official letter, and its whole import ;
on iv. 12 see

the exposition. As to his personal history we learn from the

New Testament that Lycaonia was his native country whether

Lystra (De Wette) or Derbe (Wieseler) was his &quot;birth-place
is un

determined that his father was a Greek, and his mother a Jewess

who embraced Christianity (Acts xvi. 1-3). His mother s name was

Eunice, his grandmother s Lois (2 Tim. i. 5). From this last pas

sage compared with iii. 15, we may infer that Timothy had enjoyed
the benefit of a pious education on the side of his mother. Already
at the time of the apostle s second stay in that district, we find him
mentioned as a disciple who had a good report of the brethren (Acts
xvi. 1, 2). After he had been circumcised (Acts xvi. 3), and set

apart with the laying on of hands to the work of an evangelist

(1 Tim. i. 18, iv. 14, vi. 12
;
2 Tim. i. 6, ii. 2), he joined the apostle

on his journey through Lesser Asia and Macedonia, followed him to

Kome, after having remained behind in Beroea (Acts xvii. 14-16),
was deputed thence by him to Thessalonica, and returned to him
at Corinth (Acts xviii. 5

;
1 Thess. iii. 6). We find him at a

later period in Ephesus again with the apostle, from whence he was

sent to Macedonia and Corinth (Acts xix. 22
;
1 Cor. iv. 17, xvi. 10,

11). The second epistle to the Corinthians does not expressly say

that he had actually been there. But we find him again with the

apostle in Macedonia (2 Cor. i. 1), and he went with him to Corinth

(Kom. xvi. 21). He was one of the apostle s travelling companions
on his return thence, and ho went forward along with several others

from Philippi to Troas (Acts xx. 4, seq). According to Phil, ii.
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19-23, he was to have gone to Philippi. According to our epistle,

he abode in Ephesus (i. 3), having being charged by the apostle with

the care of the affairs of the church there. In Heb. xiii. 23, we

have another historical notice concerning him, to which however no

certain place can be assigned. Tradition makes him the first bishop

of Ephesus, and to have suffered martyrdom there under Domitian.

More will be found in Bohl, p. 22, seq. Comp. Winer s K.W.B.

The passages in which the apostle speaks of Timothy are 1 Cor. iv.

17
;

xvi. 10, 11
;

Phil. ii. 19-23 ;
1 Thess. iii. 1-6

; they show what

love he bare to him, and what confidence he reposed in him. In

the apostle s epistles, he is oftenest named along with the apostle in

the inscription, 2 Cor. i. 1
;
Phil. i. 1

;
Col. i. 1

;
1 Thess. i. 1

;

2 Thess. i. 1
;
Philcm. 1, which is also a testimony in his favour.

2. OCCASION, DESIGN, AND CONTENTS OF THE EPISTLE.

Timothy had been left by the apostle in Ephesus, with the spe

cial charge of opposing a false form of Christian doctrine and

Christian life which was manifesting itself there, and of giving heed

to the settlement and administration of the church. As the apostle

foresees the possibility of his return being delayed, he is induced to

give instructions to his substitute for guiding him in his conduct,

chiefly with respect to this charge (iii. 14, 15). But the design of

the epistle is not limited to this its immediate occasion. The apos
tle has also words of admonition and warning to address to Timothy
the evangelist ; he sets before him what is incumbent on him as a

good servant of Jesus Christ, both with reference to himself as an

individual, and to the church, and gives him the necessary hints for

his guidance in the discharge of these obligations. When we take

this extended view of the design of the epistle, we shall not merely
find that its contents correspond to this design when viewed as a

whole, but we shall perceive also a regular method in its plan, and
in the succession of its particular parts. The epistle accordingly
divides itself into two parts. The first of these contains the in

structions given to assist Timothy in the fulfilment of his temporary
commission

;
ch. i. 3, 15. More particularly, ch. i. treats of the

false teaching against which Timothy is to be on his guard ;
ch. ii.

and iii. of the administration of the church
;
in ch. ii. are given

directions with respect to the assemblies of the church, in ch. iii.

for ordination to church offices. The second part, which extends
from iii. 15 to the end, contains instructions bearing on Timothy s

calling as an evangelist, setting before him what is incumbent upon
him in this respect. The conclusion of ch. iii. forms the transition
to the future falling away from the faith described in ch. iv., which
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makes it the duty of Timothy as a teacher of the gospel all the

more faithfully to hold fast the apostolical doctrine, and to make a

conscientious improvement of the gifts hestowed on him (ch. iv).

In ch. v. Timothy is farther instructed how he is to deal with the

particular members of the church, according to the distinctions of

sex, age, and according to other differences (in which from the na

ture of the case it cannot be expected that the line of distinction

should be drawn between Timothy s position as representative of

the apostle, and as an evangelist). Finally, in ch. vi., special in

junctions are given him with respect to slaves, and with respect to

the rich. The transition to this last point is made by a warning ad

dressed to Timothy as an individual, against the desire to ]be rich, a

warning which the apostle is induced to give from a regard to the

character and pursuits of the false seducers.

The conclusion stands by itself, vcrs. 20-21, and contains a

reiterated comprehensive warning against that secret science which
is referred to in other parts of the epistle. For the confirmation and
further expansion of this, see the interpretation.

3. THE TIME AND PLACE OF COMPOSITION.

The historical circumstances under which the epistle according
to its own statements was written, are the following. The apostle
had gone from Ephesus to Macedonia, and had left Timothy to con

duct the affairs of the Ephesian church until he himself should re

turn, which he hoped would not be long, but which might possibly
be delaj ed. The church was already fully organized. It had not

only presbyters and deacons, but also an institution for widows be

longing to the church. Already a veo^vrog was ineligible to the

office of a bishop, and in general, a Christian test was applied in

the appointment to any office, and to any ecclesiastical distinction,

v. 9, seq. A corrupt tendency to vain speculation, and a false as

ceticism, had prominently appeared in the church, which in the

case of some had even led to a complete apostacy from the faith
;

the present already displayed the germ of an error which threatened

the future with danger (iv. 1, seq). Even these circumstances show
that the date of the epistle must belong to the later, nay, I might

say to the latest period of the apostle s history. It will be difficult

to prove that the existence of Christianity for two or three years is

sufficient to explain the qualifications laid down in chap. iii. to be

looked for in the appointment of ecclesiastical office-bearers, tho

rules laid down in chap. v. regarding widows, and the experiences
of which we have there an account, as also the warnings pervading
the entire epistle against false teaching and error. Can this epistle
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have been written before the farewell address at Miletus to the

Ephcsian presbyters, in which the apostle warns against a danger,

not that was already present, but which threatened the future
;
or

before the epistle to the Ephesians, which contains no trace of the

errors here pourtrayed, while the apostle himself represents these

errors as the beginning of a foiling away from the faith which was

progressively to develop itself? We would here further recall to

mind what has been said in the General Introduction, namely, that

wh-it the epistle contains respecting the prevailing errors, as well as

the ecclesiastical institutions, indicates its place *o bo in the midst

of the earlier appearances of this kind, and the latest within the

apostolic era
;
that we find everywhere the marks of Christianity

having been in existence for some length of time, and its presence

having become familiar, as, for example, in the disappearance of the

charismata, and the qualification of aptness to teach being required

in the presbyter although the total impression made by the epistle

in this respect is much more striking when we compare it with the

epistles to the Corinthians, or with that to the Eoinans, in prox

imity to which some would place it.

Meanwhile we proceed to consider those hypotheses which at

tempt to bring our epistle within the period comprehended by the

Acts of the Apostles, without the supposition of the apostle s lib

eration from his imprisonment at Eome, to which we feel ourselves

driven. We pass over Calvin s conjecture, who transfers its compo
sition even to the period following the apostle s first stay in Ephesus

(Acts xviii. 19
; compare against it Wieseler, p. 290); we omit also

that of Dr. Paulus, that it was written from the apostle s imprison
ment at CoBsarea, an hypothesis which creates for itself the neces

sary facts, and can bo maintained only by an arbitrary exegesis

(cornp. against it Bohl, p. 202, seq.; Matthies, p. 449, seq.; Wiesc-

ler, p. 302
; Huther, p. 15, seq). Nor shall we do more than men

tion Schneckenburger and Bottger s view, which rests on the change
of

7Tpo&amp;lt;7//eu
a to Trpoa/mVa^, as we deny at the very outset their right

to such an emendation against the unanimity of the codd. and the

clear sense of the words (cornp. Wieseler, p. 303). There remain

for more particular examination, three hypotheses, of which the

first fixes the date of the epistle to the period described in Acts xx.

1, 2 (held by many ancient and modern commentators as Theodoret,

Hug, Hemsen, etc.), the second makes it to have been written dur

ing a journey undertaken by the apostle from Ephesus, in the period
of his from two to three years stay there (so Mosheim, who supposes
the journey in question to have taken place at the commencement of

this stay, Schrader, and last of all Wieseler, who place it at the

end); finally, the third finds in the circumstances mentioned in Acts
xx. 3-5, the most appropriate period for its composition (so Ber-
tholdt and Matthies).
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Of these hypotheses the first has seemingly the best connexion

with the Acts of the Apostles, for in Acts xx. 1 we read that the

apostle went on a journey from Ephesus to Macedonia
;
when more

closely examined, however, it is found to be the most untenable.

The grounds on which it is opposed, and which have already been

adduced by Schleiermacher, Buhl, Mack, Matthies, Huther, Wiese-

ler, etc., may be summed up in the following : The supposition that

Timothy, on the apostle s departure from Ephesus, was left behind

with the charge of conducting the Ephesian churches, contradicts

the accounts in the Acts of the Apostles, and the notices in the two

Epistles to the Corinthians. According to Acts xix. 21-23, Timo

thy had been sent to Macedonia, and from thence to go to Corinth

(1 Cor. iv. 17) at the time when the apostle was purposing to set

out on his own journey. It must therefore be supposed that, not

withstanding the insurrection caused by Demetrius, the apostle s

departure was delayed so long, that Timothy was able to perform a

journey over Macedonia to Corinth, there execute his commission,
and return to him at Ephesus before he set out. Timothy whom

Paul, in his first Epistle to the Corinthians, supposes to be not yet
in Corinth (xvi. 10) must have returned to him at Ephesus by the

time of Pentecost (xvi. 8), while the epistle was not written till

about the time of the Passover (v. 6-8
; comp. Meyer). But even

granting that this period is not too short, or that Timothy did not

actually go to Corinth, this hypothesis is still inconsistent with

2 Cor. i. 1, according to which Timothy did not remain in Ephesus,
but stayed with the apostle in Macedonia, and was with him like

wise during his short stay in Greece, and accompanied him on his

return thence (Born. xvi. 21
;
Acts xx. 4). The apostle further

writes, 1 Tim. iii. 14, that he intends shortly to return to Ephesus.
But according to Acts xx. 3

;
1 Cor. xvi. 5, seq.; Acts xix. 21, he

has the fixed purpose of journeying over Macedonia to Greece, and
thence to Jerusalem, as also he expresses himself to the same effect

again in the second Epistle to the Corinthians (xiii. 1), written from

Macedonia, and in Eom. xv. 25, seq. Nay, so little does he think

at that time of a return to Ephesus, that afterwards when induced

by the plots of the Jews to change his original plan of going from

Greece to Syria by sea, and thus obliged to come near to Ephesus,
he sails past it, and only gives directions for the presbyters to meet

him at Miletus (Acts xx. 16). On these grounds alone this hypo
thesis is untenable, altogether apart from the internal improbability
of the state of things which it compels us to suppose (on which see

Schleiermacher, p. 115, seq.), and from all the criteria of the epistle,

which presents us with a form of the Christian life belonging to a

much later period of the apostolic era.

The third of the hypotheses above stated, is surrounded with
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difficulties scarcely less serious, as has already been shown by Mack,

Huthcr, Wieseler, against Matthies, its most recent advocate, after

Bertholdt had led the way. According to this hypothesis Paul had

sent Timothy forward to Ephesus shortly before he set out on his

journey back from Acliaia to Jerusalem (Acts xx. 8, seq.), with a

verbal commission, intending to be there soon also himself; but not

being quite certain that he should accomplish this, he embraced the

first favorable opportunity of writing this epistle from some place in

Achaia or Macedonia, in order to give Timothy instructions how to

act in the interval, only a short time, perhaps only a few weeks

later than the Epistle to Titus was written, which Matthies likewise

places in the same period. Against this view as defended by Mat

thies are the following considerations : 1. That it rests on an un

warrantable interpretation of the passage 1 Tim. i. 3 (according to

the opinion of De Wette, Winer, Huther, Wieseler (comp. on the

passage), in which Tropevofierog is made to refer, not to the apostle,

out to Timothy. This interpretation is not made use of by Ber

tholdt, for he refers these words to the journey alluded to in Acts

xx. 1, 2
;
but still the difficulty arises, why Timothy did not then

remain in Ephesus, and why the apostle, after having been a con

siderable time in company with Timothy, as is the case here, should

have referred to the commission which he then received. 2. The
account of the journey in Acts xx. 4, 5, is inconsistent with this

hypothesis, for according to it Timothy was not sent forward, but

went in company with the apostle, and was parted from him only
from Philippi to Troas, and thence to Assos. Matthies view, there

fore, contradicts this account. It must rather be supposed, as

Huthcr observes, that the apostle did not send Timothy to Ephesus
till later, possibly from Troas, and that he sent the epistle imme

diately after him, a supposition, however, which is not very con

ceivable. 8. How little accordance is there between the purpose of

the apostle as expressed in iii. 14, iv. 13 of this epistle, ere long to

come to Ephesus, and Acts xx. 16, where it is said,
&quot; For Paul had

determined to sail past Ephesus because he would not spend the

time in Asia,&quot; Nor can this have been his original purpose, as Ac is

xx. 3 shows. (Wieseler, p. 294, seq.) 4. And how strange must
it appear, that in Acts xx. 16 no mention whatever is made of

Titus? 5. And hrgeneral, what need was there of an epistle, see

ing that Timothy had been with the apostle shortly before, and that

the epistle itself gives no ground for supposing that any new infor

mation regarding the church at Ephesus had come to him, which
induced him to write ? 6. What is predicted in Acts xx. 29, 30,

concerning a future error, does not consist with this hypothesis. In

short, as Baur has justly observed against this hypothesis,
&quot;

nothing
agrees with it.&quot;
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The second of the above-mentioned hypothesis, which places the

apostle s journey to Macedonia, and the writing of the epistle, in the

period of his from two to three years stay in Ephesus, and in particular

towards the end of this period, has most in its favour in the merely
external historical data. This is Wieseler s view, and he has de

veloped and defended it with great acuteness. With him agree
Mosheim and Schrader, so far as to place the journey in question

during the apostle s stay at Ephesus ;
but the form which they have

given to this hypothesis is altogether untenable, in proof of which

we would here, for the sake of brevity, refer to what Wieseler has

said against it, p. 295, seq. His own view is as follows (comp. p.

316).
&quot; The first Epistle to Timothy was written by Paul, certainly

during his three years stay at Ephesus (Acts xix.), previous to the

writing of the epistle to the Corinthians, which has not been pre

served, and the existing first epistle, on the occasion of an inter

mediate journey not recorded in the Acts of the Apostles, either in

Macedonia or Achaia, in the years 54-57, most probably, however,
in the last year of his stay at Ephesus, A.D. 56.&quot; To this view it

has been objected, as appears to me justly, by Huther : 1. That
even were it admitted that the apostle had made a second journey
to Corinth during the period of his stay in Ephesus, it would still

be very doubtful that he was in Corinth shortly before the writing
of the first Epistle to Corinthians, as he could then have had no oc

casion for writing ;
which (referring to what has already been said

in the Introduction to the Epistle to Titus) I would rather express
thus that the absence of all allusions to this visit in the epistle

written shortly after, is strange. 2. Huther observes, that 7n spite

of the safe position attempted to be taken by Wieseler, Acts xx. 29,

30, is still opposed to his view, inasmuch as there the error is spoken
of as something altogether future. Wieseler s assertion that elg

vfidg in that passage refers only to the presbyters, while the error

was already present in the church, contradicts the context vers. 28

and 29, and is in itself scarcely conceivable : the apostle must have

in this case expressed himself quite differently. (Comp. Titus i. 9,

seq.) &quot;And
surely,&quot; says Huther justly, &quot;Paul would not have

passed over the existence of such errors in Ephesus without notice,
if he knew the danger with which the church was threatened to be

so great that he had thought it necessary before this, to give Timothy
such earnest instructions with respect to these errors.&quot; The danger
which threatened the future is represented as the progressive de

velopment of present appearances (Acts xx. 29
;
1 Tim. iv. 1, seq.).

It is therefore strange that the Epistle to the Ephesians, which, ac

cording to Wieseler, was intended for Ephesus, contains no trace of

the errors mentioned in our epistle. 3. Huther observes, that the

entire character of the epistle does not correspond to the view that
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Paul was separated from Timothy only for a short time, and that

immediately on his return he sent him away, as the instructions in

the epistle imply a longer period of labour on the part of Timothy.

Certainly, as the apostle must have left Ephesus again not long

after his return thither (not longer than from the time of the Pass

over to that of the Pentecost, as the sea journey from Achaia by
Crete to Ephesus could not have been undertaken long before the

former of these periods), there appears something strange in the

sending away of Timothy to Corinth, and thus withdrawing him

from his important labours in Ephesus. But to this we have to add

in general, that the objections which have already been expressed
in the Introduction to the Epistle to Titus, are applicable here also,

against this supposed journey made by the apostle towards the end

of his stay at Ephesus, if it is to be taken as identical with the jour

ney to Crete, as Wieseler must suppose it to be. Wieseler has in

deed endeavored to obviate the objections arising from the already
far advanced external organization of the church which meets us in

this epistle. He remarks that, after the apostle had laboured be

tween two and three years in Ephesus, it was quite possible for

presbyters and deacons to have been appointed, which we will not

gainsay ;
we will also suppose that his observation accounts for what

is said as to the exclusion of a reo^vrog from the office of bishop ;

but it can scarcely be conceived, that in the course of this period a

widow s institution could have come to be established, or that the

apostle should have already had such experiences in reference to

this institution as are expressed in 1 Tim. v. 11. We have already

sufficiently shown elsewhere, how the entire form of Christian life

which meets us in this epistle, as well as the character of the errors

combated in
it, points to a later date, and how the separation of

the second Epistle to Timothy from the first, which the above hy
pothesis implies, is unfavorable to its truth.

We see then that none of the hypotheses which we have just
mentioned is without weighty difficulties, and we cannot but feel

ourselves confirmed by this negative proof in the view, that this

epistle also belongs to the period subsequent to the first imprison
ment at Rome, and more particularly between the first and second.
This is the view which is most commonly taken, next to that which

regards Acts xx. 1 as the period in question. So Theophylact,
Oecumcriius. This view also has given rise to the subscription of
the epistle, from Laodicea, which the Peshito also has. What
conception we are to form of the course taken by the apostle in his

journey after his liberation, to which 1 Tim. i. 3 refers, has already
been shown in the General Introduction

;
in like manner, what

points of connexion are elsewhere to be found in other epistles.What has been there said in reference to the passages Philem. 22
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and Phil. ii. 24, that when the apostle was liberated he returned to

the east, remains intact, even after Wiescler s statement to the

contrary (p. 299). As a special objection drawn from our epistle,

against the supposition of so late a date, reference is made to the

word veo-7]g applied to Timothy ; comp., in reply to this, the Com
mentary on iv. 12

;
the little experience which Timothy had in the

administration and regulation of the affairs of a Christian church is

also to be considered. Timothy then for the first time was placed
in such a position ; compare the remarks by Hug, II., p. 330, seq.

(4 Aufl.) And how, on the supposition that the instructions ad

dressed to Timothy can be accounted for only by his youthful inex

perience, shall we explain what is said regarding him in 1 Thess.

iii. 1, 2
;
1 Cor. iv. 17 ?

Nothing certain can be said as to the place where this epistle

was written. Most probably, however, it was written from some

place in Macedonia.

4. GENUINENESS.

We have endeavoured, in the critical introduction to the Pastoral

Epistles, to obviate those objections which apply to the three epistles

together. We have here still to attend only to those doubts that

have been raised with regard to this epistle in particular. It is al

leged that the epistle is historically inexplicable, even though we

place its date subsequent to the first imprisonment at Eome
;

for it

is inconsistent with so late a date that Timothy should be represented
as a young man ; against which com p. the Commentary on iv. 12.

The same inference is drawn from the absence of all allusions to

that imprisonment, and the subsequent journeys and fortunes of the

apostle. But if,
after his liberation and after those journeys, he

was personally in Timothy s company (i. 3), it is difficult to see why
he should communicate to him by letter what he might long before

have done by word of mouth. Moreover this epistle is a purely official

letter, and therefore not adapted to such communications. But it

is also alleged that exeyetically the epistle is unaccountable, inas

much as, A, it does not correspond to its professed and conceivable

ends. a. From the object had in view in leaving Timothy in

Ephesus, as stated i. 3, we are led to expect a special refutation of

the errors of the false teachers
;
but this entirely fails. To this we

reply, that it is not to be expected that the apostle should enter

particularly into things which he has concisely characterized as

empty talk, mere word-strife and insipidity. That he repeatedly
reverts to these things, and expresses himself regarding them in

such a variety of ways, is easily explained, as the exposition shows.

VOL. VI. 2
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b. It is objected that, according to the professed design of the epistle,

iii. 15, we are led to expect a treasury of seasonable and weighty
directions and counsels as to the administration of a church

;
but

we do not find this. We reply, that the sense of iii. 15 must be

determined by the preceding context, and the question can then

only be, whether ch. iii. like ch. ii. corresponds to its design, namely,
to give Timothy the necessaiy guidance in these particular points.

This question we unhesitatingly answer in the affirmative
; comp.

the Commentary, c. We might well suppose, it is alleged, that

Paul even in an official letter to Timothy would, over arid above

what pertained to the business in hand, have much to say to Tim

othy himself, by way of instructing and quickening him
;
but all

that is to be found in the epistle of this nature, either places on too

low a level one who was the apostle s assistant
(i. 18, seq., iv. 7,

seq., 12, seq., vi. 11, seq.), or else is too general and of little use

even for ordinary Christians (iv. 7, seq., 12, seq. ; v. 23, vi. 11). To
this we reply, that the passages here adduced contain an admonition

to Timothy faithfully to fulfil his calling, or to maintain a holy

conversation, such as becomes a Christian
;

or as v. 23, vi. 11, they
refer to special things. Moreover, these admonitions have a special

ground in opposition to the pursuits and character of the false

teachers. Suppose that those pursuits, with the secret wisdom
about which they were conversant, and their harmless appearance,

might have attractions even for Timothy, and that he, as we learn

chiefly from the second epistle, was not quite free from a leaning
towards what was earthly and this certainly is possible then these

admonitions become very intelligible. It will be a much more diffi

cult task for those critics who suppose that the epistle was written

at a later period to explain, how a pseudo apostle should address

exhortations to Timothy so
&quot;

unworthy&quot; of him, especially if the

writer had in his eye the Gnostic heresies of a later period, and

thought it necessary to warn Timothy against participating in them.
B. As what is said with respect to Timothy is alleged not to cor

respond to the position and character of a helper of the apostle, and
to bear out the close relation that subsisted between him and the

apostle, expressed in i. 2, 18, iv. 6, v. 23, still less than in the second

epistle (here it is not taken into consideration that the epistle is a

business communication, the aim of which is concisely to state what *

is necessary), so it is further said, that it entirely fails in allusions

to the church which stood in so interesting a relation to the apostle,

comp. Acts xx. 18, seq. But in this objection it is forgotten, that

the epistle was not addressed to the church (comp. on this the In

troduction to the Epistle to Titus). In so far as Timothy was con

cerned, there was no occasion for such allusions in an epistle of this

character, as also no passage in the epistle can be specified where it
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can be said that such ought to have been introduced. Finally,

apart from these historical references, the epistle is held even as a

literary production to deny the apostle for its author, in its want of

of all groundwork and connexion
;
in reply to which, we simply

refer to the exposition, where it has been our endeavour to show
the unreasonableness of this charge.
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EXPOSITION
OF THE

FIEST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

1. INSCRIPTION AND CHARGE GIVEN TO TIMOTHY IN OPPOSITION

TO THOSE WHO TEACH OTHERWISE.

(i. 1-20.)

THE inscription and salutation of the epistle, i. 1, 2, are after

the common form in the epistles of Paul. We do not find here the

predicate apostle more specially determined, as in Tit. i. 1, comp.
with Horn. i. 1, seq.; Gal. i. I, seq., where it forms an index to the

import of the epistle. The writer simply designates himself as an

apostle of Jesus Christ (which is not done on account of the church
;

comp. on Tit. i. 1, and 2 Tim. i. 1, where such a reference cannot he

supposed) refers to the Divine authority of his office, names the

person to whom the epistle is addressed, and then adds the usual

salutation at the beginning of his epistle, deriving it from Oebg

Trarrip (r,[j,&v to be cancelled) KOL XPLOTG$, etc. Comp. 2 Cor. i. 1
;

Eph. i, 1
;

Col. i. 1. With this similarity, however, we find in this

epistle, as in the other two Pastoral Epistles, what is peculiar. In

stead of the common expression, by the ivill of God, in those pas

sages which we have adduced, and which are otherwise similar, we
find here as in Tit. i. 3, the words, according to the commandment

of God our Saviour ; on the other hand, 2 Tim. i. 1 retains the

more common form of expression. It is further peculiar to this

epistle, that the words and Christ Jesus are added to the expres
sion according to the commandment of God our Saviour (the cor

rect reading is not nvpiov Irjaov Xpiorov, but simply nal Xpiorov

Irjoov, comp. Tischendorf s Critical Observations). Further, the

designation of Christ Jesus in this passage as our hope is also pecu
liar to this epistle. Fnally, in the benediction, between the grace
and peace he has inserted mercy, which is found nowhere else, ex

cept in 2 Tim. i. 2. In the passage Tit. i. 4 it is not genuine. The

peculiarity of this epistle, then, does not consist in the use of these

expressions in themselves. The single expression God our Saviour
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excepted, which, however, contains a thoroughly Pauline idea

(comp. on Tit. i. 3), all the rest are used elsewhere by the apostle,

although not precisely in the same place, namely, in the inscription

of an epistle. On the expression, according to the commandment

of God, comp. Kom. xvi. 26, and our remarks on Tit. i. 3
;
with re

spect to the words Christ Jesus, added to, according to the com-

mandmcnt of God, comp. Gal. i. 1, and Kom. i. 5
;
in the former

passage the writer designates himself as an apostle by Jesus Christ

and God the Father, in the latter we read by whom (namely, by
Jesus Christ) tve have received grace and apostleship. The only

striking thing in our passage appears to be the circumstance, that

the apostle has already in the very commencement called himself an

apostle of Jesus Christ. This is no tautology, however, when it is

considered that the words, according to the commandment, etc., are

explanatory of the preceding, apostle of Christ Jesus, and it is war

ranted by the farther addition of the words, our hope to Christ

Jesus, besides that we find what is nearly analogous to it in Horn. i.

1, comp. with ver. 5. The expression, our hope in which Christ is

designated as the foundation of our hope, as in Tit. i. 2 its object is

denoted by eternal life has its parallel in Col. i. 27, with which

also Eph. ii. 24 is to be compared. And with respect to the word

mercy, it is found connected with peace as a benediction, also in

Gal. vi. 16, comp. also 2 John 3
;
Jude 2. We have already shewn

in the Introduction to the Epistle to Titus what weight is to be at

tached to these peculiarities in a critical point of view. They are

much more inexplicable in the case of an imitator of the apostle
who had any wish to conceal himself, and who might so easily have

adhered to the apostle s usual manner, than in the case of the apos

tle, whom we are not at liberty to make so dependent on his accus

tomed manner of expression, as that instead of by the will he could

not have written according to the commandment, or instead of grace
and peace grace, mercy, and peace. A case like the former ad

mits no farther explanation ;
the latter, viewed in connexion with

the words God our Saviour and our hope, plainly reflects the apos
tle s state of mind, as one in which these ideas were uppermost, BO

that the choice of the expressions, as in Tit. i. 1, 2, either stands in

direct connexion with the import of the epistle, or is of a general

nature, as in the case before us, where the expressions God our

Saviour, our hope mercy shew in what frame the writer s mind

was, without its being necessary that, as in the Epistle to Titus, I

should endeavour to point out any more special reference to the de

sign of the epistle. Still on comparing the expression our hope here,
wdth Tit. i. 2, it seems to imply a more immediate reference to those

false teachers who set aside this hope. It may suffice also to shew

by a reference to such passages as i. 12, seq., ii. 3, iii. 16, iv. 9, 10,
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vi. 12, seq., how the ideas indicated in the expressions under con

sideration pervade the epistle, and often come into prominence.

Everywhere we find these great thoughts breaking forth, and the

apostle s mind dwelling upon them with delight as resting-places.

For this reason I cannot agree with Olshausen, who finds in the ex

pression Saviour, as well as iu Jiope and mercy, a special reference

to the apostle s situation in his imprisonment, comp. also Baumgar-
ten, p. 232, seq. We have the expression Saviour and something cor

responding to our hope, also at the beginning of the Epistle to Titus
;

and yet this epistle contains elsewhere not a single reference to the

apostle s situation. Instead of the words in the faith, denoting thu

ground and element of this relation in which Timothy stands to

Paul, we have in Tit. i. 4 the words, according to the common faith.

Here, as there, the preposition is to be connected with the compound
idea expressed in genuine son, comp. on Tit. i. 4, and Winer s Gr.,

19, 2. De Wette and others connect in the faith, only with son.

Some have sought to explain the addition of the word mercy, which

denotes the condescending mercy of God in contrast with our weak
ness and unworthiness (comp. Matthies on Tit. i. 4), by the refer

ence to the mediator in the benediction, as it is peculiar to Paul to

regard the office of a Christian teacher as a gift of God s mercy,
1 Cor. vii. 25

;
2 Cor. iv. 1

;
1 Tim. i. 16. It may be so, although

Gal. vi. 16 does not confirm this view. At all events it is an ex

pression of that with which the mind of the apostle shews itself to

be filled in the whole epistle, and a proof of his warm affection for

Timothy. Kcw TOVTO CLKO 7ro/U,?fc (j)iXoa~opyiac;, observes Chrysostom.
For what remains I refer to Tit. i. 1-4, where we have explained
whatever else needs explanation.

Vers. 3-20. The apostle forthwith proceeds, as in the Epistle to

Titus, without further introduction to the subject itself. Timothy
is reminded of the design of his being left in Ephesus, namely, to

oppose the perverse tendency there to things which only minister

strife, but do not promote Christian feeling and Christian life. The
end which should ever be kept in view, is love out of a pure heart,
and a good conscience, and faith unfeigned. But this fundamen
tal characteristic is wanting in those teachers of other things, and

hence the excrescences of empty talk which are to be seen in those

who set up for being teachers of the law, without knowing what

they are about. For the law is not designed for the upright, but to

rebuke vices, in confirmation of which the apostle appeals to the

gospel committed to him, the certainty of which he has experienced
in himself. Thus, on the ground of this gospel, but at the same

time also, on the ground of former prophecies regarding Timothy,
he admonishes him to fight the good fight in order that he may be

able to maintain faith and a good conscience, if the latter of which
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be wanting, the examples of others warn him what will be the re

sult.

yer . 3. KaOug the apostle begins the sentence with a protasis,

but we look in vain for the apodosis, which, to correspond with KaOug

TrapeKaheaa Plaited, would have to run somewhat thus, OVTU Kal vvv

-napanak& Iva, etc. It will be apparent from this construction of the

period, how similar in form and substance the apodosis must have

been to the protasis, and how natural it was that the apostle should

express in the protasis as I besought thee, etc.; that to which he is

now about to admonish Timothy anew. Thus we actually find that

the protasis, in which the commission that had been given to Timo

thy is more particularly stated, vers. 3 and 4, and not only so, but

in which also the error is opposed by the corresponding truth, and

the farther characteristics of the errors against which Timothy is to

guard, are mentioned along with their refutation, vers. 6-10, which

gives occasion for the reference to the gospel which the apostle is

called to promulgate that this protasis absorbs the apodosis, and

properly contains what, according to the apostle s original concep

tion, the latter ought to have expressed. Comp. Winer s Gr. 63,

1, p. 503 :

&quot; There is here properly an anacolouthon, inasmuch as

Paul intended to write itaOug napendXeaa Ma/e. ovro) teal vvv Trapaitahti.,

Iva, etc. While he brings the object of the napeic. within the pro

tasis, the apodosis disappears/ I do not think, however, that the

occasion of the anacolouthon is to be sought in the Iva napayy.; but

further on in ver. 5, which appears to me to be confirmed by Tit. i.

5, seq., and also by the circumstance that if the idea had been so

simply conceived, no adequate reason could be given for the change.
How frequently these anacoloutha occur in Paul s writings is shewn

by Winer, a. a. Q., p. 504, seq., where reference is made to several

examples of the kind. So also Olshausen. To what extent, more

over, the apodosis discovers itself again in ver. 18, if not in form at

least in substance, see at ver. 18. The other methods of making out

a formal apodosis, as, for example, that the apodosis begins with Iva

napayy., or that npocfielvai, is an imperative, or that xaOug is merely
a transition-particle, or that vers. 5-17 forms a single parenthesis,
have been all justly rejected by Winer. In like manner Schnecken-

burger and Bottger s change of Trpoapeivai into rrpoaiisivag, which en

tirely fails in critical authority, and causes an unnatural position of

the words, has justly met with no countenance. As I besought thco

(De Wette :

&quot; not commanded. The apostle does not command
his helper, cornp. 2 Cor. viii. 6, is. 5, xii.

18&quot;)
to remain in Ephesus

when I went to Macedonia, that thou mightest forbid certain people
from teaching otherwise, and giving heed to fables and endless

genealogies, which minister discussions rather than the saving dis

pensation of God in the faith thus the apostle sets out, vers. 3 and
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4. This commencement reminds us of the epistle to Titus in a

two-fold respect. Here, as in that epistle, the introduction express

ing the apostle s thanksgiving, which is usual elsewhere, with the

exception of the Epistle to the Galatians, is wanting ;
and in both

epistles the apostle begins by calling to mind a commission which

had been given, and for the fulfilment of which the epistle gives far

ther directions. Already, then, may we infer from this commence
ment of the epistle, if the writer is true to himself in the other

parts of it, that this, like the Epistle to Titus, is, to use Schleier-

macher s expression, an official letter, and, like it, was designed

only for the person named in the inscription. This, as has already
been observed in reference to the Epistle to Titus, will account for

the absence of an expression of thanks in the introduction, as also

for the absence of all allusions to the first imprisonment (if the

epistle was written subsequent to this) during which Timothy was

with the apostle. All this is quite different in the second epistle to

Timothy, the peculiarity of which has been more justly apprehended

by Schleierrnacher than by many of the more recent commentators,
when he says of that epistle that it is altogether of the confidential

and friendly kind, and with respect to the contents, observes that it

has nothing else in common with the first to Timothy than merely
the personal relation qf the apostle to his disciple, and is not in

tended to give directions as to the proper regulation of a church
;

and that the second Epistle to Timothy and that to Titus, have in

their contents no similarity whatever. This distinction shews itself

at once in the introduction (as 1 Tim. i. 3, seq., comp. with the

commencement of the two other epistles, proves), and discovers an

author who knows well what he writes.

Hpoa[.iElvai iv E^tVw, rropevoftevog elq M. De Wette has already
observed that Kopevo^evog cannot with Matthies be referred to Timo

thy instead of Paul, and be rendered : when going to Macedonia
to remain in Ephesus. This is grammatically impossible (comp.
Winer s Gr., 44, 3, p. 287, note, against De Wette, who thinks

this connexion possible), and yields no proper sense. Quite as arbi

trary is it, as every one will perceive (comp. likewise De Wette) to

connect nopevopevog with what follows, and to supply : so I entreat

thee now, on. thy journey to Macedonia, to remain, etc. There is no
other way but to apply the word to the apostle. The journey, there

fore, mentioned in Acts xx. 1, on the occasion of which Timothy
did not remain in Ephesus, but rather went before the apostle to

Macedonia, Acts xix. 22, cannot be here referred to, as might be

shewn by many other reasons
; comp. the Introd. The words fol

lowing state the object for which the apostle left Timothy behind

when he himself went to Macedonia that tlwu mightestforbid, etc.

,
as here also 1 Cor. vii. 10, xi. 17 ;

1 Thess. iv. 11
;
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2 Thess. iii. 4, 6, 10, 12, with the following F;
= to forbid.&quot; Tial

= certain people, whom the apostle will not further designate ;

Timothy knows them already. We find the same indefinite expres

sion also in ver. 6, 19, iv. 1, etc. He is to forbid the K-epodidaaieahelv

as well as the irpoaexeiv pvOoic, etc.
&quot;

to teach otherwise and to give

heed to such doctrines.&quot; So Theodore t : rovrovg fj,ev Emaro^eiv
.... rolg de ye oiAAoi? irapaice^evsaOcu ry TOVTUV pr} Trpoae%stv adoAetr-

^ia. ErepotiidaffKateiVj at which the critics from Schleiermacher

downwards have stumbled so much, and which occurs again only at

vi. 3, it is quite evident from the latter passage, as Schleiermacher

himself observes, can only mean
;

to teach what deviates from

sound doctrine; an interpretation placed beyond doubt by the fol

lowing words, and consent not to wholesome words, and the doc

trine which leads to godliness. This passage, however, gives us

more information about the &Tpodtd&amp;lt;u?Kahelv than Schleiermacher

finds in it, else he would not have proceeded to say, that Paul else

where from not .knowing the suitable word, helps himself out with

the roundabout expression aAAov Irjaovv KqpvoGeiv, 2 Cor. xi. 4
;

Srepov evayyehiov, Gal. i. 6, 8, 9. In the negative clause and con

sents not, etc., which is explanatory of the preceding, that from

which these teachers deviate is expressed first, by wholesome words,
and then by the doctrine which leads to godliness, both of which are

substantially the game thing, in proof of which I refer to Tit. i. 9,

and our interpretation, as also that of.De Wette. Erepo&dcwT/iea-

AeZv denotes the teaching of things which lie aside from this doctrine

according to godliness, or truth according to godliness, Tit. i. 1. In

the Epistle to Titus we have found it uniformly confirmed, that it

is not a heresy proper that is spoken of, or a strictly false doctrine

in opposition to the true
;
and the same conviction is pressed upon

us here in the word SrepoSid. as compared with vi. 3. Hence the use

of this word by the apostle here, a word which properly signifies to
&quot; teach otherwise/ not &quot;

to teach false doctrine,&quot; is fully vindicated.,

and the circumlocution mentioned by Schleiermacher to preach an
other Jesus, etc., does not answer to it. With reference to the

formation of the word, Planck, in the work already noticed, has, in

opposition to Schleiermacher, referred to the expression icaXodidda-

Kakog, Tit. ii. 3, according to which the apostle might easily form the

word brepodMofcaXog, from which again the verb in our passage is

derived in the regular manner. And are not the expressions t-repd-

yAwcrcror arid erepotvyelv closely analogous ? From these analogous
expressions an inference may be drawn rather for, than against the

use of this word by the apostle. Olshausen and others have shewn

rightly, why it is irepodidaanaXelv and not simply trepodiddaKstv be-

* Hutlier agrees with Schleiermacher, only that ho finds no accessary hierarchical

idea in the word.
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cause, namely, the former expression involves the idea of making a

business of teaching otherwise = to play the &repodi6d&amp;lt;Htaho. On
Baur s critical doubts about this word cornp. the General Intro

duction.

Yer. 4. Not to give heed. On Ttpoae%eiv comp. Tit. i. 14. Ols-

hausen says rightly, that the injunction not to give heed to such

doctrines is aptly connected with the foregoing. We may also

gather from this verse what that was, in which this trepodLdaonaXeiv

consisted. Fables and endless genealogies are the things to which

the persons referred to (rivef) are not to give heed. We have al

ready met with the word \ivQoi at Tit. i. 14, connected there with

the epithet Jewish; it occurs again at 1 Tim. iv. 7, and 2 Tim. iv.

4. The latter passage speaks of the future, and in so far does not

belong to our present purpose. In the former thesefables are char

acterized as profane and old wives
,
or insipid fables. Any more

direct and special information as to their contents is as little to be

obtained from this epistle, as from that to Titus. On the other

hand, what clue may be found in the epistles, and especially in the

Epistle to Titus, for farther determining this, and how much reason

we have for believing that one and the same error is meant, has al

ready been shown on Tit. i. 9. The case is similar with regard to

the genealogies, which are named again only at Tit. iii. 9, and the

connexion of which with the fables (comp. on Tit. i. 14, and iii. 9),

as also with the strifes about the law, can scarcely be questioned

(comp. on the same passages, and also on 1 Tim. iv. 7). We were

accordingly induced to understand things of a Jewish character and

origin as meant in all these expressions which throw any light on

the constituent elements of these fables.* The genealogies, which

at Tit. iii. 9 have no clesignative epithet, are here called endless (not

aimless), Tob. xxxvi. 26 ;
3 Mace. ii. 9. Things are meant which

may be spun out to an endless extent. The words following con

tain the reason of the warning against these things, wliicli minister,

etc. The reading olicovofiiav is so strongly confirmed, in comparison
with the other, oliwdopiav D*** and olKodoprjv D*, etc. (comp. Tis-

chendorf), that we are not at liberty to yield it up from the con

venience of the latter. Zr)T7J&amp;lt;rsis
is not to be taken differently here

from vi. 4
;
2 Tim. ii. 23

;
Tit. iii. 9, in all of which passages it

denotes not strife, but questions of controversy, as the result of

which are -mentioned in these very passages, contentions, strifes.

The epithetfoolish applied to these questions in 2 Tim. ii. 23; Tit.

iii. 9, is not necessary here any more than at vi. 4, as that with

which they are contrasted plainly shows their nature. On Trapexetv

comp. Gal. vi. 17
;
the original signification of the word,

&quot; to hold

* Huther explains jj.v$oi. and yeveak. of tlio Gnostic doctrine of Aeons. Comm. z

N.T.Y. 1.
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out towards one&quot; (comp. vi. 17), explains the annexed clause with

jj*
These genealogies hold out only questions, and material always

for disputation. MtU/lov rj intimates what ought to be held forth,

namely, instead of the questions the dispensation of God which is

in faith. OiKovopia 6eov
77

iv marei. This expression is taken to

mean either the gracious efficiency of God in the faith, or the effi

ciency of a steward of the house of God in awakening or promoting

the faith. But the idea that the doctrine is to hold forth, to afford

(or iu whatever sense nape^eiv may be taken) the gracious efficiency

of God, appears to me as unsuitable and as unwarranted by the

usage of the apostle, as the other signification is remote from the

context. For how can olKovopia rov 6eov signify the efficiency of a

steward of God, seeing that it is not an olicovofios that is spoken of,

but fables and genealogies, against giving heed to which, a warning
is given, because they do not afford this olKovo\da ? What else then

can be understood by oltcov. Osov than that which ought to be the

import of all Christian doctrine, namely, the dispensation of God

for salvation,
&quot; which has its means and its realization in faith ?&quot;

(De Wette). So also Neandera. a. Q. I. p. 541, &quot;the dispensation

of God for the salvation of man.&quot;* With this interpretation the

constant use of the expression in Paul s writings agrees (Eph. i. 10,

iii. 2
;

Col. i. 25) ;
it everywhere signifies a dispensation devised by

God. I cannot see how, as De Wette maintains, the rrap^ovoi does

not suit this interpretation : these things, says the apostle, hold out

questions, not the truo import of the doctrine
; they afford a fruit

less exercise for the understanding but nothing for the heart. The

expression luhich is in faith evidently stands in opposition to the

questions. Olshausen also thus understands the passage ; only, he

further supposes that olKovopia rov Oeov is used by metonyme to ex

press what it brings to pass, namely, the progress of the life of faith.

For this the apostle would doubtless have used olKodopijv or the like.

Ver. 5.
&quot; But the aim of the exhortation is love out of a pure

heart and a good conscience and faith unfeigned.&quot; These words are

not to be understood as a resumption of the Iva Trapayyeitygj ver. 3,

nor as the beginning of a new train of thought, but as occasioned by
ver. 4, and as standing in an adversative relation to it (de). The
otherwise abrupt transition from ver. 4 to ver. 5 were inconsistent

with the circumstance that the flow of the ideas causes an anaco-

louthon (comp. on ver. 3). The apostle specifies the aim of the ex

hortation, with the view of showing how far the things of which he

speaks in ver. 4 deviate from this aim. This aim is love out of t

pure heart, etc. How remote from this are those fables and gene

alogies with their subtle speculations, which take the place of the

dispensation of God which is in faith ! This love, which is the aim

* I rejoice to find that I coincide with Huther.
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of all precept, rests on the foundation of a pure heart, and a good

conscience, and faith unfeigned, while those questions have nothing
to do with that which is the subject matter of faith. How indeed

can love which has its root in faith proceed from them ? In order

then to understand the connexion, two things must be taken into

consideration, namely, the opposition of that which is in faith to

the questions which exercise the understanding merely, and the

stress which the apostle lays on the source out of which alone love

can spring. A measuring line is here supplied, as Matthies justly

observes, .to Timothy and to every other. To rehog according to the

common analogous use of the word, Rom. vi. 21, 22
;
2 Cor. xi. 15 ;

Phil. iii. 19, signifies neither &quot;

sum&quot; nor &quot;

perfection,&quot; but simply
&quot;

aim.&quot; HapayyeMa, as
irapayyM&&amp;gt;, has always the definite sense

of &quot;

precept, injunction,&quot; whenever used by the apostle, or elsewhere

in the New Testament (comp. on napayyeMa, 1 Thess. iv. 2). It is

therefore to be taken neither as a designation of the objective doc

trine = evayyeXiov, nor of the Mosaic law = 6 vdfiog, of which no

thing is said here, nor of the law of Christian morality ;
but it is as

elsewhere &quot;precept, exhortation&quot; in the wider sense, &quot;practical

doctrine as the principal part of the sound doctrine in opposition to

tliQ
fables,&quot;

as De Wette rightly explains it referring to iv. 11, v.

7, vi. 13, 17. The apostle selects the expression with the view of

specifying the end to which all doctrine should tend in those who
are instructed, and to the attainment of which all doctrine should

admonish. The doctrine which has this practical aim becomes of

itself irapayyeXia. So also Olshausen,
&quot; The highest aim of all the

labour of the Christian preacher should be a practical one, namely,
to call forth true love.&quot; Such love, however, springs only from a

pure heart, and a good conscience, and faith unfeigned. Aydnrj

(without the article, comp. Winer s Gr., 19, 1, p. 109) denotes the

sum of the moral conduct of a Christian, comp. Rom. xiii. 10 : love

is the fulfilling of the laiv, Gal. v. 6.

On Kapdia comp. Phil. iv. 7
;
on naOapa Kapdia, comp. Matth. v.

8, and Olshausen on the passage ;
1 Pet. i. 22

;
2 Tim. ii. 22. Purity

of heart can result only from a previous purifying, comp. Acts xv.

9 : purifying their hearts by faitli. With the pure heart is then

necessarily connected the second thing which the apostle mentions

as pre-supposed in all true love, viz., the ovveidriaig dyaO?1, comp. iii.

9
;
2 Tim. i. 3

;
or KaA?/, Heb. xiii. 18. It is the conscience which

knows that its guilt is removed, and that it is reconciled to God,
1 Pet. iii. 21

; since, as De Wette truly says, a conscience unrecon

ciled to God and man cannot love purely, because it cannot believe.*

That only is true love which springs from a conscience that has

* Huther rejects the idea of reconciliation here, and understands avv. ay. generally

as the consciousness of inward harmony with the divine will.
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experienced the power of divine love, that has heen kindled at

divine love. The third thing necessary to true love is faith un

feigned ; in which words the apostle names the new life-power that

dwells in such a heart and conscience. The pure heart and good

conscience is,
with respect to its quality, to be viewed as springing

from faith, observes Olshausen. It is faith which makes the evil

conscience good, and which purifies the heart (Acts xv. 9) ;
but it

does this only when it is itself unfeigned. &quot;Where a good conscience

is lost, therefaith disappears, i. 19, and in its place comes, not un

belief, but a mere pretended faith, and talking (ver. 6), such as the

apostle everywhere represents as a characteristic feature of the op

ponents who are combated in the Pastoral Epistles, AvvnoKpirog in

the same sense as it is elsewhere used by the apostle, Kom. xii.

9
;
2 Cor. vi. 6. Comp. also Jam. iii. 17

;
1 Pet. i. 22. Looking

back to what the apostle here says regarding the errors which Tim

othy is to check, according to the interpretation we have given, we

find the same characteristics as in the Epistle to Tftus. As in that

epistle it is evidently not a dogmatical heresy that is spoken of, but

errors which lead away from the truth that tends to godliness, and

which belong to the sphere of unprofitable questions that cause only

strife and contention, so also is it in this epistle. This is shown by
the right interpretation of KTepodidaaitaheivy by the reason given for

the warning against those questions, and by the practical end of all

admonition being placed in opposition to them.

As ver. 5 stands in an adversative relation to ver. 4, so at the

same time it forms the transition .to ver. 6 and the following verses,

which give additional characteristics of those errors. The apostle

proceeds to say, that from the want of a pure heart and a good con

science and faith unfeigned, certain persons have turned aside to

vain talking. Schleiermacher indeed thinks the writer here makes

but an awkward return from the digression in ver. 5, when he rep
resents this namely, that those opponents could not attain to that

which is the effect of the true doctrine, as the reason why they had
turned aside to vain talking. The writer here betrays, according to

Schleiermacher, the utmost incapacity to return from a slight di

gression. But ver. 5 is, in our opinion, no digression. And is there

any room for finding fault with the sentiment, that those seducers

were wanting in that fundamental state of mind, from which alone

can proceed that which is the aim of all Christian precept, namely,

love, and that therefore they swerved from this aim, and became

foolish talkers ? This is indeed just the way in which the subject
is treated everywhere in these epistles, comp. vi. 5

;
2 Tim. iii. 8

;

Tit. i. 15. Schleiermacher seems in what he says to have referred

the from ivhich, ver. 6, not merely to the three things last men

tioned, but also to the love, in regard to which De Wette also was
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m doubt. But even although we had not those parallel passages
from which we learn that it is not the want of love, hut the want of

faith and a good conscience, from which the foolish talking proceeds,
we yet could not refer the &v to dydirrj, as the expression elg parato-

hoyiav plainly designates a false aim in opposition to the true, which

is denoted by dydrrr]. A&amp;lt;JTo%eiv only in the Pastoral Epistles, vi. 21
;

2 Tim. ii.18. EKTrfireodai,
&quot; to swerve from/ v. 15

;
2 Tim. iv. 4

(Heb. xii. 13). Both expressions, as Mack rightly observes, are

suggested by the reAof. Maraiokoyia, as Tit. i. 9, ^araLoXoyoi. What
kind of vain talk the apostle means we now learn from ver. 7.

Ver. 7. Desiring to be teachers of the law, without understand

ing either what they say or whereof they affirm. As at Tit. i. 14,

besides ihefables}
also commandments of men are mentioned, and

as at Tit. iii. 9, along with the genealogies are mentioned strifes

about the laiv, so here also, with the fables and genealogies is con

nected the vain talk of those who affect to be teachers of the law.

The expression vofiodiddaica^oi, which occurs only here, as also ypa/z-

pa-Evq only at 1 Cor. i. 20, reminds us too much of the usual signi

fication of the term elsewhere (Luke v. 17
;
Acts v. 34), to admit of

our assigning any other to it here. The sense then is : they desire

to be in their way what the doctors of the law are among the Jewish

people. That we are not to understand real teachers of the law is

plain from the expression Ockovreg. Nor will the characteristic here

given apply to the common Judaizing opponents ;
and Schleierma-

cher seems to me to have reason for his objections to this passage on

the supposition that it refers to these well-known opponents.* He
is surprised, and justly so, that- these teachers of the law are not de

scribed as different from the genealogists and fablers, ver. 4, but that,

on the contrary, the two passages are connected by the expression

HaraLoXoyia, ver. 6. And he might have added that iiaraiohoyia itself

is but a very weak designation of that Judaizing tendency, and one

that never occurs. Further, he misses a climax here justly ;
for it

has not escaped Schleiermacher to perceive, that the errors named
in ver. 4 appear much less dangerous than the Judaizing tendency.
He says with truth,

&quot; that for Paul, the introduction of the law was

a much greater evil than he describes the fables and genealogies
to be. And .how differently does Paul elsewhere oppose the giving
of an undue prominence to the law ! There is not a single argu
ment given here for a Pauline confutation of the Judaizers/ In all

this Schleiermacher appears to me to be perfectly right, and the ref

erence to Gal. v. 23, against such there is no laiv, in reply to him,
to be quite pointless ;

for the fundamental difference in the manner

* Iluther also is of opinion, that the persons here meant did not maintain the obli

gation of the law in the same manner as the Pharisaical Jewish-Christians, but that in

their allegorical interpretations of the law, they claimed to themselves that knowledge of

the law which entitled them to impose arbitrary commands.
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in which the refutation is conducted there and here is not thereby

removed. But another question suggests itself, whether the suppo
sition from which Schleiermacher and his opponents set out is well

founded, namely, that this passage applies to that well-known Ju-

daizing tendency ;
whether the very way in which Paul characterizes

and refutes the tendency here opposed does riot compel us to depart

from that supposition, instead of making it the ground of objec

tions against the passage ? When we look to the manner in which

the persons here alluded to are said to have come to their vain talk,

ver. 6 to the expression /mraioAoym to the JLM) roovvreg, as also to

the opposition in vers. 8-10, we can scarcely fail to be convinced

that quite a different class of opponents are meant than the com
mon Judaists

; they are men such as those described in Tit. i. 14,

15, of whom it is there said that they turn away from the truth

.... that their mind and conscience is defiled. We found, in ex

pounding that passage, that the common Judaists could not be

meant. Can it be otherwise in the passage before us when there is

so great a similarity in the errors described ? Does not the expres-

sionfrom ivhich some having turned aside indicate the same funda

mental state of mind as the descriptions which we have just cited

from the Epistle to Titus ? And does not the same word paraio-

koyia here, and in Tit. i. 10, shew the similarity in the error de

scribed ? And do not the words, to the pure all things are pure,
answer in a certain measure to the not understanding what they say,

etc., in the former of which expressions the apostle gives it to be

understood, that those seducers, while they seek a higher moral per
fection in such commandments, shew that they are not pure but de

filed. Certainly those who are here meant, like the well-known

Judaizers, gave prominence to the law, otherwise the apostle could

not go on to say by way of concession in ver. 8, we know that the

law is good, nor could he describe them as those who wished

to be teachers of the law
;
but the manner in which, and the end

for which they gave prominence to the law, must have been dif

ferent from that of the Judaizers, otherwise the apostle would have

refuted their error in a different way. What remains to be said will

result from the particular consideration of the passage. Desiring
to be teachers of the law, says the apostle they would be such, but

they are not. And why not, we learn from the words following, not

understanding, etc. It could not have been maintained of the com
mon Judaists that they knew not what they said. The expression
answers only to those who do not really aim at what their words de

clare, who do not see through the real tendency of that which they
affirm. On the change of the relative to the interrogative see

Winer s Gr., 25, 1, p. 152. In the a and Trepl rivuv De Wette
does not understand different objects, as Kepi rtvog diaj3e(3. } conip.
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Tit. iii. 8, does not signify
&quot;

to put forth confirmatory assertions

concerning anything,&quot; but &quot;

to confirm anything.&quot; But what sig

nification is then to be given to nepi ? Others therefore (for ex

ample Leo) rightly explain the first member of the subjective

assertions, the second of the object itself about which these assertions

are made. So also Huther.

Vers. 8-10. &quot; But we know that the law is good if one use it

agreeably to its design.&quot;
The sentence is not antithetical to an as

sertion of these teachers of the law, which taught that the law is

not good, as Baur understands it, regarding it as opposed to the

Marcionitic rejection of the law
;

it rather concedes this assertion to

the opponents, but adds a limitation (tav) in connexion with which

alone it is true, and the neglect of which leads to error. On this

concessive sense of oldajiev u~i
} comp. Bom. vii. 14

;
1 Cor. viii. 1.

How little Baur s interpretation consists with the appellation teachers

of the law, has already been shewn in the General Introduction.

Against this view De Wette also justly draws attention to the cir-

cumctance, that ver. 4, cornp. with Tit. i. 14, shews that it is not

Judaizers who are spoken of. The limitation which the apostle an

nexes to the assertion, the law is good, namely, if a man use it law

fully ,
shews that it is not of the law itself, but of the use of it that

he speaks. The law is good if a man know how to use it. By rtg

the apostle understands &quot; him who will
teach,&quot;

as Bengel has already
observed. Nopipus, as the law itself desires to be used, &quot;agreeably

to the design of the law.&quot; But we learn from vcr. 9, first nega

tively, and then positively, what the design of the law is, which he

must know who will rightly use it. He must know and consider

that it is not designed for the dinaio^.^ The negative sentence must
doubtless contain the error, to the charge of which those teachers

of the law exposed themselves. Consequently, they acted as if the

law were designed for the righteous man ; they thought it necessary
to improve the gospel by the law, they set up requirements which

involved a recurrence to the law, in order by the fulfilment of these

to lead to a higher stage of moral perfection. The expression bodily

exercise, iv. 8, points to such a tendency, which is there spoken of

in connexion with the fables, and the same appears on comparing
Tit. i. 14. And, if we are not mistaken in placing these fables and

genealogies in connexion with the legal tendency, it would seem to

follow that this tendency did not consist in simply giving promi
nence to the Mosaic law, but in such an application of the law as

connected itself with pretentious to a more profound wisdom, through

which a higher moral perfection was attainable than by a simple ad

herence to the gospel. With this interpretation the positive state-

* Multura do hoc Pauli loco disputatum esse tempore restauratorum sacrorum ab

Agricola .... notum cst. Leo.

VOL. VI. 3
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ment of the design of the law fully agrees, and it alone will explain

why the apostle here enumerates a series of the worst vices which

the law is designed to punish. It fores with those teachers of the

law that, while they would be wise, they become fools
;
while they

boast of a higher wisdom and a higher morality, they really bring

themselves down to the level of the avo^ai. For this very reason tho

apostle says of them, that they know not what they say nor whereof

they affirm. On KeiaOai in the signification,
&quot; to be ordained, ap

pointed,&quot; comp. Luke ii. 34
;
Phil. i. 17

;
1 Thess. iii. 3. On vd/zo?,

without the article, Winer s Gr., 19, 1, p. 109. kinaios has hero

its exact opposite in what follows, according to which it cannot bo

understood of the justified person = ducaiuOei^ but in the sense

which it often has honest, virtuous, which indeed he only can

be who is justified, and who has received the new life of the spirit.

Comp. on the whole subject, Gal. v. 18, 23
;
Eom. vi. 14. Then

follow as opposed to difiaiw, the general terms, dvojwi^ 6Z not dwiro-

TaKToig. On dvopos, comp. Tit. ii. 14. AvvnoraKToz, as the effect of

obstinacy, occurs only in the Pastoral Epistles in this sense
;
similar

to it is the term d^eiBel^ often used by the apostle. As these two

terms are connected with each other, so also are the two following,

doefiecL teal d^aprwXol^, and in like manner dvooioig ttal J3epfaois. On

a&amp;lt;7j3/fc, comp. Tit. ii. 12. Afiaprukog here denotes the open sinner.

On dvootog, Tit. i. 8. Be/fyAo^, Heb. xii. 16, unholy, impure. From
these general terms, the apostle passes to special crimes and vices

which the law is designed to restrain. He purposely names the worst

crimes and vices, in order thus to expose the folly of those who make
the observance of the law to be binding upon Christians, and thereby

fancy that a special superiority belongs to them. &quot; The law is de

signed for fratricides and matricides, for manslayers, for whoremon

gers, for Sodomites, for menstealers (comp. Ex. xxi. 16
;
Deut. xxiv.

7), for liars, for perjured persons, and whatsoever is contrary to

sound doctrine.&quot; With regard to the first three of these terms,
Schleiermacher remarks that they are all foreign to the New Testa

ment, and also, that Paul is not wont to name such vices in such a
connexion. These remarks remind us anew of how differently the

ipostle goes to work, when he elsewhere opposes the Judaizers. And
arhat proper sense can we attach to what the apostle here says, when
viewed as directed against the Judaizers, namely, that the law is not

designed for the righteous, but for the lawless ? He surely cannot
intend to say ; in reference to the lawless, etc., those Judaizers are

right in their \vay of enforcing the observance of the law, but no:

in reference to the righteous. The entire distinction between the

dUaiog and the dvofios, as here given, has not the slightest reference
to the question of dispute between the apostle and those opponents.
For as they could not be supposed to insist on the righteousness by
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the law only in reference to the dltcaiog, as little would the apostle

desire that they should do this in respect to the dvo^oL. On the con

trary, all becomes plain, when we suppose that the apostle has in

his eye, those who regarded the law as a means by which Christians

were to attain a still higher moral perfection. In opposition to such,

nothing more suitable could be said than just what the apostle here

says, namely, that the law is quite good, only they must know that

it is not designed for the righteous, as they think, but for the law

less, etc. These the law is designed to restrain.
&quot; And if there be

any other thing that is contrary to sound doctrine,&quot; the apostle adds.

On vy. did., comp. Tit. i. 9, and Leo on the present passage. The

apostle having already purposely named the most flagrant crimes

and vices, now sums up everything else that is contrary to the doc

trine which leads to godliness, in the words, if there be any, etc.

Moreover, the expression here reminds us so strongly of the charge
which the apostle brings elsewhere against these errors, namely, that

they are wanting in the principle of morality, and consequently in

the fruits of morality, that one might be inclined to suppose the

apostle intends to say ironically : these teachers of the law ought

certainly to use the law
; enough will be found in them to which it

can apply. Comp. Tit. i. 15, etc.

Ver. 11. In testimony of what he has just said, namely, that

the law is not designed for the virtuous, but for the lawless, the

apostle appeals to his gospel, which has been intrusted to him. The
critics have thought this appeal to his gospel to be altogether unne

cessary, and regard this as an illustration of how the pseudo-apostle

always seeks occasion to make the apostle speak of himself. But the

words, with which I was intrusted, shew that the writer has in view

a certain contrast
;
the gospel, as De Wette says, with which he is

intrusted is, in reference to the manner in which it teaches that the

law should be used, characterized as Pauline, in contrast with that

of these teachers of the laiv. Thus is removed all ground for re

garding what the apostle here says of himself as a merely casual

expression. Kara cannot be connected with T vy. didacKakia (Leo),
were it for no other reason than that the article is wanting, and also

that it would make an altogether superfluous and tautological ex

planation. As little is it to be connected with avrtKetrai, which is

already sufficiently determined by the sound doctrine. It is rather

in testimony of what he has said, ver. 9, respecting the design of

the law, that he here appeals to his gospel. So also Huther. &quot; In

reality,&quot; says De Wette,
&quot; the sentiment in ver. 9 is Pauline (comp.

Rom. vi. 14
; Gal. v. 18); the apostle, however, would not thus have

opposed these teachers of the law, but rather with the statement,
that we can be justified only through faith. The writer takes an
Irenaean position, between the friends of the law and the Pauline
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party/ The first of these remarks is as just as the second is harm

less in regard to our position. The apostle is not dealing with those

who contest the doctrine of justification by faith, but with such as

&quot;in addition to faith, prescribe for the dinaioq certain requirements of

a pretendedly higher morality, for which they appeal to the Old

Testament. To Evayy&iov rfc dofyg :

&quot;

gospel of the glory of
God,&quot;

the import of which is this glory, 2 Cor. iv. 4. This glory is here,

as elsewhere represented, as revealed to the world in Jesus Christ

(Rom. ix. 23 : Eph. i. 17, iii. 16). The designation, rvfr Mfys, as

also the epithet paKapiov, gives prominence to the preponderating
value of the gospel, in opposition to that legal error

;
it is the reve

lation of the glory of him who is blessed. The revelation of his

glory will therefore be rich in blessings. Maicdpiog applied to God
also at vi. 15

;
for what remains, comp. on Tit. ii. 13. On 8 ma-

revdyv, Winer s Gr., 39, 1, p. 232, a construction frequently used

by the apostle, and only by him.

Ver. 12. The apostle has appealed to the gospel which was

committed to his trust, in opposition to those teachers of the law.

In ver. 12, seq., he dwells on the manner in which this trust was

committed to him, in order thus to show what certainty he has of

the truth of the gospel the certainty, namely, of a personal expe

rience, in virtue of which he who was a blasphemer and a persecutor
was transformed into a minister of Jesus Christ. The apostle, how

ever, following the impulse of his heart, clothes the idea in the form

of a thanksgiving. Baumgarten has traced the scope of the passage

otherwise, a. a. Q. p. 224, in opposition to Schleiermacher, who finds

here a total want of connexion. The apostle, according to Baum
garten, speaks of himself, in so far as in his case, the peculiar nature

of the gospel, as designed precisely for the salvation of sinners and

transgressors of the law, was convincingly manifested. The ques
tion to which no reply is given in vers. 9 and 10, namely, how are

transgressors of the law to attain to righteousness, is here answered.
This interpretation, however, will hold only when vcrs. 9 and 10 are

viewed as opposed to the common Judaistic tendency. And even

apart from this, ver. 12 appears to me to stand in so close a con
nexion with the emphatic words of the preceding verse which was
committed to my trust, that it can only be understood as a farther

explanation of these words. Nor do the words, lut I obtained

mercy because I did it in ignorance, agree with the above view.

Doubtless the apostle intends to show, how in his own person, in his

own history, the import of the gospel is strikingly represented, and
how the entire forbearance of divine love has been manifested in the

mercy which he obtained, and has thus made him a pattern to nil

who should hereafter believe. But are we to regard this as supple
mentary to the doctrine stated before respecting the design of the
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law ? There is surely nothing in these words about the law or its

design. Nay, the apostle s conversion is in the least degree fitted

to show the relation of the law to faith
;

for it was not a knowledge
of his sins wrought in him by the law that brought him to Christ.

This, however, must be the case with any one who should show by
his example, how the transgressors of the law may be led by the law

itself to the righteousness in Christ Jesus, how the law is a school

master to bring us to Christ.* Kat before xdpiv %(*), which is not

found in A.F.Gr., etc., has perhaps rightly been retained by Tisch-

endorf according to D.I.K., etc. And I thank Christ Jesus our

Lord who hath .enabled me, that he counted me faithful, appointing
me to the ministry, although I was before a blasphemer and a per
secutor and injurious, says the apostle, in explanation of the words

which was committed to my trust, ver. 11. Christ ivho hatJi enabled

me inasmuch as the strength for the ministry to which the Lord

hath appointed him, proceeds not from himself, but from the Lord

who hath called him to this ministry ;
the apostle, as Matthies well

observes, repels the supposition, that &quot; at the time when he was

called, the strength for the ministry was already present in him, and

was only acknowledged by the Lord.&quot; On vvdwapou (a genuine
Pauline word) comp. on Phil. iv. 13. The ground of his thanks is

expressed in the words, that he counted me faithful, which are

further explained by the following putting, etc., for this latter is the

actual proof of the statement, he counted me faithful. Faithful

(comp. 1 Cor. iv. 2), is the quality required of a steward of God,
the strength is given by the Lord. On the whole expression comp.
1 Cor. vii. 25. In like manner the expression Oepevog elg has its

parallel in 1 Thess. v. 9
; comp. also Acts xiii. 47. On diaicoviav, in

its wider signification, comp. Rom. xi. 13
; Eph. iii. 7 ; Col. i. 23.

Ver. 13. The apostle now describes his former condition in the

words, who was before a blasphemer and a persecutor and injurious.
To Trporepov, not rov, according to A.D. ::: F.Gr.. etc. These strong

expressions are designed to give effect to the contrast with the fore

going, putting me into the ministry. In this way, by so powerful
an experience of the transforming grace of the Lord, did he become
a minister of Christ, from being a blasphemer and a persecutor. On
@Mo(t)r]iiog comp. Acts xxvi. 11

;
on &WT^ at which Schleiermacher

has stumbled, passages such as Gal. i. 13
;
on vppianjv, Matth. xxii.

6, etc. The List expression forms a climax with the foregoing, de

noting an act of wanton and contemptuous injury. On the parti*

ciple Ofyevog, not the infinitive, comp. Winer, 45, 4, p. 311.
&quot; But I obtained mercy because I did it ignorantly in unbelief.&quot;

* Huther: the apostle dwells till ver. 17 on the grace experienced by him, in such a

manner, however, as to make it most clearly manifest, that the gospel committed to his

trust is a gtspel of the glory of the blessed God.
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These words are not intended as a palliation of his conduct, but

only to show that there was that in him upon which mercy might

take hold, how it was possible for mercy to be shown to him. Mack

well observes, that &quot;the words of Christ, Matth. xii. 31, seq., were

confirmed in the apostle, that every sin and blasphemy, even that

against the Son, may be forgiven, so long as there is no blasphemy

against the
Spirit.&quot;

/ obtained mercy ; this expression points to

the fact denoted by, was committed to my trust, ver. 11, and counted

me faithful, putting, etc. By this the apostle is assured that he

has obtained mercy. The expression refers to the condition de

scribed in ver. 13, from which compassionating grace has rescued

him. When the apostle says, I obtained mercy because I did it

ignorantly in unbelief, he does not mean that he had a claim to such

mercy, as if on, introduced a sufficient reason for the bestowal of

mercy ;
he only explains how it was possible that such a sinner

could obtain mercy, Acts. iii. IT. The positive ground of mercy

being shown to him, lies solely in the compassion of God, Tit. iii. 5.

The ground of the ignorance lies in the unbelief, which implies that

this ignorance is by no means unaccompanied with guilt. But there

is still a great difference between the conduct which the apostle
here describes, to which he was led by an honest zeal for the law,
and that of which we read in Luke xi. 52

;
Matth. xii. 32, which

proceeds from an indelible enmity against whatever is of God, and
a wilful striving against the spirit of God. In this case grace could

save only by compelling power.
Yer. 14.

&quot; And the grace of our Lord was exceeding abundant
with faith and love .in Christ Jesus.&quot; The apostle here places in

opposition to the state just described, ver. 13, the new state, namely,
that of grace, which magnifies itself in his life and labours, and
which has adorned these with faith and love in Christ Jesus, i. e.,

love which has its root in him. Faith and love are the result of

grace ;
when grace magnifies itself in a man, it brings faith and

love along with it. The love ivliich is in Christ Jesus, Olshausen

remarks, is not the love which Christ has and exercises, but that
which he gives to men. Its being joined with faith necessitates

this interpretation. Faith and love form the antithesis to unbelief,
ver. 13

; comp. with ver. 6. The expression vnepuXeovd^ only here
= was exceeding abundant, not to be taken in a comparative sense;

compare passages such as Kom. v. 20, vi. 1
;
2 Cor. iv. 15, where

itteovd&iv occurs, with passages such as 2 Cor. vii. 4
;
2 Thess. i. 3,

where similar compounds occur. That the humility as well as the

greatness of the apostle is here expressed, as also elsewhere, has
been observed by Mack, who refers to Phil. i. 21, ii. 1 : 2 Cor. x. 5.

13-19
; Gal. iv. 19.

Ver. 15. The apostle has just described how the power of saving
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love manifested itself in him. Thus from his own experience he

can testify what he here says : assuredly true and worthy of all ac

ceptance is the assertion, that Christ Jesus came into the world to

save sinners, of whom,, he adds, I am chief. Hiorbg 6 Adyo^ comp.
on Tit. iii. 8. ATrodo^, as also d-rrodeKTos, (the former occurring

again at iv. 9, the latter ii. 3, v. 4), only in this epistle. On the

other hand, the apostle uses elsewhere deKrog and ebnpfodenTOs, Phil,

iv. 18
;
2 Cor. vi. 2

;
Rom. xv. 31, etc.

; comp ; besides, Acts ii. 41,

they that gladly received the word (dTrode^dnevoi rov Aoyov). On the

classical use of the word, see Leo on the passage. On irdaa dnodox?],

like Traaa %apd, full joy, Winer s Gr., 18, 4, p. 101. On Christ

Jesus as the subject of what follows, comp. Phil. ii. 5, seq. &quot;Epxso-

6ai elg Koafiov, with definite allusion to the pre-existence of Christ.

It is the substance of what is contained in the gospel committed to

his trust, which the apostle here compresses into these words as the

experience of his own life
; comp. Matth. xviii. 11

; Luke, xix. 10,
&quot; Of whom I am the chief.&quot; Some have thought this expression too

strong, and endeavoured to soften it by pointing to the omission of

the article (against which .De Wette justly refers to Matth. x. 2,

xxii. 38), or to the present tense, ei^ii, according to which it applies

only to the saved sinner. But hv refers not to saved sinners, but to

sinners in general. All these limitations come into collision with

ver. 16, the entire signification of which rests on this -rrptirog in its

full sense. The apostle also speaks elsewhere of his former life

in the same manner
; comp. Eph. iii. 8

;
1 Cor. xv. 8, 9, where

he states as the reason of his humiliation : because I persecuted
the church of God. So here where the apostle calls himself

TrpojToi ,
we are to associate this with what he says in ver. 13, nor

are we to be hindered from this by the words, / obtained pardon
because I did it ignorantly, etc., comp. above. Only to this

reference of the rrp&rog to ver, 13 the outward act corresponds
also what he says of himself, ver. 16. It is the conduct of the

apostle in itself, viewed by him apart from its mitigating circum

stances, which constrains him to make use of this expression regard

ing himself.

Ver. 16. Howbeit for this cause I obtained mercy, as above at

ver. 14, antithetical with the apostle s judgment concerning himself.

Although the chief of sinners, I yet obtained pardon for this cause

pointing forward emphatically to the Iva that in me the chief

(for Trporrof is not to be taken differently here from before), Christ

Jesus might show his entire forbearance, for a pattern to those who.
should hereafter repose their believing trust in him to life everlast

ing. The whole passage indicates how entirely in earnest the apostle

was in the rrp&rog t-yw. Only thus can he see in his having obtained

mercy, the entire riches of the divine forbearance, and hold it up as-
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a consoling pattern to all who shall hereafter believe, even to the

greatest sinners.
&quot; A real miracle of the love of Jesus Christ to

sinners/ Olshausen. MaKpoOvn ia, some think it necessary, without

reason, to understand this word as &quot;magnanimity.&quot; But does not

the long-suffering of the divine love which follows the sinner appear

in the conversion of Paul ? On ri]v a-xaoav (so Tischendorf ) fianpo-

Ov[iiav, comp. Winer s Gr., 18, 4, p. 101. Tiro-vnuaig (only again

at 2 Tim. i. 13) = rv-og, 1 Cor. x. 6, 11
;

Phil. iii. 17, etc., or

vnodeiyfia, John, xiii. 15 ;
2 Pet. ii. 6, etc. The common interpre

tation is,
&quot; that I may be a pattern,&quot;

better thus,
&quot; that this proof

of his long-suffering may be a pattern ;&quot;

and perhaps for this very

reason it is vnoTvnwaig, and not TVTTOS. The less frequent connexion

mareueivini (Rom. ix. 33, x. 11
;
1 Pet. ii. 6

; [Matth. xxvii. 42])

represents Christ as the foundation on which faith rests. To life

everlasting ,
this again is the mark which all true faith has, and

keeps in its eye ; comp. on Tit. i. 2.

Ver. 17. -The consideration of that which, as a pattern to all

who should afterwards believe, has been done in the apostle, and

has made him an enduring monument of the saving long-suffering

of Christ, constrains him to the ascription of praise which he here

makes, and with which he closes the explanation of the above b

Kmorevdrjv eyw in the same way as it was begun. Such expressions

of adoration, says Schleierrnacher, are found for the most part only
where a subject somewhat fully treated is brought to a termination,
and shown in a light convincingly clear

;
so Rom. xi.

;
1 Cor. xv.

;

2 Cor. ix. 15
; Eph. iii. 21, etc. I think that both of these things

may be predicated of the passage before us. The train of thought
to which the 6 t-iorevOip t-yw gave occasion is brought to a conclu

sion, and it is made out with convincing clearness that he is war

ranted in saying that of himself. &quot; And can any one,&quot;
asks Baurn-

garten justly,
&quot;

imagine a more suitable conclusion. The apostle
has not merely in a general form, declared the counsel of Grod for the

salvation of men, with which his whole soul was filled, but he has

brought this subject home to his own person and his own experience;
he has held himself forth as a living announcement of the truth,
his history as a type of the

gospel.&quot;
Tw SK /3aaiXel r&v aluvuv occurs

nowhere else in the New Testament. The same expression, how
ever, is found in Tob. xiii. 6, 10, and tnxsV*-^ msVto, Ps. cxlv. 13.

Parallel expressions beyond the Bible, both from the Christian and
the ante-Christian period, have been collected by Bottger, on this

passage and on vi. 15, a. a. Q., p. 97. Olshausen remarks that it

is doubtful whether a/ah-e? is to be understood as denoting the sum
of the ages = eternity, thus, king of eternity, or as equivalent to
&quot;

world/ which develops itself in time, as Heb. i. 2, xi. 3, comp. on

alwv, Harless on Eph., p. 143. De Wette also wavers between the
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two significations. It appears to me better that altives should &quot;be

taken in the same sense as afterwards in dg roi)g al&vag ~&v aluvuv

= Trdvrag altivag (comp. on Phil. iv. 20). He is a king of the ages,

which together make up the idea of eternity, as His kingdom (comp.
Ps. cxlv. 13) is an everlasting kingdom. Huther takes al&veg =
world, as Heb. i. 2, xi. 3. To this the apostle is led by the fore

going expression, ver. 16, elg o&amp;gt;?)v aluwov, with which the expression
in ver. 17 is immediately connected, as also the rest of the epithets
in this verse represent God, not so much in his relation to the world

as in the infinite fulness and majesty of his being. Honour and

praise are due to Him, the king of the ages, the immortal, invisible,

the only God
;

for He it is in whom all fulness dwells, who has

come nigh to us in Christ Jesus to save us. It is altogether wrong,

therefore, to refer the doxology to Christ
;
the epithet invisible is

decisive against this. On d^Odpr^, comp. Rom. i. 23
;
on dopdru,

Col. i. 15
;
Heb. xi. 27

;
Rom. i. 20. MO^GJ

flew, not [IOVGJ oofiti 0ew,

\vlnch has A.D.*F.G., etc., against it, and appears to be a gloss

from Rorn v xvi. 27, as also Jude 25. A^r/v is also added elsewhere

in the same way (Gal. i. 5
;
Phil. iv. 20, etc.). Finally, comp. on

Phil. iv. 20. Dr. Baur thinks that the epithets here applied to God
are of a Gnostic cast. The parallel passages to which we have re

ferred show how little necessity there is for such an opinion.

Ver. 18. The apostle, after this explanation of 6 ema-evOrjv eyw

upon which his heart has poured itself forth in an ascription of praise

to God, now turns again to Timothy, comp. ver. 3. We have seen

how in that verse there was a protasis without an apodosis. Have
we not the apodosis here, if not formally, at least substantially ?

Let us in the first place inquire to what the ravrrjv TTJV Trapayyekiav

refers ? It cannot be referred to the immediately-foregoing/a{//W

saying, for napayyekia, as we have seen, denotes an injunction or

charge, and what we read in ver. 15 and the context is not given in

the form of a charge. It will not even do to refer the rav-r\v r. n.

directly to TrapayyEikrjg, ver. 3, or Trapayye^iag, ver. 5, as De Wette
has shewn

;
for against the former it is to be observed that the im

port of the charge is there definitely stated in the words, forbid
some to teach otherwise, against the latter, that it is not a certain

injunction or .charge, but precept in general that is spoken of in ver.

5. Thus the rav~?]v Trjv it. can be explained only as pointing to the

following Iva (so also Huther), where it is to be observed that the

form of the sentence beginning with Iva has been modified by the

words, according toformer prophecies regarding thee, to which it is

referred. The apostle therefore writes thus : this charge I commit
to thee, my son Timothy, according to the prophecies which went
before on thee, that thou dost war in them the good warfare.

Without the na-d in the foregoing clause, the apostle would have
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said : that thou dost war the good warfare, in which the substance

of the charge is given (Iva in a weakened signification). Bat what

else can the good warfare be which Timothy is to war, than the ful

filling of his calling ? And the apostle has set before him in ver. 3,

seq., what is the duty which his calling actually imposes upon him.

The idea, therefore, which must have been expressed in the apodosis

if it had been given, is found here, although in a more general form.

Next to a regular apodosis, we could imagine no better form for the

conclusion than that which we have here. Although the direct ref

erence of rav-7]v TTJV n. back to ver. 3, seq., is impossible, still, as

Schleierrnacher himself has perceived, the napayyeXia carries us back

to ihefaith and good conscience in ver. 5, and reminds us that it is

here we are to seek the substance of the apodosis to the KaOug, ver.

3. So also Olshausen : &quot;Paul resumes in substance what is said at

ver. 3, seq.&quot; He, however, explains the napayyeitia also here of the

special commission to oppose the heretics. And does the writer of

the epistle really, as Schleiermacher maintains, leap back in ver. 18

to the old subject ? He has already, in ver. 8, seq., shewn in oppo
sition to the teachers of the law, what is the right use of the law,

and referred in testimony of this to the gospel committed to his

trust, and proved that he has the assurance of his own experience to

produce for the truth of this gospel. How naturally then is this

followed up with the injunction to Timothy (so well-founded, in as

far as the apostle is concerned, before whose eyes the certainty ;is

well as the glory of this gospel has been presented) to war the good

warfare, to do what he is taught to do in vers. 3-10 ? Similarly
also Heydenreich : in virtue of this my office, which has been com
mitted to me, who was once a persecutor, but who obtained mercy of

the Lord, vers. 13-16, I charge thee, etc. The apostle, however,
mentions at the same time an additional ground of obligation which

Timothy has in his own person to war the good warfare of his call

ing, in the words, according to the prophecies, etc. He reminds him
of the prophecies that have been spoken in regard to him, and

charges him according to these to see that they are fulfilled in him,

by warring the good warfare ev avral$. We see here that whatever

might have the effect of stirring up Timothy to a faithful perform
ance of his duty is held up before him. On TTapariOe^aL comp. Matth.
xiii. 24, 31

;
Acts vii. 23

;
2 Tim. ii. 2. Kara has been regarded

without any reason as a hyperbaton ;
it belongs really to TrapariOspu ;

in what way it belongs to arparev^ is shewn by &v avralg. By -npoa-

yovoag npo(f)7]reiag are denoted antecedent or preceding prophecies,

comp. Heb. vii. 18
;

tnl ai is to be connected with 7rpo0. On the

subject, comp. iv. 14, from which we may gather that on the occa

sion of the laying on of the hands of the presbytery, such words
were spoken concerning him as indicated what was to be expected
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of him. So Olshausen and Huther ;
but it is not his ordination to

his office that is spoken of. I am not inclined to regard the good re

port which, according to Acts xvi. 2, Timothy had of all the brethren

in Lystra and Iconium as identical with these prophecies, cornp.
Acts vi. 3, etc. The occurrence referred to is to be conceived as simi

lar to that in Acts xiii. 1, where we find prophecy and laying on of
hands conjoined. For what remains cornp. iv. 14 and 2 Tim. i. 6.

True, nothing is recorded in the Acts of these prophecies in refer

ence to Timothy. But what can be inferred from this ? As well

might we suppose a discrepancy to exist between 2 Tini. i. 6 and
1 Tim. iv. 14. Compare also Gal. ii. 2 with Acts xv. 1, the former

of which passages speaks of a revelation, of which the latter says

nothing. This passage also supplies us with an argument against

Schleiermacher, to prove that the apostle elsewhere also appeals to

such a revelation. In reply, however, to the objection that it was
not the apostle s custom, to pay regard to prophecies when he himself

had to act, in support of which Schleiermacher refers to Acts xxi.

11, seq., Baumgarten has already observed justly, that the prophecy
cited from Acts xxi. 11 contains nothing at all about what Paul

should do or not do, and has referred with reason to Paul s opinion

concerning prophecy, 1 Cor. xii. 10
; Eph. iv. 11

;
1 Cor. xiv. 1.

Ev avralg is rendered by De Wette,
&quot; in the strength of,&quot;

better
u

in, with,&quot; armed as it were with these. On orpareveaOai, rr\v K.

OTpareiav, comp. 2 Cor. x. 4
; Eph. vi. 14

;
1 Thess. v. 8

;
and on

2 Tim. ii. 3-5. It is not his conduct as an individual, but rather in

his official character, which is here meant. Chrysostom : diarl naku

orpareiav TO Trpdy{j,a
*

drjk&v on
Tt6/{,ep,og ty7]yeprai O(f)odpbg na&amp;lt;Ji JJV}

[idkiG-a de ro&amp;gt; didaandhG). ZTpaTeia, as Huther observes, means pro

perly &quot;military service,&quot;
not merely &quot;fight.&quot;

Ver. 19. All fitness for this military service, however, stands

connected with the character and state of the individual engaged in

it. That which the teacher seeks to bring about in others, he must

himself have, and hold fast
;
hence the apostle adds,

&quot;

holding faith

and a good conscience,&quot; which he has mentioned above, ver. 5, as

the fundamental condition of all Christian life and striving. He is

to hold faith and a good conscience (e%wv not holding fast = Kare-

%uvy
as if it would escape from him

;
to which the expression

dn^adfievoi, does not correspond); for the examples of Hymeneus
and Alexander shew how it will go with those who put these away
from them. The good conscience is represented as the condition and

ground of faith. The sentiment, observes Olshausen, is practically of

the greatest importance, that the loss of a good conscience will cause

shipwreck of faith. The state of faith depends on the inmost ten

dency of the soul in man
;
the consciousness of sin kills the germ of

faith in man. &quot;Hv refers of course only to ay. avveid. The expres-
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sion dnuodnevoi, &quot;having cast off/ denotes a wilful act. Bengel

rightly shews the reason of this, when he says : they have cast it

from them, as a troublesome monitor. The expression already points

to the Kvavdyriaav, according to which the good conscience is to be

conceived of as the anchor of faith. It is found also in a meta

phorical sense at Eom. xi. 1, 2
;
Acts vii. 39

;
xiii. 46

;
Prov. xxiii.

23
;
Hos. iv. 6

;
Ezek. xliii. 9. Conscience is a power in man which

contradicts him when he acts in opposition to it
; according to

which the expression d-uo. involves nothing unsuitable (against

Schleierrnacher). The consequence of this casting off is the making

shipwreck of faith. Hepi,
&quot; with respect to,&quot;

Winer s Gr., 49, i., p.

361. It is well-known how frequently this metaphor was applied

in the ancient church, representing the course of faith as a voyage.

Yer. 20. As examples of this class, Hymeneus and Alexander

are named, who in this way have come not merely to the loss of

faith, but luive even gone the length of blasphemy, and upon whom,

therefore, the apostle was compelled to exercise his apostolical power
of punishment. In 1 Cor. v. 5, we find a parallel to this conduct

on the part of the apostle. Olshausen remarks on this, that the

idea of excommunication certainly lies in it, but so as that without

the church of Christ we are to conceive of the kingdom and power
of Satan (Acts xxvi. 18); he who is excluded from it becomes

thereby the prey of Satanic power. A comparison with 1 Cor. v.,

however, suggests the question whether something still more special
is not to be understood in our present passage. There, it is added,

that the giving over to Satan is to operate not only spiritually but

also physically. This implies that severe sufferings, disease and the

like, should come upon the person excommunicated, which should

have the effect of bringing him to reflection, in order that his soul

might be saved. Here also the salvation of the persons concerned

is the end which the apostle has in view. Nothing is here said of

bodily sufferings ;
but although all the church doctors explain this

formula as also a formula of excommunication, we yet do not find that

it was ever used as such, but always dvdOeim ZOTCJ. It would seem
that the church has supposed that this phrase involved an apostoli
cal prerogative (comp. Acts v.) UaidevG) denotes here as at 1 Cor.

xi. 32
;
2 Cor. vi. 9, etc., to instruct by discipline. Bkaa^rjiielv can,

in accordance with the context, be referred only to speaking evil of

that which is Divine, comp. vi. 1, and 2 Pet. ii. 10
;
Jude 8. Hy

meneus and Alexander are the persons in whom Timothy may see

an example of what the apostle has just maintained. Whether the
fact itself to which reference is here made, was already known to

Timothy or not, is of no importance for the apostle s object. But
the form of the reference shews, that the individuals must at all

events have been known to him. Whether both belonged to Ephesus
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cannot be determined with, certainty, as this also was irrelevant to

the apostle s object. The former name occurs also at 2 Tim. ii. 17,

in connexion with Philetus, where these two are adduced as exam

ples to shew how the &quot; vain talking&quot; tends ever more and more to

ungodliness, and has even carried them the length of maintaining
that the resurrection is past already. That what is there said is

quite consistent with what we read in the passage &quot;before us, on the

supposition that one and the same person is meant, and that the doc

trine, the resurrection is past already, must be congenial to one who
has an evil conscience, needs no farther shewing. The connexion

with Philetus is no proof against the identity of the person, for r

might easily be the case that Alexander did not participate with

him in that special heresy, as he did in the moral aberration which

lay beneath it. Hence, the most of commentators, Olshausen

among the number, have maintained the identity of the person,
while Mosheim has denied it. Comp. on 2 Tim. ii. 17. With regard
to Alexander, we meet this name also again at 2 Tim. iv. 14, where

the individual referred to appears as a personal adversary of the

apostle, and Timothy is warned against him. He has there the by
name 6 %a^KKvg } by which it is intended to distinguish him from an

other of the same name. He is not there described as having been

shut out from the church, without however our being able to say
that he was not, for on this latter supposition also, his conduct to

wards the apostle and the warning against him may be explained.
Just as little is he described as a heretic. Many commentators,
doubtless with reason, identify him with the person named in Acts

xix. 23, and distinguish him from the one mentioned in our passage ;

while others again, as Olshausen
; recognize three of this name, and

understand a different person in each of the three passages. The
whole question is one merely of probability. If accordingly we
decide for the identity of the Hymeneus named here and at 2 Tim.

ii. 17, and against that of the Alexander likewise named twice, the

possibility of its being otherwise in reference to the former,, must
still be acknowledged. It seems therefore all the more surprising
that the criticism to which we are opposed lays so much stress for

its purposes on these names. Thus De Wette, on the supposition
that the Hyineneus mentioned in -the first and second Epistle to

Timothy, is the same person, seeks to prove, from the difference in

the circumstances referred to in each instance, the earlier date of

the second Epistle to Timothy, and thereby the spuriousness of all

the Pastoral Epistles. But if the circumstances cannot in reality

be reconciled with the supposition that one and the same person is

meant, there remains still the possible supposition that different

persons are meant. To this it has been objected that, apart from

the improbability which lies in the sameness of the name, Paul
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would in this case have held up to the Hymeneus of the second

epistle that of the first as a warning example. But this objection

rests on the untenable supposition, that the Hymeneus of the

second epistle was himself to bo warned, whereas he is only adduced

as an example for Timothy, to shew him whither that vain talking

tends, in which case any such allusion to the Hymeneus of the first

epistle would have been quite superfluous. And when it is further

objected by Schleiermacher against two persons being meant, that

in this case the person second-named must have been distinguished

from the first by some by-name we may reasonably reply that the

one is sufficiently distinguished from the other, by being named in

connexion with his companion in error. In addition to this, it can

not at all be proved that either in the one place or the other it is

persons in Ephesus who are spoken of. This cannot be inferred from

the fact that they are named as examples, as indeed generally the

critics have paid too little attention to this circumstance, that the

persons named are only meant to serve as examples. And if it wero

really the case, as those critics maintain, that the author of the first

epistle had the second in his eye, and
&quot;

thought it necessary to mako
it appear that the heresy had made progress such as would be suffi

ciently accounted for by what is said in the second epistle/ why
should he have separated Hymenetis and Philetus, who are there

named together, and have placed Hymeneus along with Alexander,
as he must surely have observed the different connexion in which the

latter is mentioned in 2 Tim. ii. IT ? Will Dr. Baur s answer to

this question be held sufficient, namely, that in 1 Tim. i. 20, Hy
meneus stands at the same time for the Philetus named with and
after him ? We have here one of those cases in which favour for the

author or prejudice against him obtains free scope, because nothing
can be evidently proved. For this very reason, however, the ques
tion can be of no advantage to the opposing critics.

Before leaving this section, we have still to look at the prin

cipal attack which has been directed against it by Schleiermacher.

According to the Introduction, ver. 3, says Schleiermacher, it is

the writer s intention to give directions to Timothy as to his con
duct towards the heretics. But no such directions are to be found

;

with the exception of vers. 3-11 and vers. 19 and 20, nothing is

said about heretics at all till we come to chap. iv. 1
; up to this

place the writer has lost sight of his object. But even in chap. iv. 1

he cannot be said to have resumed it, for he speaks there of heretics

who are to be expected at a later period. In ver. 7, indeed, he
seems to speak of excrescences in doctrine already present, and in

like manner in vi. 3-5, 20, passages, which, as regards their sense, we
find exactly repeated, but which give no other instruction to Timo
thy than merely that he is to have nothing to do with those heretics.
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Thus the introduction does not correspond to the body of the epistle,

and what is said of the heretics forms, when compared with the rest

of the epistle, but a very insignificant part of it. In reply to all

this we would say, that, keeping in view particularly chap, i.,
it is

principally to be borne in mind that the introduction ver. 3, in

which Timothy is reminded of the object of his having been left in

EphesuSj is by no means to be regarded as the theme of the whole

epistle, as may be seen indeed from the epistle itself, iii. 14. That

which was the immediate object for which Timothy was left in

Ephesus, is also, of course, the immediate subject of the writing
which was addressed to him. But why must the epistle have been

written solely for the purpose of giving him instructions on this

subject ? As, over and above his special commission to oppose those

who taught otherwise, Timothy was charged also with the settle

ment and administration of the church, as well as with the general
duties of an evangelist, we find accordingly that the epistle treats

of all these things. The only question then is, whether the section

which professes to give instructions to Timothy on that part of his

charge which has reference to the unsound doctrine, or rather which

professes merely to remind him of this charge, is in reality what the

introduction, as I besought thee, etc., warrants us to expect. And
who can doubt that it is so, if it be kept in view that the apodosis
to ver. 3 is absorbed in the protasis, and that in this latter therefore

is to be sought what the apostle has to say on the subject to Timo

thy ? We find the errors which Timothy is to ward off not merely

designated in a general way in vers. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, but that

which is erroneous in them is in vers. 4 and 5 especially noticed. The
source whence they spring is shewn in ver. 6

;
in vers. 7-11 a spe

cies of the general error is more fully entered into, and Timothy is

referred to the gospel which the apostle promulgates with the assur

ance of his own experience. In ver. 18 the apostle, referring to

this gospel, and the prophecies which had gone before respecting

Timothy, admonishes him to fight the good fight of his calling, in

order to which he must take good heed to himself, and maintain

that state of soul the loss of which brings along with it the loss of

faith. All this is certainly no refutation of heresies in the strict

sense, nor doesjt profess to be this
;

it
is, however, a renewed state

ment of the charge which had been given to Timothy, and an ad
vice as to the right way of fulfilling this charge. And this is all

that the introduction warrants us reasonably to expect. In fine,

those who, like Schleiermacher, hold the Epistle to Titus to be gen

uine, need not stumble at the way in which the apostle treats this

subject here, for it is quite the same as in that epistle, and all that

is peculiar to our passage is the anacolouthon, as an unprejudiced

comparison will shew.
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2. DIRECTIONS TO TIMOTHY WITH KEGARD TO THE KEGULATION

OF THE CHURCH.

A. REGARDING PUBLIC WORSHIP.

(ii. 1-15.)

Along with the commission which. Timothy as the representative

of the apostle in Ephesus received, to oppose those who sought to

mislead the church by their fruitless pursuits, another was conjoined,

namely, to take charge of the regulation and administration of the

church. The apostle passes in chap. ii. to this part of the commis

sion given to Timothy, in order to furnish him with directions re

garding it, and, first of all, he gives him injunctions with respect to

the assemblies for public worship. These, however, are not of a

merely general kind, as if the church were to be begun ab ovo, bat

refer to special points which the state of the church leads him to

suggest. The first direction of this kind is, that the prayers of

the church be made for all men, and in particular also for magis

trates, this duty being implied in the universality of the design and

application of Christianity, which finds its expression in his calling
to be the apostle of the Gentiles, vers. 1-7. Then, what is the

right internal as well as external preparation for prayer, which it

becomes the man and also the woman to make, vers. 8-10. Lastly,
the special injunction that the woman make no public appearance,
but find her vocation in the discharge of her conjugal and domestic

duties, vers. 11-15.

Ver. 1. I exhort therefore, etc.
;
the apostle thus begins to give

instructions respecting public prayer, for it is of this that he is

speaking, as vers. 8-11 shew. It is maintained that the therefore
has no logical connexion with the preceding. Baumgarten proposes
to supply this connexion by observing, that either Timothy is in

structed how and what he is to do, in opposition to such destroyers
as are mentioned in ver. 20, or it may be that the reference to the

church predominates, and in this case it is shewn what is to be done
in the church, in order to protect it from these destroyers. Both of

these inferences, however, are ultimately conjoined, in confirmation

of which he refers to iv. 16. Against this view, it is first of all to

be noticed, that those named in i. 20 are not represented as de

stroyers of the church, but as individual examples of a falling away
from the faith. Further, that chap. ii. shews throughout no such

opposition to chap. i. The opposition which Baumgarten makes out

here is found in Tit. ii. 1
;
but a comparison will shew that our pas-
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sage does not admit of being interpreted in the same way. Olshausen

also has rejected Baumgarten s view of this passage. The words, 1

exhort therefore, are rather, as Matthies has already observed, to be

placed in connexion with ver. 18. This special direction which the

apostle here gives, rests on that general admonition in ver. 18, which

is confirmed by what precedes. So also Leo. Reference has justly

been made to 2 Tim. ii. 1 for this ovv, in opposition to Schleierma-

cher. Olshausen, differently. He finds the link of connexion in

Qkao(bi]iJLElv,
ver. 20, which he understands to mean speaking evil of

the magistracy. As the destruction of Jerusalem drew near, ob

serves Olshausen, we find that all the Jews were seized with delu

sive dreams of freedom, with which also those Ephesian Judaists

were infected. In opposition to these, Paul gives prominence to the

injunction that prayer be made for all men, especially also for mag
istrates. But who could feel warranted in making fiXaafyrftidv, which

is only incidentally introduced, the transition-idea to chap, ii.,
even

could it be proved to have this special reference ? The apostle says,

first of all (which is not with Luther to be connected with be made,
but with I exliort), not to signify that the injunction which follows

in itself deserves this place but there are special reasons which in

duce him to give it the first place here. The apostle aims at denot

ing prayer in its every apect, when he says, Troieiodai, detests, rrpoaEv^dg,

ev^apLariag. On dfyaig and 7rpoaev^rj} comp. Phil. iv. 6.

only again at iv. 5, from which passage we learn, that the

term does not in itself denote specially
&quot;

intercessions,&quot; which also

is not involved in the word (t-vrv^avw = adeo aliquem) ; comp. Book
of Wisdom viii. 21

;
xvi. 28

; chiefly, however, Rom. viii. 27, 34
;

Heb. vii. 25. It is plain from these passages, that ivTvy%dv&iv sig

nifies to come in to any one, and as regards another, as well for, as

against him, and so also Zvrev&g, which (comp. Wahl) occurs in the

profane writers in the same sense as here (Diod. Sic. xvi. 25
;

Jos.

Antt. xv. 3, 8). It obtains here through the following vnep the sig

nification of intercession for some one. The word itself is therefore

not chargeable with the offence which Schleiermacher takes at it,

who calls it a &quot;fine&quot; word. To the intercessions are added thanks

givings. In this also is their Christian love to shew itself, namely,
in giving thanks for the good that happens toothers. These various

expressions cannot be better rendered than in Luther s translation,

in which the difference between them is given in the words them
selves. It is not the import of the prayers by which they are dis

tinguished, for ZvTev&s does not mean precisely a prayer for the

aversion of evil (iv. 5), and as little does dfyai?, to which this signi

fication has in like manner been assigned, while npoaevx?] is made to

mean prayer that good may be obtained (contrary to Jam. v. 16, 17).

The design of the apostle in this accumulation of expressions; is

VOL. VI. 4
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only to inculcate prayer in its every form, in all the relations implied

in it
; they are to ask, as the expression of need with reference to

God
; they are to pray, and then, by way of climax they are to come

near to God asking. As examples of such an accumulation, the fol

lowing passages have already been adduced by others, Gal. v. 19-21
;

2 Cor. vi. 4, seq., etc. Similarly Huther, who observes that the first

term expresses the idea of one s own insufficiency, the second that

of devotion, and the third that of childlike confidence. For all

men, as Tit. iii. 1-3. This admonition to pray for all men, has

doubtless the same reference here as there
;

it is designed for such

as pretended, on the ground of their superiority as Christians, to have

the right of looking down on all who were not such, as a mass of

perdition. The v~ep is to be connected with all the afore-mentioned

species of prayer.

Ver. 2. For kings, etc. On the reason of this injunction so oft

repeated in the apostolical epistles, comp. on Tit. iii. 1. It is plain
from ver. 3, seq., that here also the injunction is occasioned by a

false view of the relation in which the Christian stands to the mag
istracy, as heathen, and therefore hostile. For kings the expres
sion is quite general, without any definite reference to the then

Koman emperor. They are to pray for kings, it is all one who they
are. It is a permanent ordinance. Baur finds in the plural a refer

ence to the emperor and his associates in the government, as this

relation was common in the time of Antonine. The writer would
thus have forgotten his part. But not only for kings is prayer to be

made, it is to be made for all who are &v vnepoxy, i. e., who have any
share in magisterial authority (comp. Horn. xiii. 1). The word

virepo%ij, in its general signification, is used by the apostle only again
at 1 Cor. ii. 1. The object or end of the prayer for magistrates, not

its import, is then given in the words which follow : That we may
live a quiet and peaceable life in all godliness and decency. The
Iva cannot denote the contents of the prayer, for that which one

supplicates for the magistracy cannot be, that the suppliant himself

may have a quiet life
;

it is evident also from the sentence intro

duced by Iva, that the import of the prayer cannot have been the

conversion of the magistrates. It is the blessing which the sup
pliants are to expect in answer to their prayers, that is here stated

by the apostle. The blessing which the magistracy obtains from
their prayers will for them bear the fruit of a quiet, peaceable life.

This follows from the design of all government, Kom. xiii. 3, seq. ;

if it is blessed in the fulfilment of this end, namely, the restraining
of the bad and the advancement of the good, then does the subject

necessarily enjoy the blessing of a quiet and peaceable life. The

interpretation,
&quot; that there may be no insurrection amongst us,&quot;

is

unsuitable, and the other,
&quot;

that the magistrates, convinced of our
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respectful deportment, may let us live in
peace,&quot;

is unworthy. Can
that be the blessing and this the object of the prayer ? The purely

subjective interpretation of Heydenreich, &quot;in order by prayer to

cherish a quiet, peaceably submissive public spirit/ is also to be re

jected, as De Wette has done. On rjpepog and ffav%iog Olshausen

remarks, that the former signifies
&quot; not troubled from without,&quot; the

latter
&quot; from

within,&quot; 1 Pet. iii. 4. Leo, following Titmann, takes

the former in an active, the latter in a passive sence. On jjpefj.os

(only here), Winer s G-r., 11, 2, p. 65. ~Biov didyeiv, to spend life,

stronger than dyeiv, comp. Tit. iii. 8. E^ ndaq efoefleict, etc., Luther
well renders,

&quot; in all godliness and propriety of conduct. On aepv.

Tit. ii. 2, 7,
= honestas. De Wette explains the passage rightly

when he says that this is the ultimate end
;
and depends on outward

peace as its condition. On the direction here given to pray for

magistrates, Olshausen observes that the accounts in Josephus of

the time immediately preceding the destruction of Jerusalem, throw

a remarkable light on this command to pray for all. It was already

enjoined in the Old Testament that the Jews should pray also for

their heathen rulers, comp. Jer. xxix. 7 ;
Ezra vi. 10. The Jews

adhered to this custom. Augustus decreed that a lamb should be

offered daily for him in the temple. This practice lasted till near

the time of the destruction of Jerusalem. The Zealots, however,
looked upon it as an act of idolatry, and required that the offering

should cease, Jos. de bell. Jud. II. 17. The duty which the apostle

here inculcates was particularly observed by the ancient Christians,

of which Heydenreich has adduced proofs, p. 126. Comp. also on

Bom. xiii. 1.

Ver. 3. -This command to intercede for all men is now confirmed

by a reference to the divine will. Mack arbitrarily explains ver. 2

as a parenthesis. The true explanation is, that the apostle in these

confirmatory words, returns to the injunction in its general form,
without any special reference to rulers, which has already been made
in ver. 2

;
and this appears from the relative clause, ver. 4, ivlio ivill

have all men, etc. For this, he says, is good, and acceptable before

our Saviour God. Kakov is to be connected with iv&mov, comp.
2 Cor. viii. 21. On dnodeKros, comp. what is said on drrodo^] in i. 15.

The apposition to 6e6$, which is purposely placed first, has an evi

dent reference to the import of the clause, as ver. 4 shows : who
will have all men to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the

truth. He who is our Saviour wills that all should be saved ;
and

therefore it is acceptable to him that we should pray for all men.

On 00
(TWT?/P, comp. Tit. i. 3.

Ver. 4. &quot;Of contains the confirmation of the preceding. Ildvrag

dvOpurrovs is emphatically placed first, because what is meant to be

confirmed is, that for all men prayer should be made. If God en-
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tertains this merciful design towards all men, then have we no right

to make distinctions which would shut out a portion of men. Our

prayers must correspond to God s gracious design towards all men,

and must be co-extensive with it. The question suggests itself,

whether this confirmatory clause, which points out, in this gracious

purpose of God, the reason of the obligation to pray for all men,

renders it necessary to suppose that the apostle meant by ds^aig, etc.,

prayer especially for the conversion of all men. Ver. 1, especially

the term evxapiariaz, does not indicate this, nor does ver. 2, where,

as appears from the concluding words, the conversion of the magis

trates is not to be understood as especially meant. Thus the apostle

here also, in the clause which begins with 6V, aims at confirming the

duty of prayer, not specially for the conversion of all men, but of

prayer generally, as an obligation of love toward all men, in the

fulfilment of which, however, prayer for the salvation of their souls

will always have the chief place. The critics have found in the

prominence which is given to the universality of the grace of God,
a polemical allusion to the Gnostics. In our passage this idea

stands in close connexion with the direction to make intercessions

for all men, and thus vindicates itself. That the sentiment is Pau
line needs no farther demonstration, comp. only Eom. i. 5, v. 18, xi.

32, etc. On ndvrag dvdpunovg comp. with respect to the article

Winer s Gr., 18, 4, p. 101
;
Eom. v. 12, etc. &quot;It is the- many

expressed universally according to all the individuals which compose
it.&quot; Not otiaai, as for example in Tit. iii. 5, but agreeably to the

context cuOjivai, intercession being here spoken of as the mediatrix

of the divine grace. 2o)6%ai denotes the general, the ultimate end
which is aimed at, KOL el$ imyv. y etc., the immediate end as the

means of attaining to the other. (Huther finds it more natural to

understand auOTjvai of salvation from sin and untruth, and the iniyv.

TTjg. 4^- as the end aimed at). There is therefore no varepov Trporepov,

comp. Winer s Gr., 61, 3, p. 488. Kai = and in consequence of

this. On tmy. stronger than yvtimg = recognition, comp. Phil. i. 9.

Vers. 5 and 6. The idea that God will have all men to be saved,
is now itself confirmed by a new yap. One idea follows another here
in close connexion. We have here before us the apostle quite as we
are accustomed to see him elsewhere. The reason of this lies in the

fact, that he is here moving in the same sphere of doctrinal disqui
sition, in which his manner is so well known to us throughout the
other epistles.

&quot; For there is one God, one mediator also between
God and men, the man Christ Jesus, ver. 6, who gave himself as a

ransom for all which is to be testified in its time.&quot; The confirma
tion of TTdvras,

ver. 4, lies in the emphatic el$ ;
one God, one Medi

ator, also there is
;
wherefore the one God is the God of all, the one

Mediator between God and man is the mediator of all men. The
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universality of the divine grace is only the other side of the oneness

of God, and the oneness of the mediator. The same idea lies be

neath the words of the apostle in Acts xvii. 26. Comp. also Kom.
iii. 29 ; Eph. iv. 5, 6, etc. It is therefore harsh and unnecessary to

understand yap, ver. 5, not as confirmatory of ver. 4, but as a second

reason for the injunction to pray for all co-ordinate with that in

ver. 4. One God, and therefore the God of all ; as such, he cannot

save the one, and let the other be lost. And as there is one God,
so is there also but one mediator between God and men

;
the one is

therefore the mediator for all. The words one Mediator also are

added
;

for it is the saving grace of God in Christ that is spoken of

in ver. 4 : it must be designed for all, if there is but one God and

one Mediator. &quot; The idea of Mediator/ observes De Wette, as also

before him Schleiermacher,
&quot;

refers to that of a mutual covenant

(Heb. viii. 6, ix. 15, xii. 24), which is only indirectly implied in the

work of redemption alluded to in ver. 6 ; consequently the writer

seems to have borrowed it from those
passages.&quot;

As regards first

of all the Pauline character of the expression, we have but to call to

mind Gal. iii. 19, 20, apart from those passages in the Epistle to

the Hebrews, and passages such as Col. ii. 14
;
2 Cor. v. 19, etc.,

where we find not indeed the expression, but the same idea. And
is not the use of the expression in our passage vindicated by this

that the all men and one God are placed over against each other,

and Christ is represented expressly as the Mediator between God
and men ? Must then 6iaOf]K,ri be expressly used in order to its

being possible for fieairi-jg to be used ? Qeov KOI dvdpurrw without

the article, comp. in regard to the former, Winer s Gr., 19, 1, p.

110. It is wanting in the second, because it is not intended to des

ignate the totality, but to place the two ideas over against each

other. The one Mediator is designated as the man Christ Jesus.

Wherefore dvOpunog ? Theodore t has already given the right an

swer : dvdpUTTOV de rbv Xpiorbv (bvopaaev trreid^ \L&(sirr\v zndXeasv tvav-

Opumjaas yap tueoirevaev
; coinp. Heb. ii. 14, iv. 15. When Baur

observes here, that if Christ is named in opposition to the one God

(but he is also called Mediator), he cannot at the same time be God,
and that when in iii. 16 divinity is notwithstanding predicated of

Christ, this only betrays the crude conceptions of the writer, into

which he falls in consequence of intending in the one passage to op

pose Docetism, while yet in the other he adheres to the Gnostic

maxim : God is manifest in Christ Olshausen replies to this, by

pointing to those passages in which Paul also gives prominence to

the humanity of Christ, and in like manner as here names Christ

along with the one God, 1 Cor. viii. 6
;
Kom. v. 15, so that the

charge of indistinctness falls upon the apostle himself. So also

Baumgarten. Compare besides the Critical Introduction. The
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mediating agency of Christ is then in ver. 6, more particularly de

scribed in the words who hath given himself, etc. On 6 dovg comp.

on Tit. ii. 14. Avrihvrpov only here, elsewhere Xvrpov ; comp. on

Tit. ii. 14. Schleiermacher has himself referred to the Pauline

Kom. i. 27
;
2 Cor. vi. 13, although he stumbles at dvri-

on account of the redundant dvri. But there is no redun

dance in the expression, as dvri aims at giving prominence to the

reciprocal reference of this Xvrpov. Compare also dyrdMaypa, Matth.

xvi. 26. Schleiermacher s opinion &quot;that the expression should be

referred to the words, come to the knowledge of the truth, is alto

gether without reason, as also the objection that the language of tho

writer is indefinite, and without an object, for that auOTjvai and not

the other is the principal idea, is shewn by the right interpretation

of ver. 4, as also by the words our Saviour added to God, ver. 3,

and by the sentiment of ver. 5 itself, in which Christ is represented
as Mediator. Why has Schleiermacher not carried out here the

comparison with the Epistle to the Hebrews ? Heb. ix. 13, seq.

To [lap-vpiov, etc. On the construction, Winer s Gr., 59, 9, p. 472,

comp. Kom. xii. 1. The TO imp-, is to be taken as the accusative,

and in apposition with the preceding clause. The article is almost

demonstrative, i. e.,
&quot; that which is to be testified

of,&quot; (De Wette).

MaprvpLov as also elsewhere by Paul, 1 Cor. i. 6, ii. 1
;
2 Thess. i. 10.

On Katpoig idioiCj Tit. i. 3
;
Gal. vi. 9, iv. 4.

Ver. 7. -We see here how the apostle refers to himself as a

teacher of the Gentiles, in order to prove the universality of the

Divine grace, just as at i. 12, he designates himself in his conver

sion, as an announcement of the gospel.
&quot; For which I was ap

pointed a herald and an apostle. I speak the truth and lie not

a teacher of the Gentiles in the faith and in the truth.&quot; On eriQriv,

comp. on. i. 12. On Kfov^ 1 Cor. ix. 27, xv. 11
; Tit. i. 3. On

the whole subject, 2 Tim. i. 11
; Eph. iii. 1-12

; Col. i. 23. /

speak the truth, etc., (comp. Kom. ix. 1) the apostle adds by way
of asseveration (t-v Xpio~& is a gloss from Kom. ix. 1). In so far as

Timothy was concerned, such an asseveration was not necessary ;
it

has respect, however, not to Timothy, but to the subject. The con

firmatory reference of the words to the preceding induces him to

affirm this with all emphasis. The protestation itself, as at Kom.
ix. 1, stands before what is to be affirmed, namely, that he is a
teacher of the Gentiles, by which the foregoing predicates are, agree
ably to the connexion, to be more exactly determined. It cannot
be otherwise explained why the protestation should have been in

serted between them, and the context evidently shows, that the
whole stress of this affirmation rests on the words, teacher of the

Gentiles. De Wette understands the words KV Triorei real dXriOda

subjectively, and renders,
a
in truth and

verity;&quot; so also Leo =
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morbg nal dkrjdivog. But it is not from the apostle s own personal
trutli and verity we can perceive that the universal grace of God
manifests itself in his calling ;

it is rather from this that he is a

teacher of the Gentiles in the right faith and in the truth. The

reading t-y
irvevpari) instead of iv niorei, has not much in its favour,

either internally or externally. The context shews why tV dhrjOeia

is added to KV -niorsi : it is the faith which is the truth. On the

absence of the article, Winer s Gr., 19, I., p. 109.*

Ver. 8.
&quot; What now are we to think of ver. 8, seq. ?&quot; asks

Schleiermacher. &quot; If he intends to return to the subject which he

has already left, then must we suppose that he purposes now to

enter into particulars, and to shew what becomes men and women
in prayer. But of the men nothing at all new is said, except what

is implied in the words in every place, which, however, have nothing

special in them. Of the women, indeed, things are said which are

special enough, but such as in no way concerns prayer alone. And
in general it is difficult to refer any part of ver. 9 only to prayer. It

sounds best to make ver. 8 a pause, and to refer the tiaavrug, ver. 9,

back to napaKakti, ver. 1
;
but against this is the clear connexion

between ver. 8 and ver. 9 in the rov$ dvdpac and rag ywalitag, nor

would ver. 12, avOevreiv dvdpog, with the subsequent verses dependent

upon it, suit this view. Nothing, therefore, remains but to suppose
that the author, on returning to his subject in ver. 8, makes special

mention of the men, because he wished also to speak of the women
in connexion with prayer ; now, however, 1 Pet. iii. came to his

mind, and with its assistance he brings everything into the order

which it would admit of.&quot; Now, it must be admitted, that in ver.

8, I iv ill, therefore, etc., the writer returns to the direction at ver. 1;

in like manner, that ver. 9, on account of the clearly-expressed op

position of men and women (vers. 8 and 9), cannot be the beginning
of a new section, against which also would be the term &&amp;gt;oavru$.

But on the other hand, there is no reason for regarding ver. 11 also

in the light of a direction for prayer, for this is not merely wanting
in all external connexion, but the pavOave-u shows plainly that the

apostle is speaking of something else. Baumgarten also adheres to

this view. Olshausen, on the contrary, thinks he finds the key to

the right understanding of the passage, in the separation of ver. 8

from ver. 9
;
he understands ver. 9 as the beginning of quite a new

injunction to women on the subject of modesty, and accordingly,
that only povAopat is to be supplied, at dxjavr^. He goes on to shew,,

that the reason of this separate mention of the men and the women
is explained by the circumstance, that those Judaizing heretics

sought to extend their theories of freedom, also to the emancipation

* ITuther understands iv to denote the sphere : in faith (subjectively), in truth (as

the objective good).
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of women, as Dr. Baur has observed ; only, that this was not con

fined to the Marcionites. We find the same at 1 Cor. xi. 5, seq.,

xiv. 34 (from which it is evident that any reference to Judaizing

heretics is superfluous), and it is perfectly natural, as women also

were endowed with the xapioiiara, Acts xxi. 9
;
Joel iii. 1. Paul

says then, that the women are not to suppress their gifts, but to use

them in a manner becoming their sex
;

so Olshausen. But apart

from the circumstance that nothing is here said about gifts, Schleier-

inacher, in opposition to the above view, might have insisted on the

force of the uaavruf, which always supposes a similarity in the

subject-matter, as also on the opposition of men to women in ver. 8

and ver. 9. It cannot be conceived why prayer should be urged as

a duty on men exclusively, which would be the case if ver. 9 were

taken as the beginning of a new section. In the words I will there

fore the writer turns back to the directions on prayer in ver. 1.

There it was stated quite generally that prayer should be made, the

principal thing in addition to this being for all men, which is con

firmed in vers. 3-6. In resuming this subject here, the apostle

looks at it in another aspect, doubtless in this also, as in the first

exhortation, yielding to the inducement of special circumstances
;

he here treats of the manner in which, generally, prayer should be

made, the right demeanour in the discharge of this duty. The
words in ver. 1, tliat supplications be made, are in this aspect farther

explained, according to the difference of sex. He has in this respect

something different to say to the men from what he has to say to

the women. We find in ver. 8 what applies to the men. &quot; I will

now (= I appoint) that the men pray in every place, lifting up holy
hands without wrath and disputation.&quot; The introductory Trpoacv-

XeaOai, as De Wette well observes, resumes the previous subject, and
on it the emphasis is to be laid. Some have thought that the em
phasis is intended to be placed on tJie men, and the idea is that

only men are to conduct prayer ; they alone are to pray in the public

assemblies, not the women, 1 Cor. xi. 4, 14, 15. But rrpoosvxeoOai

may be used with reference to the whole congregation, and as in

ver. 9 we do not find it said of the w^omen that they are to be silent,
as the antithesis would require, we must therefore understand npoa-

ev%eaOai not as meaning to pray before others, but in its general

signification, which alone corresponds to ver. 9. For what w^e read

in ver. 12, / suffer not a woman to teach, has no reference to this

passage. In the words, in every place, it is chiefly to be observed,
that it is public prayer, and not, secret -prayer, that is spoken of.

Some have thought it necessary to suppose a polemical allusion in

these words to the limitation of prayer by the Jews to the temple
or the synagogue, which is not even historically tenable, and which,
as addressed to a Christian church which had been for a Ions time
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in existence, would have no significance. The words, in every place,
are not to be understood (as also Mack and Matthies are of opinion)
as exclusively referring to the prayers of the men, but belong to the

whole passage. In every place where prayer is made, it is to be

made in the manner prescribed in the following instructions. In

every place, however, certainly refers to the different places of meet

ing. The qualifications which are required now follow.
&quot;

Lifting

up holy hands.&quot; On oaiog, holy, pure, unstained by vice, comp. on

Tit. i. 8. On the form, Winer s Gr., 11, 1, p. 64. On the ex

pression, Ps. xxiv. 4. On Eiraipeiv, 1 Kings viii. 23
;
Ps. cxl. 2, etc.

So also in the profane writers, Virgil Aen. 1. v. 92, Hor. carm. iii.

23
7
v. 1 (Mack). Without luratTi and disputation doubtless refers

to circumstances peculiar to the church, comp. 1 Cor. xi. 2, seq.

kiaXoyiofzog is rightly understood by the majority of the more recent

commentators not as doubt, but = disputation, comp. on Phil,

iii. 14. The connexion with opy% leads to this interpretation. It

is not to be explained of the conduct of Christians towards those

who are not Christians, but of their conduct towards one another.

If now we call to mind Sehleiermacher s objection against ver. 8,

namely, that nothing new is said in it except what is implied in the

words in every place, we find that it no longer has any force. We
have seen that something new is certainly introduced, namely, the

right deportment in prayer, and that sufficient instructions are fur

nished on this head, if we do not start from the false supposition
that the apostle must of necessity treat the subject in all its bear

ings, but rather suppose, what is so natural, that his instructions

have reference to those points in which the church was specially

deficient. I do not see what further fault can be found with ver. 8,

if it so understood.

Vers. 9, 10. The rovg.dvdpag in ver. 8 leads us to expect its op

posite yvvalaag. In ver. 9 follows what applies to the woman in

distinction from the men, in the same respect in which the men are

spoken of, ver. 8. The very contrast, therefore, which involves at

the same time a similarity, as well as the particle uoavruc, obliges
us to understand what is said of the women, as an injunction with

reference to their conduct in prayer. But the precise difficulty which

Schleiermacher finds here, is that ver. 9 by no means treats of prayer

only ; nay, that in general it will not do to refer any part of ver. 9 to

prayer at all. We shall first attend more particularly to the import
of vers. 9, 10. On wcravrw^what is necessary has already been said;

comp. Tit. ii. 3, 6
;
1 Tim. iii. 8, 11, v. 25

;
Eom. viii. 26 ;

1 Cor.

xi. 25. BovAofMw is to be supplied from ver. 8
;
but what the apos

tle here enjoins must be related in its import to what is said in ver.

8. Upon this follows not indeed -npooevxeodai, but Koa^Elv. But the

construction of the sentence itself shews that the apostle had not
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Koapelv in his mind from tlio first, for KoapXv finds its proper anti

thesis in the following aAAa, ver. 10, and the connexion of Koofielv

with iv Karaaro^y Koapiu, does not seem quite suitable, as De Wette

has already observed. To the same effect also is the circumstance,

that av-dg does not come in till after Koapeiv, shewing that this lat

ter term is to be connected with what follows. Thus we have, at all

events, good grounds for supplying -npoav%eo6aL from the preceding.

and for connecting with it the words KV icar. noop., etc., so that this spe

cial injunction as to the conduct of the women in prayer corresponds

to that which is given to the men in the words lifting up holy hands,

etc. This verse, then, from its very beginning, refers to prayer, and

what is said of the women in vers. 9, 10, is to be understood as re

ferring primarily to public prayer, although, of course, it applies

also to other circumstances, and chiefly to public worship in general,

The sole difficulty in the structure of the sentence then lies in the

asyndetic infinitive Koapelv. Had it been the participle, then all

foundation for the doubts of the critics would have been removed.

But have we not examples elsewhere of a similar change in the con

struction ? How easily might the apostle, in his design to bring

prominently out the right deportment on which everythings depends,

exchange the participial construction for the infinitive
; just as he

elsewhere uses the finite verb instead of proceeding in the partici

pial construction
; cornp. in Winer s Gr., 63, 2 b., p. 505. De

Wette has similarly explained the structure of the passage, and thus

removed the difficulties which Schleiermacher has found in it. Hu-
ther supplies only Povkopat, and connects ywaiKag directly with KOG-

uelv. KaracrroA?/ similarly KV Karaorrnian leporrpenelg,
Tit. ii. 3. In the

profane writers it has the signification of a becoming conduct, and
to this more general signification = habitus, we are also apparently
led by Jos. de bell. Jud. II. 8, 4. The majority of commentators,

however, understand here the apparel. Also Passow Lex. The
context furnishes too little to determine the point. I^oa^iog only

again iii. 2 = decorus, becoming. Mera aldovg, etc., with shame-
facedness and modesty.* Comp. on aw0/o., Tit. i. 8 and ii. 2, 5.

That by Karaaro^ is meant the outward habitus is evident from the

following negative clause, not with broidered hair, etc. The infini

tive icoa^eiv is dependent on povXo^ai : that they adorn themselves
not with broidered hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array, but (ver.

10), which becometh women who profess godliness, with good works.

The 5 rpfaei is thus put parenthetically, and & fyywv dy. is to be

connected with noontiv3 which, as De Wette observes
;
is suitable

enough, as good works are an indirect ornament. Winer also thus

understands the passage, 23, 2, Anm. p. 143
; while others (Mack,

* Xen. Cyr. &quot;VIII. 1, 11 / dnjpzi 6 aldu itai cufypoavvqv ry 6s u rovg uv aldou.vov

T& iv TU) fyavEp~() ala\pu, Qevyovrcs TOV? 6
c6&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;pova(;

nai TU, kv TCJ u&avel (Leo).
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Matthies) explain o by tV TOVTO&amp;gt;
o, and connect & py. ay. with

eTrayy. to which therefore the signification of &nayy. = profiteri does

not correspond (De Wette). Of the signification there can be no

doubt, according to the context, and a comparison with vi. 21. We
find, moreover, in the Pastoral Epistles the word also in the signifi

cation in wrhich it is elsewhere used by the apostle ; comp. Tit. i. 2.

On good works, comp. Eph. ii. 10. On the entire passage, comp.
1 Cor. xi. 2, seq. ;

1 Pet. iii. 3, seq.

Vers. 11-15. We learn from these verses that besides the fond

ness for exterior adornment which shewed itself even in the public
assemblies for prayer, the apostle had still another kindred fault to

censure in the women of the church, namely, their putting them
selves forward in consequence of mistaking the proper sphere as

signed to them. This displayed itself in their corning forward to

teach in the public assemblies, and thus usurping an authority over

the man. To this also we find a parallel in the first epistle to the

Corinthians (xiv. 34), which has this in common with our epistle

and that to Titus, that it throws light on the state of the church in

regard to morals and discipline ;
it cannot therefore be maintained

with certainty that this public appearance on the part of the women
stands in connexion with the so-called heresies which the apostle

combats. The passage 2 Tim. iii. 6, seq., affords no proof of this.

A reference to 2 Cor. xi. 5, xiv. 34, will suffice in opposition to

Baur s anti-Marcionitic interpretation of the passage, for our pre
sent passage contains nothing more than may be found in those pas

sages. That the apostle, in this epistle, where he has in view the

state of things in the Ephesian church, repeats in substance the in

junctions which had before been given to the church in Corinth,
without noticing any cause which had led him to do this, has cer

tainly nothing surprising in it. Doubtless the cause was known to

Timothy. Comp. the General Introduction.

Vers. 11, 12. Tvv?j not ywaliceg ;
thus the form of the expres

sion, as well as the absence of all connexion, shews that the apostle

passes on to something new, which is also self-evident in the words,
learn in silence. There is here an antithesis in every word. In si

lence, opposed to drawing attention to themselves by a public ap
pearance. Even the putting of questions by the women in the public

assembly is rebuked by the apostle, 1 Cor. xiv. 35. Let her learn

as opposed to teach. In all subjection, in opposition to usurping

authority over the man}
1 Cor. xiv. 34. Being in subjection is in

that passage represented as the proper position of the woman, which
of itself excludes the teaching in public assemblies ;

but not of

course teaching in general, Acts xviii. 26. Instead of the reading
ywaiKi 6e did. A.D.F.Gr., etc., offer the other, which is also on inter

nal grounds to be preferred : diddaitziv de yvvauci, etc. That the
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apostle says here, I do not permit, and not as in 1 Cor. xiv. 84, it is

not permitted, which Schleiermacher has thought strange, scarcely

needs vindication ;
for the words let them l)e silent, and as the law

also saith, which the apostle uses in that passage, are, as Bauingar-

ten has already observed, in no way milder. Nor to bear authority

over the man: these words are not to be understood generally, but

in relation to what goes before, namely, the speaking in public as

semblies, as 1 Cor. xiv. 34, also shews, where to speak has for its

opposite to be in subjection, or as in our present passage to be in si

lence. So also De Wette. AvOevrelv, Hesychius ; ^ovoid&iv. The

word occurs nowhere else
; comp. Winer s Gr., 2, p. 22. At elvai

h rjavxia supply povXojmi or some such word, as at 1 Cor. xiv. 34.

Vers. 13, 14.
&quot; Consider

now,&quot; says Schleiermacher,
&quot; how the

following, vers. 13-15, can ever be said to be Pauline ?&quot; Neither

the stress which is here laid on the priority of creation, nor the im

putation of the first sin to Eve in contradistinction to Adam, can

Schleiermacher regard as coming from the man who penned 1 Cor.

xi. and the Epistle to the Romans (v. 12, seq). As confirmatory
then of the injunction, that the woman must not teach publicly,

nor usurp authority over the man, but must conduct herself quietly
in the public worship, the apostle proceeds to say that Adam was

first formed, then Eve. And Adam was not deceived, but the

woman was deceived and fell into trangression. The word t~hdaOr]

is used by the apostle in the same sense only again at Rom. ix. 20.*

The priority of creation belonging to the man seems not merely prob
able (De Wette), but an evident proof of the subordinate relation of

the woman to the man for the context requires this. We find also

in 1 Cor. xi. 8 the words, for the man is not of the woman but the

woman of the man, used by the apostle to confirm a sentiment sim

ilar to that in the passage before us, namely, that the icoman is the

glory of the man, according to which the woman is placed under the

man as the image and glory of God. We have therefore no ground
for surprise, that the same man who wrote these words should also

be the author of the passage before us. For that the apostle in

1 Cor. xi. 11 corrects himself by the word TT/ITJV,
and retracts the

reasons stated before, is evidently false. ILhrjv is rather only a cau
tion against a possible misinterpretation of his words

; comp. Meyer
on the passage. It must first be proved that the view which the

apostle here expresses is itself untenable, ere it can be found fault

with. We have no such parallel to the other reason which is here

adduced by the apostle : and Adam was not deceived, etc. It is

rather thought that the passage is contradicted by Rom. v. 12, seq.,

inasmuch as there all sin is traced to the transgression of Ada.m.

* Huther: it occurs in the Sept. Gen. ii. 7, in the same sense as here, from which pas

sage the apostle has here borrowed.
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And nothing certainly could be said against this, if in our passage
it were declared that Adam had not sinned. But the being de

ceived is evidently to be distinguished from &quot;

sinning/ as in respect

to Eve it is said immediately after, that she was in transgression as

the consequence of being deceived. It is therefore equally contrary
to the sense of the passage as it is arbitrary, to supply trptiroc; at

rjTrarridr], from which would arise the sense, that Eve was first de

ceived, and then also the man in the same way. The expression
ivas deceived, in the specific sense which it obtains from its refer

ence to the history of the fall, applies only to the woman
; comp.

also De Wette. It is only the beginning of sin to which the apos
tie here particularly looks, and this certainly belongs to the woman
who allowed herself to be led into sin by the serpent, while this can

be directly denied of the man. Gen. iii. 12 respecting the introduction

of sin, and the order in which the punishment was declared against

the parties concerned, agrees exactly with what the apostle here says.

The connexion at Rom. v. 12, seq., is quite different. There the

apostle is speaking of how sin was brought into the world by the

first sin, how the sin and death of the race were thus brought about
;

and in this case it is the sin of the man, as the passage itself shews,

through which the first sin has become the sin of the race. So also

De Wette on this passage :

&quot; There is no contradiction, inasmuch

as there Adam is regarded as the head of sinning humanity, and no

reference is made to the part which the woman acted.&quot; In Gen. iii.

16 we find precisely the same sentiment, namely, the subjection of

the woman as the consequence of her infatuation. So also in our

passage ;
not as Bengel renders : facilius decepta facilius decipit ;

for it is not the capacity or incapacity of the woman that is spoken

of, but her position in consequence of sin. On yiveaOai v,
&quot; to fall

into a
state,&quot;

Phil. ii. 7
;
1 Thess. ii. 5, etc. Instead of dnarrjdelaa

the stronger compound K^anar^deloa is the true reading according to

preponderating authorities. TWTJ must not on account of ver. 15

be taken generically, but can only be understood of Eve in contra

distinction to Adam. The generic signification which it receives in

ver. 15 is evidently to be explained by this that the position of the

man and the woman with relation to each other is derived &quot;from

Adam and Eve as their types.

Yer. 15.
&quot; Think you indeed,&quot; asks Schleiermacher,

&quot; that Paul,
when he wrote 1 Cor. vii., was of the opinion, that the salvation of

the female sex depended on child-bearing ?&quot; No we confidently

answer, nor does our passage say this. Even though we should un

derstand did in the sense
&quot;through,&quot;

still do the words, if they

abide, etc., shew that the writer makes the salvation of the female

sex to depend on the condition of faith. But we need not take did

to denote the means of the salvation spoken of. We find fad used
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to denote the circumstances amid which anything takes place, comp.

Winer s Gr., 47, p. 339, both with transitive and intransitive verbs;

thus the passage before us may be rendered : the woman will be

saved in child-bearing if they continue, etc. Nay, did cannot well

be understood otherwise ;
for as oud^aKrai represents the salvation

of the woman as not brought about by herself, it would not corres

pond to this to understand did as denoting purely the means by
which this is brought about. Nor would it be suitable for another

reason. Child-bearing evidently denotes the sphere which properly

belongs to the woman, and thus stands in opposition to the sphere
of public teaching, which she enters upon only by usurpation. If,

then, child-bearing is here to be understood as the means of salva

tion, then we are required by the antithesis also to understand, that

the teaching in public was regarded as a means of salvation, which

certainly was never imagined either by the apostle or by those

women. The apostle then adds the words, through child-bearing.

with no other object than just to point out to the woman her pro

per sphere of duty, and in particular how this position has been

assigned to her in consequence of the fall, Gen. iii. 16. In this

sphere to which God has appointed her, not in one of active duty
for the advancement of the kingdom of God to which she is not

called, and which contradicts the position assigned to her by God,
will she be saved under the conditions which are the same in all.

De Wette has thought that ouOfoerai here does not admit of being-

taken in its common acceptation, but that it includes in a positive

sense the reward, in like manner as /fofytor, iii. 13, Os^e^iog, vi. 19,
in support of which he refers to Phil. i. 19 and 1 Tim. iv. 16. He
thinks that the idea in the writer s mind is that of the reward which

the woman may earn for herself
; although shut out from the office

of public teaching she is not without compensation the discharge
of her duties as a mother is the way by which she may earn for her

self merit and reward. All this arises from understanding did as

denoting the means, for which we see no necessity. The context

also is against it. For the expression, but she shah be saved, evi

dently stands opposed to, ivas in transgression. And the apostle

says, she shall be saved}
not for the purpose of consoling the women

on account of their sin, but of shewing them the way by which they

may attain to the mark reached by every Christian
; they have

simply to abide within the sphere assigned to them (Gen. iii. 16).
The emphasis lies on did r% reitvoyoviag. But the apostle adds, if .

they continue, etc., to prevent the misunderstanding that this of it

self could effect anything. MetvoxH in respect to the sense refers to

yvvfi, not to TKIIVO,) implied in renvoy.,
&quot;

since yvvri stands for women
in general/ Winer s Gr., 58, 4, p. 458. The conduct of the

children could not in such a way be made a condition of the mother s
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salvation. Corresponding to i. 5, the apostle here mentions faith
and love as the fundamental conditions of salvation. The special
reference in our passage induces him to add the words, in holiness

with discretion. Ayiaafios, not specially castitas, but holiness, as

Rom. vi. 19, 22, etc. Zwtypoavvri, comp. on Tit. i. 8, denotes what
befits the mens sana, doubtless not without a retrospective reference

to the presuming forwardness which is rebuked in ver. 11. With

regard to the contradiction which some have found in this passage

(on account of the did r?jg reKvoy.) with 1 Cor. vii. 7, seq., 25, seq.,

38, seq., comp. on v. 14.

2. DIRECTIONS TO TIMOTHY WITH REGARD TO THE REGULATION
OF THE CHURCH.

B. REGARDING THE OFFICES OF PRESBYTER AND DEACON.

(Chap. iii. 1-13).

The writer now turns to another department of the regulation
of the church. He states in vers. 1-7 the qualifications of the

bishops in vers. 8-13 those of the deacons and deaconesses. The
connexion here is simple and clear, and even Schleiermacher gives
the writer credit for having preserved the connexion uninterrupted

throughout these thirteen verses. In this section our epistle bears

most similarity to that to Titus, comp. i. 6, seq. Some have allowed

themselves to be betrayed by this similarity into the supposition
that Timothy s commission, like that of Titus, was to organize a

church in Ephesus, according to which our epistle must have been

written previous to the event of which we have an account in Acts

xx. 17, seq.
&quot; This supposition,&quot; observes Schleiermacher with

truth,
&quot;

is clearly wrong, and is an idea transferred from the Epistle
to Titus to this epistle. Nothing in the epistle favours it

;
all that

we find here is, directions as to what is to be done when any one

deserves to be promoted to an office of the church. These directions

then are given in case a vacancy should occur, or the number of

office-bearers should require to be increased, or if you will, in refer

ence to the churches in process of formation in the neighbourhood
of the chief

city.&quot;
The existence of presbyters, as De Wette ob

serves, even of presbyters who taught, v. 17, 19, is presupposed, and

a church which had an institution for widows in connexion with it,

must, beyond question, have been fully organized. Even Neander s

conjecture (p. 540), does not appear to me well founded, namely,
that such disorders had arisen in the church as rendered a new or

ganization necessary in many respects, the deposition of many who
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had hitherto presided over churches, and the appointment of others.

For I neither think myself justified by what is said of the false

teachers in supposing that they exercised such a disturbing influence,

nor do I find any trace of directions having respect to a new organ

ization, nor anything about the deposition of presbyters and deacons.

Paul writes, as we learn from iii. 15, for the purpose of letting

Timothy know how he is to conduct himself in the house of God_,

i. e.,
as the immediate context shews^Jiow he is to act in the ap

pointment of ecclesiastical office-bearers and why not also what he

is to require of those who have been already ordained ? These di

rections, as we find in iii. 14, 15, are given with the view of making

provision for a period of an uncertain length, it may be longer or

shorter according to circumstances. What ground for surprise, then,

is there in the fact, that instructions are given to Timothy with

reference to this subject also, which is of so great importance to the

prosperity of the church ? If even these remarks indicate a writer,

of whom it must be admitted in comparing this with the Epistle to

Titus, that he keeps in view the historical difference in the circum

stances peculiar to each, it is no less decisively manifest in the fact,

that only in this epistle is anything said of deacons, while that to

Titus makes no mention of them. While the Epistle to Titus deals

with those who, although they had long been Christians, had not

yet been formed into a church, ours has to do with a church which

had been long in existence, and was fully organized. The former

therefore treats of the office, without which church-fellowship can

not subsist, that, namely, of presbyter ;
in our present epistle, on

the contrary, the office of deacon also as well as an institution for

widows has been already called into existence, by the wants which
have become felt in the course of a longer continuance. This cir

cumstance, as already noticed in the Epistle to Titus, is of great

importance to a right understanding of the nature of the diaconate,
which must by no means be placed on a level with the office of pres

byter, and regarded as equally necessary and universal with it. I

would refer to the excellent observations on this subject in the Zeit-

schrift fur Protest, u. Kirche, Sept. 1849, p. 140, seq., where it is

said with truth,
&quot; There were only two offices for the administration

of the Christian church 1, the apostolic, for the administration of

the whole
; 2, the presbyterial, for the individual congregations.

The diaconate, which was called forth by a necessity (Acts vi. 1),
was by no means an essential part of the ecclesiastical constitution.

What we at present need is the service of the deacon, not the

office.&quot;

With respect now to the qualifications required of a presbyter
as also of a deacon, it is alleged that here also, as in the Epistle to

Titus, instead of a treasury of striking and weighty directions, we
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find only such qualifications as any one might have suggested, with

the exception of two, those, namely, in ver. 2 and ver. 6
; comp. De

Wette, p. 61. He has not mentioned here what other qualifications

he would have expected, as he has done in the Epistle to Titus.

Instructions and counsels &quot;

for the management of the church&quot; we
have no right to expect, for the words of iii. 1, if any one desire the

office of a bishop), intimate that it is ordination and the qualifica

tions for it that are spoken of. The only fault then that can be

found is, that other qualifications have not been mentioned. But
was it necessary for the apostle at this stage to tell Timothy, as De
Wette thinks he should have told Titus, to look out for enthusiastic

adherents of the gospel, who were warm and zealous in the faith ?

I apprehend that this must have been self-evident to Timothy if

anything was. Or are we to maintain, that the apostle ought to

have taken more into consideration the measure of Christian knowl

edge, gifts of teaching, etc. ? But we have no right all at once to

suppose, that the presbyter of the first Christian church was neces

sarily a teacher, although it may have become him to be apt to

teach, iii. 2
;

v. 17. It appears to me that great wisdom lies be

neath the moderate character of the qualifications here specified.

What safer criterion could be applied to the candidate for the pres

byter s office than the nature of his previous life, and the Christian

influence which he exercises in the circle of his family ? And what
can be of greater moment in him who is to preside over others and
to enlighten them, than the opinion which they entertain of him
and his moral integrity, especially in those things in regard to which

the state of the church will devolve upon him the duty of making a

vigorous opposition to them ? In the present state of the church,
if the ordination of presbyters were treated of, it would be necessary
first of all to require that he who is to preside over a Christian con

gregation should profess the faith of the church to which this con

gregation belongs ; but, apart from this, what other qualifications

could be more suitable than those here enumerated, in so far as these

require, that he who is to rule others must first have proved that

he knows how to rule himself and those immediately belonging io

him ? Moreover, the criticism to which we are opposed itself ad

mits that in vers. 2 and 6 (and why not also ver. 7 ?) qualifications
are named which every one could not suggest. With regard to

particulars, see the interpretation and the remarks at the conclusion,

ver. 7.

Ver. 1. It is a faithful saying ,
as at i. 15, cornp. on Tit. iii. 8,

does not belong to what precedes, because, as Mack observes, when
this formula refers to what goes before, it never stands separated in

this way from what it belongs to. Besides, what immediately pre

cedes has not enough of the character of a universal proposition to

VOL. VI 5
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render this formula suitable as applied to it. Neander (I., p. 539)

characterizes the sudden transition here as unpauline. The passage

makes no other impression upon me in this respect than 1 Cor. vi.

1, 12, vii. 1, etc. The abruptness of the transition is just a proof

that the apostle enters upon a new subject with the perfect con

sciousness of its being so. On the marbg o Aoyoe, De Wette ob

serves that it here introduces not, as elsewhere, a maxim of faith,

but a maxim of experience. But I would hesitate to call what ful-

lows a maxim of experience, for if the apostle had further con

firmed the saying, he would assuredly have done so by a reference to

doctrine
;

it rests, therefore, on a basis of doctrine, and on this very
account the formula TUOTO$ d Aoyo? need not surprise. The reading

dvOpumvog instead of marog deserves no consideration. The saying
which the formula introduces runs thus : if one desire the office of
a bishop he desires a good work. On maK07rri} comp. Acts i. 20 =
the office of an overseer. That npea(3v~epo$ and SniaKoirog originally

denoted the same offices of the church has already been shewn on

Tit. i. 5, and in the General Introduction. The expression dpeyeo-

6ai
} properly

&quot;

to stretch one s self
out,&quot;

besides at vi. 10, occurs

again only at Heb. xi. 16, and the corresponding o/oe|tf is used by
the apostle only again at Rom. i. 27. It is by no means necessary
to understand KCL^OV gpyov as Schleiermacher does out of prejudice

to denote res bona
;

it signifies, as usual,
&quot; a good work.&quot; For we

may well suppose that the epyov here expresses some duty to be per

formed, as it refers to faiaKom], which denotes the official duties be

longing to an t-laKorrog. He who aims at such official duties

desires a good work
;
the phrase is, therefore, substantially the

same as in Phil. i. 6
;
1 Thess. v. 13, and in other passages of the

Pastoral Epistles. That such a thing was known at that time as

striving for the-office of a bishop is generally doubted by the critics.

But if from the very first, the bishops were chosen, and did not

assume the office of themselves, one cannot see how, after a ten

years existence of Christianity in Ephesus, the desire may not have
been entertained by many to take part in the administration of the

church as bishops. Comp. Jam. iii. 1 (Baumgarten). There is

nothing cither in the expression dpzyeadai in itself, or in tcahov epyov,
as Matthies has already observed, to render necessary the supposi
tion of any ambitious rivalry and competition for the office. If the

apostle had had in view such as were not called, and whom he would

keep back from the office, he would certainly have used a different

epithet, such as dvortokov, or some other pointing to the responsi*

bility connected with it, ver. 2, seq. Here follow the personal qual
ifications for this office, vers. 2-7, which almost entirely coincide with
those mentioned in Tit. i. 6, seq.; we refer therefore to that passage
for the exposition, and notice here only what is peculiar to our pre-
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sent passage. On the whole subject, see on ver. 7. Aet
ovi&amp;gt;,

thus the

apostle begins, these words being placed emphatically before what

follows, just as the del yap in Tit. i. 7. Ovv as an inference from

KaAov Zpyovj and not merely as connecting what follows with the pre

ceding. The excellence and dignity of the office do not consist with

moral turpitude on the part of the office-bearer. Averrf&pnw, pro

perly,
&quot; one against whom nothing can be

laid,&quot;
occurs only in our

epistle, comp. however &mXap0dvsa6ai in Luke xx. 20. The word is

not unusual elsewhere, comp. Wahl. Passow. And Planck well ob

serves, that the term dpwpos, to which Schleiermacher refers, is used

by the apostle likewise only in the two contemporary Epistles to the

Ephesians and the Colossians, and in these occurs several times. We
may learn from this predicate being placed first, what is the true

point of view from which the whole passage should be considered
;

comp. on Tit. i. 6. We find here, as there, that the stress is laid

on the moral repute in which the person to be chosen is held among
those over whom he is to preside. He must stand pure and blame

less, free especially from the reigning vices, if he is to be able

rightly to fulfil the duties of his office. Here also, as in the passage
in Titus to which we have referred, it appears to me that the em

phasis which is laid on the qualification, husband of one wife, is to

be explained by the regard which is had to the prevailing opinions
on morality. Comp. on Tit. Olshausen is also of the same opinion.

On the import of this qualification, which can be explained only of

second marriage, as Olshausen also thinks, Schleiermacher s preju
dice against our epistle, as Dr. Baur has already observed, becomes

very glaring. In Tit. i. 6, according to Schleiermacher, we have no

reason to understand the words otherwise than of polygamy, pro

perly so-called
; here, on the other hand, they must, on account of

ver. 9, be understood of deuterogamy. The latter assertion is cer

tainly correct
;
but if the words are to be understood here, there

can be no reason for explaining them differently in Tit. i. 6
;
and if

the necessity of explaining the words of second marriage in our

epistle is to be taken as a mark of spuriousness, this applies to the

epistle to Titus, as well as to the first Epistle to Timothy (Baur. p.

115). We have already said all that is necessary on this subject in

connexion with the corresponding passage on Titus. The farther

qualifications which are mentioned, and which for the most part are

of a more external kind, are also to be explained from the same

point of view, and with reference to the prevailing faults and vices,

is taken in a metaphorical sense by some, so Chrysostom,

}
TOVTKOTI diopantibv, pvpiovg K^ovra irdvrore 6&amp;lt;pOa^.povg} etc.,

and Theodoret. But we do not find it used any where else in this

special reference to the office, comp. ver. 11 ;
Tit. ii. 2

;
rather in

the metaphorical sense it would be &quot; sober = prudent, discreet, in
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the general sense&quot; (Matthies). In ver. 11, compared with Tit. ii. 3,

the term is certainly to be understood in its literal sense, yet it ap

pears to me more natural to understand it here in the sense of spirit

ual sobriety, especially as in ver. 3 we find the qualification, not

given to wine. Olshausen differently. On adxfypuv, Tit. i. 8. Kdo/wo?

occurs here again only at ii. 9 : ical ffleypart nal o%faan KOL (3^e^art

/col j3adt(jfiaTf &are real dia rov o6[j.aro (j&amp;gt;atveo8ai rrjv rfjg i/ V^f crw^po-

ovvr)v}
Theodoret

;
thus = sober, reputable. $M!-evo?, as in Tit.

i. 8. AidaKTtKog corresponding to the qualification in Tit. i. 9
;
the

word again occurs only in 2 Tim. ii. 24. In what respects we may
regard this as a feature which points to a late period of the apos
tle s labours, comp. the General Introduction, 4. I do not see

what objections can be brought against the qualifications of a

bishop mentioned in ver. 2, when regarded from the point of view

which we have shewn above as that in which they ought to be re

garded. Taken together they present the picture of a worthy overseer.

In the negative qualifications which follow in ver. 3, and which

might appear to have too much of a merely external and self-evident

character, it will be perceived that there is a reference to prevailing
faults which are therefore particularly specified, as is also the case

in the Epistle to Titus i. 7 : not given to i&ine, no striker the sec

ond as the consequence of the first. There is no necessity to un
derstand by TTAiJKTTjgj a fighter, it denotes here only one who is given
to quarrelling and scolding ; comp. Passow. Hdpotvog with the ac

cessary signification of &quot;

impudent,&quot; one who gives offence when
under intoxication. MT) aloxpoKepd?] is a gloss. The qualifications

tnieiKf] and dpaftov are placed in opposition to p] ir^Krrfv} comp. on

Tit. iii. 2. Not covetous belongs to the series of predicates intro

duced by the particle not, and is therefore not to be joined with those

forming the contrast introduced by Int. The expression occurs again
in Heb. xiii. 5.

Vers. 4, 5. Besides the moral qualities which have respect to

himself personally, regard is also to be had, as in Tit. i. 6, to his

character relatively to ^those belonging to him. his qualities as the

head of a family. The Christian influence which he is able to ex
ercise in his own house will shew to what extent a successful influ

ence on the house of God may be expected from him. His own is

therefore to be understood in opposition to the house of God
; comp.

ver. 15. Ol/rof comprehends all the members of his house, also his

servants ; comp. ver. 12. It is added specifically, laving his chil

dren in subjection, etc. &quot;E^oyra here is explained by some as =
holding, and in this case, the words [isrd Trda^g osfj-vor^rog are re

ferred to the father. So Wegscheider, Heydenrcich, and Matthies.

Others, as Leo, Mack, De Wette, understand xovra as = having,
and refer //era to the children. The parallel passage in Tit. i. G is
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in favour of the latter, against which neither the expression
nor the perd not &v is decisive, as De Wette remarks, appealing
to&quot;ii. 2, ii. 15, vi. 6. &quot;E^ovra is then the consequence of ruling tvett,

and aeLivoTTjs, propriety of conduct, as in ii. 2, denotes the fruit in

which his influence is to be perceived. Ver. 5 shews why this par
ticular quality deserves a special consideration, by an inference a

minori ad majus. How shall he who knows not how to rule his own
house take care of the church of God ? The apostle places on the

same footing the capacity for both duties, that of ruling one s own
house and taking care of the church. That which qualifies for

ruling one s own house qualifies also for an efficient discharge of

official duties. Hence the inference from the one to the other. The
office gives a wider sphere of active duty, but it is the same energy
of a Christian and moral character that must be brought into exercise

here, as in the narrower sphere of the family. The exact opposite
of the idea here expressed is the abstract separation between the

office and the person. Ae,
&quot; the sentence is parenthetically op

posed to the ruling well his own house,&quot; Winer s Gr., 53, 102,

p. 401. The antithesis to 1610$ is here clearly expressed by church

of God, compare with verse 15. ISTnfieteia&ai, again at^Luke x. 34,

35.

Ver. 6. Two qualifications are mentioned in vers. 6 and 7 which

do not occur in the Epistle to Titus [iij veotyvrov, still dependent
on the del, ver. 2, and also, that the candidate have a good report of

those without the Christian church. The word veo^vroq, which be

came a standing expression in the later ecclesiastical usage, is found

only here in the New Testament
; literally, recently planted, in the

Sept. The figure, used of the veoKar?]xr]rog (Chrysostom), or veoj3dn-

Tiorog (Theophylact), naturally suggests passages such as 1 Cor. iii.

6, seq.; t-yw tyvrevaa, which represents the Christian church as a

planting of God
; comp. 1 Cor. iii. 9

;
Rom. vi. 5, xi. 7. We have

therefore no reason for surprise at the word when the apostle desig
nates his own apostolical labour by the word fyvreveiv. But there is

greater reason for surprise, says Schleiermacher, at the requirement
itself

;
for how could Paul contrive to make no vsore^g a bishop in

any of those many churches which he often planted hastily one

after another on a journey. This rnrght have been possible, he

says, twenty years later. Why then may it not have been so ten

years later ? And what the apostle writes to Timothy with special
reference to Ephesus, where Christianity had existed for some length
of time, is not to be held as an inviolable rule for all cases. Mat-

thies has already expressed himself to the same effect, and referred

to the circumstance that this particular rule is wanting in the Epis
tle to Titus.

&quot;

But,&quot; replies De Wette,
&quot; the rules are laid down

in quite a general form.&quot; They will therefore apply everywhere in
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the same circumstances. It is well-known that the church adhered

to the rule here prescribed, co-nip. Canon Ap. 80. Why a neophyte

is not to he made a bishop is shewn in the words which follow, Iva p)

TvfaOeic;, etc. The expression rvfyovoOai, from rvfiog, smoke, vapour,

= fastus, Pol. xvi. 22, 4
;
3 Mace. iii. 18 (Wahl), literally, sur

rounded with fog, only again at vi. 4, and 2 Tim. iii. 4. Huther

renders it
&quot;

stupid pride,&quot;
and refers to vi. 4. It occurs elsewhere

in this sense ; comp. Passow, and the Gen. Introd., 4. In the fol

lowing words, elg Kpi\ia&amp;gt; diafiohov, the comparison of ver. 7,, and

2 Tim. ii. 26, makes it certain, that by 6 tiidfioXog is to be under

stood not the calumniator in general, but the calumniator nar tfo^p
=

M^sh. Comp. also Harless on Eph. iv. 27 :

&quot;

b didftoAog is used

by the apostle only as an appellation of the devil/ Kpifia never

occurs in the sense of
&quot;

accusation/ in which some would take it

here, understanding rov 6taj36Xov as the genitive of the subject, but

always denotes causa, or discretum, or judicium. Here it can denote

only the last of these. In this case rov dtap. is not to be taken as

the genitive of the subject, for Kpivsiv is not the business of the did-

0oAo, but with many of the older and more recent commentators

(Chrysostoni, Theodoret, Bengel, Heydenreich, Leo, Mack), objec

tively, against which its being used subjectively in ver. 7 is not deci

sive, as De Wette maintains it to be. It is the same judgment in

consequence of the same fall
; comp. 2 Pet. ii. 4

;
Jude 6. So also

Olshausen. The omission of the article, which Matthies brings as an

an objection, is explained as in many other passages, by the more

special determination of the term in the words which follow,

Winer s Gr., 19, 2 b., p. 114. Kpf/za not differently here from

Eom. ii. 2, iii. 8, xiii. 2
;
Gal. v. 10. In Eom. iii. 8, Kpipa is as

here, connected with the genitive of the object. Huther under

stands rov diapoAov on account of verse 7 as the genitive of the

subject.

Ver. 7: Another special qualification, likewise mentioned only

here, is good reputation among those without the church. In the

Epistle to Titus (chap, ii.), it is urged as a duty on all the members
of the church to commend the gospel by their conduct

;
but no spe

cial application of this injunction is made to the tTTLOKorcog. Avrov

is to be cancelled according to critical authorities (comp. Tischen-

dorf
).

To have a good report; the apostle ascertained this with re

spect to Timothy himself ere he connected himself with him, Acts

xvi. 2. Kat introduces the new quality which must still be added
to those already enumerated. O! gfaOev elsewhere ol w (1 Cor.

v. 12, seq.; Col. iv. 5
;
1 Thcss. iv. 12), is used by the apostle ;

the

same expression as we have here is found also in Luke xi. 39, seq. ;

1 Pet. iii. 3 (De Wette). This rule is also explained by a Iva \if\.

&quot; Lest he should fall into reproach, and into the snare of the devil.&quot;
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E/f not being repeated, might lead us to suppose that 6vei8ia[i6$ is

also to be connected with rov diafi., according to which the devil is

represented as the author of the reproaches which are brought

against the bishop, especially, as the context shews, by tJiose that

are without. But this circumstance is not decisive, and the inter

posed cfineay, renders the independent construction of dvetdia^og more

natural. It would also be difficult to point to a passage where, in

like manner as here, the devil is represented as the immediate au

thor of that which is done by others. There is difficulty in deter

mining the sense of the following words exactly, Traylg rov dia(3. 9
and

their relation to dveidiapo?. Is the reproach itself the snare ? Or
is the reproach the occasion of falling into the snare ? Or are both

to be taken as independent -the reproach and the sn&re ? Against
the first is the general usage of the expression, according to which

it denotes always a subjective state, 2 Tim. ii. 26
;

also 1 Tim. vi.

9. The apostle describes one who has passed out of his former life

of sin, and is therefore no longer in the snare of the devil, inasmuch

as he speaks of a falling into the snare. If now, such an one is

calumniated in consequence of his previous life, he does not, eo ipso,

fall again into the snare, if he is not thereby led away from the new
life of the spirit. Thus the reproach is not itself the snare. Nor

can the third of the above explanations, which takes them as inde

pendent of each other, be vindicated
;
for they stand in too close

connexion. Qveidianos therefore must be understood as the possible

occasion of falling into the snare. It is not, however, the vexation

produced by the reproach (Heydenreich), nor the revenge thereby
awakened (Grotius), which leads into the snare, but the reproach it

self, the continual upbraiding with former sins. This indeed may
lead the truly converted, to a more zealous striving after holiness

;

but it may easily also have the contrary effect, of leading him who
finds himselfpursued and surrounded by his former sins and stripped

of his reputation, to become in the end morally indolent, to give

himself over to his former sins, and to become as bad really as is his

reputation. Quid enim spei restat, si nullius peccati pudor ? (Cal

vin.) It is this case, so easily possible, which the apostle has here

in his eye. The connexion -with dveidtapng is less regarded in Theo-

doret s explanation, which is followed by Mack : 6 yap Kal Trap KKEL-

voic; Tr^eioTTjv e%cw irpb rift ^eiporovia^ dtaftoX,7jv iirovEidiOTO^ ecrrcu Kal

ovetdeoi Trspifiahel TO KOtvbv KOLL elg ri]V Trporepav on rd%iora

irapovo[.uav}
rov 6ia(36kov irdvra irpbg rovro (j,i]%av(i)(Jtevov+

So also Olshausen, who gives special prominence to the possibility

of being led away. If now we review the order in which the quali

fications of a bishop are enumerated, we find that in ver. 2 are men
tioned those positive moral qualities of the most general description

which it becomes a bishop to have
;
in ver. 3 the faults from which
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he must be free
;
and in vers. 4, 5, and 6, certain other rules are

given which have a special reference to the choice of a bishop. Our

epistle has much in common with that to Titus, and yet, as a com

parison will shew, it is quite free and independent. On the objec

tion already treated, that we have here for the most part only

general moral qualities, and but few which refer specially to the

tTTiaKOTtog, I add Olshausen s explanation, who observes, that the ob

jection may be obviated by the following considerations : 1, that the

description of the bishop bears an antithetical reference to the char

acter of the heretics
; 2, that the apostle pre-supposes, in those

persons who fill offices of the church, the peculiar gifts which they
need as secured through the xapio^ara. That this was in the apos
tle s mind is evident from 1 Tim. iv. 14. I think, with Neander,
that the %aptaim-a had obviously become less prominent, whence

the choice became more difficult. The apostle, as I apprehend,
takes for granted the presence of true faith in the bishop, or rather

he desires, at the same time, the evidence of this in the life. Finally,

it may be shewn, that beneath those more general qualifications also

there lies a special reference to the bishop. There is a special rea

son, for example, that a bishop should be unblamedble; the qualifi

cation, husband of one wife, implies obviously a special reference to

the bishop, for this is not required of all. And do not v^d^io^

(spiritually sober), crw^pwv, Koctfuog, denote qualities such as espe

cially befit a bishop, who would unite in himself moderation and dig

nity outwardly as well as inwardly ? Why a bishop should in an

especial manner be given to hospitality will at once appear from the

circumstances of the early church. Apt to teach, also applies to

him, qua ImaKOKot;. On vcr. 3 comp. above. And in vers. 4-7 we
have solely qualifications which bear a special reference to the bishop,
or rather to an officer in the church, as we shall afterwards find the

same also required of the deacon.

Ver. 8, seq. Here follow, in like manner, the qualifications of a

deacon. &quot;But what say you to
this,&quot;

asks Schleiermacher, &quot;that

this epistle makes two descriptions out of the one in the Epistle of

Titus, one of the bishops and another of the deacon ?&quot; We say, in

the first place, that the circumstances of the church in Ephesus
which had existed for some length of time, required a mention not

merely of presbyters, but of deacons
;
and this circumstance argues

the genuineness of the epistle. Comp. above and the General In

troduction. We say further, that here also, as well as in what pre

cedes, the writer shews himself to be in great measure independent
of the Epistle to Titus

;
and we have by no means a mere duplicate

of the description in Tit. i. 6, seq. For that the deacon as well as

the bishop must be free from the prevailing vices of intemperance
and avarice, seems very natural, and that from him as a servant of
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the church it should be required, that lie be the husband of one wife,

and be able to rule well his own house, cannot surprise us, after

what has already been said on these qualities. We find, however,
several other things required of the deacon which are neither a repe

tition of what is said with reference to the bishop here, nor of what

is said at Tit. i. 6. Bat how far the qualifications of a deacon here

given are suitable will be shewn in the exposition, and at the con

clusion of the section.

In Acts vi. 1, seq., we find the necessary information as to the

origin of the diaconal office, its name, and its sphere of duty. We
see there plainly, that this office owes its origin to a necessity which
first arose with the extension of the Christian church

;
hence it is

that no mention is made of it in the Epistle to Titus. The name,

although it does not occur in that passage in the Acts of the Apos
tles, is doubtless to be traced to the expressions diaiwvelv rpa-n^aig,

and diaitovia in vers. 1 and 2. The sphere of this office is also marked
out in its being distinguished from the diafcovia rov Xoyov and Trpoa-

evxn? ver. 4, as consisting in the care of the poor, with which also

the care of the sick and of strangers came gradually to be connected.

Comp. on the subject Winer s B.W.B., in which will be found the

farther literature connected with it, and Neander apostol. Zeitalter

I., p. 47, seq. The name didicovos occurs again in the New Testa

ment only at Phil. i. 1, and Kom. xvi. 1, in the latter passage as an

appellation of Phoebe, hence = deaconess. Among the qualifica

tions here enumerated, that of moral propriety of conduct in general,
stands first (Tit. ii, 2). The apostle does not mean by this, a qual
ification having a characteristic reference to the deacon

;
he only

means to say, that he who is to fill the office of a deacon in the

church must, above all, be a true Christian, whose moral conduct

bears testimony to his Christianity. He then mentions certain pre

vailing vices from which a deacon must be free. Two of these are

the same as have already been specified in ver. 3, with reference to

the bishop, namely, not given to much ivine, not covetous. So also

Tit. i. 7. On 7rpoae%eiv = &quot;to be given to,&quot;
see on Tit. i. 14. Be

fore these two, however, stands one qualification at which the critics

have stumbled so much p) dihoyovg . The word nowhere else occurs

in the New Testament, nor is it found in the Septuagint. The
sense of repetition, in which it is used by Diodorus Siculus and

Xenophon, is not suitable here. On the other hand, the analogous

expression, dti/w^o?, which we nc[ jn j am&amp;gt; \ 3^ j v&amp;gt; 3^ an(j ^he still

more kindred expression, diyhuaaos, in the Septuagint, Prov. xi. 13,

may be referred to. M?) dihoyovg TOVTKOTI prj vnovkovg ^ds SoXepoix;,

observes Chrysostom p) Zrepa pev TOV-G), ~epa 6e ZiceivG) Aeyovraf,
Theodoret. The prominence which is given to this quality is to be

explained by the extensive personal intercourse which the deacon
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would have with the members of the church
; comp. Mack on

ver. 8.

Yer. 9. The apostle farther requires of deacons that they hold

the mystery of the faith in a pure conscience
; comp. i. 19. In the

expression, mystery of thefaith -as the similar one, mystery of god

liness, ver. 6 shows faith is to be understood subjectively : (in quo

fidem collocamus, Wahl). So also De Wette. On [ivar-fipiov comp.

Kom. xvi. 25
; Eph. iii. 3

;
Col. i. 26, 27, etc. Comp. Earless, p.

35 : mystery., inasmuch as it was known by no man until God him

self revealed it. But Harless admits (p. 510, on Eph. v. 32), that

the word has still another signification, in which the idea of mystery
refers not merely to the manner of its revelation, but to the thing

itself. In this latter sense it must be understood in iii. 16 (comp.):

therefore also in the same sense here. So Planck, Leo. Schleicr-

macher has remarked on this passage, that the deacons were pre

cisely those who had least to do with the mystery of the faith.

However, this qualification is not to be understood as implying that

the preaching of the gospel was the vocation of the deacon as such

(although Stephen and Philip were also evangelists, this was in no

way connected with their office as deacons), but as a qualification

which is required of every Christian, especially of those who under

take an office in the church
; comp. i. 5. The emphasis rests on

the words, in a pure conscience, which are to be understood, as De
Wette has already observed, in a general sense, not with special

reference to the fulfilment of the office.

Yer. 10. But these also, continues the writer, must first be

proved, then may they serve (administer the office of a deacon), if

they are blameless. (Huther : teal de as particles ofjconnexion and

emphasis.
:&amp;gt;

) The trial to which the future deacon was to be sub

jected, consisted not in a period of probation, but in a previous in

quiry as to whether the requisite qualifications, laid down by the

apostle, were found in him, as is evident from the expression, being

blameless, which denotes the result of the inquiry. Who makes the

trial is not stated. Acts vi., the church chose the fitting persons,
and the apostles confirmed the choice. In the later practice of the

church the trial was made by the presbytery (Coristitt. ap. viii. 4) ;

comp. De Wette. Agreeably to the position which Timothy occu

pied, it was principally his duty to take care that unworthy persons
should not be admitted

; on the disappearance of such an office as

he exercised, the duty naturally devolved on the presbytery.
Ver. 11. Even so must the woman, etc. What women are here

meant ? Christian women in general cannot be meant in this con

nexion. The view also which Mack and Wieseler (p. 309), have

most recently defended, namely, that the wives of the superintend-
* Kai OVTOL df. &quot;and let these too.&quot; -EL.
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ents and deacons are meant, contradicts the order, according to which

the rules which refer to the smaKonog are ended at ver. 7, as ver. 8

shews, and at ver. 12 the deacons are again spoken of. Agreeably
to the context, the expression must &quot;be understood either of the

wives of the deacons, or of deaconesses. The latter view is taken

by Chrysostom, Theophylact, and others, most recently by De Wette,
while Matthies, and also Olshausen, understand the wives of the

deacons as meant. So also Huther. But it is difficult to see why
special rules should be laid down with respect to these, and not also

with respect to the wives of the overseers, unless it be supposed that

the wives of the (feacons were deaconesses. Again, if it is the wives

of the deacons that are meant, the omission of the avrwv is strange,
as well as the particle uoav-us, which the apostle uses, as here in

ver. 8, and elsewhere in ii. 9
;

Tit. ii. 3, 6, to denote the transition

to rules for another class of persons. Further, although the repeti

tion of didnovoij ver. 12, is not surprising even on the supposition
that by ywaiKe$ are meant the wives of the deacons, seeing that the

subject required to be named anew after the yvvaines, yet the con

struction, as a whole, is strange. For, as ver. 12 still speaks of the

domestic relations of the deacon, any rule regarding their wives

would have found a much more suitable place here m relation to the

deacon himself, since it is altogether unsuitable that such should

stand by itself, and without any reference to the deacon. I am not

inclined, however, to lay any weight on the expression, faithful in

all tilings, as is done by De Wette and others, who oppose the ap

plication of the words to the wives of the deacons
;
for although

deaconesses are meant, this characteristic cannot still be referred

to fidelity in the discharge of the duties of their office, but must
be understood as a condition of their being appointed to office.

Add to this, that the apostle could not, from a regard to perspicuity,

employ the word didnovog here, which he uses of the deaconesses in

Horn. xvi. 1
;
that there were doubtless deaconesses in Ephesus who

are not mentioned at all (not even in chap, v.), if not here
; that

on the supposition of deaconesses being meant, chap. iii. embraces in

due proportion all the persons in the service of the church when
these things are taken together it will scarcely admit of a doubt,
that ywcuKeg is here to be understood of deaconesses. The apostle

having specified the moral qualifications of a deacon, is led by the

homogeneousness of the office to connect with these such as are

proper to deaconesses. Here also he puts aefivdg first, as in ver. 8,

with respect to the deacons
;
the \ir\ dtapokovg answers to the

(J,TJ

6iX6yov$, and is certainly more suitable to the female sex (Tit. ii. 3).

Then follows sober, corresponding to not given to much wine, ver. 8,

and therefore to be understood here of sobriety in the literal sense,

comp. Tit. ii. 2. Lastly, faithful in all things is a comprehensive
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expression, answering to not covetous, etc., so that the apostle evi

dently demands the same qualifications in the female deacons, only

with the partial modifications arising from their sex. And it is just

this circumstance namely, that the qualifications are substantially

the same which has led the apostle to mention the female deacons

in this place. In ver. 12 he turns again to the male deacons, and

in respect to their household relations lays down the same conditions

as he has laid down in the Epistle to Titus with respect to the

bishop ;
and here also, in iii. 2, 4, conditions which apply to every

one who would fill an office in the church. The expression, fa itliful

in all things, observes Be Wette, against Matthies, may suitably be

limited to the various duties of the deaconesses. But it is the con

ditions pre-requisite to the appointment to the office that are here

spoken of, and therefore this limitation is not at all necessary. The

being faithful in all things rather appears to me to be a summary
expression, substantially answering to the not greedy offilthy lucre,

ver. 8, and to what is said in ver. 9
;

&quot;faithful in all the things of

life as well as of faith/
7

is what is meant.

On ver. 12, comp. ver. 2 and 4. Schleiermacher s doubts arising

from the shock which the connexion suffers in ver. 11, might now be

regarded as disappearing of themselves, although he thinks thai the

interruption is not so great if deaconesses are not understood as

meant. Heviewing now the qualifications of deacons here prescribed^
we must certainly admit that here, as in vers. 1-7, it is not so much
the specific qualities of a deacon that are given, as the description
of a Christian in general, such as must first be pre-supposed, espe

cially in him who would undertake the office of a deacon. Planck

has already observed rightly, that the apostle intends rather to

mention the qualities which are to be looked for as the first condi

tion of receiving office, than the special qualifications for the dis

charge of the duties of the office. As in general, in the Pastoral

Epistles, emphasis is laid on the practical side of Christianity, in

opposition to the so-called heretics, the same is also manifest here,

whether it be, as Olshausen thinks, that the apostle takes for granted
the possession of the x,dpiaiia, or whether it be that on the compar
ative withdrawal of the

&quot;gifts,&quot;
he thinks that the safest criterion

of future efficiency in the office is to be sought in the previous moral

character of the person to be elected
;

it being pre-supposed that he

was in other respects the man for the office, upon which the apostle

says nothing further, because it must have appeared self-evident to

Timothy that no one was to be made a deacon who possessed neither

the disposition nor the talent for the peculiar duties of such an office.

Nor is there much difference between what we find here and in Acts

vi. Wherefore, brethren, look ye out among you seven men of honest

report, say the apostles to the church, and thus, just as is don (3 in
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our epistle, they give the first place to the general qualification of a

good reputation, ver. 3. The expression,/?^ of the Holy Ghost,
also involves no special reference to the office

;
such a reference is

apparent only in the qualificationfull of wisdom ;
and afterwards,

in ver. 5, it is expressly said of Stephen that he was a man full of

faith and of the Holy Ghost, by which, in like manner, no special

qualification for the diaicoveiv is denoted. But with reference spe

cially to the qualities mentioned in our epistle, it would not be dif

ficult to point out also in them the reason why they are particularly

required of a deacon. It is certainly not accidental merely, that in

the case of the deacon less weight is laid on personal dignity than

in the case of the bishop (comp. ver. 3, KOOIUO^) it is enough for

him that he be oepvog ; the ^ di^6yovg} also, is thought by Schleier-

macher to be suitable, comp. above. The holding the mystery of
thefaith, etc., when rightly understood, expresses only the qualifi

cation of a true faith having its root in the heart, in opposition to

the merely pretended faith of those who iaught otherwise. How
could the deacon, whose whole work was to spring from true love to

God and the brethren, be wanting in a true faith, without which a

true love is not conceivable ! The apostle, as Schleiermachei thinks,

might certainly have added the qualifications expressed by the

terms, hospitable, a lover of good, just. But how much would still

have to be said besides, if the apostle had aimed at enumerating

everything ! It suffices him to lay down, in general, the qualifica

tion of moral propriety of conduct, with special allusion to the pre

vailing vices, and that of faith having its root in a pure conscience.

And it may certainly be supposed that those who were found blame
less in respect to the things mentioned, would not be deficient in

those qualities referred to by Schleiermacher, nor in others equally

important.
That qualifications so high are required in a deacon, is now con

firmed in ver. 13, by a reference to the importance of this office, as

shewn in the great personal success which a deacon, who has used

his .office well, may hope to reap ;
so also De Wette. 01 yap naX&&amp;lt;;

diatcovTJaavTes the apostle then has in view the termination of the

official course, as appears from his using the aorist
;
he represents

the fruit which results to the deacon from a good service. This

fruit he denotes by the words, they purchase for themselves a good
position and great boldness, etc. If it is steadily kept in view, that

the apostle intends here to specify the final reward which will as

suredly accrue to every one who has administered the office well, it

will be seen that he cannot mean by this, promotion to the higher
office of a presbyter. Apart from the moral value of such a motive,
the naXov does not correspond well to it, as it would seem to imply
that the office of a deacon was not also a good degree of honour, if
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indeed fiaOfwg is to be taken at all in tins sense. We would expect,

at least in this case, that the idea should have a comparative form.

Nor does the aorist diaKovricavTeg agree with this interpretation, since

it represents the acquisition as the result of the completed ser

vice. Farther, it is not to be conceived that the apostle holds out

to every deacon the prospect of promotion to the office of a presby

ter, and that, as the certain reward of his service, not to say that

the idea of the offices, and their relation to each other, which lies at

the foundation of this view, is entirely unapostolical ; comp. Mack
on the passage, who justly refers against this view to passages such

as 1 Cor. xii. 4-11
;
Kom. xii. 7, seq.

&quot; We find that even in the

second century, the idea of moving upwards in the offices of tho

church is as yet unknown/ Olshausen. And how unsuitable would

the connexion be, between this reference to the higher place of

honour in the church which is to be attained, and the words great

boldness, etc. Quite as inconsistent with the context of the passages,

which points to the final reward to be attained by him who faithfully

discharges the duties of his office is that other view founded on a

purely internal signification given to the expression Kahbv paOfibv

TTepLTToiovvTciLj and substantially the opposite of the preceding, by
which the expression is understood of progress in the faith. Is it

likely that the apostle should confirm the high qualifications which

he lays down by saying, that the faithful fulfilment of the office

brings along with it an increase of faith ? The following 7roAA?)v

TTaf)p7]oiav to which reference is made with seeming justice in support
of the internal signification assigned to paOpov, is, as we shall after

wards see, quite to a different effect, and how different also is the

idea in the kindred passage, vi. 19, that they may lay hold on eternal

life ! How unsuitable also to the expression in our passage is such

an interpretation of a merely internal kind, and how little does its

generality warrant our limiting it to faith ! With more apparent
correctness therefore have others most recently Mack and

Matthiesj
and also Olshausen* explained the expression as denoting the in

fluential position in the church which those only attain who use the

office of a deacon well. The apostle is supposed, according to this

interpretation, to have the welfare of the church in view in the

qualifications which he lays down for the deacon. He prescribes

qualifications of so high an order, it is said, because a deacon who
has served well gains an influential position ;

much therefore (so we
are to supply) of the welfare of the church depends on him. But
in regard to this interpretation, the first thing that strikes one must

be, that the reference to the church is not more clearly expressed in

the passage ;
then the words paOpbv eavrols, etc., speak first of all

* Also Iluther : ho understands by fiaOftoe the estimation in which the person is held

in the church, by -rca^rjola tho joyous and confident freedom.
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of a reward for good service which the deacon himself is to obtain.

Nor, as De Wette also observes, will the words, and much boldness

in thefaith, agree with this interpretation (comp. infra), and least

of all the words, they who have used ivell the office of a deacon, ac

cording to which the apostle would say that he prescribes such high

qualifications, because those deacons who fulfil their office well gain
an influential position in the church

;
as if the apostle did not pre

scribe those qualifications because they are necessary in order to a

faithful discharge of the duties of the office, but on account of the

influence which such a fulfilment draws after it. If, however, it is

said that the apostle intends to express the idea, that he prescribes

conditions so strict because only one who has served well acquires

authority and influence in the church, it will at once be perceived
that this idea takes its rise from the arbitrarily inserted

&quot;

only/
and even then would the words, they who havefulfilled the office of
a deacon well, remain unintelligible, for the apostle would in that

case have used the present, as Mack and Matthies have done in

their interpretation, with more propriety than the aorist which, re

presents the paO/wv, etc., as the final result of the fulfilment of the

office. If accordingly the passage can be understood neither of ec

clesiastical preferment, nor of progress in the faith, nor finally, of

ecclesiastical authority in general, the only interpretation which

remains is that which makes tiaXbv ftaQ^dv denote the result of a

faithful performance of official duty in the personal salvation of the

deacon
;
as modifications of this view again, some, as already Theo-

doret, understand by KaXov
fiaO[i6i&amp;gt;

a high degree of blessedness,

others a good hope of this
;
so De Wette following Heinrich. The

K.aX. (3aO. TTspiTr., then, denotes the sure final gain for every one who
has served well

;
the aorist has thus its proper force

;
and the ad

ditional clause, much boldness, etc., agrees with this. For De Wette
has already rightly observed, that Trapprjaia cannot signify candour

in the statement of the Christian doctrine, as Heydcnreich will have

it, but as Mack and similarly also Matthies think, a firm standing
forth for the truth and against error, as mcmg cannot be understood

objectively either of the doctrine of faith or the things of faith, but

only subjectively of that upon which the Ttapprjaia rests. TLapprjaia

is rightly understood only in the sense of 1 John iii. 21
;
Heb. iv.

16 :

&quot; confidence toward
God,&quot; and hence that explanation of nakoq

paOjwg alone is correct which has been last adduced
; and, in par

ticular, De Wette prefers the latter modification of this view, ac

cording to which it is not a high degree of blessedness, but a good

expectancy of this that is spoken of; in support of which he refers

to the parallel passage, vi. 19. I entirely agree with De Wette in

his opinion. nappi]oia denotes (comp. Harless on Eph., p. 303)
&quot;

the feeling of freedom and joyfulness entertained towards another
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person, especially one who acts as a
judge.&quot;

Such joyfulness which

springs from faith, even the faith that results from fellowship with

Christ, is the certain final gain of him who has administered the

office of a deacon well. How unsuitable would this accessary clause

be, if the apostle had already promised before a high degree of bless

edness to the deacon
;
how suitable, on the other hand, does it

appear, when itakb$ (3a6fj,6^ denotes the good position towards God.

so that KOI TTO/U?/^, etc., explains this indefinite expression in its

subjective aspect. Ba0/*df, properly step, threshold, etc., denotes

here figuratively the degree of worth which one has obtained in the

eye of God. The connexion of the verb nEpinoieZaOai (which does not

correspond to the figure) with paOpos is explained by the metaphor
ical use of the expression pa6n6$. The word TrepinoieZadat occurs

again only in Acts xx. 28, and is there used by the apostle ;
besides

frequently Trepinoirjaig, 1 Thess. v. 9
;
2 Thess. ii. 14

; Eph. i. 14
;

also Heb. x. 39, and in the New Testament only again at 1 Pet.

ii. 9, so that we are at liberty to regard it as a genuine Pauline

expression. On iavroZ?, with the middle, conip. Winer s Gr., 38,

6, p. 230.

4. ADMONITIONS ADDRESSED TO TIMOTHY AS TEACHER IN THE

PROSPECT OF A FUTURE FALLING AWAY.

(iii.
14 iv. 16.)

The writer has here evidently arrived at a conclusion. What he

has written is to serve as a rule to Timothy for his conduct in the

office of representative of the apostle, which has been temporarily

commited to him, in case the apostle himself should not soon re

turn to Ephesus. What the apostle now further writes to him is

therefore not instructions precisely of the same kind. They are

rather general directions, as to how Timothy is to fulfil in general
his vocation of a servant of Jesus Christ, ver. 6

; although in these

also, as was to be expected, the apostle keeps in view the special

circumstances of Timothy. The point, therefore, which is treated

of here is, what use Timothy is to make of the &quot;

gift&quot;
which has

actually been committed to him, ver. 14. The transition to this lies

in the designation of the house of God as the church of the living

God, the pillar and ground of the truth, ver. 15, and in the mention

of the mystery of godliness, ver. 16. With this is immediately
connected what is said in iv. 1, scq., where the apostle, pointing to

the falling away from the faith which threatens the future, vers. 1-5,

shews Timothy what is his duty as a faithful servant of Jesus Christ

in the prospect of such a danger, vers. 6-11, and how he is to per-
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form this duty chiefly in his present circumstances, vers. 12-16. For

it is of course understood, that Timothy is not to neglect his gen
eral calling as an evangelist in attending to his special commission,
nor to allow the gift which has been committed to him to he useless.

It is not therefore without reason, and merely because the writer has

a liking to the theme (De Wette), that he comes again, in iv. 1, to

speak anew of the heretics
;
nor are they the same heretics as the

former, but others, and as such are expressly designated. The men
tion of these, however, forms the basis of the further admonitions

addressed to Timothy.
Ver. 14. &quot;After the writer has maintained a connexion through

out thirteen verses, the absence of such connexion appears now
all the more glaring, and we stumble now at almost every word,&quot;

Schleiermacher, p. 196. At the words, these things write I unto

thee we see no reason to stumble
;
as the conclusion of the preced

ing, they have, as we have seen, their appropriate place. Nor is

there anything to stumble at in the following words, hoping to come

to thee sooner. For Schleiermacher s opinion, that the apostle, at

the time when he wrote the epistle, could not possibly entertain

the purpose of coming to Ephesus, rests on the false supposition that

the epistle was written at the period of which we have an account

in Acts xx. 1
;
on which, comp. the Introcl. But it is very strange

to find him maintaining, that if the apostle actually had this pur

pose, then the most of the instructions given in this epistle were un

necessary, seeing that the apostle himself says, but if I should be

delayed that -thou mayest Jcnoiv, etc.; the participle ihm&v is, as

the context shews, to be resolved thus,
&quot;

although I hope ;&quot; comp.
Winer s Gr., 35, 4, p. 217. Td%iov (other codd. have iv rdx^tj

which on internal grounds is the more improbable), is properly the

comparative ;
the apostle hopes to come to him sooner than is pre

supposed in the instructions given to him, not, certainly, on account

of Tavra, sooner than my epistle arrives. On the historical circum

stances comp. the Introd.

Vcr. 15. The apostle, however, foresees it also to be possible

that he may remain longer away ;
hence he says, but if I delay that

thou mayest know how thou oughtest to behave thyself in the house

of God, etc. .On oko? Oeov taken from the Old Testament (see

Wahl), comp. 1 Cor. iii. 9, 16
;
2 Cor. vi. 16

; Eph. ii. 22
;
Heb. x.

21. On dvaorpifaaBaij to walk, here = to conduct one s self, 2 Cor.

i. 12
; Eph. ii. 3

;
Heb. x. 33, xiii. 18. Schleiermacher has charac

terized this whole expression as not sufficiently appropriate to the

instructions which have been given ; comp. against this Heb. xiii.

18, and let it also be considered, that the -general term dvaoTptyea-

QCLL receives through its connexion with iv oku&amp;gt; BEOV a definite refer

ence- to one who has been intrusted with superintendence and

VOL. VI. 6
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government in this house (Heb. iii. 2, 5). The accessary clause too,

which is the church, etc., shews that the apostle in the words TTC

c\ 7 dvaarpfyeoeai means, not the duty of maintaining a consistent

conduct as it applies to every Christian, but the special obligations

resting on Timothy in consequence of the commission which he had

undertaken. So also Olshausen : dvaarp. used of Timothy s con

duct in the office. According to Huther os is not to be supplied,

but dvaarp. is used quite generally. The words, which is the church

of the living God, etc., also form at once the conclusion of the fore

going inasmuch as they hold up before Timothy the greatness and

importance of his office as a servant of the house which is the church,

etc. and the transition to what follows, as is apparent chiefly in tho

words, pillar and ground of the truth. Therefore ?/-*$ is to be taken

not merely as the simple relative, but as having a confirmatory re

ference to the preceding : as that which is, etc. The apostle desig

nates the house of God as the church of the living God. What De
Wette here observes is true, namely, that the concrete idea of the

Ephesian church is extended to the universal idea of the church in

general. The labour which is directed towards a particular church,
is service in the one great house of God to which every individual

church belongs as a part, and every individual Christian as a stone

of the building. In the expression, church of the living God (the
Old Testament rrrn

Vrj?), this house of God is designated according
to its internal glory. On the expression tKK^aia comp. Olshausen

on Matth. xvi. 18
;

1 Cor. i. 2. The epithet living applied to God,
the Heb. ^h

&quot;*,
is explained by such passages as Acts xiv. 15

;

2 Cor. vi. 16
;
1 Thess. i. 9, etc.; it is the opposite of the Oeol

veitpoi,

fjsdraioi, and the etdcj^a. On the import of the relation expressed by
the genitive, comp. the passage already adduced, 2 Cor. vi. 16 : for
ye are the temple of the living God, as God hath said I will dwell
in them, and ivalk in them, and I will be their God. Pillar and

ground of the truth ; these words are interpreted by some (till the

16th century by all, and by many of the more recent commentators,
as Mack, Matthies, De Wette) as predicated of the church, by others

(first of all in the Basle editions of the New Testament 1540, 1545,
then by Bengel, Mosheim, Heinrichs, Wegscheider, Heydenreioh,
Flatt), as predicated of the mystery of godliness* In the latter

case, the words must be taken as the beginning of the following
section (as already Bengel has done, and Olshausen also adopts this

view), and would thus have a similar abruptness to the words iii. 4,

it is afaithful saying, viewed as referring to the preceding. In tliib

case the objection loses its force, namely, that if the words are to be

* Comp. Mack on the passage, who traces this view to the principles of the Reform
ation, though Luther, Calvin, and Beza, are of opinion, that Protestantism comes into
collision with this designation of the church

;
on which infra.
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understood as predicate of the following mystery of godliness, there is

a want not merely of logical but also of grammatical connexion. The

ancient division of the chapters, too, makes a new section to begin

with ver. 16 (comp. De Wette); and certainly it would suit better

to take the w&quot;ords pillar, etc.
;
as belonging to the new section, if, in

general, the words could be fitly interpreted as predicate of the

mystery. Schleiermacher indeed, thinks, that it were very strange

to name a particular truth such as is that which follows the pillar

of all truth but against this De Wette maintains with good rea

son, that the words pillar, etc., form an appropriate predicate to

mystery, since the historical Christ (ver. 16) is in reality the founda

tion of the Christian truth. He is not, however, defending this in

terpretation. But it must be admitted that Schleiermacher is

perfectly right in his other remark that grammatically, two predi

cates such as pillar and ground do not well stand in the same series

with the third epithet which is expressed by an adjective, confess

edly great, and every writer would say : for the pillar of all truth

is this confessedly great mystery, etc. De Wette quite agrees with

Schleiermacher in this, and also refers to the grammatical difficulty

implied in a weighty predicate, such as pillar and ground, being
followed by a much weaker one, such as confessedly great. If ac

cordingly we adhere to the old interpretation, then the words pillar
and ground of the truth are the predicate of house of God, which is

designated as the church of the living God. So also Huther.

LrvXoc; is used by the apostle in the same metaphorical sense again
at Gal. ii. 9

;
it occurs besides in Kev. iii. 12. Wahl rightly : omne

id, cui ut primario et prce ceteris insigni innititur aliquicl. Thus in

the passage first adduced, three of the apostles are called orvXoi, as

those upon whom the continuance of the Jewish Christian church

depended ;
here the church is styled pillar of the truth, inasmuch

as the continuance of this truth, its historical existence as Christian

truth rests on this that there is a church which supports and pre
serves the word of truth. Without a church there would be no

Christian truth on the earth
;
on the existence of the former rests

therefore the existence of the latter upon earth. In it alone is

truth, out of it error and lies
;
he who is devoted to the truth be

longs eo ipso to the church, he who rejects it thereby shuts himself

out of the church
; comp. Mack, p. 281. Some have been embar

rassed by the idea here expressed, on comparing it with other pas

sages in which the apostle represents Christ as the alone ground of

the truth
; comp. 1 Cor. iii. 11, etc., in which the church is repre

sented not as bearing up the truth, but rather as borne up by the

truth, and the truth not as needing the church in order to its ex

istence, but, on the contrary, the church as needing the truth in
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order to its existence. This arises, as Baumgarten (p. 246) has al

ready aptly observed, from confounding the truth as it is in itself,

with the truth as it is acknowledged in the world. In the former

respect, &quot;it needs no pillar, but supports itself
;&quot;

in the latter, it cer

tainly needs the church as its pillar, as its bearer and preserver.

The greatness and importance of Timothy s culling are designed to

be held up to him in the representation of the excellence of the

house in which he serves
;
and this excellence which belongs to the

church is represented by the apostle in opposition to the threatening

heresy which he has already in his eye as consisting in this that

the church upon earth has the calling to preserve within itself the

sure truth for the world, to secure its continuance on the earth.

The choice of the metaphor is to be explained by the opposition
which it implies to the heresy afterwards spoken of. This vocation

the church has had and exercised from the beginning, and will con

tinue to have and to exercise as surely as it is the church of the

living God, and has the promise that even the gates of hell shall

not prevail against it. It has and exercises this, however, not merely
in so far as it rests, but because of, and in virtue of its resting on

the everlasting foundation (1 Cor. iii. 11), which is Jesus Christ. It

is the support of the truth for the world, just because it is itself

borne up by the truth which rests on itself, and is sure
;
and Mack

is quite right when he says (p. 286), that words to the following effect

are not to be supplied : namely,
&quot;

if and in as far as the truth is

present in
it,&quot;

which would divest what the apostle says of all

meaning, and make him, while he seems to say something of the

church, really to say nothing. The apostle knows nothing of a church

which has not the truth, or which has it only in part. But the

Catholic commentator clearly shews the restraints of his confession,
when he all at once transfers what the apostle says of the church of
the living God, to the historical idea of his own church, and so finds

in this passage a New Testament proof (perhaps a prophecy ?) of

its infallibility. It is not historical descent that makes a church to be

a church, but as Mack himself admits (p. 286, Anm., 1), this only
that it has the truth for its foundation

;
and it is not a church in

the true sense precisely in proportion as it is wanting in the ground
of the truth a test from which no historical appearance calling it

self a church, or even &quot; the
church,&quot; can withdraw itself. Edpaivjia,

&quot;a firm stay, foundation,&quot; forms a climax with crvhog. The word

used only here, similar to Oep&tos, 2 Tim. ii. 19, has no parallel in

the New Testament usage except in the word idpalo?, used only by

Paul, and by him three times. An objection against the interpre
tation of this passage which we have adopted, has been founded on

the alleged inelegance of expression implied in designating the
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oltcog Oeov as orvkog and idpaiw^a ;
but when it is observed that

the literal expression church precedes the new metaphors, and that

in both metaphors there is a different allusion, the impropriety will

not appear so great. Mack has already referred to 1 Cor. iii. 9,

God s husbandry, God s building, although the case is not quite

parallel.

Ver. 16. &quot;And confessedly great is the mystery of godliness,

etc.&quot; says the apostle, and he proceeds to unfold the contents of

this mystery. We have already seen, that the transition to the

following section lies in the designation of the church as the pillar

and ground of the truth; for if we regard these words as referring

to what precedes, we can see no immediate occasion for such a de

signation of the church, as Schleiermacher also has remarked. If

now the apostle, in the view of what he has further to say, joins

the predicates pillar and ground of the truth with what goes be

fore, we shall be at no loss, with Schleiermacher, as to the connex

ion of our verse with what precedes and what follows, but may
consider the words, and confessedly great, etc., as the description
of the truth which is committed to the church as a treasure to be

guarded by it. It is the design of the apostle to shew Timothy
the excellence of that house in which he is a servant, and what

could be more . suitable to this design than that the truth winch

has its historical existence in the church should be represented in

its inherent greatness ?
&quot; The stay and fortress of the truth is the

church
;
and (the itai stands first with emphasis),* confessedly great

is this truth whose supporter she is.&quot; OjtioAoyovjLtevwf \itya

says the apostle, i. e., without contradiction great, confessedly great,

so as not to be doubted of course only among those to whom this

juvffr. is a revealed mystery. The word fy. occurs only here in the

New Testament, but often in the profane writers, Josephus and others.

Compare further on the interpretation of the idea, infra on og. The

mystery of godliness the apostle here styles that truth a mystery
accessible only to piety (comp. on ver. 9), in opposition to the error

to which, because it is wanting in piety, this is a sealed mystery

(iv. 2). Even in the case of godliness, this mystery, although

revealed, yet surpasses all knowledge; and this designation seems

to me to be selected here, chiefly from regard to the wondrous

excellence embracing heaven and earth, of him who is its essen

tial import. Compare on this sense of iivan]pLov, Eph. v. 32 (and
Earless on the passage), then Eph. iii. 19, comp. with ver. 18,

where wo are conducted to a more profound understanding of

this mystery. The apostle proceeds forthwith to unfold the con

stituent parts of this acknowledged mystery of godliness. Here,

* Huther understands the K.O.L as bringing forward into prominence the predicate

which follows.
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however, we encounter a critical difficulty in the first word.* The

reading wavers between 6V, Ocog, o. &quot;O has least in its favour, of

which Tischendorf says : 3 (quod Latinos ad og non Oeog lectionem

conformasse patet) D* Vulg. it. pp. lat. pi. (i. e., pmnes
exc. Hier).

Nor has this reading internal support, for that Christ himself should

be called the mystery of godliness (Col. i. 27 is to a different effect)

is just as improbable as that without this reference he should 1 e

denoted by the neuter o. On Oeog Tischendorf observes : Oeog (i. e.,

GC pro OC) D.***I.K. al. fere omn. (= almost all minusc.)

Arab, polygl. Slav., Did., Chr., Thdrt., Euthal., Maced. (who, how

ever, is charged with having changed og into 6e6g), Dam., Theoph.,
Oec. Praeterea lectioni Oeog favere putantur Ign. (ad Eph. six. Oeou

[sed Syrus vlov pro Oeov, cf. Bunsen de cpp. Ign. Hamb. 1847, p. 82]

dvOpcJTiii uc; (fiarepovi.ievov), Constitt., Hipp., Thaum., s. potius Apol-
lin. ap. Phot. On o$ : A.C.* (dc utroque cf. cxcurs. meam ad

1 Tim. iii. 16, Prol. ad Cod. Ephr., p. 39, seq,), E.G. 17.73.181 item

codd. Liberati. Viet. Tunun. Hincmari (affirmantium quippe Mace-

donium sub Anastasio imp. og in Oeog mutasse), item goth. Syr. post,

s. Syr. post, in margine. cop. sah, item Cyr. Theod. Mopv. Epiph.

(bis) Pseudo-Chrys., item Grelas. cyzic. s. Mac. Hier. ap. Gelas. in

actis cone. Nic. ii. 23
;
item. Hier. Porro og s. o habent Syr. ar. erp.

aeth. armen. Praeterea og lectioni favere videntur Barnab. Theodot.

Just. (?) ad Diogn. Clem. ap. Oec. Orig. Orig. interpr. Greg. Nyes.
Bas. Nestor, apud Arn. jun. Did. The weight of the external evidence

leans to the side of og, in favour of which Griesbach, Lachmann,

Tischendorf, De Wette, Matthies, and also Olshausen have decided
;

while Oeog has been defended by Matthai, Heydenreich, Leo, Mack,
and others. Apart from the external testimonies, it is urged in

favour of the reading Oeog that it avoids the difficulties of the other

reading, and is altogether suitable to the connexion which stands in

need of a definite subject. That Christ is styled Oeog by the apostle
cannot cause surprise. So most recently Leo Excurs. I.

; p. 74, seq.,

Heydenreich on the passage and Mack. No similar passage cer

tainly can be shewn in which the apostle has given the appellation

Oeog to the subject as becoming incarnate (comp. Phil. ii. 5) ;
mean

while comp. on Tit. ii. 13. That, however, which is alleged to be

most in favour of this reading, namely, the facility of its interpreta

tion, seems rather to be against it. For if Oeog was the original

reading, the origin of the other difficult readings is as unaccountable

as that of Oeog as a marginal gloss is easily accounted for on the

supposition that og was the original reading. How could it be con-

* Baumgartea: Yindiciae vocis Oeo^, 1 Tim. iii. 16. Hal. Mgd. 1754. Patriccii viiid.

voc. Oeoc, 1 Tim. iii. 16. Argentor. 1777. Schulzii Programma de Mjst. ... ad

1 Tim. iii. 16; Hal. 1782. Michael Weber; crisis loci Paul. 1 Tim. iii. 14-16. Lips.

1784 (in Leo, p. 32).
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ceived that any one should, in place of the definite 6e6g}
have

put a og, which having no definite reference would be here so pecu
liar ? The case of Macedonius, who is said to have changed og into

Oeog, is no proof of this, hut rather proves the reverse (against Mack),

namely, that og is the original reading. And it is remarkable, if

Oeog was indeed the original reading, that this passaga was not made
use of in the Arian and later controversies (comp. Mack, p. 295).

But the contents of the various clauses of the verse, was justified in

the Spirit, seen of angds, preached among the Gentiles, believed on

in the ivorld, received up into glory as others, and most recently
De Wette, have observed, will not correspond to the subject Otog.

For when Heydenreich, in reply to this, says, that these clauses

must not be referred to Oeog by itself, but to Cebg og e&arepuOf] &v

oapftt, he does not thereby solve the difficulty, but rather acknowl

edges it, as it is not the Oeog manifested in the flesh that is the

subject, but all the clauses, the first not excepted, have an equal
reference to the Oeog. We are accordingly at liberty to maintain,
that if the reading og will but afford an intelligible interpretation,
it is decidedly to be preferred. We do not certainly think that vg

can be taken as Matthies takes it (comp. De Wette) to signify ecce !

est qui ! One who, etc. The passages to which he refers in sup

port of this are -quite of a different kind, inasmuch as in them only
the demonstrative is omitted, Rom. ii. 23

;
1 Qor. vii. 37

;
John i.

46, iii. 34
;

1 John i. 3. But even the omission of the demonstrative

we shall find to be not applicable here, either in the way of ovrog

having to be supplied at ediKaiwOri, or of the apodosis being quite
left out

; for, against the former, it is urged with reason by the ad

vocates of the reading Oeog, that the text contains no indication of

such a construction, but rather indicates that all the small clauses

stand in a like relation to the subject, and, in general, that no rea

son can be shewn why the apostle should have placed, ivas mani

fested in the flesh, in the protasis, and all the others in the apodosis;.

to which is also to be added, that the words, ivas preached among
the Gentiles, believed on in the world, would not at all be suitable

to the context if the apodosis begins with, wasjustified, etc., (comp.

Mack, p. 294). Against the other supposition that the apodosis
is entirely left out is the circumstance, that it is difficult to see

what idea this apodosis could have contained (comp. Mack). The

only remaining supposition, then, is, that og boars reference to a

subject not named, for which also De Wette has decided. The

merely relative designation of the subject by og may then be most

naturally explained by supposing that the apostle makes use of

words taken from another source in order to represent the mystery
of godliness, words which perhaps he found in a hymn (or in a for

mula of confession), in which he could take it for granted that the
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subject was known/- So also Winer s Gr., 64, 3, p. 519.f Per

haps the words great mystery, with which the apostle introduces

what follows, are borrowed from some such source, and the word

confessedly is employed to give notice that the apostle is citing-

words in which the greatness of this mystery is acknowledged and

celebrated in the church. We are not, however, therefore at liberty

to translate
fy*oA,oyov/*ei&amp;gt;6&amp;gt;

&quot;

according to the hymn/ as Mack does

contrary to the ordinary usage. Already Grotius, then Paulus,

Heydenreich, Mack, De Wette, and others, have regarded the 16th

verse in the light of a quotation from such a source as has already

been hinted. In proof that hymns were then used, reference is made

to Eph. v. 19 (comp., however, Harless on the passage), and Col.

iii. 16
;
then also the account of Pliny I. x. ep. 97 : quod essent

soliti stato die ante lumen convenire carmenque Christo quasi Deo

dicere secum invicem, and the statement in Eusebius (h. e. 1. V.,

cap. 28) : ipa^ioi KOI tidal ddehcjxZv an dp^g VTTO TIIOT&V ypatyeloai, roi&amp;gt;

Xoyov rov Oeov, rbv Xpiarbv VUVOVOL OeoXoyovvreg. With respect to

the form, Mack justly observes that the short unconnected sentences

in which the words are similarly arranged, and the number of syl

lables almost equal, while the ideas are antithetically related, are so

suitable to religious hymns, that we find all these characteristics in

a series of later hymns used by the Greek and Latin church. Wrhen

we look particularly at the separate clauses in which is represented
the mysterious excellence of him who is the essential import of this

great mystery, it will be evident, as others have already noticed,

that they form parallel clauses, of which every two are a connected

pair, and form an antithesis turning upon the opposition of heaven

to earth, and so placed as that the order of the antithesis is reversed

in each new pair of clauses : flesh and spirit angels and nations

world and heavenly glory. It will also at once be perceived that

there is a correspondence between the first and the last clause was

manifested in the flesh was received up into glory.

If, now7

,
we descend from these general observations to particu

lars, we find that the first member bg tyarepudrj iv oapai presents no

difficulty. By og is meant Jesus Christ, whom the apostle elsewhere

also represents as the subject of predicates which extend beyond his

earthly existence, comp. on Phil. ii. 5, 6. The sense of the whole

clause is the same as John i. 14, the ivord became flesh ; 1 John iv.

2, Jesus Christ, wlio has come in the flesh ; Phil. ii. 7, ivho was in

the likeness of man. He who before was concealed as become mani

fest, so that he can be seen, nay touched (John i. 14
;
1 John i. 1,

seq.). Dr. Baur discovers in the use of the expressions QavepovoOai,

* Olshauaen is for referring or, in respect to the sense, to /wcTqpiov, and appeals to

Col. i. 27, where the apostle calls Christ himself pvyrqpi or. Comp. supra.

\ And Iluther.
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,
a mode of conception that has an affinity to

Gnosticism. Comp. against this, on imfyaiv. Tit. ii. -11
;
and on

c7n&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;dveia,
Tit. ii. 13. With respect to QavepovaOai, comp. Rom. iii.

21, xvi. 26
;
Col i. 26 (Heb. ix. 8), in all of which passages the ex

pression is used with reference to the appearance of salvation in

Christ. In Col. iii. 4 it is used with reference to the person of

Christ himself, not indeed, as here, of the first coming of Christ, but

of his second coming ;
it is clearly, however, only accidental that it

does not occur with reference to the person of Christ in his first

coming. We find the expression repeatedly used in precisely the

same manner as here by the apostle John, in the same epistle in

which he combats the Gnostic denial of the truth that Jesus Christ

is come in the flesh (1 John iii. 5, 8) ;
and how often is the same

expression used of the revelation of the love of God in Christ, the

cS6a, the
tf*&amp;gt;r\

\ How little ground, then, for the alleged relationship

found in these epistles to the Gnostic view of the incarnation is

given in this passage, and in 2 Tim. i. 9, iv. 1, 8
;

Tit. ii. 11, iii. 4!

Finally, Dr. Baur s objection of a doctrinal contradiction between

1 Tim. ii. 4 and the present passage, inasmuch as there Christ is

represented as a mere man has been obviated by the remarks on

that passage. De Wette, also, has rejected this supposition of a

contradiction (p. 86). Ev
oapfti, antithetical with the following KV

TTvevjiarL ;
it designates the one side of his being, the visible, human,

in opposition to the divine (comp. Harless, p. 162, seq.) ;
he took

on him the human nature in its weakness (Rom. viii. 3, he was sent

in the likeness of sinfulflesli). Over against this clause, in the de

scription of the great mystery, stands the following etitKaitiOri v

Trvevfjtan. When we attend to the antithesis in &v oapni, and observe

further, how in the two following pairs the two members always

correspond, it will be evident that every explanation of these words

must be rejected, which would make KV nvevfiari = &quot;

through the

spirit, by virtue of the
spirit,&quot;

and would then interpret accordingly.

RvEvim can denote here only the 6elov in him, in opposition to the

adpZ in him, and
t-v,

not &quot;

through&quot; but as before only
&quot;

in.&quot; So
also Olshausen. The great mystery of godliness is here represented

by the wondrous union of opposite things in his person, namely, of

the human and the divine life.* He was justified in the Spirit the

other side of his being, which is opposed to ikeflesJi. The meaning
of the expression EdittaiuOri can, it is evident, be only this that he

who is manifested in the flesh is shewn at the same time in his

higher nature, the other side of his being (comp. the similar passage
in Rom. i. 3, 4). Why tdiKaiuOrj ? The general signification of the

expression is, Justus declaratus est. How is it to be applied here ?

* ITuthcr: the spiritual principle of life dwelling in him, but at the same time eman

ating from him.
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Certainly not in the sense in which it is commonly used by the

apostle, as opposed to guilt and punishment, Horn. ii. 13, iii. 26,

etc., but in the sense in which we find it in Born. iii. 4
;
Matthew

xi. 19
;
Luke vii. 35, where the expression is used of God, or of

wisdom., to signify the opposite of being mistaken or misapprehended.
The apostle here says, ivas justified, in opposition to the state de

scribed in the words, ivas manifested in the flesh in opposition to

this state of humiliation which exposed him to misapprehension

(conip. John vi. 41, 42, vii. 27), he was justified in the Spirit.

^

So

already Mack and others. Wherein then consisted this being jus

tified in the Spirit ? The true answer is in all that by which his

higher origin was made known, in the revelation of that glory which

is spoken of in John i. 14, we beheld Ms glory, the glory as of the

only begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth, and which was

manifested in his words (Matth. vii. 29
;
John vii. 46, etc.), in his

works (John ii. 11, iii. 2, xiv. 11), and in the events of his life, above

all in the resurrection (Rom. i. 4; Acts ii. 36, etc.). To make it

consist in the last of these alone, or in the miracles alone, or the

baptism, or the fulfilment of prophecies, is according to the context

quite arbitrary. The interpretation which associates it with the

operation of the Spirit after his outpouring (John xvi. 8-16) comes

into collision with the right understanding of KV of the nvevfia, of

the antithetical relation between the first and second member in

this pair of clauses, and the train of thought expressed in the two

following.

From the wonderful manifestation in flesh and in Spirit of him

who is the substance of this great mystery, the description now ad

vances to the equally wonderful circumstance of his being made

known, in which a similar antithesis shews itself ivas seen of angels

-preached among the nations, Col. i. 27. To explain ayyeAo* either

of the apostles (Heydenreich, Leo, and others), or of the bad angels,

and accordingly to connect this part of the description either with

the appearances after the resurrection, or the descent into hell, is

contrary to the usage -of the word. The former of these views is

also inconsistent with the antithetical relation which prevails

throughout all the pairs of sentences. With as little propriety can

the reverse signification be attached to &$Qr\ dyyeAo/c angels ap

peared to him (Matth. iv. 11
;
Luke xxii. 43). Mack gives the

sense of the words thus, appealing to Heb. i. 6, 7, seq., ii. 9
&quot; Christ appeared to angels as their commander, in which the apostle

would represent the exaltation of Christ above all
angels.&quot;

But

nothing is said of dominion and exaltation above the angels. How
little we are justified in thus extending the meaning of #00?/ is

shewn by the antithetical clause, was preached among the nations.

He was seen by the one proclaimed to the others. And how little
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does that interpretation correspond to the train of thought from the

first pair of clauses to the third ! (comp. infra). How forced would

be the connexion of the ideas ! (comp. Mack, p. 292, and against
him Matthies, p. 320). Moreover, those passages in the Epistle to

the Hebrews that have been referred to, as well as Eph. iv. 8 ; Col.

ii. 15, do not tell*us that Christ after his ascension was presented to

the angels as their commander. &quot;Q^Ot] dyy. can only signify the

making known of Christ among the angels, and corresponds to the

preaching of him among the nations. So already Chrysostorn,

&quot;Angels saw the Son of God with us not having seen him
before,&quot;

and Theodoret, &quot;they
saw him incarnate.&quot; Comp. passages such

as Eph. iii. 8, and 10
;
1 Pet. i. 12.* As showing the delation

which the work of redemption bears also to the celestial powers,

compare such passages as Eph. i. 20-23
;

Col. i. 15, seq., ii. 10, 15
;

they, however, do not express the idea of our passage, but belong
rather to the third pair of clauses. Mack s remark that the inter

pretation the celestial spirits saw his work upon earth is arbit

rary and opposed to the context, in which the words are all to be

taken in their literal sense, is without force, as it was not his work

which the angels saw, but himself made flesh, and that as liter

ally as was his being preached among the nations. The &(j)6rj cer

tainly took place upon earth, but the description in this verse has

nothing to do with that
;

it aims at representing the mysterious
antithesis as denoted by flesh spirit ; angels nations

;
world

glory ;
the gradation in the thought lies in the words manifested,

seen, preached, and then believed, received up, and is evidently
rather material than chronological. After he who is the import of

this mystery was manifested, he was preached, and in consequence
of the preaching is believed on his reception upon earth, to which

his reception in heaven then forms the antithesis. The article is

wanting with dyykoi (comp. Winer s Gr., 18, 1 Anm.), therefore

not &quot; the
angels,&quot;

but &quot;

angels ;&quot;
it is the opposition of angels and

nations that is aimed at, for in this opposition lies the great mys
tery. Preached among the nations. The expression ZOvT] quite gen
erally, as in Matth. xxviii. 19, not in contradistinction to the Jewish

people. What the angels came to know by seeing, these learn

through preaching. He is a new message to the one class as well

as to the other
;
and precisely in this union of heaven and earth in

his person, in this wondrous unity formed of things most opposite
lies the mystery.

The first member of the third antithesis now naturally comes
after the last clause -he was believed on in the world as the conse

quence of being preached (comp. Winer s Gr., 39, 1, p. 233
;

* Tluthor understands the expression of the ascent into heaven, with which the last

clause is at variance.
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2 Thess. i. 10
;
1 John iv. 16) ;

in the world by which is to be un

derstood, as opposed to the glory, the ungodly world, the world

lying in wickedness (1 John ii. 15, seq.). Thus he found a reception

in the world, a place in it so to speak. To this reception in the

world is now antithetically opposed the next member lie was re

ceived up into glory where he now sits enthroned at the right hand

of God. On iv with verbs of motion, comp.. Winer s Gr., 50, 4,

p. 367. According to De Wette, this is not to be understood of the

historical ascension of Christ, of which we have an account in Mark
and Luke, but of a celestial event. De Wette, who refers the being
seen of angels to a scene beyond the reach of sensible observation

the counterpart to the descent into hell would naturally under

stand the being received up into glory not of the ascension, but only
of another occurrence which took place in heaven.* But this very

necessity of referring the clear words, he ivas received up into glory,

to something else than the ascension of Christ, is a proof that his

interpretation of the words, seen of angels, is incorrect. Our view

of the words does not compel us to go beyond the historical event

of the ascension, which indeed could not be more appropriately de

scribed (comp. Mark xvi. 19, lie was received up into heaven, and
sat down, etc.

;
Acts i. 11, he ivho is taken upfrom you into heaven;

Luke xxiv. 51). And if this be not what is meant, what other

dvakcuftOrjvat. iv 66^ is conceivable ? Our interpretation maintains

the suitable antithesis in the two clauses, the one of which expresses
Christ s glorification in the world, the other in heaven

; there, as

also here, he has a place as king of an empire, which embraces

heaven and earth. How clear are thus the antithesis in each of the

three pairs of clauses by which this great mystery of godliness is

represented ! How simple and apparent is thus the progress from

ivas manifested to ivas received up. How obscure, on the contrary,
does everything become, when with De Wette we suppose the being
seen of angels to refer to a scene in heaven, and the being received

up into glory to another celestial event ! Dr. Baur has denied that

there is any logical connexion in the sentences as they follow each

other
;
on the other hand, he discovers a Gnostic complexion in the

expressions KdiKaiudrj iv rev. and
&(j&amp;gt;0-r] dyy&oig ;

in which case his

being at a loss to find any logical connexion is quite as accountable

as it is conclusive against his interpretation. Meanwhile, Dr. B uir

has still made the attempt to introduce some clearness into the con

nexion, by supposing in each of the three pairs an antithesis of a

Gnostic and anti-Gnostic sentiment. Strange that a writer, to

combat Gnosticism, forges epistles, and then
&quot;by

each of these

clauses seeks as much as possible to satisfy both the orthodox and
the Gnostic party ;&quot; comp. the General Introduction. Moreover,

* The same remark applies also to Huther.
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this will only explain the arrangement of the sentences in pairs, not

the logical progress in the ide-as expressed by the six clauses; finally,

however, as we have seen from the exposition, we are not under the

necessity of going beyond the Pauline sphere of ideas, and of having
recourse to the help of Gnosticism in order to explain the words. It

is still objected by Schleiermacher,
&quot; that an enumeration such as

this should also be arranged in historical order/ But it is not a

mere enumeration of successive incidents, but a representation of

the great mystery of faith. And the order followed in this repre
sentation begins with the revelation of the Saviour, and advances to

his being made known, and thence to his being glorified. We havo

still another of Schleiermacher s objections to consider. &quot; If Paul

had written ver. 16 as an introduction to what follows, with the

view of laying down the cardinal doctrine from which the seducers

would deviate, surely the subsequent description would harmonize

with this
;
what follows, however, contains nothing in any degree

opposed to the import of ver. 16.&quot; This objection contains already
a false supposition. For it is not the apostle s design in ver. 16 to

represent merely the cardinal doctrine from which the seducers

would deviate, but rather the great mystery of all piety, of which

the church is the bearer. In opposition to this great thesis, so to

speak though it is not properly stated as the thesis of what fol-

^lows, but rather as the continuation of the crrvAo^, etc. &amp;lt;the writer

places as its antithesis, in an equally general form, the words iv. 1 :

Now the Spirit spealceih expressly that some shall depart from the

faith; for this sentence is evidently the principal one, and all that

follows is but the further explication of it
; comp. De Wette, p. 88,

who adrnit s that the heretics are not directly but only secondarily
mentioned. I regard it therefore as superfluous, nay as trifling,

when we look to the comprehensiveness of this description of the

great mystery, to attempt to point out in its particular clauses, the

allusion to future heresies. If the apostle had intended any such

definite correspondence, it would doubtless have been made more

apparent, chiefly in the characteristics mentioned in iv. 2, seq. But
it is rather his design to give a positive representation of the truth

which is the confession of the church, with which is then contrasted

the future falling away from the faith (iv. 1). This positive state

ment of the truth, however, includes in it on every side the opposi
tion to the error.

Chap. iv. 1. In opposition then to this description of the great

mystery of godliness, the apostle places the prediction of the threa

tened falling away from the faith (&;).
&quot; But the Spirit speaketh

expressly that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith/

The expression prjTtig (only here = with express words, distinctly),
as also the whole tenor of the passage shews, that the apostle refers
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to predictions of the Spirit lying before him. It is the general

prophecy of a future falling away, such as was declared by our

Lord himself in Matth. xxiv. 11, seq., 24, and by the apostle in

2 Thess. ii. 3, seq., in allusion to the prophecy of the Old Testa

ment (Dan. vii. 25, viii. 23, seq., xi. 30, seq ; comp. Hofmann, a. a.

Q., ii. p. 291, seq.), which the writer has here in his eye. Comp.
also 1 John ii. 18

;
2 Pet. iii. 3

;
Jude 18. Others again (so also

Olshausen) understand a prediction which was uttered by the pro

phets at that period, and refer in support of this view to Acts

xi. 28, xiii. 2, xx. 23, xxi. 11. The prophecy, however, so far as

regards its general import, had been made long before, but the

special application of it in this passage proceeds evidently from

the apostle, whose eye, enlightened by the Spirit, discerns in the

present the beginnings of the apostacy which is to come to full

manifestation in the future. It is thus clear that the writer uses

the expression iv vortpoig Kaipotg looking forward from the time at

which he writes, and \ve shall find also in what follows that we
have not before us the words of a prediction made by another, but

the interpretation and application of this by the apostle himself.

Kaipog is used here quite as appropriately as in 2 Cor. vi. 2
;
1 Thess.

ii. 17: 1 Cor. vii. 5, as Planck has already observed against Schlei-

ermacher. The words, some sliall fall aivay, etc., in which the

general import of that prediction is expressed, form, the proper an

tithesis to what goes before, iii. 15, 16
;

it is not then the heresy
itself which is here placed in opposition to what is there said, but

the falling away from the faith of the church as described in iii. 16,
in consequence of heresies

; comp. above. On d^iaraoBa^ comp.
Heb. iii. 12. The apostle himself now more particularly describes

how such a falling away would be brought about, and he does this

with express reference to the appearances of the present, which in

dicate beforehand the nature of the future falling away. Giving
heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils. Upoo^Eiv as at

i. 4
; Tit. i. 14. It is not merely an unhealthy Christianity, such as

we have been dealing with hitherto, but the entire falling away
from the faith, which is to be the result of this KPOOKXELV. In ac

cordance with this, the expressions nveviiara rcXdva didaonaXiai 6ia-

noviw are much stronger than those which have been hitherto used

by the arjostle, to designate the appearances of the present. On
7TVv^ara it has already been rightly observed by De Wette, that the

expression denotes neither the teachers who are first spoken of in

ver. 2, nor their doctrines, but the manifestations of the nvevfia r^g

rrXdvrjg in opposition to the Kvevpa r7)g a/^fr-mf, 1 John iv. 6 and
iv. 2, seq.; 1 Cor. xii. 10, xiv. 12-32. IMdvo?, leading astray, as in

2 Cor. vi. 8. The words didaoicahiatg datpoviuv will then signify not

doctrines concerning demons, but proceeding from demons
;
the for-
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mer interpretation would, moreover, stand in no connexion with the

rest of the passage ; comp. also, Winer s Gr., 30, 1, p. 168
;
with

respect to the expression comp. 2 Cor. xi. 15, the servants of Satan
*

The following words, t-v v-oKpioei ifrevdoMytiv do not admit of being
connected with di&aaKaJdat$ ;

for then the words would stand as a

more definite explanation of diaiwviuv ,
which is inadmissible, inas

much as men cannot be understood by the expression, or else diSao-

KaXiaig must be repeated as De Wette observes. We shall therefore

have to connect the words with the proximate verb TTpoaK^ovrec,

and understand them, as denoting the cause of that giving heed,

etc., and as a description of the seducers, not of those who fall away,
to whom neither the expression hypocrisy nor speaking lies would

be suitable
;
as also the words, having their conscience seared, etc.,

remind us of similar characteristics of the seducers in Tit. i. 15
;

1 Tim.J. 6, vi. 5, etc. That which allures to apostacy is the pre
tended shew of sanctity which, however, stands in glaring contrast

with the inward character of these seducers
;
hence the expression

hypocrisy. ^svdoAdyot, a designation of heretics properly so-called,

therefore a stronger expression than na-aiohoyoi, Tit. i. 10
;
1 Tim.

i. 6. KeKavTTjpiaoiiKwv r-qv Id. aw. = such as are branded in their

own conscience
;
Wahl rightly, qui sauciani sclerum conscientia

habent mentem. The expression, which is borrowed from the

branding of criminals, is not with Theodoret to be explained of the

callousness of conscience, which can only be considered as an acci

dent of the branding ;
but points primarily to the permanent de

facement and degradation of their inner nature, of which they
themselves are conscious in consequence of sins which they have

committed against their better knowledge and conscience. The Idlav

is not, as De Wette thinks, without emphasis, but indicates the

contrast between their own inward character and their professed de

sign to iead others to true holiness. The characteristic expressed in

the words, having their conscience branded, etc., explains the hypo

crisy, for, as Calvin well observes, malre conscientise .... semper
ad hypocrisin .... confugiunt. It at the same time furnishes the

key to the right understanding of the error as it is described in ver.

3. It lets us see the false spiritualism of these lying teachers, as

the reverse side of their mannner of thought and action till then

devoted to sensuality. Their own inward impurity is reflected in

their eyes in the world without them, and hence their asceticism.

Comp. on the whole subject Tit. i. 15. The apostle now specifies

particular features by which these future heretics will be identified,

and these of a practical kind, not merely because they fall most

* Olshausea observes that a man never stands isolated; if the Divine Spirit do not

lead him, the evil spirit will; henco the heretics are here represented as inspirations of

the evil spirit.
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under observation, but because in them is most apparent the glaring

contradiction between them arid the real inward condition of those

hypocritical seducers. What the apostle here states as the charac

teristics of these seducers not as the enumeration of their errors

stands in fitting connexion with the appearances of the present, and

is represented as an aggravation of these. We look therefore for the

analogies to these not apart from, but in the phenomena which the

Pastoral Epistles themselves lay before us as already present. Kw/U 6r-

~uv yapeiv, dnE%eoOai ppufidruv ,
he says. (On the connexion of the

CLTTKX- with Kwkvov-uv, comp. Winer s Gr., 66, 2, p. 548. For the

latter infinitive we must take nehevovruv out of Kuhvovrctv, which is

= Kehevovruv pj). The error combated in the Pastoral Epistles, is

a morally unfruitful, pretendedly higher wisdom connected with

commandments which were to lead to a supposed higher perfection.

This perverted ascetical tendency meets us most plainly in Tit. i. 14,

15, in which passage the apostle, in like manner as here, places in

opposition to the seducers the maxim to the pure all things are

pure. From the general resemblance between the errors as de

scribed in the Epistle to Titus, and in our epistle (comp. the Gen
eral Introduction), we can scarcely doubt, that what is said of those

errors is also applicable to the errors represented in our epistle as

present. Besides vers. 6 and 8 of this chapter refer to an ascetical

tendency existing at the time (comp. Baur a. a. 0., p. 25); and in

passages such as i. 6, seq. (comp. the interpretation), 2 Tim. ii. 18,

the root of such an asceticism is evidently shewn to be a false spirit

uality. It can therefore not surprise us, when the apostle, foreseeing
the future in the present, represents the abstainingfrom meats as a

mark of the future apostacy. True admitting the other statements

of the epistle this special error had already been clearly developed;

nay, we might rather wonder why the apostle places it in the future,

did we not consider, that substantially nothing depends on Whether

the heresy in question did not come fully out till a future period, as

it is only the fruit of this, namely, the falling away, which the

apostle represents as future. We can certainly point to nothing in

the epistles specially analogous to the forbidding to marry; but so

much at least must be acknowledged, that such an error lies in the

same direction with a view which transfers inward impurity to the

external world. The existing ascetical tendency had not yet readied

this stage in its development according to the traces which we have

of it in these epistles ;
but does not the co-existence at a later

period of these two errors which the apostle here names, as we find

them in Marcion, the Encratites, and the Manicheans, prove their

internal connexion, and fully bear out the apostle s prediction ?

This union of the two errors, in the opinions of Marcion and his fol

lowers, is the result indeed of their Gnostico-dualistic view of the
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world
;
but must we suppose this to have been already in existence,

in order to understand the prediction of the writer ? In the man
ner in which he mentions these errors ver. 3, seq., he does not betray
in the least degree, /that he derives them from this Gnostico-dualistic

view
; nay, the separation of clean and unclean had a direct point

of connexion with the Old Testament laws regarding meats. And
if we look to the nature of the thing itself, we may with reason

maintain that nothing was more likely than that the false spiritual

ism which made ethical perfection to consist in abstinence from

outward things, should reckon marriage among these things, and

that too without its being derived from any Gnostic view of the

world, or aversion to the creation. Where would a misunderstand

ing of the Christian view of the opposition between flesh and spirit

more naturally betray itself than in the ideas concerning marriage ?

And how plausible a ground has the prohibition of marriage to rest

upon in the words of our Lord himself (Matth. xix. 10, seq.), and
such expressions of the apostle as we find repeated in 1 Cor. vii. ?

Think, for example, of an Origen !

And did appearances of the kind described in our passage, even

apart from what we read in the Pastoral Epistles, lie so far out of

the apostle s sphere of vision as to make his words unintelligible

when applied to his own time, and to necessitate our supposing that

a contemporary of Marcion was the author ? We have certainly not

the common Judaistic opponents of the apostle before us in this

passage ;
but neither are the heretics of the Epistle to the Colos-

sians, with their philosophy and their asceticism, the common Ju-

daists, although they stand more nearly related to them than do

those in our passage. These Colossian heretics afford a striking

parallel to the ascetic tendency described in our epistles (comp. es

pecially Col. ii. 16, seq.^and Steiger on the passage). And have

we not in the Essenes, and Therapeutae, as also in the Ebionites,

kindred examples of an asceticism connecting itself with the Old

Testament, but extending far beyond its prohibitions of meats, just
as we have already found to be the case in regard to the error com
bated in these epistles ? Nor could Baur object, even though a

Gnostic view of the world could be shewn to belong to the heretics

here described, when he himself frankly acknowledges that such a

view prevailed among the Jewish Christians at Kome. With re

gard to the other feature, namely, theforbidding to marry, we may
reasonably refer, in order to prove in a general way that this error

was not so remote from the apostolic period (for it does not appear
from the Pastoral Epistles to have as yet assumed a decided form)
to chap. vii. of the first Epistle to the Corinthians, which, especially
in the beginning, and then in vers. 28 and 36, shews plainly that

the apostle is refuting spiritualistic doubts regarding marriage.
VOL. VI. 7
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Still more to our purpose, however, is it, to refer likewise to those

sects in whom this error appeared in connexion with Jewish perver

sities to the Essenes and Theraputas, of whose contempt of mar

riage we have accounts in Philo II. 633 ;
Jos. Antt. 18, 1, 5 j Bell.

Jud. 2, 8, 2. . Additional literary notices, both with respect to the

abstainingfrom meats, and theforbidding to marry, will be found

in Bottger, a. a. 0., p. 146, seq.

In opposition to this false asceticism, which the apostle sees from

the tokens of the present to be coming, he goes on to say : lohich

God liatli created, etc. We are here to mark the close connexion

of these words, which are evidently the apostle s own, with the pre

ceding. As the characteristic features of ^the heretics, ver. 2, are

entirely founded on those mentioned elsewhere in the Pastoral

Epistles as belonging to the seducers already existing, and are

these in a more aggravated form, so in the manner in which the

words before us are connected with the preceding, we may perceive

that the apostle is not quoting the words of a prophecy uttered by

another, but has himself sketched the characteristics of the future

heretics on the ground plan afforded by that general prediction

(cornp. on ver. 1). That which the apostle here places in opposi
tion to them, is not a reference to the inferior position of Judaism,
nor is it the refutation of a Gnostico-dualistic view of the world,
such as we should expect from an anti-Gnostic writer of the second

century (comp. the General Introduction, 3) ;
but it is a reference

to the design of the creation, which can be fulfilled only by a

thankful enjoyment of the meats which God hath created.
&quot; Which

God hath created to be enjoyed with thanksgiving by believers, and

such as have known the truth.&quot; The end for which meats exist

then is, according to the apostle, to be enjoyed ;
this enjoyment,

however, supposing it to bo in other respects the true enjoyment,
has a condition attached to it in the with thanksgiving. The words,
to be enjoyed with thanksgiuing, stand opposed to the error im

plied in abstaining from meats. This true enjoyment by which
the design of the Creator is fulfilled can be experienced only by be

lievers and (epexegetically) those who have known the truth. Those
words involve an opposition of a twofold kind, namely, in the first

place, to the inferior position of Judaism, which has not yet pene
trated to the full knowledge of the truth (Acts x. 10, seq.), which,

however, as the context shews, is not what is here referred to and
in the second place, to the transcendental position of the heretics,

who make the superiority of their knowledge and their higher moral

perfection to consist in abstinence from meats, which is what the

apostle here refers to. That the apostle intends not to deny that

meats were created for all men, is self-evident
; here, however, he

shews only who they are in whom the design of the creation is
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really fulfilled. On ^srd^ipLg (only here), comp. the use of f.iera-

Aappdveiv. Acts ii. 46, xxvii. 33
;
on errey., what is said at Phil. i. 9

on emyvuoig. Tolg morals is
&quot;simply

the dative of destination.

Yer. 4. The words, to be received with thanksgiving ,
are now,

in vers. 4 and 5, farther confirmed. It is not, however, the natural

cleanness of the meats as what God hath created, to which the

apostle here attaches importance ;
he rather represents the being

good, as dependent on the being received with thankfulness. What
the apostle here maintains, in confirmation of the preceding, is the

perfectly equal fitness and lawfulness of every creature of God in

respect of enjoyment, under the condition of thanksgiving in the

enjoyment ; for (ver. 5), it is sanctified through the word of God
and prayer. In regard to the Old Testament, it is the same truth

which is here recognized as that which was disclosed to Peter

through the vision, Acts x. 11-16
;
but it does not stand here in

definite opposition to the Old Testament. Nor does it need any
proof for it is universally admitted that the apostle would oppose
this Judaism in a different manner

;
not to speak of theforbidding

to marry, in connexion with abstainingfrom meats, ver. 3, a feature

which does not admit of being associated with the common phari-
saical Judaism. But we have already hinted how little vers. 4 and
5 are suited to refute the Gnostic dislike to the creation. How
should nothing more have been said in this case, than that not in

the abstinence from, but in the thankful enjoyment of meats, is the

purpose of the Creator fulfilled, seeing that the point in dispute
must have been, whether God is the Creator ? It would, at least,

have been something to the purpose if he had even said, what he

says at 1 Cor. x. 26, the earth is the Lord s, and thefulness thereof.

Such a sentiment would have had far more of an anti-Gnostic cast

than the every creature is good in our passage, with the condition

which is attached to it, if it be received with thanksgiving, and the

for it is sanctified, etc. What is there in these expressions more

anti-Gnostic than in the words, nothing is unclean of itself, etc.,

Kom. xiv. 14, or all things are pure, Rom. xiv. 20 ? And what, op

position to the Gnostic dualism is implied in making the good to be

dependent on the thanksgiving ? Finally, Dr. Baur s critical no

tices, drawn from the period of the Gnosis, p. 24, seq., serve well

the purpose of letting us see the later form of these errors. The

apostle has still to justify his assertion that meats are intended to

be enjoyed with thanksgiving. He does this in the verse before us,

by placing in opposition to the arbitrary distinctions made by the

heretics in meats, the maxim that every creature is good, and not

to be refused, if it be received with thanksgiving. He does not say

KaOapov, as at Rom. xiv. 20, or KOLVOV, as xiv. 14
;
for he here speaks

in opposition to the opinion of the heretics, who, in regard to the
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enjoyment of the things in question, maintain that they are ov

d-ofiXrjTov. He. however, limits his own assertion by the condi

tional clause, if it be received loith thanksgiving, which is confirma

tory of the witli thanksgiving in the preceding verse. This clause

is therefore to he closely connected with the preceding good, and

nothing to be refused. It is not two different things that are here

adduced the natural purity and the receiving with thanksgiving
but the first under the condition of the second. On Kriapa (comp.
Jam. i. 18), for which Schleiermacher will have n-ioig, according to

the Pauline usage, Planck has already remarked, that Paul uses

dQeihrjfjia at Kom. iv. 4, and dfatkrj everywhere else, Eom. xiii. 7
;

1 Cor. vii. 3 Trepiaosvpa at 2 Cor. viii. 14, but generally
&amp;lt;

rrepiaaeia)

Kom. v. 17
;
2 Cor. viii. 2, x. 15

; KOfia at 1 Cor. x. 4, usually no

Rom. xiv. 17
;

Col. ii. 16
; TTPOOKOTTTJ at 2 Cor. vi. 3, usually

Koppa, Rom. ix. 32, 33, xiv. 13-20
;
1 Cor. viii. 9, etc. Schleierma-

cher s objection to dnophnrog is obviated by what has already been

remarked in regard to this word. It may, moreover, be said in reply

to it, with Planck, that KOIVO^, which Schleiermacher would have ex

pected from the apostle if he had been the author, occurs only once

in this sense, Rom. xiv. 14, and dftdOap-og, which Schleiermacher also

adduces, not at all. On hafjfiavofievoVj comp. John xix. 30
;
Acts ix.

19
;
Mark xv. 23. On resolving the participle by

&quot;

if/ as at iii. 10
;

vi. 8, comp. Winer s Gr., 45, 2, p. 307.

Ver. 5. That the apostle did not intend in the words, if it be

received ivith thanksgiving, to express a merely accessary idea, and

that we are not, as many expositors do, to take the sentence, every
creature of God is good by itself, as that which the apostle places
in opposition to the heretics, and expressive of the natural purity
of the creature as opposed to the assertion of the malignancy of

matter, is evident from ver. 5, in which we are told that the creature

becomes good precisely in consequence of the thanksgiving.
&quot; For

it is sanctified (every creature) by the word of God and
prayer.&quot;

Is

sanctified, says the apostle. Does he in this expression teach, that

there is a natural impurity in the creature which must be removed

by the word of God and prayer ? That would be in manifest con

tradiction to what he declares to be his conviction in Rom. xiv. 14,

I know and am persuaded . . . that there is nothing unclean of it

self ; but to him that esteemeth anything to be unclean, to him it is

unclean. But the apostle says nothing inconsistent with this in our

passage. And this is the place where wo must meet the question-
why does the apostle, in the whole of this passage, lay such em*

phasis on the with thanksgiving, or more definitely still, as we find

the question already set before us in ver. 5 5 what meaning are we to

attach to this expression, dyid&rai ? Let us look, first at the means

through which this ay. is effected, namely, through the word and
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prayer. The context, according to which the whole sentence, ver.

5, stands as an analytic confirmation of ver. 4 (yap), compels us to

take by the ivord, etc., as explanatory of loitli thanksgiving, ver. 4.

For, that everything is good and not to be rejected, if it is enjoyed
with thanksgiving, can only be confirmed by shewing, how the witli

thanksgiving brings along with it the being good. This relation of

ver. 5 to ver. 4 is still further confirmed by this namely, that

dytd^eraij like the present Xa^fBavopevov in the preceding verse, is

evidently to be understood in reference to every time when meats

are enjoyed ;
for this is the very thing to be proved, namely, that

meats are then good when they are enjoyed with thanksgiving. Al

though even apart from this connexion the present tense in

ayid&rai is sufficient of itself to forbid our interpreting it of a sanc-

tification of the creature for enjoyment once for all
; and, in like

manner, tvrev&ag can certainly mean only ever-repeated prayer.

What then are we to understand by the 6ia koyov Oeov, which is con

nected with vTv|e(ttfj and depends with it on one and the same

preposition, which is not repeated ? If we explain it of the saying
uttered once for all recorded in Gen. i. 29, ix. 4, as Mack does and

similarly Matthies only without this definite allusion then the con

firmatory relation to ver. 4 is destroyed, for this would clearly leave

unexplained, why in the enjoyment anything should depend on

thanksgiving. It would also deprive ver. 4 of its meaning, which

ver. 5 is intended to explain ;
for then, instead of being received

with thanksgiving, something else would be introduced as deter

mining the being good; it contradicts, in fine, the present tense in

ay., and the union of things so diverse under the preposition &.*
The same difficulties meet the interpretation which explains Aoyo?
6eov of the Christian doctrine in general. For is not the Old Tes

tament with its commandments about meats also .\ojog Oeov ? A
more definite appellation then should have been found for the

Christian doctrine. And according to this interpretation ajvde00&amp;lt;u

must be understood either very indefinitely,, or in a double sense, on

the one hand, in reference to the word y God, on the other, in re

ference to prayer; nor does it correspond to the present tense in

ay., which, in reference to prayer, must be regarded as expressing
what actually takes place, and is repeated on every enjoyment.
Least of all, however^ as in the former instances, and in precisely the

same way, will this interpretation correspond to the connexion with

the preceding. Either must every creature is good be taken by it

self as expressive of the natural purity of every creature of God,
and if it be received, etc., only as an accessary limitation and then

* The view can of course find no acceptance which refers /loyof OEOV to the crea

tive word, Gen. i 1, as the subject spoken of is the sanctification of what is already

created.
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the Kahov would need no further confirmation through dyid&Tai, for

it is already pure ;
nor would if it be received, etc., obtain any such

confirmation in ver. 5, for ~by tlie ivord would then refer to something

quite different. Or again and this alone is the right way we

must regard, if it be received with thanksgiving, as the condition on

which the Kahov depends, in which case the Aoyo^ Oeov can be nothing

substantially different from the thanksgiving. This has also been

rightly understood by De Wette, and therefore, in contradiction to his

own interpretation of the preceding, according to which, the apostle :

in opposition to the doctrine of the malignancy of matter, asserts its

purity, he has understood the words of ver. 5
;
not of the objective

ground of this purity, but of a permanent sanctification of the

creature through prayer, which presents certainly a strange succes

sion of ideas. For, in opposition to the Gnostic malignity of mat

ter, the creature is first of all called good (&quot; good or
pure,&quot; p. 90,

etc). Then again, it is immediately said to be not pure, in opposi
tion to the Gnostic malignancy of matter for the purity (&quot;

in con

trast with the malignancy of matter maintained by the Gnostics/
De Wette), is connected with the condition of the creature being

received ivith thankgiving* The writer then must himself have

been half a Gnostic. If the thanksgiving was wanting, then mat
ter remained malignant, but when this was present, then u

all im

purity was removed,&quot; as ver. 5 is held to teach. For such absurdities,

the pseudo-apostle must submit to be characterized as one &quot; who did

not rise to the abstraction,&quot; that
&quot;every thing is pure also without

this condition.&quot; The real state of the case is, that the expositor
lands himself in these absurdities, by supposing that the writer is

here combating the doctrine of the Gnostic malignancy of matter,
when he has not this in his mind at all

;
for if he had, he would

make no such conditions as is expressed in, if it be received ivith

thankfulness, nor would he have said, it is sanctified by the word of
God and prayer, but would have expressed himself in quite a dif

ferent manner. But De Wette is quite right in declaring that Aoyof
Oeov stands in a confirmatory relation to the preceding, if it be re

ceived ivith thankfulness, and maintains that it can only signify the

word of God expressed in prayer, whether the writer regarded prayer
as consisting in words from the Scriptures, or regarded the suppliants
as filled with the Spirit and thereby as organs of the Divine word,
in favour of which latter, reference might be made with Bretschnei-

der tq Sir. xlviii. 2
;

1 Kings xvii. 1. The latter is, however, not

the correct view {for although the word which a prophet speaks as

commissioned of God is so named, it is no proof in the case before

us); but the former only we must guard against a too outward ap
prehension of prayer as consisting in a Aoyof Oeov. All prayer as

suredly grows out of God s word, and substantially consists in it,
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even although it should not bo composed precisely of Scripture

words, or consist of a Psalm, which, for example, would not be the

case in the ancient prayer at meat, Constitt. ap. vii. 49 (in Hey-

denreich). The simplest interpretation of Adyo? Geov is indeed that

given by Wahl, Leo, and others = oratio ad Deum facta. But it is

grammatically inadmissible, for dyaTrr], or
(f&amp;gt;63og

rov 6sov
3 are exam

ples of quite a different kind.* Kat ivrev&w; the apostle adds. He
does not repeat the preposition, which he must have done if Adyo^ OKOV

denoted a reason quite different from prayer, and consisting in a

Divine utterance or a Divine ordination (comp. Winer s Gr.,

50, 7, p. 373). It is therefore also on this ground more correct to

take Adyof and EVTSV&S as one principal idea. On evrevt-it; properly

aditus, comp. 1 Tim. ii. 1
;

it signifies not a species of prayer de

fined according to its import, but prayer as a coming near to God,
whether in the form of thanksgiving or of supplication. The prin

cipal idea then expressed by thanksgiving is separated into the two

elements of the word of God, and prayer, and this analysis, if it is

to be of any use, must be intended to make more apparent the sanc

tifying efficacy of the thanksgiving. Now it is plain that Adyo^ Oeov

is a designation of prayer according to its general import (the spe
cific form of thanksgiving does not come into notice here) in its ob

jective aspect, while tvrev&g points to the subjective side, namely,
that it is a coming near to God. As then the relation of prayer to

God, in its contents as well as in its form, is here indicated, so also

that for which prayer is made, or as here specially, that for which

thanksgiving is made, is regarded in this relation, and this relation

in which it is thus placed through prayer is that which the apostle
here describes as having a sanctifying influence, and as consecrating
for enjoyment. The opposite of such a separation and consecration

is certainly not a Gnostic malignancy of matter, nay, not even such

a natural uncleanness of the thing to be enjoyed as would make it

unclean in itself (against which Rom. xiv. 14
;
1 Cor. x. 26

;
Matth.

xv. 11), as this dyidea8ai applies not merely to what is unclean in

the Old Testament point of view, but to every creature. It is rather

opposed to that view which regards every creature as unholy and

profane, on account of its being a part of the Kriaig which is bur

dened with a curse, which is subject to vanity and. the bondage of

corruption (Rom. viii. 19, seq). It is profane, and needs sanctifica-

tion in so far as it is opposed to the life from above, the new life of

the Spirit in which the Christian stands. And this purification it.

receives for enjoyment, through the sactifying relation of prayer to

God which is uttered over it. The corruptible does not indeed

thereby become incorruptible (Matth. xv. 17), just as the body of

death, though it be sanctified through the new life of the Spirit,.

* Huther also agrees with the interpretation here given. Commentar. z. N. T., V. I
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does not thereby become a body of immortality ; but it is brought

out of its naturally alien position with reference to that which is of

the Spirit, into its true relation to the new life. For an analogy to

that which the apostle has here in his mind, we have but to look to

the holy sacrament of the supper, in which the thanksgiving prayer

clearly implies such a sanciificaiion as we have here. The apostle,

however, will have a sanctification not merely in the use of the

creature connected with this ordinance, but in every use of it. Com p.

1 Cor. x. 31
;
Whether therefore ye eat or drink, or ivhatsoever ye

dOj do all to the glory of God. And again, ver. 30 : why am I evil

spoken of for thatfor wliicli I give, thanks ? Thus, by a more

minute investigation of the words of our passage, we are led quite

away from the allusion to a dualistic view of the world peculiar to

Gnosticism. What we have here is substantially the same as what

the apostle expresses in Tit. i. 15 by the words to the pure ail

things are pure, but to the defiled and the unbelieving nothing is

pure; and our passage only shews in addition, how in the case of

the Christian, external things meats, are, through his thanks

giving, received into the sanctifying relation to God in which Le

stands
;

so that the sanctifying influence of his inner life extends to

outward things, while in the case of those others who boast of their

faith and ivisdom, the external world is, and remains, the mirror of

their inward impurity. The apostle does not enter on a special re

futation of the forbidding to marry. What he has said as to the

misapprehension of the design of the creation in reference to meats

may easily be applied also to this error
;
and then this error be

longed to a period more remote from the present, as we find it

noticed nowhere else in the epistles.

Ver. 6. The mention of the prophecy of a future falling away
forms the basis of the following admonitions to Timothy. That the

future and the present are here mixed up with each other in a very

unsatisfactory way, as Schleiermacher maintains, is without founda

tion
;
for vers. 1-5 refer quite as clearly to the future as ver. 6, scq.

do to the present. The description of that which threatens the

future is designed to let Timothy know -what it is necessary he

should do in the present, and because the future was in its begin

nings already present, and was future only in its more aggravated
form, it is easily understood, why the truth which stands opposed to

the future error in its full development, should have prominence
given to it already in the present. What is there more unpauline
in the transition here than in the similar one at 2 Tim. iii. 5 ? Or
more unsatisfactory than 1 John iv. 3, ii. 18 ? Tavra rolg ddeX6olg

vnoTiOcpevog, etc. Commentators differ in opinion as to the reference

of ravra. From the expression vTroriO^erog (to put anything under

the foot or into the hand of another, then to advise, admonish, also
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to instruct generally, comp. Passow
;

in the New Testament only
here

; comp., however, Rom. xvi. 4), so much only can be deter

mined
,
that it cannot refer to anything already known, consequently

not to ver. 16, confessedly great is the mystery, etc., as Heinrichs

thinks/ who arbitrarily makes iv. 1-5 to be parenthetical. But
neither can ravra refer to iii. 16

;
iv. 5 ;

or to iv. 1-5, not so much
because iv. 1, seq., does not stand in direct opposition to iii. 16, as

De Wette has observed with respect to the former, comp. above
;

but rather on account of the clause that follows, namely, ihoti slialt

be a good servant, etc., and on account of the connexion as traced

above, according to which the mention and description of the future

falling away is the basis of the admonitions which follow. The

threatening danger lays on Timothy, as a good servant, the charge
of making a vigorous resistance; this, however, cannot consist merely
in the communication of the fact that such a falling away threatens

to come, but in holding forth the truth which is opposed to those

errors, as the apostle has correctly expressed it in vers. 4 and 5.

This must appear still more on considering the following words,
nourished up, etc., and those of ver. 7 (comp. below).* Schleier-

macher has also seen it to be most natural to refer rav-a to vers. 4

and 5
; only, he thinks that there was no need of mentioning the

future falling away as the foundation of the instruction, vers. 4 and

5, inasmuch as it was already opposed to the errors then existing.

As if it must not have been the strongest inducement to Timothy
to resist the already existing beginnings of evil with all the power
of the truth, to show him the danger that was to grow out of these

beginnings !

&quot; If thou lay these things before the brethren, thou

slialt be a good servant of Jesus Christ, who is nourished up in the

words of faith and of the good doctrine to which thou hast attained.&quot;

,
in its general signification, as 2 Cor. iii. 6, vi. 4, etc. Ev-

(comp. Winer s Grr., 45, 5) is not put for the perfect,

but is properly the present, and &quot;shews that the loords, etc., are to

be a permanent means of nourishment and culture to Timothy.&quot;

Comp. ver. 12, and 2 Tim. iii. 15. The expression occurs only here.

Timothy would not shew himself to be such a servant, etc., by re

peating the prophecy which has just been mentioned by the apostle,

but by counteracting the danger through the word of truth. And
of the good doctrine the apostle adds epexegetically, as the more

special designation of the -Christian doctrine in opposition to that

error which, in respect to its contents, is characterized by the ex-

* So already Schleiermacher, p. 204 :

&quot; If it (ravrd) refers to 1-3, then you can un

derstand by the words ravra inr. nothing else than if thou dost diligently urge the warn

ing against the future apostacy, thou shalt be a good servant, etc., which indeed is as

jejune as can be, and with which the following words (hrpe^.) in particular do not at all

agree.&quot;
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pressions, fables, genealogies, and commandments of men, and which

Timothy is charged to counteract
; similarly elsewhere the sound

doctrine, cornp. on Tit. i. 9
;

ii. 1
;

1 Tim. i. 10, vi. 3. Even the

words, to which thou hast attained, involve an admonition. Timothy
is to remain faithful to that to which he has attained. TiapaKoX.

comp. with 2 Tim. iii. 10, used nowhere else by the apostle. Schleie -

macher, in support of his critical views, wishes us not to forget to

place 2 Tim. iii. ID, 14, beside ver. 6, which passages we can com

pare without seeing anything to stumble at
;
in like manner also

2 Tim. ii. 15, 16.

Ver. 7. The mention of the naL did. reminds the apostle of that

liaraioXoyia which is opposed to it, and he is led by the antithetical

reference to what he has just been saying, to speak directly of it in

ver. 7. If Timothy is to effect anything in his opposition to the

present errors, he must himself remain free from their infection, and

there follows accordingly a pointed reference to those errors of the

present, in their two-fold form of a false theoretical and a false prac
tical tendency. In opposition to the words of the good doctrine,

the apostle first of all places the profane and old ivives fables with

which he is to have nothing to do. I do not comprehend how De
Wette could say, it is perhaps the theosophic systems called just

before doctrines of devils that are here meant. Was it then neces

sary that Timothy should be warned against these doctrines, which

are described as future, and as running directly counter to the truth?

And do not the fables here clearly point to the fables named in i. 4,

as belonging to the present (comp. with Tit. i. 14), and which are

nowhere else characterized as strictly a heresy? The difference of

designation here tends, De Wette thinks, to mislead the reader, but

in this he acknowledges the incorrectness of his own interpretation.

How simple and clear, on the contrary, docs the passage become,
when ikefables (together with the genealogies and commandments

of men) are viewed in the manner we have done, as appearances of

the present which have a harmless look, but which might possibly
lead to a falling away, and which will in the future increase to an

open hostility to the truth. On \ivQoi see on Tit. i. 14, and above

at i. 4. These Jeivish fables are here styled profane and old ivives .

On the first epithet comp. i. 9
;
besides vi. 20

;
2 Tim. ii. 16. The

word occurs elsewhere only at Heb. xii. 16. If these fables (comp.
i. 4, etc.), bore no moral fruit, had nothing to do with the real sub

ject-matter of faith, and did not promote true piety, we can easily

understand why this epithet,
&quot;

profane, unholy,&quot; should be applied
to them. And it is difficult to see why they may not have been, at

the same time, silly and anile. Comp. Planck against Schleier-

inacher. Dr. Baur has explained ypaw(% p. to mean a myth which

treats of an old matron the Sophia Achamoth which, apart from
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other considerations, contradicts the derivation of the word from

eWof, comp. e. g. } Oeoeid^g. And how unsuitable an epithet beside

that of profane would be that which characterized these fables as

treating of an old woman. Would there be in this any reason for

warning Timothy against them ? And then this epithet would only

apply to a certain definite myth, while those myths in general, as

they are said to be profane, could not be also characterized as ypaw-

deig. Enough, however, has already been said to shew, that it is not

the myths of the gnosis in the second century that are here meant.

The genealogies and commandments are not specially mentioned

here
;
these things are all connected with each other

; hence, else

where, even when it is intended to give a connected view of them,
sometimes one and sometimes another is passed over in the enumer

ation (comp. Tit. i. 14 with iii. 9). On -apairov = to forbid one s

self, comp. at Tit. iii. 10. But Timothy is also warned against
another danger which is closely connected with the one just men
tioned

;
as the being taken up with fables leads away from the true

objects of knowledge, so also, and at the same time, from godliness;

comp. i. 4, seq. ;
Tit. i. 1, 2

;
ii. 1, etc. Nay, these pursuits add

to the claim of a higher wisdom, that of a higher morality, on the

ground of a false relation to the law, Tit. i. 14, iii. 9
;
1 Tim. i. 6,

seq. In opposition then to being occupied with the fables, Timothy
is also especially warned against this false practical tendency of an

ascetic nature : but exercise thyself unto godliness. We have only
to compare i. 4, 5, in order fully to understand this new admonition.

We have the same transition only in the reverse order also in 2 Tim.

ii. 22, 23. The expression yvfivd&iv (comp. Heb. v. 14, xii. 11
;

2 Pet. ii. 14 = exercise thyself unto, in behalf of godliness) is oc

casioned by the antithetical allusion to these errors, comp. ver. 8.

Others (Losrier) think that the apostle has been led by the expres
sion evTptyeaOai to the metaphor taken from the gymnasium, as we
read in Euripides Phoen. V. 397, yv^vaaioiq tvrpafyTivai. But tVrpt^.

does not necessarily lead to this metaphor, arid besides it is removed
further back by the napaiTov to which yvpv. forms the immediate
antithesis. For the understanding of evaefleia De Wette refers us

to vi. 11, 12
;
2 Tim. ii. 22. Comp. also 1 Tim. i. 4, 5.

Ver. 8. The exhortation to godliness,
which has its seat prin

cipally in the heart, tiut from this as its centre extends to the whole
life of the man, is now in ver. 8 confirmed by the negative statement
which the apostle had already in his eye when he wrote yv^v. ver. 7.

Opposed to that godliness which has its root in the heart, and from
thence diffuses a sanctifying influence over what is without, is the

asceticism which aims at reaching the inward man through what is

outward, or, in its most degenerate form, abides merely by what is

outward. This is evidently the light in which the apostle views the
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opposition between evatffsta and oujiaTiKr] yvfivcwfa. He has not

here, however, in his mind that extremely degenerate form of ascet

icism which he has described in ver. 3, but the appearances of the

present ; for, only with respect to these, could Timothy be warned,

who, as we learn elsewhere, was not without a leaning to them

(cornp. v. 23).
fH yap ocj^ariK?] yvpvaoia he says quite generally,

therefore not naming special errors. The words rcpbg oXiyov iorlv

dxpetyt-og = is profitable unto little (the opposite of Trpbg iravra) is

the opinion which he pronounces upon this tendency as a whole, as

opposed to the exercise unto godliness which has its seat in the in

ner man. If we keep in view that the apostle in the expression

OG)^. yvpr. aims at denoting the substantial nature of this tendency,
the fundamental idea of all asceticism, though it is occasioned by
actual occurrences on account of which Timothy is warned, we shall

then not be surprised with De Wette and others, to find him ascrib

ing a certain profit to this exercise, because, as De Wette adds, it

belongs to the doctrines of devils, ver. 1, on which objection we do

not need to say anything farther. How could the apostle have en

tirely rejected c^armri yvpv. to which fasting, refraining from mar

riage or from conjugal intercourse for a season, 1 Cor. vii. 5, etc.,

belong ? But it is likewise easy to be accounted for that the apostle

generally, and here in an especial manner, while he has the- abuse

of it in his eye, restricts the advantage of this bodily exercise to an

6/Uyov in comparison with the exercise- of godliness, which is directed

to faith, love, etc. Secondly, De Wette and others stumble at the

contrast here made between evoE^Eia and octfiar. yvfiv. and their re

spective results. The small profit which attends bodily exercise

must, it is said, be also of a moral kind, and therefore belong to

godliness. How can this then be placed in opposition to the other?

Only the Tn-ev/wm/e?) yvfiv. can be rightly opposed to the ou^a-iKr}

yv[j,v. But evaepeia, which can be viewed only as something inter

nal, forms an apt antithesis to an exercise which refers to what is

external, to the a&iia. Regard is not to be had here to the good
effects which may possibly flow from bodily exercise, and which be

long to the sphere of godliness, but to the specific fundamental idea

of ascetism as expressed by aufj,. yvf.iv. in its opposition to that heart-

piety which sanctifies the life. But godliness is profitable unto all

things, continues the apostle ; by this contrast the sense of zvatfeta

here is determined as signifying what is internal, which also the

word in itself implies. The words unto all things are explained aqd

amplified in the following having the promise of life, the present
and the future. Godliness, therefore, comprehends also the wnall

advantage to be derived from bodily exercise, as it is profitable unto

all things. Hdvra is not with Bengel, to be understood as meaning
omnia in corpore et anima : for npbg dklyov cannot be understood of
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bodily advantage, inasmuch as ascetism has no regard to such an

advantage, but to moral perfection. Calvin well : Qui pietatem
habet isti nihil deest, etiamsi careat istis adminiculis. There is

therefore no ground for maintaining, with De Wette, that &quot;at all

events, the writer has thought and written indistinctly.&quot; The view
of many of the ancient expositors, as Chrysostom and Theophylact,

who, out of respect for asceticism, understood the ou i. yv\iv. of bodily

gymnastic exercises, and with whom, in more recent times, Mack
and De Wette have coincided, which makes only a verbal connexion

in the thought, as such a species of exercise in reference to Timothy
could not be conceived of this view is refuted as a mere make-shif-,

by the very difficulty of connecting with it an intelligible interpre
tation.* The objection of Schleiermacher, that if Paul were the

author, we should have a more full description of the exercise, unto

godliness, is obviated by the remarks in the Gen. Introd,, 4. He
who reads the epistle consecutively can, moreover, be in no doubt as

to wrhat the apostle means&quot;. ZuTJg rrjg vvv not r?]g pekkovorjg explains
the rrpbg iravra ci0eA. The genitive denotes the import of the promise,

comp. 2 Tim. i. 1
;

1 John ii. 25. This life promised to godliness

is separated into the two parts TJ
vvv not

TJ ^e/Uovja. On the article

comp. Winer s Gr., 18, 7. This construction, which, by the repe
tition of the article before jueA/L, represents the two parts as inde

pendent as also the allusion to npbg ndvra shews that it was not

the apostle s intention to say : godliness has the promise of the life

which is a present, and at the same time a future life (= ri^ real

vvv not pe^ovaTjg) ;
in which case i\

vvv w?7 would itself signify &quot;the

true life of godliness&quot; (Matthies), or
&quot; the true life of blessedness&quot;

(Mack), while W/ 7}
vvv

}
as De Wette has already observed in op

position to these, is evidently intended to represent the reward or

fruit of godliness. Thus w?) rj
vvv can only be (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 19)

the present life in contradistinction to the TJ^eA/L, that which follows

it. With the farjg rrjg vvv are then to be associated such promises

as we find in Deut. iv. 40, v. 33
;
Matth. vi. 33, xix. 29

;
Mark x.

29 (comp. also Eph. vi. 2, seq.) It does not exhaust the import of

the expression, as De Wette observes, to explain it merely of bona

et commoda hujus vitae, as the proper rendering of the genitive

shews (comp. above) ;
it is rather to be understood of a long and

happy life, as Eph. vi. 2, seq. The sentiment receives its necessary

limitation through the following KOL r. ^., as also through the point

of view from which the Christian regards life as a whole. Harless

aptly observes on the passage in Ephesians :

&quot; Thus then the Chris

tian knows that the cross is his first good, the earthly blessing which

* Huther also adheres to this interpretation ;

&quot; the apostle sets in opposition to tho

yvfj.vu&iv which he enjoins upon Timothy the yvfiva^eiv which was practised with much

earnestness among the Greeks, although it profited but Ktffe.&quot; It is, however, of Timothy

not of the Greeks, that tho writer of the epistle is here speaking (yap).
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God gives him in any measure, the second good in which he is to

rejoice ;
or if he knows not this, then he must consider every earthly

joy as a curse, which hinders him from participating in his best

good.&quot;*

Ver. 9. This assertion with regard to godliness, by which the

admonition to Timothy to exercise himself therein is confirmed, is

now itself corroborated in the words : it is a faithful saying, and

worthy of all acceptation, comp. i. 15. The emphatical form in

which this sentence is expressed, is explained by the prediction, ver.

3, seq., which forms the basis of the admonition, ver. 6, seq. ;
this

is the true antidote to those ascetic errors.

Yer. 10. This certainty the apostle further confirms by remind

ing Timothy of the fact, that they-are borne up by it amid all their

labour and suffering. For what else is the sense of the verse do

we endure labour and reproach, than on account of this hope? And
the more laborious and reproachful this apostolic calling is, the more

strongly does it confirm this hope ;
as Baurngarten well observes. I

prefer to take elg TOVTO as having reference to the following on, not

as pointing back to the promise made with respect to godliness in

ver. 8
;

in which latter case, the life ivliich is to come is generally

taken by itself, as the life wliicli now is would not agree very well

with we labour, and suffer reproach. The sentence appears to ms
thus to contain a more strict confirmation of the TTLCTOC; 6 hoyog. Ac

cordingly, el? TOVTO is = &quot; from regard to this
that,&quot;

not &quot;

for

this&quot; (namely, for the promise). Kat
K07ri&amp;gt;[iev

ical ovstdi^ofieOa not

KOJIIGJ^EV without Kaiy and KOI ayom^o^efla, the former of which is

preferred by Tischendorf, though the latter reading has also weighty
authorities in its favour (comp. in Tischendorf). OveidiZofjieOa, as

passive, might seem strange in the connexion in which it here stands.

It is a concise expression of the idea = we suffer it that we are re

proached. Komdti denotes the laborious work of the apostolic call

ing, a word frequently used by the apostle, 1 Cor. xv. 10
;
Gal. iv.

11
;
Phil. ii. 16, etc. The perfect tense in ^micapev (comp. 1. Cor.

xv. 19
;
2 Cor. i. 10), &quot;because we have set our

hope,&quot; represents
the hope in which their laborious calling rests, as the enduring re

sult of the act of mind denoted by fj^Trifcapev. The expression Ot.bg

G&amp;gt; does not indeed signify : the God who bestows that life men
tioned in ver. 8

;
it doubtless, however, contains a retrospective ref

erence to the promise of life, ver. 8. Era as at Rom. xv. 12. The

accessary clause, who is the Saviour, etc., is expressed not from the

point of view occupied by every Christian, but from that of those

whose hope is to them an impelling motive to take labour and sharao

* Huther differently: &quot;For the present and future life.&quot; The idea would then be

simple ;
but the question is, whether, contrary to common usage, the ZUTJ can here signify

anything else than the object.
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upon themselves in order that they may lead as many as possible to

this salvation ; this indeed is indicated by the words, ive both labour.,

etc.* Schleiermacher has stumbled at the words all men, because,

according to Paul, only those who believe can be saved unto life

everlasting. But God is here, as elsewhere, called Saviour, because

he has provided salvation for all (comp. i. 15, ii. 4), and has opened
to them the possibility of everlasting life. Chiefly of them that be

lieve it is further said, inasmuch as only in them is the purpose

accomplished ;
with which Gal. vi. 10, especially to them who are of

the household offaith, is to be compared, as Baumgarten observes.

De Wette thinks the word paXta-a not quite suitable but what
other word should have been used ?

Ver. 11. That which the apostle has held up before Timothy as

a certain truth, first of all, for his own individual reflection, is to be

enjoined by Timothy upon others, and taught to them, (comp. on

Trapayy. i. 3).

Ver. 12. This last injunction leads the apostle again to a series

of admonitions, in which he reminds Timothy how he is rightly to

wait upon his calling as a teacher. Let no one despise thy youth

(comp. Tit. ii. 15), inasmuch as the fulfilment of the commission

which has already been mentioned depends upon this as a condition.

The exhortation is not addressed to the church ;f but, as the fol

lowing a/lAa rvnog yivov shews, to Timothy. He is by his conduct

to make himself to be respected in spite of his youth. Some have

stumbled at the veorrjg here mentioned (comp. 2 Tim. ii. 22). But
others have already shewn (comp., for example, Mack), that Tim

othy, according to the account in Acts xvi. 1-3, was still young
when he joined himself to the apostle ;

that between this time and
the liberation from the Roman imprisonment, eleven years intervene,
and therefore that Timothy might still be young ; chiefly, however,
that his position at that time must be taken into view

;
in relation

to the presbyters of the church (comp. v. 1, we Trarepa) reference

might certainly be made with the utmost propriety to Timothy s

youth. When he, a man of perhaps thirty to thirty-six years of

age, ordained presbyters, iii. 1, seq. or exhorted presbyters of sixty

years, and even older, v. 1 or called them to account, v. 19, must
not his youth have presented a contrast, especially as it was the

custom to connect qualification for the government of the church

with age as its condition
;
unless his personal conduct procured for

him a respect which might have been denied to him on account of

his youth ? Comp. besides, 1 Cor. xvi. 11. On the construction of

the words, ^ir\ddg oov rijg veorrjrog Karafip. comp. Winer s Gr., 30,

9, p. 182. We might take the one genitive as genitive of the thing,

*
Huther, of IGTI, etc., for thus only can tho hope of life be directed towards him

f Huther: to the church.
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and the other as that of the person,
&quot;

which, however, is not neces

sary.&quot;
The following words show how Timothy is to secure such a

respect for himself as may make his youth to be forgotten : but le

thou an example, etc. He is to present in his own person a pattern

of the believers, and that in speech, in conduct, in love, in faith, in

purity. Oil Tv-rrog., coinp. Tit. ii. 7
;
Phil. iii. 17. Aoyo?, in contra

distinction to the dvaTpotfrf, is word, speech in general. Infaith and

in love denote the moral principles from which all right conduct

must proceed. As their result purity is denoted.
f

Ayma, not spe

cially &quot;chastity,&quot;
but purity generally, comp. 2 Cor. vi. 6, vii. 11,

etc. On the omission of the article with the nouns,, comp. Winer s

Gr., 19, 1. Ev TTVEVIWTI = in manifestation of the Spirit, is want

ing in A.C.D.F.G. all. verss. pi. patt. Against Schleiermacher, who

explains the transition to the pydetf aov
} etc., as an imitation of Tit.

ii. 15, De Wette observes, that these and the following admonitions

have a tolerably natural connexion with what goes before, as already
from ver. 6 onwards, Timothy s conduct was spoken of.

Vcr. 13. The apostle here urges him to the diligent exercise of

his calling itself. Till I come (comp. iii. 14, seq.), he writes, attend

to reading, exhortation, instruction. The practice of reading pub
licly the holy scriptures of the Old Testament had been transferred

from the Jewish synagogue to the Christian assemblies
;
with the

were connected (comp. the passages first adduced) the

7TapaKXi]f7G)g and the didavKaXia. The former is the discourse

addressed to the feelings and will of the hearers, the latter, to their

understanding ;
both corresponding nearly to our sermon. Thus

does Justin also describe generally (Apol. I. 67, ed. Oberth, comp. in

Heydenreich, Mack) the Christian assemblies. It is impossible

definitely to say when the writings of the New Testament were

joined to this dvdyvuais of the Old Testament. Their publication,
as we gather from 1 Thess. v. 27, Col. iv. 16, was effected by their

being read before the church
;
but the question is, at what period

this public reading became customary, for then only were they first

annexed to those of the Old Testament, as the continuation of the

canon. So much, at all events, we may suppose as certain, that the

apostle had here only the scriptures of the Old Testament in his

mind .comp. on this point Thiersch. a. a. 0., p. 344, seq. It will

not do to understand Trapa/^j^ of private admonition, as the apostle
could not intend to enjoin merely the dvdyvwaig on Timothy v,ith

reference to the public assemblies, and as the TrapaK^aig demon-

strably followed the dvdyvuaig. We therefore refer the third mem
ber also, the didaanaUa, not to privata institutio, but likewise to

public worship ;
for in this the didaanaMa as distinct from the napd-

Khrjoig, was certainly no less necessary. So also Olshausen. On
the asyndeton, Winer s Gr., 60, 2, p. 475.
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Ver. 14. The foregoing positive exhortation is here again urged
in its negative form. Timothy is not to let the gift that dwells in

him what gift is shewn in ver. 13 lie unused. Mr) dp&ei Bengel
well : negligit qui rion exercet. The word d[i&. also at Heb. ii. 3,

viii. 9
;
Matth. xxii. 5

;
2 Pet. i. 12. Xdpiafia Mack says with truth,

except at 1 Pet. iv. 10, is used only by Paul. Comp. on Eom. xii.

6, seq. ;
1 Cor. xii. 4, seq.* It denotes the gift of the divine Spirit,

that gift which qualifies him for the preaching of the gospel, fur the

tvork of an evangelist (2 Tim. iv. 5), and which he had to make use

of at present in the service of a particular church. On the tv oof,

comp. 2 Tim. i. 6, where the gift is represented as a spark of the

Spirit lying within him, the kindling of which depends on the will

of him on whom the gift is bestowed. So here &amp;gt;also the use of the

%dpiaiia is made to depend en the will of Timothy.
VO idoQri, etc. =

(e which was given thee through prophecy with the laying on of the

hands of the presbytery.&quot;
Am Trpo^rdag cannot be rendered, as

Mack does, on the ground of i. 18,
&quot; on account of prophecyings,&quot;

for what meaning would there be in u on account of prophecyings
which were connected with the laying on of hands, was the gift im

parted to him ?&quot; The connexion of pera emO. with did rather makes
it necessary, as the laying on of hands is to be conceived of as the

means (comp. 2 Tim. i. 6), to understand did = through, by means

of; and did rrpeofiv-epiov , then, as De Wette also observes, denotes

the whole process through which the communication of the gift was

mediated. It does not sufficiently characterize the emOeoi? rtiv %.,

etc., to understand dtd merely = under, in. On Trpocprjr. comp. at

i. 18. With respect to the laying on of hands, ~\ comp. Acts xiii. 3,

where we read that hands were laid in prayer on the apostle Paul
and Barnabas, by the prophets and teachers at Antioch, in order to

separate them for the ivork to which they were called
;
Acts vi. 6,

where we read that, in like manner, hands were laid in prayer by
the apostles on the newly-elected deacons, in order to impart to

them the gift of the Spirit for their ministry. It is in every case an

appropriation of the gift of the Spirit in prayer through the instru

mentality of others for a definite object, for a ivork which is under

taken, or a service which is entered upon, whether this service be

marked out in a standing office or not. It cannot be directly proved
whether this laying on of hands took place in the case of presbyters,

^but
it is to be presumed a priori that it did, and passages such as

Acts xiv. 23, xx. 28, strongly countenance the supposition. Not so

closely connected with what we have here is that which we find in

Acts viii. 17, xix. 6, comp. with Heb. vi. 2
;
for in these passages

indeed it is a laying on of hands for the communication of the Spirit
* On the charismata in general, comp. Neander, a. a. 0. L, p. 232.

f Comp. Neander, a. a, 0. I. 267.
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that is spoken of, not, however, for a definite sphere of duty, or a

special calling, but for the general calling of the Christian, spon

taneously to serve with that which he is and has, and to testify the

new life of the Spirit. Cotnp. Hofrnann a. a. Q. II., p. 243.* This

use of the laying on of hands belongs, it is well known, to the Old

Testament ; comp. here chiefly Num. xxvii. 18-20
;
Deut. xxxiv. 9;

passages such as Gen. xlviii. 14
;
Matth. xix. 13, Mark xvi. 18

Luke xiii. 13, etc., belong only to the idea which lies at the founda

tion of the laying on of hands in general. Tov npeff^vrepiov : the

eldership of that district to which Timothy belonged laid hands on

him (Acts xvi. 1, seq.). The gift of teaching, which is here referred

to, was not needed by Timothy for the first time when he was left

in Ephesus, but from the beginning onwards
; comp. 2 Tim. i. 6,

where, as also in the whole epistle, no mention is made of his tem

porary position in Ephesus. The expression is therefore not to be

explained of a consecration to his special calling in Ephesus.f The

term ~pe?(3i-rtpiov (comp. Luke xxii. 66
;
Acts xxii. 5) cannot be

understood of a number of presbyters then assembled
;

this were in

admissible, both grammatically and historically. Historically be

cause the expression was fixed in its application to a united whole,
as the passages adduced shew (comp. also Planck, p. 41), and be

cause, as has been shewn in the Gen. Introd., 8
;
the existence

together of several Christian presbyters cannot be conceived of apart
from a collegial union

; grammatically because a number of pres

byters cannot, according to the idea of the thing, be called npeofiv-

repiov. Even De Wette observes, in opposition to Schleiermacher,
on TTpeofivreptov,

&quot; The institution and the name are
;
in my opinion,

not to be suspected/ So also Olshausen. He, in like manner,

acknowledges that a comparison with 2 Tim. i. 6, in which the lay

ing on of hands is ascribed to the apostle, presents a difficulty which

can be removed in a natural way by the combination of both pas

sages. It will at once be seen, too, why in the passage in 2 Tim.

the apostle especially directs the attention of Timothy to the part
which he acted in the communication of the gift to him. Comp.
the Commentary. We find a similar discrepancy in Gal. ii. 1, seq.,

comp. with Acts xv. 1, seq. ;
such differences necessarily arise from

the difference of aim which a writer may have in describing the same

thing at different times.

Ver. 15. Tavra
//eAcra, and still stronger tv rovroig foOi

}
c &amp;gt;n-

* This iiriOeait xfipuv, winch in Heb. vi. 2 is represented as belonging to tho foun

dation and the first principles of the doctrine of Ghrist, is that to which our confirmation

does not correspond, but ought to correspond. What important results chiefly rel itiug

to our church as it at present exists, are connected with the right understanding of that

which pertains to the tniO. r. x-, others have already shewn, comp. Zeitschrift fur Prot.

W. K. B. 18, p. 1, seq., Bd. 19, h. 6. Dr. Honing das Sacram. der Taufe II., 172, seq.

f Huther is certainly wrong in explaining it of the introduction to office in Ephesus.
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tiimes the apostle, after referring to the gift imparted to Timothy,
which we are to connect with vers. 12-14. MeAeroo) is certainly not

used hy the apostle elsewhere, but it belongs to the New Testament

usage, Acts iv. 25
;
Mark xiii. 11. The iv rovroig laOi is the Latin

omnis or totus sum in aliqua re,
&quot;

to be absorbed in a
thing,&quot;

so to

speak.
&quot; That thy progress may be manifest to all.&quot; For ndai, not

h Tract, is the true reading, according to the critical authorities.

The design of this additional clause appears from the above, let no

one despise thy youth, ver. 12. ITpo/corr?/ only here and Phil. i. 12,

25 ;
therefore specifically Pauline. The nature of the progress is

determined by the reference to vers. 12-14.

Ver. 16.
&quot; Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine

; con

tinue in it.&quot; The apostle sums up in these words what is said from

vers. 12-15. Duo sunt curanda bono pastori, ut docendo invigilet

et se ipsurn purum custodiat, etc., Calvin. On enexeiv comp. Luke

xiv. 7 ;
Acts iii. 5. Empeveiv occurs only with em in the sense,

&quot;

to

remain with any one,&quot;
Acts xxviii. 14, in the writings of the apos

tle only with rcpog, 1 Cor. xvi. 7
;
Gal. i. 18

;
on the other hand in

a tropical sense, and with reference to things, it is also used else

where by the apostle, and only by him, Rom. vi. 1, xi. 22, 23
;

Col.

i. 23. The expression must be understood in this latter sense here,

for it is not persons that are spoken of by whom Timothy is to

abide, but things to which he is to be entirely devoted
; comp. also

2 Tim. iii. 14. Thus also the indefinite avrol^ as neuter, will have

reference to the ravra . . . iv TOVTOIS, ver. 15.
&quot; If thou doest this

thou shalt save thyself and them that hear thee.&quot; One cannot

comprehend why this, in reference to Timothy, is to be understood

of a higher recompense, in reference to others, of the ourTjpia merely

(De Wette). The words intimate that it is the same salvation in

regard to both, and the important truth is here conveyed, that faith

fulness in his calling is for the teacher the condition of his own sal

vation, that in performing his duty to others he is at the same time

caring for his own soul s salvation.

5. DIRECTIONS TO TIMOTHY WITH RESPECT TO HIS CONDUCT TO

WARDS THE MEMBERS OF THE CHURCH, ACCORDING TO THE DIS

TINCTIONS OF AGE, SEX
;
AND POSITION WITHIN THE CHURCH.

(v. 1-25.)

This section, the contents of which are summarily stated above,
consists of several parts. First, in vers. 1, 2, directions are briefly

given to Timothy, how rightly to conduct himself towards the

members of the church, according to the distinctions of age and
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sex. In vers. 3-16 the apostle treats more fully of Low lie is to act

with regard to the widows, and more especially, in vers. 3-8, with

regard to the widows in general, and in vers. 9-16 to those who are

to receive the ecclesiastical distinction of the viduatus. In vers.

17-19 he treats of the npoear&Teg TTpeopvrepoi in contradistinc

tion to those mentioned in i.&quot; 1. In vers. 20-25 of his conduct

towards members of the church who fall into sin, their punishment
and restoration, with which is interwoven an admonition to Timothy
himself.

Vers. 1, 2. Kebuke not a irpEopvrepog elderly person but ad

monish him as a father
; younger persons as brethren

; npea^vrepag

elderly women as mothers
; younger as sisters, in all purity. On

the connexion with the preceding, Leo well observes : quam supra

scripsisset, uemmi licere ex juventute Timothei ejus despiciendi oc-

casionem sumere, nunc jam ipsum hortatur Timotheum, ut semper
memor sure rco-rrjToc; ;

ita se gerat erga seniores uti revera deceat

virum juniorem. That npeo(3v-epog here, as in Acts ii. 17, is not the

official name, but merely the designation of age, is evident from its

being opposed to veurepovs and irpeofivrepag, as also from ver. 17,

where presbyters properly so-called are first spoken of. The expres
sion -iTr}i?]ooiv} properly to strike upon = &quot;

to rebuke sharply/ only
here. As it is a stronger expression than ^jxeiV

-&amp;gt;

an(i en-m^ao) is

neither equivalent to it, nor is itself used oftener than once by the

apostle (2 Tim. iv. 2), nothing remains of Schleiermacher s objection

except that the word is just a arra^. Aey., like many other expres
sions in the other epistles, and a very appropriate word. The same

applies, as Planck has already remarked, to his objections against

ovTug, ver. 3, against t/qwa, ver. 4, which Schleiermacher him

self sufficiently explains from the Septuagint. The napa/takei &?

na~pa is opposed to t-TiYTrA. His zeal in the fulfilment of his

office must not come into collision with the reverence due to age ;

and, with regard to those who are younger, must not lead to the

violation of that equality which is not removed by his office. In

accordance with the position which naturally belongs to him is the

servant of Jesus Christ to fulfil his official duties, which have re

gard to the care of souls. The opposite of this is the itvpLevw.
The words with all purity are, with the most of commentators, to be

referred specially to the last point. Chrysostom : fJtijde vnoipiav,

Vers. 3-16. OF THE WIDOWS. The passage is difficult, and is

variously interpreted by different commentators. The principal dif

ference consists in this that some separate vers. 3-8 from ver. 9,

seq., and regard the former section as containing directions of a

more general kind with respect to the duties of widows in their

every-day life, and according to their circumstances, the latter as
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Containing instructions either as to their provision from the church,
or their appointment as deaconesses. Others again understand vers.

3-16 as treating of widows in one and the same respect, and that m
vers. 3-S, as well as in ver. 9, seq., rules are laid down with refer

ence to the support which they are to receive from the church.

Others again understand vers. 3-8 of the church provision, bat ver.

9, seq., of the appointment of deaconesses. And these differences

assume many shades in the interpretation of the particular parts.

As representatives of the first view we name here only Schleierma-

cher, Bottger, and Matthies, the two former of whom agree also in

understanding ver. 9, seq., of the appointment of widows as dea

conesses, while Matthies understands the passage primarily of their

support. Planck, Baumgarten, and Neander represent the second

view, which is the one more commonly taken
;
while Mack has con

tended for the third. I confess that I myself was formerly inclined

to the second view, that vers. 3-16 treat of the support which the

widows are to receive from the church ;
but a renewed investigation

has led me to substantially the view given by De Wette, and which

he prefaces by saying, that he thinks he has, by means of it, made
clear the interpretation of this difficult passage. So also Leo,
Exc. ii. But chiefly does Mosheim deserve here to be gratefully

mentioned, who has already given substantially the same explana

tion, and has so conclusively proved it that we cannot but wonder

that it should ever have been rejected. The points from which the

differences proceed are the interpretation of ver. 4 and ver. 9, wipa

Kara/ley e&amp;lt;70w, etc.

Ver. 3. Xrjpag ripa} rag ovrug %i]pag. The apostle in these

words passes to a new and special relation of life, while in vers. 1

and 2 he was dealing with the differences of age and sex only,

however, in the case of the napaKakelv ; accordingly, here also, he

does not give rules of life embracing the whole conduct. With
the mention of the wipca comes immediately into view the special
relation in which Timothy has to do with them their need of sup

port, cornp. Acts vi. 1. We must not, however, conclude from vers.

1 and 2, with Schleierrnacher and others following him, that be

cause there the conduct of Timothy towards different persons is

spoken of, here also n/mv in reference to the widows can only be

understood of his conduct in general, as consisting in the shewing
of that respect which is due to them. For, on the one hand, p)

emuA., with that which is opposed to it -apandXei cannot be said

to denote Timothy s conduct in general, and on the other, the men
tion of the xnPai carries with it the special relation in which he

stands towards them. The writer also in vers. 17, 19, 20, 22, and,

finally, ver. 23, as well as here, passes suddenly to what is new.

Chiefly, however, it is apparent from ver. 4 (cornp. below), with
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which vers. 8, 16, 17 are to be compared, that r//zaw here must bo

taken in the definite sense of honouring by providing for. We do

not say that npda) means precisely
&quot; to support,&quot; but that it signi

fies an honour which was to shew itself in giving support to those

on whom it was to be conferred, must have been self-evident to

Timothy, in accordance with the relation in which he stood to them.

Comp. Matth. xv. 4, 6
;
Acts xxviii. 10. Keference has already

been made in connexion with this to Acts vi. 1. This care for the

widows was transferred from the Jewish economy ; comp. Deut. xvi.

11, xiv. 29, xxiv. 17, 19
;
Ex. xxii. 22, seq., etc.; Winer, B.W.B..

under ividoiv. Then Ign. ad Polyc. c. 4, xfipai firj

Just. M. Apol ;
1 (al. 2), 67

;
TO ovkXeyonevov rrapa

dTTOTLOerai,, ital avroc; t-utovpel dpcfravolg re nal x?]paig. (De Wette on

the passage). Tag dvrug x?ipag the apostle adds by way of more defi

nitely describing the class of individuals of whom he speaks.

Schleierniacher maintains that by this expression can only be un

derstood widows of the right character
;
and he is quite right with

his interpretation of rifidv. But with that interpretation this asser

tion also falls to the ground. Not only is the manifest sense of ver.

16 against it, but chiefly vers. 4 and 5, from which we learn what

the apostle means by r/ ovrag xnpa-

Yer. 4. The apostle proceeds : d 6e TI$ %?jpa, etc., but if any
widow have children or descendants, they should first learn to shew

piety towards their own house, and to requite their parents, etc.

But if any widow, stands evidently opposed to the widoivs indeed.

From this opposition, the idea implied in the ividow indeed finds

its explanation. But this opposition is overlooked when, with

Schleierrnacher, Matthies, and others, we find in vers. 4 and 5 a de

scription of the widow indeed in these two circumstances, namely,
that she has had children, and that she is destitute. Wherefore,

then, the Trpurov, which has meaning only in the antithetical rela

tion to ver. 3 ? Why is not ?? ovrug x7lPa the subject ? And why
in ver. 5 is it said, but she that is a ividow indeed, implying opposi
tion to what precedes, seeing that according to this interpretation
ver. 4 also speaks uf a widow indeed ? In iiepavufievri alone would

there be any opposition to ver. 4. And if the design is to describe

the right widow, it is surely altogether incongruous to say, let them

first learn, for as right widows they must already have learned this.

And why then in ver. 5 jjhmKev and not the imperative as in ver. 4 ?

Nor may we make the widows the subject of fiavOav., as this inter

pretation requires. If, on the contrary, we understand the words,
but if any widow, etc., as opposed to the widow indeed, and conse

quently as determining who is to be regarded as a widow and who is

not, which seems to be required by the words ovruq xnpa placed em

phatically at the conclusion of ver. 3, then all is clear. Yer. 4 then
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says that she who has children or descendants is not such a widow
indeed and needing support ;

such a one is to be referred to her own

family, who. ere it falls to Timothy t.o perform the duty expressed

by the ripav, must first learn to shew piety towards their own

household. And in opposition to such a ooe is the widow indeed,

ver. 5 : she is, therefore, described as one quite desolate, who has no

longer any to care for her, exactly as in ver. 16. Schleiermacher

gives the true meaning of enyova in the gloss of Hesychius KKjova,

rertva TKKVUV
; comp. p. 61. That the subject of let them learn is

not the widows, but the children or descendants, is clear from the

antithetical relation of ver. 4 to ver. 3, not from the verb being plural,

which might certainly bo employed, as the d ng x 7lPa represents a

case that would frequently occur (although ii. 5 is somewhat dif

ferent). For, to the direction given to Timothy to support those

who are widows indeed, it would be no proper reply ;
but such

widows as have persons belonging to them ought to fulfil their duty
towards them but such widows ought to receive requiting love from

them. Even though we should understand rippy quite generally of

mere respect, the antithesis requires that we take reicva as the

subject. But as the widows could not be referred to their own

families to receive this general respect, ri^av must evidently be un

derstood in the sense we have given to it, as is shewn also by the ex

pression d^otfiag a-xodidovai. Thus Trpwrov receives its definite sense

(comp. above); and evaepelv is properly applied to the obligation of

children to shew piety to&quot; their parents, not, vice versa, of parents
towards their children. And how far-fetched must be the meaning

assigned to the words, and requite their parents, if the widow is the

subject, for then the only sense that can be given to the words is,

that they are to requite the care which they have received from

their parents by shewing the same care towards their own children.

Are we to suppose then that the widows in Ephesus were so forget
ful of their duty, that they required to be exhorted in this way to

the first and most natural of all obligations ! Evcre/JeZv denotes the

pious disposition becoming a child which, also in old people, by
virtue of the same religiously moral idea that connects the fourth

commandment of the decalogue with the third, is so common in re

ference to parents, magistrates, and honourable persons in general ;

comp. Passow. Consequently it does not signify here : to be pious
in reference to their own family, as those render who make the

widows the subject ; comp. Acts xvii. 23. But it is said that rbv

Idtov olnov does not agree with our interpretation. As the writer,,

however, has no definite family relation in his eye (children or de

scendants) he was under the necessity of using a general expression,

and then, as De Wette thinks, the expression olnov may also con

vey the idea that this evveftelv denotes a thing of family feeling and
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family honour. Tbv Idiov evidently stands in opposition to the rela

tion in which the widow stands to the &quot;church from which she is to

receive support, which is to her in a relative point of view strange.

On -npoj ovoij finally, which has likewise been found unsuitable, Do
Wette observes :

&quot;

npoy. parents and grandfather and grandmother,
is used of those who are still alive, Plat. legg. XI., p. 931, seq. It

is plural because used of mother or grandmother.&quot; The expression.

let them learn, shews, moreover, that abuses in this respect had

crept into the church, and that widows sought support from the

church who had relations that were able to provide for them. For

this is acceptable before God, comp. ii. 3, from which the nakbv nai of

the received version has been transferred into the text of our pas

sage ; comp. Tischendorf.

Ver. 5. De Wette says well :

&quot; The ividoiu indeed is now spoken

of, and that in special opposition to ver. 4, as one who is desolate
;

not, however, for the purpose of saying that she is to be &quot; hon

oured&quot; by the church (for this has already been said, ver. 3), but in

order to bring into view the conditions under which this honour is

to be given. The words, but she wlio is a widow indeed, can, in

opposition to ver. 4, be understood only of her who is wholly bereft

and destitute, not of the true widow who is what she should be :

and nai /-/e^oi^te! ?/ is an epexegetical explanation of
7} ovrwf x,i]pa.

If with Schleiermacher and others, we take ?/ ovrug %rjpa the

right widow (in respect to disposition and character) and KOL pefiovu-

fievi] not as an explanation but as an additional characteristic, we
should then have the false antithesis according to which, the widow
described in the preceding verse would be not a right widow in point
of character, or rather the words 7]

6e ovrug %ijpa would form no an

tithesis at all, and this would only be formed by the supplementary

expression [i^ov., which is logically impossible. It is objected to our

interpretation, that if juejuov. were explanatory it would have the

article. (Matthies.) And why should it not also have the article if

lie[ioi&amp;gt;.
forms an additional characteristic ? The reason why not

liepov. is placed after
//

6t ovr^ %/jpa appears to me to be, that the

writer wants to connect
i] dvrug as before, immediately with xnPa i

and not to place iiepov. directly beside r] ovrwf ;
but if I^IJLOV. had

been placed before instead of after, it would in no case have re

ceived the article, as it would have formed one and the same idea

with 77 ovrwf. But it is further objected to this interpretation

^Leo), that the ovrw? %iipa could not have been opposed to the

OTraraktiaa, ver. 6, if
t] ovrug x?]pa were not vidua pia et proba. In

reply to this we have simply to say, that oTTarak&oa, ver. 6, is not

opposed to rj OVTUS x?]pa, ver. 5, but to the ovrug xr/pa described in

ver. 5, who hopes in God and continues in prayer. As rj
&amp;lt;5 OVTU?

,
ver. 5, is opposed to the widow, ver. 4, so ?/

t5 anar. is opposed
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to the widow as described in ver. 5. But if the apostle meant to be

connected with f\ ov-ug %?]pa only the idea of destitution, it is asked,

how could he have added the words, trusteth in God and continueth,

etc., seeing that these apply to a widow not as destitute, but as a

right widow ? In reply to this reasoning it will suffice to refer to

1 Cor. vii. 33, 34; lie that is unmarried caretJifor things that be

long to the Lord . . . but he that is married carethfor the things

of the world. As the apostle in that passage, viewing the work of

one s life as determined by the circumstances of one s life says, he

carethfor so in the passage before us, he says, she trusteth in, al

though he knows, ver. 6, that there are also such as live in pleasure
The work of an ovrug %ijpa, i. e., of one who is bereft and desolate,

as determined by the removal of all that once bound her to life, is

denoted by jjkmice, etc., and by the indicative form is represented as

a thing which is self-evident. The design of ver. 5, however, as is

also to be well considered, is not farther to explain the idea ex

pressed in ovrwf %rjpa, and to add another characteristic to that con

tained in ver. 4
;
for the idea in ovrug xtipa has already been made

sufficiently clear in ver. 4. Nor would it correspond to this, that

&quot;fiTTiKS, etc., denotes what is self-evident in regard to every desolate

widow, but ver. 5 would then rather have to be explained on the

supposition of its being opposed to such widows as are indeed deso

late, but do not trust in God. But the design of ver. 5 is rather,

as De Wette has already remarked, after it has been laid down in

ver. 4, what is meant by a widow indeed, to specify the conditions

under which the apostle lays on Timothy the charge to honour those

who are widows indeed. &quot; The condition,&quot; says De Wette rightly,

not the reason; for then, either the widow, ver. 5, must have been

described in opposition to ver. 4 as standing in need of support,
which is not the case, or ver. 5 must be viewed as affording an ad

ditional characteristic, of the widow indeed, and must be under

stood of her worthiness, as a reason why she should receive support,

against which what is necessary has already been said. What rea

son the apostle has for specifying this condition, appears from ver.

6, and from the injunction to Timothy : these things give in charge
that they may be blameless. &quot;Hhmieev em rbv Oeov, here the accus.,

above at iv. 10, the dative
;
see Winer s Gr., 49, 1, p. 363. The

accus. denotes the direction of the mind towards God
;
the dative,

on the other hand, denotes God as the being on whom the hope rests.

On the perfect, com p. on iv. 10 and Winer s Gr., 40, 4, p. 244.

That JJ^TTLKEV im. 0. is not to be understood as limited to temporal

provision, and thus, as opposed to ver. 4, is evident from what fol

lows, and from the antithesis in ver. 6. Kal Trpoopevei Leo well :

nam ex fiducia in Deo sponte fluit ardor precum.&quot;
:::
* On the differ-

* Iluther connects this aptly with the case of Anna. Luke ii. 37.
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ence between dfyaig and npooevxrj = asking and prayer, comp. on

Phil. iv. 6. On the repetition of the article, see Winer s Gr.
; 19, f&amp;gt;,

p. 117

Ver. 6. In opposition, not to the ovrwf %?jpa merely, but to the

ovrug x?jpa as just described, the words of this verse are to be under

stood. She ivlio lives in pleasure is dead while she lives. Quippe

quae nee naturaliter jam nee spiritualiter frugi sit, as Bengel ob

serves. On (jTcarakdu, comp. Jam. v. 5. On the whole verse, Matth.

viii. 22, etc. As the apostle does not in ver. 5 give an additional

reason for giving support, so also is ver. 6 not to be regarded as con

taining a reason for withholding support, but rather as the negative
side of that which the apostle looks for in a widow indeed, and which

Timothy is to enjoin, ver. 7.

Ver. 7. Kat ravra napdyyekke (== command i. 3). Tavra is re

ferred to vers. 3-6, or to vers. 4-6, or to vers. 5 and 6. The last is

the correct way, as De Wette has already observed. The connexion

with ver. 8 certainly seems to be in favour of referring ravra to vers.

4-6. It seems that if ravra is extended to ver. 4, then the apostle

might naturally go on to say in ver. 8 : but if any one in spite of

your command does not do this, etc. Then also the much stronger

expression in ver. 8, in comparison with the blameless, ver. 7, would

receive a more natural explanation, although De Wette does not

admit this. Nevertheless it appears to me more suitable to refer

ravra only to vers. 5 and 6, and not to make the subject of &OL to

to consist of elements so different, namely, children, and descen

dants, and widows. The ravra rrapdyy. has then a much more defi

nite reference, and shews plainly the design of what is said in vers.

5 and 6 respecting the widow indeed. It terminates at ver. 7, and

the apostle in ver. 8 turns back to ver. 4. The real widows are to he

supported by you ;
those who are not real, by their own family. If

they do not this (ver. 8), then, etc.

Ver. 8.
&quot; But if any provide not for his own, and specially for

those of his own house, he hath denied the faith, and is worse than

an unbeliever/ It is now quite evident that rig ver. 8, is not to be

understood of the widow, but of those belonging to her, on which

see ver. 4. The 16101 and oketot differ from each other in the same

way as relations in general from those of the same house in partic
ular

j
of course there is no allusion here to the olaeiovg rr\q niore^g,

Gal. vi. 10, as is plain from the context, and from rrjg moreug not

being added. Comp. Eph. ii. 19
; qui ad dornum Dei pertinent,

the inmates of his house
;
so here also in the natural sphere of

bodily relationship. The sense of rrpovoeiv is explained by ver. 4.

The word is used again by the apostle only at Eom. xii. 17 ;
2 Cor.

viii. 21. Hath denied the faith, namely, by his works, inasmuch as

he practically disowns the obligation to love, which springs from the
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essence of faith, even in regard to those who are corporeally most

nearly related to him. The Protestant expositor must heartily sub-

scrihe to what Mack here so aptly observes,
&quot; Faith in the apostle s

sense of the term, cannot exist without having love in it
;

for the

subject-matter of faith is not a mere thing of the intellect, but the

Divine grace and truth to which he who believes yields up his mind,
as he who loves yields up his heart (he who believes is eo ipso he

who loves, and therefore yields not merely the mind but the heart :

for with the heart man believetJi, Kom. x. 10); the subject-matter
of faith is also the object of love, etc.&quot; On dpvelaOai, comp. on Tit.

i. 16. On drcto-ov %dp(*)vy comp. on Matth. v. 46, 47.

Yer. 9. The interpretation of this verse will determine that of

the following passage vers. 916. Does the apostle still speak of

widows here in the same point of view as in ver. 3, namely, with re

ference to the provision to be made for them, or does he here pass to

something else with respect to widows, and if so, to what else ?

Each of the views that are here possible to be taken and especially

the first, according to which, ver. 9, seq., is to be understood in the

same respect as ver. 3, seq,, namely, of the provision to be made for

the widows by the church, and which is found in Theodoret, Chry-
sostom (horn, in h. 1), GEcumenius, Theophylact, and Hieronymus

(comp. De Wette) has found its representatives in the most recent

time, as has already been observed above. In the first place to

go at once into the principal question, whether something new be

gins here or not every one must admit that the words xnpa K-ara^,.

etc., have very much the appearance of being a transition to some

thing new. We have found in vers. 3-8, which are evidently con

nected with each other, a close concatenation of the particular
sentences even outwardly indicated

; why is this all at once broken

off here, seeing that if vers. 3-16 form a whole, vers. 3-8 contain

the preliminary conditions of what is stated in ver. 9 ? Why is

there no ovv, or, better still,
ds in opposition to ver. 8 ? Why the

sudden change of expression in /earaAeyeaflw ? Why is nothing more
said about the OVTGH? xtfpa, if indeed vers. 38 were intended to ex

plain what is meant by this, with a view to what is said in ver. 9 ?

Further, if vers. 3-16 are to be understood of widows, only in refer

ence to their being provided for by the church, why is there in ver. 5

a twofold criterion of their worthiness, and then again in vers. 9 and

10, and consisting of qualifications as independent of each other, as if

they were not at all related ? Would it not at least have been much
more natural in this case, if with a

7)
de ov-a)$ %ijpa at the beginning

of ver. 9, the result of vers. 4-8 had been summed up ? And does

not the expression %?/pa nara^eyKoO^ itself point to another purpose
of this enrolment ? For %rjpa nara^eyioOG) is, as Winer shews, 66,

4, p. 663, to be so construed as that xfipa is the predicate, and
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nothing is to be supplied :

&quot; as widow let one be enrolled who is

not under sixty years- old.&quot; That the object of this enrolment was

only the receiving support, is a mere presumption on the part of the

commentators, and is not warranted by ver. 16 (see below). If it

can be proved from history that there was an enrolment of widows

as such, that as widows they were promoted to a place of eccle

siastical distinction, then we rnus regard the passage before us

as referring to this practice ;
and it is difficult to see why rich

widows, who in other respects possessed the necessary qualifications,

should have been excluded from this distinction. And are the qual
ifications themselves laid down in vers,. 9 and 10 suitable, on the

supposition of their having special reference to the receiving of

support from the church ? There are a thousand things against

this, says Schleiermacher ;
and when his opponents, as Planck,

Baumgarten, and others say in reply, that there is no necessity to

understand that all of these qualifications together must have been

possessed by every widow to be taken into the list, they forget the

true point of view, namely, that it is not widows in general, but

those who were needy, that are exclusively spoken of, and regarded
from this point of view, the qualifications there laid down can

not but appear strange. And why should the church fulfil the

duty of charity only towards widows who were sixty years old ?

Might there not have been younger ones in a much more necessitous

condition ? And why only towards a widow who had been the wife

of one man ? Was the widow to whom this did not apply, but who
in other respects was blameless, to receive no support ? And sim

ilar questions might be put with reference to the having brought up
children, and the qualifications that follow. But it may be said in

a general way, that the apostle here makes the ecclesiastical support
of such widows as were helpless and destitute to be dependent on

their former conduct. Even in ver. 5 he does not do this. This

were quite contrary to the spirit of Christian charity ;
and it would

be pronounced foolish were any one in the present day, in the case

of any similar institution in behalf of widows, to insist on the qual
ifications which the apostle has here laid down. And not only are

vers. 9 and 10 inconsistent with this interpretation, but the following
verses also ver. 11, but the younger widows refuse, and ver. 14, /
will therefore that the younger ividoivs marry : for neither could

the younger widows be all at once refused., if the receiving of sup

port is what is referred to, nor could they be reasonably enjoined to

marry again, if thereby all prospect of support from the church ,

should be withdrawn (evdf dv6pb$ yvvrj). ISTor, in what is said of
j

the younger widows in these verses, is there the slightest indication

of any want of the necessary means of subsistence on their part.

Mosheim has already estimated aright the force of these consiilera-
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tions. In short the subject must be regarded from still another

point of view (as it has been also by defenders of this interpretation),

that, namely, according to which the receiving of support from the

church is considered as at the same time an. honourable distinction.

But these two points of view do not necessarily coincide. Not every
widow who required support would eo ipso also merit ecclesiastical

distinction
;
and not every widow, who stood in no need of support

from the church, could on this ground be shut out from ecclesiastical

distinction. There must have been reasons of one kind for receiving

support, and of a different kind for receiving distinction in the

church. What the former were, we learn from vers. 38, and wThai

the latter, from ver. 9, scq. Thus the poor widow, or the widow

who had become poor, might certainly be also promoted to a place
of distinction in the church (a kind of Ttpeofiv-pa, beside the Ttpea-

;
but she would then only receive support when she was

That history bears us out in supposing such an order

of ecclesiastical widowhood to have existed, a rdj^a ^?]pEiov may be

proved from the passages in Tertull. de vel. Vi.rg. c. 9. Ad quain
sedem (viduarum) praeter annos LX. non tantuin univirae, i. e.,

nuptae aliquando, eliguntur, sed et matres et quidem educatrices

filiorum
;
to this also probably belongs: Herm. Past. L. I. vis. 2

(Grapte autem commonebit viduas et orphanos), and in Lucian de

Morte Peregrin. Op. III. 335, Keiz : ZuOev [IKV evOvg i\v optiv napd
TO) 6EOjj,G)ri]piGj TrepLj^vovra jpaidia x,npa$ Tivag KCLL naidia opfyava. Then

Chrysos. horn. 31, in div. N. T. loc
; Epiph. haer. 79, 4, etc. These

references are given most in detail by Mosheim, p. 452, seq., who
also gives the literature of his own time on this subject, p. 451.

Coinp. also Baur a. a. 0., p. 48, seq. ; Leo, a. a. 0., and De Wette
on the passage. We can certainly point to no other passage in the

New Testament, besides the one before us, which proves the exist

ence of this institution for widows, or even of its first beginnings in

the apostolic era. So much, however, may be inferred from the

passages adduced and similar passages, chiefly in Tertullian and

Clemens of Alexandria that such an institution had already been

long in existence at the end of the second century, and that it was

universally traced back to the apostolical arrangement contained in

the passage before us. And De Wette says :

&quot;

It is not improbable
that from the very beginning pious widows received a place in the

church
;
but it betrays perhaps a somewhat later period, to find

this already represented here as a regular office resting on a formal

election.&quot; But surely if such a place of distinction as that referred

to existed at any time, there must have been election to it.
&quot; It is

to this description of widows in the earliest period of the church,&quot;

says the excellent Mosheim, &quot;who in contradistinction to the others

may be called the spiritual, who are also in the phraseology of the
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church, called TTpeapvndez, presbyterae; presbyterissae, partly, because

they were old and stricken in years, at least sixty years old accord

ing to the express testimony of Tertullian, partly, because they re

sembled the elders of the church in the respect paid to them and in

certain parts of their office&quot; (Tertullian expressly says that their

business was ut experimentis omnium affectuum structae facile

norint cetcras et consilio et solatio, and at least at a later period

there was intrusted to them a kind of superintendence over the poor
widows and orphans of the church, comp. the passages in Hermas
and Lucian)

&quot;

it is to this description of widows, beyond all ques

tion, that the rules laid down by the apostle, which it is our object

to explain, are to be understood as applying.&quot;* And who can help

agreeing with him when he farther shews, how uncharitable and al

together impracticable the following qualifications are if they are

to be viewed as conditions of receiving support from the church
;

how suitable, on the contrary, if regarded in the light in which he

explains them.

With respect to the qualification, not under sixty years old if

such ecclesiastical widows, presbyteresses, are meant, it is only ne

cessary, in order to understand this, to bear in mind, that even in

electing to the office of a presbyter, age was the first condition, and

that these widows doubtless from the very first, as Tertullian and

others shew in reference to a later period, were expected to exercise

an influence on the younger persons of their sex. The context it

self, however, ver. 11, indicates another sufficiently definite reason

for this, namely, that whoever was once enrolled as a widow was

always to remain such, and not to degrade this honourable rank by
a subsequent marriage ;

the apostle therefore, fixes an age in which

this was no longer to be feared. Does he, nevertheless, on the

ground of what he had experienced, ver. 14, enjoin on the younger
widows to marry, he does not thereby exclude them, if they follow

his advice, from the care of the church, but only from a distinction

which indeed they did not deserve, if they were of the character

which the apostle specifies in ver. 11, seq., as a reason for their

marrying again. Another condition is given in the words &vbg dv-

Spbg yvvrj. On the meaning of this expression comp. on Tit. i. 6,

and above on iii. 2-12. It can mean nothing else here than the

univira, she who has been only once married. For, apart from poly

andry in the proper sense of the term which cannot with any reason

be supposed to be meant, we must either explain this sufficiently

definite expression of conjugal fidelity in general, and separate yeyov.

from the preceding to connect it with this, which would not do, or

we must suppose a reference here to the singular case of a widow
who has illegally separated herself from her husband and married

* Huther also has agreed with him.
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According to this latter interpretation the expression &vty

wi] might include the widow who had been twice married,

if only everything had been lawfully done. Such artificial and in

conceivable explanations are not less opposed to the simple sense of

the words and the context than to all ecclesiastical tradition on this

point, on which what is said on Tit. i. 6 is to be compared. Why
then if the apostle is speaking here of special distinction in the

church might he not require as a qualification what appeared so

necessary, if for no other reason than from a regard to the heathen

(comp. what is said on Tit. i. 6, and here on vcr. 14) ? The reason

of this qualification then entirely corresponds to the ground on

which the same qualification is required in presbyters and deacons,

iii. 2-12, and along with it belongs to the dveyKhiyrog and dvemhrin-

ro^, which denotes the chief point of view from which the apostle

regards fitness for ecclesiastical distinction. In this respect then

the widow stands on a level with the presbyter and deacon
;
but

this is precisely a proof of the correctness of our interpretation ;

while, if the apostle were speaking here of poor widows who were to

be supported, the qualification would be unsuitable and contradic

tory to the 0ovho[ji&amp;lt;u ovv, vcr. 14. Comp. Tertull. ad. ex. i. 7 : prae-

scriptio apostoli declarat, cum digamos non sinit praesidere, cum
wduam allegi in ordinationem nisi univiram non concedit (De Wette).

Farther, the following qualification fully corresponds to the inter

pretation just given : iv Zpyoig KaXoi^ iJ.apTvpov(iV7], not = through

good works having a good report, but = in good works as the ob

ject or the sphere (Winer s Gr., 48, a. 3, p. 345). On good tvorks,

Tit. ii. 7, and the Gen. Introd., 4. What Mosheim says on this

is excellent, and proves the correctness of his interpretation :

&quot; The

apostle lays weight on this, in order that such a widow may be pub

licly acknowledged as a godly person.&quot;
In this also there is a cor

respondence to what is required of the presbyter ; comp. on Tit. i. 6;

1 Tim. iii. 2, seq. Et treKvorpo^ae can, as Leo observes, hardly be

understood of the bringing up of her own children. The connexion

with what precedes, as well as with what follows, shows that KTSKVO.

must here be regarded as a good tvorJc. Such, however, is not the

bringing up of one s own children in itself; in order to be so, some
such word as icaAwf must be added

; comp. above, iii. 4, 12. That

bringing up of children, then, which is here
. described as a good

ivorJc, must be understood of the bringing up of strange children.

This qualification must indeed be pronounced unsuitable in reference

to widows needing support, but all the more suitable in reference to

a place of distinction in the church. The same remark applies to

the next qualification if she have lodged strangers, and also to the

two following if she have ivashcd the saints feet, if she have relieved

the afflicted, which latter, according to ver. 16 and the general usage,
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must be understood of ministering relief to poverty. And if it

should.be said., that in order to be hospitable and to take an interest

in those who are in straitened circumstances, there is no necessity

for being opulent, it must still be acknowledged that these qualifi

cations are inexplicable when regarded as conditions of receiving

support from the church, while they are self-evident, when viewed

in reference to a widow who is to attain a place of distinction in the

church, and who is to give assistance by word and deed to others of

her sex
;

for it is first the proofs of a kind, humble, benevolent

charity which the apostle here requires, and indeed proofs of such a

nature as cannot be viewed in the light of a condition of church sup

port, but only of church distinction. With regard to the first of

these qualifications, comp. the fahogevog which is required of him
who is to be a presbyter, iii. 2

;
Tit. i. 8. The uyioi here are the

^SVOL ;
in the conduct towards them they imitate the example of our

Lord, according to John xiii. 14. The grammatical doubt which

Schleiermacher has expressed with reference to faiipneaev, he himself

removes when he says, that the word is a ana!- hey. ;
and so also with

the following word tTrrjKohovOrjae. As an exhaustive summary of what

precedes, the apostle adds : el ^avrl epyw dyadti K7T7]KoXov6i]ae where

eTTdKohovOelv is used in the same sense as diwiteiv TO dya06v}
1 Thess.

v. 15, etc. The word itself, though not in this particular applica-%

tion, occurs besides in Mark xvi. 20
;

1 Pet. ii. 21.

We have still to consider the interpretation of our passage, which

even already in Mosheim s time was the current one, and which has still

many advocates that, namely, according to which ver. 9, seq., treats

of the appointing of widows as deaconesses. Principally Schleier

macher has again set up this interpretation, and he has been fol

lowed by Mack and Bottger. In supporting his view, Schleiermacher

has satisfied himself with refuting that which explains the passage
of receiving support from the church, and adducing as positive proof
two passages which are evidently intended to bear against our in-

terpfetation : Sozorn. vii. 16, comp. with Cod. Theod. L. xvi. Tit. ii.

Lex. xxvii., and Basil, ep. can. c. 24. But Planck has already (a.

a. 0., p. 204, seq.) justly replied to the first of these references, that

it only shews the interpretation which was at that time given to our

passage, which was certainly the same as that which Schleiermacher

has advocated, and to the second, that it is not at all applicable,
and has been adduced only from a misunderstanding of the word

6taKovovi-iKvr]v which occurs in it, and which does not mean : quae in

diaconatum suscepta est. Schleiermacher has here proceeded from

the same false premise which Mosheim has objected to, namely, that

if KarahiysaOai cannot be understood of enrolment in a poor s list, it

must necessarily be explained of entering on the list as deacons, as

if no third meaning were possible. It is farther taken for granted
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in this interpretation, that what the writers of the second and third

century inform us concerning widows is at once to he understood

of deaconesses, as if widow and deaconess could signify one and the

same thing ;
and further, either then must all deaconesses have

heen widows, or virgins must also be called widows. &quot; But the

widows of the earliest church are quite different persons from the

female ministers. In the fourth century the widows hegan to he

confounded with the female ministers,&quot; observes Mosheim, as Bing-
ham has already shewn (Orig. Eocl. III., p. 109). Further &quot;we

can prove by incontestible testimonies, that in the earliest period
of the church virgins were appointed as female ministers&quot; (Mos

heim, comp. Constitt. ap. VI. 18, etc.) ;
but that virgins were called

widows, is alike incapable of being proved from history and incon

ceivable in itself (comp. the Gen. Introd., 3, and Bottger, a. a. 0.,

p. 67, seq.)

And now let us look again at our passage, and see whether we
can understand deaconesses as spoken of in it. The expression :

let one be entered on the list as a widow could only be understood

of deaconesses if it had already been proved that xnPa and deacon

esses are synonymous terms. Then, not under threescore years old.

Is it to be supposed that the care of the poor and the sick should

have been committed to persons so far advanced in years ? Has not

experience itself proved that this is a misunderstanding of the apos
tle s appointment, when we find the decree of the Emperor Theodo-

sius that all deaconesses must be sixty years old, which sprung out

of this misunderstanding, immediately after abrogated by the synod
of Chalcedon, and the age of the deaconesses reduced to forty years ?

Further, it can neither be believed nor proved that the deaconesses,
to the number of whom also virgins belonged, should have been

honoured for continuing in an unmarried state. Further, the dpyai,

ver. 13, will not correspond to this interpretation ;
for as deacon

esses it is supposed that they must have gone from house to house
;

if, on the other hand, the KaraX. were an honourable distinction in

the sense in which we have taken it, then this dpyai can be much
better understood, as it could devolve the duty of rendering only
such friendly services as those for which widows of sixty years of

age were well adapted. Firmly, i iV j .
; e deacojerse,15

* would have a

much more appropriate place in cl ip.

*
:

. .

&quot;

n.;i J-e/e. where ilie apos
tle s design is only to show how Timothy is -j irji towards the v.-v,- ions

members of the church, from whence the occasion arises to shew

what kind of widows are qualified for that place of honour in the

church. Moreover, the subject of deaconesses has already been

handled in chap. iii. 12. To me, therefore, there remains no doubt

that our passage treats neither of deaconesses nor of widows who
need support. Mosheim has shewn, p. 454, how it could happen

VOL. VI 9
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that in the fourth century and later, the passage came to be under

stood of deaconesses, and to be applied without distinction to those

ecclesiastical widows.

Ver. 11.
&quot; But younger widows refuse

;
for when they are be

come wanton against Christ they will
marry.&quot; Newrepaf, as op

posed to those in ver. 9, means widows under sixty years of age ;

and in like manner Trapairov (cornp. on Tit. iii. 10) as opposed to

KaraMyeadai, signifies they are not to be entered on the list. The
reason is it is to be feared that they will marry again. Fa^eti ,

as 1 Cor. vii. 39, of marrying again. They wish to marry, as the

consequence of having become wanton against Christ. 2Tp7]vtd(o3

properly : to be over-strong (from crrpfpo^ strength) ;
the Lat.

luxuriari
;

and Kara &quot;

against,&quot; as elsewhere na-anav^aoOai is

used by the apostle, Rom. xi. 18. This wantonness is opposed
to their duty towards Christ. The sense is given in the main cor

rectly, though too strongly, by Jerome, in the words : quse forni-

catee sunt in injuriam viri sui Christ!. On Karaarp., comp. Eev.

xviii. 7, 9.

Ver. 12 shews what is implied in this wishing to marry : %ov-
oai

Kpiiia, etc. Kpfpa signifies here also, as at iii. 6 (comp. on the

passage) judicium ;
in wishing to marry they have brought upon

themselves this judgment of God, so that it weighs like a load upon
them, viz., that they have broken their first faith. The expression
-LGTIV dOerelv has already by the Fathers been explained to mean
not the falling away from the faith, but the violation of a promise
made not to marry again. TLia-iv TI\V avvOrJKijv heyei, observes Chry-

sostom, and similarly others, comp. in De Wette, Heydenreich, etc.;

and so almost all the more recent expositors. The expression dOerslVy

which is also used of something objectively fixed, and is generally
found in this very connection (cornp. Passow) as also the epithet

TrpwTTjv, and the connexion with ver. 11, confirm this view. If those

widows did not bind themselves, either aloud or in silence, on their

enrolment, to remain always widows, then their wish to marry again
cannot be called a forsaking their first faith. But if they did this,

then there can be no question as to what is meant by npurT] rnvrig.

And this qualification of not marrying again is already implied in

the tvbg drdpbg yvvij. Leo well : viduaa illee yapelv Oehovaai fidem

dabant sponso. Sed quia ad ordinem viduarum ecclesiasticarum

pertinebant, jam sponsge quasi erant, nimirum Christo. Hanc igitur

fidem quarn primum dederant Christo, nunc fallebant. Moslieim

has shewn that we are not here to understand an inviolable vow in

the later sense.

Ver. 13. By way of confirming the TrapatroD, the apostle here

mentions another thing to be feared in younger widows, namely,
idleness with its natural consequences. There is some difficulty in
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the word navOdvovat, which cannot signify
&quot;

they go prying about,&quot;

bat is to be connected either with dpyai or with Trepiep%6[jivai. The

latter construction has this against it, that fiavdaveLv, when con

nected with a par tic. which refers to the subject, always signifies
&quot; to see into, to perceive,&quot;

which is not suitable here, while the sig

nification &quot;to bo wont&quot; is connected with the prsoterite. It would

therefore be grammatically more correct to connect fjavOdvovai with

dyyai : they learn idleness inasmuch as they run about, etc. Conip.
on this Winer s Gr., 45, 4, p. 310.* It is certainly more natural,

however, that the running about be represented as the consequence
of idleness, than vice versa idleness as the consequence of running
about. And is the running about so self-evident a characteristic of

younger widows ? It appears to me, therefore, more advisable to

suppose with De Wette, a less common use of pavddveiv, in connex

ion with the partic., and to render : but at the same time also being
idle they learn to run about in the houses. The apostle, however,
corrects himself -he has still something to add to the dpyai : nal

(f)kvapoi not Trepiepyoij Xahovaai ra p) deovra, the first two predicates
describe the manner and way of the nepitpxeoOai, the last still fur

ther explains the two preceding predicates. On Qhvapog comp.
3 John, ver. 10

;
on irepiepyog Acts xix. 19, and by the apostle

2 Thess. iii. 11, nepiepya%6psvo$. The latter expression is = male

sedulus, mischievously busy, inconsiderately curious. The hahovoai,

etc., is well explained by the remark of Theophylact s cited by
Leo :

&quot;

going about from house to house, they carry the affairs

of this house to that, and of that to this they tell the affairs of

all to all.&quot;

Ver. 14. The younger widows are therefore to be rejected ;
but

not only that
;
in such circumstances

(ovi&amp;gt;)
it is the apostle s will

that they marry again, as a means of counteracting idleness, and as

the best antidote to what is noticed in ver. 11
;
for as confirming

the flovhopai examples (ver. 15) shew indeed that those are no mere
fancied dangers which are connected with remaining single. Those
who attend to the ovv

9
ver. 14, and the ydp} ver. 16, will see here no

contradiction to what the apostle says 1 Cor. vii. 7, 8, 26, 32 34,
40

;
if there is any contradiction, it must be acknowledged that the

very same is found in vers. 2 and 9 of this chapter as compared
with the other verses adduced ; for our passage says nothing else

but what is said there. The universal form of the expression here

used by the apostle corresponds to that of vers. 11 and 12, although
he would assuredly not deny, that there might be among the

younger widows some of a different character. As in ver. 5 com

pared with ver. 6, so also here, the apostle specifies the conse

quences which naturally though not necessarily result from tho

* Hutlier connects it with dpyai.
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circumstances. The apostle s injunction has thus its limitation in

itself.
&quot; He does not impose a law, but points out a remedy to the

younger widows/ says Chrysostom. It is his will then that they

marry again (yafjuxv, as at ver. 11), bear children, superintend the

house, and thus give no occasion to the adversary to speak reproach

fully, such as would be given by the conduct described in vcrs. 11-13.

Tetcvoy. as at ii. 15. OiKodEOTroreli
,
a word belonging to the later

Greek, occurring only here : but oiKodsorror^g is found frequently in

the New Testament, comp. Winer s Gr., 2, 1, p. 24
;

Schleier-

tnacher, p. 62. If oiKovpetv does not denote the same thing, and

olKodea-oTiff is of frequent occurrence, is there anything surprising
in the formation of the verb ? And may not the occurrence of

such latinized expressions as this, and 7rpoKpi/.ia in ver. 21, warrant

the supposition that the epistles were written after a considerable

time s stay in Borne ? By the 6 avriKeipevog, ivlio speaks reproacl-

fulty, we are not to understand the devil, on account of the additional

clause koidopiag %dpiv (comp. on iii. 7. Ver. 15, as De Wette also ob

serves, by no means requires this interpretation), but the adversary
of Christianity (Phil. i. 28

;
Tit. ii. 8) among Jews and heathen.

The clause Xoidopia$ %dpiv is to be explained of speaking against

Christianity, not against the widows
; comp. the similar passages

vi. 1
;

Tit. ii. 5, 10. There is room for difference of opinion as to

whether it should be connected with CLVTLK. or with firjd. a&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;.

did. The
latter appears to me the more proper : they are not to give to the

adversary occasion to speak reproachfully. AfoppTJ is again a word

which is elsewhere used only by the apostle.

Ver. 15. For with some this has already been the case.
&quot; For

some are already turned aside after Satan/ These words being con

firmatory of the preceding, must refer to such aberrations as were to

be prevented by the injunction in ver. 14, I will therefore; this in

junction, however, is represented as an antidote to the excess of the

sexual passion, and the consequences of idleness. It is of such

aberrations, therefore, not of a falling away from the faith or the

doctrine in general, that we are to understand the expression have

turned aside. On t-Kr/oeTrw comp. 1 Tim. i. 6, and Gen. Introd., 4.

After Satan : he is the seducer whose enticements they have fol

lowed through sensual lusL

Ver. 16 may at fir* , sight appear to be a mere repetition of what

is said in vers. 4 and 8. Tho context, however, as well as the words

themselves, justify us in adopting a different interpretation. De

Wette has already given it aright by directing attention to the fact,

that the expression rig TTivrbg ?) morfj e^ei denotes not merely the

same relation as ver. 4, that, namely3 of children and grandchildren

to their parents and grandparents, but a wider relationship. To this

also corresponds the term faapitelv as compared with TTpovoeiv, see
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ver. 10
;
the position of the verse, however, will warrant our inter

preting it with special reference to what is said concerning the eccle

siastical widows, either thus that the apostle gives this injunction,

because younger widows sought, from motives of economy, to be

received into the viduatus (De Wette), or thus that the apostle

would press this also with reference to the ecclesiastical widows, that

the church was to be burdened with their support only in the case

of there being no relative on whom any obligation rests to assist

them. The reading ma-oc; /) r^arr\ in preference to the other which

omits marbg ?/ (codd. A.C.F.Gr., 17, 47,, etc.), has been retained by
Tischendorf with reason, in opposition to Griesbach and Lachmann

;

comp. De Wette. On ftapeiaOu, comp. 2 Cor. i. 8, v. 4. With such

widows the church is not to be burdened, in order that it may be

in a condition to afford assistance to the real widows in the sense

described, vers. 3-5.

Dr. Baur has offered a solution entirely new of the difficulties con

tained in this section about the widows, vers. 3-16, which has al

ready in the Introduction, 3, been considered in a historical point
of view. Here we shall only, in addition, briefly shew how little his

interpretation can be justified in an exegetical point of view. He

understands, vers. 3-8, of &quot;

holding widows in honour&quot; in general,

ver. 9, seq., of their support as ecclesiastical persons. The rd$ OVTCJ^

%fjpa^ are, according to him, real widows in opposition to merely so-

called widows, i. e.j widows in the ecclesiastical sense, who might
also be virgins. But the real widows are, according to vers. 4 and

5, either such as have children or such as are solitary. But in reply
to this, we would observe that the meaning of rag ov-u&amp;lt;; wipag is

shewn by that to which it is opposed in ver. 4, and again in ver. 5
;

namely, only the widow who is quite desolate. Ver. 4 does not

speak of an ovrug %fjpa ;
but ver. 5 first speaks of this in opposition

to ver. 4. Here, however, it will be seen that the opposition which

Dr. Baur has made between real and so-called widows is one which

he himself has introduced. Ver. 9, then, according to him, describes

a particular class of the ovrug xn9ai
^&amp;gt; those, namely, to whom the

KaraXiyeadat was applicable, which of course implies that the widows
were not ecclesiastical widows, as being ovrwf xwai, or again, that

they belonged to the dvrug xnPai onV as real, not as ecclesiastical

widows. To this it may only be objected that it can by no means
be maintained with certainty, that the apostle thought merely of

the oVrwf %?ipai in the nara^yeadai (ovrug in the sense of ver. 5).

But is it not the merest petitio principii when it is further said, the

ecclesiastical widows, vers. 9 and 10, differed from the ovrug %fjpai

mentioned before, in so far as that to the former might belong such

as were not really widows
;
whence is it that xnPaL obtains this

ecclesiastical signification ? Whence then does our opponent learn.
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that such widows might belong to those mentioned in ver. 9 as were

not really widows (in his sense)? Does not Dr. Baur clearly put his

own presupposition into the words, and then bring it out again an

the conclusion ? Then again, the assertion that the veurepai, x?)pai,

ver. 11, are widows in the ecclesiastical sense, and especially virgins,

wherefore they are called simply vefaepai in ver. 14 floats entirely

in the air, and has in the context not only nothing for it, but every

thing against it. For, if Dr. Baur himself must admit, that in the

xfipa KaraheyeaOa) the apostle has real widows in his eye (real in our

opponent s sense of the word), and determines which of these are to

be enrolled as ecclesiastical, so that they should be at the same time

real and ecclesiastical, this does not in the least degree imply, that

such as were not widows were also enrolled, but only that there were

widows who were not enrolled. And when he says further : but tlte

younger widows refuse, and thereby specifies those who are not to

be enrolled, this can, according to the context, be understood only

of the widows who are not to be enrolled, as what is said before is

to be understood (according to Dr. Baur s admission) of those who
are to be enrolled. And how then could those who are not to be

enrolled if virgins are to be understood be called wipai, seeing
that the apostle will have them to be rejected ? Only such veurepai,

then, can be meant as are already xfipai, consequently only real

widows, as the opposition to ver. 9, according to Baur s own inter

pretation of this verse, also requires. Baur must here, and at ver.

16, take for granted, according to his interpretation, that such vir

gins were ecclesiastical widows independent of the enrolment, and

in spite of being refused. If, however, ver. 11 be rendered thus :

&quot;

younger persons reject as widows/ still by these younger persons
could only be understood widows, from the opposition to ver 9. And
what then has Baur to object to our interpretation ? That yapelv,

as used by the apostle, signifies to marry again, cannot be disputed.
That the apostle could not have reasonably asked the widows to

marry again if thereby they would be excluded from the KaraMyeaOai,
can be maintained only when ver. 9, seq., is incorrectly understood

of ecclesiastical provision ;
bat all difficulty disappears when the

passage is understood of ecclesiastical distinction
; cornp. on ver. 9,

seq., and De Wette on ver. 14. And with respect to the difficulty

arising from the circumstance that the apostle here enjoins marriage,
if it is one, it belongs to Baur s interpretation (of virgins) as well

as to our own. Cornp., moreover, what has already been said on

this above. Olshausen has interpreted vers. 3-8 of the ecclesiastical

support of poor widows, ver. 9, seq., of the appointing of widows as

deaconesses.

Yers. 17-19. Of how the presbyters are to be treated. If the

widows spoken of in the verses immediately preceding are a kind of
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female presbyters, the transition here to the presbyters is then easy
and natural. It is quite evident that they are here spoken of in a

different respect from chap. iii. The apostle mentions two things
in which the right appreciation of the presbyter is to shew itself :

I. Let them be counted ivortliy of double honour, ver. 17
; and, 2, Re

ceive not an accusation against tJicm but before, etc., ver. 19. In

ver. 17 it is said that the elders who rule well are to be counted

worthy of double honour, especially those who labour in the word

and- doctrine. Tiprj here, in like manner as at ver. 3, is not to be

understood merely of reward, stipendium ;
it is honour, but an

honour which finds its expression in giving, as ver. 18 proves. There

is no necessity then for taking dirr^g in the most literal sense, and

understanding by it a salary twice as large, as in the Constitt. ap.

II. 28, etc., comp. Baur, p. 129
;
but the idea is : if a presbyter is

already as such worthy of honour, this is doubly true of one who
rules well. I regard, therefore, the presbyter who rules well as op

posed not to the one who does not rule well, but to the presbyter as

such. Has he a claim, to honour already in virtue of his official

standing, he has a double claim in the case which the apostle speci

fies. Thus also, the i-idkiara, etc., which comes after will distinguish
between presbyter and presbyter. If the presbyter wlio rules well

is interpreted as if opposed to the presbyter in the sense of ver. 1 as

the designation of age, then either Kahtis would have no proper place
here at all, or, if it has, it just introduces the same antithesis as we
have supposed the words to imply ; besides, the special signification

of rjpj here, and at ver. 3, is opposed to such an interpretation ;
for

nothing was said before of giving such honour to the presbyters (as

the designation of age). That the injunction to bestow such an

honour does not indicate a post-apostolic period, may be seen from

Gal. vi. 6
;

1 Cor. ix. 14
;

1 Thess. v. 12. This is especially to be

given to the presbyters who labour in the word and doctrine. On
Komdu comp. iv. 10

;
1 Thcss. v. 12. Ev denotes the object (Winer s

Gr., 48, a., p. 345) ;
word and doctrine will therefore be designa

tions of the object ;
and in doctrine is added epexegetically, to de

note the word as the doctrine which is to be communicated. De
Wette :

&quot;

in word and doctrine the former including every dis

course, the latter denoting properly instruction.&quot; It is evident that

the apostle here distinguishes between two kinds of ruling presbyters
those who labour in the word and those who do not. Both are

ruling presbyters, and from this it already appears that it is not lay

presbyters, as many have thought, that are here spoken of in con

tradistinction to clerical presbyters ;
for by TTpoeo-rtirec; npeopvrepoi

can be understood only presbyters merely as they are already known
to us. It is therefore not at all necessary to look for still another

special emphasis in Komtivreg : those who labour hard, in contradis-
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tinction to those who do not
;

for Komdv denotes here as elsewhere

the laborious calling of the teacher in itself. Compare the remarks

made by Eothe in opposition to this arbitrary distinction, a. a. 0.,

p. 223, seq. If Dr. Baur can perceive, in the circumstance of its

being here represented as desirable that the presbyter should be at

the same time a teacher, the transition to the presbyters of the later

constitution in which teaching was the principal thing that belonged
to the calling of the presbyter (Constitt. ap. III. 20), we, on the

other hand, perceive in this circumstance (comp. on iii. 2
;

Tit. i. 9,

and the Gen. Introd., 4), with Neander, a mark of the later apos
tolic period (Nean. a. a. 0. I., p. 259, seq.) And we have nothing
to object to the remark,

&quot; that we must here already suppose the

existence of a college of presbyters in one and the same large con

gregation ;&quot; nay, we see in this a proof of the correctness of our

view (Gen. Introd., 3). But when Dr. Baur further infers from

these premises that, &quot;although in these epistles the Trpeapv-Epog, in

respect of the office, is still identical with the ZniaKonog,&quot; we must

notwithstanding suppose here that there was a rrpea&vTepos besides

the SmanoiTOf, and that the waiter omitted to speak of the npeof3v-

TEpoq along with the KirioKoirog already in chap. iii. only because he

would be able to speak of him in chap, v. y we reply, that the latter

assertion is altogether groundless, because chap. v. treats of ecclesi

astical persons in quite a different respect from chap. iii. (where it

is the qualifications for office that are spoken of), and that the whole

reasoning consists again merely of taking for granted the thing to be

proved. For, as little can it be inferred from the distinction made
between presbyters who teach, and those who do not, as from the

existence of a college of presbyters, that besides these there was an

tmoKOTTog,
&quot;

although in respect of his office identical with the pres

byter/
Ver. 18. By way of confirming what he has said, the apostle

now further refers to the words of the Old Testament, Deut. xxv. 4,

as he does at 1 Cor. ix. 9
; comp. the Comin. on the passage. The

words, and the labourer is worthy of his hire, are nowhere to be

found in the Old Testament, but we find the same maxim in Luke
x. 7 and Matth. x. 10, with the difference only of -n/f rrpo^g instead

of uiaOov. That the apostle intends by // ypa^i] in our passage some

thing else than the Old Testament, is inconsistent with the fact,

that this phrase is uniformly employed by the apostle to denote the

Scriptures of the Old Testament, Kom. ix. 17
;
Gal. iii. 8, 22, etc.

If he had intended to confirm this saying by an authority, he would

have appealed, as in Acts xx. 35
;
1 Cor. ix. 14, to the Lord, and

not to the gospel of his helper, Luke, including this along with the

Old Testament under ?/ ypa&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;?y,
as if this gospel had already at that

time been acknowledged as an integral portion of the ypatfrf. The
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words, as the scripture saith, are therefore not to be connected with

this citation, and Calvin is right when he says, &quot;he cites as it were

a proverbial saying which common sense dictates to all. In the

same manner as Christ also when he said the same thing, declared

nothing more than a sentiment approved by the consent of all.&quot;

Yer. 19. The apostle here enjoins upon Timothy a further rule

to be observed in his conduct towards the presbyters as distinguished

from others : he is to receive no accusation against them except be

fore two or three witnesses. According to the context, it can only
be presbyters in the ecclesiastical sense that are spoken of. What
the apostle here prescribes wras already prescribed in the Old Testa

ment, as a rule to be observed in judicial proceedings generally ;

coinp. Deut. xvii. 6, xix. 15. On the application of this part of the

law is founded the passage in 1 John v. 6, seq. ;
the apostle writes

in 2 Cor. xiii. 1
;
that he will act on this principle, and that in every

case (trdv prj^a, etc.) ;
and our Lord himself adverts to this scripture

of the Old Testament in Matth. xviii. 16
;
John viii. 17.*

&quot;

But,&quot;

asks De Wette,
&quot;

is Timothy not to observe the same rule of justice
also in regard to the accusation of others ?&quot; I apprehend that an

accusation brought before Timothy cannot properly be placed in the

same category with those to which that rule in Deut. xix. 15 ex

tends. If what was necessary was not so much to punish in the

judicial sense, as to admonish and set right, why ought not Timothy
to receive the accusation also without two or three witnesses. If, on

the contrary, the accusation was of such a kind as to call for a

judicial punishment, I do not think that the ^77 napadfyov in our

passage excludes the application of the Old Testament rule also in

the case of others. . Only, with reference to a presbyter, an accusa

tion in general is then only to be received when several witnesses

come forward against him. The presbyter when most faithful in

the discharge of the duties of his office, and most earnest in his

efforts to convince the gainsayers (Tit. i. 9), would precisely then
be most exposed to false accusations on the part of such as thought
themselves injured by him. How prejudicial to the dignity of the

office, how obstructive to the efficient discharge of its duties, how

paralysing to the zeal of those intrusted with it, how morally inju
rious to such accusers themselves, if they were listened to ! And
were not those presbyters men to whose Christian and moral charac

ter the church in which they had lived, and from which they had
been taken, must have borne a favourable testimony ? How em

phatically does the apostle insist on such a testimony (dvKyn^roc;

dvem^nrog, Tit. i. 6
;

1 Tim. iii. 2, seq.) ! It would have been

both unwise and unjust to have made such a man the victim of

* Huther thinks that the sens of the passage is this : Timothy is not to receive an

accusation alone, but in the presence of others; of which ITeb. x. 28 affords no proof.
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the selfish accusations which any one might bring against him.

The pastor of our own day is certainly not the presbyter in the

apostolical sense
;
not taken from the church itself over which he is

called to preside, not approved by his previous life among the peo

ple, not marked out for the office by them as having been found

worthy from the proof of his moral and Christian character, in gen

eral, called to the office far less (and indeed generally too little) from

regard to his christianly moral qualities he cannot lay unqualified

claim to the privilege implied in the rule laid dowrn in our passage.

On the other hand, it is not to be denied, that the office being sub

stantially identical with that of the presbyter, there is still the same

possibility of unjust accusations, and the same injury to the office,

the accused, and the accusers, will follow in the case of such charges

finding a ready hearing. These two things, then, must be taken

into account on the one hand, the difference between that period

and the present, on the other, the substantial sameness of the office

in order rightly to estimate the manner in which this rule laid

down by the apostle is to be applied in the present time. On -rrapa-

6%eoOai comp. similar compounds, Mark iv. 20
;
Acts xxii. 18. ID

the former passage there is an express difference between duoveiv and

Ttapadexeodai (to enter into). E/cro^ el
\ir\ used again by the apostk

only at 1 Cor. xiv. 5, xv. 2
;

on the fulness of this expression

comp. Winer s Gr., 65, 3, p. 533. On &m, Winer s Gr., 47, g.

p. 335.

Ver. 20 treats of what is to be done to those members of the

church who fall into sin. They are to be rebuked before all, that

others also may fear. The words, them that sin, are not, as is gen

erally done, and as Olshausen also does, to be referred to the pres

byter, ver. 19, but are to be understood generally, of all members
of the church wrho sin. In the former case the change of number
would be unsuitable

;
we should expect rather that the apostle

would say : but if he has sinned, or if he is convicted. And how
should the apostle, who in ver. 19 has expressed so high an opinion
of the presbyters, proceed forthwith to say in ver. 20 : them that

sin, etc. ? And, at all events, had there been any such antithetical

relation between vers. 19 and 20, the particle 66 would have been

used ; comp. other passages connected in this way, as 1-8, 9-15 ;

vi. 1, seq.; while this particle is always wanting where there is evi

dently a transition to something new, vers. 3, 9, 17, 19, 21, 22
;

vi.

1, 3, 17. Finally, as De Wette has already observed, ver. 22 is

against this interpretation (comp. infra). Them that sin, says the

apostle without any limitation
; such, however, lies in the nature of

the thing ; cornp. Matth. xviii. 15-17 (only the last mentioned case

comes here into consideration), 1 Cor. v. 9-13. As in the passage
last adduced, so also in the one before us, it is not an immediate ex-
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elusion that is spoken of, but only a rebuke before the church a

public disclosure, and a conviction accompanied with a rebuke (comp.
Haiiess on Eph. v. 11-13). Not until this rebuke was not received

(if lie shall neglect to hear, Matth. xviii. 17), or produced no fruit,

was the sinful person to be excluded, as those passages shew. Be

fore all and others, are therefore not to be understood of the as

sembly of the presbyters, but of the church. The moral effect of

this rebuke with respect to all is, that they are to fear
;
the exhibi

tion which is thus made of the judicial strictness of the law is de

signed to make an impression on their consciences, so that they may
feel a salutary fear of their own sins, and may work out their salva

tion withfear and trembling.
Yer. 21. The reading here varies

;
still there can be no doubt

that Kvpiov is to be omitted before Xpio-ov Iqaov, and that the true

reading is not ^poaK^rjcfiv but npoaftkiaiv comp. Tischendorf, De
Wette. The solemn protestation with which the observance of the

rule just laid down is enjoined upon Timothy, is similar to that in

2 Tim. iv. 1. biaiiapTvpopcu
=

obtestor, obsecro, to conjure with en

treaty ; comp. Luke xvi. 28 ; the word is used elsewhere by the

apostle, 1 Thess. iv. 6
; comp. also Eph. iv. 17, and Harless on the

passage. The sense of the whole is, as Chrysostom observes : p-dp-

rvpa KaAcj rbv 6ebv not rbv vlbv avrov, etc. They will testify against
thee if thou actest contrary to what is enjoined upon thee. Bengel
well : reprsesentat Timotheo suo judicium extremum, in quo Deus
revelabitur et Christus cum angelis coram conspicietur. This is the

most natural interpretation of the additional words, the elect angels.

Comp. Jos. B. J. II. 16, 4 : paprvpo^ai, . . . rovg lepovg dyyeXovg
Oeov* Schleiermacher was the first to stumble at this expression,
ticheKTol dyyehoi, and he thinks it strange that the man who is so

very zealous against the genealogies and profitless questions should

here recognize special ranks of angels, as is evident from his using
the article. Nothing, however, can be certainly inferred from the

use of the article here, although Leo lays weight upon this
;
for if

the writer intends to denote the entire company of the angels,
he could not do this without the article

; comp. Winer s Gr.,

18, 1. The only question then will be, can CK^SKTOL be applied as

an epithet to the angels generally, in contradistinction to other

creatures, or only in contradistinction to other angels, whether it be

to the angels thatfell, 2 Pet. ii. 4, or only to those of a lower rank,
which last view would be supported by passages such as 1 Thess. iv.

16
; Eph. i. 21

; Col. i. 16 (Leo comp. also Harless, a. a. 0., p. 112,

seq). Against the latter interpretation as a whole, as it appears to

me, it may be objected that, according to it, the epithet tuteKroi has

no proper meaning. For if it is used to denote the good angels in

* Huther
;
because the throne of God is encompassed by angels.
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opposition to the bad, it is then quite superfluous ;
for the dyyehoi are

understood to be the good angels, without any such epithet ;
and

in the other case it is difficult to see why only the angels of a higher
rank should be taken as witnesses

; chiefly, however, against this

interpretation is the unsuitableness of the expression KK^SKT^V^

which is certainly not explained by a reference to the distinction in

dicated in Eph. i. 21, etc. Could a portion of the angels be desig
nated as not chosen, according to the usual signification of this

word ? I therefore agree with those expositors who understand

tK^enroi as a general epithet of all the angels, just as much so as

holy angels, angels of light, etc.* Comp. Calvin : electos vocat

angclos, non tantuin ut a reprobis discernat, sed excellentias causa,

ut plus reverentige habeat eorum testimonium. So also Bengel,

Matthies, Bottger (p. 166); Olshausen, too, decides for this inter

pretation. With respect to the participation of angels in the events

that take place on the earth, comp. on Luke xv. 10
;
1 Cor. iv. 9, etc.

Baur s reference to the ifiiKi&Tai rov dom/pof ayye/lot, and the like,

among the Gnostics, is accordingly altogether superfluous. Thus
the apostle conjures Timothy to observe this rule without prejudice,

doing nothing from partiality. The ravra is referred to, vers. 1-20,

17-20, vers. 19 and 20, and to ver. 20 alone. I refer to De Wette,
who has defended the last interpretation in opposition to the others,

and as it appears to me justly ;
for it is difficult to see why ver. 21

should have been placed between vers. 20 and 22, if what is said in

ver. 20 needed no such emphatical enforcement. HpoKpipa is the

Latin praejudicium, properly what is fore-judged, a preconceived

opinion, prejudice. According to Leo, it corresponds to Trporcpiveiv

rivd rivoc, and signifies preference, which would do well enough if

it were rrpoKpioig ;
but it cannot be proved that this signification be

longs to TrpoKpifia. Planck and others have already said what is ne

cessary in opposition to Schleiermaeher
; comp. also our remarks on

ver. 14. ILpoaithiais, not npooK^ms which scarcely yields any sense

(comp. Leo, De Wette, Matthies), occurs only here
; comp., however,

TrpoaeicMQTjj Acts v. 36. Kara irpoanh. = partium studio duct us,

Wahl.
Ver. 22.

&quot;

Lay hands suddenly on no man, and be not partaker
of other men s sins. Keep thyself pure/ On this follows the

advice, ver. 23, drink no longer ivater, and in vers. 24 and 25, the

statement that neither the sins nor the good works of men can re

main hid. The connexion of the ideas for some such there must

be is here difficult, and its discovery is left over entirely to the

reader. No wonder that Schleiermaeher, according to his general

opinion of this epistle, finds here &quot;an extraordinary confusion.&quot;

With regard, first of all, to ver. 22, it cannot be understood of the

* Also Huther,
&quot; The angels as objects of the Divine

love,&quot; 1 Pet. ii. 4.
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ordination of presbyters. This would do only in the case of ver.

20 referring to the presbyters (comp. above); but even then it

might be objected to this interpretation that such an injunction is

not in its right place here, but belongs to chap. iii. (Baur), that

there., in fact, what is necessary to be said respecting the conditions

of appointing to office, has already been said, and more exactly
than here, and that according to the qualifications there laid down
the case here indicated in the words, be not partaker-, etc., cannot

well be supposed in reference to a presbyter, as De Wette has also

observed. If the transition has already been made at ver. 20 from

the presbyters to the members of the church generally, then ver. 22

can also only be understood of receiving into the Christian fellow

ship in general, or of restoring to this fellowship those who had

fallen. I prefer the latter view, with De Wette, from regard to ver.

20, and on account of the be not partaker, etc. Ver. 20 does not

indeed treat of exclusion from the church
;
but the eAeyfitf there is

the next step to this (comp. Matth. xviii. 17), and the words, be

not partaker , etc., evidently find a more natural explanation in ac

cordance with this supposition. Meanwhile I admit that I do not

regard these reasons as decisive. Olshausen has assented to that in

terpretation of this verse, which is the most ancient, and which is

still the common one, according to which it is understood of ordina

tion. On the laying on of hands, comp. on iv. 14. According to

the view which we have taken, it is to be supposed that this laying
on of hands was repeated on the restoration of any one to church

fellowship, which was certainly the practice at a later period ; comp.
the proofs of this in De Wette. Baur explains the passage princi

pally of the restoration of heretics, of which he adduces examples
from a later period which involve, however, no proof whatever

against the apostolical character of our passage. On

Cbrysostom observes : TroXhdiug 7repLOKf.tpd(j.evog KOL duping
Be not partaker : Timothy adopts the sins which he overlooks, he

becomes a partaker of &quot;these sins, inasmuch as he does not place
himself towards them in the attitude of a rebuker. On the dative,

comp. Winer s Gr., 30, 8, p. 180. ZeavTov dyvov n]pei : here, as

De Wette rightly observes, aeavrov is placed first with emphasis ;

it forms the antithesis with, be not partaker of other men s sins.

For this very reason the clause cannot be explained to mean : keep

thyself pure from such sins, but : thyself keep pure ;
for in order

to be able to rebuke the sins of others, Timothy must above all be

pure himself. Thus the subject turns to the person of Timothy,
as ver. 23 also shews

;
a circumstance which it is also of import

ance to observe in reference to ver. 24, seq. Ayvd? is therefore not

to be taken in the special sense = chaste, bat == pure, as at 2 Cor.

vii. 11 : vi. 6.
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Ver. 23. The words, keep thyself pure, as addressed to Timothy
personally, have prepared the way for the transition to what is said

in this verse
;
but this

&quot; medicinal advice/ nevertheless appears on

this account very strange. What is there in the words keep thyself

pure, that could lead the writer even by any association of ideas to

this counsel ? This association will be found to be not so remote

when those passages are called to mind, iii. 3, 8, in which the apos
tle insists on moderation in the use of wine by a presbyter or dea

con, chiefly, however, that which contains the warning against

bodily service, iv. 8. Timothy may have been ascetically strict in

this point to an improper degree ;
ver. 23 would thus be a limita

tion of the words, keep thyself pure, in ver. 22. With respect to

abstinence from wine, one has only to call to mind the Nazarencs

of the Old Testament, Num. vi. 1-21
;
the Essenes, Luke i. 15

;

Horn, xiv., in order easily to understand how there might be an

ascetical tendency in this direction in the apostolic period ;
and we

by no means, therefore, need to suppose in the words any opposition

to the Gnostics of the second century (Baur). Thus also does

Olshausen understand the connexion, and so do many of the more

ancient and more modern commentators, comp. Leo, De Wette.

The passage, therefore, will not deserve to be characterized as &quot; an

awkwardly introduced particularity&quot; (Schleiermacher). TdjOOTrorew,

not aquam bibo, as Wahl, vdup TTLVKIV
; but, to be a water drinker

= to drink only water, comp. Winer s Gr., 55, 8, 442. On
use a little wine, Chrysostom says :

&quot; as much as is needful for

health, not for luxury/ Timothy s state of body is assigned as the

reason of this advice : for his stomach s sake and hi frequent in

dispositions.

Ver. 24, seq., follow again without any indication of the connexion.

Do they belong to the warning against making himself partaker of

other men s sins, or to the keep thyself pure, and ver. 23 ? For the

determination of this point, we have in what precedes no further

clue than is given in the circumstance, that the apostle seems in the

word oeav-ov to have made the transition to the person of Timothy ;

the point must therefore chiefly be determined by the sense of the

verses themselves. The apostle specifies in ver. 24 two kinds of

sins
;
those which are manifest and those which follow after ; those

which are manifest are further explained in the words going before

to judgment. The opposition here then is, between sins that are

open = going before, and sins that are hid = following after, as is

evident also from ver. 25, where in like manner (uaavTuc), the good
works are divided into those that are manifest and those that are

otherwise, by which latter, as Schleiermacher has already observed,

are not to be understood such as are the opposite of goodbut of

manifest, so that of both kinds it is said, that they are brought to
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light ;
those which are manifest are so already, and those thai are

otherwise cannot be hid. The sense, therefore, can only be this

the sins, as also the good works, cannet remain hid in the judgment,
the only difference being that some (sins as well as good works) go

before, others follow, or, according to ver. 25, some are before the

eyes of all, others are not, but shall then be made manifest. Upodij-

Aof only here and at Heb. vii. 14. One may judge whether the

family to which the word belongs, (5/}Aoc, etc, is in a great measure

strange to the apostle (Schleiermacher) on comparing 1 Cor. xv. 27 ;

Gal. iii. 11
;
1 Cor. i. 11, iii. 13

;
Col. i. 8, That npo, as used by

the apostle elsewhere, is never without meaning (Schleiermacher)

may be true enough ;
but that it must always, when used by him

in these compounds, mean &quot;

before,&quot; is a groundless assertion
;

comp. for example only Trpoypd^G), Gal. iii. 1, Trpofo-T^, and the

like. Moreover, many expositors take Trpodrjhog here in the sense
&quot; manifest beforehand,&quot; against which comp. De Wette on the pas

sage. I agree with him in the opinion that Trpod^og is here to be

taken in the common acceptation as an intensified d/jjAo?, the same
as at Heb. vii. 14 (the irpo, intendens, in like manner as propalam).

For, looked at more closely, the word rrpd^Aoi in the sense &quot;

open

beforehand,&quot; i. e., before thejudgment, would give no suitable mean

ing, as the opposite of this would be &quot;

open afterwards,&quot; after the

judgment, which cannot be what is here meant. The apostle rather

conceives of the judgment as the goal towards which all sins and

good works arc proceeding : some before their owner, others after

him; some before the eyes of all, others hid
; there, at the judg

ment, they come all to light, it matters not whether hitherto they
have been open or hid. De Wctte is therefore right in maintaining,
that the opposition between before and after comes in first with

irpodyovaai, and that the judgment denotes the point aimed at, not

in respect of time, but of place. JJpodysiv = to go before, as

heralds
;
therefore = crying sins, which accuse their owner, or rather

their slave. Ttal de opposed to nv&v : the other kind of sins. Of
these he says, EnaicokovOovoiv, an expression especially opposed to the

TTpodyovaai ; in special reference to rrpo^Aoj, it can therefore not

mean,
&quot;

open afterwards,&quot; as the opposition to -n-pody. elg Kpiotv shews,
but something like K-pv-rrrai ;

if the apostle had used this expression,

however, he must have here also added (comp. ver. 25)
ov dvvarai but all this is concisely expressed in

sc., to judgment. These sins do not go beforehand, loudly accus

ing ;
but they come also to judgment ;

the difference is only, that

they follow their owner. This not merely is to be so in the judg

ment, but it is so, according to the words of the apostle. How can

it be here said, with De Wette, that observations are here made re

specting the various ways in which one can perceive the actions of
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men ? The apostle plainly says that in the Kpiaig everything cornea

to light.

Ver. 25. This is fully evident from ver. 25. The particle &oav~

rug places this other case of the good works on a level with the

former. The same is true of these the good works also are mani

fest, and those that are not, namely, not manifest, cannot remain

hid. Some are already open to the eyes of all, others will be open.
When this is to be

;
is shewn by the relation of this verse to ver. 24

namely, in the Kpiai$. And what is this Kpioi$ in which all good
and evil works, all crying and secretly following sins, all open and

hidden works of godliness come to light ? The question thus put
and we are at liberty to put it in no other form can be satisfacto

rily answered only by reference to the Divine judgment (the just

judgment (ie.piaig)
of God, 2 Thess. i. 5). So also Schleiermacher.

On the other hand, the most of commentators, understanding ver.

22 to refer to the ordination of presbyters, take this xpioig to mean
the trial preceding the election of these office-bearers.* Apart,

however, from what has been said on ver. 22, Kpiai$ is an unsuitable

expression for domim&iv (iii. 10), and it must first be shewn that this

word is so used in the New Testament. Further, the whole passage
would then properly belong to the 3d chapter. Moreover, the gen
eral form in which the sentiment is expressed, is inconsistent with.

this interpretation ;
it is good works and sins in general that are

spoken of (comp. ver. 25); how could it in this case be said that they

go before to judgment, or follow after, if it is the trial previous

to being chosen as presbyter that is meant ? And do all sins and

virtues really come to light in this trial ? And what relation then

has this idea namely, that all comes to light to the words, lay
hands suddenly on no man, be not partaker of other men s sins. It

does not intimate how Timothy is to act (De Wette); the relation

must rather be traced, as Leo does, thus : it is shewn how much
need there is of circumspection and consideration in the laying on

of hands, or with Mack : how the application of the necessary cau

tion will protect the church from unworthy ministers. But Leo s

interpretation is founded on an incorrect understanding of the nol

6e KOL t-TTdKohovOovoLv, which cannot mean (comp. above): admoti jam
muneribus, quales revera sunt cognoscuntur ;

and so also is Mack s

view, which assigns to the words this signification : they follow after,

so that they can remain hid only from precipitancy and frivolity,

which, as De Wette has already observed, neither affords a definite

antithesis to irpodrjhoi, nor corresponds to ver. 25 (comp. above). De

Wette s interpretation is not much better, according to which ver.

* Huther understands it of the judgment passed by others quite generally. The

sense then will be : Timothy is to be cautious in reference to ver. 23.

f The passages adduced by Planck do not prove this.
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22 is explained of restoration to the fellowship of the church, and
in reference to this, ver. 24 is understood of the moral judgment

pronounced by the church
; for, apart from every other considera

tion, it is not true that everything good as well as bad comes to

light in this judgment, nor can it be seen what end the sentiment

was designed to serve, as it contains neither a direction as to the

right procedure, nor an admonition to caution. Hence also De

Wette, instead of referring t-Tra/roA. to elg Kpiaiv as that to which it

is opposed, namely, -rrpoaj. els Kpiow, shews he ought to do takes

it quite indefinitely :

&quot; there are some whose sins are known after

wards when they have passed over their (longer or shorter) way.&quot;

What way then ? According to the preceding, it can only be the

way to the Kpiaig. And how can t-Tra/eoA., if it is not referred to the

KpioLc, signify : they are afterwards known, seeing that, on the con

trary, from, its being opposed to TrpwtyAo*, it can only mean : they
are hid ? And the whole of ver. 25 is superfluous on the supposi
tion that it refers to the laying on of hands, ver. 22, in whatever

sense this is taken. If vers. 24 and 25 accordingly can be understood

only of the Divine judgment, it may be asked in what connexion

does this stand with what precedes ? The reasons for referring

vers. 24 and 25 exclusively to ver. 22, lay hands suddenly, etc., fall

to the ground when it is understood, that it is neither the trial for

the election of presbyters, nor the moral judgment of the church,
of which they speak. The words are to be referred, then, rather to

Timothy himself, of whom the apostle has been led to speak. He
has been admonished to keep himself from the sins of others as well

as from his own sins. This admonition is then explained and en

forced in vers. 24 and 25, in which it said, that there are not merely

open but also hidden sins, as well as open and hidden good works
;

but the one class as well as the other is made manifest in the light

of the judgment, only, that the one class go before as loud witnesses,

the other as silent ones follow. Ver. 23 is indeed inserted between
;

but I do not venture to guess here at any more strict connexion
;

it

could only be in this, that the apostle perceives even something im

pure beneath that ascetical vdpoTTOTelv, which was practised by Tim

othy. Schleiermacher, who justly dissents from Theodoret with his

elra rov rrepl r^g %Eiporoviag di aha[i(3dvei Aoyov on ver. 24, seq., and

refers ver. 24, seq., strictly to ver. 23, explains the sentiment thus :

the writer aims at consoling Timothy under his delicate health, by

holding up before him the consideration, that all good works are not

equally manifest through the rewards which they bring, but still

that they cannot always remain hid. But wherefore then ver. 24 ?

And not a word is here said of reward. And indeed the critical

authorship is but too apparent in the entire explanation. Olshausen

finds in ver. 24, seq., the idea : that nothing in the man can be al-

VOL. VI 10
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together hid
;
on a careful consideration it will appear ;

he is then

for referring ver. 24 to the election of presbyters, and vers. 22 and

25 more to the person of Timothy, in which the apostle hints that

he knows well how faithful and zealous Timothy is a double refer

ence which is certainly not admissible.

6. INSTRUCTIONS TO TIMOTHY WITH KEGARD TO SLAVES. WARN
ING AGAINST THE DESIRE TO BECOME ElCH AFTER THE MANNER OF

THOSE WHO TEACH OTHERWISE. CHARGE TO BE ADDRESSED TO

THE KICH. CONCLUDING EXHORTATION.

(vi. 1-22).

&quot; In the last chapter again you have want of connexion in abun

dance,&quot;
is the judgment expressed by Schleiermacher. On compar

ing chap. vi. with chap, v., so much at least is self-evident, that the

directions which are there given to Timothy with regard to the dif

ferent members of the church are here continued, and, in particular,

that it is the distinctions of civil rank that are -here specified ;
first

of all, in vers. 1 and 2, that of the slaves, then, vers. 17-19, that of

the rich. Between these, in vers. 3-16, stands what certainly at first

sight seems strange, namely a description of the doctrines of those

who taught otherwise in their nature, their results, and their in

most source in the disposition of their authors, vers. 3-5. One
feature only, however, is selected from the rest for farther applica
tion and reflection to Timothy, namely, the avarice of these se

ducers, and Timothy is warned against this, vers. 6-10, while in vers.

11-16, he is exhorted to follow after everlasting possessions, and
referred to the glorious appearing of the King of kings and Lord

of lords who only hath immortality. Accordingly, vers. 3-16 may
be viewed as a transition to ver. 17, seq., which go on to treat of the

right use to be made of riches
;
the admonition to Timothy will

thus be inserted here precisely in the same way as at Tit. ii. 6-9

though more fully, or, as immediately before, at vers. 22 (the latter

half), between that verse and vi. 1. The concluding exhortation,
vi. 20-22, vindicates itself as a comprehensive summary of what

lay nearest the heart of the writer. If we come to this epistle with

not too high expectations respecting its method, and regard it as an

official letter to a confidential helper of the apostle, in which he

gives free expression to his feelings towards the person to whom he

writes (comp. the General Introduction 4), we shall be very well

contented with such an arrangement as has been pointed out. With

respect to the alleged unfortunate compilation from the epistle to

Titus and the second to Timothy, it will suffice to refer, against

Schleiermacher, to Planck, p. 217, seq.
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Vers. 1 and 2. OF THE SLAVES. Comp. Tit. ii. 9 on the rea

son of this so frequently occurring exhortation in the epistles of the

apostle. It shews itself, meanwhile, in the passage &quot;before us plainly

enough. &quot;As many as are under the yoke as slaves&quot; thus De Wette

rightly renders the words, taking dovkoi as the predicate ;
for the

distinction cannot be intended to he drawn between such slaves as

are under the yoke and such as are not. A slave is as such under

the yoke ;
the expression therefore does not imply harsh treatment,

for to this the following exhortation given in quite general terms

would not correspond ;
nor can it in itself mark the distinction be

tween such slaves as serve heathen and such as serve Christian mas
ters. The expression is rather used by the apostle in opposition to

the false ideas that were held on the subject of emancipation ;
who

soever is under the yoke is to conduct himself according to this his

position. The term v-yog used in this sense only here
; comp., how

ever, Lev. xxvi. 13, and especially the expressions &repo$vyeiv and

av&yo? used by the apostle, from which it will be seen that this

figure is not strange to him. Of these the apostle says : they are

to count their masters worthy of all honour, that the name of God
and the doctrine be not blasphemed. One can easily conceive what

danger there was, lest the Christian slave should inwardly exalt

himself above his heathen master, and look down upon him. To
meet this danger there is here required of him not merely outward

subjection, but inward esteem
;

for this is the import of the expres
sion ;

and from this feeling will spring spontaneously the right outward

conduct. *Idio$ deanoTTfi, in like manner as Idiog dvrjp = husband,

comp. Winer s Gr., 22, 7, p. 139. On the ivap], comp. Tit. ii. 5,

in a positive form ii. 10. &quot;Ovo^a Oeov
;
with reference to the confes

sion of the Christian. These masters are not to have it in their

power to say : what kind of god is the God of the Christians, if

those who confess him, etc.

Ver. 2 now treats of Christian slaves under Christian masters,
the apostle having had in his mind in ver. 1 Christian slaves under

masters who were not Christian, as appears from the words that the

name of God, etc. As to those a warning against exalting them
selves above their masters is addressed, so to these is addressed with

the same propriety, a warning against falsely placing themselves on

a level with their masters.
&quot;

Those, however, who have believing
masters are not to despise them because they are brethren, but they
are to serve them all the more, because they are faithful and be

loved who receive the benefit.&quot; The sense of the whole then is :

such slaves are not to see, in the fact of their masters being their

brethren in Christ, a reason for despising them (for to place them
selves on a level with those to whom they owe subjection is already
to. despise them); but they are rather to find in this circumstance a
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motive to serve the more, i. e., to do all the more what their posi

tion as slaves lays upon them. It is represented as objectively true

that they are brethren, but it is a false inference from this that they
are to be despised ;

it rather follows that the slaves are to serve the

more. Instead of despising them, they are rather all the more .to

serve them. MaAAov in opposition to the preceding, and, as the fol

lowing on shews, is not = &quot;

rather/
7

but = &quot;

so much the more.&quot;

On the sense of the following on there can hardly be any doubt. It

must certainly be the intention of the apostle to shew, in opposi
tion to what precedes, how the truth expressed in they are brethren

lays under obligation to precisely an opposite conduct (comp. Schlei-

errnacher). What sense can be obtained by explaining the on, etc.,

thus : because the slaves who are devoted to their duty SXQfaithful
and beloved ? which in itself is a strange idea. Or thus : because

the masters who are studious to bestow benefits are faithful and be

loved ? Or thus : because the masters who enjoy the favour

%dpi (= are fellow Christians), are faithful and beloved ? And,
if we descend to particulars, much might be said against each

of these interpretations. How does evepyeaia come to have the

signification of %apig ? And why this strange circumlocution for

the simple tcoivwvol rrjg xdpiTog, which the words according to this

interpretation ought to express, but which they in reality do not

express ? And, as regards the interpretation mentioned before

this, can the expression ol rrjg evepy. dvnX. (== who are studious to

bestow benefits) be all at once applied as a principle to all Christian

masters ? And must not then el have been used instead .of -on ?

But el could certainly not have been used
;

for the apostle will not,

assuredly, make the performance of duty on the part of the slaves

to be dependent on any such condition, comp. De Wette, Mack.

Commentators have allowed themselves to be misled by the expres
sions evepyeaia and dvn^afi(3dvsadai from the right interpretation,
which is furnished by the context itself. Already Schleiermacher

thinks we are not at liberty to suppose, that the expression evepyeaia

is used of slaves towards their masters. But why not, if by this is

to be understood a service all the more zealous as proceeding from

Christian love to the master as one who is a believer and beloved (in

the sense of Rom. i.&quot; 7, beloved of God)? De Wette says well,
&quot; the clause is parallel with the preceding, because they are breth

ren .... only the subject which is there suppressed is here ex

pressed, and it is so with reference to the service which is to be done

from a Christian motive (fUAov), and which, as concisely denoted

by evepyeaia, is delicately indicated instead of being plainly saLl :

but they are the more to serve, and to perform their service with

good will (Eph. vi. 7) as a benefit, because those to whom they per
form it are believers and beloved.&quot; There

is, moreover, in a grain-
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matical point of view, nothing to hinder our taking evepyeaia in its

general signification = &quot; kind
act,&quot;

and thus referring it to the

jucUAov dovkeveiv (cornp. Passow). The passage Acts iv. 9 is also no

proof against this. AvTihafjipdveoOai., however, occurs twice (Luke
i. 54 and Acts xx. 35), with the genitive of the person,

= to tako

care of, and in connexion with the genitive of the thing (for exam

ple, (bthoa&piac )
it generally signifies

&quot;

to be diligently intent on a

thing ;&quot;
but the signification participem esse, percipere, is, as De

Wette remarks, perfectly consistent with the general use of the

word = percipere by the senses (comp. Passow), and is confirmed by
Eisner in a citation from Porph. de abstin. 1, 46 : pjre toOiuv -nhuo-

vuv i]dovtiv dvriXi]Tperai. Or may we not suppose, that the apostle,

glancing at the reciprocal relation subsisting between the master

and the slave, and going back to the original signification of the

compound verb, uses dvriA,ai$av6[ievoi in the sense &quot; to receive in

return&quot; in like manner as dv-tdG) (cornp. Passow)? This is not so

unlikely with Paul especially, who forms new compounds just as he

needs them. The oft-recurring ravra didaoiis, cornp. Tit. ii. 15
;
and

iv. 11, iv. 7 of our epistle^ reminds us that we have before us epistles

addressed to fellow-teachers of the apostle.

Vers. 3-16. THOSE WHO TEACH OTHEKWISE THEIR EAGERNESS

AFTER GAIN WITH RESPECT TO WHOM TIMOTHY IS WARNED AND
ADMONISHED. When we observe how the writer pauses at the

words, thinking that gain is godliness, ver. 5, and directs against
this the whole admonition that follows, we shall either have to

suppose with the critics, that it happens to him as to those &quot; who

speak without motive and without call, and just because they have

no definite aim, are not able to come to a conclusion&quot; (Schleier-

macher), and that therefore he is led by the words of ver. 5 to

make this diatribe against avarice
; or, on the other hand, that in

connection with the didaaKSj and in opposition to it, he adverts

again to the teaching of other things, in order that while he pour-

trays to Timothy its frightful form as a whole, he may single out

and give prominence to one feature, that of the love of gain, and

warn Timothy especially against it. The opinion which any one

forms on this point will be determined by the impression which the

epistle makes upon him as a whole.&quot;&quot; If Paul is the writer, we may
well conceive that &TepodiSaoKa/\,el}

as also De Wette and Leo

observe, stands in opposition to the foregoing didaaKe, without

having to suppose that the apostle in this loses sight of his proper

* Loo (p. 57) notices the apostle s manner towards the end of his epistles solutiori

ordine singula cumulare prsecopta. But chap. vi. in no way differs in this respect from

the other sections of the epistle ;
the particular points are there handled, ver. 1, 2

;
3-16

;

17, seq., just in the same manner as those in the preceding parts. Leo s remark, how

ever, is certainly applicable to the Pastoral Epistles as a whole.
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object in the mention of the v-epodidaoKakeiv. It is certainly the

apostle s manner elsewhere to take up and pursue a word in this

way, and yet at the same time not to lose the train of thought as a

whole. Comp. Schleiermacher, p. 160, seq.
&quot; If any one teach

differently, and consent not to the sound words of our Lord Jesus

Christ, and the doctrine which leads to godliness, he is surrounded

as with a
fog,&quot;

etc. Et rig = &quot;

every one who
;&quot;

a case is supposed
which already exists in concreto, i. 3, seq. The apostle then has

this definite form of the KTspodidaaKaheiv in view, and hot a teaching-

otherwise in general. The irepodidaatcatelv is to the apostle quite a

definite idea (comp. on i. 3) ;
from which it is at once apparent,

how he can with propriety in the apodosis of the sentence, which

certainly begins with rsrv^-at (De Wette), connect with the gen
eral and hypothetical protasis el 71$, etc., so definite a description
of the erepodiSaaicahelv according to its source and its results. That

this source and these results do not correspond to
&quot;

every imaginable

heresy&quot; (De Wette) is self-evident
;

the only question is, do they

correspond to the definite thing which is denoted by trspod. We
are therefore not at liberty, with Mosheim and Heydenreich, to un
derstand e-epod. in strict opposition to ravra didaoKs as a teaching of

something different respecting this particular point (the slaves).

But that it is by no means &quot;

heresy&quot;
in general (De Wette) that is

here spoken of, is evident from the following explanation of the

irepod. (comp on i. 3) : and consents not to sound ivords, etc.

UpooKpxeodai, accedere, to assent to
; comp. the proof for this

signification of the word in Leo. Ty. Aoyoi = vy. did. Tit. ii. 1
;

by this is not meant heresy (comp. the remark on Tit. i. 9, ii. 1,

and on i. 3 of our epistle), but sound doctrine in opposition to that

of the seducers, which is unsound through profitless science and
moral weakness, as also De Wette himself admits, inasmuch as he

takes the expression to be synonymous with
?j

K.a~ evotfieiav didaa-

Kakia. The opposition, therefore, is directly only that between a

doctrine which leads to godliness and one which has in it no power
of godliness. Comp. also the Gen. Introd. The very expression,
the doctrine which leads to godliness, is unnecessarily added in our

passage as a more especial explanation of the preceding ; comp. on

the expression our observations on Tit. i. 1, dXriQeia ?)
/car evoefieiav= quae ad pietatern ducet (Leo).

Ver. 4. The apodosis begins with this verse, and not with dfyia-

raao, ver. 5
;

all ground for the latter supposition, so unnatural in

itself, disappears when el rig erepod. is rightly interpreted. Com
pare, moreover, De Wette. Te-ntywTew = he is surrounded with

fog, comp. on iii. 6. This is further explained by ^dev e-niard^evoc.

and in a positive form cU/U voativ, etc. De Wette gives rightly the

connexion of the thought thus : he is encompassed with proud con-
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ceit, without at the same time understanding anything, etc. Such

persons are wanting in the knowledge of the truth which leads to

godliness, consequently in that knowledge which is wholesome
;
in

its place come tftrrjaeis, questions of controversy, and Aoyojuo^taj,

verhal altercations, which do not lead to godliness, and thereby to

spiritual soundness
;
hence voaelv. This metaphor, and particularly

its use here, is explained by the peculiar form of this ~epod. ; comp.
the Gen. Introd. Z^T^aetf, controversial questions, comp. on Tit. iii.

9, and above, i. 4. Aoyop,a%i(u,= verbal altercations, de verbis magis

quam de rebus (Calvin) ;
a controversy which can spring only from

selfishness, and not from love to the truth, as the results also show.

On Kepi as denoting the object about which, so to speak, anything
moves = circa, comp. Winer s Gr., 49, I, p. 361. Leo and De
Wette are for understanding voaelv = &quot;

to suffer in the mania for.&quot;

The opposition to vy. dtSaoKaMa, vytaiveiv v mareiy Tit. i. 13, does

not point to such a meaning; the signification itself, however, is

demonstrably correct. This is the state of mind belonging to those

who teach otherwise. The consequences of their questions and

word-strifes are then stated in the words that follow : eg &v yiverai,

etc.,
= from which proceeds envy, dissension, slanders, evil sus

picion, lasting contests of men of corrupt minds and destitute of the

truth, who look upon godliness as gain. The identity of the persons
here characterized with those elsewhere referred to in the epistles

is evident from the features in this description, comp. the Gen.

Introd., and on Tit. i. 14. By the ftXaa^fiicu are to be understood

not blasphemies against God
3 but, as the other characteristics show,

mutual slanders
;

in like manner the vnovoiai nov. are to be taken

in the sense = malevolaD de iis qui alias partes sequuntur ....

suspiciones (Leo.) The word occurs only here
;
vnovoew frequently

in the Acts of the Apostles.

Ver. 5. ILapadiarpipai is the common reading ;
the best accred

ited (comp. Lachmann, Tischendorf ) is dLarcapaTpifiai. On the signi

fication, comp. Winer s Gr. 16, 4, B., p. 92 : the former= useless

disputations, the latter == lasting enmities, contests. That the

latter also corresponds better to the context inasmuch as vanas

disputationes have already been denoted by Aoyo//. and it is strife

that is spoken of in the context has been shown by Leo in his ex

cellent investigation of this word, p. 60. Olshausen too is of the-

opinion here preferred. The inmost source of these pursuits in the

disposition of those men is then indicated in the words men of cor

rupt minds, etc., substantially the same as in ver. 4, he is proud,.

etc. The description is the same as elsewhere, comp. on
6ie&amp;lt;pG. }

Tit.,

i. 15
;
on dnearepT^Kvuv, etc., above on i. 19

;
Tit. i. 14. This last

predicate shows plainly that that teaching of other things, against

which Timothy is warned, did not emanate from those who from
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the first insisted on the Pharisaico-judaistic stand-point, but from

those who, after they had come into the possession of the true

knowledge, knew neither how to value nor preserve this possession,

in consequence of this deficiency, and thus were led into the by

paths of a pretendedly deeper gnosis and higher ascetical holiness

of which they then made a trade. And if they were Jewish Christ

ians (Tit. i. 10, etc., comp. the Gen. Introd.), it was most natural

that they should connect their secret wisdom with the Old Testa

ment, after the manner of the Cabbala, the elements of which were

already in existence at that time. The sense of the passage before

us is that such were inwardly already destitute of the truth, for

the reception of which they had not enough of moral integrity ;
but

it by no means follows from this, that their doctrines must therefore

have bean heresies properly so-called. How far this inward desti

tution had gone with them, is shown most clearly by the last

feature in the description, namely that they look upon and treat

piety as a means of gain, cornp. Tit. i. 11. How very striking here

again is that which by many is always characterised ~as a defect,

namely, that so little is said by way of refuting the errors ! Here

nothing more is necessary than a description of this pursuit setting

before us its source and its aim ; comp. the Gen. Introd. This last

feature it is which the apostle keeps in his eye, and which in my
opinion he had in view from the first, only he conld not refrain from

holding up before Timothy, a complete picture of this teaching

against which he warns him. The last words of this verse, d&amp;lt;pioraoo

dTTo T&V TOLOVTUV, sue suspicious ; they are not found in A.D.*F.G.

17.67.**93. (comp. Tischendorf ), and were accordingly added in

order to mark the transition to the following warning in ver. 6.

The plural also, r&v TOIOVTUV, disturbs the connexion, as afterwards

at ver. 6 only one feature is brought into prominence. The most

recent critics have cancelled it.

In vers. 6-10 there follows the warning against such a love of

money; which, as ver. 11 shows, is also specially applied to

Timothy. It would be difficult to show how it could come into the

mind of a later writer, a disciple of Paul, belonging to the first or

.the second century, to introduce into his forged epistle admonitions

such as this addressed to Timothy, irradiated as he would be with

the splendour of the apostolic time. The warning, however, and

afterwards the admonition, ver. 11, seq., is so tenderly and spar

ingly expressed, that one has but to suppose, that the apostle did

not consider Timothy to be exalted above the reach of every temp
tation of this kind, in order to feel noway disturbed in the convic

tion of its apostolic origin. It is indeed not to be denied, that the

second epistle to Timothy, amid all the tenderness of its admoni

tions, shows that there must have been on the part of Timothy, a

.certain tendency to indolence and to shrinking from the conflict.
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Ver. (3. &quot;E#7 6s is opposed to the vofii^ovruv, ver. 5
;
but it is

really, etc.
&quot;

But godliness with contentment is a great gain (=
means of gain) ; accordingly, in opposition to the preceding, that

godliness is meant which makes the heart contented, and which

banishes from the heart the thirst for perishing treasures inasmuch

as it offers higher treasures, and just in so far as it does this is it

great gain.f Leo cites similar sentiments to this from Seneca
;

this

difference, however, is well to be observed, that there contentment in

itself is called riches, here godliness ivitli contentment ; and thus

the heart amid every outward want is then only truly rich, not

merely when it feels no need of what it has not, but when it has

that which exalts it above what it has not. On avrdpneia comp.
Phil. iv. 11.

In ver. 7 the words, with contentment, are confirmed by the sen

timent that of earthly treasures we can take nothing away with us

from the earth. This sentiment is, however, itself represented as

an inference from another certain truth, namely that we have

brought nothing with us into the world, Job. i. 21
;
Eccles. v. 15.

Hamann,
&quot; the earth makes no soul rich/ A?/Aov is wanting in

several codd., A.F.Gr. 17
;
I think with De Wette that for the sake

of the sense it should be received as genuine ;
Tischendorf also has

again received it. For, the principal idea must certainly be, that

we take nothing a\vay with us
;

but without drfiov this would

appear as the reason of what goes before.

Ver. 8.
&quot;

If, however, we have food and covering let us therewith

be content.&quot; The ZXOVTSS &amp;lt;5e is in opposition to the ovde efrv. n dw.

The expressions &arpo&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;?/
and 0KeTrao[ia are ana!- keyo/jieva in the New

Testament. Several commentators understand dwelling as included

in the one-rcdana ; certainly with reason, comp. Leo. On the con

junctive which several codd. have here, comp. Winer s Gr., 13, i.

p. 70.

Ver. 9. In opposition to the contented, ver. 8, the apostle goes
on to say : but they who wish to be rich (flovXo^evoL, not fleAovre^,

comp. Leo) fall into temptation and a snare, and many foolish and

hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and perdition. The

TTEipaa^j temptation to unjust gain, already in itself denotes a sin

ful state (James i. 14), which contradicts the command not to let

ourselves be drawn away of lust. They do not stop, however, at

the temptation merely, but go also into the snare, the snare of the

devil, iii. 7
;
and the one sin becomes the fruitful parent of the

*
Elegaiiter et non sine ironica correctione in contrarmm sensum eadem verbo retor-

quet. Calvin (Huther).

f De Wette thinks it wrong that the baseness implied in perverting what is holy into

a means of gain is not expressly rebuked. If the apostle had been rebuking those ad

versaries, he would not have omitted this. But he is dealing with Timothy.
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others
;
with the one evil lust many others join themselves : for so

are the t7n6v[iiai to be understood, as ver. 10 shows, in which the

sense of these words is confirmed by root of all evil, etc. Avorjroi

for this, and not dvovrj-oi, must be taken as the true reading,

comp. Tischendorf and (3ha(3spat, noxiaa, are the epithets applied

to these lusts, foolish and noxious, noxious, namely, to those who

are ensnared by them
;
one has but to call to mind Eph. iv. 22,

imdviuai TTJ^ dirdri]^ : they deceive unto death. But our passage
itself explains the epithet in the words alnreg, etc., which sink (the

word in its proper signification, Luke v. 7) men elg oXedpov KU.I

dnukeiav. By this is not meant destruction in the moral sense (De
Wette) for they are already in this, but destruction in the emphatic
sense in which dnukeia is elsewhere used by the apostle, Kom. ix.

22
;
Phil. i. 28, etc.; 6he6po$, however (used only by the apostle in

the New Testament, 1 Cor. v. 5
;

1 Thess. vi. 3
;

2 Thess. i. 0)

denotes destruction in general (as well temporal as eternal, comp.
the passages) to which the more definite idea of d-n&heia is added to

make it stronger. Olshausen understands ofoOpoc; exclusively of

temporal destruction.

Ver. 10. That these are the consequences of desiring to be rich

is now confirmed, in like manner as at ver. 7, by a general, and as

it would seem proverbially acknowledged truth : for the love of

money is a root of all evil. When De Wette objects that an avari

cious man may yet possess certain virtues, and also, that other lusts

may quite destroy a man, he stretches the sense of the words too

far : for in these no more is said, than that a germ of all evil lies in

the love of money, by which it is neither, on the one hand, main

tained that all evil must manifest itself in every lover of money, nor

on the other hand, is it denied that there are other vices which like

wise carry in them, the beginnings of all evil. Fortunately, man is

inconsistent also in evil.
T

Hf nveg, etc. In proof of this sentiment,
the apostle mentions examples of those wliprn the love of money has

made to err from the faith. Much has been made of the impropri

ety in the connection of 7\g opey., on the ground that the fakapyvpla

itself is an opef^. That the expression is inexact as fa refers only
to the idea of money implied in the faXapyvpia -is true

;
but it is

strange that any attempt should be made to draw from this impro

priety a proof against the Pauline origin of the epistle. Analogous

examples, as Baumgarten has observed, are to be found in Kom.

viii. 24 ;
Acts xxiv. 15, where ekni$ denotes at one time the hope,

at another the object of the hope. I think, with De Wette, against

Leo and Matthies, tjiat
it is incorrect to take opeyeoOai (comp. iii. Ij

Heb. xi. 16)
= deditum esse. Anen^av^O^aav, etc. (comp. Mark

xiii. 22), in a reflex signification ; they are turned away from the

faith. The open departure from the faith is to the apostle the
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strongest proof of that assertion.
&quot; And have pierced themselves

through with many pains.&quot; By these pains are to be understood

the gnawings of conscience, the harbingers of the future d-nukeia,

ver. 9. The expression Trepirceipa) only here
;
the same figure occurs

at Luke ii. 35. In the same manner as here it is used in Josephus,
B. J. III. 7, 31

;
Diodor. Sic. etc., comp. Leo, Wahl.

Yer. 11. The writer now passes to the positive side of the sub

ject from the warning against desiring to be rich, to the exhorta

tion to strive after the attainment of those possessions in which

alone true riches consist. The Christian is not required, on the one

hand, to renounce anything without having offered to him, on the

other, a rich compensation ;
that which he gives up for the sake of

Christ, he shall receive again in him an hundred fold, Matth. xix.

29
;
Mark x. 30. This positive side forms the specific character of

the Christian exhortation
; comp. on ver. 6. But thou the apostle

thus turns to Timothy man of God, flee this, and follow after

righteousness, piety, faith, love, patience, mildness. But thou, in

opposition to some, ver. 10. The whole of the following exhorta

tion, not merely ver. 11, but vers. 11-16, does not extend beyond
what belongs to Christians in general, and accordingly has no refer

ence to the special calling of Timothy. From this it will at once

appear that the title which is here given to Timothy, dvdp. rov 6eov,

which certainly stands in a real connexion with the following exhor

tation, is not to be referred to the official calling of Timothy, and

in this sense to be placed along with the S^N-E^ of the Old Tes

tament (1 Sam. ix. 6, etc., comp. with 2 Pet. i. 21); this designa
tion in reference to the prophet implies an allusion which is not

applicable to the diddaKahog ;
the expression is not used differently

here from 2 Tim. iii. 17, and its sense is given in such passages as

Jam. i. 18 : d-eKvqaav rj^dg, etc. He who thus belongs to God as

his creature cannot regard the earthly as his highest good ; only the

man of this world can do so. But it also follows from the above

remark that ravra in the words ravra favye is not, as many think,
to be referred to vers. 3-10, but specially to the above-mentioned

fyiXapyvpia together with its results, ver. 10. The whole of the fol

lowing exhortation, chiefly also vers. 15 and 1G, shews that the

apostle has this point in view (comp. infra), and ver. 17, seq.,

shews this in like manner, as De Wette has already observed.

frequently used by the apostle in this

v. 10. AiKaioavvi-j in the same general sense as

Tit. ii. 12, where likewise dtKalug and evaf-fi&s are connected
; comp.

on the passage. Special aspects of this are then denoted in the

following characteristics : faith, love, patience (comp. on Tit. ii. 2),

mildness (= mansuetudo, corap. on Tit. iii. 2).
We have but to

compare Matth. v. 5 in order to understand why these are here spe-
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cially mentioned. Qihapyvpia and TTpaorrjg cannot exist together.

Instead of rrpaor^ra A.F.G., etc., have TrpavTrdOeiav which Tischen-

dorf has adopted (= meekness). On the omission of the article,

Winer s Gr., 19, 1, p. 109.

Ver. 12. &quot;Fight the good fight of faith, lay hold on eternal life,

to which thou art called and hast professed the good profession be

fore many witnesses.&quot; Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 24
; seq.; Phil. iii. 12, seq.

If we have the same author before us here as in these passages, then

here too he has in his mind the figure of the agonistic contests.

Leo admits that in the preceding verses it is Christian striving in

general that is spoken of, but he finds in ver. 12 a transition to

those qualities which more immediately belong to a minister of the

church. I can see nothing of this, and the comparison of the pas

sages just adduced, as also 2 Tim. iv. 7, likewise shews nothing of

the kind, and by evrohrj, ver. 14, is to be understood even accord

ing to Leo the Christian commandment in general. We have here

therefore not to do with Timothy as an evangelist, but as an indi

vidual., as also De Wette perceives ; only that he from his critical

point of view draws from this another objection against the author,
as if nothing of a purely personal nature could properly find a place
in this epistle. At the expression emhafiov rijg aluv.

.,
Schleier-

macher has taken offence on the two following grounds : 1, because

Paul never uses the word elsewhere, and it occurs here twice in

immediate succession to which we have already replied in the

General Introduction with examples from other epistles ;
and 2, be

cause it is strange to find the imperative in connexion with %
aiuviov, inasmuch as eternal life can only be expected from God.

This objection will disappear if only we keep in view the words,
&quot; in and through the fight ;&quot;

for to him who faithfully fights, eternal

life is sure as the crown of victory. Comp. Winer s Gr., 43, 2, p.

279 :

&quot; the tmX. rr^ fai^ is to be represented as the result of the

conflict, but as the thing which is to be striven after, and eraA. does

not signify to obtain, to receive
;
the asyndeton is not without effect/

In the expression el$ ?}v cic^TJdrjg (ital after TJV is to be cancelled,

comp. Tisckendorf ) the figure is not to be retained
;

it is quite the

same here as at Phil. iii. 14 (comp. on the passage and Be Wette on

the present passage). Leo and others are for referring elg i\v also to

what follows, but the reference would not be homogeneous, and the

w/jo^o. does not need it. De Wette is therefore right when he .says,

that KOL w/zoA. is simply placed co-ordinately with the preceding. All

that is necessary to account for the use of the expression dpohoyeiv

b\jLO\oyiav maybe found in the writings of Paul, as Schleiermacher him

self acknowledges ;
but the /ca/b) 6p. 3

as bethinks, looks very strange.

It must be supposed that the words
&amp;lt;V.

ic. 6/z., as they stand so closely

connected with the KRhrjOi]v }
denote a particular fact, as does also
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the expression fyohoyia Xpiarov. This is unquestionably true
;
and

he who does not wish to know more than can be known, may learn

from the passages, i. 18, iv. 14, and 2 Tim. i. 4, to what fact he is to

refer this fy/oAoy/a. Comp. Matthies, p. 417. In those passages, it

is true, only the laying of hands on Timothy and the prophecies

concerning him are spoken of; the passage before us supplements
those statements in precisely the same way as 2 Tim. i. 6 supple
ments 1 Tim. iv. 14, and this again 1 Tim. i. 18. If there, it is the

calling of Timothy, and here his personal character and conduct

which the apostle has especially in view, it will at once be evident,

why here it is the o^oAoym, and there the SmOeats and the irpo^reL }

which the apostle holds up before him. If due attention then be

given to the difference in the context (comp. also Bottger a. a. 0.,

p. 12, seq.), no reason will appear for going beyond the allusion

which we find in other passages to Timothy s entrance on his offi

cial calling ;
no reason, therefore, for supposing any allusion to his

baptism, still less to a confession made by him before his enemies in a

time of persecution, to which indeed, apart from every other con

sideration, the expression 6p r. itah. 6p. does not well correspond

(comp. Leo and also De Wette). If any one thinks that this ex

pression &quot;savours of a later date,&quot; he must just be allowed to think

so
;
there is nothing in it at which any one can justly find reason to

stumble. This confession is called good, not on account of the

prompt courage with which Timothy made it, but on account of its

import ;
it is the Christian confession as such that is meant ;* only,

this must not be supposed to imply any definite formula
; comp. on

the following verse, ver. 13.
&quot; The exhortation rises as in ver. 21

;

2 Tirn. iv. 1
5
to a solemn protestation,&quot; De Wettc. I give thee

charge the apostle writes in the sight of God, who keeps all

things alive, and Christ Jesus, who under Pontius Pilate witnessed

the good confession, that thou keep the commandment without spot,

unrcbukeable, etc. It is of importance here to decide whether the

reading is faoyovovvrog or (*)onoiovvro$. The codd. A.D.F.G., etc.,

are in favour of the former (comp. Tischendorf ); it is also easier

evidently to account for the more common fadnotovv-os having arisen

out of faoyovovvrog, which occurs again only twice, Luke xvii. 33

and Acts vii. 1-9, than vice versa to account for the latter having
arisen out of the former. Further, as faoyovslv in the Scripture

phraseology, both of the Old and New Testament (comp. Leo), is

= vivum conservarCj such a sense might seem to involve a difficulty

when compared with Rom. iv. 17, etc. In fine, rd mivra is also in

favour of faoyovovvrog, for faoTroielv rd rrdvra can nowhere be shewn

in the sense of raising to life. If, accordingly, we take the reading
to be faoyovovvrog rd -ndvra,, we shall not find in the words an allu-

* So also Hutkor assigning its proper force to tho article.
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sion to the resurrection, but only to the all-preserving power of

God. The apostle here points Timothy to the present manifesta

tion of the power and glory of God, as afterwards at ver. 14, seq.,

to the future revelation of this, in order to encourage him the man

of God to the right conduct, ver. 14. He belongs to him who

bears and preserves all
; by him has he been called to eternal life on

condition of faithfully fighting the fight of faith
;
how should he

depart from him who is the Lord of all life, and turn again to that

which is naught ? Those who adopt the common reading faonoiovv-

rog (De Wette and others), find in the words encouragement not to

shrink from death in the cause of Jesus Christ. But, as we have

already seen, it is not the conduct of Timothy in his calling, that

is here spoken of, comp. vers. 11-13, 14. We must rather there

fore connect faorroiovvrog ra ndvra with the exhortation to lay hold

on eternal life. ver. 12. Still less will that interpretation do, if with

Mack we take faorr. from whom is all life, and in whose hand the

life of every creature stands
;
in which sense the other reading is

decidedly to be preferred. Kai Xpio-ov Irjoov, etc. These words

also are variously interpreted. With respect, first of all, to the con

struction, De Wette has rightly shewn in opposition to Mack and

Matthies, that TV/V KaMjv b^o^ojiav cannot be separated from fiap-

rvpTjaavrog and connected with TrapayyeAAw : 1, the verb does not

correspond to this
; 2, r. Kah.

fyt. has nothing pointing back to this

verb
; 3, nor does the following idea, expressed by the Evrohrj, which

is not implied in the o^o/loym, agree with this. We must therefore

take fiapr. and rr\v tc. 6p. together. What then is the sense ? It

has already been said of Timothy that he has made the good con

fession, and on the ground of this he is in ver. 12, as also in ver. 14

exhorted to the right conduct. He does not need therefore an ex

ample of a good confession, as is generally supposed in explanation
of this passage, for what is required of him is not to confess, but on

the ground of the confession made by him to keep the commandment.
And is it to be supposed, asks Matthies with reason, that what has

just been ascribed to Timothy, should now in so entirely similar a

form be predicted of Christ ? And why is not here also 6/zoAoyif-

and not ^aprvpTJoavrog ? Non differt naprvpelv rrjv 611. from

lv ~?]v fy/., observes Leo. But wherefore then the change ?

And where else shall we find paprvpelv synonymous with dpokoyeiv ?

The former is everywhere = to testify, to bear witness to the truth

of a thing, the latter is always to confess, which has directly nothing
to do with the truth or untruth of a thing, but only with its rela

tion to the person confessing, its acknowledgment or rejection by the

individual. Comp. only a passage such as Rom. x. 2, ix. 10, and it

will at once be seen, how widely the two expressions are distin

guishable from each other. Thus then the words rov papr. . . . ri)v
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Ka/(rjv 6a. will mean not :

&quot; he has laid down a good confession/ but,
u

testified, given testimony to its truth / and Timothy who has

laid down this good confession, is accordingly referred hera to the

certainty of this confesssion, in so far as Christ has given testimony
to it. Thus by the

rj KaArj opoAoyia, ver. 12 and ver. 14, is to l:e un

derstood one and the same thing, namely, the Christian confession,

which is in itself good.* On this also will depend the interpreta
tion which is assigned to poprrpTJoavTog err/ IT. II., which according to

the one view will be understood specially of the testimony of Christ

before Pilate (John xviii. 35, eeq.; Matth. xxvii. 11), according to

the other, of the testimony to the truth in his sufferings and death,
tra = under (comp. for this, passages in De Wette); the second of

these interpretations is accordingly to be preferred.

Ver. 14. Thus then Timothy being reminded that it is the

Lord of all life who hath called him, that it is a sure confession by
which he hath bound himself is exhorted to keep the command
ment ivithout spot, etc. We have as yet seen no reason to depart
from the supposition founded on ver. 11, that it is not Timothy s

calling which is here spoken of, but his personal conduct. How can

tvroArj here signify munus demandatum (Bretschneider), or the

doctrine which is committed to him (De Wette), especially as the

word is without any pronominal reference back to Timothy ? And
as this signification does not agree with the context, so neither is

it grammatically well founded : for in the passage John xii. 20, eV-

TOATJ avrov has the sense= &quot; doctrine which has been laid down/
only in virtue of its reference back to ver. 49. And in fine, ripely

TTJV evroA /jv has, according to constant usage, as Schleiermacher al

ready observes (comp. Wahl on rripelv), invariably the sense &quot;

to ob

serve, to obey a command/ There is no reason here for departing
from this the usual signification. EvroXrj then is not the Christian

doctrine in general, but as Leo and others (Olshaiisen
= all that

Christ hath commanded) understand it = the Christian doctrine in

its morally binding and disciplining aspect, Tit. ii. 11, as also 2 Pet.

ii. 21, iii. 2, as vopog for the Christian
; comp. John xiii. 34.f

&quot; The
exhortation then is confined to morality/ urges De Wette as an ob

jection ;
but that it should be so is precisely what the context re

quires. &quot;AoTTiAav and dvenifajTrrov are not then, as many think, f to be

connected with KVTOATJV as its predicates^ but with ere, and denote

the effect of keeping the commandment. This construction is suffi

ciently justified by the ere which immediately precedes, and by the

definite sense of TTjpfjaat, T//V tvroAijv, while it by no means confuses

* Huther takes papr. = tty/oAoyeZr, and understands by the opohoyia the confession

which we find iu John xviii. 37. He ought to have adhered to his interpretation of

ver. 12.

f So also Huther, rrapayyeAm, i. 5. \ Also Huther.
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the whole, as Schleiermacher thinks. For damXog (vitii expers)
Schleiermacher himself refers to Eph. v. 27

; comp. besides James

i. 27
;

1 Pet. i. 19
;
2 Pet. iii. 14. On dvemX^ros see at iii. 2.

Until, etc., a thoroughly Pauline connexion of ideas, comp. 1 Cor.

i. 8
;
Phil. i. 6, 10, etc. Leo well : ultimum terminum, ad quern

usque Timotheo t] IVTO\I] servanda sit, ponit apostolus ; comp. on

Phil. i. 6. On tm^dveia = Trapovata comp. on Tit. ii. 13, and

2 Thess. ii. 8.

In vers. 15 and 16 the apostle describes this future appearing as

what God is to bring about, whose majesty and glorious riches are

represented in the epithets which are added. On aaipolg ISiou; comp.
Tit. i. 3. Schleiermacher finds in the unusual form of expression

7^0. deigei a decided specimen of patchwork. But if err^aVem, in

contradistinction to -napovaia, gives especial prominence to the ele

ment of visibility in this revelation, why should the connexion with

dd&i have an appearance of patchwork ? What other word should

have been used instead of deifri ? It is farther alleged by Schleier

macher, that such a description of God passing into a doxology is

not consistent with what precedes. I apprehend, however, that this

description of God, as the only one who is glorious and rich, who
alone hath immortality, carries in it plainly enough an antithetical

reference to the eager striving after earthly riches which is censured

in the preceding verses. To come to particulars, Schleiermacheff

thinks that the words of this passage are borrowed from a hymn,
while Baur (p. 28) endeavours to shew that we have here a gnostic
form of expression. The former opinion, which Mack also expresses,
we may leave undecided, as in a critical point of view it is incon

siderable
;
at all events, such a supposition has more in its favour

in connexion with the passage iii. 16 than here
; comp. Mattliies

against it. In opposition to the other opinion, others have already

proved that a reference to the gnostic style of expression is not ne

cessary to the explanation of the predicates here used. On paKapiog,

comp. on i. 11
;

Tit. ii. 13. Corresponding to that which God is in

himself will be the appearing which he will at a future time show,
and its results for those who keep the commandments. Kot fivvof

dwdaTTjs is likewise designed to shew the greatness and majesty of

God, from whom the
im&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;. proceeds. The word dvvdarrjg is,

in its

general application, not foreign to the New Testament usage (Luke
i. 52

;
Acts viii. 27); applied to God as here, it occurs at leas!: in

2 Mace. iii. 24, xii. 15, xv. 23. The epithet povos is used in a simi

lar way here to Born. xvi. 27 : ii6vu oo&Z Otti
;
Jude 25

;
Rev. xv.

4. He is dvvdorrjg in a way in which no other is. ISTo one surely

will maintain that it is necessary to suppose here any polemical al

lusion to the polytheism or dualism of the Gnostics. Expressions

parallel to the following epithets, fiaoikevs r&v
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T&amp;gt;V KvpievovTGiv (comp. i. 17), which determine more exactly the

ftovog dw. may be pointed out in the Old and New Testaments
;

Deut. x. 17
;

Ps. xcv. 3
;
2 Mace. xiii. 4

;
3 Mace. v. 35

; Matth.

v. 35 ; Rev. i. 5, xvii. 14, xix. 16. Comp. also passages such as

Eph. i. 21, iii. 10
;

Col. i. 16
;
Rom. viii. 38

;
1 Cor. xv. 24.

Ver. 16. Who only hath immortality. Ovoia yap dOdvarog,
ov iiETovoicbj Theodoret. He is therefore the source of immor

tality to all who are partakers in it
;
out of him is death. (With

reference to the Son, John v 26). On the relation which this pre
dicate hears to the subject treated of in the context, see above.

The idea is not expressed by the apostle in the same form any
where else, but we certainly do not need the gnosis of the second

century in order to its explanation. The expression dOavaoia is used

again by the apostle only at 1 Cor. xv. 53. The predicate which

comes last expresses also the exceeding majesty of God : $g okwv

dnpoairoVj ov
3 etc., on which Theophylact observes : w ovdelg -rrpoaeh-

6elv dvvarai did rrjv dyav Aaprpdr^ra, and Theophilus ad Autol., p. 72

(ed. Col.) : d rw 7J/Uoj eAa%tarw ov-i oroi^eiM ov dvvarai dvOpG)~o$

drsvlaai did ri]v vrrepfidXXovoav Oepprjv KOI dvvafuv Tr&g ov%l fj,aXhov ry
rov Oeov do^y dveit(j)pdoT(i) ovoy avOpwxo^ Ovrjrbg ov dvvarat,

dvT(t)7T7i&amp;lt;jai

(cited by Heydenreich, p. 321). Baur thinks that this expression
bears a peculiar resemblance to the gnostic cast of conception ;

the

designation, however, is derived from the Old Testament, comp.
Ps. civ. 2

; Ezek. i. 26, seq., and passages such as Eccles. vii. 26,

and 1 John i. 5
;
Heb. i. 3

;
Col. i. 15. The words are not to be

understood as merely intimating the incomprehensibleness of God,
but agreeably to the context, as descriptive of his majesty, in re

spect of his essential nature, as the consequence of which is then

specified in the relative clause the absolute invisibility of God.

Mack is altogether wrong when he takes the words in connexion with

in due time, and understands them of the unsearchableness of the

Divine counsels. Comp. on the relative clause, John i. 18
;
1 John,

iv. 12. Further, Col. i. 15
;
Heb. xi. 27, where God is described as

doparog. Our passage says nothing else than what we find in these*

passages. The last words of this verse form a doxology with which

the apostle winds up this description of God : to whom be honour,

and power everlasting, comp. 1 Pet. iv. 11, v. 11
;
Rev. i. 6, v. 13

;

Jude 25. Kpdrog is power in its application outwards, comp. Har-.

less on Eph. i. 19
;
hence the connexion with p?,

Vers. 17-19. CONCERNING THE RICH, Some have considered

the foregoing doxology as properly the conclusion of the epistle, and

these verses, together with what follows, as a mere supplement.
Without reason

;
for a doxology does not necessarily stand precisely

at the conclusion of the whole epistle, as maybe seen in i. 17
; Rom.

xi. 36, while ver. 17 stands in quite a natural connexion with. v.er..

VOL. VI. 11
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5, seq.; from speaking of the desire to be rich the apostle proceeds
to speak of those who are rich. Similarly already Schleiermacher,

p. 227. Even the manner in which the apostle expresses himself in

this passage shews that he has this connexion in view. Tolg nhov-

GLOK; iv TGJ vvv al&w placed at the beginning of the sentence, evi

dently involves an opposition to another kind of riches (not therefore

to ver. 19, as De Wette thinks), those riches, namely, to which the

apostle has directed the attention of Timothy in the preceding,
where he reminds him of the appearing which the blessed God will

in due time shew. Ev r&amp;lt;3 vvv al&vi (comp. Winer s Gr., 20, 2,

p. 123) is to be connected with rolg Trhovaici?, so as to form one idea.

Other MSS., D.E., some versions and church Fathers, have rov vvv

ai&voSj comp. Tischendorf. The apostle now shews in a few brief

sentences what disposition ought to be cherished by those who have

riches, what use they ought to make of their riches, and the conse

quences of their making such use of them. In ver. 17 the apostle
warns the rich against a twofold danger : against haughtiness

i Zi&amp;gt; the opposite of TaTTeivo^poavvr], comp. Kom. xii. 20, ra

Qpovelv), and against that which lies at the root of haughti

ness, namely, trust in riches. MqSe jjfariKevai (on the Perf. comp. iv.

10), im TT^OVTOV ddrj^orrjTi : the expression itself represents this

trust as misplaced, in so far as it is trust in what is uncertain and

changeable. On this mode of giving emphasis to an idea by means
of the substantive comp. Winer s Gr., 33, 2, p. 211. &quot;Ad^og pro

perly non manifestus uncertain, insecure, occurs besides at Luke
xi. 44, and is used by the apostle again only at 1 Cor. ix. 26, xiv. 8.

Theodoret :

&quot; the possession of riches is indeed insecure, for now

they accompany this person, and now they pass over to that, and
that which has many masters is possessed by none.&quot; Confidence is

rather to be placed and reposed in the living God (r&amp;lt;Ji
^tiv-i is per

haps not genuine, comp. Tischendorf
;
instead of em as before, v

= upon, in) for he it is who giveth us all things (transfertur ejus
officium ad clivitias, si spes in iis locatur Calvin) and who giveth
them el? drrohavaiv for enjoyment, not that the heart may cleave to

them.

Ver. 18. As the right use which is to be made of riches, Timo

thy is to enjoin the rich to do good (dyaBoepyelVj comp. Acts xiv. 17
= dyaOoTioidv) to be rich in good works (a stronger expression than

the foregoing, with allusion to the being rich in this ivorlcT), liberal,

ready to communicate (both expressions only here). Some have un
derstood the expression KOIVUVIKOS to mean u

social, affable,&quot;
which

is little suited to the foregoing predicates, and is against the uxus

linguai; comp. Rom. xii. 13, xv. 26
; Gal. vi. 6; Heb. xiii. 16. The

signification
&quot;

sympathising ^(Matthies) in the sense which we gen

erally attach to this word, cannot be justified grammatically, and,
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as connected with the foregoing predicates, is far too general an

idea. Substantially, the two expressions run into each other

they express the same thing in different points of view : the for

mer evitsrad. applies more especially to one whose heart does not

cleave to what he has, and who therefore gives easily and cheerfully ;

the latter KOLV. to one who gives what he has because another stands

in need of it.

Ver. 19. Of such giving to others the giver himself enjoys t-he

best fruits
;
he thereby lays by a treasure for himself (eavrols

OefieALov Kahbv elg rb UKA/^OV. Qepefaov everywhere else signifies foun

dation, base
;

it is arbitrary to understand it as = 6e^a} treasure,

and still more so to substitute as an emendation iceifiTJfaov (Cleric.),

or dfya Aiav KCLAOV (L. Bos), as the reading does not in the least de

gree fluctuate. Schleiermacher indeed maintains, that &quot; the apos
tle does not deal with metaphors in this confused manner.&quot; The

expression, however is not confused but only concise. Thefounda
tion, namely which is the sure reversion to a future possession is

itself represented as a possession, and so connected with drcoO^aavpi-

$ov~a$. De Wette rightly refers to iii. 13, (3aO[j,bv eavrolc KCLAOV -n-epi-

TTOIOVVTCLI. On the whole passage comp. Luke xvi. 9. In order that

continues the apostle (&quot;
with their feet so to speak on this foun

dation,&quot;
De Wette) they may lay hold on the true life. Trjg ovrug

is, according to A.D.*E.*F.Gr., etc., decidedly to be preferred to the

other reading, rr/e alaviov as at ver. 12.

Ver. 20-22. CONCLUDING EXHORTATION AND BENEDICTION.

Vers. 20 and 21 evidently stand as a comprehensive concluding ex

hortation, in which the main point is again brought into notice,

similar examples of which we find in other epistles of the apostles

(comp. for example 1 Cor. xvi. 13
;
2 Cor. xiii. 11

; Eph. vi. 10
;

Phil. iv. 4). This main point which the apostle here again brings
into notice, and earnestly enjoins on Timothy personally (0 Timo

thy) is that he guard the doctrine which has been committed to

him, and meddle not with the pursuits of those irepodiddoKahoi,

which in the case of many have already led to an entire falling away
from the faith. The principal clause is, guard that which is com
mitted to thy trust; what the apostle means by this, what danger he

has here in view, is shewn by the following explanatory words, avoid

ing, etc. What are we to understand as meant by TrapaOiJKri (for this

is the true reading, not TrapaKaraOjJKrj, Winer s Gr., 16, 4, B , p.

93), which occurs again only in the passages 2 Tim. i. 12, 14 ?

The signification of the word is clear = res deposita apud aliqueni

vel curse ejus tradita
; comp. 1 Tim. i. 18

;
2 Tim. ii. 2. By com

paring the passages last adduced, in which we find the verb, having
for its object t-n-ayye/Ua and a TJicovaag Trap tyov, it will at once be seen

that here also, by the possession entrusted to Timothy, we are to un-
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derstancl the doctrine which he has been called to preach. The same

may be inferred also from the opposition to the science falsely so

called, which leads to a falling away from the faith, as also, from the

parallel passages, 2 Tim. i. 14. So the most of commentators, also

Olshauscn. De Wette (p. 32) has been led to another interpretation,

inasmuch as he considers that 2 Tim. i. 12 furnishes the criterion

according to which we are to determine the sense of our passage, and

because he understands napadijur] there to meaTi the apostolic office,

he thinks that here, and in 2 Tim. i. 14, it denotes the office of evan

gelist. With this, however, neither does the fyvkdoaeiv well agree

(comp. 2 Tim. iv. 5), nor does it yield a strict opposition to what is

named afterwards, for this appears only when TrapdO^r], in opposi
tion to the gnosis falsely so-called, is understood to denote the true

doctrine, or as it is elsewhere called, the sound doctrine.* Comp.
on this point what is said on these passages. Schleiermacher s

opinion that while at 2 Tim. i. 14 the meaning of the TrapaOrJKr)

is rendered plain enough by the context, the term is quite en

igmatical here, and that it is impossible to know rightly what it

is intended to mean is refuted by what has been already said.

There is much more appearance of a difficulty on comparing
1 Tim. i. 14 with ver. 12, than in comparing it with our passage.

Timothy, then, according to our interpretation, is to guard the

true doctrine as a possession committed to his trust (p) pu&aw
ova ton rd ad rd dXkorpia KniorevOTjg- iir}dzv Xa~Th)O7]g Chry-

sostom),f turning away from (== avoiding, Winer s Gr., 38, ii.,

* Hutber also agrees with De Wette : Timothy is to guard the office, and he is to do

this by avoiding the errors.

f &quot;We may here also give a place to the memorable words of Yincentius Sirinensia

on this passage in his Commonitorum, as already cited by Mack, p. 395. Timothee,

inquit, depositum eustodi, devitans profanas vocum novitates (see above). ! Excla-

matio ista et praescientias est paritor et caritatis. Prasvidebat enim futures, quos etiam

prasdolebat, errores. Quid est
&quot;

depositum custodi?&quot; Custodi, inquit, propter furcs,

propter inimicos, no dormientibus hominibus superseminent zizania super illud tritici

bonum semen, quod seminaverat films homiuis in agro suo.
&quot;

Depositum,&quot; inquit,

&quot;custodi.&quot; Quid est depositum ? id est quod tibi creditum est, non quod a te invcn-

tum; quod accepisti, non quod excogitasti; rem non ingenii sed doctrines, non usurpa-

tionis private, sed publicaj traditionis
;
rem ad te perductanij non a te prolatam, in qua

non auctor debes esse sed custom, non institutor, sed sectator, non ducens, sed sequens.

&quot;Depositum,&quot; inquit, &quot;custodi; catholicce fidei talenturn inviolatum illibatumque

conserva. Quod tibi creditum est, hoc penes te maneat, hoc a to tradatur. Aurum ac-

cepisti, aurum redde. Nolo milii pro aliis alia subjicias. Nolo pro auro aut impudea-
ter plumbum, aut fraudulenter aeramenta supponas. Nolo auri speciem, sed naturam

plane. . . . Sed forsitan dicit aliquis : Xullusne ergo in ecclesia Christi profectus habe-

bitur religionis? Habeatur plane, et maximus . . . Sid ita tamen, ut vere profectuK sit

illo fidei,
non permutatio. Siquidem ad profectionem pertinet, ut in semetipsa uua-

quajque res amplificetur, ad permutationem vero, ut aliquid ex alio in aliud transver-

tatur. Crescat igitur oportet et multum vehementerque proficiat tarn singulorum, quam

omnium, tarn unius hominis, tarn totius ecclesiaB aetatum ac seculorum gradibus in-

telligentia, scientia, sapientia ;
sed in suo duntaxat genore, in eodem scilicet dogmate,
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p. 227
; cornp. i. 6, v. 15

;
2 Tim. iv. 4) profane talk and the oppo

sitions of the gnosis falsely so called. On /3^Aof, 1 Tim. iv. 6.

The expression (36(3. KEVO^. occurs again at 2 Tim. ii. 16. The read

ing Kaivo(j)(*)via$ is neither sufficiently authorized, nor is it to be pre
ferred on internal grounds, for nowhere else does the writer indicate

the novelty, but everywhere the emptiness and real nothingness of

what was brought forward by the opponents. The expression Kevofy.

(= empty talk, such as needs no refutation), points precisely to

those errors which the apostle has already characterised and rejected
as mere strifes about words, as questions which produce no moral

fruit, as foolish talking. If then it be a settled point, that the

Kvo(j). refers to the pursuits of the vain talkers, which are censured

elsewhere in this, as also in the other epistles as indeed it is not

at all conceivable that the apostle should at the conclusion of the

epistle begin all at once to speak of something entirely new,
there can in this case be no doubt as to the meaning of the dvnOeoeii;

1% -0. A. It is evident that Kevo&. and dv-id. as one article serves

both, and both are therefore equally designated as (3e(37}A.oi, can

grammatically be considered only as forming together one whole, 01

rather, as KevoQuv. is itself a part of a whole, only as two designa
tions of one subject (comp. Winer s Gr.

; 19, 4,-p. 116, seq.) ;
and we

are warranted, therefore, in applying the dvTidaei,$ to the Marcionitic

antitheses (Baur), only in so far as these are spoken of in the fore

going parts of the epistle. That which is spoken of, however, in

the preceding parts of the epistle, and spoken of as something then

present, is only a teaching of other things which, by its fables, and

genealogies, and legal requirements, forms an opposition to the

sound doctrine, inasmuch as it thereby leads away from the true

objects of knowledge, and thus hinders faith from producing the

fruits of morality, nay, in the case of many, leads to a falling away
from the faith. These people are in Xit. i. 9 expressly characterized

as dvriheyovreg in ver. 10 as dwnoraKroi iiaratoXoyoi in 2 Tim. ii. 25,
as avTidiaTiOtfievoi, ; why then may not their dvrtdeaeig be here spoken
of? A.vTiOeaei$ is not then any more than Kevotywiai the objective

designation of the thing, but like peftrjk. evo&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;.
is an expression of

the apostle s opinion regarding it, and thus involves the reason why
he enjoins Timothy to avoid it. How heterogeneous would be these

two expressions which are here placed together, if dvrideoeig were a

purely objective designation used Fy those traders in wisdom them
selves. The following words, r/fc ^evd. yvuaeug, are also against the

interpretation, according to which the dvrLdeoeu; are to be understood

eodem sonsu, eadomque sententia. Imitetur animarum religio rationom corporum, quae
licet ambrum proccssu numeros suos evolvant et explicent, eadem tamen quae. erant

permanent, etc. (Given in full by Lohe in his work,
&quot; Ueber unsere kirchlicho Lage,&quot;

p. 28, seq.)
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of assertions definitely expressed in the form of antitheses. For as

this genitive is grammatically to be connected also with KSVO^UV.

(Winer s Gr., 19, 3), we must in consequence suppose, that

there were in like manner certain definite nzvofyuriai of the gnosis

falsely so called, which no one will for a moment imagine. In short,

the exegetical investigation of this passage, as also the other parts

of the epistle show, that we are not here to understand any allusion

to the Marcionitic antitheses. I shall merely add, that it is difficult

to explain how a forger in the second century should have fallen

into the anachronism of representing the apostle as warning Timothy

ngainst the antitheses of Marcion
; comp. on this and on Baur s

view generally, the Gen. Introd., 3 and 4. Olshausen also adopts
the interpretation which we have here given, and likewise Matthics

and De Wette,* who observes, that the apparent coincidence of

-this passage with the historical fact of the antitheses of Marcion

between law and gospel, must not be so much insisted on as Baur

does. Leo understands the expression as equivalent to fy-ijaeig,

questiones ad disputandum propositre. But why then was not this

term used here also as -elsewhere ? And dvnOtoeig certainly implies

more than that other term. Mack s interpretation = contradic

tions in which were sought to be represented particular doctrines of

the common faith, has much more in its favour grammatically ;
but

the other parts of the epistle contain no allusion to such antitheses,

while the objective signification thus assigned to the word is forbid

den by the context (cornp. above). The objection against our in

terpretation that Timothy \vas not at liberty to avoid, but was

under obligation to refute what contradicted the sound doctrine -

has already been removed by De Wette when he says that the

writer only intends to say here, as at iv. 7 ;
2 Tim. ii. 16, 23

;
Tit.

iii. 9, that Timothy is not to adopt such errors, not to let himself be

misled by them. With regard to r7^ favSuvvpov yvwaewg, which be

longs to both the foregoing substantives, and denotes a (pretendedly)

higher knowledge, which deserves not this name, and is therefore

falsely so called, I perfectly agree with Dr. Baur that
JV&OL&amp;lt;;

here is

the current name by which a certain tendency and manner of teach

ing then existing was designated. It is pre-supposed that the

&quot;heretics came forward under this name and publicly bore it.&quot;

But how.should this name create any surprise when we can &quot;point

out even already in the New Testament an idea very closely allied&quot;

to the later guosis (Baur, chr. Gnosis, p. 90. seq., where he refers to

1 Cor. viii. 1, xii. 8, xiv. 6); when, further, we turn to Col. ii. 8, 18.

23, where we read of a avXayuryeiv did
TTJC; (piXoacxpLag, etc., so that

* Also Wieseler: contrary assertions in reference to the KapaQrinr). Huther differ

ently: their dialectic reasoning against the evangelical doctrine. Rather might it be

supposed to mean their mutual controversies.
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&quot;the apostle, as Matthies justly observes, elsewhere also shows him

self to be acquainted with this yi wcr^ not merely in its difference

from the faith, but also in its opposition to it, i. e., in the conceited

subjectivity by which it was characterized
;&quot; chiefly, however, when

we learn from the general import of this epistle and cognate pas

sages in the other two, that the parties from whom this mischief

proceeded, against which the apostle here warns Timothy, were

Jews who trafficked in a secret wisdom of a pretendedly superior

kind, and incongruously mixed with certain ascetical requirements?
On what grounds did they look for money, if they had not a higher

knowledge to offer, a science concealed from the multitude, accessi

ble only to the initiated ? What then could be more natural than

that the apostle should characterize this yvwew? as falsely so called

as indeed in the three epistles he designates the knowledge of those

teachers of other things as foolish and profitless. (Not knowing
what they say nor whereof they affirm, i. 7.) We are accordingly
saved from the alternative which Dr. Baur has put before us, either

of supposing that the apostle had a purely prophetical glance into

the time of Marcion, or of placing the composition of the epistle in

that period.
&quot; The expression ipevduwpos yvwert? was afterwards

transferred to the Gnostics.&quot; Olshausen.

Ver. 21. The danger connected with these pursuits is now again
held up before Timothy, inasmuch as the apostle here specifies the

worst evil to which they can lead, and to which in the case of seve

ral they have led, namely a complete aberration in respect of the

faith. The words are properly rendered thus : &quot;which some making
a profession of are gone astray with respect to the faith.&quot; For the

apostle does not mean to say that some make a profession of these

things, and are in virtue of this gone astray in regard to the faith.

Timothy knew already that several professed these things, and if

these had already, in virtue of this profession, fallen away from the

faith, then the warning here addressed to Timothy would be unin

telligible, for the apostle will not surely suspect him of an open

departure from the faith. We have already seen elsewhere that the

apostle considers the being gccupied with these things, not as in

itself a falling away, but as the possible occasion of this, inasmuch

as it weakens the conscience, and thus tends to bring about apostacy
from the faith. Comp. on i. 3, seq., 19, etc., and the Gen. Introd.,,

4. If this be so, it is again inconceivable that a forger in the

second century should have expressed himself thus, and not rather

have represented the profession of the Marcionitic Gnosis as directly

and eo ipso apostacy. EirayyehheaOai, as at ii. 10. A.aTo%eiv, as at

i. 6. Ilept = in respect of, com p. on i. 19.

Ver. 22. Il%dpi$ pera oov
}
so Tischendorf according to D.E.I.K.,

etc. Lachmann, according to A.F.G., 17 versions, makes it peO*
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vf.i&v, comp. 2 Tim. iv. 22 ;
Tit. iii. 15. Even in the case of the

latter reading being adopted as genuine, though it bears distinctly

the appearance of being an emendation, nothing could be inferred

from it in proof of the epistle s having been addressed to the church

along with Timothy ; comp. on Tit. iii. 15. App is a later addi

tion.

The subscription . . . from Laodicea is derived as it appears
from tradition. According to Wieseler indeed, p. 298, it has arisen

from Col. iv. 16
; which, however, appears very doubtful, as Theo-

doret knows nothing of this identification, and Theophylact is the

first who notices it. The subscription deserves our notice, in so far

as it proves the agreement of tradition with the opinion that there

was a second imprisonment, as De Wette also acknowledges - when
he says :

&quot; The epistle is, according to the subscription, said to have

been written from Laodicea, therefore probably after the first im

prisonment, when the apostle visited Laodicea, which before his

imprisonment was unknown to him&quot; (Col. ii. 1). On Laodicea,

comp. Winer K.W.B. The designation HaKaTtav&amp;gt;j$ first arose in.

the 4th century ; comp. Wieseler.



THE SECOND EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

INTRODUCTION.

1. CONTENTS.

I COMMENCE by exhibiting the contents of the epistle, that I

may connect with this my further investigations. These divide

themselves into two principal parts. The one consists of ad

monitions addressed to Timothy as a preacher of the gospel ;
the

other treats of his personal relations to the apostle. The apostle s

habitual reserve in regard to personal matters leads him first of all

to discuss the obligations imposed on Timothy by his assumption of

the office of evangelist ;
and this subject occupies four clearly dis

tinguishable sections of the epistle. He is reminded (ii. 1-13) that

as a soldier of Christ he is not to shrink from the dangers and suf

ferings attendant on the proclamation of the gospel, and pointed
to the reward which accompanies fidelity. He is secondly (ii. 14-26)
admonished diligently to enforce what the apostle has held out to

him as the hope of the Christian, and to shew himself an approved
labourer in his calling by impressive warning against useless logo

machy, and by guarding himself against this propensity. It is the

error, known from the other epistles, of a useless strife about things

/ilien from the truth which is according to godliness, nay, which

gradually seduce from this into impiety, that the apostle has in his

eye, and in respect of which he urges on Timothy his duty, alike in

respect to himself, and to those whom it threatens or has already
seized. But there is still another error (iii. 1-17) which Paul lays

open to Timothy by pointing prophetically to the moral character of

the last time. It is to be rather hoped that it will soon by its own

folly annihilate itself; but all the more faithfully is Timothy to

adhere to the truth which he has known and received, and for which

the example of the apostle and the word of the Old Testament

taught him in his youth, are a certain pledge. A comprehensive,

impressive exhortation to unwearied fidelity in his calling is con-
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tained, finally, in the fourth section (iv. 1-8), by pointing on the one

hand to the comiog evil time, when men no longer enduring sound

doctrine, will turn themselves eagerly to falsehood, and on the other,

to the approaching departure of the apostle, which urges on Timothy

all the greater zeal, and holds out to him a pattern for imitation.

This reference to the apostle s position leads naturally to his personal

concerns. He directs Timothy to come to him, and assigns his rea

sons for the request ;
adds commissions to be discharged in case of

his coming; refers to events of his trial; and closes with the cus

tomary salutations and benediction. Chap. i. thus appears as a

preliminary outline of the entire epistle.
For the apostle having

followed up the customary address by the expression of thanksgiv

ing and his desire to see Timothy, unites with his conviction of

his moral soundness, the exhortation to stir up the gift (of teach-

nirnself, iJji him, and to be ashamed neither of the gospel nor of

forms the theme of the wnuied, for its sake. But precisely this

treats first of the general duty of TnAinich thence from chap. ii.

then of his special duty and service of love to1.an evangelist, and

iDostle.

OCCASION AND OBJECT.

After this general survey of the contents of the epistle, \\

easily determine its occasion and object. It is above all clear
saa

it is not like that to Titus and the first to Timothy, a busLtliat

letter, but unlike them is, as already maintained by Schleierma^
ess &quot;

a strictly personal epistle. This distinctive character rnarks ner &amp;gt;

very introduction with its utterance of thanksgiving ;
it reveals 5

*

in the many personal allusions &quot; which impart to it a life and vivr.
unknown to the two others&quot; (Baur, ut supra, p. 72), and characte 1

?
1*

its entire tone and tenor. This sharply defined distinction of r
ize &quot;

in these epistles, corresponding so exactly to the difference of i
011

?

1

subject-matter, while otherwise most intimately related, to the

prejudiced mind strongly attests their genuineness.
un~

But while its entire tenor and contents prove it no mere busmx

letter, but one &quot;

entirely friendly and confidential/ they also proV
ss

still more. It has to do throughout with Timothy personally ;
not*-

the Timothy whom the first epistle presents as the substitute of th &amp;lt;f

apostle ;
still less a bishop Timothy, who is unknown in the New!

Testament (so rightly Wieseler, p. 462); it is Timothy the evange-f

list, the apostle s beloved and confidential assistant, who is admon
ished not to neglect his gift of teaching, not to fear the shame of i

preaching the gospel, alike personally and officially in the face of all
|

error to adhere to the truth
;
and who, finally, is summoned to a ser-
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vice of love toward the imprisoned apostle.
&quot; This epistle distin

guishes itself essentially from the first, by having reference no longer
to Timothy s temporary connexion with the churches of Ephesus
and Asia Minor, but by exhorting him to resume with fresh zeal the

preaching of Christ, in which the apostle is his pattern, and from which

afflictions are not to deter
;
and no longer to allow the gifts which

adapt him to this work, to slumber. The first siep toward this is to

come to Eome, and aid the imprisoned apostle in his sacred work&quot;

(Zeitschrift fur Prot. u. Kirche, Sept. 1849, p. 137). This indicates

at once the occasion of the epistle ;
it is primarily a summons to

Timothy to join him in his imprisonment. But the apostle knows

(perhaps through Onesiphorus) that, with all Timothy s love to

himself and unfeigned faith, he yet does not at present exhibit the

requisite zeal and devotion to his calling ;
that he shrinks from the

danger and shame of publishing the gospel, and needs a fresh incite

ment to fidelity and zeal amidst the sufferings and heresies which

encompass him. And precisely because of his conviction of Timo

thy s firmness in the faith, he summons him to fresh proofs, first of

his devotion to his public calling, then of personal attachment to

himself. To such an assumed occasion the epistle itself perfectly

corresponds. We shall not then, with De Wette, regard the sum
mons of Timothy to Home as its single object, and then seek what

portions of it may perchance prepare the way for this invitation, or

how otherwise it may be brought into connexion (as De Wette as

sumes in regard to i. 6-18, ii. 1, 3-13, iii. 10-12, iv. 5
3 6-8), still less

regard its injunctions under this point of view, as they then rather

divert from the assumed object. We shall rather regard as the pur

pose of the main portion of the epistle (ii. 1-48), the admonition to

Timothy s faithful fulfillment of his calling, and of the other por
tion (iv. 9-22), the invitation to Koine, as in fact at i. 8, its twofold

purpose is already indicated. That the invitation to Home was the

primary, does not prove it the exclusive purpose of the epistle, and

all that does not bear on this as foreign ;
rather the contents of the

epistle must determine its purpose, and the proof of its adaptedness
must be found in the degree of its adjustment to the objects indi

cated by its contents a problem which the writer has made easy
for the interpreter. It is with this precisely as with the Epistle to

the Philippians,&quot; in which, while its immediate purpose is to acknow

ledge a benefaction, yet none will dream of judging its entire con

tents by their relation to this object. Why should not the apostle,
who in the Epistle to the Philippians blends with his expressions of

gratitude, admonitions and warnings, connect also with his invita

tion to Timothy exhortations to fidelity in his office ?
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3. THE PLACE, TIME, AND OTHER HISTORICAL EELATIONS IN THE

COMPOSITION OF THE EPISTLE.

It is first clearly established that the apostle wrote this epistle

from Kome (comp. i. 17, ev Tw/^ ;
iv. 6-8, 16, seq., passages which de

scribe a position conceivable only in Kome
;

iv. 21, Koman names),
and as a prisoner who, after passing successfully his first judicial de

fence, still looks death in the face (iv. 6-8, 18).* The abode of the

receiver of the epistle is indicated by iv. 19, compared with i. 18

(the greeting to the house of Onesiphorus), as Ephesus. To this

points, as De Wette concedes, the mention of the conduct of the

Asiatics i. 15 ;
the remark &quot; how he ministered to me in Ephesus,

thou knowest
;&quot;

i. 18
;
the similarity of the errors here mentioned to

those assailed in 1 Tim.
;
the request to bring Mark who (Col. iv.10)

was at Colossse
;
the commission to bring the articles left in Troas;

and most directly the warning against Alexander (iv. 14), and the

greeting to Aquila and Priscilla (iv. 19). At all events, it is be

yond doubt that Timothy is dwelling in Asia Minor, and is ex

pected thence : iv. 12, 20, are not against the Ephesian residence
;

see the exposition.

The first difficulty is suggested by the date of the epistle. Al

though it was undoubtedly written during an imprisonment of the

apostle at Kome, it becomes a question whether it was near the be

ginning or the close of the imprisonment mentioned in Acts, or in a

later one. Thus much, however, is certain, that it was not written

contemporaneously with the other epistles which date from the known
Koman imprisonment, as at the time of their composition Timothy
was with the apostle (Phil. i. 1, ii. 19, seq. ;

Col. i. 1
;
Philem. 1),

so Demas (comp. 2 Tim. iv. 10, with Col. iv. 14
;
Philem. 24), and

Mark (comp. 2 Tim. iv. 11, with Col, iv. 10
;
Philem, 24).

As to the first view, which assigns it to the beginning of the

Koman imprisonment (so Baronius, Petavius, Lightfoot, Hammond,
Kink, Schrader, Matthies, etc., while to the Epistle to the Ephesians,
in the scantiness of its historical notices, they give a different place),

the profound investigations of Wieseler seem to me to have estab

lished, that if written during this imprisonment, it must have been

not before, but after the other epistles of this period, and after tho

period mentioned in the Acts. Wieseler s main proof is drawn 1rom

the apostle s entire situation asjndicated by the epistle. He points

to the fact how little the anticipations of death in our epistle accord

with the expectations expressed in the others (Phil. i. 25,- ii. 24
;

* Oeder s and Bottger s assumption that the epistle was written in Caesarea is justly

rejected as contrary to the account i. 17, and the entire situation of the apostle. Comp,

&quot;Wieseler, p. 461.
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Philem. 22); how much worse in general has become his position,

and how his friends have proportionally diminished in number and

courage ;
how the judicial process of 2 Tim. iv. 16, does not allow

our referring the epistle to the two first years of that imprison

ment, as
&quot; neither the Acts nor the other epistles of that period

allude to it.&quot; We are particularly indebted to Wiescler for the

pointing out, specially in reply to Bottger s position that Paul re

mained at most but five days in imprisonment at Eome (comp. the

Introd. to Phil.), from the Roman judicial procedure, how his trial

could be deferred for a period of two years. It has been particu

larly urged that the apostle s allusion to his stay in Troas (iv. 13,,

requires our referring the composition to the commencement of his

Eoman imprisonment ;
but if this allusion allows the composition

at the commencement of that first Roman imprisonment, it does

surely so, as shewn by Wieseler, at its close. Further, the
&quot;n^rr\

dnoXoyia to which this view appeals, rather makes against it. If

again it be alleged that Mark and Timothy are in our epistle (iv.

9, 11) summoned to Rome, while yet Col. i. 1 3 iv. 10, etc., shew them

there, we can conversely, says Wieseler, appeal to Col. iv. 10
; Phil,

ii. 19, and maintain that as they are here indicated as sent away, so

in 2 Timothy they are still absent and expected from precisely the dis

tricts whither they had gone (except indeed Timothy); nor can

any stress be laid on the fact that Timothy and Mark, who in

2 Timothy, are sent for to Rome, did not come to Rome with

the apostle, since 2 Tim. iv. 9-12, i. 15-18 shew that others are

with him who did not originally accompany him to Rome. It

is certain, on the contrary, that Aristarchus came with him, but

according to 2 Tim. iv. 11, he is no longer with him
;
that Tim

othy who (Col. i. 1
;
Phil. i. 1) was in Rome, according to Phil,

ii. 19, has been sent to Philippi, with which, if our epistle was

written at a later period, his being found in Ephesus well accords.

It is strikingly against that view also that Demas, who at Col.

iv. 14
;
Philem. 24 is in Rome, in 2 Timothy has abandoned the

apostle from love of the present world. It is surely more natural

to assign this event to a later date. And how improbable in gen
eral the perpetual shifting of personages, and the crowding of events

which this hypothesis compels us to assume. While only Luke and

Aristarchus have accompanied Paul to Rome (Acts xxvii. 2), yet a

considerable company has soon gathered about him
;
but at the date

of our epistle (the commencement of his imprisonment !)
all have

abandoned him except Luke, and then assemble themselves anew.

Tychicus, who had been sent to Ephesus, is according to Colossians

again with him
; Aristarchus, absent in 2 Timothy, is present in

Colossians
;
Mark is present, but about to be again dispatched (Col.

iv. 10), to the region whence he has come with Timothy (2 Tim.
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iv. 11), although he was summoned as useful to the apostle ;
the

faithless Demas too, is present, and many others. Of these a part
had already again left the apostle when he wrote the Epistle to

the Philippians (as Mark and Tychieus, Col. iv. 10, 7); others are

on the point of leaving him, as particularly Timothy (ii. 19), and

even Luke seems now absent, who is present Col iv. 14
;

Phil. 24
;

comp. at Phil. ii. 19-21. And if Timothy was to come yet before

winter, the first according to this view which the apostle spends in

Rome, what must have been the rush of events between the spring
in which he reached Eome and the winter ! The entire circle of

companions named iv. 9, seq., must have assembled and scattered

before the writing of the letter which Timothy is to receive before

he comes to Rome, while yet he is to come before winter ! Those

of Asia must have been at Rome, Timothy have had accounts of

them, received the apostle s letter, and yet had time to reach Rome
before winter ! Still, as Wieseler justly maintains, the proof rests

mainly not on these facts regarding persons, but the situation of

the apostle ;
and this cannot, according to all the indications furnished

by the Acts and the other epistles in connexion with the judicial

processes of Rome, have been such as is here exhibited. We pass
in silence the fact that this view refers the other Pastoral Epistles

to an entirely different period, and makes ours contemporaneous with

that to the Ephesians, and prior to the others, which were written

during the apostle s confinement at Rome.

With far more probability have others (as Hemsen, Kling) trans

ferred our epistle to the close of the recorded imprisonment in Rome,
and regarded it as the last of Paul s Epistles ;

to this view Wieseler

has lent his sagacious advocacy. He rests his position on the refu

tation of the opposing theories
;
on the accordance of the general

state of things pourtrayed in the letter with that period ;
and finally

on the fact that while no individual statement in the epistle contra

dicts his hypothesis, some are decidedly in its favor. His argument

against the hypothesis of its composition during a second Roman

imprisonment, I reserve until the exhibition of my own view. As

respects, secondly, the general circumstances of the apostle, I readily

grant that the course of events may be conceived such as Wieseler

represents it
; yet his representation utterly fails of historical authen

tication. In proof that after the lapse of two years of imprisonment
the apostle s situation became less favourable, Wieseler attaches

great weight to the close of the narrative in the Acts. But this

&quot;reading between the lines&quot; is liable to great suspicion. If, when

Luke wrote, a definite change for the worse had already taken place,

why does he fail to inform us of it when &quot; the interest of the reader

centres so intensely upon the final result of the process ?&quot; And if

no such change had taken place, how can we find in the record what
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was unknown to Luke himself? How feeble the support which this

view seeks to gain from the death of Burrus, the extinction of the

influence of Seneca, the accession to office of Fenius Rufus and

Sofonius Tigellinus, and the dawning influence of the Jewish pros

elyte Poppaea,
&quot; who not unfrequently interceded for the Jews !&quot;

How feeble, especially against the expectations so definitely ex

pressed* by the apostle in the Epistles to the Philippians and to

Philemon, in which he anticipates his certain and speedy release,

and return to his readers, and even bespeaks for himself lodgings

(Philem. 22.)! Just, therefore, as is Wieseler s view that the

condition of the apostle, in our epistle, is far less favourable than it

appears in the other epistles and in the Acts
;
decisive as is his ar

gument against the hypothesis which assigns its composition to the

early part of his imprisonment, he is still far from demonstrating
that this change for the worse took place at the period which he

assumes, and is not rather to be explained by the hypothesis of

another and later imprisonment. And special difficulties, too, arise

which admit no satisfactory solution. Here belong above all, iv. 20,

etc., a notice under his, as under the preceding views, inexplicable

(see at the passage) ;
then the commission respecting his effects

which must have lain unsent for some five years, though this might
have been done, if not from Jerusalem or Cesarea, assuredly from

Rome, as e. g. through Tychicus, Eph. vi. 21. Again, iv. 12,
&quot;

Ty-
chicus I have sent to Ephesus,&quot; presents a difficulty, as Tychicus
must have been sent to Ephesus twice in the same imprisonment,
at the time of the composition of the Epistles to the Ephesians and

Colossians, and now already again at the composition of this. And
how docs the timorous conduct of Timothy accord with the praise

but recently ( Phil. ii. 19) awarded to him? Whence all at once the

new names, iv. 21 ? Why is the epistle so dissimilar to the others

belonging to the same imprisonment, in thought and style, and so

closely allied to the first to Timothy and that to Titus ? Wicseler,
in fine, cites as decisive for his view, i. 4,

&quot;

remembering thy tears,&quot;

which he claims is rendered clear only by Phil. ii. 19-23
; yet it

rather conflicts with it. For the apostle sends Timothy to Philippi
in order to learn through him the state of things at Philippi : Tim

othy, therefore, cannot have gone to Ephesus and remained there

until again summoned by the apostle. He purposes to send him

d)g dv
d(f)i&amp;lt;5(,)

rd mpl e^e et-avTifi : according to Wieseler he must
have sent him before he could ascertain this; even before the decis

ion
; precisely toward the time when his situation was becoming

more distressful which is contradictory. And so also Wieseler s

acute remarks on Alexander (iv. 14), in whom ho discovers a wit

ness appearing against the apostle ;
on Eras t us and Trophimus

(iv. 20) who, he thinks came to Rome to witness for him
;
on the
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naturalness of his apprising Timothy of Alexander s behaviour and

of the actio prima, are such as scarcely to furnish decisive support

to his position : and the mention of Erastus and Trophiraus has at

least a very doubtful reference to the judicial procedure; comp, iv. 20.

This solution fails to prove satisfactory j the old hypothesis, con

tained in the subscription, that the composition dates from a second

Roman imprisonment, therefore, recurs, especially as our inquiries

in regard to 1 Timothy and Titus have already carried us beyond
the period of the one with which we are acquainted. Nay, not

merely the second epistle to Timothy, but the first, and that to

Titus, compel us to the assumption of a second imprisonment.,

each by itself, and all in their otherwise inexplicable relationship.

And it is a favorable testimony that these epistles so easily and

naturally (see the Gen. Introd. 4) adjust themselves to the period

of a journey made by the apostle after his release, over Crete, Asia

Minor, and Greece, back to the West, and on this hypothesis ac

cord with each other and with the dates of the other epistles. Eu-

sebius, Chrysostorn, Theodoret, Jerome, etc., have already referred

our epistle to a second imprisonment ;
more recently, Mosheirn,

Michaelis, Bertholdt, Mynster, Flatt, Heydenreich, Bohl, Guerike,

Mack, Gieseler, Neander, etc., and finally, Huther. The intima

tions at iv. 20, iv. 13, seem to point decidedly to another journey
than those at Acts xx. 3, seq., xxvii. 2, seq., and, of course, to a

journey made by Paul after his liberation. The allusions in both

the above passages (to the leaving of Trophimus in Miletus, and of

the cloak in Troas) scarcely admit any other even tolerable solu

tion
;
but they gain still greater significance by their concurrence

with references to the same journey in the other epistles (see Gen.

Introd. 4). We point, secondly, to the changed position of the

apostle, which inconsistent as it is with his anticipations of

speedy deliverance in the first imprisonment, is natural on the sup

position of a second. This, too, gives us an unforced explanation
of the changed conduct of Timothy, of the impressive admonition

to him to suffer for the Gospel, and of the apostle s abandonment

by his former companions. We are transported to a period in

which the persecutions by Nero already rendered a Christian profes
sion exceedingly dangerous. The changed personal relations, taken

in conjunction with the new names appearing in iv. 13, 21, and

the Crescens and Titus of iv. 10, render it almost impossible to refer

the epistle to the imprisonment recorded in the Acts. But espe

cially the internal affinity of our epistle with the first to Timothy
and that to Titus

;
the recurrence here of the same Kerofiwlat and

Xoyo^a%dv which are found in 1 Tim. (said to have been written at

least six years before !) ;
the close connexion of all the three in

thought, expression, and their general manner; their common dcvi-
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ation from those other epistles which some would interpose between

them, argue for their nearly contemporaneous composition. Each
of these epistles carries us beyond the limits of the Acts : all

harmonize on the assumption of the apostle s deliverance, and unit

edly point to a new journey, in constructing which they supple
ment each other, and which the intimations of the other epistles

lead us to suppose the apostle would make in case of his deliv

erance
; and, finally, all stand so closely related in contents and

form, that in the failure of express historical documents of this

period, no further proof can be demanded; as respects, particularly,

the harmonious relation of our epistle to the two others, mark how

naturally the apostle s second residence in Home accords with his

route of travel over Crete, Asia Minor, and Greece
;
how Timothy s

place of abode accords with the historical antecedents of the first

epistle ;
how the &quot;remembering thy tears&quot; (i. 4) is most naturally

explained by a reference to this epistle ;
how Mark is expected from

the region whither (Col. iv. 10) he had, gone ;
how Titus is with

him, as Tit. iii. 12, leads us to expect.

The objections to this view are essentially but conjectural im

probabilities. Hug urges the agreement in several circumstances^
while yet the apostle s general condition is widely different. Why, he

asks, is in both cases Timothy absent at the beginning, but after

wards joins him ? But this objection assumes that the epistle was

written in the early part of the recorded imprisonment, which is at all

events inadmissible. Luke, he says, is both times with the apostle: and

why not ? Mark is present in the first imprisonment, and here he is

sent for. This objection, too, presumes the composition early in the

known imprisonment. But if we transfer it to the close, then the re

turn of Timothy and of Mark, and the two-fold sending of Tychicus to

Asia during it, are not a whit more probable than the recurrence of

these events in a second imprisonment ;
while Titus, Crescens, and

others are here with the apostle, who do not appear in the first im

prisonment. But they object further, the improbability of the

deliverance, and with this of a new apprehension, and granting

this, of a new defence (iv. 16), of a repeated acquittal (17), of a

state in which he could write letters, receive friends, dispatch mes

sengers, in fine, the improbability of a lengthened confinement.

Why, it is asked, has nothing of all this, and of Paul s labors pre
vious to his second imprisonment come down to us ? Why does he

himself leave unmentioned these labors and this fresh arrest, when
at iii. 11, it was so natural ? It is conceived, finally, especially by

Wieseler, that this view derives no support from the fathers, as

their appeal to iv. 16, 17, rests on a false interpretation which refers

irpurr] aTroXoyia to a defence of the apostle in his former imprison

ment, and iva (V
t-/io

TO /a/p. ?rA. to his preaching after his liberation

from that first imprisonment. It is, however, utterly gratuitous to

VOL. VI. 12
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assume that the opinion of the fathers rests purely on this miscon

ception. Eusebius appeals rather to tradition, and confirms it by
the {.laprvpiai of the apostle. An error in this deprives his view,

indeed, of a single support, but does not invalidate it. Our main

proof, however, is the peculiar character of the epistles themselves.

As to the apostle s silence regarding his liberation and subsequent

fortunes, it suffices that Timothy during a part of this interval was

with the apostle, and may have already learned what had afterwards

happened, as he is presumed to know the behaviour of those in Asia.

What Timothy now needs to know the apostle informs him of
;
and

in none of his letters is he wont to indulge in narrative for narra

tive s sake, but only to meet a definite practical end. Why iii. 11

makes no mention of the later events of his life will be shown in the

exposition. And to the inquiry why nothing has been transmitted

to us from other sources regarding the apostle s acts and fortunes

after his first imprisonment, I reply : where are the historical

records of that period which should mention these events, admitting
their reality ? And that we have no reason to set aside what is

preserved to us thereon in Clement, in the Canon of Muratori, in

Eusebius, we have shewn more at length in the General Introduc

tion. Finally, as to the improbability of the liberation, and then

of a second imprisonment, such as this epistle indicates. The lib

eration itself, if it occurred before the conflagration in Kome (the

summer of 64) is in no way improbable. The charge on which he

was apprehended had been already (Acts xxvi. 31) proved a nullity;

the entire tenor of the narrative in Acts, and of the letters points to

no calamitous result
;
and the assumption of an unfavorable turn in

his condition during that imprisonment is sustained only by an arbi

trary resort to historical events whose influence on the case of the apos
tle is pure hypothesis, comp. Neander Apost. Zeit. i. p. 546. The

explanation of the mild treatment in conjunction with the darkened

fortunes of the apostle in his second imprisonment presents a more

difficult problem. But the first rage against the Christians may have

been followed by a relaxation of violence, and circumstances are easily

conceivable which specially favored the apostle.
&quot; The condition of

individual prisoners depended on so many circumstances that no safe

conclusion can be drawn from, the general state of things. Individual

Christians might obtain special favors even amid the most violent

persecutions.&quot; Neander, Apos. Zeit. p. 547.

We abide, therefore, by the view which assigns the composition
of this epistle to a second imprisonment. The weight which we

have attached to the testimony of Clement, obliges us to assume

that the apostle, after returning from the east, fulfilled his ex

pressed purpose (Kom. xv. 24, 28) of visiting Spain. In approxim

ating the date of our epistle we must, on the one hand, not separate
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it too widely from the two others to which it is allied in character,
and yet not bring it too near the first to Timothy, as it makes no

allusion to the special commission with which the first shews Timo

thy as charged. The common hypothesis, as given also by Neander

(Vide sup. p. 547, seq.), is that this imprisonment and, of course, the

composition of our epistle, belongs to the period after the conflagra
tion of Kome, and the consequent persecution of the Christians (sum
mer of 64), the apostle being apprehended either in Spain or on

his return thence to Kome. Huther, however, would date his second

arrest and this epistle before this persecution, assuming that he was
liberated in the spring of 63 (perhaps more correctly than in 64, as

assumed p. 229), that in this and the beginning of the following year
he made his journey to the east, in the same year visited Spain and

returned, submitted to his trial a short time before the persecution,
and soon after it broke out yielded up his life. This hypothesis renders,

indeed, more explicable the favorable treatment of the imprisoned

apostle and his silence regarding the persecution (which it doubtless

was originated to explain); but it brings the second epistle to Timo

thy into altogether too close proximity to the first, and crowds too

much into the narrow space between the spring of 63 and July 64.

For if the apostle went back, as Huther supposes, from Nicopolis to

Ephesus, he must (1 Tim. iii. 14) have lingered there a considerable

time : and apart from this, he cannot surely from the close of the

winter in the beginning of 64 to May or June of that year, have

travelled from Nicopolis by Ephesus, Miletus, and Corinth to Spain,
and thence to Rome. This view is inconsistent also with the tradition

regarding the mode of the apostle s death, and it is specially incom

prehensible how those Asiatics (2 Tim. i. 15-18) should have been

in Rome during his imprisonment, and Timothy been already in

formed of it when the epistle was written.

4. GENUINENESS.

The special critical objections raised against this epistle are

stated comprehensively by De Wette (Ex. Hand., p. 23, seq.). They
relate (ver. 1) to its historical discrepancies. His arguments against
its composition in the early part of Paul s imprisonment at Rome,
need no further attention. Beside the points already answered,
he urges against our view, ii. 9, iv. 17, etc., comp. with Acts

xxviii. 31, regarding the repetition of this circumstance as incredi

ble. But ii. 9 refers by no means to the personal preaching of the

gospel by the apostle (comp. the Exposition), andiv. 17 is to be dif

ferently taken. He further deems it surprising that Paul expresses

distrust regarding Timothy s resolution and capability of suffering,
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instead of reminding him, as one well tried, of former services : in

reply to which we point to remarks 2 and 3. On De Wette s re

garding iv. 12 as incompatible with the residence of Timothy, see

at the passage. Another separate argument which he adduces is

that 1 Tim. i. 20, comp. with 2 Tim. ii. 17, leads us to regard the

first Epistle to Timothy as written later than the second, since in

the latter the heresy of Hyrneneus is mentioned as of recent devel

opment and unknown to Timothy, while in the former he appears
as adjudged and excommunicated

;
that hence the second epistle

must be transferred to the period of the first imprisonment, and we

must give up the necessary contemporaneousness of the epistles.

The utter weakness of this argument is clear from the fact, first,

that it assumes, what cannot be proved, the identity of the two

Hymeneuses ;
that in the two passages the persons named are al

luded to simply by way of warning, and the question of time there

fore is wholly irrelevant
; and, that even granting De Wette correct

in his position, we need not relinquish the theory of the contempo
raneousness of the epistles ;

since the three still followed each other

in time, so that if 1 Timothy was written at the close of the first

imprisonment, in the beginning of 63, Titus and 2 Timothy might
still fall within the same year. In this respect, therefore, we might

readily adopt DeWette s hypothesis ;
the other arguments, however,

against such an arrangement are decisive. To these historical in

consistencies he adds, secondly, the obvious unadaptedness of the

epistle to the character of the receiver and to its purposes. In the

former respect are its warning against youthful lusts, its remindinghim
of his grandmother and mother, of his own instructions, of the use of

the Holy Scriptures, his exhorting him to &quot;

understand,&quot; as if doubt

ful of his intelligence, and to devote himself to the gospel, and the in

appropriate reference (iii. 11) to the fortunes of the apostle. These

objections are abundantly met in the Introduction to 1 Timothy, and

the exposition of the several passages. If a forger of the epistle could

in view of passages like 1 Cor. iv. 17
;
Phil. ii. 19, be supposed to light

upon these utterances so &quot;

unworthy&quot; of Timothy, much more might
the apostle who had associated with himself Timothy as a young
man, now after some ten or twelve years, as a npeoj3vr7]g (Philem. 9)

regard, and paternally admonish him as
&quot; a beloved son.&quot; Nor is it

inconceivable that in the calamitous times in which the epistle was

penned, in the perilous position of the apostle, in the aggressive

prevalence of error, Timothy should fail in resolution and confi

dence, and should need consolation. Several of the above difficulties

are instantly dissipated by the exposition.

On the inappropriateness of the epistle to its object, we com
mented at 2. On its character in other respects, as marked by

common-places, by want of grammatical and logical connexion, by
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the use of other letters of Paul, and the supposed ecclesiastical

formula of ii. 8, comp. the exposition. I merely recall further the

statement of the General Introduction of the impossibility of ex

plaining the origin of this letter from the purposes of a fabrica

tor. The purposes assumed as the ground of the other epistles, viz.,

the refutation of gnosticism and the support of the hierarchy, can

not be attributed to this which deals with Timothy personally ;
it

must therefore be assumed that the author has lost sight of his ob

ject, and a paternal letter of admonition sprung up under his hand

a letter which in such regular method as is shewn 1, 2, holds up
before Timothy his present duties as an evangelist, and exhorts him
to a service of love towrard the apostle.





EXPOSITION
OP THE

SECOND EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

1. INTRODUCTORY.

(i. 1-18).

THE inscription (ver. 1, 2), is followed by the usual introductory

language of thanksgiving, in which the apostle mentions at the same

time his desire to see Timothy again. The ground of his thanksgiving
is the unfeigned faith of Timothy, of which the apostle is persuaded

(3-5); on this conviction he bases his admonition to Timothy to

arouse himself, not to be ashamed of the gospel and of the impris
oned apostle, but to suffer with him for the gospel ;

and he points to

the power of God which Timothy has already experienced, and to his

own example as one whom Timothy sees suffering as apostle of the

gospel (6-12). In his conscious fidelity as an apostolical model, he

exhorts Timothy to remain faithful to the doctrine which he has re

ceived from him, faithful to his teacher, and to receive at once

warning from the example of the unfaithful, and encouragement
from that of Onesiphorus. These admonitions prepare the way for

all his subsequent instructions to Timothy as to what is becoming
him as an evangelist, and what duties of love he owes to the

imprisoned apostle.

Vers. 1, 2. Inscription and greeting. Paul by the will of God,
is Paul s usual designation, at the opening of his epistles, of himself

in his divinely appointed position : entirely so 1 Cor. i. 1 (except

K^rdf), 2 Car. i. 1
; Eph. i. 1

;
Col. i. 1. It expresses here the

consciousness under which the apostle writes, not the design of es

tablishing his apostolical dignity ;
as the epistle is a purely private

communication to Timothy. This passage shews how groundless the

assumption that the term apostle at 1 Tim. i. 1
;

Tit. i. 1, implies a

joint destination of the letters also to the churches ;
for here any

thing of the kind is utterly out of the question. The words KCLT

i-nayyeMav 0% is, after the analogy of Tit. i. 1, where nard cannot

be rendered &quot;

according to,&quot; =for, to, of purpose; comp. Winer s
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Gr., 49, d. p. 358 (Matthies denies this signification). Kara is to

be connected, as there, with dnoarohog apostle by the will of God

(hence his independence of men), for (i. e., for the purpose of), the

promise of life. Against constructing Kara with did 0eA. are Tit.

i. 1, the above cited parallel passages, 1 Cor. i. 1, etc., the absence

of the article rov, the inappositeness of the preposition Kara.

ErroyyeAta owfr is not &quot;

announcement&quot; (Wahl), but as elsewhere,
(c

promise of life&quot; (comp. Wahl s eirayyehhofjuu, tnayyeXia the active

t-TrayyeAAw, annuntio, is not found) ;
for en. 0% we further point,

with Matthies, specially to 1 Tim. iv. 8
;

Tit. i. 2. Thus, Kar in.

properly, for the purpose of the promise of (announcing) life, as

1 Tit. i. 1, nara manv for the purpose of (producing) faith. So

also DeWette. Zor/j is more strictly defined (the article 1% mark

ing clearly the determining connexion
;
Winer s Gr., 20, 4), by

rifc ev Xp. !?/$. It is eternal life which in Christ Jesus is promised
to the world

; comp. Tit. i. 2. Justly Theodoret,
&quot;

so that I should

proclaim to men the promised eternal life.&quot; In Christ Jesus;

objectively existing and proffered in him
;

not as Mack, gained

by union with Christ
;

for this* is a result of what is here stated.

The promise of life in Christ held out to the dead world, thus ap

pears here as the purpose of the apostle s calling. We have seen

at Tit. i. 1, that the subjoined determinative epithet dnoaroko?

was not accidental. So here it is explicable from the scope of the

epistle, which is that Timothy after the example of the apostle, who
is in chains for the gospel s sake, should renounce all the pleasures
of this life, and freely submit to peril and suffering for the gospel.

How fitting this designation of the office of the apostle, whose co-

worker Timothy is a designation which at once directs the glance
of Timothy to that life for whose sake he is to surrender the advan

tages of this life ! Hence also the repeated express references to

the life in Christ Jesus
}
and participation therein, i. 10, 12

;
ii. 5,

8, 10-13
;

iv. 1. Similarly Chrysostorn, evOe(*)$ dnbrijg dpxfc noielrai

TI\V napa^vOiav fear tnayyeXiav Aywi&amp;gt; r^ w?Jf rijg iv Xptdrw Irjaov.

Ver. 2. To Timothy my beloved son. Tenvov as 1 Tim. i. 2
;

here not yvijoiov Iv niarei as there (comp. Tit. i. 4) but dyanrjrov as

1 Cor. iv. 17. Mack improbably supposes that Timothy no longer
deserves the name of a &quot;

genuine&quot; child
; rather, the term here em

ployed is one of more intimate personal affection (Heydenreich), the

other of honor. The blessing as 1 Tim. i. 2.

Vers. 3-5. Of the three epistles this alone has the usual pre

liminary expression of thanksgiving, which is wanting elsewhere

only in .Galatians, which for evxaptarti substitutes Oavpdfa. Even

in this feature we see the peculiarity of our epistle in contrast with

the two others. It is not like them a business letter, but as ex

pressed by Schleiermacher, strictly friendly and confidential : hence
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springs at once into view the personal relation between the two par

ties, comp. 1 Tim. i. 3. The introduction expresses gratitude for

the faith of Timothy, and a longing to see him again the two

emotions, as it were, interpenetrating each other, The similarity

of this introduction to Kom. i. 8-11, is worthy of remark. Its essen

tial feature is that there, as here, the apostle speaks of his gratitude
to God, as of his prayer to him that he may yet see the receivers cf

the epistle, and there connects his unceasing remembrance of them,
as here of Timothy, with his thanksgiving and his praj^er. The same

train of ideas might easily arise under like circumstances. The de

tails are so entirely diverse, that our passage must he regarded as

perfectly independent, and wholly discountenances the suspicion of

a clumsy imitation.

Ver. 3.
&quot; I thank God whom I serve from my ancestors with a

pure conscience, how unceasingly I remember thee in my prayers day
and night, longing to see thee/ etc. The construction here ia diffi

cult, yet not without grammatical and logical consistency, as De
Wette thinks. Wherever the apostle begins with a thanksgiving

having reference to the readers, he indicates the ground of his grat

itude
;
and this is their then Christian position. But he connects

immediately with his ev^apmrcS on what occasion he gives thanks,

viz., on [ivda in his prayers, and then subjoins the ground of it. This

clue will easily unravel the passage. The
&&amp;lt;; adidXem-ov, K. r. A.,

will thus not, in violation of his usual custom, contain the ground of

the thanksgiving, but only state its occasion. Nor is tTrnrod&v or

HE[j,v7iiJtevo$ to be referred back to x&PLV ^X^i since the former would

in no way apply to it, but connects itself clearly with dsijceotVj and

the latter, as shewn by the clause Iva K. r. A., belongs to i-niTioQ&v.

Ver. 5 then adduces the ground of the thanksgiving (&quot; calling to

mind the unfeigned faith/
7

etc.), viz., Timothy s position of faith.

The passage then stands in construction similar to Philem. 4, 5, .&quot;I

give thanks making mention of thee in my prayers hearing ;&quot;

Eph. i. 15, seq. ;
Col. i. 3, seq. ;

1 Thess. i. 2, seq. The single diffi

culty that distinguishes our passage, is that to the dejjaeig there is sub

joined (as at Phil. i. 4) a clause, tTn-rroOtiVj and to this again pe^vi]-

fiKvog. The introduction Rom. i. 18, seq., contains similar elements,

but with a clearer structure. For there the subject of thanksgiving

follows immediately on the evxapiorti, and then with the pveiav vp&v

is subjoined the subject matter of the prayer ; here, on the con

trary, this is inserted between the expression of thanksgiving and

the reason (vno^vrjaiv Aa/z.) assigned for it. Similarly also Eph.
i. 15, where dicovaag precedes, then ov ^avo\iai ev^apior^v with the

uvfiav vp&v TTOIOV^. etc., follows, and to this is subjoined the substance

of the prayer. This result, reached by the analogies of the other

epistles, will be confirmed by examining the details.
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Xdpiv %&amp;lt;*) commonly ev%apiaT& ; comp 1 Tim. i. 12. To ro&amp;gt; 6e&

the apostle attaches &quot; whom I serve from my forefathers in a pure
conscience.&quot; Upoyovot, natural, not &quot;spiritual progenitors or models&quot;

(Matthies) as is clear from ver. 5, which stands with this in unde

niable connexion. That this would require \iov (Matthies), is erro

neous
; comp. 1 Tim. v. 4, where -npoyovoi is used as here

;
nor do

we see any purpose in referring to the rrpoyovot of the Jewish people.

That for the sake of the Judaists he should represent himself hero

as a good Israelite, is an extraordinary hypothesis ;
and equally so

that he would remind Timothy of his superiority as a Hebrew of

the Hebrews to him, the son of a Jewish mother, but Grecian

father. Rightly Bengel, De Wette, Winer (Gr., 47, b. p. 333
&quot; from my forefathers [Polyb. v. 55, 9] with the disposition inherited

from them&quot;). That dno is not = instar, and drcb irpoyovuv not =
KK iratdog needs no proof ; comp. on the former point Winer, ubi

sup., on the latter De Wette, Matthies, etc. E*&amp;gt; nadapa oweidrjaei

in pure conscience (comp. at 1 Tim. i. 5, 19); the apostle in

herits not merely the service, but the mojjal state. His relation to

God he represents as a transmitted blessing, by him merely pre
served. The statement has been regarded as involving on the one

hand a denial of the superiority of Christianity to Judaism, on the

other, an incorrect judgment, and one contradictory to 1 Tim. i. 13,

regarding the conduct of the apostle before his conversion
; comp.

De Wette to whom the passage is but a disjointed compilation
from Rom. i. 9

;
Acts xxiii. 1, xxiv. 14, seq. But how does the

apostle place here &quot; the worship of God in Judaism and Christianity

on the same level ?&quot; He certainly held (Acts xxiv. 14), that his

fathers, and he as a Christian served one and the same God
;
the

equalization therefore must lie in the subjoined iv ttaO. oweid. But

this involves no such consequence ;
for it merely affirms that alike

he and his fathers have served God according to their best knowl

edge and conscience
;
and it is precisely this moral disposition which

serves God according to its knowledge, that has been transmitted

from them to him. Unquestionably his knowledge of God as a

Christian is more perfect, his moral consciousness more profound, his

pure conscience more deeply grounded ;
but this advancement no

more does away with that essential equality of disposition, which

makes our attained knowledge the rule of moral conduct, than does

the equality implied in the lv naO. ow. exclude that advancement.

For what is this naO. aw. but that ovdt-v fyavrti ovvoida (1 Cor. iv. 4)

of which our present knowledge must be our only standard
;
hence

also the a/U OVK iv TOVTU, but in this I am not justified, of that pas

sage. Nor is the statement here at all at war with the earlier con

duct of the apostle, nor with his declaration regarding it, 1 Tim.

i. 13, seq. He here declares that he did it ignorantly ;
and although
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as a Christian he acknowledges that his ignorance was grounded in

unbelief, yet his conscience was unstained by this lurking error of his

heart
; comp. at 1 Tim. i. 13. So also Acts xxiii. 1,

&quot;

I have con

ducted with all good conscience toward God until this day ;&quot; comp..

xxiv. 14. The two passages abundantly vindicate our passage. Or

would the apostle boast, in opposition to the Jews, of a good conscience

if he knew himself in fact guilty ? Guilty indeed, he undoubtedly

recognizes himself, of having been a blasphemer, and wanton perse

cutor, but not ofhaving had a defiled conscience (ayvo&v Troirjaag, etc).

And why, finally, regard our passage as an unconnected com

pilation from Eom. i. 9
;
Acts xxiii. 1

;
xxiv. 14, seq. ? Rom. i. 9

annexes indeed ivhoin I serve to God as here
;
but the connexion

and the general scope and purpose of the clause are different. The
two other passages can be adduced only as expressing a similar

thought. Even were the design of this clause less ascertainable
;

did we with Matthies regard it merely as the grateful utterance of

a profound religious feeling and experience ;
or with Bengel, defungi

paratum juvat memoria antecessorum, ad quos aggregatur, etc.,

such a judgment would be still too hasty. But ver. 5 sheds, I

think, a decided light on the entire expression. The apostle there

expresses his confidence that the faith which dwelt in the grand
mother and mother of Timothy has been transmitted also to him

;

and his subsequent exhortation is to be faithful to his inherited

gift and to his calling. Thus as he himself serves God from his

forefathers and has maintained a pure conscience, so of Timothy he

hopes that the unfeigned faith of his maternal ancestors may have

descended to him, and be maintained in a pure conscience. This

personal parallel corresponds entirely to the familiar, intimate tone

of the entire epistle.
f

ft ddiaAeiTtTov %(*) TTJV -nepi aov \LVUCLV cannot, we have said, com

paring the apostle s manner elsewhere, express the ground or subject
of the thanksgiving. This is also clear from a grammatical examin
ation of the passage. For to translate : I thank God that

(a&amp;gt;$-

= on)
I unceasingly think of thee, etc., taking w^ as marking the subject
of the thanksgiving, is grammatically inaccurate, and yields a

wholly inapposite sense, as all recent interpreters acknowledge,

comp. De Wette, Mack, Matthies. Nor can c5f in reference to

%dpiv fyu be taken as = as (ut), comp. Acts x. 28 ( Winer s Gr.,,

53, 5, p. 390). De Wette, Matthies, etc., find the ground of

thanksgiving not in the clause with wf but in general in his re

membering Timothy, and hence take wg- = quippe, siquidem ( De-

Wette, since; Matthies, inasmuch as), a&amp;gt;f
thus explaining %dpiv&amp;gt;

e^w. But a longing memory of Timothy seems but a poor ex

planation of the xa-piv %&amp;lt;*) ;
the emphatic ddidhenrrov would seem to

require a Trdvrore or the like with %ap. %. ;
and finally the expression
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of thanksgiving would surely, if no proper reason of it were to be

stated, require an VTTK? aov, as a mere %dpiv e^co followed by a siqui-

dern is intolerably bald. Witb Winer therefore ( Gal. vi. 10). I

regard it = ut, prout. I thank God, in proportion as I unceasingly

think of thee, i. e. unceasingly. This relation preserves the ordinary

relation in meaning of pveta to ev^apt,arc5t comp. Eph. i. 16
;

Phil. i.

3
; seq. ;

1 Thess. i. 2, seq. ;
Philern. 4. So also Huther : &g = as,

expresses the parallel relation of the subordinate to the leading-

clause. Adidkenrrov, (incessantly, Korn. ix. 2) the apostle prefixes

as predicate to intimate that his thanksgiving is incessant. Mvem,

remembrance, thinking upon, as Phil. i. 8 : connected witli K%EIV as

1 Thess. iii. 6 (Huther). liepl aov : Timothy the central object of

his remembrance, Winer s Gr. 47, e. In my prayers : he has

this perpetual remembrance in his prayers. By night and day :

better with De Wette referred to the preceding, than with Mack,
Matthies, etc. to the following eTrnroQ&v with which an adverbial

limitation comes in awkwardly.
Ver. 4. -&quot; Longing to see thee, while remembering thy tears,

that I may be filled with
joy.&quot;

EmnoOtiv states definitely how the

apostle remembers him in his prayers. Along with this remem
brance the desire to see him expresses itself in his prayer, a longing
kindled by the remembrance of his tears (qu. parting tears ?) See

the Introd. The participial clause, /ze/j. etc. is parenthetical, as

ground of the explanation, so that Iva again refers back to &m-noO&v\-

desiring to see thee that I may thus be filled, etc. &quot;Iva forbids our

constructing fiep. with %dp. $%(,) : this would require not a final but

causal clause.
&quot; This expression of desire prepares the way for his

invitation to Kome
; yet a reference like that Rom. i. 11 is wanting/

1

De Wette. It certainly does not follow necessarily that this thought
must also be found here : still it occurs, comp. ver. 8

;
iv. 9, seq.

,Ver. 5.
&quot;

Remembering the unfeigned faith which is in thee/

&quot;YnoXaf.i!3dvG)v, the recepta and Tischendorf after D.E.I.K. etc. :

while Griesbach and Lachmann prefer Aa/3wv after A.C.F.G., etc.

To me, apart even from the fact that, on account of what precedes,
the change of Aa/?wv into Aa/z/3. is more easily explicable than the

reverse, Xaftuv seems preferable, as thus the expression vnofi. Aa///3.

admits a more natural explanation, and vno^vrjatg is elsewhere also

.transitive (comp. 2 Pet. i. 13
;

iii. 1, as i^mi\ivf\oK(^] ; although
doubtless the explaining of VTTO^. by recordatio, has its analogy in

XrjOrjv /iap,3. 2 Pet. i. 9. This conjecture renders our passage similar

to Eph. i. 15
; duovoa^ ri]v naff vplg Triariv . . . ov national evxapLcmov,

etc. In this case the apostle would refer to accounts received re

garding Timothy (as in fact the epistle shews him acquainted with

Timothy s position) and which he may have obtained through

Onesiphorus. Then f^v. aov rtiv 6aK. be understood not of tears of
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separation, but of tears shed at a distance for the absent apostle.

The analogy of other passages led us to connect vrrofiv. Ao/3. with

%dpiv %(). A closer examination seems to preclude every other

construction
;
alike that of Matthies who makes it the ground of

the definite expectation of joy, since it can belong to Iva %. TT/I.

only as determining it in manner or in time
;
and that of De

Wette, who regards it as an added motive to emrrod&v, for the

entire construction thus involves an awkwardness which might have

been easily avoided by placing Iva before pep. and adding nai. De
Wette himself is dissatisfied with the construction, but attributes

the fault to the author. On dvvnofcpirog mans, see at 1 Tim. i. 5,

and Phil. ii. 21, seq. As in his own case, the apostle deems it a

blessing to have descended from pious and conscientious parents, so

in that of Timothy. He is strengthened in the conviction that the

unfeigned faith, which seems a maternal inheritance in the family
of Timothy, has descended also to him : comp. at ver. 3, and as to

the matter of fact, iii. 15,
&quot; thou knowest from a child the holy

scriptures,&quot; of course through his mother s care. Acts xvi. 1. This

view of faith as an inheritance is clearly expressed in the following

words &quot; which dwelt
first,&quot;

etc. This faith is the one subject which

dwelt in his grandmother, mother, and now in himself (supply
tvoinel

;
De Wette). The &quot; in

thee,&quot; however, is uttered with less

objective certainty : it is a conviction, strengthened by the above

adduced facts, but which he indeed summons Timothy still further

to strengthen by his conduct. This propagation of faith is a divine

blessing on the parents, but presupposing certainly a susceptible

spirit in the child. The word h&amp;gt;oiKelv (so only with Paul
; comp.

Kom. viii. 11
;
2 Cor. vi. 16

;
Col. iii. 16) represents faith, regarded

objectively, as derived from without, viz., from God. lip&rov here

in its strict sense &quot;first&quot; (Matthies) : not &quot;sooner than in thee&quot;

(De Wette, comparing Kom. xv. 24). Critics take offence at the

representation of Timothy as a youth, on which see at 1 Tim. iv.

12. If we compare i. 3 of our passage this idea is done away. D.

Baur regards this mention of his grandmother and mother as very

singular, and believes that the author has woven in the names,
furnished probably by tradition, in order to give to the contents of

his epistle a more concrete and individual form. Our interpretation

renders, I trust, this hypothesis superfluous. Comp. against it,

Matthies.

Vers. 6, 7, summons Timothy not to leave unemployed the gift

imparted to him. &quot;For which reason&quot; refers to &quot;I am per
suaded.&quot; This persuasion gives alike to the admonition and to the

duty to which Timothy is summoned, their proper prerequisite and

foundation. All
activity for the kingdom of God must spring from

the power of faith in the individual performer. Ava/^w/tf/cw,. re&amp;lt;
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mind (1 Cor. iv. 17), with the included idea of exhorting. Ava-

faTTvpelv (only here in the New Testament : on its use elsewhere see

Wahl) ;
to rekindle, revive. The ^apia^a is conceived as a &quot; slum

bering spark&quot; (De Wette) which in Timothy needs rekindling. &quot;He

was not fervent in spirit, Rom. xii. 13&quot; (see also Acts xviii. 25) justly

remarks De Wette
;
and this is intimated also in the following admo

nition. For representing the ^dp^ia as a fire, comp. Acts ii. 3
;
Mattb.

iii. 11. The admonition implies too that the use of the imparted

gift depended on the will of Timothy. E*&amp;gt;

i]\ilv yap carl KOL ofievai

Kal dvd^ai TOVTO, Chrysostom. Bat what does this %tipiG\La, denote ?

The term itself in i(s wide signification (Rom. i. 11, v. 15, vi. 23,

xi. 29, comp. with xii. 6
;
1 Cor. xii. 4, seq.), leaves it undecided

;

yet we may perhaps determine it from the connexion, as vers. 6 and

7 manifestly introduce ver. 8 seq. (ovv), and from the comp. of

1 Tim. iv. 14, and i. 18. As there ^dpio^a can be understood only
of his definite gift for the vocation of teacher, so also here. And
the whole tenor of the epistle (to which ver. 6 is, as it were, the

key), points to Timothy s vocation as a teacher, not to his Christian

deportment, the & ]}v alriav of ver. 6, in fact, assuming his faith
as ground of the admonition to fidelity in his official calling. Then
the reference is not to the gift of the spirit in general (Matthies,

etc.), but with Chrysostom, Mack, De Wette, to the specific gift re

quisite for his calling ; and this not, with Mack, that of government,
but that of evangelist. So also Olshausen. The relative clause,
&quot; which is in

thee,&quot; etc., refers to the same act as in 1 Tim. iv. 14,

viz., Timothy s reception of his evangelical calling by prophecy and

imposition of hands. Regarding as every unprejudiced person must do,

the two passages as having a like reference, we see how groundlessly
this setting apart is regarded as a consecration of Timothy to the

bishopric of Ephesus, a formal inauguration to the office of priest

or bishop (Mack). To any presiding over the Ephesian church, or

any other church, there is not the slightest allusion
;
see the Intro

duction. If here the imposition of hands is ascribed to the apostle,

then to the presbytery, the two admit, as even Dr. Batir concedes,
*

of being easily united
; comp. at the above passage. It is obvious,

however, why here the apostle specifies his own agency. It accords

not only with that character of intimate relationship between the

two, which pervades the entire epistle as its foundation and subject,

but also with the immediately following summons to Timothy, to

exercise fearlessly his gift on behalf of him through whom it was

imparted. On Knideaig x LP^v) comp. 1 Tim. iv. 14, v. 22. Am, Mack,
* Dr. Baur employs indeed this liberal concession (timeo Danaos, etc.), in order to

bring out a complete bishop s consecration, as fixed by the Cone. Cath., a. 253, and tho

Alex. Const. But of the setting apart of a bishop there is not a syllable. And tho lay

ing on of hands would still doubtless have its analogies, even though we could not flp-

jpeal to Acts xix, 6. Seo Matthies, p. 479.
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in opposition to Flatt,justly explains ofmeans: per hominemdatDeus,

Augustine. The apostle knows that in consequence of the imposition

of hands, the Divine gift has been bestowed upon Timothy. Yet Mack

manifestly errs in supposing that it follows from this certainty, that

the communication of the Spirit is connected sacramentally with the

act (i. e.j ex vi ipsius actionis a Deo ad hoc instituta). Still more

untenable is his reasoning from this passage to the indelible character

of ordination : for 1, ordination in its later sense is in no way referred

to, and 2, it by no means follows from the exhortation to Timothy
to rekindle the spiritual flame, that it may not be entirely extin

guished.
Ver. 7 assigns a reason for the requisition ;

for God hath not

given us a spirit of fear, but of power, love, and self-control. Hvevpa
is not here = xdpioiia. Kather ver. 7, as confirming, stands parallel

to 6C f/v alriaVy ver. 6
;
since Timothy has received such a spirit, he

must not allow his xdpio[ia to lie unemployed. The Spirit is im

parted to him as a Christian
;
the right employment of his gift is

referred to his personal conduct as a Christian. The terms which

limit Tivev^a, as ov deihla^ a/Ula Swdfieug, K. r. /I. (comp. Rom. viii. 15,

dov^eiag vloOeotacf), are adapted doubtless to the defects perceived
in Timothy. beiMag (Matth. viii. 26 ; Rev. xxi. 8

;
John xiv. 27),

timidity ;
as Timothy is not to fear dangers and sufferings for the

sake of the gospel. In contrast : dwdpeug, of power, which makes

strong for vnepviKdv, Rom. viii. 37, comp. Eph. vi. 10
;
Phil. iv. 13.

Overpassing the simple contrast the apostle adds, Kol dydnrjg ndi

awfrpoviopov. Love fears no danger or sacrifice, and gives to power
its constant impulse and right direction. Zo^powopri; not transitive

(= are sobering, comp. auQpovifa, Tit. ii. 4), but, with most inter

preters, reflexive,
&quot;

self-control, sobriety in conduct
;&quot; comp. Theo-

doret,
&quot; that we may chasten the disorder of our passions ;&quot;

see at

Tit. i. 8. The following admonitions seem to betray a certain

earthly propensity in Timothy. On the absence of the article, see

Winer s Gr., 19, 1, 2.

Vers. 8-12. Application of the above to the present case. Tim

othy is not, therefore, to shrink from sharing the shame of the gos

pel and of the imprisoned apostle, but to unite with him in enduring
for the gospel, in view of its undeserved and glorious richness, as he

sees the apostle do. Yer. 8 discloses what the apostle had specially
in mind in the preceding general admonitions. Timothy is to be ad

monished not to shrink from the shame and danger of publishing the

gospel. Mark the twofold character ofthe injunction : &quot;the testimony
of the Lord and of me his prisoner ;&quot;

which thus suggests the double

purpose of the epistle, viz., to remind Timothy of his duties to the

gospel and to the imprisoned apostle. The positive clause aAAd

aov shews the ground of Timothy s shame
;

it sprung
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not from the divine foolishness of the gospel, but from the sufferings

to which it exposed him. On &t(u,a%vv9ife, comp. Korn. i. 16. To

[tapTvpiov 7ov Ki pioVy Kvp., gen. of obj.j comp. Winer s Gr., 30, 1,

1 Cor. i. 6, ii. 1
;
John xv. 26

;
Acts iv. 33

;
Heh. iii. 5. On TO?

dKo^iov av-ov whom Christ the cause of Christ, has imprisoned
and holds in bonds, see Winer s Gr., 30, 2, p. 170, and there also

the other explanations of the construction. This added clause sug

gests at once why Timothy might be, and should not be ashamed.

ZvynaicoTTdOTjoov (here only : KaKorraOM, ii. 3, 9, iv. 5
;
James v. 13,

comp. with 10 : thus KCLKOVXKU, Heb. xi. 37, xiii. 3), suffer with me
for the gospel ;

as the analogy of Phil. i. 27, iv. 3, owaOXev, Heb.

xi. 25
;
Eom. viii. 17, etc., teaches. In this construction aAAa cor

responds to the preceding, and that which follows stands with it

in natural connexion
;
for the clause then embraces the two pre

viously named points (^aprvpiov, e/is), and the connexion of 11 and

12 is naturally explained. So Chrysostom and Wahl, Mack, Mat-

thies
;
De Wette is undecided. Kara 6vv. Oeov is erroneously, I

think, explained, with reference to ver. 7 of the pow
rer of God im

parted to Timothy (&quot;
thou art not wanting in

power,&quot; Mack, De

Wette, etc.); for the ovv renders this addition superfluous, and with

out the natural reference in the expression ;
but particularly the

contents of ver. 9 oppose this view, which points us to the saving
act of Divine compassion, and in this discloses that dvvafu? ;

so also

the on dwarc^y ver. 12, which likewise speaks not of a power dwel

ling in the apostle, but belonging properly to God. This verse, how

ever, corresponds precisely, in the general train of thought, to the

language before us. Thus, the sense is : suffer with me according
to the measure of God s power displayed in our salvation, i. e., thy

submitting to sufferings must, like mine, correspond in willingness

and confidence to the power of God.

Yer. 9 is then not &quot;a purely general, superfluous mention of the

facts of salvation
;&quot;

not &quot; a common-place which serves only to

introduce the mention of the apostle s vocation&quot; ( De Wette); but

a necessary and more exact characterization of this dvvafiig :

&quot; who

hath saved
us,&quot; etc., the sense is : he who has experienced the

power of God in his own salvation and calling, must not, in view of

this power, shrink from sufferings ;
with an answering confidence

he must be ready to suffer for the gospel.
&quot; Saved and called/

mark not something specially imparted to the apostle and Timovhy,
but to every Christian

;
while its primary reference here is to him

self and Timothy. Zuaavrog as shewn by the epexegetical nal KCI\S-

oavTog, denotes the individual saving act, which necessarily implies

the grace,
&quot; manifested through the appearance of the Saviour.&quot; On

Oeog as &quot;

Saviour&quot; see at Tif. i. 3.
&quot; With Paul God never appears

as Saviour,&quot; says De Wette. Who is he then in passages like
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Bom. v. 9,
&quot; We shall be saved through him (Christ), 1 Cor. i. 21,

&quot;

It pleased God . . . to save&quot;? At KaMaavro? De Watte himself

points to the fact that even with Paul it is God who calls. Gal. i. 6
;

Rom. viii. 30. On the expression icahetv KAt
joei, 1 Ccr. vii. 20

; Eph.
i. 4. This calling, the apostle styles holy, not barely as issuing
from God for then every thing must he alike holy hut from its

character. It is a call to a separation from the world and an en

trance into the fellowship of his kingdom : hence the name saints

(ayioi). Here where the individual is to suffer for the gospel, the

term is peculiarly appropriate. The apostle portrays before Timo

thy the power of God in their personal experience of salvation, but

enhances the obligation by the added &quot;not according to our works&quot;

(com}). Tit. iii. 5) ;
this experience of the divine power is one of pure,

unmerited grace, and demands their grateful love in return. Kara,

&quot;by
virtue of/ comp. Tit. iii. 5. The true incentive to it (properly,

with Huther, the &quot;

measure, standard&quot;) is furnished in the words,
&quot;

according to his own purpose and
grace,&quot;

etc. The
&quot;purpose&quot;

as

the essential ground is defined by the
&quot;grace&quot;

as its mode of mani

festation
;
see Tit. iii. 5, &quot;not of works but according to his

mercy.&quot;

j therefore, is not a purpose in reference to individuals

rj,
icar E.itXoyr\v irpoO. Bom. ix. 11

;
viii. 28 (Mack), but the de

cision accomplished in ver. 10 : comp. Eph. i. 9, &quot;his good pleasure
which he purposed.&quot; Eph. iii. 11. That npoOeois is not= predesti
nation but=resolution, decision (-rrpOTiOeaOai, properly, to purpose,

resolve) is clear, from passages like Bom. i. 13
;

iii. 25 ; Eph. i. 11,

comp. Harless at Eph. i. 9. *ldiog in contrast with an impulse from

without (t^ya i]n^v). The substance of this purpose, proceeding
from God, is marked by the following XOLQIV 7r

l
v

i
K - T

&amp;gt;

^-
&quot;By

virtue

of the grace given in ancient times in Christ Jesus he has saved

us.&quot; Each individual act of salvation lias its ground in this grace

bestowed on the world in Christ. In Christ for from eternity he

holds the position of Mediator between God and man, so that all

God s love and grace can reach the world only through him : comp.
Harless at Eph. i. 4, p. 13

;
i. 6, 1, 28, 29. Ev, not pw : but in

(comp. Winer s Gr., 48, a, p. 347, note),= in his person ;
not in

fellowship with him, as Mack, against which comp. Harless above

p. 29. In this, case
%a$i&amp;lt;;

would denote the grace conferred on indi

viduals, which view, besides our remarks on Trpd^e^f, conflicts with

ver. 10, and would involve the incongruous idea that this grace is

bestowed on those already enjoying fellowship with Christ. ITpo

pflporwv aluviuv= H()b rtiv aluvuv (1 Cor. ii. 7) or Trpo A-ara/3o/l/fc

Koafiovj Eph. i. 4, comp. with iii. 11, see at Tit. i. 2. &oOtiaav not

&quot;destined,&quot; as Heydenreich, but
&quot;given,&quot;

so that it needs only to

become .known to us in time by the manifestation of him in whom it

is bestowed. This manifestation in all its stages is but the actual

realization in time of that eternal act of love.

VOL. VI 13.
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Hence, ver. 10,
&quot; but now manifested/ etc. The term $av.

represents that
&quot;gift&quot;

as hitherto concealed from the world, &quot;the

mystery hidden from ancient times/ Col. i. 26, &quot;kept secret since

the world began/ Rom. xvi. 25
;
which notwithstanding the pre

dictions of the Old Testament has now first become revealed (comp.

the contrast of farfyyeiXaTo and
&amp;lt;]&amp;gt;dvep(t)oe}

Tit. i. 2, 3). Since pro

phecy, although a revelation for the present, has the revelation

of future salvation as its essential burden. Ni5v fixes the present

point in the course of the ages : Eph. i. 10
;
Gal. iv. 4. This

grace is revealed through the appearance of our Saviour Jesus Christ

who hath abolished death, and brought life and immortality to

light, etc. Eirufxiveta, not merely of the adventus of Christ to

earth (Wahl) but as t-Tre^av?/, Tit. ii. 11, iii. 4., of his entire mani

festation and ministry on earth, as the two following clauses shew.

Comp. at the above passage in Titus, as also on the gnostic sentiment,

which Baur detects in the expression.
&quot;

Abolishing death and bring

ing to light life and immortality/ are the two capital points which

here mark the tm^dvsia of our Saviour. The term Karapytu belongs
to that class of words specifically Pauline, of which we have met

with several in the pastoral epistles. It is used in its present signi

fication, apart from Heb. ii. 14, only by Paul, and by him twenty-
one times : Luke xiii. 7 the only other case of its occurrence in the

New Testament does not belong here.
&quot; In Grsecis scriptoribuahoc

sensu legere non memini,&quot; Winer in Gal. iii. 17. Its meaning is

&quot;

vi sua privo, tollo.&quot; As to the general expression we might com

pare with our passage 1 Cor. xv. 26, ta%arog fyOpbg KarapyelraL 6

Odvaro^j which differs however in making the &quot;

abolishing&quot; of death

future, and completed only when all are made alive again in Christ,

and all the consequences of sin removed. Perfectly correspondent
in sense and illustrative of our passage is Heb. ii. 14, that through
death he might abolish (tfarapy?/^) him that hath the power of death,

etc. In the present passage death appears as the power which Christ

has destroyed, and so destroyed, as shewn by the positive ^rioavro^
that it no more shuts out life and immortality. In this contrast

with life and immortality, death appears here, as also elsewhere,

e. g, Rom. vi. 23, not as strictly bodily or spiritual death (dead in

trespasses, Col. ii. 13), but the power which, in consequence of sin,

has seized alike on body and soul, and inflicts natural, as the pre

cursor of eternal death. Its sting is sin : it is nullified when this is

taken away; for it is then no longer a denial of life and immortality.

There remains but the form of death, until this also is annihilated,

and death is no more (Rev. xxi. 4, death shall exist no more, etc.).

Some, connecting with Karapy. the &a rov evay. have taken it sub

jectively, of the annihilation of the fear of death. But with this

the context is at war, which describes as the ground of all individual
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salvation the grace objectively imparted to us through the appear

ing of Christ, as well as the expression itself. But if Karapy. denotes

deliverance from death by the death of Christ, fariaavrog, which by
&amp;lt;5e is placed in direct contrast with it, must denote not a mere knowl

edge imparted by him to mankind, but that actual victory of his life

over death, which was achieved by his resurrection. $Gmv, &quot;

bring
to

light&quot; (1 Cor. iv. 5), is a term suggested by death as the power
of darkness ( Matt. iv. 16

;
Luke i. 79).

&quot;

Immortality,&quot; epexeget-
ical of

&quot;life,&quot; pointing to its eternal, imperishable character in

contrast with death (thus Rom. vi. 23, &quot;eternal life&quot; as opposed
to death) not specially, as Heydenreich, of the immortality of the

body ; comp. Kom. ii. 7. This is found only, and repeatedly in

Paul.

The clause did rov evay. may seern adverse to our explanation of

(f&amp;gt;G)ri(javTog ;
since if we connect this with 0wr. as a strict designa

tion of the means, 0wr. can refer only to the enlightening effect of

the gospel. This, however, leads to the above censured false relation

of Karapy. and
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;O)T.,

and with Huther, we should then secure a con

sistent construction by referring did rov ev. equally to both participles.

But to this the words and context are alike opposed, as also De
Wette acknowledges ;

&quot; the idea of the annihilation of death is

scarcely separable from the relation to the death of Jesus.&quot; I con

ceive it better, therefore, to regard did rov ev. as a looser appended

clause, comprehending the did rfj$ KmQaveias, and thus determin

ing (f)avepG)6elaav}
etc. The writer, having ver. 11 in mind, com

prehends the general preceding thought under the did rov ev.
}
to

which he can thus subjoin his el$ o.
&quot;

Through the
gospel&quot;

thus

indicates in relation to did r% em^., the remoter means of the reve

lation. Comp. in confirmation of this view, Tit. i. 3, but particu

larly 1 Tim. ii. 6
;
where TO uaprvpiov naipotg Idioig, in a similar manner

comprehends the preceding by way of apposition, and similarly also

el$ b r0r)v follows. Death and life then are not here thus distinctly

adverted to by the apostle, merely because the one exhibits the

concentrated action of sin, the other of grace, but specially in con

nexion with the summons to suffering ;
since what has he to fear

for whom death is annihilated, and life and immortality actually

brought to light ? On the article before doQuGav, comp. at ri^ v

XpjdToj, i. 1. Its omission before Karapy. has its ground, perhaps, in

the fact that this participle with the following assigns the ground
for tfravepuOdoav, being in that he, etc. (Winer s Gr., 20, 1. c.)

The article before Odvarog indicates this as the well-known previously

reigning power, while u?j and d^Oapaia, represented as newly suc

ceeding to it, are without it.

At ver. 11, comp. the parallel 1 Tim. ii. 7. The design of the

expression, however, is in the two cases different. In the one the
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apostle points in his calling to the universality of Divine grace ;
in

the other, his aim is to induce Timothy to suffer with him for the

gospel. Of this gospel he is ordained a preacher ;
for this he suf

fers, arid that without shame
;
and so also should Timothy do and

suffer with him. It is thus not merely the joyful certainty of the

fullness of grace which hrings the apostle to his calling, but his

requirement of Timothy to suffer with the gospel, vcr. 8. The

reading iOv&v,
&quot;

opposed only by A. 17, is rightly retained by De
Wette.

Ver. 12.
&quot; For wliicli cause, etc. His apostolic calling is the

cause of his sufferings. Kai ravra. even this, refers to the intima

tion, ver. 8. OVK aiox- also clearly refers to the admonition to Tim

othy, ver. 8, not to shrink from the shame attendant on the gospel,

and thus places beyond doubt the purpose of this mention of him

self. And so also the ground of the apostle s exemption from

shame corresponds to the above referring of Timothy to the power
of God, with our interpretation of the expression. He knows in

whom he has believed, and is persuaded that he is able, etc. Iknow
in whom I have believed,

= I have the most unquestionable proof
of the power of God

;
the proof mentioned ver. 9, seq. ;

1 Tim. i.

12, seq. fit KeniarevKa (of course not elg or), in whom I have

believed
; comp. at Tit. iii. 8

;
Acts xxvii. 25. This is not Christ,

but as the context shews, which speaks of the power of God, God.

I am persuaded, viz., in consequence of this. At dvrarog De Wette
remarks rightly ;

this is the dvraui$ of ver. 8
;

for dwarog, used of

God, he points to Rom. xi. 23, xiv. 4
;
2 Cor. ix, 8. The following

TTJV napaOtJKrjv pov Qvhdt-cu, etc., while the individual expressions are

simple and intelligible, is as a whole difficult. On napaOrJKT], dcpo-

situm, see at 1 Tim. vi. 20. On tKeivr) ?/ jjpfya (= jjfiepa nvpfov),

comp. 2 Thess. i. 10
;
Matth. vii. 22, etc. On d$ =

until, Phil. i.

10. Winer s Gr., 49, a., p. 353. Looking to the connexion., the

clause must contain the conviction which strengthens the apostle to

meet the hardships of his calling. Wholly inconsistent with, this

purpose is De We tie s explanation of napaO/JKrj as his office
;

&quot; God
will keep his office for him until that day !&quot; The apostle is speci

fying that which inspires him with courage in fulfilling his ofiice
;

he cannot surely then say that God preserves for him his office. If

De Wette means that God will impart to him power to execute his

office in persecution and death, he abandons his own interpretation.
To refer with. Flatt and others the TrapaOiJKT] to the gospel, is still

more objectionable. Looking to the other passages of our epistle

which express the writer s sources of consolation under present dis

tress and humiliation, we find them alluding uniformly to the
&quot;

crown,&quot;
to

&quot;

life,&quot;
to participation in the &quot;

kingdom.&quot; In the

&amp;lt;f crown of righteousness,&quot; iv. 8, reserved for him in that day, he
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himself suggests the clue to the solution of our passage. The spe
cific idea here, indeed, is rather &quot;

life&quot; than a &quot;

crown&quot; (ver. 10),

because life is not a thing absolutely future, but already present, and

being as such committed to the individual s guardianship, may be

styled a deposite. Why the apostle makes the keeping of this depos-
ite dependent on God rather than on himself (comp. 1 Tim. vi. 12), is

shewn by the context. He is stating the consoling assurance which

he has in his conduct as a sufferer for the gospel ;
as such he has the

certainty that in spite of all his shame, God will preserve for him his

deposite. De Wette has been drawn away from this obvious ex

planation by the unwarranted supposition that napa&rJKri can signify

here nothing other than at ver. 14, and 1 Tim. vi. 20, and for the

sake of embracing all these passages under one interpretation, he

refers the nap. to the calling of the apostle, a meaning suited neither

to this nor to the others. Arid assuredly it stands here in a relation

widely different from that of the other passages. There the u
keep

ing&quot;
is attributed to Timothy ;

here to God : there its reference is

clearly to doctrine
;
here it is a personal good, to be preserved to the

day of judgment : there the question is of right action in Timothy ;

here of consolation in right action. It cannot then be objected with

De Wette, that the author would not without warning have so sud

denly changed the signification of the word
;
the connexion itself

indicates the change. Bather, how could the apostle, who in his

own case has just committed the keeping of his deposite to God,

immediately at ver. 14 admonish Timothy to keep the oA/)v Trap., if

the term signified one and the same thing, viz., their vocation ?

Nay, De Wette himself regards the admonition (13, 14) to fidelity

in his official work, as unconnected with the preceding, and might
well therefore have inferred that it treats of a different sub*

ject. Hutlier like De Wette. That \wv is not gen. of the sub

ject, is clear from the other two passages where -napaO. can only
denote something entrusted to Timothy ;

from the term itself, in

which TTapd primarily indicates the following genitive as genitive

of the object ; and, finally, from the untenableness of all the views

which rest on this construction. For napaO. can denote neither

his reward, nor his soul, nor his soul s salvation. To refer it to the

first or the last would be to render his salvation self-achieved, in

stead of a gift of grace ; referred to the second, it would yield, if

taken in the sense of life, a sense totally unsuited to the el$ KK. rr\v

^. j
and otherwise, this view coincides with the third of those named

above. The interpretations which understand TrapaO. of the Holy

Ghost, or Paul s disciples, need no refutation.

Yers. 13-18. The apostle has just admonished Timothy to suf

fer after his own example in behalf of the gospel. Sensible of his

own office and fidelity in discharging it, he now further summons
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him not merely to resolution in general, but specially to a steadfast

adherence to the doctrine received from the apostle, and to personal

fidelity to him, adding by way of warning, examples of unfaithful

ness, and for encouragement, examples of faithful service. These

are the fundamental thoughts of the epistle to which its entire fur

ther contents are devoted.

Yer. 13. &quot;Hold fast the form/ etc. TTTOTL^, as 1 Tim. i.

16, so here, pattern, norm, not outline, much less written outline

(Herder, Schrader), as shewn sufficiently by ijaovaag. Chrysostoin

rightly ; KaOdrrep trrl r&v ^uypdcpuv h e-V7T(*)odiJ.7]v} (frrjolv eltcova ooi rT/g

dp~7}g . . . wcrrrep nva navova teal ap^rvirov Kal opovg Karafiakm trrl

ri]v orfv ^vxfiv. Tavra vvv K%E, K. r. h, Similarly Theodoret. *E%e

= Ka,TK%G), as 1 Tim. iii. 9, comp. Passow. Tyiaivov-eg hoyoi, the

same as Tit. i. 9, // did. ?} vyiaivovaa ii. 1, 1 Tim. i. 10, etc. We
see that the danger of error, mentioned in the first epistle, \vas not

yet past.-
&quot; In faith and love&quot; (to be connected of course with

&quot;

hold,&quot;)
denotes the frame of mind in which alone the true doc

trine can be maintained; comp. 1 Tim. i. 6, 19, etc. &quot;Which

is in Christ Jesus,&quot; i. e., founded in him, and hence springing from

union with him. The article is wanting, as De Wette justly re

marks, before VTTOTVTT., because it is limited by the following geni
tive

;
before vy. Ady. ; because, like vopog, the phrase has become

familiar with the writer. On its omission before niang and dyd-rj,

see Winer s Gr., 19, 1.

Yers. 14 connects aovvSeruc;, with rhetorical emphasis, the par
allel injunction :

&quot;

keep the noble deposite through the Holy

Ghost,&quot; etc. For KaXrj -apaO. is as 1 Tim. vi. 20, to be understood

of the possession of right doctrine entrusted to him
; comp. after

wards ii. 2,
&quot; What tliou hast heard -that commit,&quot; etc., and at

1 Tim. vi. 20. The Holy Ghost, who dwells in him as in the apos

tle, and is ready for his emergencies, is the means of preservation.
Tovro Ti%og rj{uv}

rovro cppovpioVj rovro nara^vyi^ Chrysostom. On
the article TOV

}
see Winer s Gr., 20, 16.

Yer. 15, seq., refer back, as Heydenreich and others have per

ceived, to the other part of the injunction primarily given in ver. 8,
&quot; Nor of me his prisoner.&quot; Instead of directly urging on Timothy
his obligations of love, the apostle gently suggests examples which

may sufficiently instruct him in his duty.
&quot; It is truly natural,&quot;

says Schleierrnacher,
&quot; that in exhorting one to steadfastness and

courage, he should hold out examples of timidity and irresolution/

The facts mentioned in ver. 15 are cited as already known to Tim

othy, perhaps through Onesiphorus. The design then, is not to im

part information, but to give a hint for the conduct of Timothy. It

is commonly supposed that persons from Asia Minor, who for some

reason had come to Korne at the time of the apostle s imprison-
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ment, had been ashamed of him, and treated him with neglect. So

Chrysostom and Theodoret. Such must be the import of the dnea-

Tpdfyi-fadv /.IE,
as the contrast in ver. 16, and the entire context shew.

It denotes therefore not falling from the faith, but the same, per

haps, as iyaar&iTcov //e, iv. 16 (com p. Tit. i. 14 on the expression).
This construction would seem (see Mack) rather to require ol K

T-/)? A., than ol v ry A. The only explanation seems to be that of

De Wette and others, that the persons mentioned had already re

turned home, and hence are denoted as ol iv -y A. The n-d v r s s ol

presupposes Timothy s cognizance of the matter
; though Mack

thinks that the apostle speaks of a formal apostacy, occasioned by
his imprisonment. But such a &quot;

turning away&quot;
does not harmonize

with the connexion, and even then, apart from what is here said,

TrdvTeg must assuredly be subjected to the necessary restriction.

Those particularly adduced, perhaps as better known, are otherwise

unknown to us. On
&quot;Asia,&quot; comp. Winer s K.W.B., Wieseler, ubi

supra, p. 31, seq. De Wette says justly : this assumption of Tim

othy s acquaintance with the conduct of these Asiatics, implies his

residence in Asia Minor
;
ver. 18 points even to Ephesus ; comp.

the Introduction.

Yers. 16-18. With the example of the unstable Paul contrasts

that of Onesiphorus. This man, mentioned here and at iv. 19, is

also otherwise unknown to us. The mode of mentioning him, the

Divine mercy being here invoked upon his house, and upon himself

only at the day of judgment, and the greeting at iv. 19, being re

stricted to his house, justify the inference that he was dead. Thus
much is clear regarding him, that he had come from Ephesus to

Home, and rendered affectionate service to the imprisoned apostle.

The mercy (tAeof), wished to him, corresponds to his own treatment

of the apostle :

&quot; he often refreshed
me,&quot; etc. The word dva^.

(properly refresh by cool breath of air, then refresh in general :

XrjTijv nva vnb av^iov OVVE^O^EVOV T&V Oktyew rijc; dvaipv%(*)$

, Theophylact), only here
; dvd^v&c, Acts iii. 19; common in

the LXX., and the classics
; similarly dvarravetVj Philem. 7. There

is no ground for taking the &quot;refreshment&quot; as exclusively physical.

The added clause,
&quot; was not ashamed of my chains,&quot; points back to

ver. 8, and shews the design of this mention of Onesiphorus, &quot;AAixKf,.

as Eph. vi. 20, etc. On dwrj for cJofy, Winer s Gr., 14, 1. On the

reading inaia^vvOrj for ^.r^n^vvQi]^ id., 12, at close. While the

apostle touches but slightly on the conduct of those who turned

away, he lingers with grateful love on the mention of Onesiphorus..

On coining to Home he sought him diligently (anovdaiorepov, not

contrasted with the conduct of the wavering, but with the
T/)I&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;U.

OVK t-Tja.
= far from being deterred by his imprisonment, he sought

him all the more diligently), and found him. &quot;The Lord* grant
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that he may find,&quot;
etc. The reference of evpelv to evpe is manifest,

and entirely in the manner of the apostle. Otherwise, De Wette,

against Matthies. The repeated Kvpio? is remarkable, comp. Gen.

xix. 24. Neither there nor here is napa itvpiov = Trap iavrov (De
Wette against Chrysostom, Mack and others); for the passages to

which the advocates of this construction appeal, are of an entirely

different character (Winer s Gr., 22, 2), and it would be a strange

form of expression, indeed, if we are to understand but one sub

ject, when a different position of the one subject is not indicated in

the expression. But if two subjects are referred to, the first is not (as

De Wette and others maintain) God and the second Christ, as be

ing the Judge, but conversely, the first is Christ, and the second

God. For the first nvpios can be understood only as immediately

before, at ver. 16, where, according to the prevailing usage of these

epistles, which in this also, evince their Pauline origin (comp. Winer s

Gr., 19, 1), it assuredly denotes Christ
; comp. i. 2, iv. 8, ii. 7, 14,

22, 24, etc.
;

1 Tim. i. 2, 12, vi. 3, 14. It is no argument against

this, that Christ is designated as the judge ;
for although the Father

judgeth no man, but hath committed all judgment to the Son, it

still remains the judgment of God (Rom. ii. 5, seq., SLuaioKpioia, rov

0ov
9 o$ dnod&au, ic. r. A.), and the mercy received is God s mercy

(Matth. xxv. 34,
&quot; come ye blessed of my Father,&quot; etc). But how to

tally unpauline and unscriptural the opinion that God places himself

as mediator between the subject of judgment and Christ as Judge !

Olshausen holds our view. Kal voa iv EfpKOG) dirjKovrjGe, K, r. A. The
affectionate remembrance of the apostle leads him even after invok

ing the Divine blessing, to subjoin this trait. This is not the language
of a forger.

&quot;

Better,&quot; sc. than I. &iaKovelv
}
not of special service

to the apostle, but general ; (3^nov then points to personal obser

vation on the part of Timothy. The term, finally, in its general

import, and connected with oaa
}
warrants us not in regarding, with

Wieseler, Onesiphorus as a deacon.

2. SUMMONS TO TIMOTHY NOT TO SHRINK FROM THE TOILS AND
SUFFERINGS OF HIS CALLING.

ii. 113.

The apostle has, in ch. i., laid on Timothy a two-fold injunction.

1, not to be ashamed of the Gospel, 2, nor of himself, the apostle,

imprisoned for its sake. He enters at once, ch. ii., more fully on

the first point, the duty of Timothy as preacher of the gospel, and

admonishes him, ver. 1, to the strengthening of his own faith, to

which* he subjoins, ver. 2, the direction to provide for its mainten-
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ance and diffusion by competent teachers. Ver. 3, reminds Timo

thy of the point in which he specially needs strengthening:, viz., to

suffer as a soldier of Christ. This exhortation he illustrates by the

example of the earthly warrior, the prize-combatant, the husband

man from whom he can learn that the attainment of the object is

dependent on self-renunciation, devotion, and painful toil. This

(ver. 7) Timothy is thoroughly to understand. As a soldier of

Jesus Christ he is to have before his eyes his glorified Lord. T?rom

him comes power to suffer: in him is presented the high goal whose

attainment is the object of his calling, as he sees in the example of

the apostle, vers. 8-10. It is an undoubted truth that in him
salvation and eternal life are to be attained on condition of fidelity

to him, vers. 11-13.

Ver. 1. Entering on Timothy s first and highest duty, as evange

list, the apostle admonishes him, as the indispensable condition of

Success, to be strong in the grace which is in Christ Jesus. Xdpi$,

therefore, is here not to be understood specially of his gift of teach

ing (xapia^a, i. 6), as appears from the generality of the expression
&quot; the grace which is in Christ Jesus,&quot;

but grace as the universal

principle of Christian life, which is founded in Christ and has faith

and love as its inseparable attendants. Ho only who is thus

strengthened can meet the requirements involved in proclaiming the

gospel, for in him the power of Christ is mighty, 1 Tim. i. 12.

Hence Kvdvva{jtov is not middle, but passive as Eom. iv. 20 ; Eph. vi.

10
;

Col. i. 11, comp. Winer s Gr., 39, 2. How such strengthen

ing is attained we are taught Eph. vi. 11, seq. On the term ivd.

Phil. iv. 13
;
1 Tim. i. 12. That iv following is not

&quot;by&quot; (as Chrys.

etc.) but &quot;

in&quot; is clear alike from the nature of the compound verb

and from Eph. vi. 10
;
Eom. iv. 20. Finally, ovv is by some referred

to what immediately precedes, as a moving ground of the admoni

tion
; by others to i. 13. De Wette regards its position and the ov

which places Timothy in contrast with those faithless ones, as sus

taining the former view
;
while in sense the admonition goes back

substantially to i. 13. Our view of ovv must undoubtedly be deter

mined by our view of the subsequent course of thought. Eegarding
ver. 2 as clearly an incidental admonition, ver. 3 resumes the thought
of ver. 1, and shews the purpose of tvdvv. viz., Timothy s perfectly
fearless and faithful proclamation of the gospel. If then ovynaKo-

TcdQipov is here the correct reading, the connexion with the words

immediately preceding is undeniable. 2v marks the transition from

what is said of others to what is to be the course of Timothy, and

in close connexion with it stands the renewed and conciliatory

address,
&quot;

my son/

Ver. 2. This verse as remarked above, is incidental to the gen
eral train of thought, but suggested naturally by the ov ovv to the
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apostle tinder the conviction of his speedy departure. We have

here illustrated that feature of the epistle which allows the apostle

to turn readily aside for any incidental and passing thought. Such
is not the manner of a fabricator, at once so methodical and so free.

The import of the verse is that Timothy is not only to he personally
faithful in promulgating the apostolic doctrine, but also to take

care that it be in its purity received and propagated by others.

What Timothy has heard is the vyiaivovres Xoyoi, the apostolical
doctrine with its knowledge of the truths of salvation and its morally

renovating power ; Chrys. a
&quot;jnovoag, ov% a owEfyj-rjaag. The subjoined

did TroAAwv {laprvpuv is difficult. It is ungrammatical, with Heyden-
reich and others, to supply papTvpov[iei&amp;gt;a

: did belongs to jjnovoag.

With this falls the view -which, understands by these many witnesses

the apostles and eye-witnesses generally (as Ols. cornp. Heb. ii. 3) or,

as Clemens Alex, with CEcumenius, Moses and the Old Testament

prophets. For it was not his hearing, but the substance of the

communication that could be represented as mediated by them :

but the apostle would hardly thus make his doctrine depend on the

testimony of others ( Gal. i. 11, seq.) ;
or thus have cited as wit

nesses of his doctrine the prophets of the Old Testament who testified

only what was yet to happen, not that manifested grace (i. 10) on

which all depends. Still less satisfactory is Mack s explanation who
takes did rroA. pap. did npofirjTeiag, 1 Tim. iv. 14. What can be

meant by
&quot; what thou hast heard under occasion of many witnesses/

and these two in no way witnesses of what was heard by Timothy,
but of his capacity ! Connecting did with TJnovaac, Winer s explan
ation (Gr., 47, i. p. 838), becomes the only admissible one, viz.,

intervenientibus mult-is testibus, unter vermittelung, i. e.
a
in presence

of many witnesses.&quot; We need not, therefore, take did as strictly=
Ivumov (1 Tim. vi. 12); the presence of many as witnesses is a con

stituent element in that act to which the apostle here refers, and

which can be no other than that to which throughout the epistle he

perpetually recurs as Timothy s perpetual ground of obligation, viz.,

his solemn investiture with the office of evangelist. As Timothy on

this occasion had solemnly witnessed his good confession, we must

conceive that the apostle had (previously) delivered and entrusted to

him the substance of that apostolic doctrine which he was to announce.

Coinp. at 1 Tim. i. 18, iv. 14, vi. 13, i. 6. The reference then is

not to instruction preceding baptism, but to instruction preceding
his entrance on his office of evangelist. This also may be inferred

from the following direction. For the instruction which Timothy
had received as a Christian he would not need to impart to faithful

men
;
as Christians they must already possess it : but only what

had been committed to him as a future evangelist he is required

similarly to entrust to others. These others then are such as will
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in their turn transmit Christian truth, not mere catechumens, as is

shown also by the KCLI. Our passage therefore contains perhaps the

first trace of theological, as distinguished from Christian culture.

To teach others requires a different appropriation of Christian truth

from that attained by the ordinary Christian. Of these preferred
teachers the apostle demands but the single qualification of fidelity.

TLio~6(; not &quot;

believing/ which would be a superfluous and extraor

dinary requisition ;
but &quot;

faithful&quot; a quality on which the apostle
elsewhere lays stress (1 Tim. i. 12 ;

1 Cor. iv. 2
;
vii. 25) as specially

required for
&quot;

keeping what is committed&quot; to him and being a &quot; stew

ard of the mysteries of God :&quot; 1 Cor. iv. 1). Uapa6ov corresponds
not merely partially, as De Wette maintains, but entirely to 7rapa8-fJK7i,

if this be taken not as &quot;

calling&quot;
but &quot; entrusted doctrine

;&quot; comp.
Luke xii. 48

;
Acts xiv. 23

;
see Passow at napariO^L. It is modified

by the connexion 1 Tim. i. 18 (observandum trado) ;
Acts xvii. 3

(docendo propono). Ohivef, who (such as): Passow on the word, g.:

the remainder of the clause is not a further requisition, but gives
the reason for the Tuarolg. The future KOOVTM represents their
&quot;

ability&quot;
as dependent on the napaTiQeoOai. This passage bears on

the doctrine of tradition, as shewing how the apostle conceived to

himself of the maintenance and propagation of the Christian doc

trine.
&quot;

Still the Lord provided,&quot; justly remarks Mack,
&quot; that the

living word should receive a written attestation
;&quot;

but the doctrinal

inference that we accordingly have two sources of truth, independ
ent in their formal principle (&quot;two witnesses,&quot; Mack) is entirely

unauthorized.

Ver. 3. Ptenews his personal exhortations to Timothy. He is

to be strengthened to endure suffering as a good soldier of Jesus

Christ. Timothy needed the command. He was still deficient in

this moral strength ;
the perils of the gospel made him timorous,

and these had augmented ;
he owed also personal service and devo

tion to the apostle. The reading ov ovv KaKonddqaov, which makes

clear the connexion with ver. 1 must yield to avyicaKond&rjGov (Tisch.
after A.C.*D*E*F.Gr., etc., versions, the Fathers. On ovynaic. comp.
i. 8, 12

;
ii. 9

;
the ovv points to the apostle, fl? Kak6$ K.T.& assigns

the reason of the injunction : suffering and contending go together.
Ver. 4. Hence Timothy may learn from the example of the

soldier.
&quot; None who warreth cntangleth himself/ etc., comp. 1 Tim.

v. 5
;
1 Cor. vii. 32, seq. The apostle has reference to the general

rule : such is the case with the proper soldier, ^rparevoftevo^, per

forming service in war
;
the term selected instead of the preceding

orpaTiuTrjs to mark the person in the actual discharge of his duty.

Dr. Baur discovers in the comparison itself a trace of the latter half

of the second century, when the figure was common. But as he

himself acknowledges it as Pauline (1 Cor. ix. 7 ;
2 Cor. x. 4

; 5), and
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6.

as this doubtless originated its later use, the argument is void of

force. The figure is here used in definite reference to the calling of

Timothy. The npayfiaretai rov /3/oi/are
&quot;

curaa
civiles,&quot; commercial,

legal affairs, etc., comp. 1 Cor. vi. 3, 4
;
Luke xix. 13. ^i-UneoOai

(elsewhere only at 2 Pet. ii. 20), to entangle onesself, need not be

pressed as if it referred only to a deeper connexion with such cases.

These employments, as interfering with the soldier s duties, were

absolutely forbidden.
(
Proofs with Heydenreich, Mack, etc.) It is

a spiritless interpretation which deduces from these words that the

Christian warrior must wholly refrain from all secular eirlployment :

its proper scope is that in all he must serve and seek to please the

Lord, as did the apostle when he wrought with his hands for rrj$

support (Acts xx. 33
;
1 Cor. iv. 12

;
ix. 6).

Ver. 5. As renunciation of personal interest is the point in the

image of the soldier, that of the athlete teaches the cheerful assump
tion and discharge of all the duties of his office. Thus a new figure

is introduced,, that of the combatant for a prize (dO^u later for

d0Aevw); we have -an advance on the preceding thought. &quot;And if

also one contends, he is not crowned unless he contend lawfully/
Kai presupposes the thought of ver. 4, that the combatant has de

voted himself decidedly to his calling. Nopftwf refers to the laws

of the games alike in the preparation ( Galen. Comm. in Hippoc. i.

15
]

ol yvf^vaoral not ol vofiifjudg dOkovvreg trrt [jv rov dpiorov rov aprov

l-wvov toOiovoi, KTcl 6t: rov ddrcvov rb Kpeag a. r. A. De Wette) and in

the struggle itself. Chrys. says well : &quot;It is not enough that one

enter the contest
;

unless he observes all its laws &quot; he is never

crowned.&quot; The naked import of the language is : we may not

dispense ourselves from this or that requirement of our vocation,
nor fail, in conformity with our inclination, to encounter any peril

or danger which it imposes : neither pleasure nor convenience must
be our adviser, if we would win the crown.

Ver. 6. Bearing in mind the main thought, viz., the summons
to suffering of ver. 3, illustrated in vers. 4 and 5, we naturally ex

pect a fresh admonition here not a promise under the figure of

the husbandman (comp. Matth. ix. 37, 38 ;
1 Cor. iii. 8). This

sense is brought out by laying a stress upon Kom&vra, as its position
also indicates. The toiling husbandman has the privilege of first

partaking the fruits : not he that fails to toil. The thought then

is : if thou wilt enjoy the fruits, labor. It is essentially similar to

that of the preceding verse, except that while there the idea of law

ful, here that of laborious, striving is made prominent. Hptirov rtiv

Kapn. juer. is to be taken together : it is the prerogative of the hus

bandman, the consequence of his toil. Thus, I think, irptirov may
here be perfectly explained without assuming a hyperbaton. Many
interpreters (comp. especially Winer, 61, 4, p. 490) refer back
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roi to KOTTiav : thus, the husbandman who partakes the fruits

must first labor. This view seems favored by del : but with the

former it yields a good sense : it represents the &quot;first partaking&quot; as

a law of equity which applies only to him who toils, 1 Cor. ix. 7, 10.

The right explanation were in that other case given by Chrysostom:
&quot; As the husbandman labours not unprofitably, but himself before

the rest reaps the fruit of his own toils, so should the teacher/

Other interpretations have been sufficiently refuted by Heydenreich ;

as that the apostle would say, that Timothy must let himself be

sustained by the church, or he must first make his own the fruits

of the Spirit which he demands from others, etc., all of which are

at war with the context. On iJ.e~akap!3dviv comp. at 1 Tim. iv. 3.

Ver. 7. Nee* 6 /Uy,
&quot; understand (not, consider) what I mean

to
say,&quot;

as the further clause shews
;

&quot;

for the Lord will give thee

(thus we need not read S&rj, and previously, not a but o, comp. Tis-

chenclorf), as I, in this case suppose, understanding in all things/

SvrEziSj Hebrew npa, is understanding (cvveoig TrvevfiaTiic-rj, Col. i. 9),

and thus voelv is apprehending with the understanding ; comp. Eph.
iii. 4, 20, and Harless at the passage. De Wette thinks it strange
that the apostle should append this injunction as if comparisons so

perfectly clear (except the last), could be obscure to Timothy.
The apostle doubtless did not suppose that the last of the compari
sons would be easier to Timothy than the preceding. He subjoins the

voet,, as it was all-important that Timothy should understand their

reference (o not a) to himself
;
and it is precisely this which voei en

joins. It is nearly the same as the &quot; he that hath
ears,&quot; etc., at

the close of a parable of our Lord.

Ver. 8.
&quot; Kemember Jesus Christ as one risen from the

dead,&quot;

etc. This in its connexion is not uttered in antithesis to error, but

as enforcing the exhortation
;
nor is the risen Christ presented to

Timothy as a pattern of suffering, but as the Lord who has triumphed
over death. The glance at Christ s victory and glory is to make him

an intrepid spiritual warrior, by assuring him of his own. The

thought then is essentially the same as i. 8-10. If Christ was to be

held forth as an example to Timothy, no reference was made to his

sufferings, since it is as risen and glorified that he is to stand before

the mind of Timothy ;
nor can the clause &quot; of the seed of David/

refer at all to his humiliation. It stands indeed, doubtless, in con

trast with the resurrection ;
but as at Horn. i. 3

(&quot;
who became of

the seed of David according to the flesh ; who was declared/ etc.),

it marks only his outward, visible nature in distinction from the in

visible
;
and in both relations, here as there, he appears exalted and

glorified ;
since according to the flesh the promise given to the house

of David is fulfilled in him (2 Sam. vii. 12, comp. Bom. i. 2, 8 Trpoe-

o it. r.
A)., and as risen from the dead, he is declared the
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Son of God in power, Kara Trvevfia dy. }
Horn. i. 4, comp. with Acts

ii. 36. As with these two-predicates then which exhibit Christ, un
der both aspects of his being, as the promised and demonstrated

genuine King and Lord, he comprises, as in the above cited passage
from Eomans, the substance of the gospel, the clause &quot; accord

ing to my gospel,&quot;
becomes perfectly intelligible, .and we need

neither assume for its explanation, any Docetic or other heresy which

the apostle should have in view (ver. 18 lends no support to such an hy

pothesis), nor refer the expression to the gospel of Luke, as Dr. Baur,
for his own critical purposes, fancies that he has shewn to be neces

sary, in a manner convincing to all competent judges. This view is

rejected also by De Wette (cornp. at the passage, and specially Mat-

thies, p. 505, seq.; Bottger, p. 15, seq). For what more natural than

that the apostle after thus summing up the essential features of the

gospel, should add Kara rb ev. pov, and why should the expression

(spite of De Wette s counter-position), involve a contrast with an

other gospel which, according to De Wette s own acknowledgment,
it does not at Kom. ii. 16, xvi. 25 ? The recent defenders of the

genuineness of our epistles, as Huther, seem to me too ready to

admit antithetical references to heresies, arbitrarily imposed upon
the context, as here in relation to EK onepfiarog kafiid. Mack s ex

planation of t- orrep. A., as implying that Christ has risen in his bodily

nature, needs no refutation. Grammatically, we remark further,

that ey??y. is to be translated :

&quot; as one who is
raised,&quot; and that t-

oTTsppa-og is riot to be taken, as by De Wette, who yet concedes the

harshness of the construction, = rbv yevopevov t
/e,

K. r. /I. Rather,
it is dependent, like t-y^y. on fivr)p6veve with yevopevov understood.

In both relations Timothy is to have Christ before his eyes ;
for

both assure him of his glory, and hence of his own
;
an assurance

which gives to him, as to the apostle, power to suffer. MVT/JM. here

with ace. as Matth. xvi. 9
;

1 Thcss. ii. 9
;
elsewhere with the

genitive. With the ace. property,
&quot;

to have present in spirit, to

hold in memory ;&quot;
as Luther translates

; comp. Winer s Gr., 30, 10,

p. 184.

Ver. 9.
&quot; In whom I suffer unto bonds as an evil doer

;
but the

Word of God is not bound.&quot; Paul points Timothy to his own ex

ample, in which, as I think, he discloses to him the power of the risen

Son of David, as a blessing attendant on this remembrance. This

view gives to a/I/, 6 Adyof a natural force of which it otherwise seems

destitute. The power of the Risen One makes him, on the one

hand, strong to suffer unto bonds as a malefactor, on the other se

cures his word against any such restriction. Modern interpreters all

refer fa w to the immediately preceding evay. the ev & then denoting

not &quot;

grounded in&quot; (Matthies), but &quot; in proclaiming which&quot; (De

Wette). My own explanation is not incompatible with this con-
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struction : still I deem that the more exact construction., and

more accordant with the ordinary use of iv in such cases, which

refers it to the emphatic Irjaovv Xpiorov above. It is, however,
elsewhere the manner of the apostle to connect with such an

intervening clause, as is here the Kara TO ev. pov, while yet adher

ing to the main course of thought. Me^pt deafjt&v indicating degree,
as Phil. ii. 8, pexpi Bavdrov. Stress is laid on &g KaKovpyo? (as by

Wieseler), as pointing to the augmented rigors of the apostle s condi

tion, compared with that indicated by the letters written during his

previous imprisonment. Yet the mere chains may suffice to put him
on a level with malefactors, and &quot;a

chain,&quot; &quot;bonds/ &quot;prisoner,&quot;

are terms found in those letters. The worse condition, however, is

indicated by iv. 16, etc.
&quot; Not bound,&quot; in contrast with the chains

of the apostle, is = &quot;

runs,&quot;
2 Thess iii. 1. Chrysostom beautifully

says :

&quot; the teacher was bound, but the word was flying abroad
;
he

inhabited a prison, but his doctrine ran as if endowed with wings,
over all the world.&quot; It is also rightly remarked that the ov dederat,

need not be referred exclusively to the labours of the apostle ;

comp. Phil. ii. 12-14.

Yer. 10.
&quot; On this account I endure all things for the elects

sake that they also may obtain salvation which is in Christ Jesus

with eternal
glory.&quot;

It harmonizes perfectly with our view of vers.

8, 9, that here, in the language of De Wette,
&quot; the train of thought

reverts back to ver. 8, in order to complete the exhortation by point

ing to the Christian s
hope.&quot;

What more natural, if ver. 8 points
to the power and glory of Christ (which in the apostle reveal them
selves in his sufferings), than now to present as the end of this suf

fering the attainment of that eternal salvation and glory which is

certain in the risen Saviour. Timothy thus learns through the ex

ample of the apostle, both whence he receives power to suffer,

and what is the lofty purpose of his suffering ;
but in the eyes of

the apostle both present themselves in the risen Christ, who is pre
sent to him in Spirit. Am TOVTO, De Wette and Huthe-r, after Ben-

gel, refer to the immediately preceding; (because the Word of God is

not bound, therefore), and take dia roi)g EK.heK.rovg not as an additional

reason, but as defining more exactly the 6ia rovro. But dia, rovro

thus taken, seems unnatural
;

for the reason contained in the Di

vine Word s not being bound, and that contained in the did rovg K.
}

even though we refer the expression to the positive idea of a wider

diffusion of the word, seem still but remotely connected
;
nor again

does the fettered condition of the word form any proper ground for

his
&quot;

enduring all
things.&quot;

For the apostle s readiness to suffer he

makes no way dependent on any temporary obstructing (which yet

is certainly not without the limits of possibility, and of his expecta

tion, see at Phil. ii. IT), or advancement of the gospel, although he
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certainly sees in this latter a proof of the power of his Lord. I

prefer, therefore., to refer dtci TOVTG at once to what follows, as a com

prehensive and emphatic intimation of the thought subsequently
set forth. These epistles abound in abrupt transitions. The

thought, finally, remains essentially the same. Hdi ra refers to his

present position _with all its sufferings.
f

T7ro/^er, not merely a pas
sive endurance, but the maintenance of one s position as under an

attack (Tit. ii. 2).
E/eAe/n-oi here, as at Tit. i. 1, the chosen of God

;

thus, neither with De Wette, those exclusively to whom the gos

pel has as yet not been preached, nor with Flatt, etc., exclusively
those to whom it has

;
to this temporal consequence of the election

there is here no reference. For neither can those who are yet unbe

lieving, in contrast with those already believing, (KOL aurot, accord

ing to De Wette, as already believing), be called the elect
;
for the

latter are still elect
;
nor can believers, as shewn by the following

lva
}
be exclusively meant, since they are already saved by faith. On

the contrary, all is clear, if the apostle, looking away from its tem

poral realization, has in view God s eternal purpose, whose accom

plishment his calling is under all circumstances to subserve. For,

further, it is not his extraordinary firmness in enduring suffering, and

the impression thus produced on the elect, which he here has in view

(as De Wette, Huther, etc., think), but, in accordance with his exhor

tation to Timothy to shrink from no sufferings as a soldier of Christ,

the fact that looking to the high purpose of his calling, he cheer

fully meets all that it imposes. To shrink were to abandon his

apostolic calling, and bring to nought its noble purpose. Kai avroi,

themselves also, besides the apostle. Zw-Tjpias, conceived by the

apostle positively, as well as negatively, is emphatically determined

by the rT^ v Xp. I. (Winer s Gr., 20, 4), pointing back to ver. 8.

Mera 66%. ato.then brings out the .positive feature of crwr^pmc. The

grand aim, is to conduct to such glory, as presents itself, and

with certainty, in Christ
;
and hence says the apostle, I endure

all things.

Ver. 11. Hiarbg 6 Adyof cannot, on account of the following yap,

as rightly maintained by De Wette (Matth. i. 18, where yap,- namely^
introduces a lengthened explanation, presents a different case), be

referred to what follows.&quot;&quot; It attaches itself naturally to the fbre-

going. Having presented the high goal of his apostolical striving,

the apostle now declares that this salvation and glory on the promise
of which rests his apostolical calling, is certain; that the declaration

which assures it is reliable. The following,
&quot;

for if we be dead with

him,&quot; etc., is then not a confirmation of this but an explanation.

It states the universal condition (here to be specially laid to heart by

Timothy), under which alone, yet with certainty salvation .can be

* Even Huther regards it as introducing what follows.
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achieved. This condition is, to die with the Lord, that we may live

with him ; to suffer, that we may reign with him a consequence as

certain as that, conversely, our denial of him involves his denial of

us, and our faithlessness can never nullify his essential truth and

fidelity. We must be dead with him (d-noBavtiv, Aor., the condition

must be first fulfilled); then shall we live with him. This dying
is not the spiritual death of the old man, Kom. vi. 8, seq., but the

devotion of our life to death with him and for his sake, as at 1 Cor.

xv. 31, &quot;I die
daily;&quot;

2 Cor. vi. 9, iv. 10, comp. at Phil. iii. 10.

Such is the demand of the context Timothy being called upon to

endure suffering as also of the following vnopevopev, K. r. A. On the

expression, cornp. 2 Cor. vii. 3. On avtyaofjieV) comp. Koni. vi. 8, 9,

and with this the reference of our passage to tyT/yep., ver. 8. 2vj-
oo^ev, elsewhere only at 2 Cor. vii. 3, thus again specially Pauline.

If dTreOdvopev appears as a single act (the source of the read fftiepav

dnoO.), V7ro(j4veivs
on the contrary, and the following verbs mark con

tinuance. With vTTOfievd) supply ovv avrti. On the term ovpfiaoi-

hevsiv (peculiar also to Paul), comp. 1 Cor. iv. 8
;
on the thought,

Bom.
v&amp;gt;17,viii. 17

; Eph. ii. 6, though in the latter passage we are

also to note (see Harless), the variation in the thought. 2vv,
ovupaaiXzveiv form a manifest climax

;
to share not only his life, but

his glory, his dominion. EJ dpvovfieQa, sc. avrov, as shewn by the

apodosis ; comp, Matth. x. 32, 33. Olshausen gives correctly its im

port here
;

it marks the succumbing of feeble faith under suffering

and persecution. A.TUOTOVH&V is not &quot;

unbelief,&quot; but, as shewn by
the apodosis morbg \izvei, with its explanatory dpv7joavOai }

K. r. A.,
&quot; unfaithfulness

;&quot;
thus mar6^ elsewhere with the apostle ; comp. at

ver. 2, and specially at Kom. iii. 3, and there De Wette. Hiorbs

\iivet, is resolved by the confirmatory clause,
&quot; he cannot deny him

self
;&quot;

faithlessness as well as fidelity thus meets a response in the

essential truthfulness of the Divine nature. E/cetvof dvvarai thus

belong together, as corresponding to d dmctrovfjiev ;
it is obvious

.why the writer does not proceed KaKt-lvog druarel, but gives the

thought this positive turn. We need not, therefore, with De

Wette, subordinate el dmarovfiev in thought to the preceding, and

regard it as a justification of the Kandvo^ dpvijuerai. Tap after dpv?j-

GaoOai is retained for external reasons
; comp. Tischendoif. On the

asyndeta in the union of the preceding clauses, of which the two

latter form a contrast to the former, comp. Winer s Gr., 60
&amp;gt;

2.

There seems no ground for recognizing here, especially admitting yap,

ver. 13, as genuine, strophes of a Christian hymn ;
as Heydenreich,

Mack, etc., after Paulus (Memor. 1, p. 109), Hunter. (Early Christ.,,

poesy, p. 29).

VOL. VI. 14
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3 DUTY OF TIMOTHY IN REFERENCE TO THE PREVAILING TEN
DENCY TOWARD EMPTY LOGOMACHY.

(ii. 14-26.)

The apostle having already united the two injunctions to suffer

for the gospel, and hold fast the form of sound words in faith and

love
;
after illustrating the former, proceeds now, vers. 14-26, to tho

second, and sets before Timothy his obligations as a preacher of tho

gospel, in reference to the prevailing inclination for empty verbal

strifes. He is to remind them of that which has just been set before

him by the apostle, and to warn against vain strifes of words. If he

would have his work approved before God, he must adhere to the patli

indicated by the word of truth, avoid empty and profane babblings,
which as shewn by examples, plunge deeper into ungodliness. If in

consequence of this propensity the faith of some is subverted, he is

not to be troubled
;
the foundation of God remains unshaken. In

a great house, such as, in fact, the church represents, it is impossi
ble but that diverse and even antagonistic elements should be found

blended
; yet still it behoves one to purify himself from all that

renders him unservicable. Timothy, therefore, must flee youthful

lusts, and cultivate all Christian virtues, and especially union
;
he

must avoid foolish controversies which generate strife
;

for to the

servant of the Lord, strife is not becoming, but the opposite con

duct.

Ver. 14. Tavra
v7rop,i[jiv7]aKe} viz., what was said vers. 11-13.

That certainty of future glory in case of faithfulness, which has just

been suggested to Timothy by way of incitement in his calling, he

is to urge in opposition to the tendency to verbal strife. Tavra thus

forms the transition from 1-13 to 14, seq. Similarly, 1 Tim. iv. 6, 11
;

Tit. iii. 8. TTTO/Z. as at Tit. iii. 1. It is something known, that Tim

othy is to urge afresh, and that not to the teachers, but to believers

generally. At dia^aprvpofisvogj comp. 1 Tim. v. 21
;
found again at

2 Tim. iv. 1. M?) Ivyopaxeiv, after C.***D.E.F.G.I.K, etc., transla

tions, the Fathers, comp. Tischendorf, I regard, with De Wette, as

unquestionably the correct reading; although A.C.* Yulg. It. Aeth.,

and ihe Latin Fathers read Aoyo^o^a whioh Lachmann has received,

and Matthies and Huther favour, who then connect &a/z. &v. rov

itvpiov with {mofufjLvrjaKS. De Wette justly remarks that 6iap. is wont

to introduce exhortations (comp. the passages cited and Eph. iv. 17),

and that, with its strong emphasis, it would scarcely accord with

ravra vnop. It, at all events, connects itself far more appropriately
with the following earnest warning against Aoyo/*a\;eZv. Huther e ob

jection that diapapTvpopai never occurs with the infinitive, is,
if we
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compare the other passages in which Ivo, or the imperative follows,

utterly without force
; and, in fact, naprvpo^at, in the same sense as

here diafi., is at Eph. iv. 17 constructed with the infinitive. M?/ Aoyo-

ua%elv the same disease as is reproved at 1 Tim. vi. 4 (yoo&v ....
irepl AoyojHOz). The same warning against it is still needed, and

Timothy s duty is to encounter it. Efc ovdev
xprjoifjtov, added appo-

sitionally to M Aoy., comp. Winer s Gr. 3 59, 9. We have here the

same species of polemics as in the two other epistles ; comp. Tit.

iii. 9
;

1 Tim. i. 4. But this propensity is not barely unprofitable ;

it gradually seduces from the faith,
&quot;

for the subversion of the

hearers.&quot; Thus ^ Aoyo^. has for its subject the authors of these

strifes. Karaorpo^r) in its proper signification, 2 Pet. ii. 6
; comp.

below ver. 18 and Tit. i. 11
;
so elg KaOatpeaiv, 2 Cor. xiii. 10. Errt

marks not so much purpose as result (Winer s Gr., 48
;

c. e., p.

351) ;
for we do not find here an error aiming directly at an over

throw of the faith.

Ver. 15. &quot;Labour to shew thyself approved of God/ etc., a

warning having reference to the same perverseness as shewn by ver.

16. AoKi^og, probatus, spectatus, Horn. xvi. 10
;
1 Cor. xi. 19, and

elsewhere with Paul : on napaarrioai so constructed, comp. Rom. vi.

13, 16, 19
;
2 Cor. xi. 2

; Eph. v. 27, etc. Approved as tpyar???

avsTraia^vvrogj thus, in his vocation as teacher : on ^ydrr\q so used

comp. 2 Cor. xi. 13
;
Phil. iii. 2. Avenaiaxwrog (only here) taken

either as &quot; not ashamed&quot; (Mack, Matthies) or not shamed, not

needing to be ashamed ( De Wette, Huther, and Olshausen). For

the former signification they point to i. 8
; ii. 3, seq. ;

but this

subject is finished at ver. 13 : its immediate connexion with napa-

arrjaai indicates the other meaning : in this sense too it is used, as

De Wette remarks, by Josephus, and corresponds to the OVK, aia%w-

Orjaopai (shall not be put to shame) of Phil. i. 20
;

1 John ii. 28.

It is difficult to fix precisely the signification of the following 6p-

Oorofiovvra rbv Xoyov TTJS dkrjdeiac;. OpOoro^elv signifies
&quot; cut straight,

in a straight direction.&quot; This signification is but remotely applica
ble to Adyo. It has been applied, &quot;but without any authority
from

usage&quot; (De Wette), to the cutting of the sacrificial animals,
or to the division of bread by the olKovo^og. This explanation gives
the wholly irrelevant thought, expressed also by Luther s version,

of rightly dividing
&quot;

i. e. distributing according to the needs of the

hearers, the word of truth&quot; ( Matth. xiii. 52). Thus expressly

Gloss, ord. Gregor. ISTaz. (see Heydenreich, p. 152) and Heydenreich.
But neither usage nor its contrast* with Aoyopo^etv and rdg 6s ftefi. KBVO.

TrepiioTaaOy ver. 16, is compatible with this view. Still less can it be

applied to the cutting away of foreign elements, or false doctrines

(= voda rfyveiv, Chrys., (Ecum., Theoph.) since falsehood dwells

not with the word of truth
;
and just as little to the distinction
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between law and gospel (as Ols. and Calovius), since the clause does

riot contain this sense
;
and the context does not suggest it. Keep

ing in view the contrasted .false teaching of the context, we can

apply the term not to appropriate handling of the word of truth,

but to adherence to the word
;

it thus becomes similar in sense to

the &quot;

holding fast to the word&quot; of Tit. i. 9, or as Huther expresses

it, the opposite of Kanqheveiv rov Xoyov, Gal. ii. 14
;
2 Cor. ii. 17.

So with the fathers dpOorofJtelv = 6p6&g diddaneiv, and dpOoro^ia =
opOodo&a, opOodidaaKaXia, is used in contrast with KaivoTOpia ; see

Heydenreich, p. 180. We thus with De Wette, etc. regard the

word as used (as commonly repveiv)= &quot;

cut&quot; scil. a road, way ;
thus

the word of truth denotes here metaphorically the road which

Timothy is to pursue. Euripe Ehes., v. 422, cited by De Wette
;

evQeiav Xoyuv rfyvuv KetevOov. The expression is thus closely allied

to the dpOoTiOdetv irpbg r. dhrjO. Gal. ii. 14. It is further specially

observable that the term stands in connexion with 666^ = recti

dirigere viam, LXX. for
&quot;:,

Prov. iii. 6
;

xi. 5. Huther objects

against De Wette that in the above passages 666v is actually adjoined.

True
;
but may not Adyo? -nfc &amp;lt;U. be designated metaphorically as

the 666$ ? For even granting Huther s signification of &quot;

rightly

divide,&quot; how does he thence deduce the more general meaning

(which is here demanded) of &quot;

rightly to deal with a thing so as

not to falsify it&quot;? He appeals to KcuvoTOfieiv as authority for less

ening the force of T^IVELV ; yet in this I think the fundamental sig

nification is always visible.

Ver. 16. The author now characteristically exhorts Timothy to

practice himself what he is to urge upon others :

&quot; but avoid pro
fane and vain babblings.&quot; Of course no open apostacy from the

faith is intended, against which it is inconceivable that the apostle

should have warned Timothy. Be/3. nBvofy. as 1 Tim. vi. 20, comp.
with iv. 7. Ilepuaraoo, go out of the way, avoid, as Tit. iii. 9. It

contrasts naturally with opdor. as above explained.
&quot; For they will

advance to more ungodliness.&quot; Kecent interpreters explain the
&quot;

they&quot;
of persons, from av-r&v following. A-aefieiaf, gen. dependent

on Trkeiovj not ace., TTPOKOTTTELV being always intransitive = progrcdior.

Except at Luke ii. 52, the word, as also TrpoKomj, is confined to Paul.

The future form of these errors, (the future should be carefully

noted) together with their consequences is exhibited at 1 Tim. iv. 1,

seq ;
2 Tim. iii. 1, seq.

Ver. 17. -&quot;And their word will eat as a canker.&quot; Not with

most expositors to be taken of the outward spread of evil, but with

Mack of its inward working, and thus a heightened statement of

the previous sentiment. This is shewn by the reference to its influ

ence on Hymeneus and Philetus
;

while the clause &quot; shall over

throw the faith of
some,&quot;

marks no very wide diffusion of the
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heresy. The sense then is :

&quot; their doctrine leads ever deeper into

error.&quot; Tdyypaiva properly, perhaps, mortification
; comp. Winer s

K.W.B. on the disease. Nopp |gj, comp. Acts. iv. 17, diav^eoQaL

properly= have pasture, feed, a familiar expression for the spread of

ulcers (comp. Passow on voprfi. Examples are Hymeneus and Phile-

tus
;
the former named at 1 Tim. i. 20 ; the latter not elsewhere named.

Ver. 18.
&quot; Who in respect to the truth have erred while assert

ing that the resurrection is past already, and overthrow the faith of

some.&quot;
J

A(7Tc%e, as 1 Tim. i. 6
; vi. 21. In what sense they main

tain that the resurrection is past, it is difficult to determine. Our
surest authority is found in the passages in which the apostle

speaks of the false doKrjmg of these fiaTaioXoyoi ; Tit. i. 14, seq. 1 Tim.

iv. 8, and especially iv. 1, as the picture of the future drawn in this

passage* is taken from the historical present. It was natural for

such a tendency, proceeding from a false contrast between flesh and

spirit, to deny the resuirection of the body. The positive import
of their doctrine then was not that the spiritual resurrection, spoken
of at Rom. vi. 3, is the only true resurrection

;
but they rather desig

nate this as the fruit .of their extraordinary wisdom and ascetic prac

tices, since, as our passage shews, their doctrine stands in a specific

connexion with their special tendencies, and has developed itself from

them. In like manner the later Gnostics : comp. Iren. adv. heer.

II. 31. 2. Esse resurrectionem a mortuis agnitionem ejus qua3 ab

eis ( Gnosticis) dicitur veritatis. Tert. de Eesurr. c. 19, etc
;
see

at Heydenreich, De Wette, etc. That such a heresy in the apos
tolical age is not inconceivable, and that hence we are not compelled
to refer the language to Marcion, see Gen. Introd., 3. It is

decisive against this reference that the error is not specified as a

fixed trait of the profane babblings opposed by the apostle ( which

according to Baur at 1 Tim. vi. 20 are the gnosis of Marcion) but

an exceptional product of them in individuals. Others explain this

assertion that the resurrection has already past, of the renewal

of the generations by natural birth (rag KK naidoTrouag diadoxag dvda-

raoiv TTpooyyopevov, Theodoret), or of a political restoration, or of

the resurrection of some dead persons at the death of Christ (Matth.
xxvii. 52, so Schottgen, Bottger), views all utterly unsupported and

hence deservedly rejected by recent interpreters. ( Comp. Mack in

opp. p.- 472). Kat drarptTTovaiv TI]V rivw TTIOTIV, adds the apostle

as a point of connexion for ver. 19. AvarptTrsiv, evertere, as Tit.

i. 11. Iltemf, is their Christian faith of whose integrity an essen

tial element is their hope of a future resurrection : comp. 1 Cor.

xv. 13, seq.

Yer. 19. Yet in contrast with the subversion of the faith of

some &quot;the foundation of God standeth.&quot; Srepeof and KOTTJKB opposed to

dvarptnovaiv. The foundation, therefore, thus unassailable by error
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is obviously not individual Christians (
al arepeal ^v^ai, according

to Chrys.) but the church, as the divinely founded structure whose

corner-stone is Christ (1 Cor. iii. 10, 11), and whose permanency
on earth is pledged by the dominion of his Spirit in it, who ever

leads and binds to Christ. Of it as a community, not of the in

dividuals in it, holds unconditionally the promise of Matth. xvi.

18, and the words &quot;

pillar and ground of the truth&quot; of 1 Tim. iii. 15.

Others have understood by the Oepshiog the &quot;foundation of the truth&quot;

(Theodoret); or still more definitely, Christ, appealing to 1 Cor.

iii. 11 (Bretschneider); or the fundamental doctrine of the resur

rection ( Michgelis etc.) ;
or the promises of God (Ambrose) ;

the

unshaken faith of God (Bengel); the election of grace (Calvin, etc.).

Decisive against these, as remarked by Be Wette, is the fact that

the following tokens point manifestly to such as belong to, or wish

to enter into, the house of God, as well as the continuation of the

figure, &quot;but in a large house,&quot;
etc. The term 0e/4e/Uof (sc. MOog).

originally = foundation-stone; must not, as Huther rightly remarks,

be taken strictly in this signification, since then assuredly the olaodopj

built thereon could denote only the church of Christ: nor need we en

large its signification to that of edifice, palace, as it signifies in fact

Jer. vi. 5
;

Is. xxv. 2, in the LXX. = i*fc^ ; it signifies foundation,

substructure, and the selection of the term is explained from the

contrast with the preceding, which demanded, on the one hand, the

designation of the church as something firm and unwavering, and

on the other, as those fallen away were undoubtedly a part of the

edifice, led of course to a distinguishing of the foundation from that

which is built upon it and is liable to fall (1 Cor. iii. 12). For
when the apostle speaks of it, not as here in its essential duration,
bat in its temporal manifestation (ver. 20) he compares it with a great
house which contains in itself diverse and even antagonistic elements

(&quot;some for honor, others for dishonor&quot;). This fe/ze/Uo^ adds the

apostle, has a seal. The part, e^wv assigns the reason of the pre-

ceecling,
&quot;

in that it
has,&quot;

etc. S^payi? denotes &quot;

seal&quot; and &quot; im

pression of a seal&quot; by which a thing is secured, or designated in its

proper nature, or confirmed and ratified. The apostle elsewhere

also uses this expression in its metaphorical signification, as Bom.
iv. 11; 1 Cor. ix. 2, and so also a^payi^G), Eph. i. 13; iv. 30; 2 Cor.

i. 22; Bom. xv. 28. This seal is here conceived as consisting in an

inscription, borne by the Oefiekiog, for which analogies are found in

Deut. vi. 9
;

xi. 20
;
Bev. xxi. 14. 20/oay/, however, is not there

fore to be deemed simply equivalent to ypd^iara ;
the words &quot;hav

ing this seal&quot; represent the inscription as a pledge that the church

founded by God has an indestructible basis. The inscription runs

as follows:
&quot; The Lord knoweth them that are his:&quot; and,

&quot; Let every

one who nameth the name of the Lord depart from
iniquity.&quot;

The
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first expression is taken from the LXX (Numb. xvi. 5), who take

y~^. for 2^1. The inexact citations found elsewhere with Paul pre
vent this from occasioning any suspicion regarding its authorship by
him : comp. e. g. De Wette at Rom. iii. 4. The citation involves

no falsehood, as the fundamental thought is in both cases clearly

the same. Its import is here made perfectly clear by its historical

relation : as there the Lord presides over his church and makes
known who are his own, so also with the New Testament church :

he knows his own, and distinguishes them in fact from those who do

not belong to him. In the church, therefore, of which the Lord is

the head, error can never establish itself in the place of truth, and

succeed in overthrowing the divinely laid foundation. But again
the inscription states the requisition made of those who will be the

Lord s. To depart from iniquity is an indispensable prerequisite to

being recognized as his own. The words preserve, doubtless, as re

marked by interpreters, the historical relation involved in the dyvu

Kvpiog, cornp. Numb. xvi. 26 ( Is. Iii. 11). That ZJVG) marks not an

abstract knowing, but an acknowledgment which manifests itself, is

clear alike from the historical relation of the passage, and from its

use elsewhere : comp. 1 Cor. viii. 3; Gal. iv. 8; and Winer s Comm.
on the passage : ayniti a Deo ut qid Dei sint (nam Deus, inquit

Pelagius, non novit iniquos) sc. datis bonis spiritualibus. Adida

opposed to moral rectitude, involves, but not exclusively, false doc

trine, comp. ver. 22. &quot;Every one who nameth the name of the

Lord&quot; is not = w fcja K;.J?

&quot;

to call on the name,&quot; etc. (ver. 22) : to

name here = to profess.

Ver. 20. Having declared that they only belong to the divine

foundation who belong truly to the Lord, the apostle turns to the

church in its actual manifestation; (comp. on the change to olicia at

Oepefaog, ver. 19). As this in its composition from various and even

adverse elements, seems to contradict his view, he proceeds to shew

on the one hand that this circumstance, as being virtually involved

in a great house which the church, in fact, appears, is relatively neces

sary; and on the other, to connect with it the admonition to purify
onesself from all that which in the house of God can make one a

vessel of dishonor. MeycUg, great, is to be carefully noticed; it ex

presses the same thought as the parable of the net (Matth. xiii. 47).

As this, when thrown into the sea, cannot but enclose fish of all

kinds, so the church as a large house, cannot but contain vessels of

various value and use. And that this juxtaposition of various

and discordant elements is not in conflict with the divine purpose is-

clear from our passage and still more from Matth. xiii. 24, seq. It

needs no proof that olitia here is not, as understood by Chrysostom,.

Thedoret, etc., the world; but (with Cyprian, Augustin, etc., cornp,

in De Wette) the church in its temporal condition : neque enim de.
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extraneis disputat Paulus, sed de tysa Deifamilia Calvin (other

wise Kom. ix. 21, seq.) There are here two classes contradistin

guished, not as of good and less good, but as for honor and for

dishonor; although each class again admits subordinate gradations,

as of gold and silver on the one side, and of wood and clay on the

other
; comp. Matth. xiii. 23. ZKEVT) the same figure as Kom. ix.

21, seq. Similar in thought but with a different application, 1 Cor.

iii. 12. To the distribution by ov fiovov^d^Xd nai corresponds
the a PSV a 6s.

&quot; For honor&quot; and &quot;

for dishonor&quot; as Kom. ix. 21,

seq., which passage shews beyond doubt that no mere difference in

degree is intended. Rightly, De Wette : the honor and dishonor

are not that of the house or of the possessor, but of the vessels

themselves.

Ver. 21,
u
returns/ says De Wette rightly,

&quot; to the admonition

by a warning couched in general terms, but intended for the en

couragement of Timothy.&quot; It declares our duty to purify ourselves

from all that makes us vessels of dishonor, and to become vessels of

honor. EKKaOaipG) used only by Paul, 1 Cor. v. 75
= expurgo. Arro

TOVTUV can refer only to a de elg drtpiaVj which, as shewn by the fol

lowing afcevog dg n^v, we are to understand of persons. Hence we

must not, with many interpreters, explain tunaO.,
&quot;

to separate ones-

self,&quot;
but pregnantly, by purification to separate onesself from

these
; comp. dnooTJJTWj ver. 19.

&quot; A merely negative condition/
remarks De Wette

;
but what needs there further for members of

the Christian church than to separate themselves from that which

tends to dishonour, in order to be vessels of honour ? And the apos
tle proceeds indeed to name not the special characteristics of indi

viduals, but what holds in common with all Christians. Ryiaapevov,

evxpr]OTov without an intervening nai (comp. Tischendorf ); thus the

asyndeton of enumeration. H.yiaafj.evov as consequence of iKKaOai-

peiv ; sanctified, viz., in Christ, in whom they stand, by his Spirit.

The figure oKevog by no means requires that rjyiaofj,-. be taken less

spiritually than elsewhere. Evxprjorog, fit for use, here and iv. 11
;

found elsewhere only with Paul at Philem. 11. AecrTror?/^ carries out

the figure. Et nav Zpyov dyaObv rirot^aafisvov, cornp. Eph. ii. 10.*

* Our explanation of verse 19-21 being conceded, it presents the church in a twofold

aspect as God s structure visibly established in the world, to which only those belong,

who belong truly to him, and as a great house comprising discordant and antagonistic

elements. The propriety of distinguishing between a visible church, and an invisible,

which forms the immovable basis of the visible, is from this just as clear as the impro

priety of reducing, even but approximative!} ,
its actual manifestation (ae/a/l?/ olata), to

the form of the crepeo? Oefii^io^ and hence excluding the CKEVT] elg dri/uiav. Should the

church reach by separation, the position in which it no longer resembles the &quot;

great

house,&quot; must it not again desire to become such, and becoming such, can it be otherwise

than every &quot;great house,&quot; as represented by the apostle ? Is it anticipated, in case of

casting the net amidst fishes of every description, that no bad one will be caught ? Such

:a hope were as thoroughly human as the fear that the mass of non-Christians may over-
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Ver. 22.
&quot; But flee youthful lusts/ as the opposite side of the

required fitness for all good. The previously latent reference to

Timothy here becomes manifest, and definite. The requisition that

he purify himself from all that makes him unserviceable in the

house of Grod, renders the warning against youthful lusts (for the

allusion is not to the love of novelty), perfectly comprehensible
without our assuming, with De Wette, that it deviates from the

general train of thought* Yer. 23 merely resumes the topic from

which the writer had deviated, and which, in view of the moral

quality of the errors which he reprehended, had led him over into

the field of moral conduct. The warning against youthful lusts

is intelligible only on the supposition of the youth of Timothy,

comp. 1 Tim. iv. 12. He is warned against all the moral dangers of

his time of life, which include, as Chrysostom, Theophylact etc.,

observe, not only fornication, but every inordinate desire
;
as inso

lent passion, ambition, avarice, etc. Especially may the apostle
have referred to vain glory, strife and the like, as he subsequently

gives prominence to elp7Jvr] pera Travrwv, etc. $evye dl^rce as 1 Tim.

vi. 11
;
1 Cor. vi. 18

;
1 Thess. v. 15. biKaioavvrj is here also the

quality of moral rectitude which springs from faith and love.

^iKCLLQjvvr\v ~i]v KaQ&quot;

1 ohov dperrjv /Uyej, r^v iv fiiG) evoEpeiav, Chrysos-
tom. It is the opposite of ddticia, ver. 19. Tfclprjvri is to be connected

with the following perd ;
it is spiritual union and fellowship with

those who call on the Lord (as characterizing the Christian also,

1 Cor. i. 2); here, however, is added, as antithesis to the seducers,
t-/c KaOapas tcapdiac;, which is wanting to them

; comp. 1 Tim. i. 5, 19,

iv. 2
;

Tit. i. 15.

Ver. 23. At variance with this pursuit is the occupying himself

with questions (1 Tim. i. 4, vi. 4; Tit. iii. 9), as they generate strifes

(comp. 1 Tim. vi. 4
; Tit. iii. 9) ;

hence Timothy is to avoid them

(rrapaireiaOai as Tit. iii. 10
;
1 Tim. iv. 7). Mwpai, as Tit. iii. 9.

Anaidevrog only here, = untaught, foolish, insipidus (Winer s Gr.,

16, 3), frequent with the LXX.
; not, = &quot; unserviceable for cul

ture.&quot;

Ver. 24. Such striving (i-id%eoOai) is unbecoming to the servant

of the Lord
;
the term referring here, as is shewn by the following

predicates, to Timothy in his official calling, not as a Christian
;

whelm the Christian clement. &quot; The foundation of God standeth firm,&quot; says the apostle- ;

and not external separation, but internal purification is named as the means to bo em

ployed. If the passage thus comes on the one side in conflict with the false spirit of

separation, so on the other with the zeal for union which makes an equal recognition of

all that is found in the fj.eyd7.rj oiKia
;
this also takes away the foundation. Both tenden

cies spring from the common ground of a confusion of the twofold aspects of the church,

as a &quot;

foundation,&quot; and as a &quot;

great house.&quot; The former class transfer to the church as a

u.eyu.7.1] oiKta, that which properly applies to it only as a 0e//e/Uof ;
the latter apply that

which holds of the church only in its earthly manifestation to its character as a

or rather ignore this character altogether.
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though in itself dovAog K. is applicable also to the other relation
;

comp. 1 Cor. vii. 22
; Eph. vi. 6. His appropriate characteristic is

paternal mildness and kindness toward all
; comp. on jjmog, 1 Thess.

ii. 7.
&quot; Toward all&quot; he must stand above parties ; didannnov, in

structive, not fond of controversy, comp. 1 Tim. ii. 2
; dv^iKanov

(Wisd. ii, 19, the substantive), not irritable, not lightly influenced

by reproach and reviling.

Ver. 25. And where he has to do with gainsayers, he must meet

them with npaor^ (rnansuetudo erga alios, animus natura sedatus,

qui aegre ad iram incenditur, Winer, at Gal. v. 25), and in such gen
tleness admonish (so vovOeoia, Tit. iii. 10, comp at 1 Tim. i. 20),

those who oppose themselves (rovg dvridianOefievovf), i. e.
9

as De
Wette remarks, not qui veritati resistunt, but those who frame

dvriOeosig (1 Tim. vi. 20); dvrtAeyovTEg, Tit. i. 9, not dvrircetijievoi, or

open unbelievers, as 1 Tim. v. 14. &quot; This mildness,&quot; says De Wette,
&quot; toward the false teachers is indeed surprising ;

but they are con

ceived as yet recoverable
; only where past the hope of improvement

are they given over to themselves, Tit. iii. 11.&quot; More correctly ;

the apostle regards these dvndiar. with their ^rrjasig, not as proper
heretical teachers, as we have repeatedly perceived ;

but as diseased

in the faith, who are to be brought back to health. Their error has

a moral basis
;
hence ntf-ore dw?/ avrolg 6 6ebg uerdvoiav, lohether God

may not perchance, etc. (&5?? not d$ is given by the best Codd., here

evidently a conjunctive). Change of mind, moral conversion is their

grand need, that they may attain to the eniyvuais, full knowledge of

the truth, and, ver. 26, they be recovered to soberness out of the

snare of the devil, being caught by him at his (God s) will.
&quot; Their

condition is that of spiritual intoxication
; comp. Kicvfaeiv, 1 Cor.

xv. 34, and vf\$iv^ 1 Thess. v. 6, 8. E# rr^, ;. r. A., constructio

prasgnans, comp. Winer s Gr., 66, 2, p. 547. Hayi$ rov
&amp;lt;5m/3. 1 Tim.

iii. 7, vi. 9. De Wette s regarding the word didfioAog as unpauliue,
stands connected with his rejection of the Epistle to the Ephesians,

comp. Eph. iv. 27, vi. 11, and Haiiess. The last words tfayprjusvoi,

VTT avrov elg rb KKEIVOV
detyfjia, are, by the latest expositors, Matthies,

De Wette, and Huther, conceived as belonging together, which may
be regarded as settled

;
but the pronouns faeivov and avrov they

refer to the same subject, didfiohog. It seems chiefly in favour of

this view that &Zuypr]iievoi3 thus construed, unites itself better, as ex

planatory, to the preceding nayig. But to me this explanation seems

superfluous, and the thought feeble. And why then the change
from avrov to KKEIVOV, even if it is possible (comp. De Wette, who

points to Plat. Cratyl., p. 430, E. Kuhner, 629, Kern. 3)? It cer

tainly suggests to our minds a change of subjects, and thus for

avrov, dovAog, for tKeivov, 6 6e6g, as Wetstein, Bengel, and Mack, ex

plain ;
for dovAog is here the principal subject, while neivov would
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point to Oeog in contrast with the immediately preceding
The term e&ypTjfievoij precisely as Luke v. 10, = taken alive, would
then point antithetically to the being caught by the snare of the

devil. From his captivity they have fallen into another, which is

defined by the following elg TO EKELVOV 0tvb?/m ; et$ standing in con

trast to KK 7rayi6o$. An analogy to the entire passage is then found

in 2 Cor. x. 5
j al^a^ri^ovreg irdv vo7]fj.a elg TT\V vnaKofjv rov ~K.piorov.

How mnch more fitting that with this appended clause prominence
should at the close be given to the duty of the servant of the Lord.

In the sense of &quot;

deliverance&quot; to which De Wette objects, we cer

tainly need not take t-o)yp. ;
a new, blessed imprisonment has suc

ceeded to the former wretchedness. The dovkog, although, literally

speaking remote, is not really so, as it is the principal subject ;

neither is the thought unnatural
;

for the metaphor is suggested

by that immediately preceding, and the passages adduced, Luke
v. 10

;
2 Cor. x. 5 are of a character entirely similar. The reference

of Zuypew to catching fish, is here foreign to the connexion. So to

wit, Theophylact, who refers the two pronouns to God. Others with

even less of plausibility understand avrov of 6ia0. and ZKELVOV of God,

taking elg Kara. The interpreter can hesitate only between the

two first named views of which the latter appears to me decidedly

preferable.

4. KEFERENCE TO THE PHENOMENA OF THE LAST TIME, AL

READY DISCLOSING THEMSELVES, FOR THE PURPOSE OF INSTRUCT

ING TIMOTHY IN KELATION TO THEM.

(iii. 1-17.)

According to De Wette, the author at ii. 14-16 deviated from

the purpose of the epistle, but still more here, where he even throws

his glance into the future. But what warrants our regarding the

summons of Timothy to Eome as the single object of the epistle ?

This personal matter rather, from ii. 1-4, 8, is subordinated to the

admonition to fidelity in his official calling, and reappears only at

iv. 0. But neither at ii. 14-26, where he prescribes to Timothy his

proper conduct as a preacher of the gospel in the face of the pre

vailing inclination for empty strifes of words, has he wandered from

his purpose, nor here at iii. 1-17, where he points to another error

which on account of its immoral character, he designates as the pre
cursor of the last time

; which, as being seduously and incurably
hostile to the truth, Timothy is totally to avoid (in contrast with

the instruction given him ii. 25, seq., in respect to the Xoyopaxeiv).

He characterizes this more fully iii. 6-8 ; gives Timothy, ver. 9,
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the consoling assurance that in consequence of their manifest

dvoia, these seducers shall not push their success far
;
reminds him,

in opposition to this heresy, of his own personal example, to which

Timothy has attached himself, and from which he may also derive

this, that persecutions are inevitably attendant on a life of godli

ness, while it is otherwise with those seducers, ver. 13
;
in order

then to summon him (ver. 14), to adhere to that which he has

learnt, the pledge for which is the personal example of the apostle,

and the word of scripture, 15-17, which can make him wise unto

salvation.

Ver. 1.
&quot; But know this&quot; (the reading yiv&aKere, according to

A.F.Gr., etc., I cannot with Tischendorf, regard as correct), begins
the apostle, passing over to a new and distinct topic, and by in

structing Tmothy in regard to the last time, enlightens him in re

gard to the phenomena of the present. Parallel to this passage is

1 Tim. iv. 1, seq. The design, in each case, of the mention of the

future, is to enable Timothy to judge from it of the present, and

under such circumstances to determine his duty. Alike there and

here the apostle s statement regarding the future form of the Chris

tian life, rests substantially on antecedent predictions of the Divine

Spirit ;
but the definite form under which this general prophecy is

conceived, springs from the apostle s power to read the future in the

present (comp. 1 Tim. iv. 1, seq). In our passage, however, it is

not, as there, future apostacy to which the apostle points, but im

morality as it will disclose itself under the Christian appearance
and name

;
for it is this immorality which constitutes the affinity

between the seducers specified at 6-8, and the men of the future,

and which renders them precursors of that future.
&quot; In the last

days shall arise naipol xaXsnoi.&quot; The &quot;

last
days&quot;

are not here of

course the period of Christianity (as Acts ii. 17
; Heb. i. 2), for here

there &quot;is no contrast with an earlier period ;
but the last times of

that period, as 1 Pet. i. 5
;
Jude. 18

;
2 Pet. iii. 3

;
for the author

speaks of a future time in reference to the present, as shewn by the

context (KvoTrjoovrai,, Zoovrai), and by a comparison of 1 Tim. iv. 1

(vorepoi Kaipoi). On the absence of the article cornp. Winer s Gr.,

19, 1, under Kaipdg. EvoTijoovTai, not, as De Wette rightly re

marks, a future in a future, viz., imminebunt, but = aderunt, will

arise: so also ivea-us of the present, Gal. i. 4; comp. Winer s

Comm. in loc. Kaipol %ahe7Toi9 severe, evil times
;

so Eph. v. 16^
7jfj,spai TTowrjpai, Gal. i. 4

;
1 John v. 19.

Vers. 2-5 explain the naipoi %afa7roi ; the times will be severe

on account of the immorality of men. &quot;AvOpunoi describes men in

their general character, the majority. The epithets describing them

do not strictly pursue one continuous line of thought, although

their immediate and particular grounds of connexion are easily dis-
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cernible. $ihav~oi = self-seeking (only here), is prefixed as the root

of the following vices
; comp. on the contrary, 1 Cor. xiii. 4-7. As

immediate consequence fahdpyvpoi, avaricious, comp. Luke xvi. 14
;

1 Tim.iii. 3
(a&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;iAap.); parallel in sense is Korn. i. 29. As further

consequence (comp. on the contrary 1 Cor. xiii. 4) dhatfveg, also at

Kom. i. 30 = boastful
; vnEprj^avoi,, proud with contempt of others

;

similarly at Kom. i. 30, connected with dhatfveg ; jSAao^fiot, not

blasphemers (of God), but revilers, a trait springing from their con

tempt of others
; comp. Tit. iii. 2. Tovevoi direiOelg as Kom. i. 30,

giving rise to the subsequent traits
; d^apta-at, (Luke vi. 35), un

grateful ; dvoaioi, impious (1 Tim. i. 9) ; aaropyoi, without natural

affection (Rom. i. 31). To doropyot, attaches itself as Kom. i. 30,

donovdoi, implacable (and covenant breakers ?); then,

(1 Tim. iii. 11
;

Tit. ii. 3), slanderers, to be distinguished from

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;7]fj&amp;gt;oi, open revilers
; again dKparel^ } dvij[jpoi} dfahdyaOoi, a group by

themselves, and found only here. The first, the opposite of tyicpa-

TTJg (Tit. i. 8), thus incontinent, without self-control
; dv?j[ipog}

un

tamed, wild
; d(j)L^dya6og}

the opposite of fakdyaOog (Tit. i. 8), not

lo\ing good ; e%6pol navrbg dyaOov, Theophylact. Further, rrpo66rai}

TrpoTTereis, perhaps united from correspondence in sound, as previously
the expressions with a privative ;

the former term found also Luke
vi. 16

;
Acts vii. 52

;
here not traitors to Christianity or to Christ,

which would not accord with K%ov~eg popfaaiv, ver. 5
; but, in the

usual sense, thus men in whom is no fidelity ; npod. rijg fahiag, Chry-
sostom. HpoTTerelg (comp. Acts xix. 36), temerarii, reckless, fool

hardy. TeTvcfHjpevoi (comp. at 1 Tim. iii. 6, vi. 4), wrapt in mist,

conceited, inflated. Qtfajdovoi, jua/Uov ?} $iX60eoi both terms only
here a designed paronomasia, rather pleasure-loving, than God-

loving ;
on the thought comp. Kom. xvi. 18

;
Phil, iii, 18, 19

;

James iv. 1.
&quot;

Having the form of godliness but denying its
power.&quot;

M6p(j)G)aig also Rom. ii. 20, but in another sense
; here, form in op

position to substance
; appearance without reality. llpv^evoi,

having denied, an act whose consequences they still feel
; comp. Tit.

i. 16 ;
ii. 12. The entire passage reminds us strongly of Rom. i.

29-31, with which the one before us has in common several words

not found elsewhere. The apostle is describing, says Olshausen,
&quot; a new heathenism under the name of Christianity/ It follows

finally, of course, that men are described in their collective charac

er, the particular traits varying in different individuals. Ver. 5

shews that they do not with all this openly renounce the truth.

Tovroig dnorpsTrov, connects itself with the first irnper., ver. 1,

points to the effect which such knowledge is to produce on

the conduct of Timothy. The transition to the present is exactly

as at 1 Tim. iv. 6. The fully developed character of these future

sons of evil, has its* harbinger in the people of the present ;
siini-
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larly, 1 John ii. 18. A.n&rp&ire?$ai only here
;
in like manner

TrecrOai, 1 Tim. vi. 20, constructed, as here, cnroi-., with accusative of

the thing = aversor. With persons of this class Timothy is to have

nothing to do
;
with them, as precursors of the last time,

&quot;

instruct

ing in meekness,&quot; is of no avail
;
their destiny, as sedulous adver

saries of the truth, is to
&quot; wax worse and worse.&quot; They resemble in

their resistance the magicians of Egypt ;
but like them they will be

arrested in their course, through their manifest and self-destroying

folly. With all this, it appears mere caprice to identify the error

here denounced with that of ii. 14, seq. The author rather speaks

here, in contrast with the foregoing, of a course of action past

remedy, in regard to which Timothy s only duty is to keep clear of

it on the one hand, and all the more firmly to maintain the truth

on the other.

Yers. 6, 7. The ground of the apostle s admonition rovrovg dno-

TPKTTOV (since he certainly at 1-5 was speaking of the future), he now

explains : &quot;for of these are
they,&quot;

etc. Not literally, but in moral

relationship, the men whose conduct he is now depicting, belong al

ready to the future. The t- rovrwv doiv must be regarded as the

principal criterion of these
;
this teaches Timothy how he is to re

gard them. We need not then conclude with De Wette, that the

features sketched, vers. 2-5, do not point to these false teachers,

since it is precisely this immoral character under the outward shew

of piety which the apostle specifies as their leading characteristic.

Evdvvovref, stealing into houses, marks the stealthy and dissembling
conduct of these seducers (Chrysostom, TO dnpov, rrjv dndrrjv} TTJV

KohoKeiav
edijhtoaev)* alygMfaari(ovTe, the consequence of ivdvvew

marks their skill in subjecting others to their power (1 Cor. x. 5).

Their aim is directed to yvvaiicdpia (a contemptuous expression, point

ing to their weakness and openness to temptation ;
the art. found

only in Minusc.), who are laden with sins (comp. Rom, xii. 20), led

by diverse lusts (dyeoOai, led, controlled, as Rom. viii. 14
;
Gal. v.

18) ;
ever learning and never able to come to the knowledge of the

truth (in consequence of their sins, from which all the pangs of con

science cannot force them
; &mtp&6i] avr&v

?/ didvoia, Chrysostom).
&quot; This

delineation,&quot; says De Wette,
&quot; of soul-hunters and of their

booty is remarkable. We must not, however, with Mosheirn and

Flatt, distribute the various traits among various classes of indi

viduals, as the specialty of the picture lies in their union.&quot; The same

phenomenon appears in the later Gnostics ; comp. Iren. adv. haer. I.

13, 3, of the Gnostic Marcus
; ^d^tara rrepl yvvalKcu; do^oXel-aij K. r. A.

Further proofs with Heydenreich, p. 181
;
Baur die Sogen. Pastor-

albr. p. 36. Those who assign the Pastoral Epistles to the second

century, of course seize eagerly on this point in support of their

view
; yet none can demonstrate that the same phenomena may not
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also have appeared in the age of the apostle. On ^d^Trore (only

here) not ovdenore, comp. Winer s Gr., 55, 5.

Yers. 8, 9. Glancing back at the admonition rov-ovg dnorpeirov,
the apostle, after portraying the employments of these seducers,
continues :

&quot; but as Jarmes and Janibres,&quot; etc., for the purpose of

disclosing clearly to Timothy his relations to them and theirs to

him. Like Jannes and Jambres they are open adversaries of the

truth
;
in relation to whom the only consolation is found not in the

hope of their being reclaimed, but of a sure and speedy end wrought

by their reckless folly. The ground of comparison with those

magicians (Ex. vii. 11, 22, viii. 6, seq.), is first, that these, like

them, openly withstand the truth (dvQioravrau, ry d^Geta), and

second, that the two have a like end
;
both are speedily detected

and put to shame. The passage does not assert expressly that these

seducers of the apostolical age also practiced sorcery ; yet the com

parison certainly becomes more forcible, if they are regarded as re

sembling the others in the form of their opposition, and thus as

resorting to magical arts
; comp. ver. 13, jorj-eg. The preparatory con

ditions of such practices could not be wanting in an age when Chal

dean wisdom and art were already widely diffused (comp. Hug, II.,

130). We may refer especially to Simon the Magian, Acts

vtii. 9
;

to Elymas at the court of the Roman proconsul, Acts xiii.

6 ;
to the itinerant Jews, Acts xix. 13

;
above all to the rd Trepwpya npd-

gavreg, at Ephesus (id. loc. 19). The existence therefore of such

forms of error at Ephesus could by no means surprise us (Hug. II.,

131, 132
;
Neancler apost. Zeitalt. I. p. 359, seq., Winer s E.W.B.;

articles Magier and Zauberei). This feature would harmonize per

fectly with the immoral character of these seducers
; proofs with

Baur as above.

The names lavvrjg and la/^p/fc (also ludvvrjg lapvfc MapPprjc)

are, according to Theodore t,
drawn from Jewish tradition (comp.

Targ. Jonath. Exocl. vii. 11, etc); according to Origen and Ambrose
from the apocryphal book, Jamnes and Marnbres liber (comp. Hey-
denreich, p. 84, seq.) According to tradition they were sons of Balaam
and originally teachers of Moses, then his chief opponents, etc.

comp. in Heydenreich, who further adds that also heathen writers

mention these men, e. g. the Pythagorean Numenius, in the second

century after Christ, according to Orig. c. Cels. iv. 51, Euseb. Prrep.

Evang. ix. 8. Pliny II. N. lib. xxx. ch. 6, names the former. Ac

cording to Orig. tract. 35 in Matth. many persons of his time took

offence at the apostle s citing from an apocryphal book (unde ausi

sunt quidam epistolam ad Timotheum repellere, quasi haben tern in

se textum alicujus secreti : sed non potuerunt) : recently Dr. Baur
has done the same. But we have according to Origen, a, like case at

1 Cor. ii. 9 (in nullo enim regular! libro . . . invenitur nisi in secretis
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propheta? Eliae); and which is still more decisive can 1 Cor. x. 4

be understood otherwise than by a reference to Jewish tradition ?

See Meyer in loco
; setting aside entirely Jude 14, seq. Why, it is

very properly asked, should the apostle, who makes use of heathen

writers, not also borrow from Jewish tradition barely the names of

two sorcerers, when in all other points he adheres to the record of

Moses, and makes not the slightest reference to the monstrous fea

tures which tradition has attached to them ? It cannot assuredly

be maintained that the magic arts form the point of the com

parison. The apostle designates these men as Kareffiapnevoi rov

vovv. This corruptness of mind they have indeed in common with

others (1 Tim. vi. 5), as well as their reprobateness in relation to

the faith (Tit, i. 16
;

1 Tim. i. 19
;

iv. 1
;

vi. 21) ;
but their mode

of manifestation is different.

The second point of the comparison is given ver. 9, cU/l ov

npoKoijjovaiv Km TrXelov. AA/la in contrast with dvOiar. ver. 8, properly

they will not advance further, thence they will not make further

progress, L e. in external success. The declaration has been deemed

contradictory to the prediction of the perilous times, ver. 1, as well

as of the statements, ver. 18 and ii. 17. The latter passage we dis

pose of by referring it not to outward diffusion
;
but even were it

otherwise we have already shown that the two passages do not refer

to the same subject. Also ver. 13 treats of an intensive progress in

TT^dvrj ; and, if the words of ver. 9 be pressed as by De Wette, we

might doubtless say with Bengel :

&quot; non proficient amplius : quain-

quarn ipsi et eorum similes proficient in pejus :&quot; but this is unne

cessary ; Chrysostom has given the true explanation : Kav yap rrporf.pov

avd/ja^j rd -n/f nkdvrjg, elg.rekog ov diavefiei,. The more rapid this ad

vancement to the worse (ver. 13), the more speedily will their dvoia

disclose itself. And with the prediction of ver. 1 our declaration

stands not in the remotest contradiction
;

for assuredly the fact

that these seducers in their gross immorality foretoken the last days
does not warrant the inference that their special form of error

(which is not the special ground of their being -called precursors) will

continue and increase until that period. And why should the forger

of the epistle have proved himself so utterly void of sense ? The
reason why the course of these seducers will be arrested is that their

glaring folly will soon be manifest to all
;
their iniquitous course

will prove its own overthrow, as did that of the celebrated antago
nists of Moses. Entirely different is the apostle s mode of regarding
the KTEpodidaaKakelv and Aoyo/xa^eTv. It behoves Timothy and Titus

and the presbyters whom they ordain, to struggle against them \\ith

all the force of sound doctrine in order to bring back the diseased to

a healthy faith. The term dvoia, again at Luke vi. 11, applies not

merely to their foolish conduct in spreading their error, but also to
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its substance as an exhibition of their amentia. *Earat naai, marks

a near future
;
as this arrives, their future progress is impossible ;

but possible, certainly, until its arrival. Even this furnishes a rea

son why we should not deny to the error all temporary diffusion,

and thus bring the passage into conflict with ver. 13.
&quot; As was also

theirs/ comp. Exod. viii. 18, seq. ;
ix. 11.

Vers. 10, 11. The connexion is rightly given by Chrysostom :

aAA ov rd ?jjwerepa roiavra. KOI TOVTUV ov [idprvg (?). As the proceed

ing of these men condemns itself, so the apostle can point Timothy
to his own conduct as that which commends itself. He reminds

him of the impression made by his personal example, which had

induced Timothy to attach himself to him. 2v 6e, but thou, Timo

thy, in contrast with the above mentioned. Hap^KoXo^d^aag (ac

cording to A.C.F.Gr. : Tischendorf after D.E.I.K., etc. napTjitokovOrjKag

as 1 Tim. iv. 6) is explained
&quot;

to follow a thing, to go after it/

Timothy being conceived either as an eye-witness, or instructed by
others. But Timothy did not know as an eye-witness all the perse
cutions : to explain with Wieseler,

&quot;

to follow in spirit/ is in the

contrast, feeble and unmeaning; and ver. 14, ov dt- IJLEVE, presupposes
in like manner a fuller signification of napaKoXovOuv. The fuller

meaning therefore which it has unquestionably (1 Tim. iv. 6) &quot;probo,

amplcctor/ must be adopted here. The apostle reminds Timothy
of his having yielded to his example and attached himself to him

;

and taking the Aor. as unquestionably the correct reading, he refers

to the original act in which Timothy devoted himself to him, as we
see him elsewhere alluding repeatedly to Timothy s publicly declar

ing for the apostle and for the acceptance of the office of evangelist.

Hence we see why the apostle docs not refer to the dangers which

they had shared in common, but to those previous persecutions in

Timothy s own native region which had decided him to unite him

self with the apostle. For it is scarcely credible that he should

have commenced a complete enumeration of his persecutions in

which case why commence with Antioch in Pisidia and then so

suddenly discontinue it. Wahl, Mack (and apparently Do Wette,

Huther, and certainly Matthies), explain -apan. as &quot;

imitor&quot; refer

ring it not barely to Timothy s resolution but to his subsequent
conduct. To the objection justly urged against this, that Paul men
tions only these persecutions, and omits all the later perils in which

Timothy was his companion, and might be said with more propriety
to have imitated him, it is replied that the sufferings mentioned

happened in the native region of Timothy. But this is a fact which

seems utterly irrelevant to the subject. The construction too of

Trapa/c. with
&a&amp;gt;y/zoZ seems, with this interpretation, very unnatural.

Mack s interpretation, &quot;thou hast in thy conduct followed my teach

ing,&quot; Matthies, De Wette, and Huther rightly reject.

VOL. VI. 15
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Mov T% did. \iov emphatic in its position, cornp. Winer s Gr. 22,

7, Kem. 1. It is constructed with the following nouns. T did. in

the same sense as 1 Tim. iv. 6 (whence also the accompanying napaK.

should have a like signification as there). Ty dywyy comp. Esther

ii. 20
;

2 Mace. iv. 16. Kightly Theodoret = ?/
did ~&v fyyuv

-oXireia, conduct, vita3 ratio, in general contrast to the immoral

conduct of those seducers. T -npoOtaei comp. Acts xi. 23 (xxvii. 13
)= purpose which controls the conduct of life. Tiia-t^ in its ordinary

signification as the ground of all action, as shown by the following

dydTiT). MaKpoOvftfa toward the &quot; crooked and perverse generation&quot;

(Phil. ii. 15) not as Theoph. specially toward false teachers. Hence

the more general ayarr?/, love, shown alike in the
&quot;long-suffering&quot;

which does not yield to exasperation, and in vnofiovri which endures

without terror or exhaustion. This &quot;endurance&quot; (vrcofior/]) leads

naturally to the mention of persecutions and sufferings in which it

was displayed. But diuynolg is not therefore to he constructed

grammatically with vTropovj] as with KV understood, as Flatt main

tains referring to 2 Cor. xi. 26, hut stands coordinate with the pre
vious terms. To explain napaic. by

&quot;

imitari&quot; would certainly make
this a very harsh construction, as Timothy could not imitate the

sufferings, and that the apostle refers, as Huther thinks, to bis

mode of enduring them, is unsupported by the context. HapaK. as

explained by us, intimates that Timothy had followed with appro
val alike the apostle s teaching and sufferings on behalf of the

gospel, and moved by his triumphant deliverance from them, had

become his associate.
&quot; Which befell me in Antioch, Iconium,

Lystra&quot;: conip. Acts xiii. 50 xxv. 20. On the ground of the spe
cification of these sufferings see above. Baur in remarking that

the author in accordance with the previously mentioned reference to

the Gospel of Luke, attaches himself to the Acts, and that the fact

of these being first mentioned in that part of the Acts which re

cords Paul s missionary journeys, was the reason of his selecting

these particular persecutions, disposes altogether too easily of the

matter. For this author s acquaintance with the Acts must surely

have informed him that Timothy was at that time not with the

apostle. We must therefore seek some deeper reason for this selec

tion; and if it is furnished by the context, the entire reasoning in

favor of the fabricator falls to the ground. Or if the genuineness
of the epistle is compromised by its harmony with the Acts, would

the absence of such agreement be an argument in its favor? Comp.
Matthies p. 533, Anni. Parallel with the old poi eytve-o, the apos

tle adds in a relative clause in reference to dicjy^olg, olovg diuyuov$

vTrrjveyKo,= what sufferings I endured (the word v-xofy. also 1 Cor.

x. 13
;

1 Pet. ii. 19.)* The apostle lingers on this topic as it in

* Erasmus and several recent scholars, as Heydonreich, Flatt, Mack, and finally
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fact furnishes, as shown by vcr. 13, the strong point of contrast

between his course and that of the false teachers. They knew

nothing of persecution, because they knew nothing of godly living :

but they also know nothing of the deliverance of which the apostle
boasts in the words KOL fa iravruv, etc. Such the walk of the apos
tle in contrast with that of these seducers.

Vers. 12, 13. The mention of his own persecutions suggests
the remark that &quot;

all too who will live godly in Christ Jesus shall

be persecuted.&quot; What has happened to him will hold universally

as an inevitable attendant on godly living. The remark places on

the one hand the fortunes of the apostle in their right relation to

those of the false teachers, and on the other, intimates to Timothy
his own duty. Well, Chrysostorn :

&quot; be not disturbed if they are

exultant and you are in trials : such is the nature of the service.&quot;

The enmity of the world is always provoked by contrasted piety :

comp. John xv. 19, xvi. 33
;
Matth. v. 11, x. 22, 38 ;

1 Thess. iii. 3.

Ol 6&ovreg, who will, have the earnest purpose (comp. Winer s Gr.,

65, 7)&quot;;
hence not superfluous. To his own experience and that

of all the godly the apostle now opposes that of the false teachers :

theirs is not persecution for the sake of righteousness, and a tri

umphant endurance of it (such the natural deduction from ver. 12),

but are ever deeper plunged into error. So Chrysostom and Hey-
denreich. De Wette and Huther take the contrast differently, the

latter on the ground that sufferings for the sake of godliness, and

advancement in evil coupled with outward prosperity for such is

the thought suggested by the adversative position of the clauses

form no proper contrast. They regard ver. 13 not as contrasted

with ver. 12 but with vers. 10, 11 (ver. 12 being interposed inciden

tally), which thus defend and praise the conduct of Timothy in fol

lowing the example of the apostle, while they on the contrary (13)

proceed on to worse, deceiving and deceived. But in vers. 10, 11,

the apostle is rather defending his own conduct than applauding
that of Timothy ;

and to take rrapaK. as intimating that Timothy
has imitated the apostle in all these qualities and experiences, so

that the defence of his own procedure involves a defence and praise

of Timothy, is forbidden by ver. 11
;

for it is then inexplicable why
he should have mentioned these persecutions rather than those in

which Timothy participated. The relative clauses, ola, OLOVC, are

then also without any clear significance ;
and we should expect, as

Huther himself concedes, rather a reference to Paul s mode of

enduring these sufferings, while the context refers exclusively to

their existence. And how difficult to sever ver. 13 from its con-

Wieseler, take olovc diuy. as an independent exclamation ;
a violent break in the con

struction for which there is not the slightest necessity. Hence Matthies, De Wette, and

Huther have rejected it.
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nexion with ver. 12, and put it in contrast with ov
Trap??/*;, ver. 10 !

And the clause,
&quot;

evil men and seducers,&quot; etc., can in its general

import, much less naturally form the definite antithesis to ov 6t:,

ver. 10, than to the general,
&quot; and all too who will/ etc. ttovqpoi

too points clearly to this contrast. Kai yorj-es defines Kovripoi ;
the

language, though general, has reference to those named ver. 8.

Torjreg as connected with -ovipoi is not merely a simple designation

of the subject but involves in itself a judgment, in which the rrpo-

KOTTTELV elg xe
~
LPov finds its explanation : it is thus to be taken not in

the strict signification of sorcerers, but perhaps &quot;jugglers.&quot;
We

may not refer it therefore with certainty to magic arts, though it is

very possible that these errorists resorted to such secret rites. IIpo-

KO^OVOL fat rb %e7.pov on the alleged contradiction of these words to

ver. 9, ov -poit. tret -rrkelov, see above. The language here not merely
&quot;can&quot; (with Do Wette) but must (em TO %eipov) be taken inten

sively. The mode of this progress is indicated by the words nhav&v-

reg and TrAavwjUfro* : these are to be referred, not with Bcngcl, to

different subjects, but to the same, designated alike by novijpoi and

yo7]-eg.
&quot;

Deception/ says De Wette,
&quot;

always involves self-decep

tion.&quot; ILhdvr] is to be taken here alike intellectually and morally.
Vers. 14, 15. 2v de pere, Thou, Timothy, in contrast with the

preceding, and /*sVe with TTpoKonreiv elg %e7.pov. The admonition

stands in close connexion with ver. 10, ov de naprjK. : as Timothy once

joyfully attached himself to the apostle, so he is now to abide by
that which he has learned, of which he has the double assurance and

pledge in the example of the apostle and the testimony of scripture.
Kal KTTKjTuOrjg, supply a; the word must not be confounded with

KTTLorevdrjg (qua? tibi concredita sunt) : but signifies (comp. Passovv,

De Wette in loco) &quot;in regard to which thou hast been assured :&quot;

a fiera ~X?]po(f)Opiag fyaOeg, Theoph. ;
a heightening of tfiaOeg. EMwf

refers not to ^marM-jg but to the admonition pere and assigns its

reason. Instead of napd rivog A.C.&quot;
::: F.Gr. 17, 71 read irapd TLVUV and

if the harshness of a reading is sufficient to vindicate its correctness,

then this is here with Matthies to be adopted. The natural refer

ence were then to Timothy s mother and grandmother, and Timo

thy s early piety were appealed to. To me in view of the context

in which mipd rivog has so manifest a reference to the apostle s per
sonal example, this reading seems the more probable. For that

the apostle does not expressly name himself, if we glance at 10, 11,

cannot surprise us
;
and the reading rivwv might readily originate

from i. v., united with the consideration that Timothy was a Christ

ian when he joined the apostle. To the &quot;

many witnesses&quot; of ii. 2,

there can be no possible allusion, as these persons could stand in no

such important relation to Timothy. Comp. for the whole 2 Tim.

i. 13, ii. 2. Ver. 15 contains another ground for urging the
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Kal o~i, K. r. A. Grammatically we may either take on as a resolu

tion of the preceding participle (comp. Winer s Gr. 63, II.), with

the majority of interpreters, or as dependent on t-Mwf, rather in the

sense of &quot;

reflecting,&quot;
as De Wette and Huther. The former con

struction yields a better train of thought. ATTO
f3pe([&amp;gt;ov&amp;lt;; comp.

Acts xvi. 1, and 2 Tim. i. 5. The collective phrase rd kpd ypd^ara
is found only here : ordinarily ?/ ypcujtrj, al ypafyai, ypcupdl ayiai, Rom.
i. 2.

&quot; Ahle to make thee wise
&quot;

the participle dwdneva is to be

taken as present, since olda$ has a present signification : it marks
the permanent quality of the scriptures which must determine

Timothy to abide by what he has learnt. That quality is that they
can make him wise unto salvation through the faith which is in

Christ Jesus. They become therefore a testimony to that which is

learnt by Timothy. lo^iaai, (at 2 Pet. i. 16, but in a different sense;
as here with the LXX., Ps. xix. 7, cxix. 98

;
Sir. xxxviii. 24) marks

here not the first instruction, but the successively advancing grades
of practical knowledge. Its goal is salvation : comp. Theophylact ;

&quot; not as outward knowledge renders man wise to deceit, and soph

istry and verbal strifes, whence the perdition of the soul, so is divine

knowledge : for this renders wise unto salvation.&quot; Am r^g -nioreug

cannot, as by Heydenreich, be constructed merely writh adirr^iav3
as

thus the article must have been repeated : together with the limit

ing el$ aurripiav it is to be referred to the verb.
&quot;

Through faith,&quot;

etc., marks the necessary condition of the use of the Old Testament :

only the believer therefore will find in it the truth of salvation
;
thus

not the unbelieving Jew. To take did niareug as expressing the means

inhering in Scripture in the sense of passages like Gal. iii. 6, seq.,

23, scq., is forbidden by the limiting clause iv I. Xpiarti with its em

phatic T
/Jf ; since xia-riq ev Xpia-ti Iqaov never denotes elsewhere

&quot;faith in
Christ,&quot;

but &quot;faith which originates in Christ&quot; (comp.
Winer s Gr. 31, 2) ;

this meaning also would require the omission

of Irjaov ;
and vers. 16, 17 which illustrate the adaptedness of the

Scriptures to make wise unto salvation, make no mention of faith but

presuppose it.

Vers. 16, 17 illustrate this capability of scripture by declaring it

all divinely inspired and profitable for doctrine, etc. Kai
}
which is

wanting only in versions and in the Fathers, must on external and

internal grounds be deemed genuine. Qeonv. as well as ox^/U^ is

then a predicate of -rrdaa
ypa&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i).

For if nai meant
&quot;also,&quot;

and

OKOTTV. were an epithet adjoined to naoa
ypa&amp;lt;fyrj}

an tari would be in

dispensable. And taking them both as predicates, we must trans

late Trdaa yp. not &quot;

every scripture,&quot; but &quot;

all scripture, scripture in

all its
parts,&quot;

as remarked by Dr. Hofmann, who cites for this use,

Trdaa olKodopri, Eph. ii. 21, and Harlcss in loco, and irdg 6iKo$9
Heb.

iii. 8. The omission of the article is natural in a word like
ypa&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;rj9
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which, readily assumes the character of a proper name, and in fact

has done so 2 Pet. i. 20
;
and so also ypa/^ara, John vii. 15

?
without

the article (comp. Winer s Gr., 17, 10.) De Wette,
&quot;

every scrip

ture is divinely inspired,&quot; etc.; Huther, &quot;every scripture, inspired

of God, is
profitable.&quot;

The latter thinks that no doubt was to be

presumed regarding the inspiration of the scriptures, and hence that

point needed not to be asserted. But the term Geo-n
.,

as pointing
to the Divine origin of the scriptures, confirms the statement of

their ability to render wise to salvation. Used here passively (comp.
Winer s Gr., 16, 3),

&quot;

it attaches itself to the nvevpa because the

Divine spiritual power was conceived as the breath of
life,&quot;

as De
Wette remarks, referring us also to the ideas of the Greeks and

Romans regarding the Beta t-i-nvoia, the divinus afflatus. Transferred

to things, as here, it marks these as a product of such Divine influ

ence, though wrought through human instrumentality. The entire

Old Testament is here specified as such, a product, and we have no

right to restrict this quality to individual parts (Hofrnann, Weiss.

u. Erf. I., p. 42, seq). But on the other hand the term does not

warrant our building on it a theory of inspiration, and of determin

ing from it the relation of Divine and human agency in scripture.

2 Pet. i. 21 speaks more definitely on this point ;
it at least places

prophecy beyond the sphere of human will
;
but it speaks only of

prophecy, and even in what it asserts, does not exclude human par

ticipation. A true theory of inspiration cannot be formed from one

or the other passage of scripture, but can only grow truly and liv-

ingly out of the consideration of the object which is to be a product
of Divine inspiration. See as above on this subject, Dr. Hofrnann,
1 Th. iv.

; seq. Kat tiQeXinog is the natural consequence of the pre

ceding attribute
; profitable for doctrine : & jap dyvoovuev, vvrevdev

u-avOdvo^ev, Theodoret. Rpbg eA,ey%ov (in A.C.F.G.A., the synony
mous feAeyptt/)

= for the conviction and rebuke of human wicked

ness
; i^KjxjEL yap ?}/zwv rbv Trapdvopov (3iov3 Theodoret, and comp.

Tit. ii. 15
;

1 Tim. v. 20. Upbg eTravopOvaiv, only here = eman-

datio, improvement, properly, restoring to an erect position ; Trapa-

Kahel not rovg TTaparpaTTKVTag vnavehdeiv elg TTJV evOelav odov, referring

thus to our moral deficiences and offences. The last expression,
&quot; for discipline (iraLdelav) in righteousness,&quot; sums up the whole

;

comp. Tit. ii. 12, and at Phil. i. 11. The succession of individual

characteristics marks the successive stages in the influence of scrip

ture. The final purpose is that the man of God may be perfect,

thoroughly furnished unto every good work.
&quot;Apnog, only here

TtvU-iof, perfect ;
Col. i. 28.

&quot; The man of
God,&quot; neither here nor

at Tim. vi. 11, employed in relation to Timothy s special office. The

entirely general term of ver. 16 makes the reference to his calling

as an evangelist, assumed by De Wette, wholly irrelevant, while it
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is equally unconsonant with vers. 14, 15. Timothy s familiarity
with the scriptures is not to incite him to steadfast adherence to

them on the ground of their ability to perfect him in his calling, but

to make him, as every Christian, wise unto salvation. Thus i: the

man of
God,&quot;

denotes simply the Christian ;* the condition im

plied in the did mareus, ver. 15, in the use of the scriptures, is in

volved in the expression. The apostle speaks not primarily of

Timothy s official character, but of that personal adherence to the

truth which is its indispensable condition, and to which he is to be

urged alike by the example of the apostle and his acquaintance
with the scriptures.

&quot;

Every good work,&quot;
is not, therefore, with

Bengel, to be understood of the works enumerated in. ver. 16, viz.,

teaching, reproof, etc., for ver. 16 teaches not how the scripture

may be used in dealing with others, but how it influences personally
him who is conversant with it. The language has the same wide

Christian application as ii. 21. E^p-^th of found also Acts xxi. 5;

corresponding in meaning to Luke vi. 10
;
Eom. ix. 22

;
1 Cor. i.

10
;
2 Cor. xiii. 11

;
so ^ro^ao^vogj ii. 21

; properly, make com

plete, thoroughly equip, as of a ship.

5. CONCLUDING AND EARNEST ADMONITON TO TIMOTHY, TO ZEAL

OUS, FAITHFUL FULFILMENT OF HIS
/
CALLING.

(iv.l-8).

This section closes the apostle s admonition to Timothy in re

spect to his public calling. It sums up the various previous instruc

tions regarding his duty as a teacher, by urging it on his heart

(vers. 1, 2), in the form of a solemn adjuration ; by pointing, on the

one hand, to the degenerate period (3, 4) which is impending, and

on the other, to the apostle s own speedy departure (6-8), both of

which alike should quicken the zeal and fidelity of Timothy. The
latter reference to the apostle s present condition forms a natural

transition to the subsequent personal reference.

Ver. 1. The readings vary : yet by the unanimous judgment of

recent critics(comp.the critical remarks in Tischendoif), alike ovv eyw

and rov Kvpiov are to be cancelled
;
for If/croD XpLarov, we are to read

Xpiorov IrjaoV) and nai TTJV im$. for Kara rip im&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;.
With all emphasis

(diafiapTvpopai obtestor, comp. ii. 14, and especially (1 Tim. v. 21) the

apostle lays the following on the conscience of Timothy. In the pre

sence of God and Christ Jesus (t-vwTriov, 1 Tim. v. 21, vi. 13
;
2 Tim.

* Dr. Baur understands the expression of those who in the clmr&amp;lt;*h occupy the place

of God, and compares from the second century Ignat. ad Horn. ch. 6, on which, comp.

Matthies, p. 541.
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ii. 14), who will yet judge
&quot; the living and the dead,&quot; i. e., all, whether

at his coming they be alive or dead (1 Cor. xv. 51, seq.; 1 Thess. iv.

16, seq.; Acts x. 42
;
1 Pet. iv. 5), he conjures him faithfully to

discharge his office as preacher of the word. The emphasis laid

on this universality of the judgment is to admonish Timothy of

his own inevitable responsibility. This admonition the apostle

strengthens by mentioning two special points of that decisive event
;

the appearance of Christ, fearful as being the epoch of the judg
ment (on KTTKJxireia, comp. at Tit. ii. 13

;
1 Tim. i. 16, vi. 14), and

his kingdom then revealing itself in glory, and which following his

appearance, is the goal of all Christian hope. The repetition of

avrov has a rhetorical ground ;
each point is conceived indepen

dently, and in its own full significance. The change of construction

in Kal TT\V KTTK}). explains itself
;
the construction with IV&-IQV could

not be continued
;
hence the accusative is employed which is used

either entirely as elsewhere with verbs of swearing (Winer s Gr.,

32, 4), or to be explained from the somewhat modified significa

tion,
&quot;

later, or call to witness,&quot; as De Wette remarks, who refers

to Deut. iv. 26, diafi. i\uv TQV re ovpavov KOL rip yip, but which, sinco

dtofMtpTvpoiiai has not simply the sense of attesting, but of sup

pliant adjuration (afterwards imperative), is difficult. The reading
Kara might signify either u

at, on the occasion
of,&quot;

or &quot;

according to,

in consequence of.&quot;

Ver. 2 contains that to which Timothy is thus impressively ex

horted :

&quot;

preach the
word,&quot;

etc. On the asyndeton of climax, see

Winer s Gr., 60, 2. The imperative is used, not the infinitive or

Iva to give emphasis to the discourse.
&quot; Preach the word

;&quot;
there is

nothing to limit the term &quot;

word,&quot;
as Timothy is only exhorted to

fidelity to his once assumed calling of publishing the gospel. Thence

the thought advances to imarTjOi. The term is thus used only here
;

elsewhere adsto in its primary signification,
&quot; stand by, come

upon&quot;

(also in a hostile sense), then &quot; stand
before,&quot;

=
insto, immineo.

Here it is commonly taken = insto, be intent on a thing, de per-

sonis acriter rein suam agentibus (Wahl), as also Luther renders.

De Wette, however, questions this signification ;
and Huther, con

curring, explains it of coming forth to believers and unbelievers with

the word of truth, a sense certainly not contained in vmarriQi. In

my opinion its import is like that of Mfieve avrolg, 1 Tim. iv. 16, in

a similar connexion, only somewhat more intensive, like our &quot;

to be

on hand,&quot;
to have one s attention and activity directed to a matter

(comp, Dem. in Phil. II., p. 70, 16, &yp?jyopEv, tyearqKev in De

Wette). So Theophylact : fier
1

t-Tn/zov?/^ Kal Kmaraoiag kdhrjaov.

E7rio~r)0i is t^ien the continuation and strengthening of Krjpvgov.

Grotins and many after him supply avrolg = urge cos, or accede ad

-eos, sc. coetus Christianos, an addition unsustained by the connexion,
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and inconsistent with the general character of the exhortation, and
with the accompanying adverbs. Evfcaipwg dicaipug,

&quot; an oxymoron/
De Wette. On the asyndeton of contrast, see Winer s Gr., 60, 2.

As to the expression, comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 12 with Phil. iv. 10. Rightly

Theodoret,
&quot; he urges him to regard every season as suitable for

this/ He is not to wait like the rustic until the stream flows by.
The favourable and unfavourable circumstances are spoken of not

with reference to Timothy, but the hearers. Huther cites an ad

mirable remark of Beza : nempe quod ad carnis prudentiam per-
tinet

;
nam alioque rcquiritur sancto3 prudentiae spiritus, captans oc-

casiones ad edificationem opportunas. How this activity of the

teacher is to adapt itself to the circumstances, appears in the fol

lowing imperatives, eAey|bv, K7TiTip7]&amp;lt;jov} -napaKaXeoov, K.. r. A., corres

ponding to the previous statements on the influence of scripture.

&quot;EAey^oi ,
first marks* conviction and rebuke, spoken of generally, as

ver. 16, and hence not to be restricted to error in doctrine
; t-Trmp?-

&amp;lt;joi

,

&quot;

censure,&quot; marked by displeasure, a word frequent in the gos

pels, found further Jude 9. But censure is to be connected with

the exhortation to long-suffering love, which ceases not to hope

(1 Cor. xiii. 7), and which seeks, not by compulsion, but by teaching
and conviction, to bring to the better path. The added ev Tracy,

K. r. A., belongs exclusively to -napandXeoov. The construction of tV,

marking the manner of the exhortation,with one word denoting the

inward feeling, and with another pointing to the outward form and

method, De Wette deems objectionable. But fiairpoQ. involves, as

shewn by -daa
}
its manifestation, and difia%rj is not doctrine, but

teaching, as the nava, which belongs also to it, shews ;
thus admon

ish with every manifestation of long-suffering and teaching, which

the case demands.

Ver. 3 points as reason for this injunction, to the coming time,

which renders necessary this zealous action. Not as Bengel and

others,
&quot;

will be and is now
;&quot;

the connexion is the same as 1 Tim.

i. 3, seq., vi. 3, seq. ;
2 Tim. i. 14, seq. The present contains the

germs of the future whose characteristic is that men will not endure

sound doctrine. Ovic dvet-ov-ai (2 Cor. xi. 4
; so, paardoai, Acts xv. 10),

from dislike to the nature and demands of sound doctrine. There is

sin in the heart, which will not be brought to light and rebuked. As

they will not yield to the self-denial required of them by the sound

doctrine, it becomes intolerable, and they settle the controversy byper-

verting the doctrine, and thus, &quot;according to theirown lusts heapingup

teachers,&quot; etc. Their own lusts (tdiai in opposition to the sound doc

trine to which they should submit), arc their standard of doctrine : er

ror has the same origin within the sphere of Christianity, *is Bom. i. 18,

seq., attributes to it in that of heathenism. E^awpemz/,, properly,

heap up= procure in multitudes, found only here (the simple iii. 6
;
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Roin. xii. 20), involves the idea of contempt : TO ddidttpiTov

T&V didaaiidXdiv dia rov iTUGupsvoovoiv edfadyae, Theophylact. \Vhile

Kara
ra&amp;lt;;

Id. KTT. gives the law of this procedure, so Kvrflepevot rrjv

aKpijv, having itching ears (fyrovvrfy n dicovaai naff
rfivvi\v, Hesy-

chius) assigns its reason.

Yer. 4. The consequence is an entire turning away from the

truth, and surrender to the empty fabrications of their own wisdom,

The &quot;

truth&quot; is the Christian truth presented to them in the &quot; sound

doctrine/ whose substance is ?/ otKovopia Beov
i]

&v marei, 1 Tim. i. 4.

In a general contrast with this the (t
fables&quot; have not the same his

torical reference as in 1 Tim. i. 4, iv. 7
;

Tit. i. 14,, but are a collec

tive designation of their own wisdom as mere fiction in opposition to

certain truth, 2 Pet. i. 16. EK-pfaeaOai as 1 Tim. i. 6, v. 15.

Ver. 5. In contrast with this the apostle yet again in a compre
hensive exhortation urges on Timothy the dutie^ of his calling.

&quot; Be
sober (vrjfa) in all things ;&quot;

for theirs is a state of spiritual intoxi

cation, comp. ii. 26
;
1 Cor. xv. 34

;
1 Thess. v. 6. He is to main

tain soberness and clearness of mind that he may not himself fall

into those snares, and be able to warn and admonish others. Kao-

ird6r)aov3 comp. i. 8, ii. 3
;
he must resist a perverse inclination.

{C Do the work of an
evangelist.&quot; A comprehensive statement of

his duty ;
the explanation is given in ver. 2. EvayyehtOTrjg is used

Acts xxi. 8, of Philip, as a standing designation, and Eph. iv. 11.

Rightly Theodoret : KKELVOI Trepuovreg IKTJPVTTOV ;
as evayyeM&aOat

implies in itself announcing salvation where it was previously un

heard
; comp. Acts viii. 4, xiv. 7

;
1 Cor. i. 17

;
2 Cor. x. 16

;
Har-

less at Eph. iv. 11. The diddoicahos on the other hand, is the teacher

of a particular definite church, from which he himself may have

issued. Timothy had assumed the office of an evangelist, and re

ceived first the gift of the Spirit, 1 Tim. iv. 14, when he associated

himself with the apostle. To this vocation he is to apply himself,

whether in company with or separated from the apostle. The special

position which according to the first epistle he occupied at Ephesus,
rested on a special commission. Aside from this he is still an evan

gelist, as even that epistle intimates. Of that temporary commis
sion the present epistle contains nothing ;

it deals with his general

calling as evangelist, designating it as a &quot;work&quot; to be done, as a
&quot;

ministry&quot; to be fulfilled. We are then no more to infer from it a

permanent office of evangelist in the church, than to confound the

tmOeois %eip&v with later ordination to office. (Comp. Zeitschr. fiir

Prot. u. K., Sept. 1849). Trjv diattoviav oov Tchrjpo^opTjcrov, fulfil (pro

perly, bring full measure, comp. ver. 17
;
Col. iv. 12), thy ministry

(diaKovia in the same general sense as dtdnovoc;, 1 Tim. iv. 6); synony
mous with this Col. iv. 17, rrjv dLanoviav . . . . Iva . . . . ir^rjpolg ; comp.

Acts xii. 25
;
Losncr in loc. The heightening of the thought lies
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not in diaKovia, as referring to any superintendence of the church by

Timothy as acting for the apostle, but in irhripoQopei. Timothy is

neither to be inactive, nor to allow dangers to deter him from per

fecting that to which he has put his hand.

Ver. 6. ^The apostle now enforces this admonition in another

way by a reference to himself. ( Eyw emphatic contrast with av).
He is at the goal of his course of life an admonition to Timothy
to all the greater fidelity in his vocation. It remains only that he re

ceive the crown of victory which awaits alike him and all like-minded

with him this latter thought an encouragement to Timothy to fol

low the apostle. S7revdo/j&amp;lt;M,
as at Phil. ii. 17, &quot;poured out as a

drink-offering ;&quot;
not sprinkled over, as dedicated for a sacrifice =

Ka~aoTTKv6o[i(u. The choice of this term rather than dvo^aL is most

naturally explained from that passage ;
his death is to him the

drink-offering which accompanies the sacrifice of faith
; although

here M rq Ovaia is not added, yet the same image as there hovers

before the mind of the apostle. The view that anevdopai is em

ployed rather than Ovoimi, because only the drink-offerings were en

tirely offered (so Chrysostom, Theophylact, (Ecumenius, etc.), is justly

rejected by recent interpreters. The expression, finally, marks not

merely in general the nearness of his death, but as Phil. ii. 17, can

be understood only of martyrdom ;
and i]^ already points to his

sufferings as the commencement of the oirevdeadaij
&quot; and the time

of my departure is at
hand,&quot;

he adds in explanation. At dvdhvai$

(comp. Phil. i. 23, dvahveiv),
=

discessus, comp. Losner Phil, in

Flacc., p. 991, c.; rrjv K, rov plov rehevraiav dvdXvoiv. The image is

not drawn from a banquet ;
still less is dvdhvaig a continuation of

o-wdoiiai, which should point to libations at banquets, as the two

would have no proper coherence.

Ver. 7. He resembles the combatant for a prize, who has left

behind him the struggle and the race, and awaits only the bestow-

ment of the victor s wreath. &quot; An incidental thought,&quot; observes

De Wette,
&quot;

if vers. 6 and 5 stand in connexion,&quot; as they most as

suredly do. How natural and profoundly true is at this point, the

apostle s glad and grateful retrospect of his life ! And in this lan

guage how powerful the encouragement to Timothy to follow in his

footsteps! Tbv dy&va rov KaXov
rjyoh-tojimt, &quot;I have contended in

the noble contest,&quot; not &quot; a noble,&quot; etc.; the reference to the contest

of faith (dyuv r/fc moreug) as he expressly designates it 1 Tim. vi.

12
;

so i
i KaXi] &[iohoyla at the same place, the Christian confession

as such. On the metaphor comp. ii. 5
;

1 Cor. ix. 25
;

Phil. i. 30.
&quot; I have finished the course

;&quot;
the same thought in a figure drawn

from the race-course. The weight of the thought lies in the Per

fects
;
hence here, as in the preceding, the terms are left with no

specific explanations. The same figure 1 Cor. ix. 24
;
Phil. iii. 12,
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seq.; Acts xx. 24. Without a figure and in explanation of it, ho

adds, &quot;I have kept the faith,&quot; etc., regarded as an entrusted posses
sion

; cornp. 1 Tim. i. 14. De Wette properly rejects the rendering
&quot;

fidelity/ As ri]v martv rerrjp. is the literal expression of what was

previously expressed in figure, man? can here denote only faith.

The apostle asserts of himself that to which, as a fundamental con

dition of all the rest, he repeatedly exhorts Timothy : comp. 1 Tim.

i. 19, vi. 12
;
2 Tim. i. 5, 13, iii. 14. In these beautiful words which

bear the impress of the profoundest truth, criticism finds much to

except to. It misses the humility of the apostle (Phil. iii. 12
;

1 Cor. iv. 3), and finds here an unsuccessful imitation of Phil. iii.

12, since what there appears as striving, is here unnaturally trans

formed into a temporal fulfilment. Thus De Wette, and in the

last point, Baur, who points at the same time for the words rlv

KaXbv ay. ?}y. to Phil. i. 27, 30, iv. 3, which, however, is repelled by
De Wette.

The spirit of criticism is hard to please. While here the want
of humility is alleged, Dr. Baur brings at PhiL iii. 12, precisely

the reverse charge, and regards it as unapostolical, as evincing an hu

mility which conceals the real character of the apostle.
&quot; Humil

ity,&quot; says Baur,
&quot;

is certainly a fundamental trait of the apostle,

but where in his humblest utterances has he testified of himself

such failure
&quot;

to have apprehended ?&quot;

&quot; So run that ye may attain,&quot;

is his exhortation
;

&quot;

I therefore so run not as uncertainly,&quot; etc.

(See Tub. Theol. Jahrbb. viii. p. 526). Thus this criticism mutu

ally destroys itself. And in fact the above passage from Cor. is

ample proof that the apostle could say that of himself which is here

said. For the passage merely asserts that he has struggled through
the good conflict of faith, is at the end of his course, and has kept the

faith. There is no special glorying, and this anticipated reward is that

which he promises to all true Christians. And could not the apos

tle, who for the sake of the gospel suffers unto bonds
(ii. 9), when

in view of death say thus much of himself without offending against

humility ? This language of Paul can in fact be appropriated, at

the close of his course, by every believer. And as to the unsuccess

ful imitation of Phil. iii. 12, the subject is there that moral perfec

tion, that assimilation to Christ of which that faith, that believing

fellowship with him which the apostle declares he has maintained, is

only the foundation. Thus that which there appears as striving is not

here transformed into an unnatural present, or outward fulfilment ;

the author simply asserts his faithful maintenance of that which

appears there as the permanent foundation of moral perfection.
*

*
Baur, at the last-cited passage, thinks that there can be in the Pauline sense no such

moral perfection, since faith with all which it comprehends, cannot assuredly depend on

moral perfection, as this would lead us back to the righteousness of works. But I w^uld

gladly ask him, how otherwise we can conceive moral assimilation to Christ in the Pau
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Most extraordinary, finally, is the view of Baur, who supposes that

the author of our epistle regarded the words of Phil.,
&quot; not that I

have already attained/ etc
,
as having an unquestionably primary

reference to martyrdom, and then nevertheless makes the passage
before us a remoulding of it for a later time. But how does the

perfect tense accord with this primary reference to martyrdom ? To
the TJdrj Gnevdofj-ai they will assuredly not appeal ! The entire resem

blance of our passage to that in Philippians, lies in the common

figure of the race, which is also met elsewhere
;
and the preceding

terms o-Evdonai and dvd^vaig can alone establish any affinity with

that epistle ;
an affinity perfectly explicable on the ground of

terms previously employed, now freely reproduced under later cir-

custance.s.

Yer. 8. His earthly course is now ended : what remains is the

awarding of the prize of victory. I take XOITTOV, with De Wette
and Huther = as to the rest, in reliquum ;

for thus the verse at

taches itself most naturally to the preceding, in which the apostle
declares himself at the end. The sense of, &quot;henceforth, hereafter,&quot;

with which the present tense is at variance, Paul expresses by TOV

AO/TTOI; (Gal. vi. 17), or rb homov (1 Cor. vii. 29). To understand it

with Matthies = ydy is, according to Paul s usage, of questionable

propriety. At dTroKetrai,
&quot;

is in reserve, lies
ready,&quot;

com p. Col. i. 5,

and Olshausen in loco
;
for the thought, 1 Pet. i. 4. The expression

stands connected with the previous figure of the prize-race ;
as for

the victor in the games the prize of victory lies ready, so for him,
&quot; the crown of righteousness,&quot; 1 Cor. ix. 25. The analogous pas

sages, Jam. i. 12, &quot;the crown of
life,&quot;

1 Pet. v. 4, &quot;the. crown of

glory,&quot;
have led Huther to regard the genitive also here as specifying

that in which the crown consists, thus denoting
&quot;

the righteous

ness recognized in the future judgment.&quot;
But would the apostle re

cognize righteousness as the reward of righteousness ? Does he not

elsewhere always point to &quot;

life,&quot;

&quot;

glory,&quot; etc., as the future re

ward ? And how inconsistent this explanation with the figure em

ployed ! The right view is doubtless given by Chrysostom, who is

followed by De Wette
; ducaioavvTjv tv-avOa rr^v KaOoXov

(i. c., righteousness is here put generally for virtue).

points back to ver. 7, and is here to be taken precisely as at ii. 22,

iii. 16, thus : the crown which rewards the righteous course depicted

ver. 7. &quot;Oy dnoduaeij conip. Kom. ii. 6, &quot;render, pay,&quot; applied

to things which considerations of duty require to be rendered. Such

is the force, of the following dina,Lo$, i. e., because, and so surely as

he is a just judge. De Wette regards this sentiment as incompati-

lino sense, than as proceeding from believing fellowship with him, and, so far as it is condi

tioned by truth and vitality of faith, again conditioning this itself with all which it com

prehends, as portrayed in that passage. The passage treats not of a complete moral per-

fection, but of the unceasing striving for it.
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ble with the apostle s doctrine of grace ;
since the kindred passages,

he says, as Kom. ii. 5, seq. ;
2 Thess. i. 5, where in like manner a

reward is anticipated from the divine righteousness, regard it from a

purely objective point of view, while subjectively regarded, humility
and self-knowledge can only fear it. But how could the apostle at

2 Thess. i. 5, console his hearers with the dmata npioi^ if, subjective!}

regarded, the divine righteousness were only an object of dread ?

And what would become of the
&quot;peace&quot;

of faith (Kom. v. 1), if

this contrast still existed in the Christian consciousness. The apos
tle refers here not to the righteousness of God in contrast with

grace, but within the relations of grace in which he himself has

placed us
;
he thus simply brings out his conduct toward us, under

and in accordance with those relations, and which is, therefore, but

another aspect of his faithfulness to himself. This faithfulness is to

be feared, then, only, if we are unfaithful (ii. 13); otherwise it is a

source of consolation and hope ; cornp. 1 John ii. 28, iv. 17. &quot;And

not to me
only&quot;

the apostle corrects the impression that he might in

the preceding be claiming some special reward for himself
;

it is the

reward, within the sphere of grace, which everyone may anticipate,

who loves and longs for his appearing ; comp.^on the contrary, Luke
xxiii. 30,

&quot;

they will begin to say to the mountains, fall on
us,&quot;

etc.

On the Perf. ?}ya^., in its relation to the present, comp. Winer s

Gr., 40, 4, p. 244. On ImQdveia of the future advent, Tit. ii. 11,

13
;
1 Tim. vi. 14. On aycmav as denoting the longing of love for

something future, 1 Pet. iii. 10.

6. DIRECTIONS FOR TIMOTHY S SPEEDY COMING. SALUTATIONS.

(iv. 9-22).

Vers. 6-8 serve the apostle as a natural transition for urging and

enforcing the personal wishes intimated in ch. i. 4, 8, 15-18. Timothy
is to come to Rome to the imprisoned and forsaken apostle. He de

scribes his deserted condition, gives some special commissions in the

event of his coming (9-13), recounts the progress and condition of his

affairs, (14-18), adds the salutations which Timothy is to deliver (10),

adds some further notices regarding his solitary condition, and renews

the injunction to a speedy coming (20, 21); adds the salutations with

which he is charged to Timothy, and closes with the customary

blessing. This constitutes the second main division of the epistle,

which the apostle, according to his custom of reserving the more

personal matters to the close, subjoins to his official exhortations. It

bears in this respect a close analogy to the epistle to the PhilippiansJ

see the Introduction, 2.
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Ver. 9. Z-xovdaoov t-A0i&amp;gt;. De Wette s critical objection that

the blissful feeling of perfection transports above the necessities of

life, may be safely left to itself. Ta^ewfis explained vcr. 21, by rrpb

XeiiJL&roc. On the pleonasm cmovdaaov ra^ewc, see Winer s Gr.,

65, t,, p. 531.

Yer. 10. The apostle grounds this request on his deserted con

dition
; comp. i. 4,

&quot; For Demas has left me/ etc., the aorist par

ticiple denotes the ground of the act,
&quot; in consequence of

loving.&quot;

Justly Chrysostom : TOVTEOTI T~J^ dveoswg epaoOelg rov diuvdvvov not rov

dXhov eZAero olnoi rpvfiav, ?j per&quot;

1

tfiov raXaLTT^peloOat ttal GVV-

\JLOL rovg Trapovrag nivdvvovg.
&quot;

Loving the present world,&quot;

involves perhaps an allusion to ver. 8. This passage also, compared
with ver. 16, and i. 15, seq., as well as the exhortations to Timothy to

KaKOTraOelv, indicate a period in which it required no slight courage
to acknowledge the apostle ; comp. the Introd. The words, finally,

do not assert an entire apostacy of Demas, but only unfaithful

ness to the apostle from undue woiiclliness, comp., perhaps,, Phil, ii.

21
;

Col. iv. 14, and Philem. 24, where he is styled ovvepyog, saluta

tions are sent by him. It is the natural supposition that what is

here said of him belongs to a later period. Kal -opevO?i elg Qsaaa-

hoviKTjv why precisely thither, we know not. An ancient tradition

(Epiph. lifer. 51, p. 427), makes him to have assumed the office of

priest to an idol. Crescens appears in none of the letters written

during the first imprisonment, and is not further known. Titus, if

our hypothesis regarding the date of the Pastoral Epistles is correct,

had come from Crete, having been succeeded there by another, to

Paul at Nicopolis, and thence, perhaps, gone with him to Rome

(Tit. iii. 12); he also is unmentioned in the epistles which date from

the previous imprisonment. On Dalmatia, a province of the Roman

Illyricum, comp. Winer s R.W.B., and Rom. xv. 19.
&quot; Luke alone

is with me&quot; he also was with him (Col. iv. 14
;
Philem. 24), in the

first imprisonment. The omission to name him in Phil., I prefer,

with Meyer, to refer to a temporary absence (particularly on account

of Phil. ii. 20, seq.), rather than with Wieseler, to group him among
the ol ovv tyol ddstyoi.

&quot; But if he alone was with the apostle where

then was Aristarchus (Acts xxvii. 2
;
Col. iv. 10

;
Philem.

24)?&quot; justly
asks De Wett e, in opposition to those who transfer this epistle to

the commencement of the Roman imprisonment, before the above-

named epistles ;
so also Wieseler, p. 425.

Ver. 11.
&quot; Take and bring with yourself Mark&quot; (ctyaye for aye.,

c. A. 31, 71, al., Theodor., Dam., Tisch.). On dvalafiuv, comp. Acts

xx. 13, 14, xxiii. 31. Mark appears with the apostle in the Epistles

to Col. (iv. 10), and to Philem. 24
;
the former passage, however,

intimates his anticipated presence with the Colossiacs. He is also,

according to those passages, with the apostle in company with Demas
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and Tychicus, w/ho are here mentioned expressly as absent. This

epistle therefore, must, if it belonged to that earlier imprisonment,
have been written before or after those

;
but both hypotheses are

involved in difficulties which force us to assume a second imprison
ment. We then suppose that Mark, who had gone to Colosse, still

lingers in that region, whence Timothy, who is at Ephesus, is to

summon him, and bring him with him. &quot; For he is useful to
me,&quot;

dg diaKoviav. Evxprjarog = serviceable, useful, ii. 21
;
Philem. 11.

Efc 6iaK.
3
not of the apostolical office, but of the personal service

of Mark, though, doubtless, in the vocation of the apostle, comp.
Acts xiii. 5, xv. 38. If the epistle was written at the commence
ment of the Koman imprisonment, we cannot see how the apostle
comes to this judgment regarding Mark.

Yer. 12. &quot;And Tychicus I sent to Ephesus/ As our epistle

cannot possibly be contemporaneous in composition with that to the

Ephesians and Colossians, the sending mentioned here, must be dif

ferent from that mentioned Col. iv. 7
; Eph. vi. 21

;
and hence the

same mission, must, assuming but one imprisonment, have been laid

upon Tychicus twice, or else it must have been repeated in a second

imprisonment ; comp. the Introd. The mention of him forms not,

perhaps, as Wieseler supposes, a contrast, to the words, Luke alone

is with me
;
for overleaping Mark to recur to Luke, seems wholly

unnatural. It seems rather occasioned by what is said of Mark
;
he

wishes Mark as being useful el$ dianoviav^ because he had sent off

Tychicus his faithful didicovog in the Lord (Eph. vi. 21). The ex

press naming of Ephesus is regarded by some (among them De

Wette), as proof that this was not the present abode of Timothy.
Were Tychicus, as supposed by Wieseler, the bearer of this letter,

the language would indeed be unnatural (comp. Tit. iii. 12, Trpbg

crs); but if the mission had no immediate reference to Timothy, and

as is very possible, preceded the composition of the epistle, the

mention of the name is in no way surprising ; rrpbg o would then,
in fact, be scarcely appropriate, comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 8, where the

apostle also names Ephesus, although he himself resides
there.&quot;)&quot;

Besides the above-cited passages, Tychicus is named Tit. iii. 12
;

Acts xx. 4, 5.

Ver. 13. On the supposition that Timothy comes in compli
ance with his wish, the apostle commissions him to bring the effects

which he had left in Troas at the house of Carpus. Tbv fahov-rjv.

What fahovijs= (paivoXrjg (paanula) and Qaihovqs, as some read, here

* Baur traces this mention of the Pauline Luke, and the Petrine Mark to the con

ciliatory purpose of the epistle ;
an acute remark no doubt from his point of view, but

by no* means established unless it be also proved that the state of facts exhibited in the

epistle cannot be historical.

f True, but the passage itself implies that lie resides there. More to Wiesinger s pur

pose perhaps would be 1 Cor. xv. 32. [K,
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signifies, whether travelling-cloak, or portmanteau, port-folio, it is

difficult to determine. Even Chrysostorn says : TO Ipdnov Aeyer

rivtg 6 (fraoiv rb ykG)ao6ito[j,ov tvOa ra (3i(3/tLa KKELTO. I regard Chry-
sostoin s view as the more probable ;

as he would in the other case

have been more likely to say,
&quot; the books in or loitli&quot; etc. Nor can

we attach weight to the objection that Paul would hardly have left

a travelling cloak in Troas, and then have needed it when approach
ing death

;
for granting our view that his residence in Asia Minor

intervened between his visit to Crete in the spring, and his sojourn

during the following winter in Nicopolis, he might well dispense
with his cloak in his intervening journey to Macedonia whence he

purposed to returned to Ephesus (1 Tim. i. 3, coinp. with iii. 14);
and now that he anticipates Timothy s coming before the winter,
the desire for his cloak is perfectly explicable. Kal rd (3tpMa, pd-
Xiora rag ft[i{3pdva$ the former written on papyrus, the latter on

parchment (Hug, 11), and, as shewn by ^a/Uara, more valuable to

the apostle. Of Carpus in Troas, we know nothing further. Cornp.
further the Introduction.

Yer. 14. The apostle now gives information regarding his con

dition and the position of his cause. For it is a mere make
shift to regard with Matthies, ver. 14 as an incidental reminiscence

of his last mission-journey, whether we refer it to the occurrence

Acts xix. or xxi. 27 (see against both De Wette), or imagine some

special act for ourselves. As our epistle cannot possibly be dated at

the beginning of the Koman imprisonment, these are all too remote,
and could not, finally, be now first communicated to Timothy. But
the language is clearly a narration, and the warning against Alex

ander, ver. 15, is purely incidental. We must, therefore, refer the

occurrence to that imprisonment of Paul in Borne, in which the

epistle was written, just as i. 15, scq., and immediately after, iv. 16,

seq. Although the identity of the Alexander here named with that

of Acts xix. 33, cannot be positively asserted (on this point, and on

his relation to the one mentioned 1 Tim. i. 20, comp. in loco), yet
I incline to the view maintained by Hug, Wieseler, etc.,* that this

Alexander was from Ephesus, had come thence to Rome, and had

returned again to Ephesus. It accords best with this, that Paul speaks
of him as a person well-known to Timothy, and warns Timothy, who
dwells in Ephesus, against him. The occasion of his coming to Home
these scholars find, in connexion with ver. 16, where Paul speaks ofhis
&quot;

first defence,&quot; in the fact that he came there as a witness against

the apostle. Admitting this sagacious conjecture as truth, the de-

* Wieseler conjectures ou account of tho epithet ^a?./cet f, that this Alexander be

longed to tho Ephesian craftsmen, Acts xix. 24, seq. ;
or otherwise, that ho belonged to

those Asiatics who had thought they saw tho Ephesian Trophimus go with him into the

Temple, Acts xxi. 27-29.

VOL. VI. 16
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claration regarding him troXkd \IQI naita h edei^aro }
and Xiav

roiq ?ifj,eTEpoig k6yoi$ acquire a more definite import ; they both refer

to the judicial proceeding, and connect themselves naturally with

ver. 16. At all events, the former indicates personal enmity. On

KvdeiKvvadai, comp. Tit. ii. 10.
&quot;

May the Lord reward him accord

ing to his works
;&quot;

the reading varies : A.C.D.*E.*F.G., many
others, versions, and the Fathers (cornp. Tisch.), read dirodwaEi

;
while

D.***E.**I.K., etc., read dnod^. In the natural repugnance felt

at the sentiment of the optative, its origin from d-noduoet is as inex

plicable as the opposite is the reverse. So judges De Wette with

Wolf. And in case of the Opt., while it is unsatisfactory to say
with Theophylact and others, that it is rather a prophecy than a

curse, we have still no ground for charging the apostle with a

revengeful spirit, and with self-contradiction (Bom. xii. 17, &quot;render

ing to none evil for
evil&quot;).

In regard to the former point, Chrysos-
tom justly observes that it is not the utterance of passion, and in

regard to the latter Justin says (qurest. 125 ad Orthod.): &quot;if indeed

Paul had rendered harm in turn to Alexander who harmed him. it

might be said that he practiced the opposite of what he
taught.&quot;

Justin explains rightly in saying that &quot;

it became an apostle not to

avenge himself, but to give place to wrath
;&quot; comp. Kom. xii. 19

;

1 Pet. ii. 23. The apostle merely carries out the spirit of these pas

sages ;
he withholds himself all further judgment, and commits the

matter to him who judges righteously. He manifestly reckons him

among those incorrigible opponents whose hostility springs not from

misapprehension, but from malice and from hatred of the truth.

Thus the language admits an easy explanation alongside of the

forgiving gentleness of ver. 16, and the grateful love of i. 16. The
words of the Lord, Luke xxiii. 34, &quot;Father forgive them, for they know
not what they do,&quot;

cannot be brought in opposition to this language
of Paul. On dTrodwg comp. at ver. 8.

Yer. 15.
&quot; Of whom do also thou

beware,&quot; refers most natur

ally to the present, in which case Alexander is now in Ephesus ;

others refer it to Timothy s future sojourn in Rome. &quot; For he has

greatly withstood our
words,&quot; is by some (as Matthies and De

Wette), referred to his teachings ; by others (as Heydenreich, Mack,

Wieselcr, and Olshausen), to his judicial defence, mentioned in the

following verse. That it is uttered as a warning to Timothy is no

argument against the latter view
;

for from this Timothy could infer

what he was to guard against in this man, and the icai in ov K&amp;lt;U ov

(frvk. seems rather to point to personal safety. But the strongest

support of this view is in ver. 16.*

* The natural reference of this verb would soem to depend on the reading, \vdia-

TJJKS (as read by Tisch., etc.), he resists, more naturally refers to his habitual opposition to

their teaching ; uvTEaTTj, lie withstood, as read byLachmann, would more easily refer to

his course in Paul s trial. [K.
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Ver. 16. The apostle now gives an account of his first defence.

These details are evidently still unknown to Timothy ;
and as the

epistle cannot have been written at the commencement of that im

prisonment which is known to us, this Trp^rrj dnohoyta can denote

only an event which transpired after the letters written during that

imprisonment. Hence Phil. i. 7 furnishes no parallel to the present

passage ; there, too, the apostle speaks not of a definite actio, as

here (comp. Wieseler p. 429, seq.), where, as Wieseler has strik

ingly shewn, we are to understand by Trpwr?/ aTioAoyta, the prima
actio which, as Paul was neither acquitted nor condemned, must
have had for its result a &quot; non

liquet.&quot;
How these proceedings were

conducted, especially under Nero, comp. Wieseler, pp. 409 and 464.

Ovdets [ioi avfiTTapeysvero
&quot; None stood by me,&quot; as witness or advo

cate. For the term avfi-rrap. Luke xxiii. 48, here = adesse alicui.
&quot; But all abandoned

me,&quot;
an entirely different condition of the apos

tle from that depicted in the epistles dated from his previous impris
onment. &quot;

May it not be reckoned to them,&quot; their conduct being
the result not of malice but of weakness. His pardon assumes the

form of a supplication to God who alone can pardon.
Ver. 17.

&quot; But the Lord stood by me,&quot;
in contrast with the

companions that had forsaken him. The presence of the Lord was

evinced alike in strengthening and in rescuing him. On ivdvvafjifo,

Phil. iv. 13
;

1 Tim. i. 12, Chrys. napprjoiav i^apiaaro. The object
of this strengthening appears in the Iva, K. r. /L, that through me
the preaching might be fulfilled and all nations hear it. Others

take 77A?7po0. as &quot;

confirmed, brought to perfect certainty ;&quot;
of this,

however, Kom. iv. 21, xiv. 5, where the word is used of personal con

viction, is no proof. In its connexion with the following KOL duovay
ndvra rd tOvrj}

it is much more naturally taken in the same sense as

above, iv. 5
;

Col. iv. 12 = nhijpovv, Kom. xv. 19
;

Col. i. 25 (comp.
iv. 5), as, in fact, some codd. read ntypady. On Luke i. 1, comp.

Meyer s explanation. Kijpvyna also accords better with our view.

This 7rX7]por}&amp;gt;op7iOy together with ditovaq will then refer, according to

the context, to the same event to which belongs the ivedwdfUtxre ;
it

does not then refer to the apostle s preaching in Borne, or to any
further missionary journeys a view discountenanced alike by vcrs.

6-8, which assert his approaching death, by KOI ipjtvofhfv which re

presents deliverance as a new and subsequent stage in the matter,

and by not pvaerai }
ver. 18, in which the eye of the apostle is already

fixed on the end. Rather it is his defence in the capital of tho

world, the representative of the nations, before the supreme tribu

nal and the encircling multitude of people, which Paul regards as

the crown and consummation of his apostolic preaching, and as

preaching in the hearing of all nations, comp. Acts ix. 15, xxvi. 16.

So also Wieseler (who remarks justly that Iva would, on the other
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supposition, have applied better to tppvadriv), Huther, Olshausen,
etc.

&quot; And I was delivered out of tlie mouth of the lion/ added, as

a fresh point, to the &quot;

strengthening/ On the Aor. Pass., comp.
Winer s Gr., 39, 7. Regarding the figure

&quot; mouth of the
lion,&quot;

Huther, after Calvin, states rightly that it must be taken sa a whole,
&quot;

lion s
jaws,&quot;

and denotes simply the peril of death
; cornp. 1 Cor.

xv. 32, Orjpio^a^elVj at which Wiescler cites Ign. ad Eom. c. 5, drrb

Zvpidg [iX,9l Pw^T/f Brjpiofia^G). To refer the &quot;

lion&quot; definitely to Nero

(Chrys. etc.), or to his representative Helius Csesareanus, or, with

Wieseler, to the principal prosecutor, is wholly unnecessary. Mosheim

takes the expression literally, nor is JTeander disinclined to it.

Yer. 18. Beside the t-ppvaOqv the apostle places the pvaerai ;

beside the momentary rescue, the prospect of his final deliverance

and transfer to the heavenly kingdom. The relation of the thought
is as vcrs. 8 to 7. In the a-rro -rravrbg tpyov novrjpov he embraces as

suredly the event first recounted under the category of an evil work.

It is such in the purpose ofthe enemy ;
and thus every evil work denotes

all the acts and designs of his adversaries toward him. To this as

sumption we are also led by the similar use of pveaOat, to which we

can give no other signification than in the previous passage where it

manifestly means &quot; to rescue.&quot; The rendering
&quot;

all evil, evil occur

rence/ is contradicted by the constant use of Trovqpog in the moral

sense, as Eph. v. 16, vi. 13 (comp. Harless); Gal. i. 4 (Winer).
What the apostle here hopes for, therefore, is neither outward de

liverance from the peril of death which would ill accord with ontv-

6ofiai}
ver. 6, rior the guarding of his person against evil action, which

is likewise inconsistent with vers. 6-8, and, as Matthies rightly re

marks, forms an abrupt transition from the objective to the subjective ;

Matth. vi. 13, to which De Wettc appeals for this view, is not par
allel. My view is also strikingly supported by the following KCU c^ou^
which defines the sense in which PVOBTCLI is employed, viz., the

saving, transfer to the heavenly kingdom. On the frequent con

nexion of cwoei with el$, comp. Winer s Gr., 66, 2, p. 547.

On ri]v fiaoiXdav avrov TIJV tTrovpanov, De Wette remarks :

tc The
term heavenly kingdom, and the idea are alike foreign to the apos

tle, who knows only of a kingdom of God, which Christ will intro

duce at his coming (Credner, p. 4TO, against whom ineffectually,

Matthies).&quot; But the comparison of Phil. i. 23, to which Matthies

has already appealed, shews at all events, that the apostle antici

pates for believers immediately after death a life of fuller fellowship,

with Christ, a being with him, in accordance with which life in the

flesh appears as a relative separation from him
;
but notwithstand

ing which the day of the Lord s coming remains still the day of proper
decision alike in Phil.

(i. 6, 10, ii. 16, iii. 20, seq.), and in this epis

tle (i. 12, iv. 8), and of this day the Christian is always to be ex-
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pectant (Phil. iii. 20). But as to the phrase &quot;heavenly kingdom,&quot;

a glance back, ver. 1, shews that the author is perfectly familiar

with the so-called Pauline doctrine of the kingdom of God and

Christ (Eph. v. 5). Nor can we regard it as unpauline that this

kingdom of God is here not represented as absolutely future
; comp.

Col. i. 13, &quot;translated us into the kingdom of his dear Son/ Bat
this kingdom is here, we are told, conceived as a heavenly one, in

opposition to the earthly kingdom which is entered by faith, and to

which the apostle already belongs. But what is the future mani
festation of that glorious kingdom, but the revelation of His hidden

mighty working, who is exalted from lowliness to supreme rule, is

enthroned at the right hand of God (Eom. viii. 34
; Eph. i. 20

;

Col. iii. 1), beneath whose feet all things are subjected, and who
must now reign until the last enemy is subdued under him (1 Cor.

xv. 25), and then yields up the kingdom to God and the Father when
it is consummated by the overthrow of every hostile power ? Why
then, even though the precise expression does not occur elsewhere,

regard the idea as unpauline, when the apostle recognizes elsewhere

a being with Christ after death, regards Christ as reigning in the

heavens, and the establishment of his kingdom on earth, to which he

naturally adverts when he would mention the closing period, as but

the manifestation of the sovereign authority with which he is al

ready invested ?
r

li
?j do^a elg rovg altivag r&v aluvuv, comp. Gal. i.

5, and Phil. iv. 20. De Wette takes offence at the reference of this

doxology to Christ, as not found elsewhere with the apostle ;
he

concedes, however, that it occurs probably He&quot;b. xiii. 21
;
1 Pet. iv.

11, certainly, 2 Pet. iii. 18
;
Eev. i. 6. For proof that it is in har

mony with Paul s doctrinal system, see at Tit. ii. 13.

Yer. 19. The closing salutations to bo extended by Timothy
to Priscilla and Aquila, and to the house of Onesiphorus. The
two first named are known from Acts xviii. 2, 26

;
1 Cor.xvi. 19;

Eom. xvi. 3. We find them, from these passages, residing succes

sively at Eome, Corinth, Ephesus, and again at Eome. As they can

here be neither at Eome nor Corinth, the salutation unquestionably
marks Ephesus as the destination of the epistle, where, from 1 Cor.

xvi. 19, it is probable they possessed a house of their own. The saluta

tion to the house of Onesiphorus is still more decisive
;

see at i. 16.

Ver. 20. &quot;Erastus remained in Corinth, and Trophirnus I left

in Miletus sick.&quot; The former name occurs also Acts xix. 22 ;
Eom.

xvi. 23 (6 olttov6iio$ rfc rroAecj^ sc. Corinth). The Erastus here men
tioned may very probably be identical with the one named in Acts.

That he is also identical with the one mentioned in Eomans must be

matter of uncertainty (comp. Winer, E.W.B.), since that the city

chamberlain of Corinth should be reckoned among Paul s dtaKorovvruv

(Acts xix. 22) is so improbable, tliat it cannot be established by the
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mere identity of their places of residence
;
and even apart from this,

I know no ground for Wieseler s assertion that the Erastus here is

&quot;

unquestionably&quot; the same as the one Bom. xvi. 23. &quot;Epeive, says the

apostle of him, not dTrehnrov as immediately after. We cannot, there

fore, determine definitely that the apostle was there the last time

actually with him : thus much only is clear, that Paul had wished to

have him with himself in Borne
;
he was to come, hut remained

behind. Trophirnus, on the other hand, the apostle himself fully

discharges ;
he was sick. We have information regarding him at

Acts xx. 4;
xxi. 29. He was a gentile Christian of Ephesus, and the

innocent occasion of the storm raised at Jerusalem against the

apostle. That the apostle did not touch at Miletus on his journey
to Borne (Acts xxvii. 1) and there leave him behind on that occa

sion, we know : neither had he left him there on his preceding jour

ney (Acts xx. 15, seq.): for according to Acts xxi. 29, Trophirnus
was actually with him in Jerusalem. The allusion then in this

passage is totally inexplicable on the assumption of the epistle s

dating from the first Boman imprisonment, unless with Hug, fol

lowed by Hemsen and Kling, we take dnefairov as 3 plur.; or, with

Weiseler, assume that Trophirnus accompanied Paul only to Myra
in Lycia and from there in the Adramyttian vessel sailed still on to

Miletus; or, with Baronius substitute capriciously iv Me/U-ny for h
Mifa]TG) after the Arabic version; or, even suppose a reference to the

Cretan Miletus, which the apostle would have defined by -nfc Kp?/T?^,

and which he had not as yet visited. We need only name these

views to see that they are mere make-shifts. Who then, taking

Trophirnus as the 3 plur., were those who had left Trophiuius be

hind ? The apostle speaks in the immediate context of none who
had come to him

;
to the coming of Onesiphorus, of whose house he

had spoken there is no allusion, nor would the plural be thus ex

plicable, Hug supposes that the Asiatics named i. 15, 16, are

meant who had been committed for the judicial aid of the apostle,
and were taking with them Trophirnus, the occasion of the uproar
at Jerusalem, as a person necessary to the trial. But Wieseler

himself acknowledges that there is no evidence that they were so

committed; for Paul speaks in chap. i. of Timothy s
&quot;knowing&quot;

(oZckf) that they had abandoned him, while yet of the trial itself

he manifestly had not been informed, Further, it is clear that the

persons there named, ch. i. 15-18, did not form one travelling party,
but Onesiphorus stands contrasted with &quot;

all those in
Asia&quot;;

and

if Onesiphorus was committed for judicial advocacy and discharged
his duty, why does the apostle maintain an utter silence regarding it

in ch. i., and say in ch. iv. that all forsook him ? As to Wieseler s

explanation ;
to explain the simple &quot;left in Miletus sick&quot; of Paul s

separating from Trophimus in Myra, and the latter s thence sailing
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away to Miletus, is intolerably forced and harsh, and the more im

probable as the change of terms,
&quot;

remained,&quot;
&quot;

left,&quot;
indicates ex

actness on the part of the writer. His view also contradicts Acts

xxvii. 2, which purports to mention his travelling companions, and
which becomes thus not only inexact but erroneous. The passage
can be explained simply and naturally only of a personal presence
of the apostle at Miletus, which must then have been subsequent to

the first imprisonment. But, it is objected, why should Paul fur

ther give this information to Timothy who was in Ephesus and
must have known of Trophimus s detention in the neighbouring
Miletus ? The essence of the opposing explanation says Wieseler

of ours consists precisely in making Paul to be relating to Timo

thy incidents in the supposed journey which followed his liberation.

He believes, then, that he can perfectly do away the difficulties

which cling to his explanation, if he can show that on his hypothe
sis it is not the purpose of his notice to inform Timothy of some

thing unknown, but simply to explain why he at the trial vainly

expected Trophimus in Borne. The ground, he adds, on which

both Trophimus and Erastus were expected, assuming the compo
sition of the epistle during the imprisonment recorded in Acts, was

that they were to aid him in his judicial defence, Trophimus as

having been the immediate occasion of the affair with the Jews,
and Erastus as one who in his high civil position could aid him as

deprecator (why then not also in the second imprisonment ?) or per

haps also as a witness for the charge, Acts xxiv. 5
;
and even with

reference to the depositions of the Ephesian witnesses, *in case our

Erastus is identical with the one mentioned Acts xix. 22 : and can

it be demonstrated that these two, and particularly Trophimus,
would be equally necessary to Paul in the conduct of his defence in

his supposed second imprisonment ? To all this we reply ;
subtle

as are these combinations, resting on a living survey of the course

of Koman criminal trials, they still cannot be relied upon so far as

to remove the difficulties inherent in Wieseler s explanation of the

text, nor in the case of Erastus can they present anything striking.

In the assumption of a second imprisonment we must unquestionably
renounce such combinations, since tho points of support are wanting ;

yet still we need but suppose that in a new judicial prosecution resort

was had to the previous charges, or in general to his former life, in

order to give here also legitimate scope and application to these

combinations. Again the intervening salutations of ver. 20 render

it extremely problematical whether the statements regarding Eras

tus and Trophimus have any reference to the judicial proceedings

of ver. 16 a fact which jeopardizes the whole argument.* Finally,,

* Neander also doubts whether the testimony of Trophimus was important to tho

apostle : ut supra, p. 534, scq.
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our own view by no means makes it necessary that these statements

should be intended to give information to Timothy. We can ex

plain them as above on Wieseler s hypothesis that they point back

to ver. 16, and merely remind Timothy that those whom he would

naturally look for were not present at the trial
; or, as this reference

seems forbidden by the intervening ver. 19, we connect&quot; them more

naturally with 19 and 21. The salutations to absent friends natu

rally reminds him of those absent companions whose anticipated

presence in his confinement he does not enjoy. Especially the mem
ory of Onesiphorus, who had come to him, might well recall that of

those, who, though expected, had failed to come. And the object of

the statement is explained by the following exhortation to Timothy
to hasten before winter. Ver. 20 is then in effect but supplementary
to ver. 10, just as ver. 21 is but a pressing repetition of ver. 9. And
the reason why, at ver. 10, he does not speak of these two is, that

there he is enumerating those who had been with him in Rome,
and had left him to feel the need of others, to which number these

did not belong. But at ver. 20 they are naturally mentioned alike

as suggested by the memory of other friends to whom he sends salu

tations, and as thus introducing and enforcing his request to Timo

thy to come and supply their place. Wieseler, finally, urges against
our view that in travelling from Asia, Minor to Rome one would not

go first to Corinth and thence to Miletus; and again that the rea

der could surely hardly refer the statement to this journey of the

apostle. But, first, we need not suppose that in mentioning the

persons he followed the course of his journey ;
he may rather have

made Rome the starting-point of his reckoning, or have been guided

by some other principle of arrangement; and, secondly, although the

reader is not referred of necessity to the journey of the apostle,
could Timothy fail to think of it, when having, by remaining in

Ephesus, been parted from the apostle who has journeyed to Rome,
and of course by way of Miletus, the apostle writes to him from

Rome, that he had left Trophimus in Miletus ?

Ver. 21 concludes naturally the summons to a speedy coming.
At ver. 10 he stated that all but Luke had forsaken him; here that

wished-for friends had not come to him; hence, in both cases, the

anovdaoov, K. r. A.
&quot; Before winter&quot; explains the

&quot;quickly.&quot;
Wieseler

supposes that though the feeling of solitude dictates ver. 9, yet
here the emphasis lies on the rrpb %ei[jitivos, as urging him to avoid

the perils of a winter voyage, such as he had himself encountered.

But how else could the apostle have expressed the wish simply that

he would hasten to him before winter ? Though rrpb %in&vo&amp;lt;:
is

emphatic, it is not therefore to be rendered &quot; winter storm,&quot;
rather

than simply
&quot;

winter.&quot; According to Wieseler, vers. 19, 20, and

21, would alike stand isolated the former coming in most awk-
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wardly to separate ver. 20 from its proper connexion, and the two
latter united only by a psychological thread.

Next follow salutations to Timothy from persons otherwise un

known. That they do not occur in the letters written during his

first imprisonment is naturally explained by the supposition of a

second. The Latin names point to Rome. The name Linus has

not failed to give scope to the critical sagacity of Dr. Baur. It is

but reasonable that Linus, the subsequent bishop of Rome, should

not be forgotten on this occasion, as his rival Clement had been

named in Phil, by the apostle himself, and yet Linus belongs prop

erly to the school of Paul, Clement to that of Peter ! What con

sequences flow from this discovery ! The relation of dependence on
the Epistle to the Philippians becomes palpable ;

we are transported
into the midst of the second century, and see there the rivalry of

the Pauline and Petrine sects brought to a happy adjustment: and

all this accrues to us from the simple naming of Linus as of one

who sends salutations in company with three others who likewise

send them. These forgers spun their threads finely; but not too

finely for our critics. Although the entire remaining epistle con

tains nothing which points to this relation of parties a single name
suffices it to bring to light the hidden and profound secret !

Ver. 22. The blessing at the close reads with Tischendorf,
6 Kvptog without lyaovg Xpiorog (comp. his critical remarks) : we have

commonly ?} %dpi^ rov Kvpiov : an imitator of the apostle would

probably have written thus. &quot;With thy spirit/ as Gal. vi. 18;
Phil. iv. 23; Philem. 25. This clause is also peculiar in subjoining
a second blessing which applies not merely to Timothy, but to his

associates : ?} %dpig (teO vp&v. We are not thence to assume a com
mon destination to the church (in fact the epistle makes absolutely

no mention of a church); comp. at Tit. iii. 15. The natural and

immediate application of the words is to those saluted at ver. 19.

&quot;Eppuao tv
elp?]i&quot;q

and dfirjv are a mere addition.

The subscription to the epistle indicates it as written from a

second Roman imprisonment.





THE EPISTLE TO PHILEMON.

INTRODUCTION.

THE occasion and object of this epistle are unmistakable. One

simus, the slave of a Christian master named Philemon, at Colossas,
in Phrygia, had escaped from him and come to Kome

;
where he be

came known to the imprisoned apostle, and was converted by him.

On occasion of the dispatching of Tychicus to Ephesus (Eph. vi.

21), and Colossse (Col. iv. 7-9), Paul sends him back to his master

with a letter whose purpose is to procure for Onesimus a favour

able and fraternal reception with his master. Paul requests at

the same time that lodgings may be provided for* himself.

Equally clear and transparent are the contents of the epistle.

After its opening address, vers. 1-3 (on its joint-direction to others

along with Philemon, comp. at ver. 2), there follows as usual, the

expression of thanks for the good which Paul hears of Philemon,

especially for his active love, 4-7, then the presentation of his re

quest itself, 8-21, and, in conclusion, the announcement of his own
intended coming, salutations, and the usual blessing.

Of Philemon and Onesimus personally, we know nothing beyond
what is contained in this epistle and that to the Colossians. In the

latter Onesimus is expressly named as belonging to Colossa). But
the question rises whether, as assumed above, Philemon also belonged
there. Ver. 2 of this epistle specifies Archippus as a joint-receiver

of the epistle, whence he must certainly have sustained a near rela

tion to Philemon, and have resided in the same place. The same

Archippus, it can scarcely be doubted, is named Col. iv. 17, and

many expositors (so especially Wieseler, Chronology of the Apos
tolic Age, p. 452), find in the ttai by which ver. 17 is connected with

vers. 15 and 16, which speak of the Christians of Laodicea, a ground
for making Archippus also a resident of Laodicea

;
and in con

formity with this, the Const. Apost. vii. 46, designate him as bishop

of Laodicea. In that case Philemon s residence and the destination

of our epistle would also be Laodicea. It is urged in support of

this view, that if Archippus exercised his diciKovia in Colossas, tho
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apostle s exhortation would have been directed to him personally,

rather than through others. To this Meyer has replied, and I accord

perfectly with him, that that argument drawn from the connecting
Kai would have force only if ver. 17 followed immediately on ver.

15
;
and that it is unnatural to suppose Paul requiring Archippns

to be admonished
&quot;by

a foreign church. Again, from the position of

the places, Tychicus with Onesimus came from Kome first to Lao-

dicea, and then to Colossre. If, therefore, the letter indicated
&quot;by

the TTJV LIC AaodiKeiag be understood as the one to Philemon, we must
assume from this as well as from Paul s speaking of that letter as a

thing known to his readers, that Tychicus had already been to Lao-

dicea, and had delivered the letter to Philemon. But there then

arises the difficulty why Onesimus did not remain with his master

in Laodicea, and how Paul could take for granted that Onesimus
would accompany Tychicus to Colossee, and also (Col. iv. 7-9), re

main there a considerable time. For the traditions regarding Phil

emon and Onesimus, see Winer, E.W.B.
With the untenable supposition of Philemon s residence in Lao

dicea, is (as intimated above) closely connected another, that our

epistle is the long-lost Epistle to the Laodiceans, a view earlier

propounded (see D^e Wette, and Wieseler p. 451), and recently de

fended by Wieseler and assumed by Thiersch. It, of course, is over

thrown along with the hypothesis which places Philemon in Laodicea.

And if we are not authorized in assuming that the Epistle to Phil

emon was designed for the whole church at Laodicea (comp. Philem. 2,

and Col. iv. 15, which give us two nar* olaov KKKArjaiai), we surely cannot

suppose that it would have been required to be read to a foreign

church, and that when it is essentially a mere commendatory epis

tle. Onesimus was certainly sufficiently commended to the church

in Colossa3 by Tychicus, and the epistle to themselves (iv. 9); for

this purpose, therefore, the reading of the other was unnecessary.
The epistle to the Laodiceans too, seems from all indications to

have sprung from a like occasion, and to have been similar in con

tents to that to the Colossians. Hence De Wette and Meyer justly,

as I think, dissent from this theory.
The view, moreover, which we have expressed regarding iketi-me

andplace of the composition of our epistle, though guaranteed by
the tradition of the ancient church, has not been unassailed. As

the Epistle to the Philippians has been transferred from the impris

onment in Koine to that in Cesarea, so also, and with a wider con

sent, those to the Ephesians, the Colossians, and to Philemon (comp.

Ols. Introd. to Eph.). It belongs not to this place to discuss this

question in its full extent. The main objection to the hypothesis
alluded to has been urged by Olshausen, viz., that the apostle has a

freedom of religious action conceivable only in his condition at
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Eome
; comp. Eph. vi. 19

; Col. iv. 3, 4, with Acts xxviii. 30, 31,

and Acts xxiv. 23
; comp. also Wieseler, p. 420, who thoroughly in

vestigated and weighed the reason for Cesarea and against Eome ;

Harless, Introd. to Eph., Neander Apost. Zeitalt., p. 506.* The

question can be discussed here only so far as the present epistle was

made to minister to Bottger s hypothesis. It is deemed improbable
that Onesimus should have gone to Rome

;
he would have been

more likely to go to Cesarea. We can most certainly say in reply

(with Harless, Neander, Wieseler, etc.), that Eome is precisely the

place to which he would most naturally be drawn, and where he would

deem himself the safest. Again, the number of Paul s companions is

deemed greater than would be likely at Eome (Philem. 24). Bat
Aristarchus and Luke certainly accompanied him. to Eome, and the

letter to the Philippians, which, most persons admit to have been writ

ten in Eome, shews him surrounded by brethren
;
and those who

admit the genuineness of 2 Timoth} ,
which unquestionably was writ

ten from Eome
;
will mark also the &quot;same phenomenon. The argu

ment drawn from ~pbg &pav}
ver. 15, as implying too short a time

for Onesimus reaching, and conversion in Eome, may be regarded
as abandoned (comp. Meyer). Again, Meyer and Wiggers (Stud.

u. Krit., 1841, p. 436, seq.), find the reason for Onesimus not being
mentioned in the Epistle to the Ephesians as in that to the Colos-

sians, in the fact that from Cesarea Tychicus would travel by
Colossaa to Ephesus ;

but the circumstance is abundantly explained,

first, by the fact that Onesimus appears as from ColossaB (tf fywUv),

and secondly, the utter absence of personal references in the Epistle

to the Ephesians. Neither, finally, is the direction about lodging
an argument for Cesarea. The connexion into which Meyer himself

brings this charge with his preceding prayer for Onesimus, explains,

I think, how the apostle is led to it, although Colossaa is far from

Eome, and his liberation is still somewhat remote. It is also an ar

gument against the Cesarean hypothesis that Paul in his last jour

ney before his imprisonment, had taken a solemn and final leave of

the churches of Asia Minor. Is it credible that he had, in so short

a time changed his determination, and made arrangements to visit

them ? Can he have again repressed his longing after Eome, his

definite purpose to go thither (Eom. xv. 23
;
Acts xix. 21) ; nay,

even have delayed voluntarily the fulfilment of the promise given

him by God (Acts xxiii. 11), by a new residence in Phrygia, and

then, certainly, also in Asia Minor ? And if the direction to prepare
* The most thorough assault against the common view has been made by Buttgcr

(comp. the lutrod. to Phil. 3), in attempting to mako out from tho Acts and from the

Roman judicial proceedings that Paul s imprisonment at Rome continued, at most, but

five days. I rejoice in being able to refer to Wiescler s decisive refutation of it, pp. 407-415,

as confirming and completing my argument in the above-named Introduction, but Tvith

which I was unacquainted when I composed it.
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lodgings points to a speedy coming, where could he have anticipated
this in Cesarea ? Meyer, indeed, states that Paul could have con

ceived the idea of coming to Asia quite as easily in Cesarea as in

Koine, and even more so, as he might hope to take Asia in his way
in his journey to and from Cesarea to Kome. And if, asks Meyer,
we know from Phil. ii. 24, that he wished from Kome to retread the

scene of his former labours, why not also from Cesarea ? But it

must assuredly be conceded that the length of time is an important,
element in the matter, and the change of the purpose intimated in

Acts xx. 25, finds a much more natural explanation, if the Koman

imprisonment with all its vicissitudes had intervened between that

intimation and the announcement of his return. The conver

sion of Onesimus also accords better with his position at Kome than

at Cesarea. There is absolutely no stringent ground in our epistle

for departing from the ancient tradition which assigns these epistles

collectively to Kome. And that this cannot be separated from the

others is indisputable. For it is brought into inseparable connexion

with the Epistle to the Colossians by Col. iv. 7-9, in which Onesi

mus appears as the companion of Tychicus ; by the identity of

Paul s entire condition
;
and especially by the identity of the friends

who in each . epistle surround him
;

while again their contents,

their common bearer Tychicus, and the like situation of the apostle
in both, evince an equally close relation between the Epistles to the

Colossians and the Ephesians. We thus abide by our view ex

pressed in the Introduction to the Philippians, in regard to the date

of the composition of these epistles, and in particular to that before

us. We cannot, however, fix the dates with more precision than we
have there done.

The genuineness of this epistle has not been called in question
either within or without the church

;
for Jerome s notice of some

who denied its apostolic validity from its failure in matter of doc

trinal edification, we need scarcely mention. Its genuineness is at

tested by the canon in Muratori, by that of Marcion, by Tertul-

lian, and others after him. Dr. Baur is the first, who after denying
the genuineness collectively of the other epistles which date from

the Koman imprisonment, has classed this with them primarily on

account of its historical relation to them. The fate of our epistle

then is bound up with that of those. Still Baur recognizes the pro

priety of the claim that if not the probability, at least the possi

bility of its non-apostolic origin is made out from the epistle itself.

Such a possibility he finds partly in the language, and still more in

the contents of the epistle.
&quot; The objections on the score of lan

guage,&quot;
remarks De Wette,

&quot; have but slight significancy.&quot; Kay,

they could not even, in most cases, have been made by Baur, unless

he had assumed in advance the spuriousness of the other epistles
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which date from the Eoman imprisonment, viz., the first and the

second
;
so that this argument thus assumes no independent form, but

stands connected with the relation, critical and historical, of this

epistle to them. Nay, criticism has, by its assumptions, created the

very problem of explaining how our epistle bears in its use of lan

guage, such a relation to them and to the undoubtedly genuine

ones, that nearly all the cases excepted to by Baur are explained
from them and from them alone. Thus ovorpan^rT]^ besides, only
at Phil. ii. 25

; dvijKov, Eph. v. 4
;

Col. iii. 18, and Philem. 8
;

tmrdaoG), the verb indeed not elsewhere, but t-mTayrjj seven times in

Paul
; and the combination TO dv7]Kov ZmTdaaetv, certainly contains

nothing remarkable, npeafivrw, besides, only Tit. ii. 2 (and Luke
i. 18); evxp^ror^ further only 2 Tim. ii. 21, iv. 11

; d7re#, except
Matth. vi. 2, seq.; Luke vi. 24, in the sense of Philem. 15, only fur

ther Phil. iv. 18
; 7ry&amp;gt;o&amp;lt;7o0A, only here

;
but the simple is common

with Paul, and here the context abundantly explains the compound.

Hevta, besides, only Acts xxviii. 23 : but Eom. xvi. 23, |evof;
and

if the apostle has the idea of gevia to express at Philemon, why
should he not use the word ? SrrAay^ra, as here, frequent with the

apostle, as Baur himself acknowledges. There remain evxpTjaToz,

ovivaaOai, d~oriu. In respect to the two former, the use of a much
rarer word would be explained by the verbal allusion (on the use of

rare words in Paronomasia and verbal allusions, see Winer s Gr.,

68); but they are not specially rare. ArroTiw is vouched for by
T/w, 2 Thess. i. 9

; aTrodidufu, Paul s ordinary word, would be here in

appropriate, and so dvan^po^^ dvravaTrXripoUj Karaprifa. We might,
were it necessary, adduce still other examples to shew the specific

relationship, in language, of this epistle to those of Paul. Comp.
dvdTiaveiv rd OTT^dy^va with dva^aveiv TO Trvevna, 1 Cor. xvi. 18

;
2 Cor.

vii. 13
; evepyifc, with 1 Cor. xvi. 9, and the frequently recurring

h&amp;gt;epye(*)} Kvepyeia, ivepyr^ia. So ovvaiTciidkGJTog, found besides only Rom.
xvi. 7

;
Col. iv. 10

; Td%a only Rom. v. 7, etc.

But the non-apostolic origin of the epistle is inferred mainly
from its contents. If the Pastoral Epistles are too general in their

contents, this is too concrete. The object of the epistle is
&quot; too ex

traordinary not to furnish ground of doubt and suspicion.&quot;
The

epistle, it is said, makes use of the special case only as a text for

Christian reflections. That the returning slave has become a Chris

tian is the main thought, and its further contents are only the de

velopment of what was conceived to lie in the very idea and essence

of Christianity. Christianity involves the beautiful conception that

those whom it invites are brought into a real essential fellowship,

so that one recognizes in the other his real self. As such, too, we are

informed, Christianity is conceived in the pseudo-Clementina, and as

these arc justly styled a Christian romance, our epistle becomes but
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&quot; the gerrn of a spiritual poem.&quot;
Thus we have safely reached the

Clementines, that sure harbour for all the productions of the apos
tolic age that encounter the storm of negative criticism. True,

negative criticism has hitherto found this epistle unassailable
;
but

positive criticism takes pity on it, and assigns it in advance its

place ;
and that, let it be observed, to the decided advantage of the

epistle. For it now acquires an instructive and influential signifi-

cancy, while previously it passed for a mere &quot;

valueless document,

admirably exhibiting the amiable benevolent character of the apos
tle.&quot; But the assertion that the historical element in this epistle is

a mere fiction to illustrate a sentiment, is without a shadow of foun

dation. Its main purpose is practical, to procure for Onesimus a

favourable reception from his master, and all its so-called
&quot; Chris

tian reflections,&quot; are subordinated to this end. This alone explains
alike its plan and execution. And how thoroughly do these bear

the impress of Paul s heart and spirit ! What admirable blending
of dignity, humility and love ! What fulness and elevation of

Christian thought shed their influence over one of the most familiar

events of life, so that while &quot;

treating a theme usually humble and

abject, he rises suo more to a Divine elevation&quot; (Calvin). What
force of eloquence ! What subtlety of thought, and delicate sharp
ness of style ! The criticism then which seeks to find in this epistle

grounds for assailing its Pauline origin, runs the &quot;

hazard&quot; of

being charged not merely with being
&quot;

hypercritical,&quot; but utterly

uncritical.

For the Literature we may name : L. Chr. Gr. Schrnicl.; Pauli

Ap. ad Philernoncm Epistola, etc., Lips., 1786. Storr : interpre-

tatio Epistolii ad Philem. Opusc., ac. II., J. F. v. Flatt
;
Yorlesun-

gen iiber die Briefe Pauli an die Philipper, Colosser, Thessalonicher

und an Philemon. Herausgegeben von Kling. Tub., 1829. Hagen-
bach

;
P. Ep. ad Philem. Bas., 1829. Maur. Eothe : P. ad Philem.

Ep. interpr. hist., exeg. Bremen, 1844. J. Fr. Ign. Demme :

Erkl. des Briefes an Philem., Breslau, 1844. Koch : Com DO. iiber

den Br. P. an Philem., Ziir, 1846. But particularly the Commen
taries of De Wette and Mever.



EXPOSITION
OF THE

EPISTLE TO PHILEMON.

VERS. 1
;

2. ADDRESS AND SALUTATION.

Vers. 1.
&quot;

Paul, a prisoner of Jesus Christ and Timothy the

brother.&quot; Paul makes no mention of his apostolical dignity, since

in fact, at ver. 8, he expressly waves his apostolic prerogative. He

presents himself as a prisoner (dwf+ioc) of Jesus Christ, i. e., one

whom Christ, sc. his cause, has brought into and holds in imprison
ment (Winer s Gr., 30, 2, B.); yet precisely thus he hopes to gain
more with Philemon than by asserting his authority as an apostle.

The second Epistle to Timothy, although likewise a strictly personal
letter (not so 1 Timothy and Titus), still designates his apostolic

character
;
but the fact is explained by the different character of

its contents. Timothy, as repeatedly elsewhere (coinp. at Phil.

i. 1), is named uniting with Paul in the epistle ;
in what sense,

see also at Phil, Here, doubtless, he shares Paul s solicitude for

Onesimus and joins in requesting his pardon. The adding of his

name must be with Philemon an additional inducement for com

plying with the request. That Paul employs the designation
&quot;

prisoner of Jesus Christ,&quot;
for the reason above assigned, is shewn

also in the fact that he does not, as Phil. i. 1, in consequence of men

tioning. Timothy, seek an epithet (as dovkoi), which would apply to

them in common.
Ver. 2 names the persons to whom the epistle is addressed

;
first

of all Philemon himself dyanrjrbg teal avvepyty fm&v (viz. Paul and

Timothy s co-worker). How far he had been their fellow-labourer

in the gospel (Rom. xvi. 21, etc.), is unknown
;
we arc immediately

informed that he had collected a church in his house, of which he

not improbably was presbyter; comp. Gen. Introcl. to the Pastoral

Epistles, 3.
&quot;

Apphia, the beloved,&quot; not improbably the wife of

Philemon (A.D.*E.*F.G., etc., read
d&amp;lt;fcA0g,

used then like &dety6$y

ver. 1). &quot;Archippus our fellow-soldier.&quot; Ivarpa-i^r^ again at

Phil. ii. 25, used as climax to ovvepyo$ of Epaphroditus, the com-

VOL. VI. 17
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panion of Paul s imprisonment (ver. 23), whose self-sacrificing lovo

had brought him near to death. The term here probably points to

certain eventful scenes in which they had mingled together. Of his

identity with Col. iv. 17, we can scarcely doubt ;
but from the term

didKovia there used, we cannot certainly infer that he was a deacon
;

comp. 2 Tim. iv. 5. Olshausen regards him as Philemon s son
;

he must certainly, like Apphia, have belonged to the family. The

epistle is also designed, although treating a purely personal matter,
for the Christians who assembled in Philemon s house ;* a body not

limited to the family, but neither embracing the entire church at

Colossee
; comp. Kom. xvi. 5

;
1 Cor. xvi. 19

;
Col. iv. 15. The

closeness of the intimacy which would arise between these explains
the apostle s including them in his address. It seems to me not in

harmony with the thought of the epistle to suppose that Paul thus

indirectly seeks to impose compulsion on Philemon. On the im

portance attached to these domestic churches for the formation of

the church constitution (particularly by Kist.) ; comp. the General

Introduction on the above- cited passage. Ver. 3, the customary

greeting, as Phil. i. 2.

VERS. 4-7. INTRODUCTORY THANKSGIVING FOR PHILEMON S LOVE
AND FAITH.

Ver. 4.
Ev%apt&amp;lt;rroi

the common introduction in the epistles

of the apostle, Kom. i. 8, etc., proceeding from an affectionate re

cognition of the good found in his readers.
&quot;

My God,&quot; comp. at

Phil. i. 3. TLdvrore belongs to e^apidrw, as the emphatic word, not

to the following \ivdav noiovfievog, as shown by comparing 1 Cor. i. 4;

Eph. i. 16; Phil. i. 4, etc. Mvetav oov noiovpevog (on this Middle,
Winer s Gr

,
38, 5, p. 229) enl r&v Trpoaev^v pov states the occa

sion on which such thanksgiving is offered to God as the author of

all good; comp. Eph. i. 16; 1 Thess. i. 2, etc.

Ver. 5. The exposition of what follows will be influenced by
our construction of aovwr, which by De Wette, etc., is referred to

\iv. noiov., but by Meyer and the majority to ev%apia~&. The parallel

passages (as Rom. i. 8; Eph. i. 15; 2 Tim. i. 5), the nature of the

case (as prayer can hardly be conceived as first called forth by the

reports), the circumstance that the good reports regarding Philemon

much more naturally suggest the &quot;

thanksgiving&quot; than the &quot; mak

ing mention,&quot; etc., and above all, the fact that otherwise no subject

is assigned for the thanksgiving as elsewhere, all favour the latter

construction. AKOVUV not duovoac; as Col. i. 4, because the reference

is here not to a definite account: he hears of this repeatedly as by

Epaphras, Onesimus, etc. The ground of thanksgiving is Phile-

* H oiKid (5 avrov /texpi TOV napovros /2Euti&quot;r]K.-~-Theodoret.
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men s love and faith, not love and truth, as Flatt, Hagenbacli and

Meyer, who thus seek to escape the harshness of referring rr\v ma~iv

to 7rpo rbv itvpiov, and ri]v dydnrjv to e/c rovf 7rdvTag}
which however

contains nothing extraordinary (Winer s Gr. 50, 2, p. 365), and is

supported by the change of prepositions -rrpog and elg. So De Wette,

Demme, Koch, Grotius, Calvin, the Fathers. It is objected that

rr]v dyaTTTjv has already its limitation in GOV. But this may belong

equally to TTJV manv, and apparently from its preceding the limited

subject does belong to it. And ?}v Zxeig can certainly as well

belong also to dyd-nri as alnveg, 1 Tim. i. 5, to fivOoi. It is an ob

jection to taking mong as
&quot;

truth,&quot; that Paul is accustomed always
to connect dydnr) and mang in a doctrinal sense, as the two funda

mental pillars of Christianity; Eph. i. 15
;

1 Thess. iii. 6, etc., par

ticularly Col. i. 4. From the contemporaneous composition of the

two epistles, and the general resemblance of their introductions, I

regard it as wholly unnatural to interpret ma-i$ differently in the

two passages. Meyer s remark, in reply, that faith elsewhere takes

the precedence in the genetic relation is unquestionably correct :

but the apostle could certainly proceed in the reverse order from the

fruit to the root, and here love would naturally take the first place,

as the principle to which he is specially to appeal. He thus men
tions first love and then the root, in order to bring out Philemon s

entire moral condition; complectitur totam Christian! hominis per-
fectionem Calvin. A further argument against this explanation of

ma-iq is that immediately after, the signification of the word must be

changed (as Hagenbach), or if adhered to (as by Meyer), at the ex

pense of any fitting sense. On dyioi, Phil. i. 1. Hdvrag must be noticed

as indicating the diffusiveness of Philemon s love, whence we may
also reason to its intensity. For the unobjectionable character of the

expression niartv &XEIV irpog nra, see Winer s Gr. 50, 2, p. 365.

Ver. 6. &quot;OTTW?, not ita ^tt
)
but &quot;in order that&quot; (Winer s Gr.,

53, 6, p. 410). But of what does it express the purpose ? &quot;OTTW?

is referred to nveiav Trotov^evog,
&quot;

making mention in order that,&quot; etc.

(so De Wette, Winer, etc.), or to #e*c, marking the striving of Phile

mon (so Bengel, Meyer). The former construction would require that

dicovuv be connected with \iv. TTOLOV. assigning the reason for this rather

than for the &quot;giving thanks&quot; : and as the introductory intercession

and thanksgiving refer elsewhere to the relative deficiency of the read

ers, the construction with K%ei$ seems also preferable in sense. But

what, it is specially asked, are we to understand by the notvuvia r/fc

marewf, and what the sense of the entire clause ? Kon-wrw can de

note communication (Calvin, De Wette), or share, participation in

something (Meyer), or fellowship, in the sense of Acts ii.42
;
Phil. i. 5.

In the first sense it is taken by Calvin : &quot;fides quum intus non latet

otiosii, sed per veros effectus se profert ad homines.&quot; So De Wette :
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&quot;the communication of thy faith as well in the manifestation of love

toward individuals, as in furtherance of the gospel/ (the latter is here

certainly irrelevant). In the first sense of active communication, the

gen. TT/f marsug is taken subjectively, and the sense of the whole is

&quot;that your faith may by active communication demonstrate its effica

cy in everything good.&quot; Emyvoxw? is then practical knowledge, experi
ence. So De Wette

; &quot;may prove itself influential in the knowledge of

every good which (in principle and spirit) is in us (Christians)/ adding
to (Ecumenius, Theophylact, did tmyv&vai oe ital irpdrTEiv rb dyaBov.

But the man? as subjective is opposed to this explanation ;
for

Koivuvia denoting active impartation should be followed by the gen
itive of the object. Again, this construction involves tautology;
for how can an active Koivuvia, revealing itself in love, be conceived

otherwise than
%
h epyrjg ? How become tvepyTJc; only in knowl

edge ? And if ?][uv is without doubt the true reading (according to

A.C.D.E.I.K., etc., comp. Tischendorf, since the origin of vp.lv may
be traced to the Colossians) why the contrasting of oov and i]plv ?

Meyer explains the word; participation in something, (as 1 Cor.

i. 9, x. 16), and as he consistently renders man$ here also
&quot;

truth/
he translates: that (Jmuc; dependent on xeLV

) participation in thy
truth may prove mighty through, by means of, the knowledge (on
the part of the participants) of every good of which we are pos
sessors. This KOivuvia, he remarks, here establishes an experimental

knowledge of Christian blessings, as faith, hope, love, etc. While

this explanation is grammatically unobjectionable, tcoivuvia being
taken in its customary sense and construction, and KOLV. and emy.

being demonstrably referable only to the same subject, it still

yields but an unsatisfactory sense. The very expression :
&quot;

partici

pation in Philemon s
fidelity,&quot;

is obscure
;

for it would naturally
mean that they are as true as Philemon, while here it would seem

to denote participation in its fruits. Again, who are these partici

pants ? As Meyer constructs OTTW^ with K%eig} they would seem to

be the u
Lord&quot; and the &quot;

saints,&quot;
or perhaps only the latter. And

is their participation in Philemon s fidelity to become efficacious by
means of an experimental knowledge of the good which is in Christ

ians? Are they not already Christians, that their participation is

to become vital and efficient by means of an experimental knowledge
of the good in Christians ? We then have the sentiment (of Hem-
rich and Hagenbach)

&quot; whence our adversaries may be able to ascer

tain how much good our religion generates in us.&quot; And was the object

of their Christian knowledge to be vital participation in Philemon s

fidelity, i. c. by the experiencing of its manifestations ? For Meyer

manifestly perverts the thought if he makes iioivuvia the means, i^or

could this explanation gain much by rendering mang &quot;

faith.&quot; The
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majority of expositors, as Chrysostom, Theophylact, Luther, Bengel,

etc., take notvuvia as communion, and marews as genitive of the sub

ject, and render : which you have in common with us. This view is

open indeed to the objection of De Wette and Meyer that &quot; with us&quot;

is foisted in, and the whole thought is irrelevant : still I hold this as

substantially the correct explanation of Koivuvia : comp. Acts ii. 42;
Phil. i. 5, ii. 1. I translate :

&quot; that the fellowship of thy faith may
become

efficient,&quot;
and take KOLV. as the leading conception which

must not be transformed into a relative and subordinate one, and

T7}&amp;lt;; moreug, as is obvious from what is &amp;gt;said on Koivuvia, as genitive
of the subject. The apostle with particular reference to the d$

-rravrag r. ay., declares the purpose of Philemon, viz., that the fel

lowship of his faith should not remain inoperative and dead, a mere

conception of the intellect, unconnected with the heart and the life,

but that this fellowship, of course with the saints, the objects of his

love may prove living and operative in the demonstration of love.

But in the fullness of his thoughts, in place of repeating the term
&quot;

love,&quot;
he expresses in h eTnyvuaei, -rravrbg, K. r. A., the way in which

this fellowship of faith becomes operative in love. It becomes

operative since it discerns, as only love can, the good which is in

another, beholds in him the grace and the power of Christ, and

precisely thus becomes living and effectual dg Xpiarov, whose gifts

and graces it perceives in another, and feels itself drawn to him as

their source. In his love to the saints, Philemon wishes thus to

recognize the riches of Christ himself, and by this recognition be

himself strengthened and aided on in his believing fellowship with

Christ. This explanation alone gives to rov iv i\\ilv a definite sig

nificance
;

it refers to the navreg dytoc under whom Paul includes

himself. Evepyrjg acquires thus, in contrast with an existing,

indeed, but inactive fellowship of faith, an appropriate sense, and

Kotvuvia needs in its relation to ver. 5, no supplement. So Olshausen:

Paul wishes that Philemon, in consequence of his believing fellow

ship with him, may discover more and more how in him and in all

believers the true good is deposited. On &myvuais, full and accurate

knowledge, such as springs only from love, see at Phil. i. 9. It

need not be styled strictly &quot;recognition;&quot; comp., however, 2 Cor.

vi. 9. Hav dy-aQov rb &v i]\Civ refers not to moral conduct but, as

shewn by lv (comp. e. g. 2 Tim. i. 5), to the good imparted by
Christ (1 Tim. i. 14).

Ver. 7.- rp therefore assigns not the reason of the prayer (see at

anovuv\ but, in accordance also with the sentiment, only the subjec

tive ground of ev^aptar^. The reading varies here between xapdv

(so A.C.D.E.F.G., etc.) and#a/wv (I.E. Minusc., Fathers) and also be

tween Kxnpev (D***I.K. Minusc. vers. the Fathers), K&amp;lt;JX
OV (A.C.F.G.,

etc.), and ta^ojwev (D*E. d. e. Jerome) ;
the- critics are of very
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various opinions. If x,dpiv is genuine which, however, might through
the influence of vcr. 4 he taken into the text, it cannot here denote

&quot;gratitude/ hut must rather he taken in the sense of #apa, &quot;enjoy

ment, joy, pleasure,&quot;
as remarked by Theophylact. We find else

where %apd and napdicXi](Jig connected as here, 2 Cor. vii. 4, 13. We
may affirm more confidently that eo^ov or (including Timothy) Zaxonev

is to he read, pointing hack to the time of the first account regarding
him. Uapdic^Tjffig in reference to the condition of the apostle as prisoner.

Em rg dyd-irq, comp. on the position of dyaTrq in ver. 4. The apostle

now gives the essential ground of his comfort and joy, viz,
&quot; hecausc

the hearts of the saints are refreshed
&quot;by thee, my brother !&quot; On

aTTkdy%va comp. Phil. i. 8; 2 Cor. vi. 12, and below Vers. 12, 20. On
dvanaveiv, refresh, so avwpvxu, 2 Tim. i. 16, comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 18;

2 Cor. vii. 13, and below ver. 20. De Wette : by the enjoyment of

thy benefactions which have put an end to their need and care.

Calvin : it is a great mistake to refer this to animal nourishment.

Meyer correctly remarks that the special instances of this ministry
of love are not adduced. (f

Brother&quot;- an outgush of the heart iu

remembrance of this kindness.

Vers. 8-12. The apostle now passes to the ohject which has

dictated this letter
;
he exhorts Philemon, from that principle of

love which has displayed itself so signally in him, to give to Onesi-

mus, whom he sends
&quot;back,

a reception corresponding to the change
which he has experienced, and not to deal harshly with him for his

former offence.

Ver. 8. A .o points back to ver. 7; in consequence of rny joy,

etc., and belongs not to %wy but to TrapaitaX&v. Thus : therefore,

although I in Christ might have much confidence in enjoining on

thee what is
&quot;becoming, for the sake of love I rather admonish thee.

Happi]aia confidence, given, viz. by his apostolic office, and resulting

from his fellowship with Christ. Luther strikingly remarks : lie

renounces his own right to exercise compulsion, that he may con

strain Philemon to a like renunciation of his right. Calvin :

&quot; we

enjoin with authority that which we wish to wrest by necessity even

from those who are unwilling:
* * * he teaches by his own exam

ple that pastors are to seek gently to allure their disciples rather

than to draw them. And certainly while, stooping into entreat, he

waives his own prerogative, he is likely to accomplish far more than

by commanding.&quot; Emrdaaeiv, command : in contrast with it is the

napaKa/tti following. To dvijicov general, &quot;what is becoming&quot;;

Paul has in mind the proper reception of Onesimus: comp. Eph.
v, 4: Col. iii. 18; Rom. i. 28; Tit.ii. 1.

Vers. 9, 10. Am ~i\v dydnqv, not the love of Philemon or Paul,

but love in general : that love, which with thee is so potent, may
attain its due, Sec De Wette, Meyer, etc. Toiovro^ &v, K. r. A.
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These commentators are also right in rejecting the view which con
structs roLovrog &v with the preceding TrapoaaAw, or sets off roiovrog

Xpiarov between two colons, and they both refer it to the follow

ing TrapaKahti, which forms otherwise an awkward asyndeton. They
differ however in the more definite conception of TOLOVTO? &v in that

Meyer regards it as a summing up of the quality expressed in ver. 8,

TTO/IA?/! pakkov TrapaxcaAo), and w^ ITaDAo^ Xpiarov as enforcing the

following T:apaKa\& from Paul s personal relation : De Wette, on
the contrary, takes roiovrog &v as an indefinite designation of the

entire character, whose special points are given with, the w^, and is

inclined, in fact, to assume a parallelism between this and the pre

ceding participial clause tyuv, and find here a like thought as in the

preceding, not as Schrader, a threat, but nearly as Wetstein
;
cum

talis sira ut tibi imperare possim, magis tamen hortor
; tanquam

senex, inquam, imo etiam vinctus hortor. It seems inconsistent

with Meyer s view, that ver. 8 furnishes no such description of

character which can be summed up in roiovrog &v. Since what
from special reasons he does once, does not therefore assume

the character of a personal quality. And why this summing up
which but adds diffuseness to the discourse ? It seems to me much
more suited to the living language of the epistle not to refer roiovrog

&v back, nor again to take it as a mere preparatory term to be de

fined by the words which follow7
: I regard it rather as a direct,

life-like reference to the person of the apostle, &quot;being such an
one,&quot;

sc. as I am, and as a further, but independent, statement of the

character of the subject as conceived and represented, wf IlavAof

TTpeofivrTjc, wvl de KOL deo/uo? (in which the descriptive points are not

three but two, IlaDAo^ not expressing a quality co-ordinately with

the others). The necessary reference of roiovrog to what precedes

is neither true in itself nor in this particular case
;
nor docs Meyer s

doctrine affect our exposition, that o&amp;gt;r, as, presupposes the limit

ation of Totovrog, for w^ I do not explain as immediately limiting

rotovTog, but a still further, though certainly illustrative, determina

tion of the subject. The example cited by Wetstein from Andoci-

des is therefore entirely similar, except that there roiovrog &v points

back, here to something presented to the mind outside of the con

text : in each case &s is not subordinately descriptive of roiov-oc,

but goes back directly to the subject. Thus : I, in my circum

stances, (I) whom thou hast to imagine to thyself as the aged

Paul, and now further as a prisoner of Jesus Christ, exhort thec.

He teaches, he has said ver. 8, where he might command, and by

way of emphasis adduces in advance the considerations which en

force the exhortation : compliance with the request becomes a mat

ter of piety. The name &quot;Paul&quot; brings vividly before Philemon the

whole beloved person of the apostle. Both usage and the connexion
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forbid us to take 7rpeo(3vrrjg as a designation of office. Xpia-ov Irjaov

is added to give cogency to the statement. Yer. 10. -apaitakti ae

perhaps purposely follows close on the preceding statements,
&quot; I in

such circumstances entreat
thee,&quot;

should st thou not then cheerfully

comply ? And equally touching and forcible with his account of the

author of the request is now that of its object, &quot;concerning my son,

whom I begot in my bonds, Onesimus,&quot; as is abundantly obvious in

the tyov TKVOV
}
etc. On the attraction at Ov7]oi{j,ov see Winer s GT.,

66, 5, p. 553. The name is, as it were, hidden behind the descrip

tive clauses whicli precede it, TGKVOV yevvdu a mode of desig

nation familiar to the apostle, 1 Cor. iv. 14, 15; Gal. iv. 19, etc.

Vers. 11, 12. -Yer. 10 gives the relation of Onesimus to Paul
;

the present his relation to Philemon, both the former and the pre

sent one, and the request, enforced by both, for his favourable recep

tion. In the &quot; once unprofitable to thee, but now profitable/ etc.

Paul would seem to endeavour to soften the remembrances which

the name of Onesimus must awaken in Philemon. With the &quot; once

unprofitable,&quot; he meets the thought of Philemon
; but the TTOTS in

timates that a change has taken place which, is immediately affirmed

positively and expressly in the &quot; but now useful.&quot; &quot;A^aro? con

tains as Bengel (erat enim noxius), Flatt, etc., assume, a litotes.

The word only here (similarly dxpelog}
Matth. xxv. 30

;
Luke xvii.

10, dhvaiTekrj?, Heb. xiii. 17); on the contrary, evxpqoTo?, useful,

2 Tim. ii. 21, iv. 11. &quot;And to
me,&quot;

adds the apostle by way ofstrength

ening the thought. As to the fact implied in o^p^dro^, see ver. 18.

Ev#p7j&amp;lt;7TOf
is referred by De Wette, Meyer, etc., to his conversion,

in consequence of which Onesimus could be serviceable to Philemon

in his spiritual interests, and was so already to the apostle, as his

conversion was to him a Kapnb^ Zpyov (Phil. i. 22, ii. 16). But in

that case evxprjaTog must be referred in one sense to Philemon, in

another to Paul
;
and for the latter reference evxpqaTog would cer

tainly be no appropriate term. I prefer therefore to refer
evxpr]&amp;lt;rrog

to the same class of relations as dxprjctTos, as is also indicated at ver.

13, cornp. 1 Tim. vi. 2. So Flatt : while Christianity fits man for

citizenship in heaven, it renders him also the most useful citizen of

earth. On the allusion in evxpi]arov} dxpijarov to the significance of

the name Qvi
jaiiiog, comp. Winer s Gr. 68, 2, note.* &quot;Ov direm. ^,

whom I send back to thee
; comp. on the Aor. Winer s Gr., 40, 5,

b. 2. Valuable Codd. add aoi.

Yer. 12 contains the request, thus skilfully introduced, for his fa

vourable reception. 2v d (wanting A.C. 17), in contrast with the

apostle who sends him. The apostle s interceding love is not satis

fied with simply naming the object ;
he adds as explanatory rovr

* An allusion in evxpyoro?, etc., to tho name Xpioroc (so also Olshauseu), is incon

sistent with the subjoined pronouns.
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can rd tyd cxhdyxva = my own heart (comp. ver. 7, 20) so in Lat,

corculum, with Plautus, etc. Against explaining it as
&quot;

Son/ see

Meyer. What supplication could be more cogent ? Si in servum

suuni implacabilis fuisset, in Pauli viscera sseviebat. Thus prays
the apostle for the fugitive slave, putting himself, as says Luther,
into his very place. Since TrpoaXapov is wholly wanting in important
Codd. (A.F.Gr. 17), and has in some Minusc. and versions a different

place, and its omission may also have drawn after itself that of ov

tie, it is deemed spurious by the most recent critics, Lachmann,
Tischendorf, De Wette and Meyer. The introduction of the rela

tive, caused the construction to be left incomplete, and the verb ap

pears only at ver. 17. With this hypothesis I conceive that the

contents of 13-17 admirably correspond. Yers. 13-16 appear then

in accordance with their contents, rather as parenthetical and.sub

ordinate thoughts, encircled, as it were, and pressed together by the

leading thought, and ver. 17, el ovv tye &%ei$ KOIVUVOV then connects

itself resumptively with rd tyd onhdyxva above, in order at the close

of the whole to bring out with the utmost impressiveness the re

quest, thus diligently and thoroughly fortified. The whole passage

gains by this in coherence and energy, and the statements 13-16, as

sume at once, as further paving the way for the request, their proper
and natural relation.

Vers. 13-16. The expression
&quot;

my own heart,&quot; suggests the fol

lowing remarks, in which Paul explains why he did not retain one

so dearly loved with himself. But he does this in such a way that

the sending him back appears, on his own part, as the relinquish-

ment of a right, as a sacrifice
;
in respect to Philemon, as a tender

regard with which Paul believes that he responds to the Divine pur

pose which controlled the event, and which may have designed to send

back to Philemon instead of a slave, a beloved brother. How tender

the entire passage, especially ver. 16, which represents the object of

his wish, even before ho gives formal expression to it, as the possible

end of the Divine arrangement ! How dear must Onesirnus appear
to Philemon, who receives him again in such a manner ! How per

fectly is the way prepared for the request expressed at ver. 17 !

Ver. 13. Eyw emphatic,
&quot;

I on my part,&quot;
in contrast with ver.

14 (Meyer). So
t/3ouA6/j7?i&amp;gt;

and ijO^rjaa are contrasted alike in signi

fication and in tense : the former expresses inclination
;
the latter ac

tive will, decision
; tfiovhoitrjv, the permanent state even after the de

cision
;

IlOc^ca, the decision as a thing of a moment. The final Iva

justifies Paul s wish to retain him (otherwise he would have abso

lutely no right to another s slave) and at the same time intimates

how dear Onesimus is to him, and what a treasure he surrenders to

Philemon. TTrep aov = for thee, in thy place, comp. Winer s Gr.,

48, 1, p. 342. Kightly Grotius : ut mihi prrestaret qua) tu, si hie
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esses, pnestiturus rnihi omnia esses, thus presupposing the undoubted

affection of Philemon, kianovq as denoting personal service, comp.
at 2 Tim. iv. 11. On Ira Winer s Gr., 41, b. 1.

&quot; In the bonds of

the gospel/ indirectly vindicates his right to retain him
; ofydXeic

poL diaKoviav &g p,aOr]rr]g didaaKaXy, Thcodoret.

Ver. 14. XoYwfde ri^ ofy yrw//^ = without thine approving judg
ment

;
so also Polybius as cited by Kaphel.

&quot;

I would do
nothing&quot;

in

the matter. The expression is made delicately general ;
but the evi

dent reference is to retaining Onesimus. De Wette s explanation
therefore in referring it to his manumission is unnatural

;
for this is

neither implied in Ka-fyecv (which would not emancipate him) nor is

allowed by the following lva
t
K. r. A., as it would leave no place for any

benefaction of Philemon. For the benefaction here referred to consists

clearly in the diaKovelv (ver. 13), and dyaOov must therefore (against
De Wette) have reference not to Onesimus, but to Paul. We must not

then assume that the apostle means to intimate a wish that Onesimus

should from free love be sent back to him, see vers. 15, 22. He merely
means that in case of his having retained him, the kindness rendered

would have been rather a matter of compulsion than voluntary. This

appearance (w^), he would avoid by sending him back. And now

Philemon, in receiving Onesimus kindly and retaining him perma

nently, will shew the greatest love to the apostle. The entire thought

finally is expressed not in strict relation to the case, but generally :

comp. Meyer s excellent exposition, who remarks that cU/ia Kara

&KOVOIOV is inconsistent with a restriction to the present case, as Paul

by no means designed to retain Onesimus. On Kara dvdyK7]vy
Kara

CKOVOIOV, ~by compulsion, of free zvill, employed adverbially, sec the

similar examples, Winer s Gr., 51, 2
;
on the use of the adjective

KKovaiov (as Numb. xv. 3), Winer s Gr., 54, 1. Kara dvdynr]v is

purposely placed first (Meyer).
Ver. 15. Tap introduces the reason for not retaining Onesimus.

He feared he might be acting counter to the intention of Provi

dence. Pap would stand very awkwardly if the preceding reference

were to emancipation, as faeyeiv stands in manifest contrast to

Paul s KaTfyeiv. Td%a perhaps (Rom. v. 7). The apostle ventures

not to assert it definitely. Chrysostom and Jerome refer appropri

ately to Gen. xlv. 5, and Hagenbach remarks strikingly that his cau

tious appending of ra%a, as not venturing to assert posibility the

ways of Providence, differs widely from the course of those miser

able wretches who with pious speeches ever in their mouths, palm
off on Providence the products of their own conceit and supersti

tion. Exuplodr) used euphemistically, says Chrysostom, for tywyi-v ;

and again KXtopiaQri rather than ex&piaev tavrov. Calvin : Iceta eniin

catastrophe in malis quasi remedium est quod nobis ad delemlas

offensas porrigitur . . . , Et prudenter omnia temperat, quurn fugam
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vocat discessum et addit ilium ad terapus fuisse. Upbg &pav alu-

vtov
;

this contrast leaves no possible ground for inferring from 7rpb$

&pav that Onesimus had been but a short time absent (cornp. Wiese-

ler, p, 417). On irpbc; &pav comp. 2 Cor. vii. 8 ;
1 Thess. ii. 17. On

alwviov, the adjective expressing an adverbial conception, and re

ferred to avrov see Winer s Gr., 54, 2. It denotes here not (as

Flatt, referring to Exod. xxi. 6; Deut. xv. 17), &quot;so long as you
both live

;&quot;
but as Chrysostom remarks,

&quot; not only in the present

time, but also in the future
;&quot;

so the recent interpreters. Meyer
is ultra-Pauline in explaining it from the assumption of the speedy
advent. ATT^^ indicates complete^ perfect possession ;

see Phil.

iv. 18, and Mattb. vi. 2.

Yer. 16 specifies how he is, perhaps, under the Divine purpose, to

retain him forever
;

&quot; no longer as a slave&quot; (it is wholly against the

sense of tbe writer to supply povov} only), but above a slave (Winer s

Gr., 49, e. p. 359). The idea of emancipation which some have

fancied that they found in the words, in no way belongs to them,
and is even inappropriate. The apostle could not mean to intimate it

as the Divine purpose that Philemon was to have in Onesimus a

freed man
;
but as the explanatory

&quot; brother beloved&quot; declares, that

he should have in his slave a brother beloved, which he may be as a

slave equally well as if set free (1 Tim. vi. 2). If, therefore, the apos
tle desired his emancipation, the words do not imply it. The term
&quot;

believing masters,&quot; and &quot; because they are our brethren,&quot; 1 Cor.

vii. 21, 22
;
1 Tim. vi. 2, shew that Paul neither regards the outward

relation of the slave as incompatible with that of u
brother,&quot; nor re-

quiies emancipation of Christian masters, as a duty of love
;

Col. iii.

22, iv. 1
; Eph. vi. 5-9. Ma/Ucrra e[ioi} inserts the apostle, to testify

again his love for Onesimus, and thus establish his claim to the love

of Philemon. MdXiara compares the love of Paul toward him with

that of other Christians (apart from Philemon), with whom he had

become connected and TTOOU itihhov liow much morC forms a final

inference in regard to Philemon to whom he belongs.
&quot; Both in the

flesh and in the Lord,&quot;
does not (as De Wette), assign the reason

for his greater clearness (jroow /^a/l/ioi&amp;gt;)
to Philemon, since Paul is

not stating what Onesimus already is to Philemon, but what he is

to be
;

it marks rather two spheres in ivhicJi he is to be to him yet
much more a beloved brother, &v oapKi marking the natural, &i&amp;gt; KvpiG)

the Christian sphere. Ev oapni then can denote only the servile re

lation in which Onesimus stands to Philemon. In this also Phile

mon is to evince to Onesimus that he regards him as a beloved

brother. In this too, emancipation is neither necessary nor possibly

involved, if our above remarks at wf are correct. Nor can tv oapid

refer to community of nation (Olshausen, Flatt, etc.), which would

require it to be understood as giving the reason of the n
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Meyer explains too generally,
&quot; as man and as Christian.&quot;

cannot denote humanity as such, nor KV capiti the relation of Onesi-

mus to Philemon as a man
;
but only the human, natural relation

in which he is to be to Philemon a dear brother.

Yer. 17 resumes, after the interruption of vers. 13-16, the av 6e

avrbVj TOVT ton TO, tya oirXdyxva. Paul has there styled Onesimus
&quot;

his heart
;&quot;

in immediate connexion with this therefore, he pro
ceeds

;

&quot;

if then thou boldest me a partner, receive him as if thou

wert receiving me (not, as thou receivest me); he is one with the

apostle. If Paul is his KOIVUVOS he must allow the same place to

Onesimus
;
for they are both one. Philemon, in refusing to receive

him, would renounce the fellowship of the apostle. Koivuvog applies

to Christian fellowship in its entire extent. Tlpooha{3ov not merely
a receiving, but a kind one

; comp. Eom. xiv. 1, 3
;
Acts xxviii. 2.

Yer. 18. Et de TI ^Siicrjas ce
77 6&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;e/l

ds not simply continua-

tive = not to leave this point unmentioned
;

it marks the attempt
to set aside what might perhaps interfere with such a reception.

The construction with el marks the Attic urbanity. ILdiMjae refers

generally to every wrong of neglect in service or otherwise for which

he deserved punishment ; dfaihei points more definitely to a debt due

from Onesimus to his master, from breach of trust. De Wette and

Meyer, however, understand dfaihei as merely a more definite limi

tation of 7}diK7]ae. In no case is it admissible to refer the words

merely to the offence of running away.
&quot; Place to my account/

TO&amp;gt;TO,
sc. whether punishment or debt. On t-AAoya, in sense r

fc-AAdyej (Eom. v. 13), which Tischendorf has received, comp. Meyer.
Yer. 19. In a playful turn (lepide sane base profert, Theophy-

lact), which expresses the confidence of love, Paul now places with

his own hand an acknowledgment of the debt :

&quot; I Paul have writ

ten with my own hand, I will
repay.&quot;

ATremo) (only here), general,
&quot;

to make good, make restitution, expiate.&quot;
It is better, perhaps,

to suppose that Paul wrote the entire epistle, than that he took the

pen to add these words. &quot;Not to say to
thee,&quot;

continues the apostle.

The expositors take ooi with Aeyw, and take Iva as expressing the de

sign of cypaipa dnoTiaa). The sense of the whole is then :

&quot; not to say
to thee that thou owest to me not merely that which I have now de

clared my readiness to pay, but thine own self also.&quot; But what, under

this construction, is the force of aoi ? So also the nai and irpoc-

have no relation in the context, as Paul has not said that Philemon

owes to him that which he himself is going to pay. &quot;Iva also stands

but harshly with typo^a and ano-iou
;

this bond stands much more

fittingly as an independent document. It is thus perhaps better to

connect Iva with rovro tyol t-AAoya ; put this to my charge, that is

to say, to thine
;
since not barely this (sc. what I have declared

myself willing to pay), but even thyself thou owest to me. Thus
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aoi, Kai and npog have their appropriate place and significance. Phil

emon owes himself to the apostle, as having been converted by him,

which, as Paul was not himself in Colossae, may have occurred

during his residence in Ephesus.
Ver. 20. Na, dcJeA^e, eyc5 oov dvai^v. Nat confirmatory = our

yea. What is confirmed is shewn by the emphatically prefixed eyw,
to which Meyer properly calls attention. It is I myself, says the

apostle, that would desire advantage from, would have enjoyment of

thee, not Onesirnus
;

it is to me that thou provest thy love. The
clause is a comprehensive summing up, and refers to the entire form
of the request pertaining to Onesimus, in which Paul makes the

cause of Onesirnus his own (Meyer), not to Trpoaofeikeig (De Wette),
as indicated by the t-y. Ovaipriv to rejoice in any one frequent
in the classics, especially of parents in reference to children, is found

in the New Testament only here. We may then, with the more pro

bability, infer an allusion to the name of Onesimus (Winer s Gr.,

68, 2), the point of which is purposely heightened by the
ty&amp;lt;5.

The KV Xpiaru marks the desired enjoyment, though referring to an

earthly matter, as yet Christian in its character. So immediately
after avdiravaov iv Xptar& the relief (ava~aviv}, refers to his solici

tude for Onesimus ;
the t-v Xptarw marks it as essentially Christian,

transfers the act within the Christian sphere, if Philemon acts in it

as a Christian. Comp. Harless at Eph. iv. 1. This is the very aim
and business of the Christian to have this Christian direction given
to his whole conduct, to have his whole life elevated from its nat

ural degradation into the domain of Christ and thus sanctified
;

hence the phrase iv Kvpiy so frequently appended by the apostle.

The Codd. decide for tV Xpjcrrw in the second passage (comp. Tisch-

endorf). Avdnavoov rd onkdyxva as ver. 7 ;
his heart is troubled

about Onesimus.

VERS. 21-25. CONCLUSION OF THE EPISTLE.

Ver. 21.
&quot;

Belying upon thy obedience I have written to thee,

knowing that thou wilt do even more than I
say.&quot;

The letter is

already written
;
what is added is merely supplementary. Hence

we may not, with De Wette, refer in respect to the Aor. eypai/&amp;gt;a
to

avcTTtyii/jajuei ,
ver. 11

;
it merely glances back at the&quot; now written

letter (Winer s Gr., 40, 5, 2, p. 249). With these words the

apostle gives Philemon to understand what he expects from him.

The letter, he says, shews what confidence he reposes in him
;

Philemon will not disappoint it. The newtOu? ry vnatcoy, it is true,

points again to his apostolic authority ; yet not in any such sense

as to be in contradiction to ver. 8. The obedience of Philemon is
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presupposed in the letter. He requests, not because he fears that

his command would be unavailing, but because he knows it is un

necessary. Nay, he knows and is convinced that Philemon will do

beyond what he asks. If vnep b Aeyw refers to emancipation, then

it cannot have been involved in the previous request ;
those who re

gard it as thus previously involved (as De Wette), must refer this

to still additional benefactions. But the words may be understood,
without any such specific reference, of increased kindness toward

Onesimus.

Yer. 22. The apostle subjoins to this the request that he would

prepare for him entertainment, as he hopes to be u
granted&quot;

to them.

&quot;Apa
dt- Kai presupposes the undoubted fulfilment of his previous en

treaty. It is conjectured, perhaps not erroneously, that this request

thus immediately subjoined, or rather the promise which it involves,

is intended, as a confirmation of love on his part, to support and

enforce that entreaty. As to the hope here expressed by the apos

tle, comp. Phil. i. 25, ii. 24
;

&quot;

Through your prayers/ he presup

poses in them their prayer for his deliverance (oomp. Col. iv. 3, seq.;

Eph. vi. 19), and attaches great importance to their prayers, as he

ascribes to them his freedom ;
which with him is assuredly not a mere

phrase. Comp. Eom. xv. 30
;
2 Cor. i. 11

;
Phil. i. 19, etc. How

closely was the apostle connected with his churches by prayer which

he offered perpetually for them and they for him ! How widely
removed are we from this pattern of the apostolic age ! How fee

ble with us the tie which connects teachers and scholars ! On xaPL0

Oijaoiiai, to be granted as a matter of favour, an expression frequent
with the apostle, also in the Pass., comp. for this passage specially

Acts iii. 14, xxvii. 24.

Vers. 23, 24. The Salutations. Head daTTd&rai, singular.

Those who send salutations are the same as Col. iv. 10-14
; except

that Jesus Justus, there named, is here past over. Why, is uncer

tain
; comp., however, Wieseler, p. 417, Anm. Epaphras (on his

relation to Epaphroditus, Phil. ii. 25, comp. in loco), is designated
here as ewaixtidkuTog. on the contrary, Col. iv. 10, Aristarchus. It

is probable, as Meyer remarks at Col. iv. 10, and Wieseler, p. 417,

seq., that the expression denotes not compulsory, but voluntary im-

pnsonment, thus referring to Paul s companions, who alternately
remained with him in his guarded dwelling, and that Epaphras now,
Aristarchus before, was performing this service of love. Meyer also re

marks that ovvaixpdkuTos, used only of prisoners of war, designates
the apostle, like ovorpaTiuTris, as a soldier of Christ. Ev Xpiarti

ITJOOV expresses more than the genitive ;
to wit, that he shares the

apostle s imprisonment not merely in the cause of Christ, but in a

Christian way ; comp. Harless at Eph. iv. 1.
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Ver. 25. The closing blessing as Gal. vi. 18
;
Phil. iv. 23, and

so 2 Tim. iv. 22
;
to wit, not simply

&quot; with
you,&quot;

but &quot; with your

spirit.&quot;
It thus designates that position of humanity which is the

most immediate subject of Divine influence. The fyels are those

named ver. 2.

The subscription sustains the prevalent hypothesis of the com

position of the epistle during Paul s recorded imprisonment in

Koine.
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EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

INTRODUCTION.

THE Lord Jesus Christ lias said : Search the Scriptures, for
they are they which testify of me. The Holy Scriptures of the old

covenant testify of Christ, and that not merely because particular

prophecies pointing to Christ are to be found here and there in

them. The entire history of the revelation of God in the old cove

nant is one great preintimation of the future Messiah
;
and this

/ac-revelation and /acf-prophecy formed the condition and the

basis of the particular worc?-prophecies which God gave in a super
natural manner by his special instruments. It is wrong to overlook

this unity of basis
;
but it is equally so to attempt to derive these

particular word-revelations as developments from that basis, and to

overlook their properly supernatural character. In the garden of

Eden immediately after the fall, God directs the hope of the human
race to a son of the woman, who is to break the power of the ser

pent ;
Eve exults in her first joy as a mother she has borne a man

child, and with him she has received Jehovah back again ;
she re

gards her child as the promised one who is to win back for men the

favour, nearness, and possession of Jehovah. She is mistaken.

The human race must first go deep downwards in order to be able

to rise upwards yes, it must pursue an ever downward course
;

all

human greatness must be brought low
;
until humanity is so hum

bled as to be capable of placing itself in a purely receptive relation

towards the salvation provided ; then, and not till then, will the

woman s seed be given to it
;
for it cannot produce that seed. This

is the fundamental law of all revelation and all prophecy in the Old

Testament.

After that judicial visitation by which the degenerate race of man
was buried and baptized (immersed, sunk) in the flood, Noah, who

came forth from this baptism as the father of a new humanity, the

second Adam of the old covenant, lays on Shem s head the blessing

that the Lord shall be his God
;
Canaan shall serve Shcm, Japhet

shall live with Shcm in peace and friendship. And when the

* To dwell in the tents of any one to bo hospitably received by any oae.

VOL. VI. 18
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families of men, five generations after Noah, are separated from

each other, the promise is made to the Shemite Abraham on account

of his faith, that his posterity shall form the central point of a

future reunion of mankind in the blessing. But not until after

three generations of affliction will God put the seed of Abraham in

possession of the inheritance promised to him (Gen. xv.).

Here begins the operation of that wonderful principle of delay,

according to which the last part of a promised epoch is extended

anew to a period embracing several epochs, and the last of these is

again distributed into several epochs, and so forth. The third gen
eration after Abraham, that of Joseph, with which the affliction

properly speaking first begins, lengthens itself out again to three

generations. On the expiration of these comes the promised re

demption of the seed of Abraham from affliction (Gen. xv.), but in

such a manner as that the redemption then first begins, and this

too only typically and preliminarily. Israel is redeemed from the

Egyptian bondage ;
as in Noah the human race, so under Moses

the seed of Abraham passed through a baptism, and came forth

from a baptism in the Ked Sea
;
Israel was emancipated through

Moses, but came not through Moses into its rest, into the posses

sion of the promised land. Joshua conducted it into the land, but

the land was not yet entirely possessed, Israel continued to be

harassed and oppressed by the heathen, and the last forty years pre
vious to the battle at Ebenezer were truly again years of bondage.

Being again delivered by Samuel, the people obtained in Saul a

king, but not after God s heart, full of carnal timidity and carnal

courage, insolent and faint-hearted. The king after God s heart,

David, must again himself reproduce the destinies of the whole seed

of Abraham in his own individual life, and, through much tribula

tion, enter into glory. But yet his reign was one of Avar and con

flict, not of peace, and the triumphing prince of peace, Solomon,
was after him.

Doubtless there was given in David a fulfilment of the old

promises of salvation, but one that was merely human, therefore

lying under the curse of everything human, and liable to pass

away. Hence there was opened to David by means of the prophet
Nathan (2 Sam. vii.) a second perspective view of the promised

salvation, in the fulfilment of which, however, the same law of.delay

obtains as in the first. Not David, but Ms seed after him shall

build a house to the Lord; for him the Lord will build a house, and

will be his father, and he shall reign with God forever. David im

mediately perceives, and rightly (2 Sam. vii. 19
; comp. chap, xxiii. 1),

that this wonderful prophecy
&quot;

points to the distant future/ and

represents the form of &quot;a man who is God.&quot; And, in like manner,

Solomon, when he consecrates the temple of stone (1 Kings viii.
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26, 27) acknowledges that that prophecy of Nathan s is not yet ful

filled by this act. Therefore, when Solomon sought, by intercourse

with the nations, by marriage and philosophy, to break through the

limits of the Mosaic law, he wrongly anticipated a freedom which

was to become possible only through the new covenant, plunged
himself and his people into idolatry, and brought about a deep
national decline

;
and so his proverbs and his song of songs are

placed as monuments, not merely of his wisdom, but at the same
time also of his folly, among the Chethubim of the Old Testament
canon.

Solomon s temple of stone then, was only a first, a provisional
fulfilment of Nathan s prophecy. Under him, and after him, the

kingdom, power, and glory of Israel fell more and more into decay,
and as ungodliness increased, the prophets, and Elijah among the

number, looked around for the judgments of God. But to him it

was revealed that the Lord is not in storm and fire, but in the still

small voice
;
and Joel, too, uttered the same truth. The people

deserve indeed even now judgment and destruction
;
but with the

judgment the Lord will grant forgiveness ;
he will first pour out his

Spirit, and then come to judgment. Redeeming grace is to go be

fore judicial severity. The eye of hope was now turned to redeem

ing grace ;
the promised descendant of David was more and. more

clearly revealed to the prophets. He is not to be born in palaces ;

as the first, so the second David must be sought by the daughters
of Zion in times of sore travail, of heavy afflictions, by the sheep-
folds of Bethlehem (Mic. v. 5). The daughter of the house of

David, so haughty under Ahaz, must, by unheard of sufferings, be

brought to conduct herself in a purely receptive manner as a maid

(ttteV?) in order to bring forth the son, and she will then, no longer

trusting in her own strength, call him &quot; GOD WITH us.&quot; Israel, ap

pointed as the servant of God to convert the heathen, but alto

gether unfit for this work (Is. xlviii.), and himself an idolater (Is.

xliv.), is to be again brought into bondage by a force coming from the

Euphrates (Assyrian, later, from Is. xxxviii. onwards, Babylonian);
in the time of his subjugation the true servant of God will come,
will first work out by his atoning sacrificial death the inward re

demption, the forgiveness of sins (chap, liii.),
then convert the

heathen (chap, liv.), and finally, convert and deliver the still har

dened Israel (chap. Ixiv. Ixvi., comp. Rom. xi.).
But here again

comes in a delay. Not 70 years, as Jeremiah has prophesied, is the

subjugation of Israel under the heathen to last
;
but as Daniel has

revealed, 7 x 70 years, nay, as is immediately added by way of cor

rection, still longer (inasmuch as from the building of Jerusalem

under Nehcmiuh 7 x 62 years were to elapse). After 70 years in

deed, Israel is to return to their land
;
but the subjugation under
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the heathen is to continue over five centuries. Accordingly, the re

building of the temple under Zerubbabel was again but a type of

the building of the temple already promised by Nathan, which

God himself was to undertake. And so Malachi, the last of the

prophets, directed the eye of the people to the messenger of the

Lord, who was soon to come to his temple, to visit and to sift

Israel, and to separate the wheat from the empty chaff (comp.

Matth. iii. 12).

This signification and course of prophecy must of itself have

appeared to any one who gave attentive heed to the Old Testament,
and who in heart and mind belonged to that covenant

; not, how

ever, to the impenitent, not to the mass of the people of Israel.

Now the two books of the New Testament in which is represented
the insight of the spiritually-minded Israelites into the Old Testa

ment revelation after it was brought to full maturity by the Holy

Spirit, are, the Gospel of Matthew and the Epistle to the Hebrews,
to which, however, the address of Stephen (Acts vii.) is to be added

as a very important passage having the same character. Stephen
adduces from the collective history of the Old Testament (in which

he points throughout with special emphasis to the principle of delay

already noticed*) rather the negative proof that the law and the

temple, although Divine, are not the highest and last form of the

revelation and dwelling-place of God. Matthew adduces rather the

positive proof that Jesus is the promised son (seed) of Abraham
and David, that in him, therefore, the first prospect disclosed to

Abraham (Gen. xv.). as well as the second opened to David through
Nathan (2 Sam. vii.) have found their termination. Matthew, too,

refers to the same law of delay, when, in chap. i. 2, seq_., he shews,
that in place of the three ni^n, Gen. xv., there came three great

periods, that of typical elevation until the time of David, that of

decline until Jeremiah, and that during which the house of David

was in a condition of poverty and lowliness until Mary. In conduct

ing this proof, however, the Evangelist does not of course take as

the frame-work of his particular reasonings an exposition of the Old

Testament prophecy, but a record of the New Testament fulfilment.

The Old Testament prophecy is by Matthew taken for granted as

already known. The Epistle to the Hebrews, on the contrary, starts

from the Old Testament, formally developes the component parts of

that dispensation in a treatise systematically arranged, and shews

how, in all its parts, it points to Jesus. The history of Jesus is

here taken for granted as known. This method is more remote,
more indirect, and more philosophical than the other. Stephen s

practical aim was to defend himself from the charge of speaking

blasphemy against the law and the temple ;
that of Matthew was

*
Comp. my Grit, of the Gospel History, 2 ed. p. 689.
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to furnish, the Jewish Christians with a written substitute for the

oral preaching of the twelve. What practical necessity occasioned

the writing of the Epistle to the Hebrews ?

No book of the New Testament, and, in general, of the Holy

Scriptures, owes its origin to a mere subjective literary choice, to a

mere love of writing on the part of the author. The Epistle to the

Hebrews, accordingly, however systematic and almost scientific its

contents are, was occasioned by a practical necessity. The investi

gations concerning its author we must refer from the introduction

(to which they do not belong, and where they are not as yet even

possible) to the close of the commentary ; but, for the better under

standing of the epistle itself, some preliminary observations respect

ing the occasion of it must needs be made.

It is evident from Acts ii. 5, and Acts xv., and Gal. ii., that the

Jewish Christians, though not resting their justification before God
on the Mosaic law, yet observed that law (Acts ii. 38, iii. 19, iv. 12).

And this too was quite natural. For that law was not only given

by God, and not yet abrogated by him, nay, observed even by Christ

himself (Gal. iv. 4, seq.), but besides this, being national as well as

religious, it had become so entirely a part of the Israelitish customs

and manner of life, it was so wrought into the texture of the whole

conduct and life of that people, that so long as they were a people,
and so long as Jewish Christians were members of the Israelitish

state, a renunciation of those national customs was purely incon

ceivable. It may, indeed, be doubted whether the Israelites who
had become Christians, continued to fulfil those legal observances

which bore a more optional character. It can scarcely be supposed,
for example, that every one who fell into a sin would bring the guilt

or the sin-offering into the temple. On the other hand, the manner
of preparing meats, the observance of the Sabbath, etc., remained

the same.

Indeed, until the destruction of Jerusalem, when God, by the

overthrow of the Israelitish state, put an end to Israelitish nation

ality and customs, the hope of seeing Israel converted as a whole,

although it had been ever lessening, was not entirely given up ;
and

this of itself was a reason for the Jewish Christians not separating
themselves , from the Israelitish community. Thus the Jewish

Christians, or to speak more correctly, the Israelites who believed on

the Messiah, were in the habit of frequenting the temple for daily

prayer. But the hatred of the unbelieving Jews towards them grew
more and more intense. Towards the end of the fiftieth year they
no longer suffer the presence of the apostle Paul in the temple

(Acts xxi. seq.), although they dared not yet openly cast him out as

a Jewish Christian, but availed themselves of the pretext that he

had taken a Gentile Christian into the temple along with him. But
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that the time came when Christians as such, Jewish Christians also,

were no longer suffered to appear in the temple, may be inferred

from the Epistle to the Hebrews. The persecution of the Chris

tians under Nero may have emboldened the Jews
;
their courage

rose when they saw the Christians sacrificed also by the Komans.

This period of affliction for the church in Jerusalem may have

begun in the sixtieth year. There were, however, weak ones in

whose minds conscientious scruples might be awakened by this ex

clusion from the Theocracy of the old covenant. They were not yet
able to walk without crutches. They were afraid lest with the

privilege of access to the temple and of fellowship with the com
monwealth of Israel, they should lose at the same time their claim

to the common salvation of God. Such weak ones are not to be

sought among the older members of the church who had already

grown grey in Christianity, but rather among the neophytes and

such as were on the point of conversion. Conversion to Christianity
threatened to come to a stand. And yet it was the last hour

;
and

whoever was to be saved from the judgments impending over Israel

must be saved now. In these circumstances the Epistle to the He
brews was written, designed for a certain circle of neophytes and

catechumens then existing ;
useful for all in future times who

should occupy an analogous position. The aim of this epistle is to

prove from the nature and principal elements of the old covenant

itself, that the revelation and redemption through the Messiah

promised in the old covenant, is represented even in the old cove

nant as an absolute revelation, as sufficient in itself, by which the

Old Testament types become superfluous.



THE EXORDIUM,

(Chap. i. 1-3.)

WHILE all tlic rest of the New Testament epistles begin by
mentioning the name and office of their authors, as also the churches

for which they are intended, this form of introduction which was

usual in ancient times is wanting in the Epistle to the Hebrews.

Some have sought to account for this circumstance by saying that

the author intended to compensate for the effect of a formal super

scription by the solemn and highly oratorical style of the introduction.

This supposition, however, will not suffice fully to explain the case.

The impression that would have been made on the readers and

hearers by the name of an apostle or some other authoritative person,

might indeed be compensated by the impression which the lofty

utterance of the heart and mind of such a person could not fail to

produce ; they could, so to speak, hear the man from the force of the

ivords, and believe, as it were, that they saw him before them. But
the want of the superscription itself was not thereby compensated.
We can scarcely conceive that any one would have addressed a letter

to a church without mentioning his name at all. It only remains

therefore to be supposed, that this writing which we hold under the

name of the Epistle to the Hebrews was originally accompanied by
a shorter epistle properly so called, and therefore that the epistle

itself was not one in the proper sense of the term. And this sup

position is confirmed by a number of considerations drawn from the

substance of the epistle, to which our attention will be directed at

the proper time, and of which we will here specify some of the most

striking. The hortatory passages are not, as in most of the other

epistles, closely engrafted on the didactic, so that the doctrinal

parts pass naturally into the practical ;
but the former are wound

up in a strictly scientific manner without any hortatory and practical

side-glances, and the latter are abruptly placed between the doctrinal

sections (chap. ii. 1-3, iii. 1-10, v. 11, vi. 12, etc.) The practical

parts too, show a systematic form, the result of reflexion, an in

tended transition to a new doctrinal section is introduced in the form

of a short hortatory or personal remark (iii. 1, viii. 1). The partic

ular sections of the doctrinal parts are, however, marked by a pec?i~
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liar species of formal superscriptions, of which we shall soon have

to speak, and the nature of which can be seen from the translation

which we have annexed to the commentary. Moreover, the course

of the investigation and the reasoning in the doctrinal parts is often

so intricate, so many ideas are often compressed into few words, that

we can hardly suppose the object of the epistle was fulfilled by a

single reading before the assembled church (as we must suppose
was the case even with the most didactic of Paul s epistles, that to

the Romans, which however might easily be understood on a first

reading) ;
but it rather appears, that this Epistle to the Hebrews

was designed, after having been read, to serve as a groundwork for

a formal course of instruction, very probably of instruction for cate

chumens. This opinion is confirmed also by the passages chap. v.

11, seq., vi. 1, seq., where the writer makes some systematic remarks

on the method of instruction to be pursued in the Christian Church;
with which may be compared also the passage viii. 1, where again in

a systematic form a recapitulation is given of what has been said on

to that place, as the foundation of what is farther to be brought
forward.

After all, then, we shall not be chargeable with undue boldness

if we maintain, that the Epistle to the Hebrews was, in respect of

its form, not an epistle in the proper sense, but a treatise. That

this assertion implies no denial of its having been written with a

practical aim is evident from what has been said in the introduction;

all that we think and say is, that in respect of its form, it goes

beyond the nature of an epistle, of a direct effusion in which the

writer transfers himself in spirit to his readers, and speaks to them

although not without a plan (comp. the Epistle to the Romans), yet

always without the consciousness of system and from the immediate

impulse of the heart, and that it therefore thoroughly bears the

character of a systematic treatise. Hence also we account for the

absence of the address which is indispensable to every epistle. A
mere verbal salutation by the person who conveyed the writing could

not supply the place of this address, not even on the supposition of

its being a treatise. It would be too strange to suppose, that the

author who had written so much should not write a few additional

lines with his own name. These accompanying lines, however, in

the case before us, would be addressed not to the church, but rather

to some individual teacher in it, and we can easily see from this how

they might come to be lost.

That the writing was intended for a certain limited circle of

readers, not for a circle of churches, not even for one entire church,

is very evident from chap. iii. 6, v. 12. The persons there addressed

form quite a definite circle of persons represented as undergoing a

course of instruction. This, of course, does not imply that the
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writing was not used for a similar object in all analogous cases, be

yond this circle, and that in this way, at a very early period, it may
not have obtained a circulation suited to its high importance.

The three first verses, inasmuch as they develop the ground-idea
of the epistle, form a sort of introduction to the principal parts
which follow from ver. 4 onwards. The structure of the period in

these verses has justly been noticed by all commentators as remark

able for its beauty. The period is as perspicuous and clear as it is

long, rich, and complicated ;
a fine succession of thought expressed

in a form finished even to the minutest detail, gives it a claim to

rank among the finest periods of the Greek authors. The first verse

gives forth in a majestic style the ground-theme of the whole treatise.

The revelation of God in Ms Son is opposed to the revelations of
God by the prophets as the higher, as the one, undivided, absolute

revelation. To confirm this the person and work of the Son are

developed in ver. 2, 3.

Yer. 1. The subject with the clauses in apposition to it forms a

series of parallel antithesis to the verbal-predicate with its qualifying
clauses.

&quot; God who has spoken to the fathers by the prophets.&quot;

AaXelv is used in the sense of -sn to denote the revealing utterance

of God, in which sense it frequently occurs in the Epistle to the

Hebrews
(ii. 2, ix. 19, etc.), and elsewhere in the New Testament

(Acts iii. 24
;
James v. 10

;
2 Pet. i. 21). By the narepes here are

meant, of course, not merely the patriarchs, but all those former

generations of Israel that have preceded the ^efo those at present

living ;
in a word : the forefathers. The idea implied in Trpofitjrai

is to be understood in a similarly wide sense * even in the Old Tes

tament *o25 does not always denote merely the prophet with refer

ence to his special office, but sometimes quite generally, every organ
of divine revelation. It is so used here. UpoQfjrai here, according
to the context, comprehends all Old Testament organs of revelation,

in so far as they were mere organs of God, in opposition to the Son,

who, according to ver. 3, was more than a mere organ. It is doubt

ful, however, in what sense the preposition fa is to be understood.

The interpretation given by those who take TrpoQfjrat to denote the

writings of the prophets, and refer the & to these writings, is, on

account of the parallel member fa vl&, altogether untenable. Much
more may be said in favour of that explanation which we find already

given by Thomas Aquinas, and afterwards adopted by Beza, Carpzov,

Albcrti, Block, and others, that fa is to be taken in the strictest and
most proper sense in which it is used in Greek. According to this,

fa cannot be referred immediately to AoAetv (for the author surely
does not intend to say that God has spoken in the prophets within

them, he rather says that God has spoken to the fathers by the

prophets), but &v must be supplied. God was in the prophets and
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spoke to the fathers
;
he was in the Sou and spoke to us. But

although, in itself considered, it might be proper enough to speak
of God being in the prophets (i. e. relatively through his Spirit),

and in like manner of God being in Christ (by the absolute hypo-
static presence of the Logos in him), still it is in the highest degree

improbable, that an author whose purpose it was from the outset to

mark with the strongest emphasis the difference between the Son

and the prophets, and the superiority of the former over the latter,

should have placed those two entirely different modes of the indwell

ing of God parallel to each other by means of the same expression.

I decidedly agree therefore with the interpretation of Chrysostom,

(Ecumenius, Luther, Calvin, Grotius, Tholuck, that &v here in both

places has an instrumental signification, and is to be understood in

the sense of the Heb. 5,

&quot;

by.&quot;
Granted that this use of the word

cannot be shoNvn in the genuine Greek profane literature, there is

nothing to prevent our regarding it as a Hebraism. Bleek, indeed,
thinks the language of the Epistle to the Hebrews bears a so purely
Greek character, that we must hesitate to admit the supposition of

a Hebraism
;
but how easily might such an unconscious Hebraism

slip from the pen of a native Israelite, who naturally thought in

Hebrew what he wrote in Greek, however careful he was to construct

his periods in genuine Greek ! And is not the use of ol al&ve$ in

ver. 2 likewise a Hebraism ? But are not unconscious Hebraisms

in the use of prepositions much more easily accounted for in an

author who in other respects writes good Greek than conscious

Hebraisms in the use of nouns for which (as for ol al&ves) genuine
Greek expressions (6 Koo/wg, rd rcdvra) were quite at hand ?

The adverbs nokvfieptig and TrokvTponug, according to Tholuck

and others, have no essential definite meaning, because no dnktic

or fc-0a7ra| stands opposed to them, but are used merely for the sake

of amplification. But dirh&s and tydna!-, as we shall immediately

see, would not even have formed a right antithesis. That a writing

of which the &quot;

tot verba tot pondera&quot; holds so true, begins with an

amplification, is a supposition to which, recourse will then only be

had when every possibility of another interpretation has been cut oft .

Already several among the Fathers, and then Calvin, Lirnborcb,

Capellus, J. Gerhard, Calov, and Bleek, explain 7ro/U^epa5$- as point

ing to the different times and periods, 7ToXvTp6nG)$ to the different

ways and forms of the divine revelation in the Old Testament dis

pensation. This interpretation, however, does not precisely bring

out the idea of the writer. Ho^v^ep^ does not contain precisely a

chronological reference
;
the antithesis is not that God has spoken

often by the prophets but only once by his Son (according to which

less would be attributed to Christ than to them), but the opposition

is, between the distribution of the Old Testament revelation among
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the prophets, and the undivided fulness of the New Testament
revelation by Christ. ILohvpep&s means not &quot;many times/ but

&quot;manifoldly,&quot;

u
in many parts/ In like manner, the Old Testament

revelation is said to be many-formed, in opposition to that rpoTrog

which was not one among the many, but the one which outweighed
the many, the absolute which fully corresponded with the ovoia.

Thus we see how a arca% or dnk&s could not follow in the opposite
member of the sentence. The real antithesis to TTokvpep&g and

TroAfrpd/ro)^ lies in vers. 2, 8.

The time denoted by -ndXai is commonly explained of the time

before Malachi, with whom the succession of the prophets ceased.

But surely the writer does not mean to say specifically, that God
has spoken in times of old, but no more since these times. TldXai is

rather explained simply from the antithesis tV ec^d-ov, etc., without

supposing that a remote and unnatural allusion is made to the

interval between Malachi and the Baptist.

But the expression tV a%d~ov r&v i]nep&v TOVTUV (that the reading

saxdruv is false may now be considered as fully established) with

which we pass to the second member of the sentence the predicate,

stands in need of being interpreted itself. Here also the suppo
sition of a Hebraism is indispensable, not one that can be said to be

either involuntary or arbitrary, but one equally conscious and neces

sary, inasmuch as it relates to a doctrinal conception specifically

Jewish. Formally explained according to the Greek grammar, the

words would signify
&quot; at the end of these

days.&quot;
But what days are

to be understood by these ? The eetas of the writer ? But the

incarnation of Christ took place at the beginning not at the end of

the period. Or are we to understand the days of the prophets ?

But these did not reach down to the time of Christ
;
and nd\ai too

would then form no antithesis. With reason, therefore, have Bleek

and others explained err eo%aTov, etc., as equivalent to the Hebrew

bn?25 ir^tjxa. Conformably to the Old Testament prophecy, the

Israelites distinguished the period of the world which then was, as

the wh tV.3&amp;gt; from the period of glorification which was to begin with

the resurrection, the ssri
bV^&amp;gt; the advent and work of the Messiah

was to form the transition from the one to the other, and this was,
therefore wont to be viewed and denoted partly as the end of this

time, partly also as the beginning of the future. That the Messianic

or &quot;

last&quot; time would again divide itself into two periods that of

the life of Jesus in his humiliation, and that of his coming again in

glory was as yet not at all known to the Jews, and the Christians

of the apostolic age had as yet no intuition at least of the length of

the intervening period, nay could not have such an intuition ;
hence

they included the whole period from the birth of Christ on to his

promised corning again in the to^arai imtyai (Acts ii. 17
;
1 John
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ii. 18). In opposition to it then, Trdkai denotes the whole antecedent

period, the time of the promise, of the Messianic prophecy which

preceded the time of the fulfilment.

In the time of the fulfilment has God spoken to us by bis Son.

The idea expressed in vlog needs limitation on two sides. First,

vlog is not simply synonymous with Aoyo^ (John i.),
it is nowhere in

the Holy Scriptures used to denote the only begotten qua eternally

pre-existent. And therefore, formally at least, the ecclesiastical

terminology goes beyond the biblical usage, when it transfers the

name Son to denote also the relation which that person holds in the

Trinity; this transference, however, is indeed perfectly justifiable,

because he who with respect to his incarnation is called vlog in Scrip

ture, is the same who before his incarnation existed from eternity
with the Father. Indeed, the doctrine of Scripture (John i. 14) is

not that the eternal Logos teas united to a son of Mary, to a human
nature in the concrete sense : but that the eternal hypos tatical

Logos became man, assumed human nature in the abstract sense,

concentrated itself by a free act of self-limitation prompted by love,

into an embryo human life, a slumbering child-soul, as such formed

for itself unconsciously, and yet with creative energy, a body in the

womb of the Virgin, and hence he who in the Scripture is called

Son as incarnate, is one and the same subject with that which

with respect to its relation of oneness with the Father, is called

6 Xoyog or 6 povo-yevrj^. Nay, even as incarnate he can only there-

fore be called the Son of God because in him the eternal novoyevfa

became man. And hence, in the second place, we must guard

against explaining the idea involved in the vlog from the relation of

the incarnate as man to the Father, as if he were called &quot;

Son&quot; in

the sense in which other pious men are called &quot;

children&quot; of God.

For it is evident even from the antithesis to the npoffiTai, chiefly,

however, from the second and third verses, that vlog is the designa
tion of the man Jesus qua the incarnate eternal Aoyo^.

This is apparent chiefly from the absence of the article. Ex

actly rendered, we must translate the words thus &quot; God spake to

us by one who was Son/ who stood not in the relation of prophet
but in the relation of Son to him. If it were tv r&

v/&amp;lt;3,
then Christ

would be placed as this individual in opposition to the individual

prophets ;
but as the article is wanting it is the species that is placed

in opposition to the species (although of course Christ is the single

individual of his species).

Ver. 2. The description of the person of the Son begins in the

second verse, from which it evidently appears how God hath revealed

himself by Christ not Trohvpeptis KOI no^vrponuc, but absolutely and

perfectly. Christ was more than a human instrument^ he was him--

self God.
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The principal question in the interpretation of this verse is

whether the clause ov
ZOrjicev, etc., denotes the act which preceded

that described in the clause & ov, etc., or one which followed it.

The meaning of the second clause is clear
;
from it therefore we

must set out in our investigation.
Ol al&veg (as in xi. 3) is used in the sense of the Hebrew tV^

ftey-.* to denote the worlds, while in Greek it signifies only the times.

By the Son has God made the worlds
;
we find the same in John i.

1, seq. ; Col. i. 15-22. The eternal self-revelation of God in him

self, through the eternal utterance of his fulness in the eternal per
sonal word which God speaks to himself (John i. 1) and in the

breath of the eternal spirit, forms the ground and therewith the

eternal (not temporal) prius of the revelation of himself proceeding
from the will of the Triune in a sphere which is not eternal, but one

of time and space, which is not God but creature. And as the will

which called creation into being is the will of the one Triune God,
the Son and the Spirit were therefore partakers in the work

;
the

world was made by the Father through the Son.

Now in what relation to this act does the act denoted by the

words ov gobies K^rjpovopov ndv-uv stand ? Were we to regard it as

an act preceding the creation of the world, we might then be

tempted to explain it of the eternal generation of the Son himself.

Butx how in this case can an all tilings be spoken of which the Son
receives as an inheritance ? How can it be said : ivJwm (the Son)
he made heir, how can the Son be presupposed as already existing,

if it be his generation that is intimated in these words ? The only
sense then that can be affixed to the words on this hypothesis is

something to the effect, that God already before the creation of the

world destined the Son, who was generated from all eternity, to be

its future possessor. But what practical aim could such an idea

have in the context not to say that a before and after can have no

place in eternity ? We are, therefore, compelled to turn to the

othei view, that of Tholuck, according to which t
Orjice, etc., is to bo

understood of an act of God performed in time towards the incar

nate Son of God, namely, that crowning of the incarnate one fol

lowing upon his sufferings, which is afterwards more particularly
described in .chap. ii. vcr. 9, and of which the apostle Paul speaks in

Phil. ii. 9-11. The Son of God having, out of eternal compassion

ating love, laid aside the glory which he possessed in eternity (John
xvii. 5), and having in his incarnation come under the category of

time, and hero again having glorified his inner being under the form

of a human free will, and under the form of obedience manifested

his eternal love (Matth. xxvi. 39
;
Hcb. v. 8, x. 7), forthwith re

ceived back again that glory and honour (John xvii. 5), received

the dominion over heaven and earth from the Father s hand as hia
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crown and his just reward, and received this as the incarnate, who
still continues to be man, not divesting himself of the nature which

he once assumed (Heb. vii. 26, comp. with ix. 12, 24). And thus it

is shewn at length in Heb. ii. 5, that in him as their head and king
mankind are exalted above the angels.* In this then lies the great

difference between Christ and the prophets. The prophets were

heralds of the promised future inheritance; Christ is the heir him

self, the Lord and King of the Kingdom of God. The inheritance,
as it appeared to the prophets, was still more or less limited to the

people of Israel
;
at least the participation of the Gentiles in it ap

peared as yet under the form of a reception of the Gentiles into the

community of Israel
;
the inheritance as it has appeared in the ful

filment, is that kingdom of Christ which embraces the whole human
race (Eph. ii. 19), nay heaven and earth (Eph. i. 20, seq.). Upon

*
&quot;We must here guard ourselves against a representation of this subject which

sprang up in the scholastic period, and passed also into the period of the Reformation,

chiefly into the Lutheran theology a representation which unconsciously leads back to

Nestorianism, and from which, if one would escape its consequences without giving up
itself, there is no other outlet but Eutychianism. It is this that the Divine and the

human nature in Christ were two parts, or portions, or concreta, which were united in

the one person of Christ &quot;as fire and iron are united so as to make redhot
iron,&quot;

and

that the one part, the divine, always remained in the possession of the 66^a, while tlie

other part, the human, was only raised to a participation in the c56a at the exaltation of

Christ. When Eutyches taught (Mansi, torn. vi. p. 744): kit dvo fvoeov yeyewrjaQai ruv

KVOIOV
i][j.Cjv Trpu r/7f Ivuaeu^ JUETO, &amp;lt;5t- rijv gvuaiv juiav dvcriv (slvat.), the acute Leo justly

observed at the conclusion of the ep. Flav. that the first clause (Nestorian), was quite as

wrong as the second (Mouophysite). Tarn impie duarum naturarum ante incarnationem

unigeuitus Filius Dei dicitur, quam nefarie, postquam verbum caro factum est, natura in

eo singularis asseritur. The two natures, the Divine and the human, the films Dei and
the films Maria?, were not first separately existent, so that their union constituted the

entire Christ
;
but the Logos, retaining his nalura divina, his Divine nature, and laying

aside the
/too&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;i) 6eov, assumed in place of this the pop^i] tiovlov, i. e., he assumed the

nature of men (assemblage of properties, not an existens), and thus both natures, the Di

vine and the human, must now bo predicated of him. As, if a king s son, in order to

free his brother imprisoned in an enemy s country, were to go unknown into that coun

try, and hire himself as servant to the prison-keeper, ho would be both a real king s sou

and a real servant; the nature of a king s son belongs to him (only not the p.op$rj but

also the 66^a and TIJUTJ of such), for he would still bo the son of a king; but the nature

of a servant also belongs to him, for he really performs a servant s work and endures a .

servant s sufferings. But such a person could never have arisen through the union of a

king s son with a servant. Never could it be said of him as is said of Christ in the for- .

mula of concord (epit. ep. 8), the unia personalis is not a mere combinatio, quia potius

hie summa communio est, quam Deus assumpto Tiomine vere habet, or affirm. G : Quomodo
homo, Maria, filius, Deus aut filius Dei vero appellari posset, aut esset, si ipsius humanitas

(this is evidently understood as an exigens concretum) cum filio Dei non esset personal!-

ter unita. If we regard the two natures as two subsistences or parts, constituting to

gether the one person, there remains then no way of escape from the extremest

Nestorianism except that to which Eutyches had recourse, namely, that the one part

participated in the properties of the other. Nestorianism is therefore by no means the

opposite of Eutychianism, but merely what it presupposes. lie who has no part in the

former needs not the latter to help him out. In &quot;

Philippisnr lies the saving of our

theology from such errors.
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this, then, follows that second clause byivliom also, etc., simply by

way of confirming and at the same also of explaining the preceding.
Christ was appointed heir of the universe, nay, this universe has re

ceived its being through him. How proper and natural is it, that

he through whom the universe was made, after having humbled him

self and accomplished the gracious will of the Father, should as his

reward be also invested with the dominion over the universe as with

a permanent inheritance. The principal idea iri K^povofua is not

that of a possession which one receives through the death of another,
but a possession which he on his part can transfer as an inheritance

to his posterity, consequently, a permanent possession over which

he has full authority. (The passage chap. ix. 16, seq., would agree
with this interpretation if we were at liberty to translate diaQ-quri

there by &quot;testament.&quot; There too it would be the K^rjpovofwg himself

who had heired the inheritance, not through the death of another,

but who by his own death had acquired the right to transfer the in

heritance to others. Still when we come to that passage we shall

find that there is no reason for departing from the usual biblical

signification. of the word*&a(9//ft;??).

Ver. 3. The twofold idea which lies in the second verse is in

ver. 3 farther explained. These two things were said : that Christ

has been appointed in time (after the completion of the redemption-

work) to the thcocjatical inheritance of the Kingdom of God, and

that Christ is the eternal ground of the entire universe. The second

of these things is here repeated in the apposition which belongs to

the subject of the third verse : &v d^avyaoiia rrjg do^rjg KOI %apaKTrjp

TT/ vrroordoeMg avrov, (f&amp;gt;pG)v
re rd Trdvra

r&amp;lt;f&amp;gt; prjuari TTjg dvvdpsug avrov
;

the first in the verb ettdOioeVj etc., which contains the predicate and

the apposition belonging to the predicate-idea 7roi,r]od[iei oc, etc., con

sequently, in the words KaOapiojibv TTOirjadiiEToc; r&v
d[iaprttii&amp;gt;,

KKaOiasv

tv de%ia rffi (j,eya)Mavvr](; Iv vi/jTjXotg. (For that Troirjadpevog is in ap

position not to the subject 6V, but to the predicate-idea contained in

the verb, appears not only logically, from the idea itself, but also

grammatically, from the want of a /ca^before KaOapicfiov^ .

With regard to the reading, we may consider it as fully made
out after Bleek s searching investigation, that the words &quot;

61

iavrov&quot; before KaOapiaiwv and fftitiv after dimpri&v are to be can

celled.

We proceed now to the first member of the sentence the sub

ject with its appositions. Chiefly the expressions dnavyacfia ry/f

dofyg and ^apa/cr?)p T/# vnoardoeug require here a thorough investiga
tion. Erasmus, Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Limborch, and others have

understood dTravyaajm of the passive light, i. e., reflection or reflected

image which a lucid or illuminated body throws on a (smooth re

flecting) surface. According to this, Christ would be represented
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here as an image or reflection of the Father s glory, consequently,

his hypostatical separate existence from the Father is considered as

presupposed, and emphasis laid on his qualitative sameness with

the Father. Others again, as Capellus, Gomarus, Gerhard, Calov,

Bleek, have understood dnavyaofia rather as denoting the active

light or the rays which continually emanate from a shining body.

According to this, the son would be represented rather as a perpetual

life-act of the Father. But the first signification, as Bleek has

shewn, is, although etymologically defensible, still against the gram
matical usage ;

the second, on the contrary, appears to me to be

not justifiable on etymological grounds, or at least to rest on impre
cise expressions, and even the first, I would hesitate to defend on

etymological grounds. ATroAa/zTrw, with reference to any body, sig

nifies to throw out a light from itself, a-naorpdur^ to dart forth flashes

of lightning from itself, dnavyd^G) to throw out a lustre from itself

(not to produce a reflection on another i)ody). The nouns ending in

pa, however, denote, not the act as continuing, but the result of the

act as finished. Thus Krjpvypa is not the act of announcing, but the

announced message ;
in like manner Philo. trails his Logos an dnva-

7caa[m 7} dnavyaopa rijs paKaptag fyvoeug (ed. Mang. torn. i. p. 35),
where d-uanaafia must denote the separated part, and dnavyaaiia,

consequently, the secondary light radiated from the original light.

In the same sense do we take the expression here. It denotes, not

the brightness received from another body and thrown back as a re

flection or a mirrored image, nor the light continually proceeding
from a shining body as a light streaming out and losing itself in

space, but it denotes a light, or a bright ray which is radiated from

another light in so far as it is viewed as now become an independent

light. The expression ray-image (Germ. Strahlbild) best answers

to the original ;
as a ray-image, it is a living image composed of

rays not merely one received and reflected, but it is conceived of as

independent and permanent, it is more than a mere ray, more than

a mere image ;
a sun produced from the original light. We fully

agree therefore with Bleek when, following Chrysostom and Tlieo-

phylact, he finds the best interpretation of dfravyaafia in the expres

sion of the Nicene creed
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;o5f

t- 0wrof, but we differ from him when

he thinks that this interpretation is sufficiently rendered by the

German word &quot;

Strahl&quot;
&quot;

ray.&quot;

The original light from which the manifested ray-image has pro

ceeded, is denoted by the word dot-a (scil. avrov, Geov). Many com

mentators, as Tholuck, wrongly interpret this of the Shekinah,

that cloud of light under the Old Testament dispensation in which.

God revealed his presence and glory in a manner perceptible to the

outward sense to Moses, then to the High Priest in the holy of

holies, and last of all to the shepherds, Luke ii. 9. This would be
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impossible if for no other reason than this, that, as the original

light was then a light perceptible to the sense, much more must the

dTTavyacpa proceeding from it be a brightness apparent to the bodily

eye. But, moreover, according to this explanation, the Son, the

absolute, adequate, personal revelation of the Father would be de

graded beneath the Old Testament imperfect, typical, form of the

Divine manifestation, seeing that he would be represented as an

a^avjaona of the latter, which was not even itself an d^avyaa^a, but

was a mere reflection. Without doubt, therefore, those are right
who understand the expression dot-a in the supersensible meaning in

which it was used by John, and explain it of the eternal essential

glory of the Father, that light inaccessible of which Paul speaks in

1 Tim. vi. 16, and which God himself is (1 John i. 5). God s own
eternal unsearchable essence is light throughout, not a ftvOog, not a

dark original basis which must needs first develope itself into bright

ness, but light clear to itself, and self conscious, and comprehend

ing in itself the fulness of all possible things, an original monad
which bears in itself, and calls forth from itself the possibility and

reality of all monads full of wisdom and love. This is the origi

nal glory of the Father s essence, and this original glory was mani
fested to itself in eternity, and to the creature in time, inasmuch as

it allows to proceed from itself the Son, a living independent ray-

image, in whom all that glory finds itself again, and reproduces
itself in an absolute form, and in whose existence and manifestation

the love, as in his nature and qualities, the wisdom of the Father

represents itself.

This interpretation of the d^avyaoiia r?jg dofyg is confirmed by
Ihe expression which follows in the second member
vnoardoe^. Substantially the same thing is denoted by v

as by 66$ay only regarded from, another point of view. Aoa signi

fies the essence of the Father with reference to his glory in which

he represents himself before the eyes of the suppliant creature
;

vnoGracig denotes this essence as essence and without regard to its

outward manifestation. Originally vnoaraa^ signifies solidity, then

reality, Icing, existence. It is well known, that the term in its

philosophical use acquired an ambiguity of meaning which led to

mistakes in the Arian controversy. The Alexandrians taking the

word in the sense of &quot;

subsistence&quot; ascribed to the Son a proper
v-TToaraais (an independent existence) along with the Father, which

gave great offence to the Western Christians, inasmuch as they took

the word in the older sense to mean &quot;

essence,&quot; and therefore of

course could ascribe no other essence to the Son than to the Father.

In the passage before us v-ooraoLq is evidently used in the older

sense. True, Calvin, Beza, Salrneron, Gerhard, Calov, Suicer, and

others found a difficulty in the Son s being represented as a mere
VOL. VI. 19
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reflection of the Father s essence, seeing that he himself partici

pates in this essence, and were therefore induced to understand

vrcoa-aoLg rather in the later sense_, so that the person of the Son

was designated as an exact image of the person of the Father. This

however, on the one hand, would involve the anachronism of trans

ferring a later speculative theological terminology to the apostolical

times, to which the designation of the Father, Son, and Spirit as

three vKoardaetg was as yet so unknown that the author could not

possibly have used the word in the sense of &quot;

person&quot; without -being

unintelligible to his readers
;
on the other hand the whole difficulty

which has given rise to this false meaning, rests on an unsound in

terpretation of the word xapanrrip.

XapaKTTJp does not any more than dnavyaafia denote a mere re

flection, a copy. Derived from xapdoau it denotes not, as Wahland
Bretschneider assert,

&quot; an instrument for engraving/ a style or

chisel, but the mark made by a stamp, the features carved on the

stone, or the gem, or the seal-ring. It thus comes to signify meta

phorically, the features of a countenance, the features of character

and, thirdly and finally, in a weakened signification, it is also used

for a &quot;

characteristic mark,&quot;
a token by which anything is known

(like rvirog) (thus we speak of the character of a species of plants).
But %apaKT7Jp never denotes the copy of one body left by a seal or

signet on another
;

it never signifies the image or the copy of the

features of a countenance
;

Lucian speaks rather of sluoveg r&v

dvTipopfiuv xapaKT7}puv (de Amor. p. 1061). The third of the above

significations is evidently not suitable here
;
the Son can in no in

telligible sense be called a distinguishing mark or sign of the nature

of God
;
not less unsuitable is the second, viz., stamp in the sense

of expression, characteristic quality, which, besides being a figura

tive and abstract signification, is inadmissible partly, because the

Son cannot possibly be merely a quality of the Father, and partly

because the parallelism with d-avyaopa requires a concrete term.

We must therefore take xaPaKT ]P as meaning stamp in the sense of

a form cut out or engraven. As it belongs to the doga to concen

trate and reproduce itself in a form composed of rays, a sun, so it

is proper to the ovaia or vnoaramg to stamp itself out (or according

fo the ancient mode of viewing it : to engrave itself) in a manifest

form or figure. This form or figure is not, however, to be viewed as

a copy (as if the vnoa-aaig itself had already a form which was now

copied in a second form) but as an immediate and substantial ren

dering visible and corporeal, of the vnoaraa^. The idea is there

fore substantially the same as that which is expressed in the words

dnavyacr{ia TTJ^ 66^?]^.

If it be asked, who is the og to whom these appositions belong,

whether the Logos as eternally pre-existent, or the Logos as incar-
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nate in time, it follows from what has been already remarked on

the relation of the third verse to the second, that in general they

belong more properly to the former. By the &v is represented the

permanent nature, not the temporal acting of the Son. This, how

ever, must not be so regarded, as if that eternal relation of the Son
to tlie Father had been altered by his coming into the sphere of time.

Even when he walked in lowliness on the earth, as Zuingle has al

ready remarked, he could speak of himself &quot; as the Son who is in

heaven&quot; (John iii. 13).* Even when he had exchanged the form

of the world-governing, world-embracing eternity, for the form of

life in the world, and under earthly historical relations, he was in

the kernel of his being still ever one with the Father, still the

brightness of his glory and the stamp of his nature, only that he

now revealed this nature more in historically human relations, so to

speak, as practical love and holiness and wisdom. Thus also the

second apposition explains itself : (j)epa)v re ra navra TGJ p?jpari T?fc

dvvdneug avrov. First of all, it is evident, that by prji-ia cannot be

meant, as the Socinians explain it, the preaching of the gospel, but

only the creative Omnipotent word which lies at the foundation of

the world s existence
; then, that ^epwv, in like manner as dnavyaapa

and %apaKrijpy is to be rendered not abstractly, but concretely (susti-

nere, comp. Num. xi. 14
;

Is. ix. 6); finally that avrov applies in a

reflexive sense to the Son, and not to the Father.f The meaning
then is, that the Son sustains the universe by the omnipotent word

of his power. Here too, it is the eternal relation of the Son as eter

nal to the universe that is spoken of, that relation, the ground of

which was given in the words of ver. 2, (V ov not enoi^as rovg alcjvag.

Only it must not be forgotten here also, that this eternal relation of

the Son to the universe was not in the least altered by this that

*
This, of course, again is not so to be viewed, as if the Son of God had remained in

heaven as a part or portion of Christ, and taken part in the world-governing omniscience

and omnipotence, while the human nature as another part upon earth was without,

omnipotence and omniscience. This would land us in a more than Nestorian separation

of the person of Christ into two persons. But the eternal Son of God, entering into the

category of time and the creature, emptied himself, during the period of his humiliation,

of the p.opfyii OEOV, i. e., the participation in the government of the world and the world-

governing omnipotence, omniscience, and omnipresence, and manifested his Divine attri

butes and powers in temporal human form, in the form of particular miracles. But

his oneness of being with the Father, although assuming another form, remained un

altered.

f As the older manuscripts have no spiritus, avrov also might be written, without

thereby changing the reading as Calov thought
&quot; with impious temerity.&quot; But Blcek

has shewn, that in the hcllenistic literature avrov only stands where in the first person

tfiavTov would stand, i, e., where an emphasis lies on the &quot;

self;&quot;
on the other hand,

that avrov stands where in the first person ip.ov would stand. Tw fiTJpttri T?/C dvvufzeuc

airov would have to be translated &quot; with the word of his own power.&quot;
There is no oc

casion for this emphasis here. And just as little occasion is there for departing from the

reflexive signification of avrov, here the only natural one.
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the Son becoming man was the sustainer of the world in another

sense, namely, the centre of the world s history, and the redeemer

of humanity and reconciler of heaven and earth.

The subject of the sentence denoted by v$ (vlog) is- therefore

neither the Logos as eternal, exclusive of his incarnation, much less

is it the incarnate as such
;
but the subject is Jesus Christ the in

carnate, in sofar as he is the eternal Son of God, who, as the Logos,
has an eternal being with the Father, and whose doings in time

could therefore form the centre-point and the angle of all that is

done in time.

This action in time of him who is the eternal ray-image and
exact stamp of the Divine nature, is now described in the predicate
of the sentence, in the words KaOaptafjibv Troirjadnevog T&V d^ap-iAv,
endBioev v de&a TT/C peyahvavviji; tv v^AoZf. The genitive r&v d[2ap-

TI&V which we cannot well translate otherwise than &quot;

purification

from sins&quot; is explained by this, that in the Greek it can also be

said al dfiapriat naOapi^ovraL. Kadapi&iv corresponds to the Hebrew

-rto, and finds an intelligible explanation in the significance which

belonged to the Levitical purification in the Old Testament cultus.

Those, therefore, would greatly err, who should understand naOapi-

&iv of moral improvement, and so interpret naOapia^bv noielv as if

the author meant to represent Christ here as a teacher of virtue,

who sought by word and example the improvement of men. And
even those might be said to be in error who explain KaOapia^ of the

taking away of guilt by atonement, but do this only on account of

passages which occur further on in the epistle as if the idea of the

biblical KaOapia^og were not already sufficient to confirm this the only
true explanation. The entire law of purification, as it was given by
God to Moses, rested on the presupposition that man, as sinful and

laden with guilt, was not capable of entering into immediate con

tact with the holy God. The mediation between man and God, who
was present in the holiest of all, and in the holiest of all separated
from the people, appeared in three things ; first, in the sacrifices

;

second, in the priesthood ;
and third, in the Levitical laws of puri

fication. The sacrifices were (typical) acts, or means of atoning
for guilt ;

the priests were the instruments for accomplishing these

acts, but were by no means reckoned as more pure than the rest.

Hence they had to bring an offering for their own sin before they

offered for the sins of the people. The being Levitically clean,

finally, was the state which was reached positively, by sacrifices and

ordinances, negatively, by avoiding Levitical uncleanness, the state

in which the people were rendered qualified for entering into con

verse with God (through the priests)
&quot; without death&quot; (comp.

Deut. v. 26); the result, therefore, of observances performed, and

the presupposed condition of faith and worship. The sacrifices ,
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were what purified ;
the purification was the taking away of guilt.

This is most clearly set forth in the law respecting the great festi

val of atonement (Lev. xvi.). There we find these three principal

elements in the closest reciprocal relation. First, the sacrifice must

be prepared (vers. 1-10), then the high priest must offer for his own

sins (vers. 11-14); finally, he must
&quot;slay

the sin-offering of the

people&quot; (ver. 15) 5
and sprinkle the mercy-seat and the whole sanc

tuary with its blood, and &quot;

purify it from the uncleanness of the

children of Israel&quot; (ver. 19), and then, lay the sins of the people

symbolically on the head of a second beast of sacrifice and drive it

laden with the curse into the wilderness (vers. 20-28). For ver.

30 &quot; on that day your atonement is made that ye may be cleansed;

from all your sins before the Lord are ye cleansed.&quot; Purification

in the biblical sense, consists in the atonement, the gracious cover

ing (i5, ver. 30) of guilt. (In like manner, were those who had

become Levitically unclean, for example the lepers Lev. xiv.,

cleansed by atoning sacrifices). An Israelitish or Jewish-Christian

reader, therefore, would never associate with the expression KaOapia-

(ibv TToislv what is wont to be called
&quot; moral improvement,&quot; which,

so long as it grows not on the living soil of a heart reconciled to

God, is empty self-delusion and a mere outward avoiding of glaring
faults

;
but the Kadapio^ which Christ has provided, could in the

mind of the author and his readers be understood only of that

gracious atonement for the whole guilt of the whole human race,

which Christ, our Lord and Saviour, has accomplished through his

sinless sufferings and death, and from which flows all power of recip

rocal love, all love to him our heavenly pattern, and all hatred to

sin on account of which he had to die. It is easy to repeat these

words of the scriptural author with the mouth
;
but he alone can say

yea and amen to them with the heart, who with the eye of true self-

knowledge has looked down into the darkest depths of his natural,
and by numberless actual sins aggravated, corruption, and who de

spairing of all help in himself, stretches forth his hand to receive

the offer of salvation from heaven.

For his faithful obedience unto death on the cross the incarnate

was crowned, inasmuch as, without his having to give up the form

of existence which he then had, the human nature, therefore as

man and continuing to be man he was exalted to a participation
in the divine government of the world. This participation is ex

pressed by the words sitting at the right hand of God. Never, and

nowhere, does the Holy Scripture apply this expression to denote

that form of world-government which the Logos exercised as eter

nally pre-existent ;
the sitting at the right hand of God rather

denotes everywhere, only that participation in the divine majesty,

dominion, and glory, to which the Messiah was exalted after his

work was finished, therefore in time, and which is consequently ex-
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ercised by him as the glorified Son of Man under the category of
time. Already in Psalm ex. 1, where the expression for the first

time occurs, it applies to the future, the second David, at a future

time to be exalted.

The expression finds its explanation in the old oriental practice,

according to which the king s son, wlio was himself clothed with

royal authority, had the liberty of sitting on the king s throne, at

his right hand. This signification lies at the foundation of the

figure already in Psalm ex.
;
that Jehovah is there represented as

contending in behalf of the Son, while the Son rests himself, has

nothing to do with the figure as such, and is not inherent in the

expression
&quot;

to sit at the right hand of God&quot; as such (although of

course that feature of Psalm ex. also finds its counterpart in the

exalted Christ).

That explanation which arose amid the tumult of confessional

controversy rests on an entire misapprehension of the figurative ex

pression, namely, that as God is everywhere, the right hand of God
is also everywhere ;

to sit at the right hand of God means therefore

to be everywhere present. This interpretation is quite as mistaken

as if one were to understand by detfia Oeov
}
a particular place where

God sits on a throne (a mistake which Luther falsely attributed to

(Ecolompadius). In the expression KKaOiae lv ds&a TIJS peyakuavvrjs

there lies solely the idea of participation in the divine dominion,
and majesty ([teyaXuavvi], rnajestas, denotes here God himself),
without any local reference whatever.

On the contrary, the expression KV tyrjlolg that is added, contains

a distinct determination of locality ;
whether we connect it with the

verb tuddiaev, or (which is better, as, otherwise, iv vip. would have to

stand before v de^ia) with the noun neya?Movv7]. Ev vi^Tjkolg is the

Hebrew din&a, equivalent to d^wa. But &quot;heaven&quot; never in the

holy Scriptures denotes the absence of space or omnipresence (see on

this my scientific crit. of the ev. history, 2 ed. p. 601. seq.) 7
it

always denotes either the firmament, or that sphere of the created

world in time and space where the union of God with the personal
creature is not disturbed by sin, where no death reigns, where the

glorification of the body does not need to be looked forward to as

something future. Into that sphere has the first-fruits of risen and

glorified humanity entered, as into a place, with a visible glorified

body to come again from thence in a visible manner.

Thus is described the inheritance (ver. 2) which the incarnate Son

has received, and the author, after these introductory words in which

he lays the foundation, now passes to the first principal inference

which follows from them
; namely, that that Son, the organ of the

New Testament revelation, is superior to the angels, the organs of

the Old Testament revelation. The carrying out of this inference

forms the first part of the Epistle to the Hebrews, chap. i. 4 ii. 18



PART FIRST.

THE SON AND THE ANGELS,

(i.
4 ii. 18.)

WE encounter here the first instance of a phenomenon peculiar
to the Epistle to the Hebrews, namely, that the announcement of a

new theme is closely interwoven with the end of the last period of a

foregoing part. The author passes forthwith from that which he

has brought to a conclusion, to a new idea flowing from it, with

which an entirely new perspective opens itself out. It follows priina

facie and in general from the inheritance of the Son described m
ver. 3, that the Son must be higher than the angels. This then

opens a new theme, which is, to show that it is and must be so, and

that this superiority of the Son to the angels will admit of being
demonstrated in particulars. But this theme at which the author

has arrived is a principal one, and one to which he has purposely
come. It possesses in his view not merely the importance of a col

lateral idea, but of one with which, from regard to the practical aim

of his epistle, he has especially to concern himself.

It is only from a complete misapprehension of the phenomenon
to which we have referred, and which recurs in chap. ii. 5, iii. 2,

iv. 3-4 and 14, etc., that we can explain why Bleek should deny, in

opposition to De Wette, that a new section begins at ver. 4, and

why Tholuck should understand ver. 4 as a &quot;

collateral idea/ which,

however, the author would specially impress upon his readers. Even
in relation to ver. 3, ver. 4 is not a &quot;

collateral idea/ but rather a

conclusion to which the author has directed his course in vers. 1-3,

But why was it of so much importance to him to carry out the com

parison of the Son with the angels ? Tholuck is certainly right

when he says, that his object could not be to combat a party like

that at Colosse who occupied themselves with the worship of angels,

for the author who usually draws his practical applications very

closely, and, in order to do so, breaks without hesitation the con

nexion of the theoretical reasoning, gives no admonition whatever

against the worship of angels. The only practical inference which
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he draws is in chap. ii. 2 that the word spoken by the Son is still

more holy than the law which was given by angels. Bleek is there

fore of opinion,, that the belief of the Israelites in the co-operation
of the angels in the giving of the Sinaitic law, led the author to

speak of angels ;
but thus outwardly apprehended, this serves as

little for explanation as the strange remark that the thought of

God s throne reminded the author of the angels who are around his

throne.

The true motive of the author lies deeper. The entire .Old

Testament is related to the New as the angels are related to the Son;
this is his (first) principal idea, an idea of wondrous depth, which

throws a surprising light on the whole doctrine of angels. In the

old covenant, mankind, and as part thereof also Israel, is represented
as far separated from the holy God by sin, and the angels stand as

mediators between them. The mediation in the Old Testament is

a double one, a chain consisting of two members, of Moses, and the

angel of the Lord. There stands a man who, by his vocation, by
his position, by his commission, is raised above other men with whom
he stands on the same level as a sinner, and brought nearer to God,

yet without being nearer to the divine nature or partaking in it.

Here stands the form of an angel, in which God reveals himself to

his people, brings himself nearer to the people s capacity of appre

hension, becomes like to men yet without becoming man. God and

man certainly approach nearer to each other
;
a man is commis

sioned and qualified to hear the words of God
;
God appears in a

form in which men can see him, but there is as yet no real union of

God with man. Bat in the Son, God and man have become per

sonally one, they have not merely approached outwardly near to

each other. God has here not merely accommodated himself to

man s capacity of apprehension in an angelophany, a theophany,
but he has personally revealed the fullness of his being in the man

Jesus, inasmuch as that djravyaapa of his glory was man. And in

the person of this incarnate one, not merely a member of humanity
has come near to God, but as he who was born of a virgin is himself

eternal God, in him as first-fruits of the new humanity has man
kind been exalted to the inheritance of all things.

It was necessary that the author should show how the two

mediators of the Old Testament, the angel of the covenant and

Moses, find their higher unity in Christ. To shew this of the angel

of the covenant is the problem of the first part, to shew it of Moses,

that of the second part (comp. chap. iii. iv. chiefly chap. iii. ver. 3:

for this man was thought worthy of more glory than Moses).
The question may still be asked, however, why the author speaks

of the angels in the plural, why he does not place the individual

of the Lord side by side with the individual Moses ? The
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answer is very simple ;
&quot;because the angel of the Lord was not

a particular individual from among the angels. He was not a per
son distinct from God, not one of the number of created angels

whom God used only as an instrument
;
but the angel of the Lord

(V i
&quot;fsVio)

was God himself as he appeared in ihQform of an angel.*

(Conip. chiefly Judges xiii. ver. 21 with ver. 22.) The author speaks
of angels, therefore, because it was not a certain individual angel
who was to be placed by the side of Moses as the second member in

the chain of mediation, but because, when God would manifest

himself to Moses and to the high priests, he borrowed the form and

figure of his appearance from the sphere of the angels, of those

angels whom he also usually employed when it was necessary under

the old dispensation to make Divine revelations manifest to the

eyes of men.

The comparison of the Son with the angels, divides itself again
into two sections, which are also outwardly separated from each

other by a practical part inserted between them. In the first of

these sections the author shews, that the Son is superior to the

angels already in virtue of his eternal existence as the Son of God

(chap. i. 4-14, upon which is engrafted in chap. ii. 1-4 the practical

suggestion, that the New Testament revelation is still holier than

that of the Old Testament) ;
in the second he shews, that in the

Son man also has been exalted above the angels (chap. ii. 5-18).

SECTION FIKST.

THE SON IS IN HIMSELF SUPERIOR TO THE ANGELS.

(i. 4-14.)

4. In the words lipdrruv yevofj^vog T&V ayyeAwv lies, as has

been already observed, the theme of the whole part, while in the

words oaw dta^op^repov, etc., the special theme of the first section is

expressed. The participle Kpdrruv yevopevog stands in apposition
with the subject of ver. 3 5$ i. e. vio$. The subject of whom it is

affirmed that he is superior to the angels, is therefore not the Logos
as pre-existent,but still the incarnate Son of God as the organ of

* The theocratical
&quot;

^s&fc the Jehovah who was enthroned above the tabernacle

and the ark of the covenant, is not to be confounded with the angel Michael (Dan. x. 13),

who; after the temple and ark of the covenant had ceased to exist, and the nation of

Israel was scattered among other nations, was chosen of God to be the guardian angel

of this people. This angel was certainly distinguished from God and his Son (according

to Rev. xii. 7); was a creature, one of the created angels.
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the New Testament revelation; this appears partly, from the context

and the train of thought, inasmuch as it was the business of the

author to demonstrate the pre-eminence of the new dispensation
over the old, partly from the yevopevog

&quot;

become&quot; (by no means =
cjv), partly, from the rceK^povo^KeVj lias inherited.

The argument for the superior dignity of the organ of the

New Testament revelation is derived from this that God already
under the old dispensation assigned to the future Messiah whom he

there promised, a name which plainly enough declared, that this

promised future Messiah should be at the same time the eternal

Son of the same nature with the Father. In this light, and from

this point of view, then, are to be understood also the particular

proofs adduced from the Old Testament ver, 5-14, and so understood

they present no difficulty. They can only then appear difficult and
obscure when it is supposed that the author meant them to prove,
that a dignity superior to the angels was ascribed in the Old Testa

ment either to the Logos as such, or to the historical individual

Jesus as such. .Nothing of this, however, is said even in the re

motest degree. The author lays down the thesis, that the Son in

his quality as organ of the New Testament revelation is exalted

above the angels, and in proof of this he appeals to the fact, that

the Old Testament ascribes to the Messiah this dignity, namely his

being the Son of God in a manner which is not affirmed of the

angels. As a middle member between that thesis and this proof,

nothing farther needs to be supplied than the presupposition that

the Son ver. 1-3 is identical with the Messiah promised in the Old

Testament. But that the readers of the Epistle did presuppose

this, that by the vl6$ ver. 1-3 in whom God has revealed himself
&quot;

at the end of this time&quot; (consequently in the &quot; Messianic time
;&quot;

see above) they understood Jesus Christ, and again that they held

Christ to be the Messiah, will surely not require to be proved here.

KpeiTTuv the author uses the same expression, in itself quite re

lative and indefinite, also in the analogous comparisons chap. vii. 19

and 22, viii. 6 and ix. 23, x. 34, etc. The Son is superior to the

angels, because (in as far as) &quot;he has .obtained as an inheritance a

more distinguished name than they/ On the idea of the inherit

ance sec the remarks on ver. 2. The act of the inheriting is one

performed in time; nothing is said of the Logos as eternally pre-

existent. But neither is it anything that took place in the time of

Jesus that is spoken of
;
the author does not refer to those events

recorded in Matth. iii. 17, xvii. 5, in which the voice of the Father

from heaven to Jesus said : This is my beloved Son. The author

could not in consistency with his plan refer to these events
;

for his

object was to prove his particular theses and doctrines from the re

cords of the Old Testament itself, for the sake of his readers, who
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were afraid of doing what might involve a separation from the

writings and the ordinances of the old holy covenant of God with the

people of Israel. Accordingly, his object here is to shew, that al

ready in the Messianic prophecies the Messiah was represented not

as a mere man, but received a name such as was given to no angel,

a name which indicates an altogether exclusive and essential rela

tion of oneness with God. The perfect KRKhTjpovofiTjKev points to the

time of the Old Testament prophecy.
&quot;OCTGJ 6La(f}op6repov nap* avrovs KSKkqpovo^Kev ovo^a. It is evident

that dvopa here, where the author treats (ver. 5, seq.), precisely of

the name vlos, is not (with Beza, Calov, and others) to be trans

lated by
&quot;

dignity.&quot; Hapd c. Ace. instead of the genitive, is no

Hebraism, but a genuine Greek construction, formed to avoid un
suitable applications of the genitive (such as would occur here).

AiacfropuTepov, not, more excellent, higher, but more distinguished,
more singular. Critics in their wisdom have indeed doubted the

accuracy of the fact here stated, affirming that the name &quot; sons of

God&quot; is given not merely to men Ps. Ixxxix. 27
;
2 Sam. vii. 14

but also precisely to angels Job i. 6, ii. 1, xxxviii. 7
;
Dan. iii. 25. *

Those make shortest work of it, who deny to the author of the

Epistle to the Hebrews a thorough acquaintance with the Bible
;

Bleek deals more modestly, when he supposes that the author was
not versed at least in the Hebrew original, and explains his over

looking those passages by the circumstance, that the LXX., which

he made use of exclusively in his citations, and the knowledge and
use of which he presupposes in his readers, who were acquainted
with Aramaic, but not with Hebrew has in those passages ayyeAoi
Oeov in the place of tnnVN &quot;oa. This would indeed ward off the

moral charge of carelessness and inconsiderateness from the author s

person, but not that of falseness and groundlessness from his rea

soning. On a more thorough and impartial investigation, however,
it will appear here again, how much the foolishness of the Scrip

tures, and of their writers enlightened by the Holy Spirit, is superior

to the pretended wisdom of the children of men. If, in these days,
a preacher were to say in a sermon, or in a book designed for edifi

cation, that Christ receives in the Neiv Testament a name which is

applied exclusively to him, for to whom of all that are born of

woman has the Father said : This is my Son ? would any one

have a right to object to such a preacher, that he must be unac

quainted with those passages of the New Testament in which

Christians are called sons of God, and besides that ho must be

* Tho passages Gen. vi. 2, where it is the descendants of Seth that are spoken of and

alone can bo spoken of (comp. my &quot;

Weltanschauung der Bibel und Naturwisscnschaft,&quot; in

the &quot; Zubunft der Kirche,&quot; 1847, p. 369, seq.), and Ps. xxix. and Ixxxix. whore &^N 1*3

are spoken of, have no connexion at all with this subject.
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ignorant of the passage Heb. ii. 10, where the author speaks of
&quot;

many sons of God ?&quot; Is it not then quite a different thing to

apply a common name in the plural to a class, from what it is to

apply the same as an individual name in the singular to an indi

vidual ? Even where the New Testament speaks of viols 6 ov in

stead of TKrcvoig 6eoi&amp;gt;,
as in that very passage Heb. ii. 10, even there

this difference still obtains, as no one assuredly will deny. And in

like manner our author, in reference to the Old Testament, would

be quite right, even if there were no other difference (which is not

the case) than that between the plural as applied to the class, and

the singular as applied to the individual. He himself, indeed, in

ver. 5, makes the distinction between the name of Christ and that

of the angels to consist in this that God has said to no individual

among the angels :

&quot; Thou art my Son
;
I have begotten thee.&quot; It

makes already even an essential difference, whether the idea of son

comes in an individual to its full manifestation, or only in a class.

As, however, in the New Testament, the difference between the

predicates
&quot; Son of God&quot; and &quot; children of

God,&quot;
is not merely one of

number, but as, in addition to this, there is a qualitative difference in

the kind of designation, so is it also in the Old Testament. When
JEHOVAH in Ps. ii. 2 and 7, declares his anointed to be his son whom
he has begotten, this is something different from what is said, when
the angels as a class are called sons of the ELOHIM, who has created

them. Nay, this difference is, in respect of the expression, even

greater and more marked than that in the New Testament between

vl6$ and TKKVOV. The angels are called sons of God in so far as God
is the Elohim, the all-governing Creator of all things, and they
have come forth from his creating hand, and have lost by no fall

this their primitive relation to God as his children ;* the Messiah,
on the other hand, is called the Son of God, in so far as God is

JEHOVAH, the free, self-sufficient one, proceeding from himself, and

independent of all creatures.f In reality then, the Son has received

a 6ia({)op(i)Tpov dvofia napa rovg dyyehovf, and the form of ver. 5, for
to ivliom, etc., shews plainly enough, that the author was clearly

conscious of that difference. Bleek s view is correct, however, so far,

that the author would feel less concern in omitting all express refer

ence to the passages in Job und Daniel, as the readers in the Sep-

tuagint could not be misled by those passages.
At ver. 5 then, begins the proof that the Old Testament already

assigns to the future Messiah a name, such as is never given to

* In Job ii. 2, Satan is not reckoned among the &quot;children of God;&quot; but distinguished

from them. That he should come csha (locally, is something extraordinary).

f See this correct interpretation of (he rjifiN itiK J-pna* in Drechsler: Einheit und
|

Aechtheit der Genesis, p. 10, with which is to bo compared my treatise ueber das Alter

des Jehovahnamens in Niedner s Zeitscbr. fur hist. Theol. 1849,. p. 506.
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an angel. We shall without prejudice explain these particular

passages in their original connexion, from which it will appear,

whether our author has invested them with a meaning which they

do not bear.

Tivi jap elns TTOTS r&v dyyeAwv at elne is to be supplied from

ver. 1, Oe6$ as the subject. Ilo-re does not serve to strengthen the

rivi (Kuinoel, Bretschneider, Wahl), but is independent, signifying
&quot; at any time,&quot;

and thus forms a marked antithesis with -rra/Uv.

This Kal ndXiv is to be extended in the following way (Bleek and

others): nal rivi rtiv dyyeAwv rra/Uv due
;

&quot;to which of the angels

has he at any time said : Thou art my Son ? and to which has he

again said : I will be to him a Father.&quot; This contains clearly

the two ideas : God has used such expressions to an angel not

even a single time ; but to the Son not merely once but again and

again.
The words cited are to be found in Ps. ii. 7. Very little es

sentially is gained by the usual question, whether this Psalm con

tains a direct prophecy of the Messiah, or an indirect one, or none

at all. Let us enquire chiefly, who was its author, when it was

written, and what occasioned it. Assuredly, this sublime lyrical

effusion had a historical occasion, which affords the explanation of

it in its subjective human aspect. For, let it be ever so prophetic,
it is still essentially not a K*J, not a mm ta, it does not begin with

mm TOX N, but is & psalm, an hymn, an effusion of religious poetry,

which has beneath it a mm t&o as the basis on which it moves, and

to which pointed reference is made in the 6th verse mm-pin. We
are therefore justified in seeking a humano-historical occasion for

the psalm. It cannot then have been written before the time of

David, since the hill of Zion is spoken of as the royal seat
;
least of

all in the time of Solomon (as Bleek would have it), since according
to 1 Kings v.; 1 Chron. xxii.

;
Solomon reigned in peace, and in his

time there is not the slightest trace of such a violent insurrection

of rebellious nations as is described Ps. ii. 1, seq. After the division

of the kingdom, there was under Uzziah a subjugation of the neigh

bouring heathen nations, but only in a very partial degree, and the

revolt of these heathen had become something so common, that it

would scarcely have so powerfully moved the soul of a poet be

sides, in this case, we should have expected to find among the

hoped-for blessings of the future some mention of the re-union with
the northern kingdom. There remains, therefore, no other time in

which the Psalm can well have been written, but that of David.

Against this ver. 6 has been adduced, as not properly applicable to

* It would bo much harsher to extend tho phrase thus : Kal iruliv epuru TLVL TUV

dyytvlcjv dree. [It is, I think, simpler and rnoro correct to explain Kufav, and again,
and to take another instance, so Do Wette. [K.]
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the annointing of David, seeing that David was anointed as a tfoy

at Bethlehem. But supposing that ver. 6 applies to the person of

David (which would first require to be investigated), the object of

the words cnp nn p^fey would certainly not be to give a dry, out

ward, prosaic determination of locality of the place of the anoint

ing. The poet would rather denote the whole wondrous series of

Divine acts by which the shepherd was exalted from his anointing

by Samuel onwards, guarded amid the many dangers to which his

life was exposed, until at length he came to be acknowledged by all

the twelve tribes, and was brought to the summit of his dominion

in the residence which he took by conquest, and which he founded

I say the poet would comprehend this whole series of Divine acts

in a poetical unity, and as we would denote the same thing by the

one symbolical expression : God has exalted him to the throne of

Zion, so the poet denotes it by the symbolical expression entirely

similar :

&quot; God has anointed him to be King in Zion.&quot; It is not

said that Samuel anointed him, but that God anointed him. This

interpretation would be all the more unobjectionable, that there is

nothing to hinder our translating 9 by
&quot;

over,&quot;
and taking the

words -jT s-Vy to denote the term, ad quern : God has anointed him

(to be King) over Zion. Still, as already observed, we can by no

means regard it as decided that ver. 6 speaks of the person of David.

And thus every motive for placing the psalm in another time than

that of David falls to the ground.

Precisely in David s life-time we find a state of things which re

markably corresponds with that described in the psalm. We read

in 2 Sam. viii. that Hadadezer the King of Zobah rebelled against

David, who subdued him, and that the Syrians of Damascus has

tened to his assistance with a mighty host, of which David alone

took 21,700 prisoners. Shortly before this, David had also put down
rebellions on the part of the Philistines, Moabites, Ammonites,
Edomites, and Amalekites, and so there was then a time when al

most the whole heathen world known to the Israelites had risen up
in hostility against Israel and Israel s King (and consequently, ac

cording to the views of the ancient heathen, against Israel s God
for it was believed that with the people their gods were vanquished).
After David s victory, Thoi, King of Hainath, sent to him presents
in token of homage, so that there is not wanting an occasion also

for what is said in vers. 10-12. But in vors. 7 and 12 we find a

statement which more than anything else confirms us in the view

that the second psalm was written at that time (certainly after the

victory was completed), and, moreover, that no one but David him

self sung this hymn of thanksgiving and hope. The poet rests his

firm hope upon this that God has said to him :

&quot; thou art my son.&quot;

A word to this effect had been spoken to David in the charge which
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he received from. God by Nathan the prophet, shortly before the

Syrian war. When he wished to build God a temple, Nathan dis

closed to him that he should not build God a temple, but Ms pos

terity (ant as a collective); yea, God will build it an house, and

establish its throne forever; God will be its Father, and it will be

his Son. Now we know certainly (from 1 Kings viii. 17, seq.), that

Solomon applied that prophecy to himself in such a way that he

undertook the building of the temple, and we must even say that

in this he did perfectly right ; for if the &quot;

posterity of David&quot; was
to build a temple for God, there was no reason why the first mem
ber of that posterity should not immediately put his hand to the

work. Only, it must not be forgotten, that Solomon himself by no

means thought that the prophecy of Nathan as yet found its com

plete fulfilment in his erection of the temple. He says this most

distinctly in 1 Kings viii. 26, 27. He considers it as a benefit still

to be prayed for, that those words of Nathan to David should be

verified, for his temple is as yet not a house in which God may truly
dwell. Not less clearly was David conscious of this, that Nathan s

word would first obtain its full accomplishment
&quot; in the distant

future&quot; (p .rr.fcV),
&quot;in a man who is the Lord, Jehovah himself&quot;

(2 Sam. vii. 19),* or, as it is explained in 1 Chron. xvii. 17,
&quot; in a

man who is exalted up to Jehovah.&quot; On this promise so well un

derstood, David builds the hope which he expresses in Ps. ii. We
know now the time, the occasion, and the author of the second

psalm. And it is only now that we have the necessary preparation
for enquiring into its contents. One might feel tempted to refer the

contents of the psalm (as Bleek does) to the earthly historical king

(to David according to our view, to Solomon according to Bleek s).

Thus David would compose the psalm sometime during the insur

rection of the Syrians in vers. 1-3 he describes the raging of the

heathen against Jehovah, and against himself} the anointed of

Jehovah then, in ver. 4, he expresses the certain hope that God
will laugh at his enemies and utterly destroy them, and in ver. 6 he

confirms this hope, by calling to mind the covenant-faithfulness of

God, who has helped him hitherto, and has raised him to be King
over Zion. But in ver. 7 there comes an obstacle by which this in

terpretation is entirely overturned. David appeals in ver. 7 to this

that God has said to him: &quot; Thou art my son&quot; has said to him:
he will give him the ends of the earth for a possession. When had
ever such a promise been given to David ? It is expressly said in

2 Sam. vii. 12, that David shall not build an house to the Lord, but

shall sleep with his fathers
;
not to him, but to his seed after him,

will God establish the kingdom forever and be their Father. It is

* If &amp;gt;&quot;! i5iN were not in apposition to E-TN Ji*ilM,
but vocative, the latter expres

sion could have no possible meaning.
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quite clear then, that David in the second psalm speaks in the name
of his seed after him, that he adoringly looks forward to the fulfil

ment of that glorious hope in the distantfuture, 2 Sam. vii. 19
;

it

is clear that the insurrection of the Syrians forms merely the occa

sion) but not the object and import of the second psalm.
The second psalm presents to us not an historical but an ideal

picture. After the general insurrection of the southern and northern

nations bordering on Israel had been quelled, and David had begun
to reflect on this event, and to compare it with Nathan s prophecy,,

there opened before him a grand prospect stretching into the future;
what had befallen him appears as a type, as a typical instance of a

great ideal law which would again and again repeat itself, until it

found its perfect manifestation in the time of the &quot; seed after him/
his view of which seed had already in the prayer 2 Sam. vii. 19 con

centrated itself into the concrete form of &quot;a man who is to be ex

alted up to Jehovah.&quot; For, apart from the fundamental law of all

poetical intuition^ according to which what is general (as in the

case before us &quot; the
posterity&quot;)

individualizes itself in the eye of the

poet, it could not remain hid even from that reflection which is divested

of all poetry, that the fulness of the prophecies given in 2 Sam. vii.

must find their final accomplishment in a concrete descendant. If,

in opposition to David,
&quot; who was to sleep with his fathers,&quot; the

royal dominion was to be established for ever in the house of David

or the seed of David (2 Sam. vii. 16), this certainly could not be

accomplished thus that his descendants, one after the other, for

ever should also
&quot;

sleep with their fathers;&quot; but the one part of the

fulfilment must consist in this, that God should show a fatherly for

bearance towards the sins of the particular descendants (2 Sam.

vii. 14), the other part certainly in this, that at length an indiv

idual would come, in whom the endlessness of the dominion, and the

absoluteness of the relation of son, should find adequate manifesta

tion. Now, we Jcnozv, as has been already observed, from 2 Sam.

vii. 19, and 1 Chron. xvii. 17 (the passage comes of course from the

royal annals which form the basis of both books) that David really

understood that prophecy in this and in no other sense, and Ps. ii. 7

compels us to refer the psalm to an individual who was the seed

icar iZoxfiv promised to David.

As the heathen had assembled against him to throw off his yoke,

so, transferring himself in spirit to future times, he sees how the

nations of the earth (the representation is here purposely general,

and nothing is said of the Syrians) would also rise up against (he

future perfect King, and that out of hatred to the living holy Cod

who has anointed him. But, in like manner, he sees also already,

how the living God will deride the folly of the children of men. God

himself speaks in majestic calmness the simple word :
&quot; I have
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mointed my King upon Zion.&quot; ( It is quite evident that this is

Dot spoken of David, but of that seed after him.) Now David hears

that future King himself speak words of holy confidence
;
he hears

him say, that he will often confess and freely proclaim that the Lord
has declared him to be his son, that the Lord has anointed him.

( His real being he derives not by his carnal descent from David,
but by the word of the promise of Nathan to David he is begotten

by the ivord of God. In the phrase
&quot;

this
day,&quot;

it is evident that

the royal singer sees in ideal vision his oivn time when he received

the promise, blended with the future time, that of the perfect seed,
and thus the &quot;this

day&quot;
forms a direct antithesis with the times in

which David was begetting or had begotten corporeal descendants.)

Further, David hears, in ver. 8 the seed reminding God of his

promises (2 Sam. vii.), in ver. 9 he hears God answering in accord

ance, with these promises ;
and finally, in vers. 10-12, David con

cludes in his own name , with an admonition to the kings of the

nations to be in subjection to that promised
&quot;

son
;&quot;

soon the time

shall come when he shall execute judgment on the heathen.

In the prophecy of Nathan, the prayer of David connected with

it, and the second psalm, there lies before us the germ of the ivhole

Messianic prophecy. In the second psalm, it appears still in the

form of lyrical elevation, and it is more than probable, that the

meaning of that first grand presentment remained a mystery undis

closed to the majority of David s contemporaries, and the genera
tions immediately following, just as, at a later period, the prophecies
of the divinity of the Messiah (Mic. v. 1, and Is. ix. 6) were locked

up from the great mass of the Jewish people. Still, the conscious

ness of the importance of Nathan s prophecy never vanished (1 Kings
xv. 4

;
2 Kings viii. 19, etc.). But when, after the separation of the

kingdoms, outward and inward decay increased more and more, and

God by his prophets (first of all by Amos and Hosea) gave intima

tion of the coming exile, he then also again put into the mouth of

the prophets the promise, that after the exile there should come a

m ns born in a low estate, brought like the first David from the

sheep-folds of Bethlehem, not from kings palaces ( Mic. iv., v.) a

branch springing from the roots of the hewn stock of the house of

David (Is. xi.) 5
- an Immanuel born of the lowly maid of the house of

David (Is. vii.); and of the substantial identity of this branch with

the &quot;

son/ Ps. ii. and the &quot;

seed,&quot;
2 Sam. vii. on the one hand, and

the Messiah on the other, there can no reasonable doubt be enter

tained.

Our author who, in connecting the passage, 2 Sam. vii. 14, with

the second psalm, makes it sufficiently evident that he had inter

preted and understood the psalm, in connexion with the prophecy of

Nathan simply calls to mind the fact, that in the very first com-

VOL. VI. 20
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menccment of the Messianic prophecy* there is ascribed to the

Messiah a relation of Sonship to God, such as is never applied, even

approximately, to any one of the angels. A relation of such a kind,
that the Messiah derives his real being not from David but from
God.

For this was, as we saw, the import of the words to-day I have

begotten tliec. We shall therefore not have to inquire long in what
sense the author of our epistle understood the o/jpepov. In no other

than the only natural sense. It denotes neither the eternal present,
nor the time of the incarnation of Jesus, nor that of his resurrection,

ascension, etc., but the time of that promise which was given by

Nathan, in opposition to the (later) time when David begat Solo

mon (2 Sam. xii. 24). It all hinges upon this that the vioc; docs

not derive his real being from David.

The second citation 2 Sam. vii. 14 has received its explanation
in what has been said above.

Ver. C. The proofs of the assertion that the Son has received a

higher name than the angels are, in truth, closed with the two cita

tions in ver. 5. In ver. 6 seq. there follow certain other arguments,
in which also the superiority of the Son over the angels appears,

although not precisely that which consists in the name. The sixth

verse is unquestionably one of the most difficult in the whole epistle.

With regard to the construction, Trdkiv seems, according to the posi

tion of the words, to belong to eloaydyq ; still, there is no difficulty

in deciding, and by the consent of the best interpreters (Peschito,

Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Beza, Capellus, Grot., Limb., Hammond,
Bengel, Wolf, Carpz., Kuin., Bleek, arid others), it has been sub

stantially determined, that according to the sense it can belong only
to Aeyej, parallel to the ndhiv

(ELTTK) ver. 5
; consequently that we

have here an easily explicable hyperbaton. It cannot be : a second

bringing in of the first-born into the world&quot; that is here spoken of,

as Olshausen rightly observes, seeing that nothing has been said of

a first. And thus, from the outset, we are spared the fruitless

trouble of deciding whether the &quot; two bringings in&quot; are to be under

stood of the eternal generation and the incarnation, or of the incar

nation and the resurrection, or finally of the resurrection and the

second coming.

What, however, is meant generally by the dodyeiv elg r. olic. can

only be determined by looking more particularly at the citation

itself and the meaning of it.

The words ndl rrpoaKvi TjodrdXjav avr& ndvreg ayyeXoi Oeov ai O to

be found verbatim in the LXX. cod. Yat. Deut. xxxii. 43. The cod.

* The idea of the Messianic prophecy we understand here, of course, in the narrower

sense, as the prediction of a definite, royal, descendant of David. In the wider sense,

Gen. iii. 15
;
and Deut. xviii. 15 are also Messianic prophecies.
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Alex, lias -dv-es viol rov Oeov, and for this in a subsequent place

ayyehoi where the cod. Vat. has viol
;
but the Vatican reading is

here, as it almost always is, the older and the more genuine, and is

confirmed by the citation before us.

It has indeed been maintained (Pattr., Kuinoel, etc.) that this

citation cannot be taken from Deut. xxxii., but is derived from Ps.

xcvii. 7, where we find the words TrpoaKW-rjaare avr& ndvreg ol dyyzhoi

Oeov. But those who have adopted this view have been driven to it

by the circumstance, that in Deut. xxxii. the words in question are

not to be found in the Masor. text of the Hebrew original. How
could the author, it was thought, appeal to a passage which was a

mere spurious addition by the Alexandrine translators ? But as it

is evident, notwithstanding, that he follows, in respect of form, the

passage in the LXX. Deut. xxxii., and deviates from Ps. xcvii., it

was found necessary to have recourse to the subsidiary hypotheses,

a, that the author has had both passages in his memory, b
}
that he

was conscious of the spuriousness of the passage in Deut. xxxii., c,

that he therefore intended to cite the other passage, d, but, notwith

standing, intentionally or unintentionally borrowed the form of the

words from Deut. xxxii.

The artificial nature of the operation here presupposed, almost

bordering upon the ludicrous, would of itself suffice for the refutation

of this view. In addition to this, however, it enables us to escape
from Scylla only to fall into Charybdis. For, if the words in Deut.

owe their existence to a spurious addition, the words in Ps. xcvii.

owe theirs to a manifestly false translation.

The Hebrew original runs thus \^ iViii-msn tpr&N, and in the

context, it is not the angels that are spoken of, but the false gods
of the heathen, who will yet be constrained to bow before Jehovah.

Nor is anything said there of a &quot;

bringing in of the first-born into

the world
;&quot;

the subject is simply and solely the sovereignty of

Jehovah, before which the idols shall be destroyed. And even in the

(spurious) superscription which the psalm bears in the LXX.: Tw

AavM, ore
TJ yrj avrov KaOiararai, not a word is to be found either

about the oiKovpsvr] or the bringing in of a son into it.

While it is thus impossible to find in the verse before us a

citation from Ps. xcvii. 7, all becomes right when we consider the

citation as taken from Deut. xxxii. 43. For, with respect, first of

all, to the absence of the words in the Masorctic text, we must with

all our deference to this text as resting on ancient and strong tradi

tion, never forget that wo have in the LXX., particularly in the

Pentateuch, an equally ancient recension of the Hebrew* text. That

the Seventy did not fabricate these words but found them in their

original, is also Bleek s view. We have here, therefore, not a gen
uine text opposed to a spurious addition, but a reading opposed to
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a reading. And, moreover, in the 6th verse, according to the proper

sense of the words cited, all mainly depended upon this, that in

accordance with the general religious consciousness and understood

phraseology, the angels should be represented as having merely the

position of worshipping spectators, when the setting up of the

Messiah s kingdom is spoken of. We will further explain and jus

tify this assertion. The determination of the time here referred to,

v-av 66, etc., one might be tempted to explain from the circumstance,

that when Moses sang that song, Israel who, in Hos. xi. 1, is called

the first-born of God, was just about to enter as a people among the

nations of the earth. This explanation would at least be incompar

ably better than that according to which it is the entrance of the

Logos from eternity into time that is mentioned. There is no

mention here of the KOO^IOC, but of the olKovpevrj, the sphere of the

earth as inhabited by the nations.

But as av~& must plainly be referred to the same person thai

is called 7rpo)roro:oc, while avrti again refers in the passage cited,

not to the then Mosaic nor to the post Mosaico-Messianic Israel, nor

to the ideal Israel, but to Jehovah wlw will help Ms people, it fol

lows, that the author also, in the word Trpwroro^o^, cannot have had

in his mind either the real or ideal Israel, or the Messiah as such,

and we shall therefore have to look out for another explanation of

the etodyeiv.

We must first, however, ascertain more particularly the mean

ing of the passage Deut. xxxii. 43. Moses in vers. 15-18 rebukes

the sins of Israel at that period, those numerous manifestations of

the obduracy of their hearts which the people gave in spite of the

mighty acts of God which they had witnessed. In vers 19-35 he

threatens them with terrible punitive judgments in the future, should

they persist in these sins, in this obduracy. The punishment threat

ened is concentrated in this, that if the people should continue (o

be ungrateful for their redemption from the Egyptian bondage, Gud
would at length take back from them the freedom which he had

given them, and leave them to fall anew into a still more terrible

bondage among a heathen people. We know that this was fulfilled,

and how. We know how, from the time of Joshua to that of David,
God conducted the people to the pinnacle of prosperity ; how, from

David to Zedekiah, he let them fall into all the depths of hapless

degeneracy ; how, in spite of prosperity and adversity, the people
of Israel sank deeper and deeper into corruption, until, at length,

God caused to be fulfilled the threatening first uttered by Moses,

and afterwards repeated by Amos, Hosea, Mi call, etc., and let the

people fall into bondage to the heathen nations, the Babylonians,

Persians, Macedonians, Syrians, Egyptians, and Romans. But Amos,

Hosea, Micah, Isaiah, etc., were not the first who predicted a re-
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deliverance from this affliction, for Moses had already foretold, Deut.

xxxii. 36-42, that God would have compassion on those who were

humbled and converted by those chastisements ; then should it be

known that it is he alone who can help and save. Moses prophe
sies, tlien, in vers. 36-42 of the same re-deliverance wliicli has been

more specially described by the later prophets, as the deliverance

through the Messiah, consequently, as the Messianic salvation. Now
here, in ver. 42, it is said (according to the reading maintained in

the LXX.): the angels shall worship the Lord, i. e., Jehovah the

Saviour. This Jehovah, the Saviour, appears indeed in the mouth
of Moses to be quite identical with Jehovah generally, with God,
but the Christian readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews knew al

ready and acknowledged, that the Jehovah who should arise and

come forth in the Messianic time for the salvation of his people is

God the Son, the Incarnate. Two things must not be forgotten if

we would rightly apprehend the meaning and the argument of the

verse before us first, that the author simply testifies to the Godhead
of Christ, ver. 2, 3, as a thing already known to his readers through
the apostolic preaching, and acknowledged by them, without deem

ing it necessary to adduce proofs for this doctrine
; secondly, that

for this very reason (as well as on account of the whole train of

thought, ver. 4, scq.), the aim of ver. 6 is not to prove that the

Messiah is the Son of God, but that the Messiah, who is known to

be identical with the Son of God, is, even in the Old Testament

dispensation, placed higher than the angels. For, it was on this

point that the readers needed to be instructed. They had no doubts

about the Messiahship of Jesus and the divinity of the Messiah, but

this whole Messianic revelation was still in their eyes but an appen
dix to the Mosaic revelation, given only on account of Moses and

Israel, only a blossoming branch of the religion of Israel. They
had yet to be brought to know, that the divinity of him who was

the organ of the New Testament revelation necessarily involves his

infinite elevation above the organs of the Old Testament, that the

old dispensation was ended on account of the new, and that this new

dispensation was on account of all mankind, not on account of the

old. This they had yet to be taught, and this is precisely what is

designed to be proved on these verses, the proof being drawn from

the divinity of Christ, already acknowledged by the readers. -

In ver. 5 the author has shewn that the Messiah even where he is

prophesied of as David s Son, is said to be the Son of God in a sense

in which it is said of no angel. In ver. 6 he shews, that a place

above the angels is assigned to the Messiah moreover, ivhen he is

represented as Jehovah the Saviour himself. When the Messianic

salvation is described, the angels receive only the place of worship-

pincj spectators; instruments of this salvation they are not.
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The dadyeiv rov TcpuroroKov, etc., will now explain itself. The
writer evidently means to express the idea, that these words are

connected with a passage which speaks of the entrance of Jehovah

the Saviour into the ivorld, hence, of the entrance of the Son into

the world. He says, designedly, not vloc, which would denote the

incarnate, but TrpwroroAco^, which, like the novoyevfo of John, denotes

the eternal Son of the Father, the npuTOTOKog Trdovs Krioeug (Col. i.

15). The orav serves now, of course, to determine not the time in

which, but the time of which Moses spake in Deut. xxxii. 43. The
idea with all its modifications would have to be expressed thus :

&quot; But again he says of the time when he shall introduce the first

born into the sphere of the earth,&quot; etc. He calls it the sphere

of the earth, not the world, because the Ecdeemer appears in Deut.

xxxii. 42 specially as the finisher of the exile, as he who should

offer to his people a national restitution among the nations of the

olKovfjtevij. He has in reality also offered this to his people ;
his

disciples after him too did the same (Acts iii. 21, Kaipol dvaipv&ug

breathing times from the yoke); but as Israel remained obdurate,

they lost the offered deliverance, and remain deprived of it until

they shall turn to the Lord after the fulness of the Gentiles is come
into the church (Rom. xi. 23, seq.).

In vers. 7-9 a third argument follows. A statement concerning
the angels is here opposed to one concerning the Son. The follow

ing is Avhat is implied generally in the opposition. The angels, the

mediators of the old covenant, stood in a very outward relation to

the salvation that was to be wrought out
; they had not to work out

that salvation, but only to bear witness of it
; they stood in the

closest relation to nature, and the appearances of nature, chiefly

those of a terrible kind. These appearances of nature had only a pre

paratory and pedagogical aim
;
the Son, on the contrary, stands in

the closest relation to the inner moral life. God employed angels

to impress with fear a rude unsusceptible people by means of mira

cles
;
the Son has founded a kingdom of righteousness consisting of

those who become partakers of his nature in free and joyous love.

The author, accordingly, devotes himself more and more to a com

parison of the inner nature of the old and the new covenant.

The seventh verse presents again a peculiar difficulty. So much
indeed is evident, that the rrpog is to be rendered not &quot;

to&quot; but &quot;

re

specting,&quot;
in &quot; reference to

;&quot;
for the words here cited, Ps. civ. 4

;

do not in themselves form an address directed to the angels. It is

doubtful whether the Sept., which is here cited word for word, has

correctly rendered the sense of the original Hebrew. In the 104th

Psalm the greatness of God in nature is described. In ver. 2 it is

said : God makes use of the light as a garment, of the heaven as a

tent, ver. 3, of the clouds as a chariot, etc. In the words which
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immediately follow rnhn V SNjste rfcrthe subject must be ninvi and the

predicate &quot;pssVfc,
lie makes the winds his messengers, flames of fire

his servants, he employs the winds and the flames as his servants

just as he makes use of the clouds as his chariot. But does the

Greek translation give the same sense ? This is impossible even

grammatically, for then the words would have to run thus : 6 TTOI&V

dyyeAovf avrov rd Trvev^ara, etc. But the article is at dyyehovg and

not at TTvevimra. In spite of the rules of the language, Calvin, Beza,

Bucer, Grotius, Lirnborch, Michaelis, Knapp, and others have so

rendered the Greek words as to make them correspond with the

Hebrew.* But then these words themselves would not be suitable

to our context. For, in the statement that God employs the winds

as his messengers, nothing is expressed respecting the nature and

rank of the angels, but only respecting the use of the winds. But,
as we have already observed, the rules of the language render every
doubt here superfluous. The Greek words can be rendered in no

other way than this :

&quot;

ivho malteth his angels winds and his minis

ters aflame offire.

Here, then, is another instance in which the writer appeals to a

statement in the Sept. which owes its existence to an incorrect and

inaccurate rendering. (So also Olshausen). The attempt of Cal

vin, Beza, and others, to make the Greek words correspond with the

Hebrew original in spite of the rules of grammar, is
;
as we have

seen, vain and inadmissible
;
but equally so is, on the other hand,

the attempt of Luther, Calovius, Storr, Tholuck, and others, who
would interpret the Hebrew original, in spite of the context of the

psalm, according to the rendering of the Sept. Wherefore have re

course to such arts ? Would any one in the present day take it

amiss if a preacher were to give an excellent sermon on the verse,
&quot; The heart of man is a perverse and fearful thing ?&quot;f

And yet
this verse will in vain be sought in the original text

;
the Hebrew

words have quite another meaning. But though the idea is not to,

be found in that particular place of the original text of the Bible,
it is still not the less biblical; and the same holds good of the idea

in the citation before us. Throughout the New Testament (for ex

ample Rom. viii. 88
;

1 Pet. iii. 22), the angels, at least a class of

them, are regarded as dwd[iF.i$ of God, i. e.
y
as personal creatures

furnished with peculiar powers, through whom God works wonders

in the kingdom of nature, and whom he accordingly
&quot; makes to be

storm-winds and flames of
fire,&quot;

in as for as he lets them, so to

speak, incorporate themselves with these elements and operations of

* The strange interpretation given by Bengel and Meyer God makes his angels out

of wind, out of a fine but still material substance, while the Son is immaterial and un

created needs no refutation.

f [The above is a translation of Luther s version of Jer. xvii. 9.J
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nature. It is a truth declared in the Holy Scriptures of great spec-
ulative importance, that the miracles of nature, for example the

lightnings and trumpet sounds on Sinai, are not wrought immedi

ately and directly by God the Governor of the world, but are called

forth at his will by exalted creatures specially qualified for this

work. This position the angels hold
; they are there to work terri

ble wonders in the sphere of nature before the eyes of a yet uncul

tivated people. The writer found this idea expressed shortly and

tersely in that passage of the Sept., and he was quite as entitled to

appeal to it in addressing his readers who made use of the Sept. as

we are, in presence of a congregation using Luther s translation of

the Bible, to appeal to that expression about the perverseness and

fearfulness of the heart of man.

In the eighth verse rrpog is, of course, to be taken in the same
sense as in ver. 7, not as marking an address but as signifying

&quot; in

reference to.&quot; It can therefore not be inferred at least from the

preposition Trpd^, that the author regarded the passage in Ps. xlv.

7, 8 as a direct address to the Son of God. The words are spoken
in reference to the Son of God. In how far they are so will be

ascertained from a consideration of the passage in its original con

nexion.

The 45th Psalm is a carmen epithalamium on the marriage- of a

king with the daughter of a foreign king, as appears from verses

10-12, and, according to ver. 2, the song is presented to the king by
one of his subjects. There is not the slightest occasion for consid

ering the psalm as a direct prophecy of Christ. And as the super

scription plainly designates the psalm a song of songs, M -II-.? r, it

is in all probability one of an ancient origin, and not belonging to

the period after the exile, when already men had begun to discover

more in the psalms than such human relations. The superscription
ascribes the psalm to Korah, the contemporary of David and of

Solomon. But, apart even from this superscription, the psalm suits

no other king so well as Solomon. That hope which we found ex

pressed by David (2 Sam. vii. and Ps. ii.)
of an everlasting confirma

tion of his throne, recurs here, ver. 7
;
the king who is the subject

of this song, is described as very rich
;
he has according to ver. 9,

ivory palaces, as Solomon had, 2 Kings vii.; he has gold of Ophir

(ver. 10) as Solomon (1 Kings ix. 28); the daughter of Tyre, i. e.~

according to the analogy of daughter of Zion ?the city of Tyre*

congratulates him (ver. 13), and Solomon stood in close alliance

with Tyre (1 Kings vii.); the choice, too, of a foreign king s daugh
ter not only occurred in the case of Solomon (comp. the song of

songs) this might be the case also with later kings but in Solo-

*
Ilitzig indeed understands the princess Jezebel as meant by the daughter of Tyre;

;She, however, was from Sidon.
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mon such a choice might as yet be excused, while, at a later period, a

song celebrating a marriage so contrary to the law would scarcely

have received a place among the collection of sacred songs. Already
was the voice of prophecy lifted in all its majesty against Jezebel

;

and a powerful tribunate was formed in the cause of the theocracy

against Amaziah (2 Kings xiv. 19, seq.) and later kings. Some in

deed find in ver. 17 a feature which does not answer to Solomon. The
words u instead of thy fathers shall be thy sons&quot; (i. e., these shall

richly compensate for thy departed ancestors) are said not to be ap

plicable to Solomon, as he had only a single ancestor who bore the

crown. We might therefore be tempted to explain ver. 17,
&quot;

thy
sons shall compensate the want of ancestors

;&quot;
but it is not proba

ble that the poet should have referred to this want. Indeed there

is no need of having recourse to any such shifts. Solomon had in

reality no want of ancestors
;
and although only the last of these

had borne a crown, this involved, according to the ideas then enter

tained, no defect of honour
; nay, we find already from the book of

Ruth, which was written with a view to exalt the house of David,
how readily the real ancestors of David and Solomon were acknowl

edged as such, although they lived in a humble station. The poet
could therefore with all propriety express the idea, that the glory
of the ancestors of Solomon would be equalled and even surpassed

by that of his posterity.

How now are the Hebrew words Ps. xlv. 7, seq., to be translated?

From ver. 3 to ver. 10 Solomon is addressed throughout, from ver.

11 onwards his bride is addressed. There is then in the outset no

occasion for viewing the words, tliy throne, God, is for ever and

ever, as an interposed ejaculatory prayer to God. How unsuitable

would it have been, if the poet had placed the everlasting throne

of God in opposition to the throne of David as not everlasting !

Further, it is also evident, that we are not at liberty with Gesenius

and Olshausen to translate the words by
&quot;

thy divine throne.&quot; Even
if the words were ^rj fcs **?.? (according to the analogy of v

f -J^ -in),

that rendering would still be unnatural, and the other,
&quot; the throne

of thy God,&quot;
would be more proper. The words irr& ^sos, however,

cannot signify, even grammatically considered,
&quot;

thy divine throne&quot;

(this would require fn? NSS ^sss), but only &quot;thy throne, God.&quot;

An instance, indeed, seems to occur in Lev. xxvi. 42 (according to

Gesenius explanation), where the genitive is immediately joined to

the noun witli the suffix (mpn ^ro-is-nN my covenant of Jacob); but

there i^ is evidently not the genitive of quality, but the adverbial

accusative of relation, and the relation of a covenant made by God
with Jacob is evidently a different one from that of a throne of divine

majesty belonging to a king ;
so that that passage does not afford

the least analogy for the one before us. But granting that there
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were such an analogy in a grammatical point of view, it is still con

trary to the sense and spirit of the Hebrew language to use tpr&s as

a genitive of quality, and to flatten and degrade the idea of God or

of divinity in a heathenish style to the idea of creature-majesty.

Modern pantheism, indeed, speaks, of a divine locality, or of a
ee

divine&quot; opera ;
heathenish insipidities of this kind were foreign

to the purity of the Israelitish monotheism.

On the other hand, it was not foreign to the Israelitish mode of

conception and expression, to denote persons who stood as the agents
and representatives of God by the word fnVx (sing.) or tainVKn (plur.)

not, however, by trnVt&amp;lt;n as sing. comp. Ps. Ixxxix. 27, Ixxiii. 15,

etc. They were thus denoted, not because they were regarded as

creatures equal with God, but because, in their relation to those who

were subject to them, they were clothed with divine authority.

This might, with perfect propriety, be said of the &quot; seed of David&quot;

Solomon especially at the time when reference is made to that

prophecy of Nathan, that the throne of David should be established

for ever and ever.

The Psalmist after those words thus goes on :

&quot; A sceptre of

righteousness (ei-Qvr^ = -r^te in the Sept. frequently) is the sceptre

of thy dominion
;
thou hast loved righteousness and hated iniquity.

Therefore has thy God 3 God, anointed thee with oil of joy more

than thine associates/ By the &quot;associates&quot; cannot be meant those

holding office about the king s court; for, that the king is exalted in

prosperity and glory above the officers of his court is true, and has

ever been true, not merely of righteous, but of all kings, the unrigh
teous as well, and could not therefore with any reason be represented
as a special blessing consequent on the righteousness of Solomon.

Least of all can the ^eroxotg be explained, with Olshausen and others,

of the angels; to these neither the Psalmist nor our author can have

referred in this word; we shall soon see that the point of comparison
between the Messiah and the angels lies in quite another part of the

citation. The associates are evidently his associates in royal dignity
other kings; and the Psalmist says, that on account of his righteous
ness Solomon has received more joy, prosperity and glory, than ;my
other king of the earth. The anointing with oil of joy is not to be

understood of the anointing to the office of king or prophet, or even

of the anointing with the Holy Ghost in general, but the figurative

expression is derived from the well-known custom of anointing the

head at festivals (Dent, xxviii. 40
; Psalm xxiii. 5, xcii. 10

;
Matth.

vi. 17), and &quot;

to be anointed with oil of
joy&quot;

is equivalent to being
blessed with joy and prosperity. That fc^nV in the eighth verse is

again vocative follows, not merely from the analogy of the seventh

verse, but is evident of itself, and serves rather for the further con

firmation of-the correct rendering of ver. 7. It is impossible that
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^h&amp;gt;N
can be in apposition with trr&x ;

even in a vocative address

such a construction would be foreign to the spirit of the Hebrew
diction

; besides, here in the nominative or subject such a redun

dance would be all the more intolerable, as the emphasis which i

involves is altogether without occasion or aim. The LXX. have

therefore rightly understood t^nVs* as the vocative and
&quot;pnVx

as the

subject. That d^nVx has no article is explained by this, that it is

not an address to God, the one, definite, well-known, but an address

to a man.

The repeated address crnV^s applied to Solomon close beside the

designation of Jehovah as &inVs is certainly highly significant. The

poet addresses him thus not out of flattery, but under the influence

of the theocratic feeling that the dominion of God over Israel finds

its manifestation in the dominion of the anointed of God over Israel.

This involves the idea that the theocratic king is the fuljiller of the

ivill of God in Israel.

How then does our author apply this passage ? He does not

say that these words of the psalm are in the sense of their author

an address to Christ (comp. the remark on rrpd^), but that they are

spoken of Christ, are applicable to him. That exalted dignity
and rank was ascribed to Solomon because, and in so far as his

sceptre was a sceptre of righteousness, because, and in .so far as

he loved righteousness and made the will of God his will. The
Psalmist contemplates Solomon then as the ideal of a theocratic

king such as was conceived in 2 Sam. vii. and farther delineated in

hope, Psalm ii. In as far as Solomon in reality made the will of

God his will, in so far might he be accounted the seed promised to

David, in so far might the predicate tpr^x be assigned to him. It is

quite possible and comprehensible, that in the first years of his reign
it was believed that the prophecy of Nathan, 2 Sam. vii., and the

hope of David, Psalm ii.,
2 Sam. vii., found their fulfilment in Solo

mon, while the words of David were forgotten that the Lord spake
&quot; of the distant future.&quot; ( It was thought, too, in the time of Con

stantino, that the reign of the thousand years had commenced !)

But it soon appeared how mistaken this belief was, how far Solomon

departed from a faithful fulfilment of the will of God. Although,

however, that psalm as a hymn on Solomon was shewn to have

proceeded from human error, it did not, therefore, and in the same

degree cease to be prophetical, but it then first became a prophecy.
It became apparent that the ideals delineated in that psalm under

the guidance of the Holy Spirit would first be realized in t\iGfuture.
The ideal of the righteous king who absolutely fulfils the will of God,
and to whom, therefore, the predicate sv&x truly belongs, and whose

dominion is to have an everlasting continuance, is only very imper

fectly fulfilled in Solomon, is first perfectly fulfilled in Christ. Thus
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those words cited from the psalm are spoken respecting tJie on. In

the sense of their human author they are neither a direct nor an in-

indirect prophecy of Christ, but the object of which they treat
;

Solomon, was a real, a living prophecy of Christ, a type and pre-

figuration, and, in as far as those words represent Solomon in his

typico-ideal, not in his human-imperfect character, they are certainly

in the sense of the Holy Spirit a prophecy pointing to our Saviour.

Inquire we now finally, how far we have in that declaration of

the Psalmist aproof of the superiority of the Messiah over the angels.

Three things are declared of the ideal of a theocratic king conse

quently of the Messiah
; a, he is tpnVx

;
his authority is the author

ity of God himself
; b, his dominion is endless : c, both are true

because he perfectly fulfils the will of God. The perfect theocratical

king therefore Christ (which required no proofs for the readers of

the Epistle tq the Hebrews) stands in this threefold relation above

the angels. He is the absolute revelation of God and therefore him

self God; the angels are only servants. He is King of an imperish
able kingdom ; the angels execute only periodical commands; he

rules in a moral way asfounder of a kingdom of righteousness, and
his ivhole dignity as Messiah isfounded directly on his moral and

spiritual relation to man; the angels are only mediators of outward

appearances of nature, by wliicli a rude, unsusceptible people are to

be trainedfor higher things.

Ver. 10-12. As ver. 8, seq., is connected with ver. 7 by the

words TTpbg rbv vlov, so is ver. 10 still more closely connected with

ver. 8 seq., by a mere tcai, and indeed we shall soon see, that the

two members ver. 8, 9 and ver. 10-12 taken together, form the

antithetical member to ver. 7.

Here also we will first consider the passage quoted (Ps. cii.

26-28) in its original meaning and connexion. The words in them

selves have no difficulty ;
the Sept. has rightly rendered them, and

the author follows the Sept. ;
the meaning of the words too is clear.

But the question again recurs how far these words, evidently spoken
of God can afford any proof of the superiority of the Son over the

angels. The supposition that the author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews by mistake, i. e. from complete ignorance of the context

from which he took the passage, considered those words as an ad

dress directed to Christ
&amp;gt;\

too awkward to find any acceptance with

us. The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews can scarcely be con

ceived of as so senseless, that, without any occasion, he should use

words which apply to God as if they applied to the incarnate Son

of God. So coarse a mistake would certainly not have escaped

detection ;
for it is not to be forgotten that his readers were also in

a certain sense his opponents, and would scarcely have allowed

themselves to be drawn away from their deep-rooted prejudice in
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favour of the old covenant and the Old Testament Israel, by bad

and untenable arguments. That supposition is all the more improb
able when it is considered, that the author has evidently quoted all

these passages not from memory, but has carefully copied them from

the LXX., so that he could not possibly be ignorant of their original

context. In general, however, it is a very superficial and shallow

view that would lead us all at once to consider the use of Old

Testament passages in the New Testament as parallel with the

exegetico-dogmatic method of argumentation pursued by the Rab-

bins. The apostles and apostolical men have, indeed, exhibited in

their epistles such a freedom from the spirit of Jewish tradition,

such an originality and youthful vigour of new life, such a subtlety
and depth of psychological and historical intuition, and the whole

system of Christianity in its freshness and originality stands in such

contrast to the old insipid anti-Messianic Judaism, and appears so

thoroughly a new structure from the foundation resting on the depths
of Old Testament revelation, and so far from being a mere enlarge
ment of the Pharisaico-Eabbinical pseudo^Tudaism, that it were

indeed wonderful, if the same apostolical men had in their interpre
tation of Old Testament passages held themselves dependent on the

Jewish exegesis and hermeneutical method. In reality, however, the

apostolical exegesis of the Old Testament stands in clirectest opposi
tion to the Jewish-Rabbinical, so that one can scarcely imagine a

more complete and diametrical difference. In the Rabbinical inter

pretation it is always single words studiously separated from the

context from which inferences, arbitrary, of course, are drawn. The
Rabbins affirm, for example, that when a man lies three days in the

grave, his entrails are torn from his body and cast in the face of the

dead
; for it is written in Mai. ii. 3,

&quot; I will also cast the filth of

your festivals in your face.&quot; (Sepher joreh cliattaim, num. G6.)

Nay, the later Rabbinism
,
as a direct result of this arbitrary proce

dure, went the length of drawing inferences even from single letters.

They taught, for example, the transmigration of the soul, and that

the souls of men ever continue to live in men
;
thus the life of Cain

passed into Jethro, his spirit into Korah, his soul into the Egyptians

(Ex. ii. 12, seq.), for it is written Gen. iv. 24 ^p tp, and
,

j&amp;gt;,

and to

are the first letters of Jethro, Korah, and *&amp;gt;*. (Jalkut rubeni,
num. 9.) The genuine pharisaical principle which forms the basis

of all this, is, that the letter as such is what is most significant. The
New Testament writers, on the contrary as we have seen in refer

ence to Heb. i. 6-9, and as we shall see more and more as we proceed
with the epistle drew all their arguments from the spirit of the

passages considered in their connexion. Nothing at all is inferred

from the mere letters of the passages quoted. In Ps. xlv. there is

not a syllable about angels. When the author, notwithstanding,
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has adduced that passage as a proof that the Messiah is superior to

the angels, he has, as we have seen, necessarily reckoned on a rational

consideration of the passage on the part of his readers, and a reflec

tive logical comparison of the passage with that in Ps. civ. 4, and

the force of the argument proceeds only from such a judicious inter

pretation and attentive examination of the ideas and references

objectively contained in both passages.

The procedure which he uniformly follows is not that of collect

ing passages in which the ivords &quot;

Son&quot; and
&quot;angel&quot; occur, and ar

bitrarily interpreting them thus the Kabbins would have done

but of adducing the weightiest passages in which the Messianic

salvation is prophesied of (substantially, although not at all under

the name &quot;

Messianic&quot;), and from these developing the idea of this

salvation. Thus in vers. 7-12 the simple and fundamental idea

which he wants to shew is, that while the angels are employed by
God as ministering in temporary phenomena of nature, the Mes
sianic salvation, on the contrary, is ever represented, a, as the lifting

up of the man, the theocratical king, immediately to God; b
;
as

the immediate saving act of God himself, i. e.
}
in one word

; c, as

an immediate relation of God to men without the intervention of

mediation by angels. He finds this idea of the Messianic salvation

in those expressions of the Psalms, but not dry outward statements

respecting the person of Christ.

In vers. 8, 9 the important truth was stated, that the true theo

cratical king, when his dignity is described, receives not the predi

cate
&quot;

angel,&quot;
but the predicate t^nVx. He enters without the

mediation of an angel;
a -&amp;gt;V

-jKVtt, into immediate unity with God
himself. Have we then in vers. 8-10 a description of the saving-

work of a man who is one with God, we are therefore entitled to

expect that in vers. 10-12 a passage will be adduced as a counter

part, in which the Messianic salvation is described as an immediate

act of God to man, without the interposition of angels. For this

is the difference between the Mosaic economy of the law and the

Messianic economy of the gospel :
,
in the economy of the law

the man, Moses, is God s servant, and enters as yet into no imme
diate contact with God himself, but only with a form of the Divine

manifestation in the
*

^jsVfc ;
in the Messianic economy, on the con

trary, the theocratic king is himself tpnVx in an immediate relation

of oneness with God, while nothing is said of the mediation of angels ;

5, in the Mosaic economy, God works upon men through angels ;
in

the Messianic, God works immediately and directly on men without

the need of angels. This latter idea, as has been already said, \ve

must expect to find proved by a quotation in vers. 10-12.

Let us look now at the psalm. It is a song of complaint ^BP,
:V and according to ver. 4 written during the exile

;
and it is evi-
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dent from ver. 14 (thou s~halt arise and have mercy upon Zion), that

the author bewails not the sorrows of an individual but the misfor

tune of his people, although he represents this in an individualized

lyrical form as his own affliction. After having pourtrayed in vers.

2-12 his own wretched condition, i. e. 3 the condition of the Israelite

and the Israelites, he appeals in ver. 13 to the immutability and

eternity of God. It is self-evident that it is not the eternity as a

metaphysical attribute of God, nor his unchangeableness as the im
material Spirit that is spoken of, but the unchangeableness of

Jehovah in his acts, in his relation to Israel, in a word the Divine

covenant-faithfulness. Upon this he grounds the inference ver. 14,

that God shall again have mercy upon Zion, then will the heathen

and their kings fear him (ver. 15), and men will speak of the saving
work of God to coming generations (ver. 19), that God, namely, has

looked down from heaven and heard the cry of the prisoners (vers.

2-21). It is, then, the deliverancefrom the captivity that is here

spoken of, consequently the Messianic time. The prophets before

the exile had represented the Messiah as the deliverer from the

exile. Not till towards the end of the exile was it revealed to

Daniel, that the Messiah should come not immediately after the

seventy years of the exile foretold by Jeremiah in the strict sense,

but after seventy years of weeks
;

i. e., just that state of being
under the yoke of the heathen, which is substantially a state of

exile, would, even after the local return to Canaan, stretch over a

period of seventy years of weeks. The 102d Psalm does not yet
discover the difference between a state of exile in the stricter, and
in the wider sense

;
the Psalmist simply prays for the speedy arrival

of the promised time of the redemption and the salvation, that sal

vation which, when it actually appeared, Luke i. 68, was denoted

literally in the same way in which it had been denoted in Ps. cii. 19

as &quot;

as God s looking down upon his
people.&quot;

At the conclusion of the psalm the prayer is again concisely ex

pressed in the words,
&quot; Take me not away in the midst of my days

(ere I have witnessed the deliverance of the people), thy years are

to all generations/ Here too the prayer for deliverance is enforced

by the thought of God s unchangeableness, which implies here, be

sides the idea of the covenant-faithfulness of God, also that of his

greatness. Upon this follow the words :

&quot; Thou hast in the begin

ning (cpi&V, /t-a~ dpxd$) laid the foundations of the earth, the heaven

also is the work of thy hands. They shall perish, thou shalt re

main,&quot; etc. The fundamental idea there then is, that the liope of
the promised Messianic deliverance rests upon God alone and not on

any kind of creature help. Emphasis is expressly laid on the fact

that the heavens also and celestial beings are subject to time and to
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change, and that upon them the hope of the Messianic salvation

cannot rest.

Thus do we find here, in reality, the precis^ idea expressed
which we were led to expect. Ver. 8, seq.: the Messianic salva

tion, in so far as it appears the act of a man, an anointed one,
&quot; the seed of David/ is already according to the prophecies of

the Old Testament far superior to angel-revelations, is immedi

ately Divine, eternal, everlasting. Vers. 10-12 : the Messianic

salvation, in so far as it appears as the act of God, is already

according to the expectation of the Old Testament an immediate

act of God alone, of which no creature, no celestial creature even,

is capable.

Thus the Son, as in vers. 8-9, so in like manner in vers. 1012,

appears in a threefold opposition to the angels, ver. 7. a, The Mes
sianic redemption is an act of the everlasting faithfulness of God

himself, not of a creature, b, It is everlasting, not mutable, c, It-

isfounded on a moral relation of God to men, on thefaithfulness of

God, not on a relation to nature.

In conclusion then we see, that vers. 8-9 and vers. 10-12 are the

two members parallel to each other,- which taken together form the

complete antithesis to ver. 7.

Ver. 13 forms the key-stone of the whole argument. Let us

look back for a moment on the course of the reasoning. The New
Testament revelation of God in the Son was opposed to that of the

Old Testament as the absolute to the relative, ver. 4, and the abso

luteness of the former derived, 1, from the name Son which is

assigned in the Old Testament to the promised Messiah, but to none

among the angels, ver. 5
; 2, from this, that where the (Mes

sianic) saving work of God, i. e., of the Trp^ruroKog is prophesied of,

merely the place of worshipping spectators belongs to the angels,

ver. 6
; 3, vers. 7-12, from the immediatencss of the union of God

with men in the Messianic salvation, from its everlasting dura

tion and its spiritual nature, inasmuch as it rests on the reciprocal

relation of human righteousness, vers. 8-9, and Divine faithfulness,

vers. 10-12. It had been shewn in vers. 8-9, as well as in vers.

10-12, that an immediate elevation of man to God, and an imme
diate act of grace on the part of God towards man, without the in

terposition of angels, were already laid down in the Old Testament

as the fundamental characteristics of the Messianic salvation. This

immediatencss is now in ver. 13 still farther confirmed by a crown

ing passage from the Old Testament in which it is most clearly ex

pressed. The Messiah, it is said, shall sit upon God s throne, .and

take part in the Divine dominion. Nowhere is this represented as

belonging to an angel.

The quotation is from Ps, ex. 1. Bleek cannot allow this psalm
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to be taken as prophetical of the Messiah, because the hope of a

personal Messiah was foreign to the time of David. This objection
needs no refution after what has been said at ver. 5. Tholuck also

(Hebraerbr. Beilage, i. p. 10) has rightly directed attention to

2 Sam. xxiii. 1, seq. that saying of David in which he expresses
so definite a hope of a definite posterity who should fulfil Nathan s

prophecy, 2 Sam. vii. That we have, in Ps. ex., also an expression
of that hope grounded on 2 Sam. vii. should no longer be doubted.

We by no means need to appeal to the declaration of Christ, Matth.

xxii. 42, seq.; even if we were able, without doing violence to a

sound understanding, to agree with those who regard that declara

tion not as Christ s real opinion, but as intended by him half in jest

merely to lead the Pharisees into an inextricable difficulty even if

we were at liberty to adopt such a view, the composition of the

110th Psalm by David, and its Messianic signification, would still

stand fast of itself. The remarkable representation of a sacerdotal

king like to Melchisedek, which we find in this psalm, will not at all

suit a time subsequent to that of David. The later kings stood partly
in hostile relation to the priesthood, cultus, theocracy, and worship
of Jehovah, partly, even when they stood in a peaceful and friendly

relation to these as in the case of Hezekiah and Josiah, they shewed

this precisely by not invading the rights and offices of the priests ;

the attempt of the otherwise pious Uzziah to combine the priestly

functions with the kingly was punished by God himself with the

infliction of the disease of leprosy. In such a period, such a psalm,
with the representation which it gives of a priest-king, could not

have been composed. To unite the priestly with the kingly dignity
was at that time as little to the praise of a king, as it is now to the

praise of the emperor Henry IV. as an emperor, that he invested

bishops and popes. As this, on the contrary, was a commendation

under Charles the Great, and even under Henry III., so also was

that a ground of praise in the time of David, of David the protector

of the high priesthood against Saul, the man after God s heart, in

opposition to whom the priests had no occasion for watching over,

and defending their rights, because they had no reason to dread any
malicious invasion of these from the despotism of the king. We
must therefore seek for the date of the psalm in the time of David.

With respect to its contents, modern critics have held the psalm to

be a hymn upon David sung by one of his subjects. The first words

correspond with this explanation : the Lord (God) said unto my
lord (the king). But the words immediately following, in which

God is represented as having spoken, will not apply to David. It is

easy to comprehend how Solomon should receive the predicate &quot;God&quot;

as the theocratic ruler, especially when he is contemplated as the

ideal seed of David, and the fulfiller of the will of God. But it

VOL. VI. 21
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cannot be comprehended how an Israelite should have spoken of

David s sitting upon God s throne; for the throne of God was, as

we learn from Ps. xi. 4, xxxiii. 14, etc., in the heaven ;* a sitting

upon God s throne was not applicable to David even by the boldest

hyperbole, still less would ver. 4 be suitable to David, in which

Jehovah is represented as having sworn to the king the same who
is spoken of ver. 1 that he shall be a priest and king at the same

time, and that forever dV^V. When had ever such a thing been

promised to David ? Bleek thinks there is no trace of the psalm s

referring to thefuture; but do not ver. 1 (the Lord said) and ver.

4 (the Lord hath sworn and ivill not repent), refer plainly enough to

a prophecy that had been given and was still unfulfilled (bhr N^I

flit.) ? It is possible, indeed, that a prophecy referring to David s

own future destinies might be meant, but it will be difficult to find

any prophecy of such an import in reference to David. Nowhere

else must we look for the
&quot;

ess mentioned in Ps. ex. than in that

very prophecy of Nathan, 2 Sam. vii. with which we arc now so

familiar, and there it is said, twice in succession, not of David, but

in express contradistinction to him, of his seed : nssttte ns ^ .^s^
ver. 12, and eV-.3&amp;gt; M^ISW N&S nx ^5 ^, David shall indeed die,

but his seed shall reign forever. There, too, we find the words

oV.y 15 of Ps. ex. 4. And we have already seen at ver. 5 of our

chapter, that although Nathan had spoken of the seed collectively,

David might yet expect, and did expect, the fulfilment of this

promise in no other way than in a definite individual of his pos

terity. (With this the objection of Bleek falls of itself to the

ground that the idea of a personal Messiah was unknown in the

time of David). What remains of Ps. ex. 4 finds its explanation also

also in 2 Sam. vii. Nathan had revealed to David that he was not

appointed to build the Lord an house
;
he was appointed merely to

reign ;
but his seed after him was to build an house to the Lord,

and the Lord would build an house for it. If now the seed of David

was to do in a higher and more excellent degree that which in a less

degree the builders of the tabernacle had done, this might properly
be considered as a uniting of priestly-ecccsiastical with civil func

tions, and might be represented in the language of lyrical poetry as

a government
&quot;

after the order of Melchisedec.&quot; But if the seed of

David is to have an house built for him by the Lord himself, and is

to reign forever and ever, he is thereby exalted to God s own throne ;

God has built for him his house and his throne, he has built God s

house
;
the dominion of both is thus endless and unlimited, and

becomes accordingly one and the same.

* The mercy-lid over the ark of the covenant which shut out the accusing testimony

(the tea commandments) from the view of God, is indeed in Luther s translation, but

nowhere in the original, designated as a seat or throne of God.
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But while it is impossible that David can be the object of the

psalm, he can be
;
and is, its author. For; from what other indi

vidual of the time of David are we at liberty to expect such an un

folding of the Messianic hope, than from that king who gave utterance

to the prayer with which we are already familiar in 2 Sam. vii. 18-29

and chap, xxiii. 1, seq.?

This passage from the Psalms, then, is cited by our author. No

angel, but a man, is chosen to an immediate unity of dominion

with God, to absolute rule over all enemies, over the whole world.

The angels, on the contrary, as the author says in ver. 14, by way
of recapitulation, looking back to ver. 7, are ministering spirits

Xeirovpyuta nvevpara ; they exist only on account of those who are

appointed to be &quot; heirs of salvation.&quot; It is not the angels that are

called into a relation of oneness with God, ~but man. In this anti

thesis, the whole train of thought finds its conclusion.

A PRACTICAL INTERMEDIATE PART.

(ii. 1-4).

In ch. ii. 1-4 the author immediately adds a practical applica
tion of the foregoing. All the more carefully must we hold fast the

Neio Testament doctrine. TLepioaug is a familiar expression, espe

cially with the apostle Paul. Why the comparative is used here

appears from the train of thought, which is as follows (as is plain
also from vers. 2 and 3). Apparently, the authority of the Mosaic

law is higher than that of the gospel ;
for there God revealed hirn,-

self by angels, here by a man. But it follows from what has been

said, that the New Testament revelation, far from having less au

thority on that account, possesses rather an authority by so much
the greater, that it was not given through the mediation of angels,

but is immediate, consequently, that greater heed must be given,

not to esteem it lightly.

MvJTrore napappvtiiisV) A.D. and other manuscripts read Trapapv^pevy

which, however, is not a different reading, nor an error in the writ

ing (Tholuck), nor a poetical form, but, as Sturz (de dial. Maced.

et Alex.) already perceived, and Thiersch (de Pent. vers. Alex. p.

85) has since further proved, nothing more than an Alexandrian

orthography. The form napappv^ev cannot be the conj. pres. act.

of TrapappvKG), as this verb nowhere occurs, but is supplied by the

grammarians for the explanation of certain forms. We have here

simply the conj. aor. sec. pass, of TtapappKu to flow by lest we un

consciously slide past (comp. Sept. Prov. iii. 21). Some supply rd

dKovoOevra, in which case it would signify
&quot; that we forget not the

things we have
heard,&quot; but this gives an almost tautological idea.
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When others supply r/)v GG)rr]piav in the sense of &quot;

everlasting hap

piness/ something heterogeneous is thereby introduced into the

words. The best way certainly is to supply rtiv dKovoOw-uv :

&quot; that

we may not even yet entirely fall away from the doctrine we have

heard.&quot; For this was the specific danger that threatened them.

Whoever of those Jewish Christians should once treat what specifi

cally belonged to the New Testament as a secondary thing, to which

he needed not to give such anxious heed as to his connexion with the

Mosaic ordinances and law, might come unconsciously and imper

ceptibly to lose entirely his Christian knowledge and love for the

gospel. (Similarly De Wette, Bleek, Tholuck).
Vers. 2, 3. The idea already implied in the first verse that the

gospel because given to men by Jesus possesses- all the higher and

holier claims, is now further unfolded as the ground of what is said

in ver. 1. Et introduces an argument e concessis
;
that the law is

pe(3ato$ (i. e., has a fully attested Divine authority) was undisputed
on the part of the readers. This authority, however, rested sub

stantially on the fact, that the law ivas promulgated by angels. The

question presents itself, whence arose this view of the co-operation
of angels in the giving of the law from Mount Sinai. Among the more

recent theologians the opinion is pretty prevalent, that this was a

belief entertained by the Jews in the time of Christ, a rabbinical

notion, of which Stephen (Acts vii. 53), Paul (Gal. iii. 19), and the

author of this epistle availed themselves for their respective objects.

If it should be granted that it was nothing more than a notion be

longing to that time, it would not therefore follow that it was super
stitious

;
on the contrary, there lay beneath it a profound truth.

Moses did not make the law but received it
;
the voice which spako

the ten words, Ex. xx., the finger which wrote them, could not,

however, be immediately ascribed to God
;

it was rightly conjectured

that those appearances were brought about by the agency of exalted

creatures, and that forms of revelation so external do not correspond
with the eternal and invisible nature of God. And that is precisely

what our author means to urge, namely, that the revelation of God
in the person of Jesus Christ is one which is absolutely adequate ;

that, however, which consists in the mere utterance of a law is not

adequate. The whole reasoning, therefore, would rest on a profound

truth, even if that view respecting the co-operation of angels un

Mount Sinai were a mere rabbinical theologumcnon.
But it is not a mere theologumenon ;

it has a real foundation

in the statements of God s word, of the Old Testament. We \vili

not, indeed, and are not warranted to refer here to the -A *]? ;
for

although it is always of importance to bear in mind that God, in

the time of Moses, chose for the form in which he appeared that of

the angelic species, still, the angel of the Lord was no individual
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created angel ;
least of all would this explain the use of the plural

in the passage before us 5C dyysXuv. We would rather refer in

as far as regards, in general, the origin of the doctrine of angels
before the exile to the passage in Joel iii. 11 (at the final judgment
the Gentiles shall assemble together ;

&quot; there God lets his mighty
ones come down&quot;) compared with 2 Kings xix. 35

(&quot;
the angel of

Lord came down and smote the camp of the Assyrians&quot;). With

reference, however, to the special co-agency of angels on Sinai, we
would appeal, with Olshausen, to the two passages Deut. xxxiii. 2,

seq. ;
Psalm Ixviii. 17. In the first passage, in the song of Moses,

it is said : God shined forth from Mount Paran, he came with ten

thousand of holy ones. The form niam is stat. constr. plur. of naa-n

myrias ; tnp niwi, therefore, means multitudes or hosts of holy
ones. It is then said in ver. 3 : Yea, he loveth the tribes

;
all his

holy ones are at thy hand; they sit at thyfeet ; he receives thy words.

(The d-K. Aey. isn is derived perhaps from the Arabic
(jjj.)

Those

who sit are evidently the Israelites who sit at the foot of the

mount, as it were at God s feet
;
the subject to receives can be no

other than Moses. There is thus an antithesis between the &quot;

they&quot;

and the
&quot;

he.&quot; But this antithesis cannot be that which results

from placing emphasis on the ern, for then Nsri} must have stood

before ss\ But as this is not the case, trri can only be used in

opposition to the foregoing P**?*, so that these holy ones are plainly

distinguished from the Israelites as different persons. It may also

be supposed on other and independent grounds, that the Israelites

are not meant by these &quot;

holy ones.&quot; In the first place, the former

are never by Moses either described as holy ones or designated by
that epithet ;

in the chapter immediately preceding (chap, xxxii.),

he speaks much of their unholiness and obduracy. But in the

second place, if by these holy ones the Israelites are to be under

stood as meant, then must we give to ^a the signification
&quot; in thy

protecting hand,&quot;

&quot; in thy protection,&quot;
a signification which this ex

pression had not yet obtained in the time of Moses. Finally, the

idea as a whole that God protects the Israelites, and bears them,
as it were, in his hands would be altogether out of place in this

description of the giving of the law from Sinai. Four distinct and

independent reasons, then, compel us to render the words :

&quot;

all his

holy ones stand at thy hand&quot; (at thy side, near thee), and to ex

plain this of the hosts of angels standing near to God. In the same

way must we explain the &quot; multitudes of saints&quot; spoken of in ver. 2.

The Alexandrian translator must also have perceived that angels
were spoken of here

;
he has, in true Alexandrian fashion, put into

the text the correct interpretation of tnj? nba^, by substituting the

words t /c de^itiv avrov ayyeXoi fie- avrov in place of a translation of

the to him obsciye words ^V r&amp;gt; N ver. 2.
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The other passage to which we would refer, and which serves to

confirm our explanation of the foregoing, is Ps. Ixviii. 17. The 68th

Psalm belongs to the time of Solomon
;
not to an earlier period,

since in ver. 30 mention is made of the temple in Jerusalem
;
nor to

a later, as in ver. 28 the princes of Naphtali and Zebulon appear
with presents before the King, .which could not possibly have taken

place after the separation of the two kingdoms ; chiefly is ver. 32

applicable to Solomon, where mention is made of the Egyptian and

Ethiopian ambassadors bringing gifts, and also ver. 17, where it is

said that God from this time forth for ever has made his dwelling-

place &quot;on the hill.&quot; In this psalm we read ver 18 : &quot;the chariots

of God are twenty thousand, many thousands
;
the Lord is with

them on Sinai in the holy place.&quot;
The author of our epistle, there

fore, was fully justified by what he read in the Old Testament in

calling the law a word spoken by angels.

This word was (3t(3aio&amp;lt;; (see above), and every Trapdfiaaig (positive

transgression), nay, even every Trapaitorj (negative omission) received

its just recompense. To designate the recompense, the author, who

evidently aims at elegance of style, uses the more select, more rare,

and sonorous word luadaTrodoaia. If this held good already of the

law, how shall we escape (namely, the just recompense)
&quot;

if we

neglect so great crom/pm,which is confirmed to us by those who heard

it as one which, at the first, was spoken by the Lord ?&quot; A twofold

antithesis to the law is here specified. First, the law was a mere

word (Adyo?)* which, indeed, laid commands upon men, but imparted
no strength or inclination for their fulfilment, the gospel, on the

contrary, is a salvation, a redemption, an act. (Some would, most

unhappily, and without any occasion given in the text, but rather

destroying the beauty of the idea, explain auTTjpia by Adyof r/fc

auTTjpias with an arbitrary reference to Acts xiii. 26.) Secondly,
the salvation has been revealed and preached to men, directly and

from first hand, by the Lord himself, not from second hand by the

angels. This is implied in the words dpx^v Xaftovoa, etc.

happdveiv used by later Greek writers instead of the classical

The beginning cannot, of course, be understood here as forming an

antithesis to the continuance; as if the two acts dp%ijv hapovaa
XaXeloOai and t-fie(3ai60ri were co-ordinated, and the sentence to he

resolved thus dpxijv ehafie AaheloOat KOI tfiefiaiudT], in which case the

idea would be that the salvation was at first spoken by the Lord

himself, but afterwards had been delivered to us as sure by those

who heard it. Where then would be the difference between the

salvation and the law ? The law, too, was at first given by God,
and then brought by angels to men. The author of our epistle,

however, lays no emphasis on the fact, that the salvation was given
from God vrrb rov fleov.but that it was brought to menfrom the very
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first ~by (did) the Lord, consequently, not first by intermediate per
sons. Eflepaiwdr], is therefore, of course, not co-ordinate with. dp^i]v

Xa(3ovoa kahelaOai, but &a(3ovoa depends on e(3J3atudr]. That the sal

vation was revealed directly by the Lord is what has been delivered

to us by the dnovaavreg the ear (and eye) witnesses as a certainty,

and consequently as a divine authentication of the aurr^pia.

Some have found in vers. 1-3 a proof that the Epistle to the

Hebrews could in no case have been written by the apostle Paul.

(Euthal., Luth., Calv., etc.) For Paul, far from excluding himself

from the number of eye-witnesses, rather lays all weight on the

fact, that he had seen the (risen) Lord himself, 1 Cor. xv.
;
Gal. i.

This argument is, however, without force
;
other grounds there may

be against the Pauline origin of the epistle, but in these verses there

is none. It is one thing to have once seen the risen Lord, it is an

other thing to be an ear-witness of the salvation spoken by Christ,
i. c. of the entire revelation of God in Christ. (Comp. Acts i. 21.)
The same Paul, who,in writing to the Corinthians who doubted of

the resurrection, or to the Galatians who disputed his apostolic mis

sion, appeals to the former fact, must yet have acknowledged that

he was not an eye-witness of the salvation in the latter sense.

Moreover, the 1 plur. in ver. 1 is not communicative, but merely

insinuatory.
Ver. 4. It is quite consistent with the practical aim which our

author never loses sight of, that he attaches only a subordinate

value to the confirmation of the Gospel by miracles. He says
-

avvemfj,apTvpovvTO$. Maprvpeiv means to bear witness of a thing
which is still under question, doubtful, fatfiapTvpelv to testify of a

thing already established, avvem^iapTvpelv to give an additional

testimony to a thing in itself certain, and confirmed by proofs from

other sources. This implies that the salvation in Christ does not

properly stand in need of confirmation by miracles, but bears already
in itself the testimony of its truth. And, indeed, it will never hap

pen, that a heart which is inwardly far from the truth of the Gospel,
which is wanting in repentance and self-knowledge, the spiritual

hunger and thirst, will be, so to speak, forced into an acknowledg
ment of the truth of this Gospel by an appeal to the miracles which

accompany it. On the contrary, to such hearts miracles are rather

TrpoGKonfiaTa,
u that with seeing eyes they see not, and with hearing

ears they hear not.&quot; Only the heart which has first experienced in

itself the miracle of regeneration, of creative renewal, is capable of

the humility which believes, even where it does not comprehend
1

*.

For this very reason, however, the miracles are not something non-

essential; but, as in the time of Christ, so still, they serve the end

of being boundary stones between faith and unbelief, signs of God
for the believing spirit, intimating that he is a living God, who stands
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above, not beneath his works, chiefly as the distributor of life

and the Saviour, above that nature which is fallen by sin, and is

subject to death (in which view the resurrection of Christ, the first-

fruits, forms the centre point of all miracles), and signs of faith

which, in miracles, learns and exercises humility. It is, moreover,

worthy of observation, that this very passage which ascribes to mir

acles the humble function implied in the word ovvem^apTvpelv, fur

nishes a principled proof of the historical reality of the miracles,

and, with this, of the supernatural character of Christianity in gen
eral. A man who wrote before the year 70, speaks of miracles, even

where he does not give them a high place, as of well-known and

undisputed facts 1

Miracles may be regarded in a fourfold aspect, first, with respect
to their design as wineia (nte), signs, miraculous testimonies in be

half of any truth
; secondly, with respect to their nature as rt-para

(Mate), i. e. supernatural acts
; thirdly, with respect to their origin

as acts of power (dvvdfieis), because wrought by higher powers ;
and

finally, in their specifically Christian aspect as impartings of the

Holy Ghost (rrveviiaros dyiov f.LepLOfioi) ,
as exercised by those who,

according to the will and wise distribution of God, are endowed with

the particular gifts of miracles (conip. 1 Cor. xii. 11).

SECTION SECOND.
i

IN THE SON MAN IS RAISED ABOVE THE ANGELS,

(il. 5-18.)

In the first section it was shewn, that already the Old Testament

points to a future absolute revelation of God to man, a revelation

through a Mediator, by whom man should enter into immediate

contact with God, and God with man, and that this predicted reve

lation of God is, even in the Old Testament, placed higher than that

which was given through the mediation of angels. It was therefore

the dignity of the Son as such, his person and office, that was first

spoken of.

In the second section, on which we now enter, the one idea

already implicitly contained in the first section
(i.

8
? 9), namely,

that in the Son, man is immediately exalted to a union with God
such as belongs not to the angels, is taken up and independently
carried out. Here again, the 5th verse, which contains the new

Iheme, is connected by means of the conjunction yap with the con-
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eluding words of the foregoing section. The new idea that the

divine dominion over the future kingdom is ascribed not to the

angels but to the Son of Man,, follows quite naturally upon the ex

hortation in ver. 1-4 as a new proof, but at the same time comes

into co-ordination with the whole of the first section, chap. i. 5-14;

the first section was the one foundation upon which the exhortation,

chap. ii. 1-4, is made to rest
; chap. ii. 5, together with its further

development in ver. 6-18, forms the other foundation. Thus the

author, with great beauty of style, bridges over the space between

the concluding words of the first section and the announcement of

the new theme, just as we observed before in chap. i. 4.

Before, however, proceeding to follow out exegetically this new

theme, it may not be without advantage to view somewhat more

closely the ground-idea of the new section in itself, and to make
ourselves familiar with it. That not merely the Son as the eternal

only-begotten of the Father or the first-born (n-pwro-o/tof) of every
creature is higher than the angels, but that man also as such is

called (of course in Christ) to a much more immediate union with

God than belongs to angels, and that therefore man, as regards his

proper destination, is higher than the angels, this is a statement

which at first sight will appear surprising, as we are generally wont
to regard the angels as superior beings. And, indeed, it is not

without reason that we do so. For, according to the statements of

the Holy Scripture, the angels are endowed with higher and less

limited gifts and powers, and although as creatures they cannot be

conceived of as unlimited by space, and consequently, as incorporeal,
still they have an unspeakably freer and less circumscribed relation

to space and to matter than men have in their present state. They
clothe themselves with visible matter and put off this garment again;

they transfer themselves to wheresoever they please, they are riot

bound to a body of clay, and as they are without sexual distinction

(Matth. xxii. 30) there exists among them neither any development
of the individual from childhood through the various steps of age,
nor of race, through successive generations. The entire species has

come from the creative hand of God complete, in all its individuals,

complete as the diamond which sparkles with perpetual and un

changing lustre. How now, shall we reconcile with this, that our

author should place above the angels poor weak man, hemmed in by
space and a gross body, developing himself upon the basis of animal

sexuality? Just in the same way as we can reconcile it with the

weakness and meanness of the rose-bush, that there is in it, not

withstanding, a more excellent life than in the diamond. The
enamel of the rose when it has reached its bloom is something far

superior to the glitter of the diamond. So also will man, when he

reaches the bloom of his glorified life, unspeakably excel the angels
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in glory. Man s superiority lies just in his capability of develop-

ment. When the diamond is once disturbed by the ray of a burning
reflector it is irrecoverably gone ;

so are the angels, once fallen, for

ever lost, according to the doctrine of Scripture. The rose can with

difficulty be hurt, and even from its root it will still send forth new
life

;
so was man rendered capable even by sin (the possibility of

which, though not its actual entrance, was necessary in consequence
of his freedom) of entering into full spiritual life-fellowship with

God, through the help of the Saviour entering into him, nay, capa
ble of receiving the person of the redeeming Son of Gcd as a mem
ber into his race. Hence also, it is the planet-system that has been

assigned to man as the habitation and the theatre of that absolute

revelation of God in Christ, the planet-system, in which the anti

thesis between the fixed-star-like, or angel-like independent sun

and the animal-like dependent moon finds its genuine human recon

cilement in the planets, and most completely in the eartli while

the angels, as the &quot; hosts of heaven,&quot; have their dwelling-place in

the fixed stars, where there is no opposition between illuminating
and illuminated bodies, where planets do not revolve round suns,

but fixed stars around fixed stars.*

In ver. 5 the ground-idea is first of all expressed in a negative
form. The oiKovp,Kvr] ?/ fiehhovoctj the future terrestrial globe, i. e.,

the future kingdom (comp. Isa. Ixvi. 22) san c^isn is nowhere repre

sented in the Old Testament as ruled over by angels. The positive

antithesis to this follows in vers. 6, 7 in the form of a citation which

plainly enough implies the statement, that man rather is appointed
to the dominion over &quot;

all
things.&quot;

Vers. 6, 7. The citation is taken from Ps. viii. 5-7 ;
the passage

is quoted according to the Sept., with this exception, that the words

Kal Ka~o~r]aac; avrov im ra tpya r&v xeip&v aov, which are not found

in the original Hebrew but are added in the LXX., are omitted by
our author. The manner in which he introduces the quotation

dtefiapTvpaTO de nov rig Aeywv appears at first sight strange, but in

nowise implies that the writer (as Koppe, Dindor., Schulz thought)
did not know where the citation was to be found.f For we find a

similar indefmiteness also in chap. iv. 4, where the words cited

(&quot;
God rested on the seventh

day&quot;)
are of such a kind that it was

impossible the author could be ignorant of where they originally

stand. That he knew this, too, in the case before us, is evident

from the exactness with which he cites according to the Sept., while

* See this view farther developed and vindicated in my essay, &quot;Die Weltanschauung
der Bibel und die Naturwissenchaft,&quot; in the journal &quot;Die Zukunft dor Kircho,&quot; prin

cipally in p. 31, seq. and p. 55, seq.

f Still less, of course, does it imply, that he meant to throw doubt on David s being

the author of the psalm, and to represent its author as an unknown person as G-rotiua

thought.
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at the same tirne he omits those words of the Sept. which do not

belong to the original. Uov TI$ is therefore a mere arbitrary mode
of expression (which was peculiar also to Philo, comp. Bleek on this

passage); the author forbears to specify the place of the citation,

just because he takes it for granted that it was quite well known.

In the same way might a writer or speaker in our own time say
&quot;-one has said : Here I stand, I can do nothing else.&quot; With respect
to the quotation itself it presents two difficulties

; a, the words ~ap

dyyehovg evidently appear to belong to those of the citation from

which the author draws his inferences, cornp. ver. 5. His object is

to prove from the passage in the psalms, that man was indeed made
lower than the angels, but only for a time, not forever

; rather, that

precisely to man, and not to the angels, is the dominion over the

oiKovfiEvr] 7] iitXXovoa ascribed. But those very words Trap ayytXovc;

have no foundation in the original Hebrew, the words there are

fc^joa ta^to wTj8Sjt^. bj The words (3pax,v n are evidently understood

by the writer, ver. 9, in the sense of time as meaning &quot;a short time.&quot;

&quot; We see Jesus who was for a short time made lower than the angels
crowned.&quot; To take (3pa%v TL there in the sense of degree would

yield no sense whatever. Consequently the author has also in ver. 7,

in this citation, understood Ppa%v TI in the sense of time. But taste

in the Hebrew, and ppa%v n in the Sept., according to the opinion
of its authors, are to be understood in the sense of degree; this at

least is the most prevalent opinion among more recent critics (also
that of Olshausen). The only thing then that remains for us is

here again to give the psalm itself our direct and unprejudiced con

sideration. Whether or not the psalm was written by David is here

a matter of perfect indifference
; reasons, however, will appear oc

casionally and unsought for, to warrant our ascribing its authorship
to him. Let us consider, first of all, the psalm itself.

&quot;

Jehovah, our Lord, how mighty is thy name upon the whole

earth, thou whose honour is praised* above the heaven.&quot; Here,
already, there is an evident antithesis between earth and heaven.
The God, whose majesty is praised above in all heavens, disdains not
to acquire for himself also on the poor small earth a glorious mighty
name by the acts of his covenant-faithfulness (as the Lord, our

Lord). Ver. 2,
&quot; Out of the mouths of babes and sucklings hast

* nsn cannot bo iraperf. which in a relative clause would bo altogether without
sense. If we derive it from

(
ni then it must bo the 3 sing. prat, with n fin. (comp.

ver. 7 npjp instead of ra;

) and apocopated
-j.

In this case ^N must point back to ycv,
&quot;

Thy name, which has made thy glory above the heaven.&quot; This, however, is a very
forced idea. The simplest way is to point the word thus nan (as Pual of nan Jud. v. 11,

xi. 40, which corresponds well enough with the faypOjj of the LXX.), or, if it be thought
preferable, to point n:r&amp;gt;

in the sense habitare, from which rrsrj &quot;dwellings&quot;
is derived.

But the latter root did not belong to the Hebrew tiU after the captivity, while nsr, cele-

brare, is a primitive poetical expression.
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thou established a power for thee, &quot;because of thine adversaries, to

subduo the enemy, the avenger.&quot; It is not easy to say what the

poet had in his mind here. At first sight we might be tempted to

imagine a reference to some special case, in which a hostile warrior

had
; by the weeping and lisping of a child, been moved to pity to

wards its parents. But a definite case of this kind which the readers

of the psalm might have been able to call to mind without farther

description, does not occur in all the Old Testament j nor is it the

enemies of a man but the enemies of God that are spoken of
; and,

besides, the subsequent part of the psalm treats solely of the high

position which God hath assigned to man as such. We must,, there

fore find in ver. 2 a reference of a more universal kind. God has

on account of his enemies, for their subjugation, provided a power,
and that out of the mouth of weak sucklings ! By the enemies of

God we must understand the whole power opposed to God on the

earth, the kingdom of darkness, the kingdom of the serpent ; by
the power which God hath provided we are to understand the whole

of those preparations which God hath made or promised to make
for overcoming the darkness. What are the preparations of this

kind with which we are made acquainted in the Old Testament ?

Has God, perhaps, promised that he will at one time send hosts of

angels who shall trample on the serpent s head ? No
;
when his

object is to chastise sinful men, he places a cherub with a flaming
sword before the closed gate of paradise ;

but when the future re

demption from the bondage of the serpent, from death is spoken of,

then no mention is made of an angel, but the seed of the woman is

to bring the salvation, hence, though erroneously and hastily, she

fixes her hope on the boy that first comes from her womb
;
she has

now a man child, and thinks that with the seed of the woman she

has at the same time recovered the possession of the God whom she

had lost (left behind in paradise). And from this time forth, all

hope of salvation was turned towards the birth of the heirs of the

theocratic blessing, and on the preservation and protection of these

first-born. The original promise of the seed of the woman separates
itself into many branches

;
when a son is born to Lamech he calls

him. Noah, for he hopes that he will bring comfort to men in their

trouble and labour upon the earth which God has cursed (Gen. v.

29); all the hope of Abraham is turned towards the birth of Isaac

and the preservation of his life, Isaac s hope rests upon Jacob
;
the

whole prospect of the future salvation always rests on such weak

beings ; upon the child which slumbers in a basket among the

sedges of the Nile, rested the salvation of Israel
; and, moreover,

David s entire faith rested on the seed, which was to be the Son of

God, and was to reign forever with God. (Comp. Hofmann, Weis-

sag. u. Erfullung. part I. p. 195). This psalm then certainly suits
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no author better than David. The same ro}
Tal singer, who in Psalm

ii. and ex. admired the Divine majesty of the seed promised to him,

is, in Psalm viii., lost in adoring wonder that God has selected a

lowly son of man as the instrument of his Divine conquests.

Sucklings, weak children, are the threads on which the hope of

Israel hangs. (How natural was it for the reflective reader already
here to carry out the antithesis

;
God has not told his people to

direct the eye of their hope to the appearances of angels, and to

hosts of angels).

The 4th verse of the 8th Psalm contains nothing that might
serve to confirm what is said in ver. 3

;
that the poet considers the

heaven as the work of God, can be no reason or proof that God has

chosen children to be the instruments of his power. We are there

fore not entitled to give to -&amp;gt;s the argumentative signification &quot;for,&quot;

but must render it as a syntactic particle by &quot;when,&quot;
so that ver. 4

forms an antecedent clause to ver. 5.
&quot; When I look upon thy

heavens the work of thy fingers, the moon and the stars which thou

hast prepared ;
what (I must then exclaim) is man that thou are

mindful of him, and the son of man that thou visitest him.&quot; To
translate the words tiias rno

&quot; how excellent is
man,&quot;

as Bohme and

Kuinoel do, is forbidden by the sense of BIS*?, which, as is well known,

always designates man on the side of his weakness and frailty. The
whole passage is evidently rather an exclamation of adoring won

der, that God, this mighty ruler of all heavens, should let himself

down to poor weak man, the suckling, and should give him so high
a rank. The words tiiix nto then, express the contrast between the

weakness of man and his high destination not, however, the re

sult of the latter. The antithesis vaguely and generally implied
in ver. 2 that he who is enthroned in the heavens disdains not

the earth as the scene of his majesty is thus rendered more defi

nite in vers. 3-5.

But the promised glory is at first only promised; it lies still in

the future
;
that it may soon be realized is the hope which the

Psalmist expresses in the Gth verse of the Psalm : tana ^ehrj:

o^Ntt
&quot; thou hast made him to want a little of God.&quot; tn sig

nifies
&quot; to want,&quot;

in Piel,
&quot; to cause to

want,&quot; so in Eccles. iv. 8,
&quot;

I cause my soul to want
good.&quot;

The rendering : ^ Thou hast

made him a little less than God&quot; is therefore, to say the least, arbi

trary ;
nor does it suit the context, in which all emphasis is rather

laid upon this, that man, who is not &quot; a little&quot; but infinitely interior

to God, is, notwithstanding, appointed to share with God in the do

minion over the world. We are therefore to understand i not in

the comparative, but (as in Eccles. iv. 8) in the privative sense, and

X3?to not as significant of degree, but of time. For a little while must

man be deprived of God not God qua Jehovah, for it is purposely
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not
&quot;pfcto,

but Gkd qua Elohim, i. e., the contemplation and enjoy
ment of the visible nearness of God in his glory as the Creator

;
but

the time comes when he shall be crowned with glory and honour,
and shall reign over all the creatures of God (vers. 6-9). Thus does

God make his name glorious on the earth (ver. 10).

The second difficulty in regard to Ppaxv n now disappears of it

self. We see that 19510 is to be taken in the sense of time. But the

first difficulty, too namely, that nap dyyekovg is not found in the

original Hebrew, is now easily removed. If ive suppose this nap
dyyekovctobe also not in the Greek text, theforce of the argument
drawnfrom the citation remains still quite the same. The psalrn

contains the idea that God who rules over all heavens has made the

salvation to rest precisely on the iveaJc sons of men, and has destined

the sons of men to be the future lords of his kingdom. If also the

antithesis be not expressly stated, that it is not angels who are the

promised saviours and rulers, it is still clearly enough implied in the

train of thought which is pursued. The LXX. have actually put
this antithesis into the text, although not in the clearest manner

;

the writer of our epistle, who always cites from the LXX., could do

the same with all the more safety that the whole argumentative
force of the passage depends not at all upon those ivords wliicli owe

their existence to an inaccurate rendering of the original. Nay, he

might do this with all the more reason, seeing that the translation

Trap dyyeAouf, although inaccurate, is yet by no means without oc

casion. The LXX. were induced to adopt it because the Hebrew
does not say :

&quot; Thou (Jehovah) hast caused him to want Thee for

a short time,&quot;
but &quot; Thou (Jehovah) hast caused him to want

Eloliim.&quot; They thought that fiinVs must denote a subject different

from Jehovah (or a plurality of such). And there is something
true in this, if we are not just justified in at once understanding
f&amp;gt;nVK of the angels. Without doubt, however, t^riVs denotes God in

a different point of view from mm. He is called Jehovah as the

personal, living, free-willing, and hence, chiefly, as the faithful cove

nant-God
; Elohim, on the other hand, as the adored, all-governing.,

Creator and Lord of the worlds, in his creative majesty. The

Psalmist, therefore, would not, and could not, say : Jehovah, thou

hast caused man to want Thee; since God as Jehovah has never

withdrawn himself from men. But he might truly say : Jehovah,
thou hast made man to want the godhead the contemplation of

and intercourse with the world-governing godhead in its glory. The

idea which the LXX. have substituted for this :

&quot; Thou hast made

him lower than the
angels,&quot; evidently agrees with it substantially ;

for this is substantially wherein the superiority of the inhabitants of

heaven consists, that as they serenely fulfil the will of God, so they

enjoy the undisturbed vision of God, and intercourse with him.
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The gist of the argument, however, rests, as we have said, not on

nap dyy&ov? ;
on the contrary, there follows in ver. 8 still another

inference such as does not presuppose any express mention of angels
at all in vers. 6, 7.

Ver. 8. The words and meaning are clear. When the author

draws the inference from the fact of all tilings having been (in

the way of promise) made subject to man, that nothing can be ex-

cepted he, thereby, suggests to every thinking and attentive reader

the special application, that the angels also will then be subject to

man.

Here this train of thought concludes. With, the words vvv 6s
}

which must be regarded as belonging to ver. 9, an entirely new train

of thought begins, the design of which is to shew, in how far man
has been already invested with the glory and elevation above

the angels ascribed to him in Ps. viii., and in how far he has still

to expect this. At present, indeed, man as such, i. e.
} humanity,

has not yet attained to that elevation. Still, in the person of

Jesus, who (although the Son of God, and already in himself

higher than the angels, according to chap, i., yet) by his incarna

tion has been made lower than the angels like to us, a first-fruits

of humanity is raised above the angels, But he is raised only
to draw all the rest after him

;
for it was necessary that he should

suffer, just in order that as a captain he might make many sons

partakers of his glory.

How then was it possible, that such a commentator as Bleek

should so entirely mistake and misunderstand a train of thought so

clear throughout ! He acknowledges (in p. 259) that &quot;

it seems as

if the person whom we are to understand as meant by that man,
ver. 6, seq., were first designated in ver.

9,&quot;
and yet denies that the

writer of the Epistle to tho Hebrews has used the dvOpuTrog in ver.

6 in the general collective sense ! But, in truth, the opportunity
was too tempting of fastening upon our author, here again, a grossly
Rabbinical misunderstanding of a psalm. True, the writer says

not a single word of the Messiah in vers. 6, 7, but places in op

position to the species angels to whom the out.
?) /*tvU. is not to be

made subject, the species sons of man to whom (according to Ps.

viii. and Heb. ii. 10) it is to be made subject, and &quot;

it seems&quot; as if

the relation of Jesus to this general prophecy were first spoken of in

ver. 9 and yet, the author must have taken the eighth Psalm,
which is not Messianic, for a Messianic Psalm ! True, the expres
sion W,SK ma cannot, as Blcek himself acknowledges, be understood

with Kuinoel as pointing to the glory, but only as pointing to the

weakness and frailty of man, and EIN p as parallel with ths can

only denote the &quot; son of man&quot; in his impotency and yet, the author

of the Epistle to the Hebrews cannot possibly have had understand-
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ing enough to find oat this simple sense
,;
but although

c&amp;lt;

it seems&quot;

that he first speaks of Christ in ver. 9, he must yet necessarily
have meant the Messiah by the pregnant term vlbg

however different this expression is from 6 vlbg rou

True, what is said in vers. 8-10, as we shall afterwards see, is al

together inconsistent with this supposition which has nothing to

rest upon, and Bleek is there driven to an extremely forced inter

pretation of the sense
;
but yet, the author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews must bear the charge of a Eabbinico-Messianic explana
tion of the Psalms, which owes its existence solely to modern mis

trust of the writers of the Bible.

What ground, then, can there be for departing from the simple

interpretation of the words as they stand ? Indeed, had the author

said,
&quot; Not to the angels has he made the future kingdom subject

but to the Son; for one
testifies,&quot;

etc. then, Bleek might be right.

But the author has in chap. ii. entirely relinquished the comparison
of the angels with the Son as such, and purposely shews, from ver.

5 to ver. 18, that not merely the Son, as first-born and Messiah,
but that in him humanity as such is exalted above the angels,

and that therefore it was necessary that the Son of Gk&amp;gt;d should

become a member of humanity (vers. 16-18).- We remain there

fore firm and unshaken in the view, that, in vers. 6-8, not merely
in the sense of the Psalmist, but also in the sense of our author,

it is man or humanity that is spoken of and by no means the

Messiah.

In vers. 9, 10 there follows a new chain of thought consisiting of

three links,
,
Man as a whole is at present not yet exalted above

the angels, b, The man Jesus is, however, already exalted, and he is

exalted, c, as leader of the rest of humanity, for which he has

secured by his suffering the possibility of a like exaltation.

The first of these points needs no farther explanation either

grammatically or otherwise. The second, on the contrary, even

with respect to the construction, requires a more particular consid

eration. Three constructions are possible. The first and most

natural is to take l^aovv as object, rj^arT^evov as adjectival attri

bute of Iqaovv and eaTsQavufievov as predicate to the object. Man
is not yet exalted

;
bat we see Jesus who, indeed (although as first

born already higher than the angels, yet through his incarnation)

was for a time made lower than the angels, already, on account of

his sufferings unto death, crowned with glory and honour. By 1 he

being crowned is meant, of coarse, nothing else than the having all

things subject to him; he who is crowned is thereby set up as ruler.

And the glory and honour with which Jesus has been crowned is

just that in virtue of which, since his -ascension, he now, not merely

as the Son of God, but rather also as the exalted son of man, excels
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the angels, and is the object of their adoration. In Phil. ii. 5-10

we have the hest commentary on the passage before us. Before him

who once humbled himself to the death of the cross every knee now

bows, those who are in heaven and on earth, and he bears a name

which is above all names.

The adjectival attribute, however, i^arr^iiEvov fipa%v n, was

evidently necessary, because the author would make it plain that

he speaks here not of that glory and honour which Christ enjoyed

before his incarnation, as the first-born (chap, i.), but of the

honour which the incarnate, after having been humbled to the

condition of men, made subject to misery and death, has received

as the reward of his suffering unto death. Hence he designates

Jesus expressly, as him who like us was for a time made lower than

the angels.

The words did TO iraQ^a (as Olshausen also rightly observes) can

not with Beza and Jac. Capellus be made grammatically dependent
on 1\kcLT~(A\iivQVi but only on iore^avw^h^v. The question, however,

why earefavuiJievov does not stand as antithetical to r}Aarr. before 6ia

TO TrdOrjua finds its answer in the simple remark, that the emphasis
here does not rest on the antithesis between the humiliation and the

exaltation, but on that between the not yet exalted man and the

already exalted Jesus. Eare^avw^. is therefore antithetical with

OVTTCJ .... vKOTeTay^va, and must like vnoTerayptva be placed at

the end.

Bleek, who construes the sentence in the same way, finds him
self now in vers. 9, 10 involved in an evident perplexity, owing to

his erroneous interpretation of vers. 6, 7. He must admit that

mention is first made of the person of Jesus Christ in ver. 9, and

yet, according to his opinion, mention was already made in vers. 6-8

of 6 vlbg TOV dvOpunov. There remains for him, then, no other way
of escaping from this difficulty, but that of explaining vers. G-8 of

the Messiah as promised, vers. 9, 10 of Jesus as the fulfiller of that

prophecy. The following is the meaning which he assigns to the

;erses before us : According to the promise all things are to be

made subject to the Messiah
;

all things are, however, not yet made

subject to the Messiah actually come, to Jesus (he has still enemies
and unbelievers on the earth). This seeming objection to the Mes-

siahship of Jesus the author now seeks to remove by saying, that

Jesus, although not yet exalted over all, is still in the meanwhile
croiuned. Here, in the first place, the respected theologian contra

dicts himself when he finds the historical person of Jesus mentioned

in the sentence vvv
de, and not first in the sentence TOV Jt- ?}/larr.

(see his own interpretation p. 260), and when he finds an antithesis

between the at&amp;gt;ru&amp;gt; in the sentence vvv 6 and the foregoing avrw,
which can only be found between the vvv Jt- . . . . avrw and the TQV

VOL. VI. 22.
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Je Iqaovv. In the second place, lie completely loses sight of the

author s train of thought, which has nothing to do with the ques
tion whether or not upon earth, among men, all have already sub

jected themselves to Christ, but is solely occupied with the question
whether the dvOpu-og (whoever this may be) is still lower than the

angels or has already been exalted above the angels. In the third

place, he takes for granted that there is an antithesis between the

vTTordoosiv avrti ra ndvra and the arefiavovv rbv Iqaovv, of which

there is not the slightest indication in the words.* In the fourth

place, we must expect to find as the conclusion, the assurance that

to Jesus who is already crowned, all things shall at some future time

be also actually made subject. Instead of this we find the conclusion,

that in Jesus and through him, many also of the rest of men shall

attain to a participation in that glory and honour
; proving most

clearly that the author in vers. 6-8 had in view not the Messiah, but

man as such.

Other commentators differ from our explanation even in the con

struction. Some take rbv de ?}Aarr. as object and Iqoovv in apposi
tion to it.

&quot; But we see him who was for a little made lower than

the angels, namely Jesus, crowned/ etc. Every one must see how
forced this is as a construction. But besides this, the meaning
which it yields would only be suitable, if by the dvOpurrog in vers.

6-8 might be understood the Messiah. But, even in this case, a

contradiction would arise, namely, with ver. 8, in which the avr&

must also be understood of the Messiah. Thus something would be

affirmed of the Messiah in ver. 9 which is denied of him in ver. 8.

A &quot;third construction (Tholuck and others) makes ?/Aarr. the object,

Irjaovv the predicate, and tared), apposition to the predicate.
&quot;

V\
T
e

see man made for a little while lower than the angels in Jesus who
has been crowned

.&quot;f
The whole passage would, according to this, be

an answer to the question where and in whose person are we to find

that humanity which is spoken of in vers. 6-8. But this interpre

tation is impossible even in a grammatical point of view
;
the words

in order to have this meaning must run thus : Irjaovv rbv did, etc.

In general, however, the Greek would not express by a mere placing

together of two accusatives such a formally declared judgment, in

which by the predicate is expressed not the contents, but the com

pass of the idea contained in the subject, in which an answer is

given not to the question what ? but to the question who ? We
should rather have expected the foliowing : rbv 6e . . . i^Xarr^-rov

* The idea which Bleek finds in this passage must have been expressed in G reek

thus: Kai TO&quot;; fisv [rjaov OVTTCJ optijusv ra rruvra {nTOTT~aypiva. BAeTro/m
1

&amp;lt;5t aurbv

laTEtyavu/ievov yovv 6u^?j Kai Ti/iy, K.CU oldajuev art u, jp^aro 6 6edg ravra nal reTieiucsi.

f Similarly Olshausen : &quot;We acknowledge Jesus who is crowned with honour and

glory to be that one who was made a little lower than the angels.&quot;
This must have

been expressed thus: Irjaovv rov dca /c/l. k
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UTI Irjaovc; tan 6 did, etc., or rbv de . . . . rjXarr. (

elvai. But also, with respect to the sense thus obtained, the

justest doubts may be entertained. The proposition in ver. 8, that

man has not yet entered on the glory promised to him
;
would thus

in ver. 9 be not limited but reversed. For, if by that man who
was madefor a little loiver tlian the angels spoken of from ver. 6 to

ver. 8, we are, according to Tholuck s explanation of ver. 9 to un
derstand none other than Jesus, and according to ver. 9 Jesus is

already exalted, then it cannot be said in ver. that man has not

yet been exalted.

Thus the simple explanation given above is confirmed on all

sides.

The author passes to the third link in the chain of thought in

the words : onug %u&amp;gt;pi&amp;lt;;
Oeov vnep navrbg yevarjrai Oavdrov. There

are two points to be determined here, the one pertaining to the

reading,
the other to the connexion of dncjg with what goes before.

The reading wavers between #pm Oeov and x^P^ Q ov- Theodoret,

Theodoras of Mopsuestia, and the Nestorians read %uplg. And
Harms Mercator, Theophylact, and OEcumenius put forth the charge
that this reading owed its existence entirely at first to the invention

of the Nestorians. Occasion was doubtless given for this charge, by
the manner in which the Nestorians availed themselves of this read

ing in their doctrinal controversies with the Catholics. They un-

understood
x&amp;lt;upi$

Oeov as more exactly determining the subject
contained in yevarjrat, and thus obtained the rather strange sense :

Jesus has tasted of death without his Godhead, i. e.
}
the Divine

part in him remained unaffected by his death. But, however, con

venient this reading might be to those excellent critics, it by no

means owes its origin to the Nestorians. First, because the words

X^plg Oeov virep rcavrog explained without prejudice and without arti

fice, can yield no sense favourable to the Nestorians
; secondly, be

cause two hundred years before Nestorius, the reading xwP^ OE V

was known to the ancient Church Father Origen. And not merely
known ! For he mentions the reading which stands opposed to it

as one to be found &quot; in several manuscripts&quot; (ev rtatv
dvriypd&amp;lt;f)oig) f

In his time then, the majority of the manuscripts had the reading

^wptf. When, therefore, at a later period, Jerome says, vice versa,

of the reading absque Deo, that it occurs only in quibusdam exem-

plaribus, very little weight is to be attached to this, partly, because

the most eminent Latin Fathers, Ambrose, Fulgentius, Vigilius and

others, adopted the reading absque, partly, because it is not difficult

to understand how the more flat and easy reading xdpin should have

come gradually to be preferred to the more difficult, and, on doc

trinal grounds, suspected x^pig. This satisfactorily explains how it

should happen, that on to the 6th century to which our oldest MSS.
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extend, the ancient reading x^pig was almost entirely suppressed ;

hence it has been preserved only in the single cod. num. 53, in a

scholium to cod. 67, in a cod. of the Peshito, and in the Patristic

citations before referred to.

The same course was pursued in regard to the reading x,upi&amp;lt;;
as

has recently been pursued by Bleek
;

it was rejected on internal

grounds ;
ana because it yielded no proper sense. But this very cir

cumstance is a guarantee for its genuineness. The reading xdpin is

certainly clear as water, most easily understood, and most futile,

nay unsuitable. Christ has, by the grace of God, tasted death for

all. That not merely the giving up to death together with its re-

salts, but that even the tasting of death should be traced to the

grace of God, has something startling in it. Still, it might be said,

that xdpiri Oeov refbrs only strictly to the words vnep TTCLVTOC. And
this is certainly worthy of being listened to. But still, the meaning
thus remain $ futile, inasmuch as there was no necessity or occasion

whatever to mention in this context, in which the subject treated of

is the exaltation of man above the angels, that Christ was given up
through the grace of God

;
at least %dpiri Oeov might be thrown

out of the text without producing any perceptible defect in the

train of thought. The reading, certainly, is easy, especially in

comparison with the other, from which even Bleek could extract no

suitable sense ;* nay, it lay quite at the hand of every copier who

thought for a moment how the offensive
%upi&amp;lt;; might be suitably

recast.

The reading #6)/tw? Oeov is the more difficult, more significant,

more suitable. Certainly, if with Paulus in Heidelberg we explain

X^plg Oeov &quot; forsaken of
God,&quot;

an idea arises which is out of place
here. But is it not evident, that x^plg Oeov is rather to be taken

along with vntp rravrog ? True, Bleek thinks that nag denotes here

merely the human race, and that the author consequently cannot

have intended to say that Christ has tasted death for every being in

heaven and on earth with the single exception of God
;
but he in

tends merely to say, that Christ has tasted death for men. But if

the author intended to make this latter statement, why then did

he not write vrrep irdvrcjv or vnep Trdvrcjv r&v avOp&rruv ? Why did

he rather choose the enumerative singular
&quot;

for every one ?&quot; (I fc is

self-evident that TTCIVTO? is not neuter, and cannot be translated by

universe). We find the best commentary on this passage in vcr. 8

and in 1 Cor. xv. 27. In the latter passage we meet quite a similar

thought, quite a similar limitation to that which lies here in X W
Oeov. At the resurrection, writes the apostle Paul in that passage,

all tilings shall be put under the feet of Jesus, ndvra yap vTrfragev

* Olshausen also thinks that if the reading xupfc be adopted, nothing remains 1. at to

render the words &quot;

in his state of being forsaken by God.&quot;
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VTTO rovg Ttodag avrov (a reference to Ps. via., just as in the 8th verse

of our epistle). &quot;Orav de cinq, he continues, ore -ndvra v^oriranraL,

&amp;lt;J///lov
QTL VICTOR TOV vnord^avrog avrti ra Trdvra. There was occasion for

the same restriction in our passage. In ver. 8 the writer had laid

emphasis on that very -xdvra in Ps. viii., and thence proved, that ab

solutely all things, the angels as well, should be made subject to

man. In a way quite analogous to this, he will now in ver. 9 shew,
that Christ by his death has reconciled absolutely all things, heaven

and earth. The same is said in Eph. i. 10, i. e., that side by side

with this capital and central fact in the human sphere, no other

analogous acts of God in the sphere of the angels can be placed ;

that, rather, all creatures, the angels likewise, participated in

the blessed fruits of the death of Jesus. And this he expresses

first, by again saying vnep navrog, and then, inasmuch as he limits

this iravrog merely in reference to God, shews that the navrog refers

to everything except God, consequently also to the angels. Christ

has tasted death for every one, God himself alone excepted.

It is quite evident, then, that the preposition vmp in this con

text does not denote the vicarious satisfaction ;
for Christ has made

this only for sinners, for men and not for angels. Ynep is here there

fore to be rendered not &quot; in the place of, instead
of,&quot;

but &quot;

for, in

behalf of.&quot; The angels also, although they need no atonement,
have yet likewise enjoyed in their way the blessed fruits of the death

of Jesus. If, in general, their happiness consists in the adoring

contemplation of the majesty and love of God, then the contem

plation of this most wonderful act of self-sacrificing love must
form the consummation of their bliss (comp. 1 Pet. i. 12). And if

there is joy among the angels over every sinner that repents, then

the death of Jesus, by which the way to repentance and conversion

has been opened for all sinners, must have been the fountain of a

sea of joy to the angels.

The second question to which we now pass is how the particle

OTTO)? is to be explained and construed. First of all, it is most

natural to take orrwf as dependent on Kore^av^vov ;
but this seems

to give an idea which has no proper meaning. The crowning exalta

tion of Christ took place in order that he might suffer death for all.

How is this possible, seeing that his death preceded his exaltation ?

The critics have therefore blindly sought in their own way to escape
the difficulty. Some have assigned to 0$ a new signification ;

Erasmus, Kuinocl, and others, the signification of wdre, Schleusner

that of postquam, which in a grammatical point of view, is absurd.

Others have had recourse to artificial constructions. Bengel and

Buhme, in a truly reckless manner make orruc; dependent on //Aarr.J

Grotius, Carpzov, Storr, and Block, on a short clause to be supplied
from the noun naOia : o Znadev. But all these artifices are unne-
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cessary. &quot;OTTW^ depends actually on Karetpav^svoVj can depend on

nothing else, and needs to depend on nothing else
;
for a meaning

perfectly good results when only (with Wetstein) the proper em

phasis is given to the %(*)pi$ 6eov vnep navrog. Christ was exalted

that he may have suffered death/or all ivitli the single exception of

God. This is certainly not spoken with logical precision ;
thus

spoken it would be : that the death which he has tasted, might be

for the benefit of all. This brevity, however, this condensation of

two small clauses into one, is extremely natural. So, for example,

might a teacher say to a youth who was going out for the first time

into the world :

&quot; See that you remember my words and admonitions

also when you are away, that I may not have taken pains with you
in

vain,&quot;
i. e., that the pains which I have taken with you may not

be in vain. (Olshausen also substantially makes OTTW^ dependent on

forefavuiievov : &quot;that he might be one who had tasted death for

air).

Jesus, then, must be exalted, in order that his death may be for

the benefit of all, of men and angels. So long as he was only the

crucified man Jesus, so long his death was indeed an objective vica

rious death of atonement for guilt not his own, but it yielded no

real fruit either to men or angels. Not till the incarnate one was

exalted and glorified, and crowned King in heaven, did it become

possible for him to send the Holy Spirit, and thus to effect the ap

propriation on the part of man of the salvation which had been

objectively wrought out, and therewith to bring joy to the angels
over the conversion of men.

In ver. 10 we have the third link in the chain of thought to

which the clause onctg, etc., has formed the transition, nay, which

was already implicitly contained in that clause. This part can

therefore be connected with the clause beginning with OTTW^ by
means of an explicative yap,

cc

namely.&quot; Had this transition-clause

been wanting, then we must have expected 6s instead of yap. (Man
has not yet attained to the dominion

; Jesus, however, is already
crowned

;
but through him, the rest of mankind also are to be led

to glory). The author, however is not so fond of sharply distin

guishing his thoughts from each other, as rather of making rhetorical

transitions from the one to the other.

With respect now to the construction of the tenth verse, it is

self-evident, a, that t-Trpe/re yap avroi is the governing clause; b, that

the relative clause SC ov depends on avr&
; c, that the subject to

is formed through the infinitive reXei&oai
;
and d, that ~ov

depends on rehatioai as its object. The only doubtful

point is, whether the accusative dyayovra, with what belongs to it,

is accusative of the subject to TEAEitiaai (consequently, together with

. forms an ace. c. inf.), or is in apposition to the accusative
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of tlie object apx^yov. ID the latter case, the word in apposition
would be placed before its principal word, in order that the latter

may receive all the greater emphasis (just as in ver. 9, the attribute

faaTTUjjievov was placed first, and Iqaovv followed for the sake of the

emphasis).
That avro&amp;lt;;

di
1

ov, as subject of the verb reXei&aaii is different

from dpxqyos as the object of this TE^eitiaai, as also, that the dp^rf/og

is Christ, is self-evident
;
the avrbg dC ov

is, therefore, God the

Father. If now, following the former construction, we render the

words thus (with Olshausen) : &quot;it became him for whom and

through whom are all things, in bringing many to glory to make
the leader of their salvation perfect through suffering/ then God
the Father is here the one to whom the action expressed by the dyeiv

belongs and this whole clause nok/iovg vlovg elg dogav dyayovra receives

the place of a mere accessary limitation, to some extent a condi

tional limitation. If God (thus we might explain the idea), if God
would bring many sons to glory, then must he make him whom he

has chosen as their captain, perfect through suffering. The em

phasis rests here on the words did rrad^drGyv. That the suffering
was necessary is the kernel of the thought, all the rest serves only
for preparation. If again, following the other construction, we ren

der the passage thus :
&quot; For it became him for whom and through

whom are all things to make the captain of their salvation perfect

through suffering, as one who should bring many sons to
glory,&quot;

then the emphasis here rests evidently on nohhovg vlovg dyayovra
and dpwyov. It is, however, precisely one of the peculiarities of

our author s style to place such principal clauses as it were in the

periphery of his sentences, and this of itself would suffice to give the

preference to this second construction. In addition to this, there is

the beautiful parallelism resulting from this construction between

the Irjaovv placed after, and the dp%rjyov, in like manner placed
after. Moreover, the two ideas are thus placed antithetically to

each other : at present, Jesus alone is exalted
;
but he is exalted as

a leader of others. The train of thought, then, absolutely requires

that the emphasis in ver. 10 should rest upon this that through
Jesus the rest of mankind also attain to glory, consequently on the

end and result of the suffering of Jesus but not on the means, the

suffering itself. And how strong the emphasis which the author

lays upon that result he shews by giving a twofold expression to the

idea that through Jesus many attain to glory, first, in the words

7ro/U,ov vlovg dyayovra, and then, in the word dpx^yog. \Ve are not,

therefore, at liberty to sink the clause rrohkovg vlovg dyaycvra into a

mere accessary limitation, which, according to the former construc

tion, would be unavoidable, but must necessarily gwe the preference
to the second construction. Yer. 10 is connected with ver. 9 as an
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explanation of it
; there, as we saw, all the stress lay on vnep

in ver. 10., too, it must therefore be shewn how others also attain to

glory through Jesus. And the same idea is followed out also in ver.

11. It is shown in ver. 11 how the glory of Christ is participated

in by man, but not why it was necessary that Christ should suffer

in order to procure this glory.

We render the passage accordingly :

&quot;

It became him for whom
and through whom all things subsist, to make perfect, through

suffering the captain of their salvation, as one who should bring

many sons unto
glory.&quot;

The idea that Christ could not be a first

fruits of others without suffering, finds its explanation in the pas

sages John xvi. 7; xiv. 2, 3. TIpeTreiv, as also fyelheiv, ver. 17, seems

to denote not a fatalistic necessity, but a necessity lying in the

nature of the thing, and therefore in God s own wise, world-govern

ing will. That the Father is here designated by (V ov rd ndvra,

which is usually a term of designation for the Son (Kom. xi. 36
;

1 Cor. viii. 6; tf ov is generally said of the Father) is explained

partly, by the paronomasia with dt ov, partly by this, that the

Father is here regarded not as the creator, but as the governor of

the world, through, and under, whose guidance the work of salvation

is accomplished.
In vers. 11-13, there follows a further train of thought which,

however, does not stand along with the rest of the members in vers.

5-8, vers. 9, 10, vers. 14, 18_, as co-ordinate with them, but as sub

ordinate to the member in vers. 9, 10 containing, namely, a mere

explanation of the idea in ver. 10 (that through the one Son, others

.also should become sons). It is shewn in vers. 11-13, that already
in the Old Testament it is said, the Messiah shall receive his subjects

into his own relation of sonship tvith God. First of all, in ver. 11,

the proposition is thetically laid down that the dyidfav and the

dyiafyievoi stand in the relation of brethren coming from one head

of a family. With respect now, first, to the meaning of the expres
sion dyid&iv, it denotes here not sanctification in the special sense,

as an effect of faith in the atonement, and as such different from

justification; but, just as little does it denote justification as such,

as was thought by many of the old Protestant commentators. The

expression dyid&iv denotes here, rather, the total change in their

relation to God which takes place in the members of the new cove

nant, in opposition to the relation of the natural man to God. This

wide signification is explained by the sense and usage of the word

ayiog. &quot;Ayiog is, in the first place, used in a dogmatico-metaphysical
sense of God. God is holy, because he is in himself the perfect one,

and the fountain of all good, also of all that is morally good as

corresponding to his own nature. God is further holy, in relation to

personal creatures, i. e. he is righteous; here dyioq denotes the con-
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sistency of the divine dealings towards us witli his nature. In the

second place, however, dyiog is used in a historical sense of the

creature, and forms in this sense the antithesis to all that which by
sin has become estranged from God, separated from God, and

morally bad or essentially profane. Those things are holy, which

are withdrawn from the profane natural life, and devoted to the

service of God. Those persons are holy, who are withdrawn from

the sinfully-natural life, and are placed in a relation of grace and

redemption to God. Hence in the Old Testament the Israelites,

and in all the apostolical epistles the Christians, are called ol dyioi,

although they are by no means already sinless. Only, in the third

place, does dyiog come to denote (and in this case oaiog is rather

used) the state of a personal creature who is absolutely free from

sin, or who has become free (1 Pet. i. 16). The dyid&iv in the pas

sage under consideration is an instance of the second of these usages,
and denotes the total act by which Christ withdraws his own people
from the natural life of death, and places them in the sphere of a

new life which rests upon his atoning death, has its source in his

resurrection, consists in the appropriation of salvation through,

repentance, faith, and renewal of life, and will at one time be per
fected in sinlessness and glorification. The other and stricter signi

fication of dyidZeiv, in which it denotes the special renewal of life

proceeding from faith (John xvii. 17 ; cornp. Heb. xii. 14) belongs
to the third usage of dyiog.

Who, now, is the el$, the common parent, in relation to whom
the dytd&v, Christ, and the dyiag6pevoi}

the subjects of the Messiah s

kingdom are called brethren, i. e., who is he whose sons Christians

become through the sanctifier ? Hunnius and Carpzov thought it

was Adam
; Bengel, Schmid, and Michaelis, that it was Abraham.

All these (as also Olshausen) found, accordingly, in ver. 11 the idea

expressed that the Son of God, as incarnate, has entered into a

relation of brother to men. Then is ver. 11 an answer to the ques

tion, by ivhat means has Christ made many to be sons ? Yer. 10:

Christ, as leader, draws many sons after him, ver. 11 : for he has

become man, and therefore comes from the same common ancestor

with those ivlio are sanctified. This interpretation is, meanwhile,

decidedly wrong. Not until ver. 14 does the author pass on to shew
that Christ, in order to raise us to a participation in his sonship
with God, must needs take part in our sonship with Adam. The
citations also in ver. 12 prove, as we shall see, not that it was neces

sary for the Messiah to become man, but simply that the Messiah

should stand in the spiritual relation of a brother to the subjects of

his kingdom, that he should lift them up to his relation of oneness

with God. Finally, the designation of Christ here as the sanctifier,

and the sons as the sanctified, also shows that it is not the physical
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relationship which we, the sons of Adam, have from our birth on

wards with Christ as the son of Mary, of David, of Abraham, of

Adam, that is here spoken of, but the spiritual relationship into

which we enter with him through our being sanctified. In ver. 11,

then, wre are not told by what means Christ raises us to sonsbip
with God (namely: that for this end it was necessary that he should

become a son of man), but, rather, in this verse it is repeated by

way of explanation that Christ makes us his brethren, and as the

sanctified raises us to sonship with God. Thus^ with the ancient

Greek commentators and Tholuck, we must explain the &quot;

one&quot;* of God
the spiritual father, as of Christ, so also of those who are descended

from Christ. But it is, certainly, to this descent from Christ, not

to the &quot; common origin from God&quot; (Bleek) that the idea expressed
in the e ivog is to be referred, as appears of itself from what has

been just said.

It still remains to be observed on these words, viewed grammat
ically, that navreg along with re KOLL forms a pleonasm.

For wliicli cause, etc. Because the Messiah is destined to enter

into the relation of a brother with the members of his kingdom, not

merely into that of a ruler over them i. e. to exalt them to a parti

cipation in the sonship therefore, he is not ashamed already in the

Old Testament to call his subjects brethren, i. e. therefore does an

analogous relation appear also in the anointed one of the Old Tes

tament. It is in this elegant rhetorical manner that our author

connects his proofs from the Old Testament vers. 12, 13 with the

thesis ver. 11. From what is said in ver. 11 it becomes intelligible

how, already in the Old Testament, such passages as Ps. xxii. 22

could occur. There lies therefore, of course, in these Old Testament

passages at the same time, vice versa, a testimony to the truth of

what is said in ver. 11. This is plainly the aim of the author, to

prove by these citations that even in statements of the Old Testa

ment this relation of brother to the members of his kingdom, this

calling to exalt them to the place of children, is attributed to the

expected Messiah.

The great majority of commentators have not rightly apprehended
the bearing of the llth verse, and hence have not known what rightly

to make of the citations, vers. 12, 13. We say nothing of the in

sipid view of those who, as soon as they come upon an Old Testa

ment citation, ignorantly presuppose that the author s design was

to prove that Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah, and who then

imagine they have done something wonderful when they show that

the passage cited contains &quot; no direct prophecy pointing to Christ.&quot;

It is nowhere the aim of the author throughout the entire epistle to

* Calvin is for taking tV6f as the neuter and supplying yivov$. This is, grammati

cally, not possible.
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prove that Jesus is the Messiah
;

this he presupposes, chap. i. 1-3,

as an acknowledged fact on the part of his readers. Those again

may be said relatively to have hest apprehended these citations, who
think their design is to prove that, even according to the statements

of the Old Testament, it was necessary tliat the Messiah should be

come man. We know, indeed, that according to the plain words of

the author in ver. 11 this also cannot be right. Not that the Mes

siah, the Son of God must of necessity become man, not that the

incarnation was the means of exalting the rest of men to the place

of children, is what would here be proved from the Old Testament,
this means is first spoken of at ver. 14, but that even in the Old

Testament, it was reckoned as apart of the calling of the Messiah,
i. e. the Anointed, the theocratical king, that he should not merely
rule over his subjects from above, but in brotherly ministerial love

lift them up to the same &Q&Qfilialfellowship with God in which he

himself stood as the anointed of God.

On the erroneous
supposition

that ver. 2 is intended to prove the

necessity of the incarnation, of the Messiah s becoming a child of

Adam, .the three citations have been interpreted in the following

manner. In Ps. xxii. 22, David the king is not ashamed to remem
ber that his subjects are at the same time his brethren, by virtue of

their physical descent from Adam or Abraham. Now, as the first

David was a type of the second David, there must also exist in the

case of the latter a basis of physical brotherhood with men. (So
also Olshausen). But, in the first place, David wrote that psalm
not as the king, but as a fugitive from Saul (see infra) ;

and secondly,

from the fact that David mentions a physical relation as subsisting
between him and his subjects, it cannot be inferred that this rela

tion belonged essentially to his character as anointed of the Lord,
and must therefore repeat itself in the second David. With equal

justice might it be said, that because David in the 51st Psalm

laments that he was conceived in sin, the second David must needs

also have been conceived in sin. The second passage is supposed to

be taken from Is. viii. 18. Isaiah in his character as a prophet says,

that he puts his trust in God, and therefore retains the conscious

ness that although he is a messenger of God to the people of Israel,

he is still at the same time a member of this people, and has to ex

ercise faith iii his own prophecy. Consequently, Christ also, the

absolute prophet, must be a member of humanity to which he was

sent. But it is the manner of all prophets to speak at the same
time as men, and one might perceive in this a trace of their relative

and imperfect character, and be led to an inference precisely the re

verse, namely, that the absolute prophet must needs have been a

prophet in the pure sense of the word, and not at the same time one

of those to whom he was sent. If, therefore, these citations are to
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be understood in this sense, the force of argument which they con

tain appears feehle indeed. (On the third citation which, indeed^

has been the best understood, see below).

We now come to look at these citations from quite a different

point of view. If our explanation of ver. 11 is right, then the

author intends to prove by the citations in ver. 12, seq., not that

the Messiah must needs have taken part in our relation of sonship
to Adam, but that it belongs to the calling of the Messiah to raise

the subjects of his kingdom to his own Messianic relation of sonsliip

to God, to that close union and fellowship of grace with God in

which he stands as the anointed of God. Let us now see whether

the citations in reality prove this.

The first is the passage in Psalm xxii. 22. It is well known that

this psalrn was ascribed by tradition to David, and was regarded as

typical by the early Christian Church. From the place which it

occupies in the first book of the Psalms of David it appears, accord

ing to Delitzsch s excellent investigations (Symbolaa ad Psalmos il-

lustrandos), that this psalm was included in the collection appointed

by David himself (comp. 2 Chron. xxiii. 18 with Psalm Ixxii. 28).

The situation, too, which is described in Ps. xxii., under the figure

of a circle composed of destructive wild beasts and wicked men,

applies to no one more fitly than to David when Saul persecuted

him, hunted him from cave to cave, and from one hiding place to

another, and surrounded on every side the mountain which he fre

quented. It is, however, not a mere individual trust in God which

David expresses in the psalm ;
he was through Samuel anointed of

God to be king, he had the promise of the throne, and on his faith

in this promise did that confidence rest. When, now, the apostles
find in those sufferings of David and his deliverance out of them,
a type of the sufferings and the resurrection of the second David,
this is not mere caprice on their part, but a thing for which they
have ample warrant. The conflict of Jesus with his enemies was,

throughout, and in the closest manner, parallel to David s conflict with

Saul. There, as here, we see, on the one hand, the man after God s

heart, the anointed of God, who knows that he, although chosen to

attain to glory and to establish his kingdom, will, despised, find

alone, receive the exaltation from the hand of God
; there, as here,

stands, on the other hand, the possessor of worldly power, who

fears with groundless suspicion lest the anointed of God should seek

to cast him down from his power with the weapons of rebellion.

But to this was to be added, that this relation was first developed
in Jesus in that absolute purity and perfection which it as yet wanted

in David. David, although he shrunk from laying his hand on S iul,

had yet gathered around him a band of fighting men, Jesus had

only humble fishermen and publicans. Thus the conflict which is
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pourtrayed in Psalm xxii. had reached only a typical, inadequate de

velopment in David
;
what David sings in that psalm first found its

full truth in the second David. And when, moreover, our Lord

himself in his anguish on the cross actually acknowledged the open

ing words of the 22d Psalm as containing the most perfect expres
sion of his situation, how can critics, shutting their eyes against the

light of day, still deny that the psalm expresses a relation which in

itself was a prophecy in act pointing to Christ ?

The suffering Messiah of the Old Testament, then, in that psalm

expresses the resolution in the midst of his affliction that if God
should save and exalt him in other words place him on the promised
throne and make him Icing he will declare to his brethren the

faithfulness of the Lord, and will also raise them up to such a knowl

edge of God, and such an assurance of their gracious relation to

him, as that they too should praise the Lord with him. He calls

his future subjects brethren, not from regard to their being descended

from Abraham in common with him,, which would be too jejune a

meaning, but it is the feeling of royal love that teaches him to regard
his future subjects as brethren, and plants so deep in his heart the

care for their salvation, for their growth in the knowledge of God.

Herein, evidently, lies the significance of the declaration, that David

regards his future royal vocation as a ministerial one, that he counts

it as belonging to his future duties as king, not merely to rule over

his subjects outwardly as a caliph, but as one truly anointed of God
to lead them into that relation of nearness to God in ivliicli lie him

self stands
,
and on account of tvhich he, the man after God s heart,

has been anointed to be the Messiah of Israel. If, now, the first,

the imperfect David, held it as an essential part of his Messianic

calling to love his subjects as brethren in God, to care for the salva

tion of their souls, and to lift them up to his own relation of sonship
to God how could the second, the perfect, David be inferior to

him in this ? No ! the inference was certainly altogether logical

and warranted : if, already, the anointed of the Old Testament

was not ashamed to regard his subjects in such a sense as brethren,

so much the more will it be the part of the New Testament Mes

siah, to raise the subjects of the Messianic kingdom of the New
Testament Israel to that relation of sonship with God in which he

stands, and to make them sons.

The second citation is generally supposed to be taken from

Isaiah viii. 17
;
the third is the passage in Isaiah viii. 18, conse

quently, the immediate continuation of ver. 17. If, however, the

second citation was really from Isaiah viii. 17, it must with reason

appear strange, that our author should by a Kai irdXiv separate from

each other these two verses which, although containing two different

elements of thought, would still have formed but one citation (just
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as in chap. i. 8, 9). The KOL irdfav compels us to look for the second

citation in another place than immediately before the third. In

deed the words *fc ^vj? (LXX. KCU TrenoiOug ZGO\JLOLI in9

av-u&amp;gt;)
are to

be found not merely in Isaiah viii. 17 but also in 2 Sam. xxii. 3, and,

already the older commentators, and among more recent theolo

gians, Tischendorf
;
have recently traced our citation to its original

source.

And; indeed, it is only in the connexion to be found in 2 Sam.

xxii. 3
;
that the words cited involve the proof which, according to the

context, we must expect to find in them. Isaiah, after having, in

chap. vii. 1-8, chap, viii., communicated Divine revelations concern

ing the nearer (chap, viii.) and more remote (chap, vii.) destinies of

Judah, begins a hortatory address with the 9th verse of the 8th

chapter, a sermon as it were on the text given in chap. vii. 1-8, viii.

&quot;

Kage ye people, and be broken in pieces !&quot; he exclaims
;
he sees

in the spirit one kingdom falling down upon another and one after

another destroyed ;
he fears not this, however; Jehovah alone is to

be feared, Jehovah alone is to be trusted in. His people dreads

other powers and trusts in other helpers ;
but Isaiah a

trusts in the

Lord.&quot; The first person sing, (on which our author by means of an

eyw lays emphasis) stands there merely in opposition to the contem

poraries of Isaiah, who had set their trust on something earthly.

How, now, from the fact that Isaiah was more believing than his

fellow-countrymen, can the inference be drawn that the Messiah

shall exalt his subjects to the relation of brotherhood with himself.

and of sonship with God ?

In 2 Sam. xxii., on the contrary, we have a song wliicli David

sang ivhen God had preserved himfrom Saul. Yer. 1. There David

declares that Jehovah had been his shield and had covered him.

(How naturally, according to the ordinary association of ideas, must
our author have been led from the prayer of petition in Ps. xxii. to

the corresponding prayer of thanksgiving in 2 Sam. xxii.)! When,
now, David says in this connexion :

&quot; I trust (also farther) in him&quot;

the tyw here has its antithesis, not in the unbelievers, but in

Jehovah
;
the anointed of God in these words enters into a close

union with God
;
he expresses the feeling of the purest sonship to

God
;

it is God who has anointed him, and in whom he has trusted

in the extremity of need, who as a faithful father has extricated

him, in whom he will henceforth also rest all his hope. The subject

of Ps. xxii. was David s relation to his subjects, that of 2 Sam. xxii.

is David s relation to God. We thus see how these two citations

are connected -together, supplement each other, and only when taken

together form the entire proof, just as in the first chapter, vers. 8, 9

and vers. 10-13 formed the two connected members of one argu

ment. Let it be remembered, that in chap. i. 8, 9 it was shewn
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that the Messianic salvation must needs come through a human
ruler and not through an angel, and in vers. 10-13 that the Mes
sianic salvation was to be brought about and accomplished immedi

ately by God and not through angels. Here also, in like manner,
we find two propositions similarly related to each other : a, the

anointed of God must raise his subjects to his own position of faith

and grace, must educate them so that they shall stand in the same
relation to God as he does, and 6, the anointed of God stands in

the relation of closest unity with God. Or, more shortly, and pre

cisely : the Messiah makes his subjects to be Ms brethren (his fellows

in as far as respects the relation to God); he himself, however, is the

child of God. The Ergo is easily supplied : he makes his subjects
to be children of God, viol. Here, again, it is not words but ideas

on which the force of the reasoning rests.

As in chap. i. 6, in addition to the passages cited to prove that

the Son has received a more excellent name than the angels, other

passages are at the same time brought forward which say nothing
more of this name, but in which the description of the Messianic

salvation is continued, so, here also, in the course of the 13th verse,

to the two citations in which it is shewn that the Messiah raises his

subjects to the place of brethren and partners with him in his son-

ship,* a third is added in which nothing further is said specially on

this point, but in which a new independent proof is adduced of the

principal proposition in ver. 10, that the Messiah makes his people to

be children. The third citation is taken from Is. viii. 18. Just as

it was natural for the author to pass from the 22d Psalm to the cor

responding prayer of thanksgiving in 2 Sam. xxii., so naturally must
the passage 2 Sam. xxii. 3 have brought to his mind the parallel

passage in Is. viii. 17, and thus led him to Is. viii. 18. We must

again carefully consider this passage in its connexion, in order

lightly to understand it. Ahaz, immediately after his accession to

the throne, being threatened by Ephraim and Syria, despises the

offered help of the Lord (vii. 11, soq.), and relies on the help of the

Assyrians. The rebuke is addressed to him ver. 13, seq. : house

of David, why dost thou offend God ? Behold, maid (0 woman),
thou shalt have yet to conceive (the well-known symbol of an afflic

tion which is necessary in order to a salvation), and shalt come

through suffering to bear a son whom thou shalt call
&quot; God with us

(the promised second David). God, then, will bring the self-

trusting house of David by means of afflictions to this that it will

feel as a woman, as a maid
;
then first is it capable of bearing the

promised one, when in humility it places itself in a receptive relation

* Nothing of course is said hero of the eternal Sonship of Jesu* Christ. To a par

ticipation in that eternal Sonship none of the sanctified are exalted
; they are, however,

exalted to a participation in that, Sonship spoken of in ver. 10, i. e.,
the Sonship com

monly so called.
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to God.* For, before the time arrives when the promised one can

as a grown up man bring the Messianic salvation, Judea shall be

laid waste (ver. 15, comp. ver. 22). An unprecedented calamity
shall first befall both kingdoms, Ephraim and Judah (ver. 17), be

fore the promised period of glory, and that from the same Assyrian

power on which the foolish Ahaz relied for help (vers. 18 and 20).
After this revelation had been made to Ahaz, Isaiah receives the

command from God to write upon a roll the symbolical name
&quot;

haste

to the spoil, speed to the prey/ He does this taking two men as

witnesses. After this, he begets a child, when the child is born it

is a boy, and he receives the command to give to this boy the name
&quot; haste to the spoil, speed to the prey ;&quot;

the boy was to be a living
witness and pledge, that the prophecy given to Isaiah nine months
before would in its first part (that Samaria and Damascus should be

laid waste by the Assyrians) be soon fulfilled (ver. 4); with like cer

tainty, also, would the other part be fulfilled, that Judah should be

oppressed by the Euphratean power (which must here still be re

garded as the &quot;

Assyrian/ as it was first under Hezejdah revealed to

the prophet that Babylon should take the place of Assyria). That

the prophet, immediately after having written on the roll, goes in to

the prophetess, leaves us to conclude that he did this according to

Divine direction. Thus we have here a series of signs, of which one

always points to the other. His writing on the roll is a sign that a

boy should be born to him^ to whom he is to assign that name writ

ten on the roll. That the boy is in reality born, and receives that

name, is a sign that Samaria and Damascus are to be laid waste by
the Assyrians ;

the overthrow of Samaria is a sign that the after

part of the threatening also, chap. vii. 17, that concerning Judah,
shall be fulfilled, and with this the coming of the promised Son of

David rendered possible.

The &quot; haste to the spoil, speed to the
prey&quot; was, however, not

the first son of Isaiah who bore a symbolical prophetical name. In

chap. vii. 3 it is purposely mentioned that already an older boy
existed with such a name, the &quot;

Shearjashub.&quot; The younger son

was a living prophecy of the judgments which were to come upon
Juda

;
the elder, a living prophecy of the future salvation, of the

conversion in which these judgments were to issue (comp. Is. x. 21).

But it is not merely on the existence of these sons who were pro

phetic in their names that Isaiah, in his address viii. 18, rests that

trust which bears him up amid all the agitations of the people, for

he goes on to say,
&quot; Behold I and the children whom thou hast

given me.&quot; In like manner as his trust rests upon his sons does it

rest also upon himself. His sons give him faith and hope by the

*
&quot;We see then the house of David, purified by affliction, matured in the person of

the Virgin Mary to a purely womanly receptivity for the promised salvation.
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names which they bear
;
in himself, also, it must be the name which

he has received from his parents, and which appears to him in con

nexion with the names of his sons to be significant and consolatory.

He is called &quot; Jehovah s salvation,&quot; and, as David in his character

as the anointed king was a type of the New Testament king, so is

Isaiah, as the anointed prophet and servant of God, a type of the

New Testament Messiah, the Saviour; Isaiah is the Saviour of the

Old Testament as David was the Messiah of the Old Testament.

That not lie alone, however, but that he, together with his sons, forms
the type of Christ this is important to our author. The sons of

Isaiah were certainly not merely living pledges that the &quot;

salvation

of Jehovah&quot; would at one time come after &quot;

calamity&quot; and
&quot; con

version
;&quot;

but the future salvation was also typified in this father

together with his sons. Certainly, however, there must be added to

this the other element that the children of Isaiah in their charac

ter as pledges (personal living prophecies) were with him received

into the prophetical calling of theirfather, into the dignity of the

prophetical office; in other words, that they were not merely chil

dren of a prophet (of a man who was besides a prophet), but pro

phetical children, or that their relation to their father as children

was itself a prophetical relation. And the Isaiah of the New

Testament, the Saviour, the Joshua (n?*^ and *hn? are synony

mous), must not be inferior to him in this : was the one not merely
a prophet in word, neither must the other be so

;
did the one beget

children which like their father were prophets, then must the other

also beget children who, like him, stand in a Messianic union of

grace with God.

Thus the three citations do in reality prove exactly what they

ought to prove. It belongs to the calling of the Messiah to raise

others to a participation in his sonship.
Vers. 14^18. Our author now passes to a new application of the

idea, closely connected, however, with the third of the citations

which we have just been considering. He had, a, laid down in ver.

5 the thesis, that the place of ruler in the future kingdom of God
is assigned not to the angels (but to man); he had, b, shewn in vers.

6-8, that even in the Old Testament this place is promised to the

family of man
;
he had, c, observed in vers. 9, 10, that as yet indeed

Jesus alone had been exalted to the glory, but it is only as the first-

fruits and as leader to bring many sons after him
;
and here, by

way of appendix, he had in vers. 11-13 called to mind how, already,
the Old Testament considers it as a part of the Messiah s office to

lii t up the members of his kingdom to the same relation of grace
and unity in which he stands to God. Now, however, in ver. 14 he

begins to shew, that as means to this end the exaltation of man to

the rank of sons of God and this glory it was necessary that the

VOL. VI. 23
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Son of God should come down to be a son of man, a son of Adam.

As in vers. 9, 10 lie affirmed, that the (already present, as it were

already perfected) Messiah must needs suffer in order to make others

to be sons, so in vers. 14-18 he shews that it was necessary the Son

of God should become man in order to become the Messiah.

The proof of this which he adduces connects itself so naturally

with the third of the preceding citations, that ver. 14 just presents

the same idea as is contained in that citation, only in another point

of view. In ver. 13 the principal thing was to shew, that to the

office of the Old Testament rrstii. belonged not merely the uttering

of ivords but also the begetting of children; in ver. 14 he lays stress

on this that those children must also be actually born, in order to

be living prophecies ;
in ver. 13 he shews, that the children of

Isaiah hadpart in the prophetical spiritual calling of their father,

in ver. 14, that that participation was rendered possible by the ac

tual birth of those children. And that this new application of the pas

sage is warranted, appears already from the interpretation we have

given of it above. The mere uttering or writing down of the

words &quot;

Shearjashub, Mahershalal-hashbaz&quot; was as yet no sign, no

testimony, no prophetical ratification of the deliverance the gra
cious sign imparted to the prophet, and through him to the people,
was only then given when God actually sent these children to him,
when they actually came into the world, when they partook offlesh
and blood (for these words contain the antithesis to the mere giving
of the names). It must not, however, be thought that our author

avails himself of this view of the case as containing properly a

proof, that it was necessary the Son of God should be born as man.

He could not mean this, for that case contains no such proof. For,
it is not with the children of Isaiah, but with the father Isaiah

himself, that Jesus is represented as parallel. He had, however, no

such argument in his mind. Even the faei does not express properly
a causal relation, but serves only to introduce that parallel which

the author himself by adding the word TrapaTrA^wf
&quot;

in a similar

way&quot;
has denoted as one which does not hold fully and in every

point of view. Indeed, he makes use of the citation in ver. 13 not

as a proof of the idea contained in vers. 14-18 (he never applies one

and the same citation to prove two diiferent trains of thought), but

merely by way of transition. According to that passage, it was

necessary that the children should be actually born, and we perceive

a relation in some measure analogous to this in Jesus
;
he also has

assumed flesh and blood, he, in order to make us partakers in his

sonsbip to God, has first taken part in our sonship to Adam. This

neiu thesis is laid down, and it is not proved from Is. viii. 18, but

that citation only served as a transition to it introduced in the ele

gant manner peculiar to the author. The proof follows in the sen-
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tence beginning with Zva, and then in ver. 16. 2ap| fet ai\ia

designates the human nature in opposition to the incorporeal un

created God (comp. Matth. xvi. 17
;
Gal. i. 16) not the body in

opposition -to the soul, nor the mortal body in opposition to the

glorified (Grotius; Tholuck) an antithesis which could not be urged
in this context.

That through death, etc. The author now proceeds to specify the

internal ground upon which the thesis rests. That which stands in

the way of our becoming sons of God, and which must first be

removed, is death, or as the author here more specially describes

it the being subject to the kingdom of darkness and the prince of

this kingdom, who has the power of death. This bondage of death

could be removed only by our guilt beino^
atoned for through the

sacrificial death of Christ. In order to this, however, it was neces

sary that he should become a member of that humanity which took

its rise from the first Adam.
So much in reference to the train of thought in general. To

come to particulars, narapyeiv is an expression frequently used by
Paul, but occurring elsewhere in the New Testament only in Luke
xiii. 7, and in our passage (but also in the profane writers). It is

equivalent to depybv noielv to render ineffective, to deprive of efficacy.

The author certainly might have expressed his meaning thus : Iva

did rov Oavdrov rbv Qdvarov Karapyrjay. But he has, with good rea

son, avoided doing so. For Jesus by his death has not freed us

from death, absolutely, and in every respect ;
the death of the body

still remains, but its sting has been taken a*way ;
it is no longer a

judgment before which conscience trembles and which keeps men in

incessant fear
;

to the Christian the death of the body is rather

only a deliverance from the &quot;

body of this death&quot; (Eom. vii. 24), a

final putting off of the last remnant of the old Adam with which

we have still to contend, in other words, the completion of sauctifi-

cation, for, as the Heidelberg catechism so admirably expresses it in

the 42d question :

&quot; Our death is not a payment for our sin, but

only a dying to sin, and an entrance on life eternal.&quot; Therefore

the author speaks not of a taking away of death absolutely, but

only of a cessation of the power of death. In the words rtpdrog rov

Qavdrov the genitive is not the gen. objecti (&quot; power to
kill&quot;),

for

Kpdroc; never denotes a mere facultas
;

it is the gen. subjecti. It is

the power which death exercises over us, the violence which it offers

to us. The best explanation of this is to be found in ver. 15, the

consideration of which we shall here anticipate. Christ has delivv

ered those who through fear of death were, i. e.
}
shewed them

selves, to be all their life time subject to bondage. The man who,
however well ho might ward off repentance and the knowledge of

sin, and by this pretended self-righteousness keep his conscience at
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rest, yet; when the thought of death comes home to him, cannot

divest his mind of anxiety, testifies by this very anxiety these

irrepressible stirrings of conscience in the prospect of death that

he is guilty, and that as yet he can lay no claim to freedom from

the power of death.

But the author is not satisfied with saying merely that Christ

has rendered ineffectual the power of death; he goes a step farther

back and says : Christ has rendered ineffective him who had this

power of death over us the devil who held this power as an in

strument in his own hands, and made use of it as a means to van

quish us. The time is now happily gone by when it was customary
to explain away the Satan of whom we read in the Bible, by chang

ing him into an &quot;

evil principle.&quot; An &quot;

evil principle&quot; implies in

itself nothing less than an absurdity. The very essence of evil con

sists in the absence of principle, in a contradiction to principle. If

the idea of an &quot;

evil principle&quot; were conceivable, then might it also

be conceived that God was evil ! But evil is only conceivable as a

perverted selfish quality of the will of the personal creature, to be

accounted for by the formal freedom of this creature
;

evil as such

has no existence (nullani habet substantiam), but we give the name
of evil to the quality of that creature-will which, in opposition to

God s will, and to man s own inner nature, refuses to stand in a

receptive relation towards God, and will be its own independent

lord, its own God. (Hence, also, evil is not a mere negation of good,
but its direct, positive opposite). Now, we learn from the Scrip

tures that this evil quality of the will is to be found not merely in

the human race, but also in the sphere of that other class of per
sonal creatures, the angels, only with this difference, that because,

in the angels, sin cannot be divided into sins of pride, and sins of

the flesh, which strive against each other, and because it cannot bo

driven out of the centre of the soul into a circumference, the odp$,

the fallen angels are sunk irrecoverably into corruption. The

sinful man is in his corruption half beast and half devil, the fallen

angel is all devil. Farther, it is evident, that as the sinful man de

votes his spiritual and corporeal powers and capacities to the service

of sin, so the fallen angels, subject to the permission of God, spend
the energies with which as creatures they are endowed, and employ
their greater freedom from the restraints of body and space, in the

service of sin.

Experience fully corresponds to what we learn on this subject

from revelation. It is manifest in the history of the kingdom of

God, that that kingdom has to contend not merely with individual

weakness, or with the wickedness of individual men, but with great

anti-Christian powers (Eph. vi. 12), to which the men who are en

gaged in their service are for the most part related merely as blind
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instruments. The workman, who lets himself be persuaded to join
in a rebellion through the false representations of insurrectionary

communists, commits knowingly only the sin of covetousness and of

disobedience to the law
;
the citizen who allows himself to be drawn

by the prevailing spirit of the time into unlawful actions, commits

only the unconscious sin of folly ;
neither the one nor the other has

discovered the great plot against the kingdom of God which they
are helping to advance

; nay, they are often surprised when they see

the fruits which ripen on the field that has been wrought by them.

The blinded man often aims at the very opposite of that which the

prince of darkness, whose instrument he is, strives and manages to

accomplish by him
;
in the hands of that prince of this world, par

ties professedly opposed to him often unwillingly help forward

the same cause, and bring about the same victory. In short,
there is actually a providence of evil, only relative, it is true, and
in the end always subject to the absolute providence of God, which,

however, stretches far beyond the conscious aims of its human in

struments.

Now, the man who has not attained to freedom in Christ, or has

fallen back from this freedom into the bondage of sin and death, is

not merely a slave of his individual sins and sinful infirmities, but

becomes, at the same time, a slave and tool of the prince of dark

ness
;
he has a price at which he is saleable, and for which the

wicked one gets possession of him. He becomes a slave of that

power which is at once a seducing, a conscience-accusing, and a cor

rupting power (corrupting the body as well as the soul, destroying
all happiness, recompensing with poison and death). It is the prince
of darkness who holds in his hands the power which death exercises

over us
;
who employs the power of spiritual death, of sin, to make

man his tool
;
who employs the power of bodily death to spread

death and murder and destruction
;
who employs the power of guilt

to accuse us before God, and, above all, before ourselves, to rob us

of rest, to quench in us the hope of the possibility of grace ; who

insultingly rejoices to see us condemned before the judgment seat

of God. He has, indeed (as Anselm of Canterbury has already
shewn in opposition to a false theory of his time), no legitimate claim

as the seducer to the possession of the seduced
;
but he exercises a

real objective power over those who, through their own sin, have

surrendered themselves to his power. From him must the Messiah

redeem men and he shewed that he acknowledged the guilt in the

manner in wldcli he removed it. Men seek to redeem themselves,
either by not at all acknowledging the guilt and the necessity of a

real atonement for the sin, but by trifling away and disowning this

last remnant of truth in the sinner the deposition of an evil con

science and thus putting a self-invented idol in the place of the
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holy God
; or, they seek to do this by acknowledging the necessity

of an atonement, but setting themselves at the same time to effect

this atonement by external works which they regard as meritorious,

but which have no foundation to rest on. Christ, by giving himself

up to death, has acknowledged the guilt and truly atoned for it; he

has, in one act, atoned for the sinner and judged the sin.

The 15th verse has already been explained above. Something

only remains to be said on the words rovrovg}
oaot,. Tovrovg does not

point backward (as if it were intended to express an antithesis to

didfiohog : Christ has taken the power from the devil, but these

scil. men he has set free); it evidently points forward to oaot.,

and is almost equivalent to &quot; those who.&quot;
&quot;Oaoj, however, is of

course not to be taken in a restrictive sense, as if it were denied

that all needed this deliverance, but in a comprehensive sense :

&quot;but those who were always subjects,&quot;
= &quot;as many as&quot; quotquot.

&quot;Oooi is similarly used in Acts xiii. 48. The meaning of that

passage is : of the Jews (who also were ordained of God to the

salvation in Christ) only a small number believed
;
but of the Gen

tiles, as many as were ordained to salvation believed, i. e.
3
a great

number.

Yer. 16. To the internal proofderived from the nature of things,

the author now in accordance with his former procedure adds a

proof taken from the Old Testament. But it was not necessary
here that he should cite a particular passage, it was enough to allude

to a generally known fact of the Old Testament. God has assisted

not the angels but the seed of Abraham.* By means of an explica
tive yap, this idea is added as a further explanation of the clause

beginning with tva, etc. The force of the proof lies precisely in

the generality of the idea. On the part of the human race there

is the need of redemption, but also the capability of being re

deemed
;
the good angels need no Saviour, the fallen are incapable

of being saved (because they are not merely slaves of sin, but wicked

rulers in the kingdom of death). But the author, in giving expres
sion to the antithesis evidently implied in OVK dyyehcw, shews that

his object in the 16th verse is not merely to prove positively that

the Messiah must of necessity become man, but, returning to the

pointfrom which he set out in ver. 5, that not the angels but man has

been chosen to be exalted through the Messiah to that glory and

honour described in vers. 8 and 10, and from this the inference is

then indirectly drawn (in ver. 17) that the Son of God must become

man not angel.
* The Church Fathers and the theologians of the 16th and 17th centuries supplied a

tyvaiv to the genitive, and rendered thus :

&quot; he has not assumed the nature of angels, but

that of the seed of Abraham.&quot; Castellio was the first to oppose this monstrous interpre

tation
;

after him the Socinians and Arminians. Since 1650 the right interpretation has

been the general one.
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Seed of Abraham denotes in itself not man, but the theocratic

Israel. He, however, who entered into the species, entered at the

same time into the genus to which this species belonged. The ex

pression here is to be understood in a different sense from that in

which Paul uses it in Gal. iii. Paul in that passage means by the

seed of Abraham not the -

bodily posterity of Abraham into which

Christ entered by his incarnation, but the spiritual Israel which is

lorn of Christ and of which he is the leader.

Vers. 17, 18. In the 17th verse the author first states the

amount of what is contained in the argument given in ver. 16. His

object was to prove that the New Testament Messiah must needs

take part in the human nature
;
he has appealed in proof of this to

the well known Old Testament fact, that God entered into a gra
cious and covenant relation not with the angels but with the seed of

Abraham, consequently that the seed of Abraham stands in need

of salvation and is capable of receiving it
;
he now repeats the quod

erat demonstrandum : therefore he (the subject is to be brought
down from vers. 14, 15) must be made in all things like to those

who (ver. 11-13) are ordained to be exalted through him to be his

brethren. The force of the conclusion depends on the idea which

has already been expressed, ver. 14, in the sentence beginning with

Iva. The author, however, does not merely close the series of argu
ments begun in vers. 14-16, but at the same time makes a transi

tion to a new idea. He repeats the idea already expressed in the

words Iva dia rov Oavdrov, etc., ver. 15, but repeats it so as to open
an entirely new perspective. The idea in ver. 14, seq., was this :

Christ must become man in order by his death to free us from the

power of death and the bondage of Satan in other words to make
atonement for us. Now, however, this idea appears in the new
form : Christ must become man, because only thus could he execute

the office of a High Priest. In shewing that man is exalted through
the Son to the place of sons, and thus made superior to the angels,

the author is led to shew the necessity of the incarnation and the

atoning sufferings of Christ, i. e., his office as the Redeemer, the

high priestly atoner. In this office, the type of Christ is not the

mm -^Va but the apj^eym^, and thus the author shews in ver. 17 that

the New Testament Messiah is exalted above the mm
&quot;jsVa

and the

angels in general, conclusively and principally on this account, that

he unites to the office of a messenger of God to men that of a priestly re

presentative of men lefore God, to the office of a ^aVsa (aTroVroAo^ chap,
iii. 1) that of an dp^iepev^.

This idea is more clearly expressed in the additional clause rd

Tcpbg rbv Oeov. Hitherto, the Messiah of the New Testament was

regarded from that point of view in which like the Old Testament
&quot;

-{NVfc he was a messenger of God to men
;
but this does not com-
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prehend his whole Messianic office. He is not merely a more per
fect messenger of God to men than the Old Testament messenger of

the covenant
;
but he is this, precisely because lie is not merely the

perfect apostle, but at the same time also the perfect high-priestly re

presentative of men in their relation to God, rd Trpbg rbv Oeov. This

simple explanation is confirmed by the analogous conjunction of the

apostle and high priest, in the first verse of the next chapter.

EAe7/fion&amp;gt; is not to be understood as an independent predicate

along with dpxiepevs as a second predicate, but like Tnarog belongs as

an adjective to dpxiepevc;. (Otherwise maro^ must have been placed
after dpxiepevg). Further, these two epithets do not express a spe
cific difference, by which Christ, as the compassionate and faithful

high priest, is to be distinguished, from the Old Testament high

priests as unmerciful and unfaithful the author does not, and in

deed cannot enter here on this comparison which he afterwards

draws, and in which he shews that Christ was superior to Aaron
but those adjectives are rather to be understood as simple epitheta
necessaria. The idea is this : every high priest must, on his part,
feel compassion towards those who are represented by him, and on

their part again, must enjoy their confidence
; now, as the New

Testament Messiah must unite with the office of a messenger that

of a high priest, he must also be merciful and faithful, and as this

would not be possible if the high priest were not in all things like

to his brethren, so must he become like to them in all things. Or
more concisely expressed :

u He must become like to his brethren

in all things wherefore he was a merciful and faithful high priest
for them, in their relation to God.&quot;

And he must be a high priest
&quot; in order to make atonement for

the sins of the people/ IXdoneaQai comes from Ikaog. The idea

expressed in thao$ we will explain by the following observations.

God is love
;
out of love he created the world and its crown, the

personal creature. In this act, his love is one with his holiness. In

creating man such as he is, in forming him so as that in his inmost

nature he is led to love God, and, through the love of God and

holiness, to become happy, and only thus to he capable of happiness
and harmony within himself in this, God shewed as much his love

as his holiness. This might be called the legislative grace of God

(pts: and -,n). But after man had fallen, God did not cease to love

him
;
he loves him still with saving grace, Horn. iii. 24. The first

act and manifestation of this saving grace consists, however, in this

that God maintains unimpaired also in the fallen man that funda

mental law of man s nature, according to which he cannot be happy
without holiness does not take conscience from him, in other words,

takes happiness from him, displays himself as not propitious towards

him, and turns against him his wrath, Kom. i. 18. This is the con-
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servative, or, which is the same thing, the chastising grace of God.

The second act of that saving grace consists in the sending of his

Son and then his Spirit an the saving grace properly so called (tvleo^,

bh-?, tihifi Luke i. 72), and more especially, the justifying and sanc

tifying (juridical and medicinal) grace. When man does not resist

this grace, then it &quot;becomes again possible for God to let man taste

his friendship, enjoy his blessed presence, and to conduct himself

again as propitious towards him. &quot;lAaof then denotes not the in

ternal disposition of God towards man, but the actual positive

expression and radiation of that feeling which first becomes again

possible towards the redeemed
;
and IkdaKeaOai means to make it

again possible for God to be ikaog}
i.

e., actually to expiate actual

guilt.

In ver. 18 an explanation is given why the being compassionate
BX& faithful and, with this, the being made like to his brethren, neces

sarily belongs to the office of the high priest.

First of all, however, it must be settled how this verse is to be

construed. Erasmus, Bengel, Storr, Kuinoel, Bohme, and Tholuck

take iv w as a simple argumentative particle
&quot;

because.&quot; It is true

that it is not a relative limited temptation that is here spoken of it

is not &quot;

in as far as he was tempted, in so far is he able to save&quot;

as if Christ was tempted only up to a certain point, and was able

to succour only up to a certain point. It is true also, that it is nofc

the aorist ZnaOev that is here used. But precisely because it is not

the aorist, we think that every obstacle in the way of taking tV o&amp;gt;

in its proper signification is removed. It is no historical or special

statement that is here made, but one of a general kind. It is not :

&quot;

Christ was tempted in certain points but in others not, and in so

far as he was tempted he has been able to succour
;&quot;

but it is,
&quot; in

so far as he has been tempted he can
help,&quot; or, to separate the two

ideas which are here conjoined : A high priest can help in so

far as he has been tempted, and so also can Christ he there

fore must be tempted in all things, in order to be able to help in all

things.

But of those critics who rightly and literally translate KV w, some

have still had recourse to artificial constructions. Casaubon and

others have referred t-v w not to 7reipaaOd$ but to TTKTTOVOS
;

&quot;in that

which he has suffered, and suffered as one who was tempted, he is

able to help those who are tempted.&quot; Here the neipaoOeis becomes

an accessary idea, while it evidently stands parallel with Trsipaofie-

voiq as a principal idea. Block takes the words &v w ne-rrovdev as a

relative clause dependent on neipaaOeig :

&quot; as one who was tempted,

namely, in the things in which he had to suffer, he is able to help

those who are tempted ;&quot;
but it is difficult to see either what neces

sity there was for this accessary idea in the relative clause, or
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why the relative clause should have been placed first, or what is

to be made of the avrog. The idea which Bleek thus obtains

would in Greek be expressed thus : -rreipaoOdg yap v w
-rriirovBev,

dvvarai, etc.

The only natural Construction is that which refers KV w directly
to TreipaaOeis, which is placed after precisely for the sake of emphasis.

Quibus in rebus tentatus ipse (est et) passus est
;

iis tentatos potest

adjurare. The mipaofievoi$ stands opposite to the neipaadei?, and
the poyOrjvai to the TrerrovOev. With grammatical exactness the sen

tence would be expressed thus : &quot;In all things Jesus could help

those, who were tempted (in those things), in which being tempted,
he has suffered

;&quot;
so that ev w belongs to ireipaadels, and ev TOVTU to

be supplied belongs to dvvarai. Logically &v o&amp;gt; refers also of course

to 7r-oi 0ev
}
and iv rov-Gj also to rreipaofj,evoi$}

so that the parallelism
becomes perfect. For as Christ was tempted precisely through suf

fering, and suffered in the being tempted, so it is evident that he
&quot; has suffered&quot; in the same respects in which he was &quot;

tempted.&quot;

And again, he who succours one who is tempted, just helps him to

overcome the temptation ;
the helping, therefore, refers just to those

things in which the state of
&quot;being tempted manifests itself.

In this 18th verse we have the deepest internal ground on which

the doctrine of the vicarious satisfaction of Christ is based. How
true and scriptural soever the dogma is, it cannot be denied that in

the ecclesiastico-scholastic development of it, the depths of the

Scripture doctrine were far from being thoroughly penetrated. The
view taken by the scholastics of the middle ages and those of the

evangelical school, was, for the most part, merely the juridical.

They thought of the multitude of single human individuals together
with the individual Jesus, standing as it were upon one level before

the Judge. Those individuals have each a debt which they cannot

pay ;
that individual Jesus pays the debt for all the others. The

inadequacy of this representation lies not in the idea of the objective

substitution as such, but in this, that no inquiry is made into the

ground of the possibility of this substitution, that the substitute is

viewed merely as an individual beside individuals, consequently as

absolutely another and different person from them, as this particular

individual. Our author teaches us to lock deeper than this, when

in vers. 10-18 he closely connects the necessity of the incarnation

with that of the substitutionary high-priestly sufferings ;
he teaches

us to regard man not as a mass of individuals, but as one organism^
as a tree, so to speak, which has grown out of one root, out of Adam.

In the man Jesus, the pure and ripe fruit of humanity, so to speak,

has stood before God a fruit, however, which has not developed

itself out of the race of Adam, but was given to this race, engrafted

upon the diseased tree and thus in Jesus the organism of man has
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done all that was required to be done. But though this fruit did

not develope itself out of the diseased life of the diseased- tree, it

was yet necessary that it should grow upon this tree
; by the incar

nation of Christ a sound branch was engrafted on the tree, which, as

a branch of the tree bore blossom and fruit, so that blossom and

fruit, although not products of the life-power of this tree, still in

reality belong to it. But, to speak without metaphor, the proto-
adamitic humanity could not beget a sinless man, but it could receive

the Son of God becoming man and sinless man, so that he as a real

member of this race, partaking in its nature and in the consequences
of death, could bear the fruit, nay could be himself the fruit, which

the race ought to have borne. Accordingly it is manifest that what

is here spoken of is not merely a vicarious passive satisfaction, but

chiefly a vicarious active satisfaction, which again forms the basis

of the passive satisfaction.



PART SECOND.

THE SON AND MOSES.

(iii. iv.)

From what is said in chap. ii. 17, 18, the author might have pro
ceeded forthwith to th comparison of the New Testament Messiah

as the perfect High Priest, with the imperfect High Priest of the

old covenant. But after a brief recapitulation in chap. iii. 1, of

what is proved in the preceding, namely, that Christ unites the

office of a high priest with that of a perfect messenger of God to men,
he suddenly breaks off in ver. 2 into a comparison of Christ with Moses.

This is not the result of caprice, but of an intrinsic necessity.

First, the place held by the organs of the Old Testament cove-

nant themselves, rendered it necessary that he should pass first of

all to Moses. The instruments employed in the institution of the

law were not the
&quot;]&&& and Aaron, but the ^sVfc and Moses. Not till

the third line of succession did the permanent office of the high

priest appear. Then secondly, the intrinsic suitableness of the above

arrangement of the principal parts, depends on the carrying oat of

the second part itself. The manner in which this second part is car

ried out is exactly parallel with the arrangement of the first part, so

that the author also at the end of the second part (iv. 10), recurs

again to the idea of the high priest. And thus, after having been

conducted from the two terminal points to this idea as the central

idea of the Messianic office, he can then proceed in a third part

to develope this acknowledged central idea (chap. v.).

The angel of the covenant appeared in the name of God &quot;before

the people of Israel, Moses in the name of Israel before God, the

high priest stood in the name of God (with the name Jehovah on

the front of his mitre) before Israel, and in the name of Israel (with

the names of the twelve tribes on the breast-plate) before God

(Ex. xxviii. 9-29, and 36-38).
Now the New Testament Messiah is, according to chap i. 2,

superior to the angels, ,
because in himself as the Son he is higher

than the angels, and b, because in him also, the whole human race is
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exalted above the angels to dominion in the coming world

jue/Uovaa,) and this because the Messiah is not merely &quot;jKVtt,
but at the

same time apxiepevg, not merely the messenger of God to man, but, at

the same time the atoning priestly representative of man before God.

With this, now, the second part runs quite parallel. The fun

damental thesis iii. 3 : for this man was counted worthy of more glory

than Moses, is, even in respect of form, evidently analogous to the

fundamental thesis of the first part, i. 4 : being made so much better

than the angels. The New Testament Messiah is superior to Moses,

because, a, as a Son in the house
(iii. 6) he is superior to the mere

servant of the house (comp. with iii. 5, depdirw, chap. i. 14, leirovpyiKa

TTvevpara) , and, b, because the work of conducting Israel to its rest,

which Moses had not completed, was first completed by him (chap.

iv. 1, seq.). This work Christ has accomplished, in virtue of his

not having been merely a Moses, a leader and lawgiver, but at the

same time an atoning representative, a high priest (chap. iv. 14,

seq.)

But so exact is the parallelism between these two parts even in

minute details, that as the two sections of the first part, so also

those of the second, are separated from each other by an intermedi

ate passage of a hortatory kind :

I. THE SON AND THE ANGELS. II. THE SON AND MOSES.

a, The Son of God is, in him- a, The Son of the house of Is-

eelf, superior to the ministering rael is, in himself, superior to the

spirits of God, i. 5-14. servant of this house, iii. 1-6.

(Hortatory passage, ii. 1-5.) (Hortatory passage, iii. 7-19.)

b
}
In him man is raised above b, In him Israel is conducted

the angels, ii. 6-16. For: he to its rest, iv. 1-13. Therefore:

was at the same time high priest. he was at the same time high priest,

iv. 14-16.

SECTION FIRST.

THE NEW TESTAMENT MESSIAH IS IN HIMSELF, AS SON,
SUPERIOR TO MOSES.

(iii. 1-6.)

Vers. 1, 2, form the transition. This transition takes the form

of an exhortation. This exhortation, however, is not, as some have

thought, connected by means of the maro?, iii. 2, with the idea ex-
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v

pressed in the marog, ii. 17 ;
for in chap. ii. 17, marog denotes one

who is the object of another s confidence, the &quot;

trustworthy,&quot; while

in iii. 2, it denotes active &quot;faithfulness
;&quot;

the link of connexion is

rather in the words dnoarohog and dp%iepvc, in which the substance

of the train of thought in chap, i.-ii. is recapitulated, in order from

this point to proceed further. Karavoelv does not mean to lay any

thing to heart, but to submit anything to the voijaic, to consider, to

weigh. The more proximate object of this verb is l-qaovv, which,

however, is already provided with the attribute rbv drroaroXov not

dpxiepea rfjg dpohoyias i\\i&v. Its more remote object are the words

Ktarbv ovra, etc.
&quot; Consider the (this) messenger of God and high

priest of our profession Jesus, (as him) who is faithful in his house

to him who appointed him, as Moses was faithful.&quot; The attribute

messenger and high priest, etc., thus serves to recapitulate the attri

butes which the readers already knew to belong to Jesus
;
the appo-

sitional clause luho was faithful, etc., serves to introduce a new
attribute which is now predicated of Jesus, and which is henceforth

to be the object of their attentive consideration. The imperative

Karavorjoars does not, however, in this context involve an independent

practical exhortation which flows from the theoretical passage chap, ii,

but a mere charge to the readers now immediately to accompany the

author to a new idea.

But this charge, at the same time, certainly implies the moral

duty of laying permanently to heart what is further to be said.

This is evident from the manner in which it is introduced, holy

brethren, partakers of the heavenly calling. On the idea expressed by
aryiog see chap. ii. 11. The mention of the heavenly calling entirely

corresponds, in the place it occupies here, with the mention of the

so great salvation in chap. ii. 3. The motive to the earnest consider

ation and heed which is enjoined, lies in the excellent and heavenly
character of the object which is to be considered. By the KMjms is

meant the calling explained in chap. ii. 6-8 to the dominion in the

olKov^wr] [ickXovaa. It is idle to enquire, whether this calling is

designated heavenly because it proceeds from heaven, or because it

calls and conducts to heaven. The two things are inseparable. A
calling that comes forth from heaven to man, has, eo ipso, for its

object and import the relation of man to heaven. Moreover, what is

spoken of here specially is that call which has come to men through
the eternal Son himself, the incarnate one, who has como from

heaven, and which invites men to become children, fellow heirs with

him of the heavenly inheritance. He who is a partaker of this call

ing, that is, in whose ears soever this call has been sounded, is

thereby laid under obligation attentively to consider and give heed

to all the elements of this calling.

Let us now consider more particularly the attribute
&quot; the apos-
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tie and high priest of our confession&quot; (rbv dTroarohov nal dp%ispea

Trig fywAbyiac rjfttiv). Jesus is called dnooroXog, from the analo

gous relation in which he stands to the
&quot;

^sVtt as messenger of

God to men, dpxiepevc, from the analogy between him and the -jrjb

^tart as representative of men before God. This signification of dr6a-

ToAof, following so simply from chap, i.-ii. would certainly not have

been missed, although the author had written ayyeAo^ instead. It

is, however, easy to see why he was not at liberty to use dyyeAo?.

In the Old Testament ^Vte there lies a double signification, first,

the etymological appellative, according to which it means messenger,
and according to which whosoever held the place and office of a

messenger of God to men might be called ^sV^a and, secondly, the

usual gentile signification according to which it means angel, and

denotes only a certain kind or class of beings (viz. the angels). Now
it is true that these two significations belong also to the Greek word

ayyeAo? (cornp. 1 Tim. iii. 16, where ayyeAo^, messenger, is used of

the disciples). But after the author had in chap, i.-ii. used through
out the word ayyeAo? in its gentile sense, to denote the species angel
in opposition to the human species, he could not well, without

causing confusion, apply the same word to denote the mere voca ion

of a messenger of God. After having in chap, i.-ii. so strongly

urged that Jesus has perfectly and absolutely fulfilled the calling
of a messenger of God, just in virtue of his not belonging to the

species ayyeAoi, it was necessary that here, when he again ascribes

to Jesus that calling, the office of a messenger of God, he should

choose a word which expresses only the appellative, and not at the

same time also the gentile sense of *]*&te3 a word which might with

out ambiguity be rendered only by
&quot;

messenger,&quot; and not at the same
time by

&quot;

angel.&quot;
For this, no better, arid generally speaking no other

word offered itself than drcoarohoc., formed from the verb dnoaTehteiv,
which is so often employed by John

(iii. 34, v. 36, vi. 29, x. 36,

xx. 21), and elsewhere also in the New Testament (for example,
Gal. iv. 4), as the technical term for the sending of the Son into the

world.

All the difficulties which critics have hitherto found in the ex

pression .a7r6ff-oAoc, from their not observing the relation of chap, i.-ii

to chap iii.-iv., thus fall of themselves to the ground, and we arc

also saved the trouble of considering one by one, and refuting the

many unsuitable explanations of dnoarokog that have been given.
Some have expressed their surprise that Jesus should be placed on

the same level with his Apostles but it is the sending of Christ by
the Father that is here spoken of, not the sending of the twelve by

Christ, and consequently, not the special signification of the word

dTroffToAof as the official name of the twelve. Others thought that

the author should rather have said TroQ-rTrjs or diaKorog, but the
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analogy of the office of Jesus to that of the &quot;

angel of Jehovah&quot; could

be expressed neither by Trpo^-n/f nor by didtcovog. A third class sought
to explain the idea expressed in d~6aroXog by that of the fytoAoyic,

or (as Olshausen) by that of the tfXfjmc ;
a fourth, to which Bleek

belongs, thought that Jesus is called drroaro^ on account of his

analogous relation to Moses, etc., etc. Even the signification &quot;high

priest&quot;
was contended for by some, because, in a passage of the

Talmud, the high priest is on a single occasion called v~ ira
fr&amp;gt;

The genitive rfc dpohoyiag fativ has for its object, simply to dis

tinguish Jesus as the New Testament messenger of God and high

priest, from, the Old Testament &amp;gt;&quot;

&amp;gt;&amp;lt;V
and -,nsn. He is the an. and

dp%. of our confession. This does not require that with Thomas

Aquinas, Luther, Calovius, Storr, etc., we should grammatically
resolve the genitive into the clause ov dpohoyovpev. The same sense

is obtained without this procedure, if we take the genitive simply
as expressing the idea of &quot;

belonging to.&quot; The messenger of God

belonging to our confession is thereby also the object of our confession.

The rendering of dpohvyia by &quot;covenant/ which some have proposed
is contrary to the grammatical usage.

Let us proceed now to the appositional sentence ver. 2, in which

is specified the new quality and office to which the attentive con

sideration of the reader is to be directed, marbv ovra, etc. H.OIKIV

here, as in Acts ii. 36; Mark iii. 14, is used to express not the calling

into existence, but the appointing to an office, here the office of

Messiah, which is represented under the figure of the establishment

and government of a household. In this his office Jesus was faith

ful to him who had called him to this office.

The words lv tUo&amp;gt; ry ofay avrov are referred by Chrysostom,

Theophylact, Bohrne, Kuinoel, and De Wetto to the words tig KOI

M&wa?/?, so that no comma is placed after Mwvaifr, and the sense is

as follows:
&quot; Jesus was faithful to him who appointed him, as also

Moses was faithful in all his house. The genitive avrov can, in this

case, be referred either to Moses, or to Jesus, or (as the majority are

of opinion) to God. But this construction appears unnatural, espe

cially when we compare it with vers. 5, 6, where the idea is more

fully brought out, that as Moses in his (Moses
7

) house was faithful

as a servant, so, in like manner, was Jesus faithful in his (Jesus )

house as a son. We, therefore, with Calvin, Seb. Schmidt, Paulus,

Bleek, and others, place a comma after Mwvajjc, and refer the words

iv dXy, etc., to marov ovra. &quot; Who is faithful in his house to him

wlio appointed him, in like manner as Moses was.&quot; Logically^ the

sentence would, of course, have to be extended thus : lyaovs mvr6&amp;lt;;

tariv ry nonjoavn avrov v oAo&amp;gt; rw ofay avrov
, &g nal Muvaijs irtarbg r\v

iv 6/Uj TO* ofay avrov. The genitive avrov is already, on account of

the parallel accusative avrov
}
not to be referred to God, but to be
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taken in the reflexive sense. Christ was faithful in his (Christ s)

house, as Mcses in his (Moses house). Only, the difference between

the two houses is not yet urged here. All that is meant to ho said

is, that each was faithful in the sphere of office assigned to him.

Hence albo the genitive is not a gen. possess., according to which,
the house of Christ would he represented as Christ s property, and

the house of Moses as the property of Moses this would, indeed, he

in contradiction to ver. 5, where it is plainly said that Moses was not

lord hut only servant in his house hut the genitive avrov is (just as

in the words h&amp;gt; oAw ro&amp;gt; OLKU av-ov, vcr. 5) merely a genitive of apper-
tainment or locality.

&quot; His house&quot; signifies
u the house to which he

belonged, in which, he was
placed.&quot;

What house, or what two houses, are here meant will more par

ticularly appear in ver. 5, seq. In the meantime, the simple answer

will suffice with reference both to Moses and Christ, that the author

had in his mind the VS^ST tva, house of Israel.

Ver. 3. As the author in chap. i. 4 introduced the principal
theme of the first part in the form of an appendix, an apposition,
BO here, he introduces the principal theme of the second part in

like manner, in the form of an appendix, namely, an explanation.

Tap is not argumentative ;
for the statement that Christ excelled

Moses in glory, contains no argument for the statement that he

was like him in faithfulness. Tap is explicative ;
it is not, how

ever, the idea in ver. 2 that is explained, but a new motive is ad

duced for the exhortation in ver. 1. So much the more must the

relation of Jesus to Moses be considered and laid to heart, as

Jesus excelled Moses in honour (whom he resembled in faithfulness,

ver. 2).

Hmz*. The subject here is, no more than in chap, i.,
the Son

of God as pre-existent logos, but here, as there, the Son of God

manifest, incarnate. The author does not set out from the eternity

of Christ, and come down to his incarnation, but sets out from his

historical appearance upon earth, and ascends from this to his eter

nal being with the Father (ver. 4). Here, first of all, it is predicated
of the human historical person of the New Testament Messiah,

Jesus, that he has been counted worthy by the Father of higher
honour than Moses. Wherein this higher honour consisted, it was not

necessary for the author to bring to the remembrance of his readers.

This had already been done implicitly in chap. ii. 9, 10. Moses has

not risen again, Moses has not ascended to heaven, Moses has not

been crowned as leader, the first-fruits in the kingdom of exalted

and glorified humanity ; Moses, in the transfiguration of Christ,

rather took a subordinate place next to Christ. All this was so

familiar and so clear, that the author could feel satisfied in laying

down the proposition, that Christ has been counted worthy of

VOL. VI. 24
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higher honour than Moses, as one which would be unquestioned hy
all his readers. (And what an argument have we in this silence for

the historic truth of the evangelical history)! But upon what this

elevation to higher honour was founded, the author proceeds to men
tion in the words KaO^ voov -heiova rip]v K^EL rov OLKOV o Ka-aoitevdocc

avrov. It is founded on this, that Christ was the incarnate eternal

Son, he by whom are all things, by whom also the house of Israel,

the theocracy, wras established. The train of thought thus runs

exactly parallel with that of chap. i. The train of thought in the

4th verse of that chapter we found to be this : Jesus the incarnate,

was (after his sufferings) made higher than the angels, because he is

the incarnate eternal Son.

The rcaO ooov is to be explained precisely in the same way as the

similar, Iv & ii. 18. The author does not mean to say that Christ is

superior to Moses only in a certain respect, or only in a certain de

gree ;
he does not mean to deny that Christ is absolutely superior to

Moses
;
in short, he does not intend to limit the thesis, Christ Las

more honour; but he draws out the three logical propositions of

which the proof of this thesis consists the universal or major pro

position :

&quot; the founder of a household has more honour than the

household founded by him&quot; the particular or minor :

&quot; Christ was

founder of the household to which Moses belonged as a part or

member&quot; and lastly, the conclusion : &quot;therefore Christ has more

honour than Moses.&quot; Or to express this in one sentence :

&quot;

Christ

has so much the more honour than Moses, by how much the founder

of a household has more honour than the household founded by
him.&quot; The icaO oaov thus serves merely to compare a particular
case with a general principle.

We have, in this explanation following the Peshito, Chrys.,

Theodoret, Calvin, Beza, Erasmus, Capellus, Bengel, Bleek, Ols-

hausen, etc. understood the genitive rov oltiov as the genitivu-s

cornparativus, and referred it to ~/leZom. The conclusion thus ar

rived at may, however, appear unwarranted, as the intermediate

idea, namely, that Moses was a part of the house itself, seems to be

not so easily supplied. Many, indeed (with the Vulg., comp. Luther,

Michaelis, Heumann, Semler, Ernesti, Paulus) have appealed to

ver. 5, where Moses is spoken of not as part of the house, but as

depdrruv in the house, and have therefore construed rov ohov as de

pendent on the verb t%, and rendered thus :

&quot;

by how much more

honour from the house the founder of it has/ where we must sup

ply :

&quot; than the servant in it.&quot; Bat this supplement is exceedingly

harsh, and all the more so, as the idea that Moses took the place of

a servant has not yet come before us. Besides, it is not even true to

say, that Jesus bore so much honour in, or from the house of Israel ;

for, from the house of Israel in which he was placed, he bore nothing
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but shame and contempt ;
he had his honour not from the house but

from the Father. But, finally, the text gives not the slightest oc

casion for this forced construction. Let it be observed that the

author does not speak of the building (plKodopeiv), but of the Karaa-

Kevd&iv of a house. The KaTaoicevdeiv
}
the founding and equipment

of a house, comprehends not merely the .setting up of the stones

and beams, but also the entire regulation of the household; the OLKO-

dofielv is an act of the builder, and the olnog olKodo^ovpevog is the

aedificium
;
on the other hand, the KaraffKevd^etv is an act of the

young husband or householder, who not only builds or causes to be

built an aedificium, but sets up a familia in it, and the olitog icara-

aKeva^evog is the household; hence olnog here may &quot;be translated

&quot;household.&quot; But that Moses belonged to the household of God
was no far-fetched idea, an idea to which the subsequent designation
of Moses as a Oepdrruv is nowise contradictory, but which rather con

firms and explains it.

Ver. 4. The further explanation which is added in ver. 4 by a

yap is somewhat strange. It is impossible that the design of this

can be, to bring before the readers the two trivial ideas, that every
house is built by some one, and that God is the creator of all things.

Wherefore such undisputed truisms in this connexion ? The con

tents of ver. 4 must evidently rather be fitted in to the reasoning,
and must form a necessary organic member of the argument. One
would expect a priori to find in ver. 4 the minor proposition, that

Christ was in reality the founder. Arid, indeed, all the more an

cient theologians explained the ver. in this sense. In support of it,

the absence of the article Oeog has been urged, and Oeog taken as a

predicate. The proposition contained in the words 6 de rd r^dvra

KaraaKevdaag 6e6g (scil. t
&amp;lt;mv)

would accordingly not be declaratory,

but descriptive, not an answer to the question : irfio he is who has

founded all things, but an answer to the question, ichat he is who
has founded all things. It would be said that Christ who has founded

all things is God, that divinity belongs to him.

But there are weighty objections against this interpretation.

What is desiderated as the explanation of ver. 3, is not the state

ment that Christ as the founder of all things is God, or an answer

to the question whether he is God or a mere man, but that Christ is

related to the house of Israel as its founder. Moreover, the substi

tution of all things in this verse for the house of Israel, ver. 3, would

be a doubly perplexing interruption to the train of thought. But,

above all, the words 6 tie ndvra KaraaKevdaag viewed as the subject,

would, in this context, be an exceedingly indefinite designation of

the person of Jesus, as thus, between ver. 3 and ver, 4, those neces

sary middle terms would be entirely wanting. And, moreover, it

would be impossible to perceive in this case what could be intended
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by the preceding statement, every house isfounded ~by some man ; this

would only have meaning on the supposition that the author s in

tention was to represent both Moses and Christ &sfounders of houses,

and, accordingly, to represent only the houses themselves as differ

ing in honour. This he certainly might have done (for Moses

might quite properly be considered as the founder of the Old Tes

tament economy); this, however, he has not done, but rather has

farther carried out in vers. 5, 6, tlie opposition introduced at ver. 4

between Christ as the son of the house, and Moses as the servant.

If, then, we would not bring total confusion into the author s train

of thought, we must depart from that interpretation, and deter

mine with Olshausen, etc., to understand Oeog as the subject (the

article, it is well known, is often wanting at feo^), and 6 ndr-a

KaraaKevdaa^ as the predicate.
&quot;

He, who has founded all things,

is God/
The old difficulty, however, here recurs what these apparently

trivial statements have to do in this context. Meanwhile, their

purport and significance becomes clear, ichen ice understand ver. 4

not as an explanation of ver. 3 alone, but of vers. 2, 3 taken together.

In ver. 2, the faithfulness of Christ towards him who had appointed
him was spoken of, and then in ver. 3, Christ was called the KaraaKsv.i-

aag rov oltcov. This might appear to involve a contradiction. It

might be asked : how can Christ have been a faithful curator if he

filled the place of a master andfounder? Now the author shews in

ver. 4, that the one does not exclude the other, that it is true every
house has a founder, but that above all such founders God ever stands,

consequently that Christ, although icaraoicevdoag, was ytt in a

situation in which he might exercisefaithfulness towards one still superior

to him*
In vers. 5, 6 there follows a second proof of the thesis laid down

in ver. 3, namely, that Jesus is superior to Moses. It was said quite

generally in ver. 2, that Christ was faithful in his house (Y. &amp;lt;?.,

the

house entrusted to him), as also Moses was faithful in his house

(i. e.,
the house entrusted to him). Nothing was determined in ver. 2

as to whether the house entrusted to Christ is identical with the

house entrusted to Moses. There is not a single word to indicate

that two different houses were meant, so that it was still in ver. 2

left open to the reader to understand one house as meant, which had

been entrusted for administration first to Moses, and subsequently,
to Christ. The sole difference which as yet, namely at ver. 3, lias

been spoken of is, that Christ in the house entrusted to him filled

*
Similarly, but loss exactly, Bleek: God is unload the propzr iiara^Ksvaaa^ the

primus autor, but still the place of a KaraoKtvaca^ belongs also to Christ. This is inac

curate. What is meant to be said iu ver. 4, is not that a kind of KaraaKevu&iv might

be predicated of Christ although his Father was the KaracKEvuaar but that the l.dtig

fa i t Jifu I might be predicated of Christ although he was the
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the place of the KaraaKevdaag, but Moses that of a part of the

familia. And herein lay the first proof of the greater honour of

Jesus. A second proof of this is now adduced, namely, a second

point of comparison or difference, so stated, however, that the first

is again repeated along with it. Now also in vers. 5, 6, the two

houses themselves are distinctly represented as two different houses
;

in the one house, Moses serves for a testimony of the future revelations

of God (so that this house itself exists el$ paprvpiov) ,
the other

house, the house of Christ are we ; the other olxog is a living house,
built of living stones. Thus there is a twofold difference which ap

pears in vers. 5, 6
;
to the difference in the place occupied by the

two curators is added the difference in the dignity of the houses

tJiemselvss. Moses is Oepdrruv in the house committed to his care,

and this house is of a typical nature
;
Christ is vl6$ in the house

committed to his care, and this house is a living house, composed of

living stones. (Olshausen gives the train of thought in like manner

thus :

&quot; Moses is a servant in the tabernacle, but Christ is lord over

the new
temple&quot;).

This second proof, taken from the essential nature of the Old

and the New Testament economy, bears the same relation to the

first proof which was drawn from the abstract dignity of the persons,

as {in chap. i. vers. 7-12) the proof drawn from the essential nature

of angelic revelations bears to that drawn from the name angel and

8on (vers. 5, 6). Here, however, in this passage, as has been al

ready observed, the first proof is at the same time recapitulated.
The designation of Moses as a servant, explains in what respect
Moses belonged to the house (according to ver. 3) and formed a part
of it (of the familia); in the designation of Christ as a son, a son

of the house, are comprehended the two statements in ver. 3 and

ver. 4, namely, that Christ in relation to the house filled the superior

place of the founder, but that nevertheless in relation to God, he

occupied the subordinate place of a faithful fulfillcr of the Divine

commands. Both these are involved in the idea of the son of the

house the superiority over the familia, and the inferiority to the

Father as the supreme lord of the house.

Many commentators, however, have been of opinion, that a third

antithesis between Christ and Moses is indicated in these two verses,

namely, between avrov, ver. 5, and avrov, ver. 6. Either the second

of these words was read avrov, in which case av-ov
3 ver. 5, as the

direct antithesis of avrov, ver. 6, would have to be rendered by ejus

and referred to God, and could not be taken in a reflexive sense or

else (so Bleek), while the reading avrov was retained in both places,

in the former it was rendered by ejus, in the latter by suus. The

meaning was held to be, that Moses was a servant in the house of

God as a house not his own. but Christ a son in his own house.-
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First of all, it is evident that in reality no new idea results from

this
; for if Moses was a servant and Christ the son, it is implied iii

this that the house in which Moses exercised his office was not iii

the same sense his house, as the house of Christ was Christ s house.

The only question is, whether the author when he wrote avrov
}

avrov meant, by means of these two genitives, to express and give

emphasis to this idea which was already apparent without them. We
think this question must be answered decidedly in the negative.
Had the author meant this, he must at least have used the em

phatic tavrov at ver. 6, and not have left the choice of the spiritus

asper or lenis to chance, or the caprice of the reader. But even a*

mere tavrov at ver. 6 would not be sufficient for this. At ver. 5 the

idea of not his own would necessarily have to be expressed positively
and explicitly, not merely implicitly by an avrov (in itself, moreover,

ambiguous, and capable of being understood reflexively); it must
have been said distinctly that Moses was servant in a house not Ids

own. Of all this, the author has said nothing and indicated nothing.
But finally, in addition to this, that interpretation would involve us

in a positive difficulty. If the author means to say, that Moses

acted in God s house as a house not his own, but Christ in God s

house as his own paternal house, this would imply that the house in

which Moses acted is presupposed as identical with that in which

Christ acted. This, however, would do away with that second point
of difference on which the author purposely lays special emphasis in

vers. 5, 6. His design, evidently, is to distinguish the house of

Christ &quot; which we are/ as one different from that in which Moses

served, d&amp;lt;; paprvpiov r&v Aa/tTjOrjoo^tvGiv.

All these considerations lead us to the conclusion, that no such

opposition is intended between avrov, ver. 5, and avrov
}
ver. 6, as

would represent the house of Moses as one not belonging to him,
ver. 5, and the house of Christ, ver. 6, as his own property. We
understand avrov in both places reflexively and precisely in the same

sense as at ver. 3, the genitive being neither with respect to Moses

or Christ a gen. possessors, but only a genitive of relation in both

cases. Moses was faithful as a servant in his house, i. e
,
in the house

the care of which was enjoined upon him, Christ as a son in his

house, i.
e.,

in the house the care of which was enjoined upon him.

The difference in the place occupied by both is first expressed in the

words Oepd~G)v and vi6$.

This entirely new idea in vcrs. 5, 6 is introduced by K.CLI pw,
and is thus connected with what is said in ver. 2, so as to appear to

be a limitation of what is there said. In ver. 2 it was said that

both Christ and Moses, each in the house committed to his manage

ment, were faithful. In vers. 5, 6 it is shewn what differences ob

tained in respect to this.
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The words Qepdnuv and vlog in which the first difference (already

specified in ver. 3) is repeated, need no further explanation than

they have already received. On the other hand, we must consider-

more particularly those words in which the new, the second differ

ence, that which ohtains between the houses, is represented namely,
the words e/f ftaprvpiov ~&amp;gt;v hahijOTjaojiev&v and ov oiKog to^ev rj[j,eic.

AahrjOr)(j6[ieva dees not, as some expositors have unaccountably ex

plained it, denote those revelations which Moses was still further to

receive. This explanation could only have any meaning, if in the

context, mention was made of a certain period in the life of Moses
from which the &quot;

still further&quot; was to be reckoned. The word rather

denotes those revelations (on this wide sense of AaAeiv comp. what
what is said on chap. i. 1) which God proposed to give after the time

of Hoses ; in particular, the revelation in Christ is meant. The
whole office and service of Moses was comprised in laying down a

testimony, which pointed to the necessity of a future, more perfect,

revelation of God. To what extent was this testimony given ?

The author himself replies to this in the subsequent chapters of the

epistle. At present, we may be allowed to make only the following
observations. Through Moses God gave his law, first the ten com

mandments, and then the law respecting the tabernacle and sacri

fices. The ten commandments, even in the Pentateuch itself, bore

the name of the testimony (n^?), and they were to be deposited in

the ark of the covenant, in the presence of God, as a testimony

bearing witness before God against the sins of the people. But
that the holy and righteous anger of God might not be provoked

by the sight of the testimony to visit the people with just punish

ment, that testimony must be covered (123) before the eye of God
;

and for this the golden mercy-lid (JnT&amp;gt;)
alone was not sufficient, but

God s eye must ever rest on the blood of the propitiatory sacrifices,

sprinkled with which the mercy-lid could then only truly
&quot;

cover&quot;

the sins of Israel. But the necessity of always from time to time

offering these propitiatory sacrifices anew, testified most clearly that

those animal sacrifices could not take away guilt, and that a future

more perfect priest and sacrifice was necessary. Thus was the ser

vice of Moses, and at the same time also, the house itself in which

Moses ministered the tahernacle a testimony of the things that were

afterwards to le spoken. Grammatically, indeed, the words elg iiaprii-

ptov belong, of course, not to OIKM but to Oepdnuv. But logically,

they are placed so as to form the antithesis to the words ov OIKO?

l&amp;lt;j[iev 7/ie7f. If Moses as lawgiver and builder of the tabernacle

served for a testimony, this implies that the entire tabernacle itself

existed for a testimony. It was not yet the true perfect house in

which God couli truly dwell with men, but was a dead, a symboli

cal, house in which was represented the relative approximation be-
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tween God and the people of Israel which, was preliminarily possible,

and in which was testified the necessity of a more perfect revelation

and atonement.

Christ s house on the contrary are ive. (Gomp. Eph. ii. 19-22
;

1 Pet. ii. 5). The reading 8? OLKO^ is not warranted critically, but

would yield the same sense. The absence of the article at olnoq is

analogous to the passages Luke x. 29
;
Heb. xi. 10

;
LXX. Ps. cxliv.

15, and is explained by the unconscious style of expression peculiar

to the native Hebrew, who would think the noun sufficiently deter

mined by the accompanying genitive. It is quite as unnecessary,

therefore, as incorrect and contrary to the sense, to render the words:
&quot; a house of him are

we,&quot;
as if the author meant to ascribe more

than one house to Christ, one identical with that of Moses (!) and

another besides. No, the one and the only house of Christ is

the true, New Testament Israel, and this is meant to be expressly

distinguished from that house in which Moses served for a testi

mony, etc.

The threefold difference between Christ and Moses, vers. 5, 6,

entirely corresponds, in the arrangement of the epistle, to the three

fold difference between Christ and the angels, chap. i. 7-12.

The limitation expressed in the words edv rrep ri)v napprioiav, etc.,

forms the transition of the exhortation in vers. 719 (which, again,

in the place it occupies, corresponds to that exhortation, in chap. ii.

1-4, which stands between the two sections of the first part, in

asmuch as it comes in between the two sections of the second part).

This limitation is not necessary to the completion of what is said in

vcr. 5. The house of Christ is in itself, objectively, and in its very
nature not conditionally upon our continuing faithful different

from the house of Moses, as a living house
;

it has this superiority

unconditioned. But whether the author can express this in itself

unconditional superiority under the subjective form : &quot;whose house

are we&quot; whether he must not rather say :

&quot; whose house are Chris

tians (to which class, however), you do not
belong&quot;

this depends
on whether the readers of the epistle continue in the confidence and

in the rejoicing of the hope. ILappqaia is nothing else than the 7r;ang

itself in its most direct and most practical expression, manifesting
itself as the inward power of the peace which dwells in the heart,

in circumstances of outward difficulty. While, therefore, rfiovi] de

notes rather that felt gladness and joy the experience of which is

awakened within a man by means of favourable circumstances from

without, 7rapp7]&amp;lt;7ia
is precisely the reverse, and denotes that joyful

boldness which flowsfrom within and is victorious over unfavourable
circumstances

;
it is joyfillness felt in situations in which ethers

would despair ; hence it is the immediate fruit of the objective peace

.obtained with God through the atonement. But why does the
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author so emphatically require the maintenance of this

If we compare the admonitions in chap. ii. 1-4, iii. 7-19, vi. 1, seq.,

etc., we find in them all, earnest warnings not so much against direct

apostacy, as against the neglect of the doctrine that the institutions of

the old covenant have found theirfulfilment in the new covenant and by
it are made superfluous. The readers do not appear to have been

already suffering persecution, but as likely soon to encounter dan

gers arid persecutions. Now, in the introduction (to chap. i. 1) we
have found it to be probable, that the Epistle to the Hebrews is not

an epistle properly so called, and was not addressed to a church, but

is a treatise intended for a circle of Jews who were about to pass
over to Christianity, perhaps, according to chap, vi., in part already

baptized., but who were still catechumens, and were now, through fear

of being excommunicated from the temple, and the temple worship,

in danger of being estranged and turned aside from their resolution

to become Christians, because, namely, they had not yet accustomed

themselves to regard the Old Testament institutions as things that

might be dispensed with, and had not yet been able to convince

themselves that they were superfluous. Hence the author every
where shews, how all that is peculiar to the Old Testament is infe

rior in excellence and in internal significance to the New Testament

revelation in Christ, and is related to it merely as the imperfect,
the typical, is related to the perfect fulfilment. The same circum

stance also accounts for the regular alternation of purely doctrinal

and purely hortatory passages, such as we find in none of the epistles

properly so called. Perhaps also, it would not be too bold in us to

explain the words pe^pi rtvLovc which some have most unsuitably
referred to the end of the world, and others, better, to the death of

the individual as referring rather to the end of the cr-isis of decision

in which the readers were placed at that time. For, if he only were

truly a stone in the house of God who had held fast his confidence

until death, then none of the living would be at liberty to regard
themselves as such. It occurs to me therefore, that the author in

tends rather to say, that the readers would only then have a right
to consider themselves as belonging to the house of Christ when

they had kept the Tcapp^aia to the conclusion, i. e.
}
until the final re

solution were .taken to go over to Christianity.
The second thing in which they are to continue steadfast is the

Kav%7}[j,a T7/f ehmdog. The Jews also had a ifav^vf-ia they boasted

of their descent from Abraham (John viii.), of their temple and

priesthood, of their being the chosen people of God, all palpable
and manifest advantages. The poor Christians had nothing of the

kind in which they could glory. Regarded by the Gentiles as a

Jewish sect, by the Jews as apostates from the people of Israel,

forming no state, no people, without rulers, without a head except
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one who was crucified, the refuse and off-scouring of the people,

they had nothing*bf which to boast but the glory which they hoped
to receive. Since that period the same has been substantially true

of Christians. Hence, it is their duty now, as it was then, to hold

fast the hope in which they glory.

INTERMEDIATE PASSAGE OF A HORTATORY KIND.

(iii. 7-19).

In vers. 7-19 follows the exhortation itself, for which we are pre

pared by what is said at the end of ver. 6. The particle 616 closely

connects it with ver. 6. Because salvation and sonship are to be

obtained only under the condition mentioned in ver. 6, therefore

must they not be obstinate and disobedient, as the Scripture says,

or the Holy Ghost, through whose impulse it was that the holy men
of God spake. The passage in Ps. xcv. 7-11 is here cited according
to the Sept. The Sept. has given substantially the right rendering.
In it the two names of places ^^ and rnio are rendered by the

appellatives TraparnKpaapog and Treipaofiog not improperly, but rather

with happy tact, as, indeed, these names were not properly nomina

propria which belonged to those places before the time of Moses, but

appellative designations of otherwise unknown localities, and desig
nations which owed their origin and occasion to the actual occur

rence of a temptation and provocation (coinp. Ex. xv. 23, xvii. 7).

The words nsti t^y^s are referred by the Massojrites (doubtless with

reason) to the 10th verse, &quot;xrj?s by the LXX. (not so well, although
of course without .any substantial alteration of the sense) to

&quot;^n,

verse 9. The meaning of the passage here cited is evident, and

needs no further explanation than is furnished in Ex. xv. and xvii.

The citation, as has been already observed, is connected gram
matically with the end of the 6th verse by means of dt6

9
but is

nevertheless so selected as in its entire contents to form an inference

from the whole train of thought vers. 3-6. Not merely from the

statement that without holding fast the confidence and hope no son-

ship and participation in the Messianic salvation is possible, but

also from this, that Christ is superior to Moses, it follows, that if

obduracy towards the servant was already so severely punished,
all the more earnestly should men beware of obduracy towards the

Son.

The GTjfispov dv, in like manner as the ON en* r$ of the original text

has the general meaning which our author ascribes to it (chiefly in

ver. 13 in the words itaO mdo~i]v ?]ij,pav, d%pig ov rb aiJLiepov Kakdrai).

Even the Psalmist evidently does not indicate any particular day in

the calendar on which the people should not be obdurate
;

still he
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might presuppose that on the same day on which he composed the

psalm they would hear it
;
with him also more manifestly even

than in the Greek translation the cs* ts
4,h has the more general

sense: &quot;the day, when&quot; = &quot;what
day;&quot;

fcs t vfj is = ta va, Gen. ii.

17, iii. 5. The sense is
;
that if any one receives an admonition from

God he should comply with it without delay, and not put off the

required ohedience till the morrow.

Ver. 12. It is somewhat inconsistent with the spirit of the

Greek diction, that ft^sirsre here is not connected with ver. 11 hy an

ovv or tie, and the more surprising in our author, as he generally
studies elegance of style. The difficulty is not helped hy supposing,
with Tholuck, that the words of the citation from ci^epov, ver.

7^
on

to KarcLTTavaiv pov, ver. 11, are dependent on the words icadtog hzyei TO

nvevpa rb ayiov, and thus making iiaOuc; the protasis to which an apo-
dosis is to be supplied : p) oK/trjpvi Tj-e. (&quot; Therefore, as the Holy
Ghost saith, be not obdurate,&quot; etc. so be not obdurate.) For a new

period begins again with phene-re without any connecting particle,

and, moreover, the supplement which is proposed is very forced and

tautological. Much preferable is the explanation proposed by

Erasmus, Calvin, Grotius, Bengel, Wetstein, Carpzov, Ernesti, and

others, to which Bleek also inclines. These join the whole citation

also with KaOcoS) so as to form one member which they regard as the

protasis, and do not supply an apodosis, but consider this as given in

ver. 12,
&quot;

Therefore, as the Holy Ghost saith, be not obdurate, etc.

so take heed.&quot; Meanwhile, it may reasonably be asked, whether

so long a citation attached to the protasis, which cannot be read in

one breath, not to speak of a raised breath (as- the nature of the

protasis requires) whether such be not a greater offence against

good style than the want of an ovv or 6 in a newly begun sentence.

The latter may rather be explained satisfactorily enough by sup

posing that the author here purposely leaves the smoothly flowing
train of thought and with intentional liveliness and directness inter

rupting himself, as it were, breaks in on the flow of the address by
exclaiming :

&quot; Take heed, brethren,&quot; etc.* I hold it, therefore,
more natural, with Schlichting, Capellus, Hcinrichs, Kuinoel, Klee,

etc., to understand the citation as dependent, not on At } but on

616, and to explain the words naOtis .... ayiov, not as a protasis,

but as a parenthesis
&quot;

therefore (as the Holy Ghost saith), harden

not your hearts,&quot;
etc. and then to begin a new period with ver. 12.

BAeTTwv, in the sense of prospicere, occurs also in Mark viii. 15,

xiii. 9. Of what are they to take heed ? Of this, that none
,

amongst them have an evil heart of unbelief. The genitive amor^o^
serves to determine the manner in which, and in how far, the heart

* In ver. 15, where the absence of a de cannot bo explained in this way, Bleek

nevertheless admits that a new period begins.
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is evil
;
the words ev rw dTroarTjvai express the manner in which

this unbelief manifests itself. In departing, namely from the way
of conversion to Christ once entered upon.

In ver. 13 a positive admonition is added by way of learning, the

admonition., namely, that they should daily exercise the napdnXriatc,

admonition. This word denotes both the practical application of

the law in admonitory discipline, and that of the gospel in quicken

ing, refreshing comfort. The author, especially at this part of his

exhortation, avails himself of the word otfaepov in the passage from

the Psalms (the sense of which is given above on ver. 7). lie

directs attention to the importance of the daily, ceaseless, practical

application of the Christian doctrine to the heart and mind. And
what avails all speaking and studying, where this powerful, living

purification of the heart through the law and gospel of God is

neglected ?

.. &quot;Im // oKhrjpvr6y, etc. The idea expressed by &amp;lt;A??m;mv, harden,

is to be explained from the figure involved in the word. The figure

is derived from a circumstance in physical nature, namely, from the

gradual stiffening of bodies originally soft. Still more beautiful raid

striking is the figure involved in the corresponding German expres
sion verstccJcen; it is taken from a circumstance connected with

organic life, namely, from the growth of trees, in which the pliant

branch becomes by degrees an unbending bough or stem, a stock.

The stiffened body no longer takes on any impression, the bough
now grown into wood can no longer be drawn and bent at pleasure.
Just as the living plant grows until it reaches some fixed limit of

development, so docs the soul of man, by its ceaseless development
of life, form itself into that fixed state to which it is destined. In

itself, and in general, there is nothing bad in this progressive devel

opment of the soul ; in the season of youth and education a certain

germ will and must shoot forth in the soul, the personal charades

and destined life-vocation of the individual will and must form

themselves
;
in his twentieth year the man should already be some

thing, should be not merely a single individual, but one who has

become of such or such a nature or disposition. Nay, the last and

highest step which the Christian takes from the stage of formal

freedom to that freedom of the children of God, in which holiness

has become altogether another nature to him, can be explained from

that general fundamental law of the progressive growth of the soul.

But this growth and development can take place also in reference to

ichat is evil, and it is this to which the word harden as a vox mala,

non ambigua is specially applied in the Holy Scripture. Such a

process, by which the soul becomes firm and unbending, can take

place, first, in the sphere of the ivill, as a wilful obdurateness against

particular commandments of God, as in Pharaoh (Ex. iii. seq.), then,
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in the sphere of the entire disposition and moral character, as an

abandonment to sins and vices, in which case the man has no longer
in himself any strength to effect a change in himself., hut there

remains for him only that salvation which is offered through the

quickening and electrically kindling influence of grace and redemp
tion

; or, finally, a hardening of the heart may exist also in reference

to this offered salvation itself, the ohduracy of positive unbelief; this

is its absolute form, in which the last power of the soul to substan

tiate itself is exhausted, the last possible step in the kingdom of

freedom is taken, and this is the proper, most immediate idea ex

pressed by oitXripvveiv as it appears in the New Testament.

It is, moreover, a fine proof of divine wisdom that this figure of

hardening is applied only in malam partem, and that nothing is ever

said in Scripture of a hardening in what is good. For although that

development of the soul, as we have seen takes place also in the

sphere of the good, it could yet be but very inadequately expressed

by the figure of a hardening ,
as the good even when, as perfect holi

ness, it implies the impossibility of sinning, consequently the highest

degree of internal fixedness, still preserves throughout the character

ofthe/ree, loving will, and therefore of the highest internal move-

ableness and movement.

This state of obdurateness is not always reached by one leap,

and through intentional wickedness, but quite as often, nay oftener,

through a-noL-7], i. c. through being deceived and self-deception.

Thus the readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews, by their foolish,

one-sided attachment to the Old Testament forms of the theocracy

by overvaluing what was relative, and regarding it as absolute

were in great danger of making complete shipwreck of faith, and

sinking into this miserable state of obduracy. The remark may
here be made, that in our own day an analogous overvaluing of

things in themselves important, but still only relatively so, as, for

example, of differences in confession, or, it may be, of the extraor

dinary gifts of the apostolic time, is possible, and may possibly lead

to the same issue.

This deceit (aTar?/), however, is never such as that, under it, the

man is guiltless and purely passive, purely one who is deceived. On
the contrary, our author speaks with good reason of an amm; rfc

d/iap-iac, consequently of a being deceived, which implies guilt on

the part of him who is deceived, a self deception. The convictions of

men are, in general, only apparently determined by arguments which

address the reason alone; in reality, they are always substantially

determined through the will. Man s power of perception does not

resemble a mirror which must take up all the rays that fall on it
;

it rather resembles the living eye, which can open and shut itself,

turn itself hither and thither
;
and which also on account of its
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being a relative light, can let itself be blinded and dazzled, and ren

dered incapable of receiving the light of the sun, the absolute truth.

In ver. 14 the author recurs to the idea contained in the 6th verse,

in order from it to pass in ver. 15 to a new element in the practical

application of the passage from the Psalms, cited in vers. 7-11,

namely, to the application of the word 7rapamKpaa[.i6g (in vers. 12,

13 he had chiefly availed himself of the word oTJfiepov).

In ver. 14 there is a repetition of the idea, that because the sal

vation in Christ is so great, it is of so much the more importance
to keep hold of it

;
or more exactly, mention is made here, as in

ver. 6, of the greatness of the salvation
;
and as in ver. 6, the con

dition is here stated under which alone we can be partakers of it.

We are PKTO^OL Xpiarov the meaning of this expression is explained

by what was said on chap. ii. 10-13 but we are so only if we hold

fast the beginning of the confidence firm unto the end. The word

vTToaraois signifies (comp. i. 3) base, bottom, foundation, then sub

stance
; lastly, also (principally in the usus lingiue of the LXX.),

fiducia (the act of resting one s self on or confiding one s self to

anything). This signification, also, best suits the passage xi. 1
;

faith is there described as a confident trusting in unseen future

things which we cannot yet grasp, but for which we must hope. So

also here, it denotes the confidence of faith. The readers have al

ready a beginning of this. If, as is commonly supposed, the Epistle

to the Hebrews were an epistle addressed to a circle of churches in

Palestine, it would be impossible to explain how the author should

have been able to say of his readers collectively, that they had a

beginning of faith. For in the churches in Palestine, where in

deed were the congregations of longest standing, there must have

been a number of persons who had reached the maturity of the

Christian life individuals who had belonged to the personal circle

of Jesus disciples, and in reference to whom it would, to say the

least, have been harsh to put it down as questionable whether they
would continue in the faith steadfast to the end. For the lav ~ep

does not, as el, express a simple objective condition, but places be

fore us a decision according as either of the two events shall happen,
and thus puts both events seriously in question. On the other

hand, this style of address finds a perfect explanation, if, as we

have supposed, the Epistle to the Hebrews was directed to a cer

tain circle of catechumens and neophytes, in regard to whom, it

was really a matter of serious question whether they would eventu

ally join themselves to the Christian Church, or would let theraseke

be estranged, through fear of being excommunicated from the tem

ple worship.

Ver. 15. The chief difficulty is in the construction. On what

verb does lv depend, in the words iv ro&amp;gt; MyeoOai ? Chrysostom,
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Grotius, Kosenmiiller, and others, have taken vers. 16-19 as a

pareathesis, and connected iv rw XsyeaOaL with the words $ofitfl&nev

ovv
} chap. iv. 1. But in this case we should expect to find a parti

cle, a cJt
,
or some such, at iv TO&amp;gt; MyeaOai, although no great weight

can be laid upon this, as at ver. 12, also, the transition particle is

wanting. A stronger objection is, that according to that interpre

tation, a particle (namely, the ovv) at chap. iv. 1 would be too much.

(For it cannot be explained as a resumptive *w, as it could only be

so in the case of the words iv TOJ keyeoOai being again taken up at

chap. iv. 1, thus : iv rw hsyeaOat. ovv rovro
fafirfl&fjtev). But the

strongest objection of all to this mode of construction is, that it

would entirely destroy the train of thought, seeing that in chap. iv. 1

the author, as we shall soon find, passes from the immediate hor

tatory part to an entirely new didactic section, so that chap. iv. 1

cannot be joined into ono period with chap. iii. 16. Others, as

Flacius, Capellus, Carpzov, Kuinoel, have been of opinion that only
the half the words cited in ver. 15 are dependent on Myeadai, and

that the other half, from p) oKXrjpvvTjrs onwards which clearly

forms a part of the citation is the principal clause on which the iv

must be made to depend ! (When it is said :

&quot;

To-day if ye will

hear his voice :&quot; then harden not your hearts). Semler, Moms,
Storr, De Wette, Bleek, Olshausen, etc., supply Aeyw before ver. 16.

(Seeing that it is said :

&quot;

To-day,&quot; etc., I ask, who then has har

dened himself)? This rendering, also, and the connexion of

thought which results from it, no one will affirm to be natural, be

sides that in this case, if the author in ver. 15
; scq., passes to a new

turn of thought, the de at ver. 15 could not be dispensed with.

Bengel, Michaelis, Zacharia, and others, explained ver. 14 as a

parenthesis, and construed cv TOJ MyeaOai with TrapaKakeire, as if the

author meant to prescribe the forms of words with which they were

to admonish one another daily :

&quot;

to-day, harden
not,&quot;

etc. Not
much better is the connexion with Ka-dax^ev proposed by Luther,

Calvin, Beza, and Tholuck
; they will hold fast the faith most effec

tually by repeating to themselves at times the words in Ps. xcv. 7.

It is certainly preferable to all these artificial constructions, to sup

pose a simple anacoluthon
;

as if the author had begun a new

period at ver. 15, but had not finished it, having allowed himself to

be interrupted by the question rive? yap, etc., and thus led to an

other idea. But here, likewise, we stumble at the want of the d,
which cannot, in the case before us, as at ver. 12, be explained by
the emphasis of the address.

It appears to me the most natural way to take iv rw XtyeaOai as

dependent on lite whole of the ~L4th verse, i. e.. as grammatically de

pendent on iiiro^oL yeyovapeVy and to render &quot; as it is said.&quot; We
are partakers of first if we keep the faith, inasmuch as it is said,
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etc. Ver. 15, therefore does not (as according to the interpretation
of Luther, Calvin, etc.) lay down the manner in which we must act

in order to keep the faith, but simply a reason or proof that we must

keep the faith, in order to be partakers of Christ.

This proof is now developed in vers. 16-18, and then in ver. 19

the same thesis as we have in ver. 14, only in a negative form

(that the Israelites on account of their unbelief came not into the

rest), is repeated as a cpuod erat demonstrandum. The carrying our

of the proof connects itself with the word rrapamKpaa/.iog) on to which
the author had quoted the passage from the Psalms at ver. 15. Still,

only the first link in the chain of proof is connected with this word.

It forms only the point from which the writer sets out. Afterwards

he deals in like manner with the other ideas and words of the pas

sage in the Psalms, chiefly specifying the forty years murmuring
(npoaoxOtfa from rrpodo^flea) from b^G^u, indignari, this again from

o\;07?, a cliff, a place of breakers, hence 6^6elvy
to surge against, to

be vehement against any one), and the words d eloeXevoovrat, el$ r?]v

The following are the successive steps in the proof. At Marah

(Ex. xv. 23), and at Massah and Meribah (Ex. xvii. 7), certain sins

were committed
;
the people had murmured on account of the want

of water
;

it was not, however, these sins, but sins committed at a

later period at Kadesh (Num. xiv.) that brought upon the people
the punishment of the forty years wandering in the wilderness,

which the Psalmist poetically connects with those- sins at Marah and

Meribah
;
nor was it at these places, but at Kadesh, where it is ex

pressly recorded that the entire people, with the sole exceptions of

Joshua and Caleb, murmured and sinned. Therefore our author

finds himself necessitated to form a bridge, so to speak, from those

particular sins mentioned in the passage in the Psalms, to the gen
eral sin of unbeluf. He asks therefore first :

&quot; Who* were they who

did provoke God ? (Was it only those who had sinned at Meribah?)
Did not all do this who came out of Egypt by Moses ?&quot; Thus he

remembers that that special act of sin taken by itself, does not find

its fit and proper designation in the word provocation, but the dispo

sition as a whole, which all Israel everywhere manifested. Hence,

secondly, it is evident, that the Psalmist was justified in connecting

the punishment of the forty years wandering with the sin of the

* It is evident, even from the train of thought, that the true reading is river, -lot,

and not (with (Ecum., Theoph., Vulg., Luther, Calvin, Grotius, etc.), rivet rici
(&quot; only

some&quot;). (Comp. Block on this passage, p. 471, soq.). The author could infer only from

the universality of sin in the time of Moses that the Israelites entered not into their

rest, and therefore that the promise still awaited its fulfilment
;
he could not have in

ferred this from the fact, that
&quot;

only some&quot; had sinned at that time and had been pun

ished.
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&quot;

provocation/ &quot;But with whom was he angry forty years?*
Was it not with them that had sinned?&quot; From this it was to be

inferred that all must have sinned. Finally, in the third place, he

must notice the chief and fundamental sin, that disobedience which

refuses to be led in the gracious ways pointed out by God, that dis

obedience which is therefore substantially one and the same thing
with unbelief for in Kadesh nothing was said of a disobedience

against the law, but of the disobedience which as was well known
to all the readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews had its source in

the unbelief described in Num. xiv., which led the people to think

that, in spite of God s help, it would not be possible for them to

conquer the land. Thus the author, in ver. 18, adds the third mem
ber of the proof, and returns again in ver. 19 to the thesis which

was to be proved.
In speaking, however, of the entrance into God s rest, the author

has introduced to his readers a new element of which he further

avails himself as the theme of the following didactic section. It was

to be ascribed he shews in chap. iv. not merely to the subjective
unbelief of the Israelites, but also to the objective imperfection of

the Old Testament revelation, that Israel could not enter into the

true rest. He then shews how the highest fulfilment of the promise
of rest still lies in the future, and is offered through Christ, and

that we have therefore now to be doubly on our guard against unbe

lief, as this is now doubly inexcusable.

SECTION SECOND.

IN THE SON ISRAEL HAS ENTERED INTO ITS TRUE REST.

(Chap, iv.)

This section belongs to those of which, as Tholuck justly re

marks,
&quot; few commentators have succeeded in clearly tracing out the

connexion of the ideas.&quot; The fault of this, however, belongs not to

the passage, but to the commentators, who have brought too much
their own ideas with them, and have not had the self-denial simply
to surrender themselves to the words of the writer.

For example, it has been taken for granted at the very outset

vers. 1-3, that the author here proceeds to warn against the subjec

tive sin of unbelief. It is all one whether the words can bear this

* Here he shews, by the way, that ho was well, acquainted with the original text

of the passage. Ho here connects rjifc ta^snx with uipN just as is done in the original.

VOL. VI 25
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sense or not, this must be their meaning ! nor does it alter the

case, although what follows in ver. 4, seq., should in no way be

suitable to such a sense.

Yer. 1. In the sentence /^Trore, etc.
;

it is self-evident that TL$

is the subject, Sony the predicate, voreprjKKvai the object to (So/% as

also that the words elaeWelv slg rijv Kardnavaiv avrov are dependent
on eTrayyeAm?. Further, it appears pretty clear on a comparison of

chap. ii. 11 with 18, that avrov here is not to be understood in the

reflexive sense, but as pointing back to God, who was the subject at

chap. ii. 17-18. The only thing about which there can be any

question is, upon what the genitive Karahenropeviis tirayyekias de

pends.
The great majority of commentators understand this genitive,

without more ado, either (so Cramer and Ernesti), as a genitive of

relation dependent on the verb varepri^vai (&quot;
that no one among you

appear to remain behind the promise which is still
left,&quot;

i. e.
} ap

pear as one who neglects the promise which is still left, i. e
,
the

fulfilment of it) a construction which is impossible owing to the

position of the words, and the absence of the article at inayysXiag

or, they take the words KaTatenropevris eirayyehiag as a gen. abs., but

still regard this genitive abs. as dependent on varepijicevai., while

vorepTjKKvai is considered as the principal idea, and &amp;lt;5oK$,
which is

taken in the sense of videri, as a pleonastic accessory idea (so Block,

Olshausen, and the greater number). The sense then is :

&quot; Let us

take heed, that no one amongst you shew himself as one who comes

too late, seeing that a promise is still with
us,&quot;

i. e.
}
that no one

amongst you appear, in reference to the promise still existing (still

to be fulfilled), as one who comes too late.* In support of the

purely pleonastic use of doicelv which is here supposed, the only au

thority that can be adduced is a passage of the bombastic Josephus

(art. ii. 6-10). The signification putare, opinari, which donelv usually

has (for example chap. x. 29
;
Acts xxvii. 13), we are assured will

not suit the context here
;
as the author evidently intends to warn

his readers not against the thought of being too late, but against the

actual coming short itself.

Meanwhile, this is not so clear and manifest as for example
Bleek himself thinks. First of all, apart from the purely pleonastic
use of dotty in that interpretation, the use of the verb va-repelv already
strikes us as strange. If it is the aim of the author to warn against

trifling away the fulfilment of the promise still left, i. e. 3
the sub-

* Still more unsuitably, Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Gerhard, Do &quot;Wette explain aa.ro}..

iTrayy. by contemta promissione = promissionem contemnens. Kara^etTreiv might in

deed have this meaning (Acts vi. 2), but in this case, the article could not be omitted be

fore lirayyeMas. The only natural way of expressing this idea in Greek would bo this :
I
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jective participation in this fulfilment, why does he select a word for

this purpose which in nowise contains the idea of a subjective trifling

away, but of a purely objective being too late ? Whether the

readers lived before or after the fulfilment of the still remaining

promise was not a matter depending upon their choice
;
how then

could the author admonish them to take heed, lest they came some
time after this promise, which was still left, was also fulfilled ? Did
this fulfilment then take place in one definite moment of time ?

We must therefore take the verb varepelv in a very weakened signi

fication, somewhat in the signification of &quot;

neglect/ and in addition

to this suppose a. double figure in InayyeMcu; ;
in the first place,

&quot;

promise&quot; must stand for
&quot; fulfilment of the promise,&quot; and, sec

ondly, the words &quot;subjective interest in the fulfilment of the
promise&quot;

must be supplied at vorepelv. Take heed this would be the idea

seeing that the fulfilment of a promise still remains, lest any of you
should lose by delay his interest in. this fulfilment (or should neglect
the right time at which to obtain an interest in it).

But a second inconvenience now presents itself, namely, the

perfect varep^Ksvat. Yorepeiv already means &quot; to come too late
;&quot;

and why should the perfect be used in a passage where warning is

given against & future coming too late ?

For all these reasons, we agree with the interpretation given by

Schottgen, Baumgarten, Schulz, Wahl, and Bretschneider. accord

ing to which doKrj receives its proper and natural signification, which

beside the inf. perf. is the only suitable one (as in Acts xxvii. 13),

while the principal idea is in
&amp;lt;5o/q/,

and the gen. abs. is regarded as

dependent on dony.
&quot; Let us take heed, therefore, lest while there

is still a promise to be fulfilled, any one of you should nevertheless

imagine that he has come too late&quot; (namely : that he lives in a

time when all promises are long since fulfilled, and that no further

salvation is to be expected, or has any claim on our earnest endea

vours to attain it). The author says purposely not p) doK&fiev ovv,

but (f)o(3r)0tiiiev
ovv {.iTJnoTe TI$ dotty ;

he will represent this error not

merely as a theoretical one, but (chap. ii. 12) as one that was prac

tically dangerous. This idea harmonizes exactly with the context.

The author here, as indeed everywhere throughout the epistle,

designs to impress upon his readers the consciousness that the new

covenant is not worse than the old, that Christianity is not some

thing superfluous, something with which, at any rate, they might

dispense if only they have their beloved Judaism, but that the latter

rather has been made dispensable by Christianity. He, therefore,

in ver. 1, and in the beginning of ver. 2, places Christianity on a

level with Judaism, we too wait for a promise to be fulfilled then

in the second half of ver. 2, he begins to shew how Christianity is

even far superior to Judaism.
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Ver. 2. The first words are clear. We too, as well as those

who lived in the time of Moses, have received a blessed message, a

promise that we shall be introduced into a promised land of rent.

Nay, we have received this in a higher and better sense than they.

The word which has been given to us is infinitely better than the

word which the Israelites received by Moses. In the first place :

the word spoken by Moses could not bring the hearers to the faitli
;

it remained something external to them, it proffered a promise

indeed, and annexed a condition to it, but it imparted no strength
to fulfil this condition (ver. 2-5 comp. ver. 12

; 13); and secondly,

the promise contained in that word even in respect of its import,
was not the true and right promise, for it was an earthly rest that

was there proffered, whereas it is a spiritual and eternal rest that

is now promised to us (ver. 6-10).
Let us look, now, at the first of these two arguments which

begins with the words, ver. 2., aAA OVK ufahTjaev, and is afterwards

repeated more fully in ver. 12, 13. It is not to be wondered at,

that a false interpretation of ver. 1 should have led the majority of

commentators into an entire misunderstanding also of ver. 2. They
conceive that here (as in chap. ii. 16-19) it is still the subjective un-

belief of the Jews that is adduced as the reason of their not having
attained to the rest, whereas, in the passage before us, it is raiher

the objective imperfection of the Old Testament revelation that is given
as the ground of the imperfect fulfilment of the promises. Only

thus, too, can the connecting particle aAAa be accounted for. In

the words KOL ydp ea^er, etc., the new covenant is only placed on a

level with the old, and in, the purely objective point of view, that in

the one, as in the other, a gracious message is given. The state

ment now made that the word of God in the old covenant did not

profit or was inefficacious, stands in an antithetical relation to that

which precedes it. (Had the writer meant to say, that the Israelites

under the old covenant were unbelieving, as also many under the

new covenant are inclined to unbelief, he would have used only the

connecting particle de, or better still teal
juev.)

But the view which we have given of the train of thought finds

its justification chiefly in the words themselves. The reading of

these words, however, wavers, and that in three points. Firstly, in

one portion of the codd. the attic form GvyneKpa^sv ... is found, in

the other the later form ovjueKepao^ev . . .
;
that the latter is the

true reading, while the form owes its origin to a correction, is self-

evident. Secondly, a single cursive manuscript (Griesbach Nro. 71)

has aK.ovoOdoL, instead of duovoaai
; and more recent critics, on the

authority of the Vulgate, have conjectured a reading aKova^aai (dat.

plur. of a/iovcr/za); here again it is self-evident that the reading

dicovaaai, confirmed by all sources, considered merely as the rnoio dif-
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ficult, is the genuine reading ;
and we shall soon see that

as also the rendering of the Vulgate, ex illis quse audierant, owes its

origin to the embarrassment arising from not heing able to ex

tract any suitable sense from the other. The difficulty is greater in

the third point. The Peshito (Uoiioj CLB Zcoi j^li^ j.^, v^
oLo^io*?

s.cJ&amp;lt;7ili.)
and the Vulgate (sermo auditus non admixtus fidei

ex eis quas audierant) point to the reading avyKSKpaafievo^}
which is

found also in Chrysostom, and has been retained in several cursive

MSS. On the other hand, the codd. A.B.C.D.E., the versio Copt.,

Aeth., Armen., Philoxen., Slav., have the accusative plural ovyitene-

paont;vov (resp. avyKeitpapevQvt ). Almost all the more recent com

mentators (with the exception of Olshausen and Tholuck) consider

the latter as decidedly the true reading, on account of these weighty
external proofs. But the point is not, therefore, to be regarded
as summarily settled. The fact of the nom. sing, occurring only
in the cursive MSS., while the uncial MSS. have the ace. plur.,

by no means proves that the nom. sing, is not the ancient reading.

Let us take into view the authority of the primitive Peshito, cer

tainly the most ancient source of the New Testament text which

we possess, the circumstance that Jerome, who, with the utmost

care, compared good manuscripts which already in his time were

old, gave the preference to the nom. sing. ; finally, that Chrysostom
read the nom., and we shall have no difficulty in coming to the

conclusion, that the nom. sing, is a reading of primitive antiquity,

beside which, however, there stood already in the first centuries

another reading, and which was soon almost entirely supplanted by
this other reading.

We have now only to ask which of the two readings is, upon
internal grounds, the more suitable

;
and if we find, moreover, that

this internally more suitable reading might, as the more difficult

one, be easily misunderstood, we shall then have an explanation of

the early origin and the subsequent general acceptation of the false

reading. The ace. plur. yields the more flat and less suitable sense;

the uoni. sing, yields a finer sense, which, however, might easily

escape recognition on a superficial reading.

If we adopt the reading ovyKEKepaaiiKvovs, the passage must then

be rendered thus :

&quot; The word heard (cornp. 1 Thess. ii. 13) did not

profit those persons, because they did not unite themselves in the

faith with those who obeyed,&quot; viz., with Joshua and Caleb. Ac

cording to this, it would still be the suljective unbelief of. the contem

poraries of Moses that is here blamed a view inconsistent with the

context. (So (Ecumenius, Photius, Hammond, Cramer, Matthiii.)

But as before, at chap. ii. 16-19, no distinction whatever was

made between those who believed not, and Joshua and Caleb

who believed, and, in general, no reference at all was made to these
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two men, such an explanation of the passage as that just men
tioned would be unintelligible and arbitrary. Besides, it is inad

missible to take dttoveiv in the particip. dtiovoaoiv, in the pregnant

signification of &quot;

obey,&quot;
which it never has in the Epistle to the

Hebrews
;
and this is doubly inadmissible here, where it stands so

close beside aKoij. Others have proposed, moreover, to connect the

dat. dKovaaaiv as the dative ofpossession in the sense of a genitive with

morei (through the faith belonging to the hearers, or becoming them),
which is a grammatical monstrosity. Even Bleek can find no other

way of escape than to conjecture dKovapam, and in this he at least

shews from what view the reading dnovoQdaiv has originated.

The reading avyiceicepaapevos offers an exceedingly fine and

suitable sense, but one indeed which might easily be overlooked.

The author, in chap, iv., no longer speaks of the subjective unbelief

of Moses&quot; contemporaries, but of the objective imperfection of the

Old Testament institutions. The word which was given by Moses

to the Israelites consisting, a, of the promise that they should coine

into the earthly rest, and, I, of the law as the annexed condition

could not be united to the hearers by faith. (So also Olshausen).
This idea finds its clearest explanation in its opposite ver. 12, where,

according to the context, the New Testament word of God is spoken

of, and where it is described as penetrating into the innermost marrow
and joints of the man. The law remained as a cold command exter

nal to the man, the will of God and the will of man were not united;
therefore the Mosaic word of God could not profit. The law, with

its
&quot; thou

shalt,&quot;
could never bring about that surrender of the

heart, that disposition and attitude of loving receptivity
r

,
which can

be awakened only by the love of Him &quot; who hath first loved
us,&quot;

and

which is called &quot;

faith,&quot;
and leads to a fellowship of being and of

life with God.

How easily now might this idea have been overlooked, as it lies

not on the surface of the words ! How easily may it have happened
to interpreters and transcribers, in the very earliest period, as it has

to the majority of commentators till the present day, to fall into the

error of supposing that the writer still continues, in chap. iv. 1, 2,

to speak of the subjective unbelief of Moses contemporaries ! It

will not be disputed that the early origin, and subsequent wide ex

tension of the false reading avyKetcepaapevov?, may in this way be

fully accounted for. The antithesis, therefore, tofaith, ver. 2, is not

unbelief, but works, and this antithesis is, in fact, expressed in ver. 3.

Ver. 3. &quot;For we enter into the rest as believers&quot; It is quite

evident that those are wrong who paraphrase the words thus :

&quot;

If

we do not merely hear, but also believe&quot; The mareveiv has its anti

thesis in the epyoig. It is not a condition equally belonging to the

old and the new covenant that is here described, but the difference
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of the condition of the New Testament covenant from that of the

Old Testament. In the words, as he said, the author proceeds to

shew in how far even the Old Testament itself points to the insuffi*

ciency of the law and its u-orJcs. For this end he again cites a verse

from the 95th Psalm, which he had already cited in chap. iii.

(although with a different object); namely, the words :

&quot; As I have

sworn in my wrath : they shall not enter into my rest.&quot; These

words, however, in themselves contain no proof of the statement,
that through faith alone we can enter into the rest of God, but they
derive their argumentative force from the clause which is added :

&quot;Although the works were performed from the creation of the

world.&quot; It is self-evident that the works here are antithetically

opposed to faith. It is surprising how all critics should have sup

posed that the works of God are here meant, and especially his works

of creation. TevijOevruv is understood in the pregnant sense of a

part, pass., and yiyveaOai, moreover, in the sense of reXtlcOcu
; and

the words are thus rendered :

&quot;

Although the works (of God) were

already completed from the moment of the (finished) creation of

world&quot; i. e., in other words :
&quot;

Although the creation of the world

was already finished from the moment at which it was finished ! !&quot;

A strange idea ! And when was it that the concluding moment of

an action came to be denoted by dno ? Had this been the meaning
of the author, he must have expressed himself thus : nairoi rtiv

Zpywv rift Karaf3o^7jg Kofffiov ilSr) rere/Uo^tVam Works which are

done dn6 Karapokrjs tcoapov, can be no other than such as are done

since the creation of the world, from the creation of the world on

wards.

And, if the above interpretation is ungrarnmatical, it is no less

irrcconcileable with the context and the train of thought. The

meaning which it yields would be this : Although God already

rested, men did not yet rest. But the &quot;

although&quot; is about as suit

able in this place as it would be in the sentence: Although Quintus
is already very old, Cestius is still young. From the fact that God
has already completed the creation of the world, to infer directly,

and without any intermediate proposition, a warrant for expecting
that the Israelites shall be introduced into the rest of God, is about

as valid a sequence as, from the fact that Quintus is old, to infer

the expectation that Cestius also shall be old. The commentators,,

too, have not been insensible to this impropriety, and have sought
to lessen it in various ways. Many of the older interpreters gave to

Kairoi for a change the signification et quidem of this nothing fur

ther need be said. Others of more recent date, following Calvin,,

have sought to remove the difficulty by ingenious supplement*,

Tholuck, for example, supplements the idea in the following terms:

The Israelites were not permitted to enter into the rest; and yet God.
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rested in licaven after the work of creation was finished, so that an

objective resting-place already existed. But what reader could find

till this in the words natrot, etc.? Bleek has shewn most ingenuity

in filling up the idea, and if we have rightly understood him, it is in

the following way: God rested from the creation; but God s rest is

reciprocal in its nature; then only does God rea%rest, when he has

completed the work of his manifestation to the creatures. And, accord

ingly, it is remarkable that for God the Sabbath has already begun ;

and there are, nevertheless, creatures who do not keep the Sabbath with

him, nay, who cannot keep it with him. But however true this train

of thought may be in itself, we read nothing of it in the text
;
and

no one who reads this chapter, without beginning at the middle,

and coming backward, could possibly have in his mind, in reading

ver. 3, these intermediate ideas about the Sabbath (which are to be

found in ver. 9, seq., and in a similar form to that in which Bleek

has given them). But, in addition to this, no indication is given,

even in what follows, of the antithesis implied in the words, that

God rests indeed from the creation, but that he has not yet finished

the work of the manifestation of himself to his creatures. We must

therefore reject this explanation also, on account of the context, even

although the interpretation on which it rests had been grammatically
less untenable. The true and most simple explanation is to be drawn

from ver. 2. The author had there affirmed of the word spoken by

Moses, that it was not mixed or amalgamated with the hearers ly

faith, that it remained external and strange to them, and therefore

that it could profit them nothing. He had in opposition to this,

laid it down in ver. 3, that we, the members of the New Testament

Israel, enter into that rest into which the Old Testament Israel en

tered not, and that we enter ly faith. What more natural, now,
than that the reader should think of the well-known opposition of

faith and works, which indeed had already been implicitly indicated

in ver. 2 ? It was almost an example of the rule of three : the

New Testament word of Christ is related to faith as the word of

Moses, the law, is to the works.

Only we must guard against limiting the idea expressed in tpya

to good works. Of such works, indeed, none were performed from the

creation of the world. Nay, this is rather what the apostle intends

to bring out that as &quot; the works&quot; were done from the beginning,
and yet notwithstanding Israel did not enter-into the rest, these

works were none of them good, but evil, and at least imperfect,
works tainted with sin.

In like manner, we must guard against another improper re

striction of zpya, to the works of the law, fulfilments of the Mosaic

commands. These were, of course, not performed from the crea

tion of the world, but only after the giving of the law from Sinai.
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No
; the author speaks quite generally of the works of men, of the

work of the human race, of all activity, all endeavours better or

worse. The idea is, in general terms, as follows : All that can

be comprehended under the term works, has been performedfrom the time

of the creation of the world onwards, hut has never leen sufficient to

bring man to the Kardrravaic, to a state of satisfied rest. The in

ference from this is, that an entirely new way of salvation, not that

of human doings and human endeavours, but that of faith in the

salvation which God hath provided, is necessary in order to attain

to the rest.

Vers. 4, 5. This idea is in these verses more fully explained.
The author shews here, that by fyya he meant not the works of God,
but the works of men in opposition to those of God. &quot;

God, indeed,
rested already on the seventh of the days occupied in the creation

of the world : and still he says of men, they are not yet capable of

entering into his rest.&quot; God s works, then, were finished internally

perfect, and therefore externally complete but the works of men
were internally imperfect, and hence, externally there was no men
tion of a resting of men

;
the work and labour still continued, and

could not cease until the result was arrived at
;

the&quot; result, however,
remained ever unattained.

The first part of this idea is introduced by the words : elprjKe yap
TTOV nepl rift ipdonrft. On TTOV compare our remark on chap. ii. 6.

The author here refers beforehand to the t/3(56p7, because he intends

afterwards to graft a further idea on this preliminary mention of it,

which he does in ver. 9, seq.

In vers. 6-8 the author passes to a new sentiment, a new point
of comparison between the work of Christ and the work of Moses.
The opposition between the work of both is twofold, just as was
that in chap. iii. 2-6 between the persons. The first imperfection
in the work of Moses consisted in this (iv. 2-5) that his work im

parted no power for the fulfilment of it, did not unite itself to the

hearers through faith, and therefore could not conduct to the prom
ised rest

;
the second consists in this that the rest itself into

which the Israelites could be introduced by Moses and were actually
introduced by Joshua, was only an earthly, a typical rest, while

Christ conducts to a real, a substantial rest, which in its nature cor

responds to the Sabbath rest of God. But, as in chap. iii. the

first point of difference was repeated in the development of the

second (Moses was a servant in the typical house, Christ a son in

the living house), so here also, when the author shews the oppo
sition between the Old and New Testament rest, he repeats at

the same time the first point of difference, that, namely, between

the not being able to enter into the rest, and the being able to

enter into it, nay, he finds in the second the full confirmation of

the first.
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Vers. 6, 7, form a somewhat complicated* period. The protasis

consists of two parts;
which depend on the verbs dnoXeineraL and OVK

elaTfiOov ;
the apodosis consists of the statement, that God, in tlie

old covenant, indicates by the Psalmist a future rest. The connect

ing link between the two is the particle Sirei, since.

The words, it remains that some enter into
it,

are evidently only a

repetition of what is said in ver. 1 (a promise being left of entering
into his rest), and express, therefore, the fundamental thesis, that

the promise of a rest was not fully or really fulfilled in the entrance

of Joshua into Canaan. The second member : those to whom it was

first preached entered not in because of unbelief form, again, only the

negative reverse side of the first member, and who are the persons
meant by those to whom it was first preached is explained in ver. 2.

where it is said of the Christians in opposition to the Old Testa

ment Israel : for to us hath the gospel been preached as well as to them.

The TLvt^y therefore, whose entrance into the rest is still impending,
are the Christians, while those to whom it icas first preached are the

Jews, and those, especially, to whom in the time of Moses the gra
cious call to enter into the land of rest was addressed. The words

on account of unbelief serve to remind us at once of the subjective

fault of the Jews mentioned in chap. iii. 16-19, and of the objective

impotency of the law mentioned in chap. iv. 2-5.

The principal question here, however, is, in what logical relation

do the protasis and apodosis stand to each other. The view gen

erally taken of this relation is, that the apodosis contains the final

conclusion at which the author aims, and which he wishes to prove,
while the protasis contains the proof. The entire passage is viewed

as containing an answer to the question, why God must needs have

defined and mentioned a second day of rest. The necessitating
cause of this was, that the Israelites were disobedient the first

time. -To this interpretation the words since they to whom it was

first preached entered not in because of unbelief are certainly agreeable,

but not the words: seeing it remains that some enter into it. That at

present (in the author s time) a farther entering into the rest is about

to be accomplished, cannot be the reason why God has, in the time

of David, defined a more distant day of rest. (The most that can

be said is, that dTroAej/reTai might be related to dpt&iv as a kind of

end or aim).
We think, however, that the protasis contains the answer to the

question, why it was possible for God to determine a second day of

rest. We may give the sense periphrastically for the sake of clear

ness thus : only for this reason could God define a second day of

rest long after the time of Moses, because, namely, as was said

above in vers. 1, 2, the original promise still waits for its fulfilment,

and the Israelites at that time did not in general enter into the rest.
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The tiling therefore to be proved lies in the protasis, the proof in

the apodosis (as if, for example, I wished to prove that one is a

spendthrift and said to him :

&quot; because you are a spendthrift your
father has not entrusted you with any money, = if you were not a

spendthrift he would not have withdrawn his credit from you). It

is onlyformally and apparently
r

,
that the protasis contains any reason

for the apodosis ;
the sinew of the proof lies in the conclusion drawn

backward from the apodosis to the protasis. Had the author writ

ten logically he would have said :

&quot;

Only if the case so stands as

was said in vers. 1, 2, can we comprehend how God could again de

fine a day of rest
; but, as he has actually done this, the case must

stand so
;
there must still be a rest to be entered into, and Israel at

that time must not have entered the rest/ (Quite a similar form of

logical inversion occurs in chap. v. 1, see infra).

This absolute non-entrance of the Israelites (ovu slofjWov) now

prepares the way for the second point of difference between the work

of Christ and that of Moses. All that was said in chap. iii. was,
that the single generation consisting of Moses contemporaries did

not come into the rest, but died in the wilderness. There was still

room in that chapter for the supposition, that the following genera
tion did enter into the rest. But, already in chap. iv. 1, the author

has tacitly presupposed, that even after the time of Joshua, even

now, the fulfilment of that promise of rest is yet at least in part to

be accomplished, and in the 6th verse he speaks quite uncondition

ally of an OVK eloekOelv on the part of those to whom it was first

preached, while in ver. 8, which is explanatory, he directly denies

disertis verbis that Joshua brought the Israelites to the rest denies

that the rest into which Joshua brought the people was the true

rest. Thus, in ver. 6, seq., the Old Testament rest is opposed to that of
the New Testament as the merely typical to the substantial (just as in

chap. iii. 5, the house in which Moses served for a testimony of future

revelations, is opposed to the house of Christ, whose living stones

we are).

Now this proposition thus modified and thus expanded, that the

Old Testament rest was in general not the true rest, is in ver. 7

proved from the Old Testament. Only thus can it be explained,
that God could point to a second future day of rest. And this God
has done in the 7th verse of the 95th Psalm (cited in chap. iii. for a

different purpose).
Three questions present themselves here. First, how the apo

dosis, ver. 7, is to be construed
; secondly, whether the 95th Psalm

is one of David s, and thirdly, whether the passage proves what the

author intends it should prove. With regard to the first of these

questions, the words iv Aavid .... irpoeiprjraL are a parenthetical

insertion, with which the author interrupts himself after he had
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begun the citation itself and which, grammatically, stands in the

relation of apposition to the subject involved in 6pfet. The words

fiera roaovrov %p6vov determine the time of the Aeyv;
and intimate

that God spake thus long after the time of Joshua, namely, by
the mouth, and therefore in the time, of David

;
and the words

Trpoeiprj-ai likewise connect themselves grammatically with

,
and indicates to the reader that the words here cited had al

ready been cited above in chap. iii. 7, seq., and 15.* As regards the

third question, it must be acknowledged that the argumentative force

of the passage is very apparent. The Psalmist refers back to the

time when Israel was called to enter into its rest, and when Israel

neglected this call by its disobedience
;
then he exhorts the Israel

ites, on what day they should hear the voice of God again, to give a

different response to it from what they did then, and to obey it with

out delay (according to the Greek translation : if ye again hear his

voice to-day , obey it to-day). The Psalmist therefore presupposes
the possibility of Israel s being again placed in analogous situation

to what it was then, and admonishes it not to forfeit again the en

trance into the offered glory.

And this, too, involves the answer to the second question.

Whether David was the author of the psalrn or not, is a question
on which no important result depends ;

the 95th psalm is not like

the 2d and 110th, grafted on a special promise made to David, but

contains only the general expectation of future gracious calls from

God, which, if Israel had already been conducted by Joshua into

its absolute rest and satisfaction, would no longer have been possi

ble. All that needs to be insisted on is, that the passage in the

psalm was written &quot; so long afterwards&quot; (namely, after Moses and

Joshua); its force of proof lay, not in its antiquity, but rather in

the lateness, of the time when it was written. In the Old Testa

ment the psalrn has no superscription, the Sept. which was in the

hands of the readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews ascribed it to

David, and this comparatively late period was sufficient for the ar

gument which the author would draw from it, and therefore} he

could without hesitation adopt the statement of the Sept. Critical

investigations into the genuineness or spuriousness of the super

scription which the psalm bears in the Sept., would certainly have

been just as little in place here, as
;
in the address of Stephen, Acts

vii. 14, an investigation into the accuracy of the number 75. It

must not, however, be overlooked that our author, inasmuch as he

says merely
&quot;

in David&quot; (= in the book of David, the Psalms) and

* Others take the first aij/j,pov as the object of Aeywv, &quot;inasmuch as in David he

calls it (the day) a to-day.&quot; Others, as Calvin, Beza, G-rotius, Bleek, take aqftepov as ap

position to i]fit-pav Tivd,
&quot; he defines again a day, a to-day.&quot; This entire treatment of

arjuepov is modern.
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not
&quot;by

the mouth of David, shews plainly enough his intention, that

no weight at all should here be made to rest on the person of David.

In ver. 8 we have an extension of the proof contained in ver. 7, and,
with this, an explanation of ver. 7, in the clear and simple state

ment, that such a reference to a future call of God and tcord of God
would not have been possible, if Irjaovg (? . e., in this context of

course Joshua) had already truly led the Israelites into the rest.

This, however, involves the inference that Joshua did not truly lead

the Israelites into the rest
;
the earthly possession of the land which,

was not even completely conquered under Joshua, which under the

Judges was oppressed by heathen kings, which had in Saul a bad

king, in David one who had little rest from war, in Solomon one

who fell from wisdom into folly, and which, after the death of Solo

mon, sunk down from its high eminence of typical glory that

earthly possession of the land such as was brought about by Joshua,
was not yet the true rest of God. Thus has the writer returned to

the thesis contained in ver. 6 : The Old Testament had no true rest,

and therewith to the thesis in vers. 1, 2 : We have still to expect the

entrance into rest, and that the true rest.

This last inference is now drawn in ver. 9. The author, however,
does not here say merely that there is still a Kardnavoig, a state of

rest to be looked for, but he denotes this Kardnavmg by the higher
name oappaTiafwg (a word which occurs besides only in Plutarch de

superstit. 3), as the celebration of a Sabbath. And thus he carries out

here an idea which he had indicated in ver. 4
;
he carries it out

here, after having in vers. 6-8 shewn, that the rest into which

Joshua led the Israelites was no true rest. Now he shews, on the

other hand, that the rest into which the people of God were to

be led at a future time, and therefore by Christ, is true, because

it bears the character of a /Sabbatical rest, and thus truly corres

ponds to the rest of God, after the work of creation was finished.

Here, therefore, after having suitably prepared the way, the author

first brings out the idea which the commentators have thrust

into ver. 3, where it could have suggested itself to the mind of no

reader.

God rested on the seventh day of the creation, because he had

finished his work not merely outwardly, but because his work was,

internally and qualitatively, a finished and perfect work (ver. 4).

But men could not in Moses
, nay, even in Joshua s time, attain to

any rest from their activity, labour, pains, and exertion (ver. 8), be

cause their work and activity were internally imperfect, stained with

sin. The true rest lies in the future
;
this must be the rest analo

gous to the rest of God, a holy, a /Sabbath rest; it must consist in

this, that man is able to rest from his works, in like manner and in

the same way, as God did from his, in other words, that man has
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finished his work internally, and can appear before God with the

result of his work undefiled by sin.

Yer. 10. And this work man has accomplished in the person of

his Saviour and substitute, Jesus Christ. This verse is generally un

derstood as containing a general statement
(&quot;

he who, quisquis,

enters into his rest, rests from his works&quot;), and it is supposed that

the aorist na~~avaev is used here, by way of change, instead of the

present, or (Bleek), that the aorist is occasioned by the aorist to bo

supplied at oWep. But with all this artifice, nothing more is gained
than a statement in great measure tautological. When we trans

late the words with grammatical exactness as they stand
(&quot;

for ho

who has entered into his rest, himself rested in like manner from

his works, as God from his ) they yield the finest and most strik

ing parallel to the corresponding member in the first principal part
of our epistle at chap. ii. 9. In the second section of the first prin

cipal part the three members of the argument were the following.

1. Man is destined to the dominion over the universe.

But 2. Man is not yet so highly exalted.

But 3. Jesus is already exalted.

Quite analogous to this (with a difference only in the formal log

ical connexion of the three members) is, what we find in this, the

second section of the second principal part.

1. Man has received the call to enter into his rest.

2. He has not yet been led into this rest by Joshua
;
there is

still a rest to be expected.
3. And that a Sabbatical rest, for : Jesus, who is entered into

his rest, rests in a Sabbatical manner as God does.

The statement in ver. 10 is therefore not general, but special ;

by the words 6 yap eloeWuv the author meant Jesus, and every un

prejudiced reader must also, on account of the aorist narKnavaev un

derstand the verse in&quot; the same way. The author does not expressly
add the name iTjaovg, because in ver. 8 this name was used to

designate Joshua. In evident opposition to the Joshua who could

not bring the people to the rest, the author speaks in ver. 10 of
&quot; that one who hath entered into his rest.&quot; (Avrov refers to Oeov,

according to the analogy of chap. iii. 11, 18).

Jesus has internally finished his works, nay, the works of all

mankind, and therefore has brought them to an external comple
tion. With the Sabbath of the resurrection, on which, after his

work and humiliation was ended, he entered into his state of exalta

tion and glory, on which he left the state in which the soul was

separated from the body, the Sheol, and entered into the life of

glorified body ;
with this Sabbath began the second Sabbath of Gvd,

the Sabbath of God the Son, as with the future setting up of a now

heavens and a new earth, the Sabbath of God the Holy Ghost will
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.-:

begin. When, therefore, in accordance with the eternally binding
command which requires that after every six days of activity in our

earthly calling, one day of rest should be devoted to the sacred Sab

bath activities of our heavenly calling, Christians everywhere reckon

the seven days not from the creation-Sabbath of God the Father,
but from the creation-Sabbath of God the Son this mode of reck

oning finds its justification in the passage before us.

Ver. 11. Man has not yet entered into the rest, but Jesus has

entered into the true Sabbath rest
; what, remains, then, but that

we also should seek by him to enter into this caj3i3arto^6g. This ex

hortation follows in ver. 11 : Let us strive, therefore, to enter into

that rest, with the accompanying warning not to let it be with us as

with those contemporaries of Moses, who, because they listened not

through unbelief and disobedience to the gracious call which was

then addressed to them, were afterwards held up by the Psalmist as

an example of warning to us. Let us beware, therefore, says the

author, lest we neglect the second more excellent and more power
ful call of grace, and lest we also should, in .our turn, become a

sad example of warning to others. Trrd^y^a, a later Greek word
instead of the attic Trapa&^y^a. Ev vTrodsiyiiari, &quot;as an exam

ple,&quot;
a proleptic use of the tV,

&quot; that we do not turn out to be an

example.&quot;

Yer. 12. The warning, however, is rendered still more pointed
and impressive by the statement, that the excuse which (accord

ing to ver. 2) the contemporaries of Moses had, no longer remains

for us. The ground of unbelief in their case lay, not merely in

the perverse will of men, but in part, also, in the objective im-

potency of the word brought by Moses, the law, which could

awaken no confidence of faith, no joy, no love, and which could not

open the heart. This extenuating circumstance, however, does not

hold in our case
;
in our case, there is nothing weak or deficient in

the word of God ;
for the word of God is quick, powerful, pene

trating into the soul
;

if we fall into unbelief, the blame rests with

ourselves alone.

By the ivord of God is therefore clearly to be understood, as the

context shews, the word of the New Testament revelation. Only,
it is not to be supposed that in the genitive rov Oeov is expressed
the antithesis to the Adyo^ rijg OLKOJ^ of ver. 2. The genitive rov Oeov

forms rather merely the antithesis to the first person plural orrov-

ddfj^nev. &quot;Lotus strive to enter into that rest, for nothing any

longer fails on the part of God the word of God is powerful.&quot;

Only from the context is it to be inferred as a thing self-evident,

that the author speaks here of the word of God which we have

heard, and not of the law of Moses.

And thus ver. 12 certainly forms a supplementary antithesis to
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ver. 2 in respect of the matter (though not in a formally logical con

nexion). This deep and subtle connexion has, however, by all com
mentators hitherto been overlooked. A portion of these commentators,

(many of the Fathers, Clericus, Bertholdt) have understood 6 Adyo?

in the sense in which it is used by John of the Son of God as pre-

existent, and find in ver. 12 a reason why we ought to fear because

Christ, who as the pre-existent Aoyog punished the Israelites, is so

severe
;
an explanation which is not consistent with the usus linguae

of the Epistle to the Hebrews (comp. i. 6, where Christ as pre-

existent is denoted rather by TrpcjroroKog). Another section of the

critics (almost all from the Keformation downwards), understood by
the Aoyo -ov Oeov the Word of God in respect to its minatory de

clarations,* and find in the verse this sentiment : We must therefore

beware of becoming an example, because the threatening predictions
of God were so surely and powerfully fulfilled. But, according to

this, we should rather expect to find in ver. 12 the words :

&quot;

for the

word of God is killing and wounding as a sword.&quot; Instead of this,

we read of the vitality and penetrating sharpness of the word, a

sharpness penetrating into the innermost joints and marrow, into

the soul and spirit. These predicates form evidently an antithesis

to the words of ver. 2,
&quot; not uniting itself with those who heard it

by faith.&quot;

The predicates, now, according to our interpretation, explain
themselves without great difficulty. The word of God (with which

we have to do in the New Testament), the word of the revelation

of the gospel in Christ, is living, chiefly in opposition to the stiff,

dead law, comp. Gal. iii. 21. The law is a dead fixing of the com

mands of God upon us as it stands, so it is. The gospel is noth

ing but an embodying of a living love itself in living words, words

which immediately take captive the heart. The law kills because

it is itself a dead letter, because it makes demands which it does

not give strength to perform, the gospel is itself a living breath of

love, and therefore it makes alive, therefore it works out what it aims

at, it is Kvepyijs.

The nature of its efficacy is now more particularly described as

an innermost penetration of the innermost man, as a genuine avy-

(comp. ver. 2). It is sharper than every two-edged sword

that which has two mouths, then that which has two fore-

sides and no back, thus used of a sword : two-edged, conip. Rev. i.

16, ii. 12, LXX., Is. xi. 4, etc.). Not the deadly efficacy but the

penetrating sharpness, is that which is meant to be set forth. This

appears somewhat more clearly in the following member duKvovfjisvof)

etc.
&quot;

It (the word of God) penetrates even to the dividing asunder

* Only Grotius says: Convenit hoc omni verbo Dei, sed prsecipue evangelic, still with

out explaining more particularly the connexion with ver. ] 1.
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of soul and spirit, of the joints and the marrow.&quot; The first question
that presents itself here is, whether this language is to ba under

stood as figurative or not
;

i. e., whether in what is here predicated of

the Adyog- r. 0., we are to understand the language as properly a con

tinuation of the figure of the sword (so that logically it would have

to be extended thus : it penetrates as a sword ivhich penetrates to

the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, of joints and marrow), or

whether we are to understand a real and literal efficacy of the word

of God as such to be set forth in the words : the word of God pierces
into the soul and spirit, into marrow and bone (in which case only
the latter expression would have to be taken as metonymical, or

better still as a proverbial expression). Now, prirna facie, it seems

to be decisive against the latter and in favour of the former in

terpretation, that according to the latter, the author would be

guilty of the inelegance of passing from a statement which is proper
and definite, viz., that the word of God penetrates soul and spirit,

to one which is vague and proverbial that it penetrates marrow
and bone. But the former interpretation also is attended with a

difficulty by no means inconsiderable. Namely : can the figure of

a sharp sword be, generally speaking, represented in the words : the

sword penetrates even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit?
Swords have to do surely with bodies, not with souls and spirits !

The most that can be said for this sense is, that the expression
&quot;

separation of soul and
spirit&quot; may be understood as something

equivalent to the separation of the body from the soul, and there

fore as a mere designation of bodily death. In this case, we must

either suppose that the expression is to be extended thus :

&quot; to the

separation of the soul and the spirit from the
body&quot; (which, how

ever, would destroy the parallelism with the following member dpf.i&amp;gt;v

re Kal j^fe/lwy, while it cannot be perceived why the author should

have named the spirit together with the soul, and why he did not

rather simply say : V^/Mf? re Ka^ ffwftarof). Or, we must, with Ols-

hausen have recourse to the conjecture that the author, under the

idea of bodily death, had in his mind the consummation of a

trichotomy, the separation of the soul from the spirit as well as

from the body.
This leads .us, however, to a second question, the determination

of which is indispensable, ere we are at liberty to return to the first.

The question is this : must we understand as connected by re KQ I

two things closely united ivith each other by nature, or two things

which have grown up together, between ivhich the sword (or the word

of God as a sword) penetrates, and which it is to separatefrom each

other ? So that the soul should be viewed as having grown upon
the spirit, the dp^ on the pvelo?, somewhat in the same way as the

bark on the wood, and the sword cuts through between them some-

VOL. VI. 26
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what in the same way as a knife separates the bark from the wood,

Or, are we to understand re KO,L as connecting two things lying deep,
of which, however, the second lies still deeper than the first, so that

the sword (or the divine word as a sword) first of all, generally

speaking, penetrates to them, and then, moreover, penetrates through
the first to the second ? Thus the spirit would be viewed as being
in somewhat the same relation to the soul, as the innermost kernel

of a fruit is to the core, and the sword as a knife which cuts into the

core, nay, into the innermost kernel itself. The word pepionog is not

at all decisive in favour of the first interpretation ;
what is spoken

of is a separation as ivell of the soul as of the spirit, as well of the

joints as of the marrow, but not a separation of the soul from the

spirit, of the joints from the marrow. This very re nai is rather iu

favour of the second interpretation.
But a certain solution of the question must be obtained, first of

all, from a closer consideration of the two pairs of things themselves.

Could the author have had before his mind a separation of the soul

from the spirit in general ? In support of this, reference is made
to the biblical trichotomy of body, soul, and spirit which meets us

in 1 Thess. v. 23. There is undoubtedly a trichotomy in that pas

sage ;
but whether by this is to be understood any such mechanical

construction of man out of three parts or substances
;
whether it

involves the possibility that the soul and the spirit can be cut asun

der from each other, so that each may stand by itself, is indeed very
much to be questioned. The Holy Scripture certainly distinguishes
the soul from the body, and the spirit from the body, and the soul

from the spirit. But nowhere does it represent the body as out-

loardly separable from the soul. The present body is a a&pa ^VXIKOI

(1 Cor. xv. 44), and the ^VX^QV dvcu belongs to its essence. Separ
ated from the soul, it is no longer

&quot;

body,&quot;
but &quot;corpse ;&quot; every atom

in it is qualitatively different as soon as the soul is severed from

it
;
the body is throughout a quickened, animated, living, active

material
;
the corpse is but a material subject to chemical laws.

Now, as a &quot;

body&quot; separated from the soul is a nonentity, much less

can we conceive of a soul separated from the spirit. The same V Vtf
7
?

which, by its separation from the body, has changed it into a corpse,

is called as such also nvevfjia (Luke xxiv. 37), a sure proof that soul

and spirit are still more identical than soul and body. But how are

we to explain the circumstance, that in 1 Thess. v. 23, and Heb.

iv. 12, soul and spirit are distinguished from each other ? Soul is

the designation of that life-centre of individuality given ly nature,

proceeding from natural generation, and bringing with it from nature

(as being a thing not free, but subject to the influence of nature)

certain definite qualities and dispositions. The irrational animal

has also this psychical centre of life. But that of man is,
in its
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essence, immortal
;

the chief endowment which he has brought

along with him is that of self-consciousness in the higher sense, and
with this the consciousness of God

;
thus his nature possesses the

internal necessity of developing itself on the &quot;basis of individuality

given by nature, to a self-determining personality, is fill itself with

an endless existence. And thus the same centre of life, viewed as

self-conscious, bears the name of Ttveviia. The rrvevpa is V;1OT *n

respect of its fundamental quality derived from nature, the
^&amp;lt;xf\

is

TTvevpa in respect of its personal development. This then affords also

a complete explanation of the passage in 1 Thess. v. 23. The whole

man, spirit, soul, and body, is to be preserved blameless. The

keeping blameless of the soul can certainly be distinguished from

that of the spirit, without its being necessary to infer from this, that

the soul is a second substance separable from the spirit. The body
is kept blameless, when it is shielded from disease and preserved
from vicious defilement, the soul, when it is preserved from insanity

(distraction of the soul, frenzy), and pollution through unregulated
instincts and passions, the spirit, when it is protected against error

and sin.

We cannot, therefore, speak of a separation of the soul from
the spirit (and with this the possibility falls to the ground of com

prehending the [.lepiapog, etc., under the figure of the sword). On
the other hand, an excellent sense is evolved when we regard the

soul as something lying deep within man, the spirit as lying still

deeper, and the word of God as penetrating into the soul, and thence

still deeper, even into the spirit. For, the first and more superficial

effect of the gospel is, that it in many ways stirs and moves the

mind, the complex assemblage of feelings derived from nature, it

involuntarily seizes the mind, binds and disturbs it. This stirring

and arresting effect on the ^VXTJ it exercises in wider circles, even

among the unawakencd
;

it exercises this effect in national churches

upon the nation, sinks itself into the heart as a still slumbering

seed-corn, keeps hold of the man although he may not yet, by any
free act of his own, have decided in favour of the gospel and its

reception, and works on in the sphere of the soul, produces a strange

and unaccountable uneasiness, and again gives comfort like a soft

balm; in all this, it is only the V^/t7
? which has experienced its

power. Soon, however, it penetrates still deeper, works no longer

merely in the sphere of the involuntary activities of the soul, where

no conscious resistance is made to it, but penetrates into the watch

fully conscious life of the thoughts, passes from the t-rflv/z/yawf to the

evvoicu, obtains for itself a place in the sphere of the conscious will

and voluntary thought, and carries on its plea with the old Adam
in the clear light of day, until the man is driven to a final decision

for or against the Gospel.
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The second member dptitiv re KOL ftveh&v serves most fully to

establish the interpretation we have given. With as little reason

can it be said that the dpaoi have grown upon the UVS/M, as the s oil

upon the spirit. MveA,df is the marrow, {.ivsXoi are the pieces of

marrow in the cavities of the bones. A/^df, literally joint, can be

taken either in the signification of limb or of joint. The marrow

grows neither together with the limbs nor the joints, but forms the

inmost kernel of the limbs, and if we adopt the signification limb,

we have, here again, two things named which are concentrically

related to each other. It is not meant, therefore, that the marrow

and the limb are severed from each other, but something is spoken
of which cuts not merely into the members, but through the bones

into the innermost marrow. Or, if we prefer the signification joint,

something is spoken of, which not merely pierces as a common sword

into the place of the cartilaginous joint, and in this way separates,

for example, the under from the upper part of the arm at the elbow,

but which penetrates also through and through to the marrow

tubes.

But what is this something which has this penetrating power ?

The separation of soul and spirit must, as we have seen, be taken

in the proper sense and referred to the word of God, not, in a

figurative sense, to the sword. Can, then, this separation of joints

and marrow, which is grammatically included with the foregoing in

a single nepiopog, be referred to anything else than to the ivord of

God? And yet can it wi Ji any propriety be said of the word of God
that it cuts into the joints, nay even into the marrow? This brings

us back to the first question which, as it will be remembered, was

left undetermined. I do not think we are warranted in charging
the author with an inelegant recurrence from the thing to the figure;

but the words in question seem capable of the easiest explanatioo,

by supposing a rhetorical intermixture of two ideas which are logi

cally to be separated, such as we have already observed in chap.

ii. 18, iii. 3. With logical precision, the idea would be expressed

thus : &quot;The word of God is still sharper than a sword
;

for a swoid

cuts generally only into the soft flesh (soft, offering less resistance),

but the word of God cuts not only into the (passive) sou!3
but even

into the (free and conscious) spirit ;
it therefore resembles a sword

which penetrates not merely into the members, but (through the

bones) into the marrow.&quot; This chain of ideas the author puts into a

more concise form thus :

{s The word of God is sharper than ever} two-

edged sword, inasmuch as it penetrates to the dividing asunder as

well of spirit as of soul&quot; (thus resembling a sword which pierces even

to the separation),
&quot; as well of the marrow as of the

joints.&quot;

Kpm/ of Kv8v(j,ijae(&amp;gt;)v
Kal ivvoi&v Kapdiag in these words lies the

explanation of what was meant by the cutting asunder of soul and
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spirit. EvOvpTJaeig are the natural desires and passions (not the

evil only) which involuntarily and undisturbed find play in the natu

ral man. The word of the gospel Mis into these like a leavening, a

/Idyo^ KpiriKog, i. e. not as a Kptrijg, a judge, but as having a critical

or separating effect upon them. It causes a movement, a fermen

tation, an unavoidable disquiet among the more unconscious and

slumbering impulses and passions; the man feels himself no longer

happy, no longer innocent in the indulgence of inclinations to which

he yielded before with undisturbed pleasure ;
he feels himself no

longer satisfied with enjoyments and delights, which before were

the ideal after which he strove. The word of God, however, exer

cises this sifting, rebuking, awakening, and comforting power, not

merely on the evOvpfaei?, but also on the zvvoiai (1 Pet. i. 12), the

opinions, the maxims and primciples which have been formed on the

basis of the natural man, as the result of the conscious and free ex

ercise of the mind. This power it has, because, as the word of that

grace in the highest manifestation of which the holiness of God
remained altogether unscathed, it both forgives and judges the same
sin in the heart of man, at one and the same time, and by one

and the same act. On the cross of Christ the guilt has been atoned

for, and the sin which brought Christ to the cross at the same time

condemned, and held up as an object of abhorrence to all who love

the propitiator. Thus has this word of wonder, the wonder of all

words, the power to comfort without seducing into levity, to shake

without plunging into despair. It draws while it rebukes, it sifts

while it draws : the man cannot set himself free from it who has

once hecird it
;

its gentleness will not allow him to cast it from him,
and as he holds it fast he escapes not also from its sifting severity.

It has in one word a barb. The law of Moses rebukes the deed

done
;
the word of the gospel works upon the source whence actions

proceed, the mind, the heart
;

it judges before the deed is done, not

after ; it is living ;
its judging consists in making better, in sancti

fying the inner man of the heart, and thus extending its efficacy to

the outward life.

xVer. 13. In these words, in which a power of vision is ascribed

to the word of God
(&quot; nothing is hid from its

eyes&quot;),
we have an

instance of that familiar tropical application of this faculty, which

is wont to be made to any illuminating body, and arc by no means

under the necessity of recurring to that unsuitable interpretation
which explains the word of God of a person. We can say with per
fect propriety :

&quot; the sun looks on us, before the sun everything lies

open, nothing is hid from it
;
the stars look into the night&quot;

we can

say this without representing the sun and stars as personal beings.

So here : all things lie open before the word of the gospel, simply
because this word throws its light upon and illuminates all things,

even the most secret motives of the heart.
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,
to bend the neck, is said, according to the view of the

later critics (since Perizonius), to have received the signification to

put in the
pillory&quot; (because those who were put in the pillory had

their neck bent downwards), and from this came the signification :

to lay open. There is no necessity, however, for such an explana
tion. The explanation given by old Greek scholiasts is the true one :

rpax^i^ to bend any one s neck bacJctvards, and thereby to lay
bare the throat, hence in general : to lay bare.

Avrov refers, of course, back to Adyo$-, not to Oeov, by which the

thought would be entirely destroyed. With as little reason can it

be regarded as pointing forwards to
&quot;rrpbg

ov (in the sense of
t-tfetrov),

so that we should have to translate the words thus :

&quot;

all things are

open to the eyes of that with which we have to
do,&quot;

and as if this

were to be distinguished from the Adyo? rov Oeov, ver. 12, as some

thing different. It is self-evident that both genitives avrov point
backwards to 6 Adyof rov Oeov.

The relative clause trpbg ov t]iuv 6 Adyof is therefore dependent on

an avrov already sufficiently definite in itself, and does not serve the

purpose of giving a definiteness to avrov, but contains a new and

additional idea. That Adyof does not here again denote the word of

God, but has a different signification from, what it has in ver 12, is

likewise evident. Luther, Schulz, Vater, and others take it in the

signification
&quot;

speech, address/ and irpog in the signification
&quot;

in re

ference
to,&quot;

and the whole clause is analogous to the words in chap.
v. 11 rrepl ov (7ro/U)f) rjplv 6 Xoyog. They rendered it, accordingly,
thus :

&quot; before the eyes of the word of ivliich loe
speak.&quot;

But this

additional clause would be altogether insipid, superfluous, and use

less. Others therefore sought to find a weightier meaning in the

words. Following the Peshito, Chrys., Theophyl., Theodore t, Schmid,
Michaelis assigned to the word Adyof the signification,

&quot;

reckoning,&quot;

which it has in the phrase hoyov dnodidovai (for example xiii. 17),

and rendered :

&quot;

of wrhich we have to give account.&quot; This sense is

not even suitable to the right explanation of 6 Adyo^ r. 6.
}
nor is it

consistent with, the right explanation of ver. 12, in which, as we

have seen, it is not the judicial threatenings of God s word that are

spoken of. Moreover this sense will not admit of being justified on

grammatical grounds, as Adyof eari alone cannot stand for Adyof drro-

dortog tar/. With much more reason, Calvin, Kuinoel, and De

Wette take Adyof in the general signification, res, negotium, and

render :

&quot; with which we have to do.&quot; This explanation is doubly

recommended if we were justified in finding in ver. 12 a material

antithesis to ver. 2, the antithesis, namely, between the Adyo? ri^

&amp;lt;kc%
which was spoken to the contemporaries of Moses and could

not profit them, and the Adyo^ rov 6eov, ver. 12, which is living and

powerful, and by which, according to the context, is to be understood
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the New Testament word of God in Christ. We have just observed

in ver. 12, that this antithesis is in no way expressed in the words

Aoyo$- rov 6eov (inasmuch as the genitive Oeov must he referred to a

totally different antithesis); we see now, however, that the author

has by no means left that antithesis without marked and definite

expression. With intentional emphasis, he places quite at the end

(and this very position gives it a peculiar force) the relative clause

Trpb$ bv
r}fj,lv

6 /ldyo,
&quot; with which ive have to

do,&quot;
in which the

emphasis must be laid on the i\\uv. (In the German transla

tion the avrov must be rendered not by
&quot;

desjcnigen&quot; but only

by the possess, pron. On this, however, no relative can, according
to the rules of the German language, be dependent, so that this

relative clause, even in order rightly to express the emphasis which,

rests upon it, must be connected with the subject of the clause in

ver. 12).

Vers. 14-16. In the last verses the striking comparison between

the dead, outward, legal ivord of Moses, which could not take away
the disobedience of the Israelites, nor lead them to the true rest, and
the living penetrating word of the neio covenant was brought to a

close. From this now flows as a direct consequence, that we have

therefore (ovv) in Christ not merely a second Moses, that we have in

him more than a lawgiver, that we have in him who has gone for us

and before us into the eternal Sabbath rest of the heavenly sanc

tuary, a High Priest.

This conclusion of the second section of the second part is, as

we have already observed, on chap. ii. 17, completely parallel with

the conclusion of the second section of the first part. In the first

part it was shewn that the Son is superior to the angels; a, in his

person, because in him the eternal Trp^roroKog became man
; b, in

his ivork, because in him as the first-fruits man is raised to the do

minion over the universe, and over all heavens
; and, c, this is effected

because Christ as the messenger of God (d^ooroXog) in things per

taining to men, united with this the office of high priestly represen
tative of men (dp%pevf) in things pertaining to God. In the second

part, it has now been shewn that the Son is superior to Moses; a,

in his
&amp;gt;&amp;lt;?rscw,

as the Son in the perfect house to the servant in the

typical house-; b, in his ivork, because he first opened the wr

ay for

man to the true Sabbatical rest into which he himself entered be

fore
;
and from this it follows, c, that he joined to the office of a

second Moses a Divinely commissioned leader out of captivity
the office of a high priest. The author having thus been led from

these two different starting-points to the idea of the dpxtepevc,.

now proceeds to place upon the two first parts which may be viewed

as the pillars of the arch, the third part which forms the key-stone,,

chap, vi., vii.
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It will appear from what has been said that the particle ovv, vcr,

14, is to be taken in its usual signification, as marking an inference
to be drawn from the foregoing, and as closely connecting vers.

14-16 with vers. 10-13. Those err furthest from the right under

standing of the passage, who think (as Tholuck and Bleek) that

the author left his proper theme at chap. iii. 1, lost himself, so to

speak, in a digression which had no proper connexion with the sub

ject, and that he now takes a sudden leap back to the path he had

left, so that ovv here is to be taken in a resumptive signification, and

as referring to the end of chap. ii.
(&quot; Seeing then that we have, as

has before been said, an high priest,&quot; etc.). With more reason it

was already perceived by Calvin, that the author has compared
Christ first with the angels, then (according to his plan) with Moses,
and that he now intends to pass to a third point ; only he failed to

perceive that the idea with which the 14th verse begins, really fol

lows as an inference from vers. 10-18, and thought therefore that

ovv must be taken in the signification atqui ;

&quot; now
further,&quot; which

the word never has, and of which, as has been already said, there is

no need.

Now it is not, of course, to be thought that all the epithets
which are assigned to Christ in vers. 14-16, are enumerated with

the view of exhibiting the dissimilarity between Christ and the Old

Testament high priests, and the inferiority of the latter
;

for a com

parison of this kind between Christ and the Old Testament high

priest first begins at the third principal part, which immediately fol

lows, and is there (chap. v. 1, seq.) expressly introduced by the gen
eral enumeration of the necessary requisites for the high priesthood

(for every high priest, etc.). Here, on the other hand, we have

simply the inference drawn from vers. 10-13, that to Christ belongs
in general the high priestly calling (together with that of a second

Moses). All the epithets that are here assigned to him have rather

the object, therefore, of shewing the similarity between Christ and

a high priest, or in other words, to vindicate the subsumption of

Jesus under the idea of high priest. Yers. 14-16 do not at all be

long to the third part, but quite as much to the second as chap. ii.

17, 18 to the first part ;
and Hugo von St. Cher shewed a much

truer and deeper insight into the meaning and aim of the passage
than the majority of later critics, when he commenced a new chap
ter with the words nag yap dpxtepevs.

Apxiepea ii&yav ; dp%iepevs signifies by itself
&quot;

high priest ;&quot; pya$
does not therefore serve to complete the idea of high priest (as is

the case when it stands along with a mere lepevg, when 6 leptvg 6

.usyag = p-mn vrssn is to be rendered by
&quot; the high priest,&quot;

as for

.example chap. x. 21), but [ieya$ has here the independent force of an

.attribute. It follows however, from what has before been said,
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that Christ is not here by the adjective fieyag. as by a difF. specif.,

placed in opposition to the Old Testament high priest, as the great

high priest to the small, but that fieyag here simply takes the place
of a natural epithet (just as in chap. xiii. 20, in the words rbv not-

\iiva, rtii Trpo(3dr(*)v rbv ^yav). In like manner, the words diek?]hv66~a

rovg ovpavovg, which point back immediately to ver. 11 (comp. how

ever, also chap. vii. 26, ix. 11), serve simply to indicate an act of

Christ wherein he appears analogous to the high priest ;
which also

justifies the author in calling him an dpftiepev?. These words diehTj-

Xv66ra, etc., contain therefore a supplementary explanation of the

vis conclusionis indicated by ovv. Because Christ has gone before

as the first-fruits of humanity through the heavens into the eternal

substantial rest, there to prepare a habitation for us, therefore, and
in sofar, was his act analogous not to what was done by Moses, but

rather to the business of those high priests who in like manner en

tered into the earthly holy of holies. (That the entrance was again
also different from that of the Old Testament high priests is indeed

implied in these words, although it is not here urged. It is rather

the difference betweed Christ and Moses that is here urged ;
all that

is here urged is, that Christ in virtue of his being at the same time

also a high priest, is superior to Moses).
On the ovpavoi comp. our remarks on chap. i. 3. The oi-pavoi in

the plural, through which Jesus has passed to the right hand of God,
are here the different spheres of the creature, the atmospheric, the

planetary heavens, the heavens of the fixed stars and the angels.
He is gone into the dwelling-place in space of the absolute, finished,

absolutely undisturbed revelation of the Father.

Jesus the Son of God, a brief repetition of the idea unfolded in

chnp. ii.,
that in the person of the incarnate -xpuroroicog, who as in

carnate is called the Son of God, man is exalted to the right hand

of God.

Because, therefore, wre have in the person of this Jesus an high

priest, and not a mere Moses redivivus, because he is, in virtue of

this, so much superior to Moses, we must &quot; hold fast the New Tes

tament confession, and are not at liberty to give this an infe

rior and subordinate place to that of the Old Testament. Kpa~eZv9

not &quot;

seize,&quot;
but &quot; hold

fast,&quot;
the opposite of napappeZv ii. 1, -rrapa-

rcLTT-eiv vi. G.

In vcr. 15 there follows not an argument or motive for the ex

hortation KpaTMfiev for this has already its motive in the words

having an high priest; besides,the circumstance that Christ sympa
thises with our weakness, and was tempted like us, contains no

motive for that exhortation
;
for this being tempted is not a pecu

liar characteristic of the New Testament high priest, not a preroga
tive of the new covenant, but a quality which belongs to him in
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common with the Old Testament high priests. In ver. 15 we have

rather an explanation of the clause, We have an high prie&. The
author shews that Christ was not wanting in the chief requisite ne

cessary to an high priest in general. (In ver. 15, therefore, there is

no such thing as a comparison between Christ and Aaron. The

Old Testament high priests were in like manner able to sympa
thise. Comp. chap. v. 1.

&quot;

Every high priest enters into office as

one taken from among men, for the benefit of men in their relation

to
God&quot;).

But to what extent Christ was able to sympathise with our in

firmities, and what is to be understood by these infirmities, appears
most clearly from the words which follow : Having been tempted in

all things like as we are, without sin. (At fytoiorirra the i\\i^v which

of course is to be understood, is omitted, as in Eph. iii. 18.) We
must here, first of all, endeavor to obtain a clear idea of what is

meant by being tempted. Being tempted is, on the one hand, some

thing different from being seduced; on the other hand, however, it

is something different from mere physical suffering. He who is

seduced stands not in a purely passive relation, but with his own
will acquiesces in the will of the seducer

;
he who is tempted is as

such, purely passive. This, however, is no merely physical passivity;

headache as such is no neipaofioc. In order rightly and fully to ap

prehend the idea involved in Tre/pa^o^, we must keep in view the

opposition between nature and spirit, between involuntary physical
life and freely conscious life, natural dispositions and culture,

original temperament and passions and personal character, a given
situation and the manner of conduct. Christ as true man had a

truly human physical life, experienced the affections of joy and sor

row, of pleasure and aversion, of hope and fear and anxiety, just as

we do. He was capable of enjoying the innocent and tranquil

pleasures of life, and he felt a truly human shrinking from suffering

and death
;
in short, he was in the spliere of the involuntary life of

the soul passively susceptible as we are. But there is a moral obli

gation lying upon every man, not to let himself be mastered by his

natural affections ivliicli in themselves are altogether sinless, but

rather to acquire the mastery over them. This will be most evident

in reference to temperaments. That one man is naturally of a -an

guine temperament is no sin
;
but if he should allow himself to be

hurried into rage by his temperament, instead of laying a check

upon it, this is sin. To be of a phlegmatic temperament is no sin
;

but to fall into habits of sloth, by giving place to this temperament,
is sin. Thus every temperament involves peculiar temptations. The

case is similar with reference to the affections. That I feel joy in

an innocent and quiet life is no sin; but were I placed in a position

in which such happiness of life could be acquired or maintained
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only by the neglect of a duty, then it is my duty to suppress that

feeling which is sinless in itself, that innocent sensation, and to

sacrifice my pleasure to duty. And in as far as I shall still be sus

ceptible of that natural affection of pleasure which I have sacrificed,

in so far will it be to me in my peculiar position a temptation.
That a poor man loves his children, and cannot bear that they
should perish of hunger, is in itself a natural sinless affection

;
but

let him be so placed as that without danger of discovery he could

steal a piece of money, then that natural affection becomes to him a

temptation.
Now. it is quite clear that a man may, in this way find himself

in the situation of being tempted, without its being necessary to sup

pose that there is therefore in him any evil inclination. The poor
man may be a truly honest Christian man

;
the objective temptation

is there
;
the thought is present to his mind in all the force of the

natural affection :

&quot; If I were at liberty to take this gold, how I

might appease the hunger of my children
;&quot;

but at the same time he

has an immediate and lively consciousness of his duty, and not a

breath of desire moves within him to take the gold ;
he knows that

he dare not do this ; it is a settled thing with him that he is no

thief. So was it in reference to Christ s temptation : he was tempted
&quot;

in every respect,&quot;
in joy and sorrow, in fear and hope, in the most

various situations, but witJiout sin; the being tempted was to him

purely passive, purely objective; throughout the whole period of his

life he renounced the pleasures of life for which he had a natural

susceptibility, because he could retain these only by compliance with

the carnal hopes of the Messiah entertained by the multitude, and

he maintained this course of conduct in spite of the prospect which

became ever more and more sure, that his faithfulness and persecu

tion would lead him to suffering and death, of ivhich liefelt a natu

ralfear. That susceptibility of pleasure and this fear, were what

tempted him not sinful inclinations, but pure, innocent, natural

affections, belonging essentially to human nature. -

It is evident, that a distinction is to be drawn between this

being tempted ivithout sin and that temptation in which the sinful,

fallen man &quot;

is drawn away of his own lust and enticed&quot;
(/. e. the

subjective operation of a sinful desire, in an objective situation which

demands the suppression of a natural affection in itself good).

That this species of temptation found any place in tjie sinless one,

is denied in the words : ivithout sin. Christ, as Olshausen well

observes, possessed in his estate of humiliation not indeed an in

ability to sin, but certainly like Adam the ability not to sin.

Yer. 1C brings the second section of the second part, and, there-

* Hence tho error of tho Irvinites in thinking that it is impossible to hold the real

temptation of Christ without the supposition of an inward evil inclination.
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with, tliis part itself to a full and formal conclusion. We have

here, however, not merely the old admonition of merely general im

port : not to lose the benefits of the new covenant from a false

attachment to the forms of the old covenant
;
the admonition is

given here in a special form, namely to hold fast the grace of God,
and to come with joyfulness to the throne of grace. In speaking of

this throne of grace, the author had certainly not in his mind the

rnb5 (which indeed is called &quot;

mercy-seat&quot; only in Luther s transla

tion, but not in the original, nor in the Sept., and which was in

reality a simple &quot;cover&quot; or
&quot;lid&quot;);

the author in an exhortation to

hold fast the specifically Christian element in the atonement of

Christ, would assuredly not have expressed himself in a form pecu
liar to the Jewish cultus. The throne of grace is simply the throne

of God, but of God as a reconciled father in Christ : They are to

draw near to God not as a judge,but as a gracious father for Christ s

sake.

&quot;Iva
J{,d(3(i)[jV

ZXeov Kal x&piv evpupev el$ evxaipov (3o?iOeiav, that we

may receive mercy and find grace to a seasonable help (as season

able help). RvKatpoc, opportunus, not u in time of
need,&quot; but

simply the opposite of an dicaipog (3oijOeia, a help which conies too

late. E/r cannot, grammatically considered, introduce the time of

the receiving and finding, but only the end and result thereof.

(&quot;
That we may receive mercy, etc. to a seasonable

help&quot;
= that

the mercy which we receive may take the form of a help coming still

at the right time
;

i. e.
}
to give the sense in other words : that we,

so long as it is yet time, and we have something still to help us,

may receive mercy and find grace.)

This concluding exhortation to have recourse to grace, forms

also at the same time the transition to the following part. &quot;Let

us come to the throne of
grace,&quot;

the author has just said. Forth

with he himself follows his own admonition, and goes with his

readers before the throne of grace, and begins the consideration of

the high-priestly calling of Christ.



PART THIRD.

CHRIST AND THE HIGH PRIEST,

(v. vii.)

Hugo von St. Cher has, here again, shewn a happy tact in

making a new chapter begin with the words rrd^ yap dpxiepevg. On
the first superficial view, one might be tempted to connect chap,
v. 110 with chap. iv. 14-16

;
because in both- passages we find a

comparison between Christ and the Old Testament high priest (a

comparison, too, which has respect to the points of similarity).

But, to say nothing of the formal conclusion in iv. 16, a closer view

of the contents will shew us that a new part begins with v. 1, which

(as before at ii. 17, seq.) was merely intimated, and for which the

way was prepared in iv. 14, seq. In chap. iv. 14 the writer had

already come to speak of the highest and last point in the high-

priestly work of Christ
;

the comparison with Moses and Joshua

had led him to the high-priestly entrance of Christ into the Sab

batical rest of the heavenly sanctuary. In chap. v. 1, on the con

trary, he begins again, so to speak, at the lowest point and goes

upwards, specifying one by one the requisites for the office of High
Priest, and proving whether these requisites are found in Christ.

(Every high priest must, in the first place, be taken from among
men, vers. 1-3, secondly, however, must be called of God to his

office, ver. 4. Christ was truly called of God, vers. 5, 6, but at the

same time he was true man, vers. 7-9). These points of similarity,

however, lead him of themselves to the points of difference between

Christ and Aaron, to the Melchisedec-nature of the priesthood of

Christ, which new theme he intimates in ver. 10, and, after a some

what lengthy digression of a hortatory character, treats it in detail

in chap. vii. In chap. vii. he then takes up the threads of argument
laid down in chap. ii. and chap, iv., and is at length led back to the

idea, which was already only briefly intimated in chap. iv. 14 (the

entrance of Christ into the heavenly the true holy of holies) as the

highest point at which he aims. The entire part, therefore, chap,

v. 1 chap. vii. 28, forms the exposition of the theme that was
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merely intimated in chap. ii. 17, and chap. iv. 14. And thus we are

convinced that chap. iv. 14-16 forms in reality the conclusion of tho

second principal part, in like manner as chap. ii. 17, 18 that of tho

first part, and that the true and proper commencement of the third

part is to be placed at chap. v. 1.

We infer also from what has just been said, that the third part

is, as a whole, parallel in its arrangement with the two first parts.

It, too, falls into two sections (1, chap. v. 1-10, similarity between

Christ and Aaron
; 2, dissimilarity between Christ and Aaron, simi

larity with Melchisedec), and here also, these two sections are

markedly separated from each other by an admonitory piece in

serted between them (chap. v. 11 vi. 20). That this hortatory

piece in the third part is longer and fuller than in the two first

parts can create no surprise. Already was that of the second part

(extending from the 7th to the 19th verse of chap. 3) longer than

that of the first part (chap. ii. 1-4) ;
in this third part it extends to

twenty-four verses, and thus shews itself even outwardly as the last

part of an admonition, which from its commencement onwards,

gradually becomes more urgent and more full. But in its internal

character also, as we shall see, it stands in very close connexion

with the chapter which follows. And a longer resting-place was

necessary before this seventh chapter, not merely on account of the

greater difficulty of its contents, but chiefly also because chap. vii.

does not connect immediately with chap. v. 10, but at once points
back to the train of thought in chaps, i. ii., iii. iv., arid weaves

into an ingenious web all the threads formerly laid down. Chap.
vii. is not merely the second section of the third part, but forms at

once the key-stone of the first and second parts, and the basis of

the fourth part (the argument that the sanctuary into which Christ

entered is the true sanctuary, of which the Old Testament temple
and worship were only a type). Nay, the seventh chapter may thus

be said to form properly the kernel and central point of the whole

epistle.

SECTION FIRST.

CHRIST AND AARON.

(v. 1-10.)

Ver 1. Tap is not argumentative, but explicative, and intro

duces the exposition of the theme intimated in iv. 14-16, to the

closer consideration and laying to heart of which a charge was im

plicitly given in ver 16. -Other interpreters have understood yap as
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argumentative, and entirely misapprehending the clear structure of

thought in these ten verses, have taken ver. 1 as helping to prove
what is said in iv. 15.

&quot; Christ must have sympathy with our in

firmities, for even human high priests have sympathy with sins.&quot;

Thus the high priests taken from among men would here be opposed
to Christ as one not taken from among men, and an inference drawn
a minori ad majus. But if this interpretation is to be received, we
miss here, first of all, a nai or Kai-nep before the words e dvOpuncov

^anl3av6fj.vog ; then the words virep dvOpunuv naOio-arai and ra TTpbg

~bv Oeov would be quite superfluous ; thirdly, we should expect

^7](f)6L^j and finally, the words t dvOpurcuv kanfiavofievog w
Tould not

even form a clear antithesis to Christ, who also was to be included

among those born of woman. Nay, even the vis conclusionis in

that argum. a minori would be very doubtful
;
from the fact that

sinful men are indulgent towards the oyvo^ara of others, it cannot

be all at once inferred that the sinless one must have been much
more indulgent.
We therefore understand the proposition in ver. 1 not as a spe

cial, but as a general one. Nothing is intended to be said of the

human high priests in opposition to Christ, but the intention

rather is to enumerate the requisites which every high priest must
have. That these requisites were found in Christ, and in how
far they belonged to him, is then shewn in vers. 5-10. Thus
then vers. 1-4 form a sort of major proposition, vers. 5-]0 a

minor proposition (which implicitly contains the self-evident con

clusion).

Of course, the words & dvOpurcuv &an@av6pevo$ cannot be the at

tribute belonging to the subject of the sentence, but must be viewed

as in apposition to the predicate. The right rendering is not :

&quot;

Every high priest taken from among men is ordained for
men,&quot;

but &quot;

Every high priest is, as one taken from among men, ordained

for men in their relation to God.&quot; And it is further to be observed,
that the words taken from among men express the principal idea,
while the proof of the necessity of this is given in the words is or

dainedfor men. The form in which this proof is given is, that the

being takenfrom among men expresses the ground of the possibility
of the being ordainedfor men. Expressed in a logical form, it would

stand thus : Every high priest can appear before God for men, only
in virtue of his being taken from among men. (We found pre

cisely the same logical form at chap. iv. 6, 7).

It is men whom the high priest is to represent, and that &quot;

in

their relation to
God,&quot;

ra npog rov deov (comp. chap. ii. 17, where

the same idea was briefly hinted which is here ex professo carried

out); therefore must every high priest himself be taken out of men,
out of the number of men

;
this is i\\Q first requisite of every high
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priest. This requisite is now further explained. He is ordained or

appointed for men as their representative before God, not as Moses,
to receive the law in their stead, but to offer sacrifices for them.
f(

Gifts&quot; is not the more general, and &quot;

sacrifices&quot; the more special

term, for v~t-p dpapTi&v refers to Trpoafapq ,
and therefore also to both

d&pa and Ovaiai. These two terms are (just like rcpa-a and o^sla)

only two designations of one and the same thing, regarded from

different points of view. Sacrifices are called gifts, because the

person for whom the atonement is to be made gives them to the

priest for God
; they are called sacrifices, because they must be slain

in order to have an atoning efficacy. The person whose guilt is to

be atoned for must take the victim from his own property, that it

may appear as a representative of himself
;

and then the victim

must suffer the death which its owner had deserved.

In vers. 2, 3, this first requisite of the high priest is still further

illustrated. Every high priest is set up as one taken from among
men, that he may offer sacrifices as one wlio can rightly judge re

specting the sinners wlio ~brlng them. The mechanical offering of the

sacrifices is not enough ;
a psychologically just estimate of the par

ticular case of him for whom the atonement is to be made, must

precede the offering.

Now, this is a point which, so far as I know, no commentator

has rightly understood. To look at the passage, first of all, gram

matically, the word [terpioTraOelv is a term, invented by the Peripa

tetics, which afterwards passed into the general language. The

best explanation of the term is given by Diog. Laert. v. 31, when

he represents Aristotle as saying that the wise man is not a/ra%,
but (jTpioTraOri$. The term involves an antithesis at once to the

want and the excess of the passions ;
it denotes the application of

Aristotle s cardinal virtue usaorrjg to the sphere of the TrdOrj. Hence,
it may quite agreeably to the context signify :

&quot;

firm&quot; in relation to

suffering, &quot;mild&quot; in relation to the offender, &quot;indulgent&quot;
in reference

to the erring. (So in Appian, Josephus, especially in Phiio and

Clem. Alex.). Many commentators would therefore, without more ado,

understand the term here also as signifiying
&quot;

to be indulgent/ but,

as we shall soon see, improperly. The term dyv6i]fjta does not denote

sin in general, but a particular class of sins. It is well known, that

by no means all trespasses and crimes were, under the old covenant,

atoned for by sacrifice, but wilfully wicked transgressions of the law

(napafidoeig) were required to be punished, and could be expiated

and atoned for only by the endurance of the penalty. Tho.se sins

alone which had been committed AS, i. e., without the purpose to

do evil, in which the man had been hurried into evil by his nature, by

the ebullition of passion, could be atoned for without punishment,

by sacrifices or sin-offerings (according to the degree of the tres-
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pass). Now, dyvoovvTes KOL nXav^iEvoi in our passage corresponds

precisely to the idea of the r:aa. (Some wrongly explain dyvor^a of
&quot;

sins of error.&quot; Such sins are not meant as proceed from habitual

errors, Lut such as in the moment of their being committed were not

accompanied with a clear consciousness of their culpability).
We have now the explanation of the idea as a whole. A priest

was not at liberty at once to receive and slay a sacrifice which one

brought to him.
;
but he must first make inquiry into the act that

had been committed, and must examine whether it belonged to the

category of the rmri to which sacrifices were appropriated. This,
of course, he could do only by knowing from his own experience
the passions of human nature; i.

&amp;lt;?.,

fael K.OL avrb$ TTFpiKeirai

doOzveiav. (UepitceiaOai n, to be clothed with anything, to be bur

dened with).*
The third verse contains a further explanation. In order to de

monstrate how necessary it is that a high priest should partake in

the infirmity of the men whom he represents, the circumstance is

added, that according to the ordinance of the Mosaic law, the high

priest was required to offer sacrifice for his own sins. It is this idea

chiefly that has given occasion to the false interpretation of ver. 1.

Such a thing, it has been thought, could be said only of &quot; human

high priests.&quot;
But this is altogether unnecessary, for the author in

vers. 1-4 speaks just as little of human high priests in opposition

to Christ, as of Christ specially. He simply lays down the two re

quisites which belong to the idea of high priest, as historically re

presented in the law, and ver. 3 contains a proof of the first requisite

taken from, the law. Let us leave it to the author himself to inquire
in ver. 5, seq., how far these requisites were predicable of Christ,

He will himself know the proper time and place, ver. 8 (and later,

chap. vii. 27), for shewing in what respect Christ was unlike those

Old Testament high priests.

In ver. 4 we have the second requisite qualification of every high

priest. He must be taken from among men; he must not be ordained

by men, nor usurp the office himself, but must be one called of God

(at aAAa KaXovpevos v-b rov Oeov is to be supplied simply kapfidvei rijv

n\ii\v,
a as one called of God he receives this honour&quot;), as was the

case also with Aaron (and therefore with his posterity who were

called with liim).f

* The idle question why tho author does not use ovftrraGelv instead of

as well as the false solution of this question connected with tho falso interpretation of

ver. .1, namely, that a pure sympathy can bo ascribed only to Christ, but a weak &quot; indul

gence&quot;
to

&quot; human high priests&quot; both fall of themselves to the ground. Zrp^ad/jcrai

could not be used; wo might say av/nraO/jaat ratg uadevEiair, but not av/2nf&amp;gt;7/aat rotf

dyvoovat; tho latter would mean! to partake in tho feelings of sinners therefore, for

example, in those of an evil conscience.

f Tholuck begins a new section with ver. 4. But vers. 7-10 refers to vers. 1-3 pro-

VOL. VI 27.
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At vers. 5, 6, the inquiry begins whether, and in how far, these

two requisites belonged to Christ. The words in themselves are

clear. At dktf 6 Xafajvag is, of course, to be supplied iSo^acev avruv.

The sentiment, however, is variously interpreted. Some, as Grotius,

Limborch, Tholuck, etc., understand the cited passage Ps. ii. 7, as

if the author intended to adduce it as a proof that Jesus was called

of God to be an high priest. The words cU/l 6 XaXrjaag would ac

cordingly have to be logically resolved thus :

&quot; But God, inasmuch

as he has spoken to him.&quot; Others, however, object to this, that in

the passage of the psalms neither is the/person of Jesus addressed,
nor is anything saifl. of the high priestly dignity. Now that in the

psalm Jesus is not personally addressed, would of itself have little

weight ;
the verse that is cited contains an address to that Son of

David who came soon to be identified with the Messiah
;
and that

Jesus is the Messiah was, as we have before seen, a thing undoubted

by the readers. If then it was said in the Old Testament that the

Messiah must be an high priest, this was eo ipso true also of Jesus,

because he was the Messiah. But another question is, whether in

Ps. ii. 7 there is any mention of a high priestly dignity as belonging
to the Messiah ? In the most artificial way has it been attempted
to introduce this into the words. While the expression, This day
I have begotten thee, refers as we have seen at chap. i. 5, to the

prophecy of Nathan, 2 Sam. vii.
;
which is regarded by the Psalmist

as, so to speak, a generation of the future seed, Grotius, Lim

borch, Tholuck, etc., would understand this statement, arbitrarily

as I think, of the future installation of the second David in

his kingdom ;
and with this again the resurrection of Christ is

said to be denoted, and this again is said to involve a calling to the

office of high priest ! It is therefore not to be wondered at that

others, as Carpzov, Bengel, Bleek, etc., have renounced that interpre

tation of AA/ 6 kafaiaas as a whole, and following Theophylact and

Erasmus, have taken these words, together with the citation from

Ps. ii. 7, as a mere circumlocution for 6 Trarrjp. Jesus did not make

himself an high priest, but he who has called him. his Son. The

same who, in another place (Ps. ii. 7), called him his Son, has called

him also priest (Ps. ex. 4). But convenient as this escape from the

difficulty is, it can still hardly be justified. The author must in

that case have said at vcr. 6 : /Uya yap iv t-repw, or at least (with

the omission of the K.ai): KaOug tv
erepa&amp;gt; /Uye/.. But as it stands, the

passage cited in ver. 6 from Ps. ex. is clearly added as a second \

proof to the passage from Ps. ii., as afirst proof of the divine culling ,

of the Messiah (consequently of Jesus) to the honour of the priest- i

hood.

cisely in the same way as vers. 5, 6, to ver. 4. Vers. 5-10 forms the logical minor pro-

oosition to vers. 1-4.
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And, in reality, the second psalm will be seen to involve such

a proof, when we look at it in its historical connexion. The
Messiah was called, 2 Sam. vii., to build an house for the Lord more

perfect than the tabernacle built under the direction of Moses and

Aaron
; through him, nay in his person, God was really and per

fectly to dwell with, men
; through him mankind was to be exalted

to the honour of being children of God
;
he himself was to be raised

to the honour of being a son of God. To this Ps. ii. refers. Thus
was given to him indeed the calling to be more than a mere ruler;

by a truly priestly mediation he was to transact the affairs of men
in their relation to God.

This is expressed undoubtedly more plainly and distinctly in the

passage Ps. ex. 4 which is cited in ver. 6. The emphasis in this

passage rests on the words thou art a priest, not on the words ac

cording to the order
(
Heb. mat) of Melchisedec. Some wrongly

suppose that the author, here already, designs to pass to the dis

similarity between Christ and Aaron, the Melchisedec-nature of the

priesthood of Christ. How can such an assertion be made in the

face of the fact, that the author first in ver. 10 formally lays down
the comparison between Christ and Melchisedec as a new theme

(of tvhom we have much to say), to the detailed treatment of which

he does not proceed, until he has prepared the way by an admoni

tion of considerable length, v. 11, vi. 20 ? In our passage, those

concluding words of the 4th verse of the psalm are cited, simply in

passing, along with the rest of the verse, partly, for the better

understanding of the verse in general, partly, because the author

has it in his mind afterwards (ver. 10) to bring into the fore-ground
this new element involved in the name Melchisedec, partly, in fine,

because, in general, Melchisedec offered a suitable example for the

element of which he treats here in the 6th verse the union of the

priestly with the kingly dignity of the Messiah. Here then, as

already observed, all the emphasis lies on iepevg. That to the pro
mised seed of David (to that form which was then, so to speak,

obscure and wavering, but which afterwards consolidated itself into

the definite form of the Messiah) it was said: &quot;Thou art a
priest&quot;

in this lay the most sufficient proof of the statement that he who
was the Messiah was therewith, eo ipso, also called of God to the

honour of the priesthood. We have already seen (on chap. i. 13)
that Ps. ex. refers to that same prediction of Nathan, 2 Sam. vii.

And that the Psalmist could not but see in that promise of Nathan
the promise of a priest-king, has appeared from our remarks on the

5th verse. A king who was called to build God a temple, was called

to something more than the kingly office, to something more than

the government of men in their human and civil relations ;
he was

called to a direct interest in the sacred relation of men to God,
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Now in Ps. ex. 1 it was expressly said that that seed shall sit with

God upon his throne, take part in the dominion of God, be the most

immediate fulfiller of the will of God among the Israelites, and

thereby serve the Lord in a priestly character, not, however, in that

of the Aaronitical priesthood. What better form could present

itself to the Psalmist as combining all these features, than the form

of that Melchisedec who had been at once king and priest on the

same hill of Zion, and in whose name even was expressed all that

was expected of the future second David ? (comp. Ps. xlv. 6, and our

remarks on chap. i. 9, seq.) Thus came the Psalmist to the desig
nation of the Messiah as a priest.

Therefore : Jesus, wlio is the Messiah, is in the first place similar

to Aaron in this, that like him he is called of God to the high

priesthood, called in the prophecy of Nathan itself, and in the two

psalms which refer to that prophecy, which represent the future

Messiah as mediator of men ivith God, and the second of which even

names him
&quot;priest.&quot;

In ver. 7-9 the author now proceeds to prove
that the first requisite also taken from among men belonged to

Christ. The farther treatment of this requisite carries him natur

ally to the point in which Jesus is superior to Aaron, to the theme

of the second section (hence he has given this requisite which stands

first in the major proposition the last place in the minor.)

By means of og this sentiment is loosely connected with ver.

5, 6. Grammatically, og refers back, of course, to 6 Xpiarog or (~pof)

avrov, ver. 5. The whole period vers. 79 can be construed in two

ways. We may either, A, take the participles -pooeveyfcag and

eloaicovaOeig as appositions to the first principal verb fyaOsv alone

(consequently to the first part of the predicate); or B, those two

participles may be taken as appositions to the subject og (in which

case the two verbs epaOev and t-yevero are logically to be referred to

the two ideas expressed by Trpoaevsyitag and eloaicovaOelg).

A. of 1, ... rrpoaevsyKag Kal . . . eloaKovaOelg . . . ZpaOev

2, Kal reXsLMOslg eyevero alnog

B. of, TrpoaevsyKag Kal elaaicovaOdg

1, KfiaOev

2, teal eyevero alriog

In order to be able to decide which of these two constructions

deserves the preference for, grammatically, both are equally possi

ble we must look more closely at the meaning of the several parts

of the period, and we begin with the first part of the predicate ,
i.e.

the words Kaixep &v vlbg ymOev &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

hv ZnaOe ri]v v7raKOJ]i&amp;gt;,
&quot;Who . . .

although he was a son, learned obedience in that which he suffered.&quot;

The concession in Kai-ep refers not to fyaOe as if what is strange

consists in this, that a son can learn;* but it evidently refers espe-

* This would be admissible oulj if viof were used by our author in the sense of the
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cially to vnaKorjv. Although a son he must learn to obey. Of course,

however, viraKoi) cannot be used here in its general sense, as denoting
obedience to the commands of God in general, but finds its natural

limitation in the words
a&amp;lt;p

&v ZnaOe beside which is the verb ZuaOe.

What is spoken of is obedience to the special decree of the Father

who laid upon the son the necessity of suffering; or otherwise ex

pressed, a special manifestation of general obedience to the Father

consisting in this that Christ swerved not from that general obe

dience even when it entailed upon him inevitable suffering. And
thus the tyade explains itself. By this cannot of course be meant
a gradual transition from disobedience to obedience, but only a

development of the virtue of obedience itself, the progress of which

runs parallel to the difficulty of the situation in which Jesus was

placed ; consequently, the transition from easy obedience to more

difficult, and thereby, more perfect obedience. In proportion as the

choice for Jesus either to become unfaithful to the will of his Father,
or firmly to encounter unavoidable suffering, became more definite

and critical, did he decide with ever increasing firmness and clear

ness of consciousness on the side of suffering, and against that of

disobedience. Thus was every successive step rendered more easy

by that which preceded it. When at his entrance on his public

labour, there was objectively set before him in the temptation

(Matth. iv.) the possibility of his yielding to the carnal expectations
of the Jews with reference to the Messiah, the choice which he then

made was, outwardly indeed, (as no definite suffering threatened

him as yet) easier, but, inwardly, more difficult than that which he

made at the temptation in Gethsemane, when indeed his impending

suffering appeared to him in its most definite and threatening form,

but when he had already made such progress in the way of obedience

that he must have cast aside and negatived his whole past history

had he now chosen the path of disobedience. With every step
which he took in the way of obedience this became more and more

a part of his nature, the law of his being. This is what the author

will express by the words, he learned obedience.

The next question now is, on what word the determination of

time iv rate 7][iepai$ rv/f oapnbg avrov depends, whether on npoaevKyKa^

or on qiaOe, whether therefore wre are to place a comma after 05- or

after oapicug avrov. If iv i^pai^ etc., is referred to tyaOej then iv

Ilpi-pats as the chronological determination of the first principal verb

ZuaOe corresponds to reXuuOeig as the chronological determination of

the second principal verb eyt rero. We should then have to adopt
the construction above denoted by A, [og 1) iv ralq r/pepat?, etc.

Nicono creed to denote the Logos qua pre-oxistcnt, which, however, as we have seen in

chap. iv. 1, is not the case. Yaij- in the Epistle to the Hebrews always denotes the son

of God qua incarnate.
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KOI elaaKovaOeis, ZuaOev, 2) Kal re^ELuOslg t-ytrero ainog.]

For, if tv ralg j}f*pa*?j etc., belongs to t/mfle, then npooevtyitag Kal

dcaKovoOelg cannot of course be in apposition to og, but only to the

predicate contained in tfiade. If, on the other hand, ev fipepais, etc.,

be referred to TrpoaevKyKag, in this case both the constructions A and
B are possible. But against this reference of &v fjiiepais, etc., to

tTpoaeveyrcas is, in general, the circumstance, that the words Trpoa-

eveyicag derjaeig Kal kfi-n/piaf, etc., evidently point to the struggle
which Christ underwent in Gethsemane, for the chronological deter

mination of which, however, the words ev ralg fat-pcug rTft aapubg

avrov would be too vague and indefinite.

Sapl&quot;,
different from awjua/denotes the creature in contradistinc

tion to the immaterial, invisible God, then in its opposition to

God, finally corporealncss, as lying under the effects of sin, subject
to death. In the future kingdom of glory there will be, according
to 1 Cor. xv., aupara, but no longer o^iara oaptciicd. The i]\i^mi

rift oapKog avrov are, therefore, the days of the life of Christ even to

his death. They form indeed the most suitable antithesis to reAt*-

Oeic, and quite as suitable a chronological determination of fyaOe

vrraKoijv, but on the other hand, not so suitable a chronological deter

mination of the particular event denoted by the words irpoaeveyKas

derjaeig, etc. For this reason, even if there were no other, the refer

ence to fyaOev recommends itself as the preferable, and with it, that

construction of the whole period which we have denoted above by A.

This is confirmed, however, when we turn to consider the two

participles TrpooevKyKag and daaKovOsig with that which is dependent
on them.

That in the first of these participles there is a reference to the

suffering of Jesus in Gethsemane, is unmistakeable. (So Theodoret,

Calvin, Bengel, Carpzov, Paulus, Tholuck, Bleek, and the most of

commentators.) On Kpavyf] coinp. Luke xxii. 44, although xpavyij

is a rhetorico-hyperbolical expression descriptive of the inward

intensity of that struggle. It is doubtful, however, whether Odrarog

here denotes death in the wider sense, the danger of death -or

death as having already actually taken place ;
whether therefore the

sense is, Jesus prayed to him who could save from death, preserve

from death, or : Jesus prayed to him who could save from death,

i. e. raise him up. (Estius, Baumgarten, Schtilz, suppose the latter:

Michaelis and Bleek both; the most of commentators the former

alone.) In as far as that prayer of Jesus contains simply the request
I

* It has been justly doubted, on the other hand, whether the expression &quot;resurrec

tion of the flesh
1

in the Symb. apost. of Luther, etc., is one that .altogether corresponds

to Scripture phraseology. And in the oldest recensions of the Symb. apost. it is not an

uvdaraais r//f aa/o/cof, but 7rua?/f acp/cof that is spoken of (= &quot;it 5 ^5 all nien, righteous

and ungodly).
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that lie may be saved from the threatened cup of suffering, but has

no special reference whatever to a future resurrection, in so far does

the first interpretation recommend itself prima facie.

This is confirmed again by the following words nal elaanovadelg

drrb TTJZ evXa!3elag. Critics are, indeed, here also, not agreed as to

the way in which these words are to be explained. Chrys., Phot.,

(Ecum,, Theophylact, Vulgata, Luther, Calov, Olshausen, Bleek,
and some others, understand evkd(3eia in the sense of fear of God,

pietyi
duo in the sense of pro, propter= did c. ace., and make the

sense to be that Jesus was heard on account of his piety. (In
this casej aa&amp;gt;etv K Oavdrov must be referred to the resurrection of

Christ
;

for his prayer to be preserved from death, as every one

knows, could not be heard). But the meaning here given to drro is

unnatural, and the sentiment itself much more unnatural. In this

place, where the design of the author is to shew, that the first re

quisite of every high priest that namely of being taken from
among men, and clothed with infirmity was not wanting in Christ,

there was assuredly no occasion for mentioning the special piety of

Christ. More correctly the Peshito, Itala, Ambrosius, Calvin,

Bcza, Grotius, Gerhard, Capellus, Limborch, Carpzov, Bengel,

Morns, Storr, Kuinoel, Paulus, De Wette, Tholuck, and a whole

host of critics besides, render tvAa/3em byfear, anxiety, which sig

nification has been vindicated on philological grounds by Casaubon,

Wetstein, and Krebs. ElaatcovaOeig is now, of course to be taken in

a pregnant sense, which pregnancy (this Bleek has entirely over

looked) is here fully explained by the foregoing words : npoaevsyKas
deiiceis Trpbg rbv dvvdpevov aw&tv. Christ was, in reference to his

prayer to be preserved, heard, and thus saved dnb r^ evXa{3e{a$.

But then there is in these very words dnb TI^ evha(3eia&amp;lt;; a limitation

of ElaaKovoQdc. He prayed to be preserved from the death which

threatened him, and was heard and saved from the fear of death.*

At all events, it would be altogether unnatural to explain daa-

KoveaOai d~b rr^ evkafciag of the resurrection
(&quot;

to save from all

anxiety and trouble&quot;).
For this would certainly be a very indistinct

way of denoting a thing for which many distinct expressions were

at hand.

If, however, doanovoQds dnb rT/g evXa(3eiag is still explained of

the resurrection from the dead, then must also the words OU&LV K

TOV Oavdrov be, of course, explained of the same. In this case,,

things that were done in the days of his flesh would be spoken of

not in loth participles, but only in the first (TrpoaevEytcag, etc.).

Then must the chronological determination in the days be referred

* Perhaps it would bo still more simple not to take elaoKOvadeif in a pregnant sense,

but to give UTTO the signification on the side of,
&quot; in reference to.&quot; lie was heard in so fur

as regards the foar of death.
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to Trpooeveynas alone, and thus we should come to the construc

tion B.

Who.
After he, a, cried in the clays of his flesh to him who could

raise him up from death,

and, b, was then freed (by the resurrection) from all

distress,

1, learned obedience by his suffering, and :

2, after he was perfected, is able to save others.

But against this interpretation there are all possible reasons
; first,

the unsuitableness indicated above of the second chronological

determination in the days, etc., to this single event : secondly, the

circumstance that Jesus did not pray in Gethsemane with reference

to his restoration from death
; thirdly, that the words eloaK. drro rrjg

evhafieiag cannot be understood as denoting with any distinctness the

resurrection.

If, on the other hand, we abide by the explanation given above,
and understand elaanovoOei^ etc., of the strengthening of Jesus by
the angel, there results a far finer and more suitable sentiment.

Jesus prayed to be preserved from death. This was not sin but in

firmity. His prayer was not unheard
;

it was so heard, however, as

that Jesus was divested of the/ear of death.* What a significant

example of learning obedience !

According to this interpretation, things are spoken of in loth

participles which were done &quot;

in the days of Christ s flesh.&quot; We
can now refer in the days to that to which alone it is suitable, and

to which it is more suitable than to irpoaEveyKag, namely to efiaBev.

Accordingly, we render the passage thus :

Who,
1, In the days of his flesh,

a, when he prayed for the warding off of death.

b, and was heard in as far as respects the fear of death,

learned obedience in that which he suffered, and :

2, after he was perfected,
became the author of eternal salvation, etc.

What a beautiful harmony and symmetry does the sentiment thus

receive !

On ver. 9 only a little remains to be observed. TeAw0? iinds

its explanation in its corresponding antithesis : in the days of his

flesh. In the days of his flesh he was a member and partaker of

humanity still lying under the effects of sin and not yet arrived at

its destination, and he himself had therefore not yet come to the

* This would do away with the objection of Bleek (ii. p. 78); &quot;that Christ was freed

from his solicitude, stands in no intelligible connexion with the principal clause, that he

.learned obedience by suffering.&quot;
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destined end of his actions and history. This was first attained

when, raised from the dead, he entered in a glorified body into the

heavenly sanctuary, as the first-fruits of exalted humanity (chap.

ii. 9). Thither he draws after him all who allow themselves to &quot;be

drawn by him, and who reproduce in themselves his priestly obedi

ence in a priestly form, as the obedience offaith (Acts vi. 7
;
Rom.

i. 5). But as Christ himself was not saved from bodily death, but

from the fear of death, so also is the salvation which he gives to

his followers not a preservation from bodily death, but an eternal

salvation, a deliverance from the fear of death and the power of

him who has the power of death (ii. 14), from eternal death.

Ver. 10. Some hold with great incorrectness that ver. 10 con

tains an explanation of ver. 9, and is designed to shew how, and in

what way, Christ is the author of salvation, namely, by his priestly

intercession with the Father. .Not a word is here said of the priestly

intercession in opposition to the priestly satisfaction. Nor does the

comparison with Melchisedec point to this, as Melchisedec never in

terceded for any one. The truth is, that the first section of our

third part has at ver. 9 fully reached its conclusion, and at ver. 10,

just as at i. 4, iii. 2, the intimation of a neiv theme is grammati
cally (but not logically) connected with what precedes. Logically,
ver. 10 points back only to ver. 6, inasmuch as a word which formed

part of a passage there cited, but the import of which has not yet
been developed, is now placed in the foreground as the title of a new
section. That the author intends in ver. 10 not to give an explana
tion of ver. 9, but to intimate a new theme, appears plainly, indeed,
from the relative clause ver. 11.

INTERMEDIATE PAET OF A HORTATORY KIND.

(V. 11 Vi. 20).

Yer. 11 connects grammatically as a relative clause with ver. 10.

ov
7ro/li&amp;gt;f i\\ilv (soil, tanv) 6 Aoyof, the use of the article in this

manner is familiar. But why is this comparison of the priesthood
of Melchisedec with that of Christ hard to be understood ? The

first reason lies evidently in the subject itself. The thesis of the

similarity of Christ with Melchisedec is, as we have already seen,

not merely a third principal clause beside the two foregoing, but is

an inference from these two. From the fact that the Messiah must,
on the one hand, be more than an angel, on the other hand, more

than Moses from the fact that his priesthood is grafted, in like

manner, on his immediate oneness with the Father, as on his hu

manity, it follows of itself that he is not merely equal to Aaron,
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but that lie is more than Aaron
;
that as the perfect high priest he

is partaker of the Divine nature. Thus the author rises in chap,
vii. 1, 2, directly to the doctrine of the divinity of Christ.*

A second reason however, why that Aoyof wras dvoEp^vevro^ diffi

cult to be made intelligible, is given in the clause which follows, and

was of a subjective nature. The difficulty lay not certainly in the

fitness of the writer to set it forth, but in the capacity of the

readers to understand it. Nwflpot yeyovare ralg dKoalg, they had
become obtuse and dull of hearing. Those are wrong who take

yeyovare in a weakened sense = tare. From the words of ver. 12 :

TTOLMV xpeiav t^ere and yeyovare %peiav e^ovrefj as well as from the

admonition in chap. x. 32 : dvap,ifj,v^OKea6e ra$ nporepag jifnepag, it

is evidently to be inferred, that the readers had exposed them
selves to the charge not merely of a want of progress in the develop
ment of their knowledge, but were even in the act of making a

melancholy retrogression.

What was the nature of the retrogression we are told in ver. 12.
Ci

According to the time ye ought already to be teachers, but now

ye must be taken again under instruction.&quot; The majority of com
mentators have passed very cursorily over these important words

;

only Mynster (Stud. u. Krit. 1829, p. 338) has deduced from them

the right negative inference that the Epistle to the Hebrews cannot

possibly have been addressed to the church in Jerusalem. How is

it possible that the author could have written in such terms to that

mother-church of Christianity, containing several thousand souls,

among whom were many who had grown old in Christianity, and

certainly individuals still who had known the Lord himself, who

since the .period referred to in Acts vii. had undergone a multitude

of persecutions ? How could he then have written to a large church

which must necessarily have had in it many teachers, to whom the

words ye have need tJiatoneteach you and again many Neophytes,
to whom the words ye ought according to the time to be teachers

would be altogether unsuitable ? We agree, therefore, with Mynster
when he finds that the Epistle to the Hebrews cannot have been

written to the church in Jerusalem, and arc of opinion that the

suggestion of Bleek that James was then no longer alive weighs

nothing against this, while the supposition &quot;that the author had

not before his mind at the time the whole circumstances of the

church to which he wrote,&quot; weighs less than nothing. Mynster
should only have gone a step farther and perceived, that our epistle

can have been designed in general for no church whatever, conse-

* The Epistle to the Hebrews thus affords at the same time, an important testimony

in a critical point of view, for the original and intimate organic connexion of (he so-

called
&quot;

Johanneic&quot; doctrine of Christ s person, with the &quot;Pauline&quot; doctrinal system of

Christ s work, and of the influence of both on the Jewish Christians.
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quently for no church in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem. For

every church, from the very nature of the case, consists of earlier

and later converts; our epistle, on the contrary, is addressed to

quite a definite circle of &quot;readers who had passed over to Christianity

together at the same time, and hecause they had let themselves go

astray from the faith had been taJccn anew under instruction for

that the words ye have need again that some one teach you are not

mere words, hut indicate a fact, should not certainly be doubted.

The author does not mean to say : ye had almost need that one

instruct you again ;
but upbraids his readers with this as a thing of

which they ought to be ashamed, that those who, considering the

time, might already be teachers, yet, need to receive instruction from

others. That, then, which we have already, at an earlier stage, seen

to be probable finds here its fullest confirmation : the Epistle to the

Hebreivs ivas writtenfor a definite circle of catechumens, who, upon
their conversion, having been perplexed by a threatened excommuni
cationfrom the communion of the Jewish theocracy, had been sub

jected aneiv to a careful instruction. The author had received

information of this, and had doubtless been specially requested by
the teacher of that people to prepare a writing that might serve as

a basis for this difficult instruction.

This defect of knowledge related to the oroix&a r?jg dpxfe rtiv

yiuv rov Oeov. Aoyiov means a &quot;

saying,&quot;
then an &quot; oracular say

ing/ then in biblical and Christian usage
&quot;

revelation&quot; (Acts vii. 38),

hence at a later period Adym is used to denote the theopneustic

writings generally (Iren. i. 8
;
Clem. Al. Strom, vii. 18, p. 900, seq.;

Orig. Cornm. ad Matth. v. 19
;
Joh. Presb. in Euseb. iii. 39). Here,

it has the quite general signification
&quot;

revelation of God&quot; = the

doctrine revealed by God
;

the same as in chap. iv. 12, vi. 1, is

termed 6 Adyof rov Oeov, rov Xptcrov. According to the context, it

is of course the New Testament revelation that is meant (as at

iv. 12), not the Old Testament as Schulz will have it. Ta a-oix&La

$ dpWIS is a cumulative expression similar to the Pindaric ania$

ovap, or as at Eph. i. 19, ?} ivepyeia rov Kpdrovg r?jg la^vog. I^rot^ela

means by itself
&quot;

beginnings,&quot;
&quot;

elements.&quot; The idea of beginning

is, however, intensified.
&quot;

Beginnings of the
beginning,&quot;

= the

very first beginnings.
Tiva is ace. of the subject

&quot; that some one teach
you&quot;

= that

one should teach you. (Luther, Block, Olshausen, etc.) The

Pcshito, Vulgate, Do Wet to, etc., accentuate rlva,
&quot; that one teach

you which be the first elements.&quot; But this is unsuitable. In the

first place, an accusative of the subject would thus be wanting to

diddaKEii
j and, secondly, the readers were not ignorant of what doc

trinal articles belonged to the a-oixela, but did not rightly under

stand the import of these aroi%ela.
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The author repeats the same idea by means of a figure in the

words : and are become such as have need of milk and not of strong
meat.

Vers. 13, 14, contain an explanation from which it already begins
to appear what doctrines the writer understood by the milk. Ila^

yap 6 fierexuv ydfaicrog, whosoever still partakes of milk, still parti-

ceps lactis est, still receives and needs milk for his nourishment.

Of every such one it is said that he is uninformed, and has no share

in the Adyof duccuoovvijg. Calvin, Grotius, Moras, Schulz, Olshausen,

Kuinoel, De Wette, etc., take the genitive diKaioavvrjg as the genitive

of quality, and diKatoavvT] reXeior^q, so that Adyof diftaiooin Tjg would

be equivalent to
&quot; the perfect doctrine,&quot; the completed, higher

knowledge (or according to Zacharia, Dindorf, and others,
&quot;

the

proper, true instruction&quot;). But apart from the intolerable tauto

logical circle which would thus be introduced into the train of

thought between ver. 13 and ver. 12, apart, further, from the insipid

triviality of the 13th verse, as thus explained, the author would

assuredly have used and applied other and less far-fetched expres
sions for the &quot;

perfect doctrine&quot; than the strange expression Adyo?

diKaioavvriq* The majority of commentators have therefore rightly

understood diKaioovvrjg as the genitive of the object,
&quot; the word of

righteousness,&quot; in which, however, dwaioavvri is not (with Theophy-

lact, Chrysostom, CEcumenius, a Lapide, Primasius, Bretschneider,

etc.) to be explained of the perfect morality, and consequently Aoyof

diKaioovv^ of the moral law, but, as in the whole New Testament,
of the righteousness before God in Christ

,
and Adyof diKaioavrrjs is

the doctrine of justification (Beza, J. Capellus, Kambach, Bengel,

Storr, Klee, Tholuck, Bleek, etc.), which, as is well known, is also

not strange to the Epistle to the Hebrews (comp. chap. xi. 7, xiii. 9).

This explanation, however, is accompanied with a difficulty in

respect to the logical connexion with ver. 12. We should rather

expect as an explanation of ver. 12 the words in an inverted form :

Ilaf yap 6 d~ipo$ Xoyov diKaioavvrjg ydkanrog per^ei . This would

explain in how far the persons addressed are as yet babes. The

train of thought would be this :

&quot; You still need milk
; strong meat

does not agree with you. For whosoever (like you) has not yet

apprehended even the fundamental doctrine of righteousness
in

Christ (whosoever still makes his salvation to rest on the services

and sacrifices of the temple), needs as yet milk, being yet a babe,

and standing still at the first elements of Christian knowledge.&quot;

j
* The Hebrew

p&quot;^.&quot;~ &quot;^t (Ovalat titKaioavvrjc) Deut. xxxiii. 19, etc., would not even
,

form an analogy. For pt^ nit are in reality such sacrifices as correspond to the

statutes, to which therefore tho property of pis, i. e. of perfect legality, can be ascribed,

while, on the contrary, in our passage diKaioavvrj must be taken in tho altogether

heterogeneous sense of &quot;perfect development,&quot; which it never has.
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Tliis is what we should naturally expect the author to say. Instead

of this, however, he says :

&quot;

Every one who still needs milk, has as

yet no part in the doctrine of justification.&quot; Bleek thinks that ver.

13 contains an explanatory repetition of the words not of strong

meat;
&quot;

you could not yet bear strong meat, for whoever still nour

ishes himself with milk cannot yet understand the doctrine of justi
fication.&quot; According to this the author must have meant by the

strong meat the doctrine of justification. But this is plainly against
the context. By the strong meat, of which the readers were not

yet capable, is rather to be understood that obscure doctrine con

cerning the similarity between the priesthood of Melchisedec and

Christ, the deep insight into the Old Testament type, the doctrine

of the divinity of Christ. On the other hand, the doctrine of justi

fication, the doctrine of repentance and dead works, offaith, and of

baptism, are rather reckoned as belonging to the elements, chap,
vi. 1, seq.; the doctrine of justification is itself the milk which must
first be taken into the heart and the understanding, in order that a

foundation may be laid on which the more difficult theologoumena
can be built. Block s explanation is therefore not fitted to remove

the difficulty.

This difficulty is rather to be removed simply by regarding the

proposition in ver. 13 not as descriptive or declaratory, not as deter

mining the import, but the extent or comprehension of the idea

expressed by ^ert-^wv yaAa/rroc. It is not an answer to the question:
&quot; What are the characteristics of him who still nourishes himself

with milk ?&quot; but an answer to the question: &quot;Who nourishes him

self with milk?&quot; The words contain a.conclusion backwards from

the consequence to the presupposed condition. Whosoever still

needs milk, of him it is presupposed that he must not yet have

rightly apprehended the doctrine of justification :
= whosoever has

not yet apprehended this doctrine is still at the stage at which he

needs milk. We found similarly inverted conclusions at chap. ii. 11,

iv. 6. This explanation also affords a most satisfactory explanation
of the words, for he is still a babe. Not without a stroke of irony

does the author explain in these words, in. how far it must be pre

supposed of a spiritual suckling that he will be unskilled in the ivord

of righteousness.

The 14th verse also now runs perfectly parallel with the 13th.

He who still needs milk will doubtless not yet have comprehended
the doctrine of justification ;

but that strong and more difficult

meat (of the higher typology) is adapted not to such, but only to

mature Christians who have come of age, and who are exercised in

distinguishing between the true and the false way. TtAttof, as the

opposite of iv/TOOf, is a term familiar to the apostle Paul (1 Cor.

iii. 1, xiii. 11
; Rom. ii. 20

; Eph. iv. 14). TeAa&amp;gt;&amp;gt; finds here its
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special explanation in the words which stand in opposition to it,

r&v did r?]v &quot;%LV alaOrjTijpia yeyvp#(iffp&va tyovrtov, eta
r

E^ is a term

proceeding from the Aristotelian school-phraseology, denoting the

given natural condition or habitus, in opposition to the didOemg

(npat-is), the sphere of self-determination. In general use, it denotes

frequently the condition as respects age hence age = ?}Ai/cta; and

so in our passage the spiritual age, the degree of inward maturity.

AlaOrjTrjpia are the organs of feeling, the nerves of feeling. Tv{ivd^ei.v9

in the well-known sense of
&quot;exercise,&quot;

occurs also in chap. xii. 11,

further in 1 Tim. iv. 7
;
2 Pet. ii. 14. The distinguishing between

the Kakov and KCLKOV does not, as some strangely suppose, belong to

the strong meat; but the habit already acquired of distinguishing

the true from the false, is rather the immediate fruit of the right

understanding of the Adyo? diKcuoavvij?, and forms, together with the

latter, the indispensable condition which must be fulfilled ere strong

meat can be once thought of. He who has taken the milk of the

Gospel, i. e. the fundamental doctrine of justification so in succum

et sanguinem, that he can spontaneously, and by immediate feeling,

consequently without requiring any previous long reflection or rea

soning, distinguish the right from the wrong, the way in which the

Christian has to walk from the Jewish by-paths, the evangelic truth

from the Pharisaic righteousness of the law; so that he could, as it

were, find out the right path though asleep he who has so thor

oughly seized and digested these elements, that he no longer needs

to be instructed in them (the milk), consequently is no longer v/^iog,

but reAetof may now have strong meat offered to him the difficult

doctrines of the higher typology of the old covenant, and of the

eternal Melchisedec nature of the New Testament high priest.

In chap, vi, 1, therefore, the author admonishes his readers to

strive after that perfection, and to exert themselves in order finally

to pass beyond the elements. Afisvreg ~ov r/fc %t% ro^ Xpif-rov

Xoyov this, of course, signifies (as appears already from v. 12) not

&quot;the doctrine of the beginning of Christ/ but &quot;the beginning or

elementary doctrine of Christ.&quot; T?/? dp%ii$ is an adjectival genitive,

and to be closely connected with Adyof, so that rov Xptorov is depen
dent not on dpxfjg, but on Adyov. The great majority of interpreters

do not take Qep&neOa as the iilsinuative first person plural, and the

whole passage as hortatory, but understand the first person plural

as communicative
,
and the whole as an intimation on the part of

the author that he now intends to pass to the consideration of the

strong meat. But that which, first of all, is opposed to the coir.mon

interpretation, is the particle 616. How, from the fact that the

readers, according to chap. v. 12-14, could as yet bear no strong

meat, but needed the milk of the elements, could the anther with

any appearance of reason draw the inference :

&quot;

Therefore, let us
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lay aside these elements, and proceed to the more difficult doctrines?&quot;

Secondly, that interpretation leads itself ad absurduin, for, according

to it, TfAe/oT??^ must be taken in a completely different sense from

rtXeioc, chap. v. 14. In chap. v. 14 rt^eiog denoted the subjective

state of those who are already exercised in the ivord of righteousness,
and in the discerning between good and evil, in order to he able to

understand what is more difficult
;
in chap. vi. 1 reAeior^ is sud

denly made to denote the objective difficult doctrinal statements

respecting the similarity between the priesthood of Melchiscdec and

Christ ! Hence Chrysostom, Thoodoret, Fhotius, Gennadius,

Theophylact, Faber, Stapul., Calvin, Schulz, Bohme, and Bleek,
have with reason understood the first person plural as insinuatory,
and the whole as an admonition to the readers; they are to strive

to get at length beyond the elements (in the partic. dfavreg there

lies then, at all events, a prolepsis : strive after the reA^or?/^ so that

you may then be able to lay aside the p,W ^&amp;lt;tyof),
and to arrive at

that TtXeiorifi described in chap. v. 14.

If, however, this explanation is right, then by consequence must

the words p) KarapakMpevoi, etc., be understood differently from what

they have been by all commentators hitherto (Calvin, Bleck, etc. not

exceptcd). All take KarapdkXeaOcu in the sense
&quot;

to lay a founda

tion,&quot;
a sense in which this verb also actually occurs. (Dion. Halic.

iii. G9, TapKvvtog rovg re OsiieXiovg ita-ffidke-o ; sec other passages in

Bleek, ii. p. 149.) Now this sense would certainly suit well that false

interpretation of the preceding words
(&quot;

I design, laying aside the

fundamental elements, to hasten to what is more difficult, and not

again to lny the foundation of repentance,&quot; etc.). But, on the other

hand, this sense of /cara/3aA/le&amp;lt;70ai docs not suit the true and only

possible explanation of fapufieOa. If the readers were still deficient

in the dements, in the apprehension of the doctrine of justification,

the true rm-ans of attaining to the TE^etorrjg did not assuredly con

sist in their neglecting to gain anew the foundation which they had

lost, but, on the contrary, in their using the most strenuous endea

vours to secure again that foundation of all knowledge which they
had lost. We are therefore reduced to the necessity of taking

rafidhkeaOat in another sense, in the signification which is the

original one and the most common, namely,
&quot;

to throw down,

demolish, destroy,&quot;
which the word has in all the Greek classical

writers, and which it cannot surprise us to find in our author, who
writes elegant Greek. &quot;

Strive after perfection, while you do not

again demolish the foundation of repentance arid faith, and the doc

trine of baptism, the laying on of hands, the resurrection, and the

judgment.&quot; The genitives fie-avoiag marec^ arc also suitable to

this explanation. The author does not speak of a foundation of the

doctrine of repentance and faith difiaxtj is first introduced in con-
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nexion with the third member but of the foundation of repentance
and faith themselves. The apostle would assuredly not have dis

suaded from laying again the foundation, in the case of its having
been destroyed ! According to the right explanation, he rather

advises them not to destroy whatever of it may still remain. IlaA/v

means, of course, not iterum u a second time/ but is used here in

the privative or contradictory sense,, as at Gal. iv. 9; Acts xviii. 21.

That the article is wanting at Oep&iov cannot cause surprise ;
it is

in like manner wanting in chap. v. 13 at Adyov dtKcuoovi^g ; chap.
vi. 5 at Geov p-faa, etc. The word is sufficiently determined by its

genitives. Now, the foundation which the readers are to preserve
from destruction, in order to attain to perfection, consists of three

parts. The first is the perdvoia, the subjective turning of the vov$,

the mind, the conversion from selfishness to the love of Christ, from

self-righteousness to the consciousness of guilt, from contempt of

the will of God to the accusation of self. And this fierdvoia is hore

called a ^erdroia d~b veKp&v gpyuv, because that state of the natural

man, had, in the persons addressed, taken the special form of a Jewish

pharisaism which led them to believe that, as regards their relation

to God, they might rest satisfied with certain works which were

severed from the root of a heart right towards God, and wers there

fore &quot;dead.&quot; (It is, moreover, not to be forgotten, that not merely
the Jew, but every one has the tendency to stamp certain actions

outwardly praiseworthy as meritorious works, and with this dead

coin to discharge the demands of his conscience, and to still the

accuser in his breast.) The positive and supplementary part to this

fj.erdvoia is the Triong tirt Oeov. That faith is here denoted, not in the

historico-dogmatic form of faith in Christ, the Messiah, but in the

philosophico-religious form of faith in God, is not undesigned, hut

belongs to the fineness and delicacy of the thought. That the

author means the Christian faith, was already self-evident, and

needed not to be expressed by circumstantial description ;
on the

other hand, this he would and must say, that the Christian, as by

repentance he renounces dead works, so by faith he enters into a

living relation to the living God.

The third member is the 6ida%rj}
i. e.

}
not here, of course, the act

of instruction, but the object gained by instruction, the knowledge

of doctrine thereby acquired. On dida^Tjg are dependent the four

genitives panTiafj&v, t-xLQtasuc; re xeip&v, dvao7doe&&amp;lt;; re retcptiv Kai Kpifta-

rog. It is evident of itself, that the three last of these genitives can

not be directly dependent on Oepfaiovy
for as the resurrection and the

judgment are things to be looked for in the future, the readers can

not be admonished to retain these things themselves but only the

doctrine respecting them. (Those interpreters who understand

Qepupeda, ver. 1, as an intimation of the author s design, and whc
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render KaraftdXteoOai by
&quot;

lay,&quot;
as they would supply dida^/fr at

^eravoia^^ mare(^g} emdeaek)?, dvaardoeug and KpipaTog, must then as a

matter of consequence supply a second didaxfj? at 0aTrrtafjtuv fa8a%ifet

which would be nonsense. To make didax^ dependent on PCITTTKJ-

\i&v
&quot; the doctrine of baptisms&quot; in opposition to mere lustrations

as is done by Bengel, Winer, and Michaelis, yields no meaning

whatever, as it is not the doctrine which forms the distinguishing
feature between the sacrament of baptism and the mere lustrations,

but the forgiveness of sins and regeneration. (With as little reason

can we with (Ecumenius, Luther, Hyperius, Gerhard, take dtda^
as an independent co-ordinate genitive beside ^a-nno^v ;

for what

then would be the meaning of dvaardoe^ and Kpiimrog ?) The right

construction has been given by Calvin, Beza, Schlichting, Storr,

Bohme, Paulus, and Bleek. They supply didaxw at

dvaardaeuc, and itpi^iarpg respectively.

The writer therefore specifiesfour principal objects of the

baptism and laying on of hands which belong to the beginning
of the Christian life, and with which are connected the forgive

ness of sins and bestowal of gifts of the Holy Spirit, and the re

surrection together with the judgment, in which the life of the

Christian Church finds its consummation, and which form the object

of the Christian hope.

Ver. 3. Those who understand fapui^Oa, ver. l,as an intimation

of the author s intended plan of teaching, must, as a matter of

consequence, understand Troiijaopev ,
ver. 4, also in the same way, and

refer the rovro to the intimated transition to more difficult subjects,

so that the author would here say, he designs,
&quot;

if God
will,&quot;

now
in fact to pass to what is more difficult. But it will be difficult to

see how what he says in vers. 4-6, namely, that whosoever has fallen

away from the faith cannot bo again renewed, is subservient to this

design either as argument or illustration. We who have understood

upeOaj ver. 1, as insinuative, i. e., as an exhortation, understand,
of course, TTOMJOOIIEV also in the same way, and refer rovro to the

whole of what precedes, as well to the &quot;

striving after perfection&quot;

as to the not destroying the foundation of the jierdvoia.} TIIO-K; and

ax^j. We thus obtain a sentiment with which ver. 4 connects in the

|

closest and most. delicate manner. The author seriously considers

it as still a problematical thing whether the conversion to faith and

Ithe attainment of perfection be as yet possible for his readers. For,
he says, he who has once fallen from the state of grace, can no

more be renewed. Still, he adds vor. 9, the hope that with his

readers it has not yet come to an entire falling away. He therefore

sets before them in vers. 4-8 the greatness of the danger, but gives

them encouragement again in ver. 9, seq. Both taken together

the danger as well as the still existing possibility (but only the
pos.-

VOL. VI. 28
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sibility) of returning form the exegesis of the edv~ep. The thing

rests upon the edge, but it is still upon the edge.

Vers. 4-6. The impossibility of being renewed is declared of

those who, a
&amp;gt;

were enlightened, who had tasted the heavenly g ft,

had become partakers of the Holy Ghost, and had tasted the gospel

together with the powers of the future world, and then, I, have

again fallen away. The first four particulars describe the various

steps from the beginning of conversion, on to the perfect state of

faith and grace. The beginning is described in the words & T

(f&amp;gt;uTiadwTe$,
the general designation for the knowledge of the truth.

Conversion begins with this, that the man who was blind as regards

himself,
blind in respect to his relation to God, his obligations to

God, his undone state, his need of salvation, and therefore all the

more blind in respect to the offered salvation which he knew not and

wished not to know, is now enlightened as to his own condition and

the truth of the salvation in Christ
;
that he begins to perceive and

to feel that there is something more than deception and superstition

in what is declared to him of the Nazarene. Has this knowledge
been once gained, then it must be progressive or the man must

be lost
;
for this light arises upon any one only once. The second

step is, that the man taking hold of the salvation, now has the ac

tual experience in and for himself, that in Christ a heavenly gift

grace, forgiveness, and strength is offered to him. If he accepts

these gifts in humility and faith, he receives, thirdly, the gift of the

Holy Ghost; his Saviour begins by his spirit to be a living principle

within him ; and this has as its consequence a twofoldfruit. He

learns and experiences in himself the naXov Oeov pfjfia (
a-.a iat

Josh. xxi. 45, xxiii. 14
;
Jcr. xxix. 10, etc.). God s word of promise,

i. e., of course the fulfilment of this word, consequently the whole

riches of the inheritance of grace promised to the Messianic Israel

peace, joy, inclination to what is good, a new heart, etc.
;
and

then, as a second fruit, he experiences in himself the powers of the

ivorld to come. To these powers belong not merely those extraor

dinary miraculous gifts of the apostolic age (which may certainly

be viewed also as anticipations of the final victory of the spirit over

the flesli), but all those gifts of sanctificatiorl and glorification

which, even here below, give to the Christian the victory over the

old Adam, and death. This passage repels the slander of the youirj;

Hegelians and their associates who hold, that the Christianity of.

the Bible is a religion of the future world and not of the present.!

No ! because it is a religion of the future state, it has power
t(j

transform the present and to free it from the evils of sin which is tli(&amp;lt;

ruin of mankind. But the young Hegelians and their associates

because they have no future world, cannot do otherwise than corrup

:and destroy the present.
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Now, of him who has already passed over those stages in the

Christian course and then falls away, it is here said that &quot;it is im

possible again to renew
him,&quot;

i. e.3
the state of grace out of which

he has fallen (the perdvoia, conversion)* cannot be again restored in

him
;
he is and remains lost. We must not shrink from these words

or attempt to explain them away. The author assuredly does not

mean (as some of the more ancient commentators thought) that

such a one is not to be again baptized, although he may notwith

standing be saved
; just as little docs he mean that only men cannot

save him, but God notwithstanding may. He lays it down quite

absolutely,
&quot;

it is impossible to renew him again to conversion.&quot;

This is one of those passages which speak of the so-called sin

against the Holy Ghost, or more correctly of a fall that leads into

irrecoverable perdition. It is well known, that on this subject
there was a difference between the predestinarian Calvinists and the

Lutherans, a difference extending even to the exegesis itself. The
Calvinists founded their view on the passage in Matth. xii. 31, seq.,

in which Christ warns the unbelieving Jeivs against committing the

sin against the Holy Ghost which can never be forgiven ; further, on

the passage 1 John ii. 19, where John says of certain individuals

who had fallen away from Christianity to Gnosticism :

&quot;

They are

gone out from us, but they were not of us
;
for if they had been

of us they would have continued with us.&quot; Both passages were

used by the Calvinists as a proof of the theorem that, a, one who
is really born again cannot fall away, b, consequently he who falls

away cannot have been really born again a theorem which, we may
observe, is not necessarily a consequence of the absolute doctrine

of predestination, but is also conceivable independent of it. But

how now is this to be reconciled with our passage Heb. vi. 4-6 ?

with this passage in which we are taught that there may be a fall

ing away from a state of faith in the fullest and most proper
sense of the term. Calvin laid emphasis on the word yevadfteroi ;

individuals are here spoken of who had but tasted a little of the

gifts of grace, and had received only
&quot; some sparks of

light.&quot;

But whoever is not blinded by dogmatical prejudices must per

ceive, that the aim of our author is evidently and assuredly not

to say : the less one has tasted of the gifts of grace the more

easily may he be irrecoverably lost, but precisely the reverse
;
the

more one has already penetrated into the sanctuary of the state of

grace, by so much the more irrecoverably is he lost in case he should

fall away.
Our passage, therefore, unmistakeably declares the possibility

that a regenerate person may fall away. But does it not herein

contradict what is said in 1 John ii. 19. Not in the least ! If in

* Others foolishly think that the state of Adam before tho fall is hero meant.
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our own day a Christian preacher should write or say of people who

had been corrupt members of the church, and had become the prey

of Rouge and other lying apostles :

&quot;

They have fallen away from

us because they never belonged to
us,&quot;

etc., who would infer from

this, that that pastor virtually denies the possibility that those who

are really regenerated may also fall away ? So it is with John.
J

him who could become the prey of such manifest babblers and lying

prophets as the Gnostics were, it must be inferred, that he had not

penetrated far into the substance of Christianity. From this,

however, it does not at all follow, that one also who has really at

tained to a state of grace in the fullest and most proper sense, may

not/by becoming indolent in the struggle with the old Adam, and

allowing a bosom sin to get the mastery over him, suffer shipwreck

of faith.

In opposition to Calvin, then, we must lay down the following

as the doctrine of the Holy Scripture on the Sin against the Holy

Ghost.

There are three different ivays specified in Scripture in which a

man may be eternally lost. 1. The sin against the Holy Ghost

properly so-called, Matth. xii. 31, seq., when a man obstinately re

sists the call of grace, and repels all the first motions of the Holy

Spirit in his heart and conscience ;
2. 1 John ii. 19, when^one

cm-

braces Christianity outwardly and superficially without being truly

born again, and then becomes a prey to the seducing talk of some

vagabond babbler ;
and 3. Heb. vi. 4-6, when one has been truly

born again, but gives place to the evil principle in his heart, and

being worsted in the struggle, suffers himself to be taken captive

by some more refined temptation of Satan, some more refined lie

(as here by a seemingly pious attachment to the institutions of the

old covenant).*

* Ebrard s view of the above passage is subject to weighty difficulties. It contra

dicts the express testimony of Scripture in other passages, as e. g., John x. 21, 28;
^B

viii. 35, seq., as well as our most fundamental conception of salvation through Christ

If one who has been once made a partaker of eternal life through Christ can indeed fall

away and be lost, then the whole system of the Gospel rests upon a sandy fuundal

If therefore the passage before us does in reality affirm that true believers may go fi

to perdition, we are involved in inextricable difficulties. But it does not, I

affirm any such thing. For, 1, the expressions here used as descriptive of the c at

question, by no means of necessity imply actual regeneration. They are of that ircne

character which may be applicable equally to the regenerate and those who by an en- !

larged religious culture and enlightenment, have approached close to the border land c

relFgious experience without actually attaining it. It is not improbable that the writ

designedly used these somewhat vague terms in order that they might be sure t

elude all those to whom he addressed himself. Concede, however, that they d

note a saving change, and still the passage by no means asserts the possibility that

who have experienced it may fall from their Christian faith. It only asserts an iuevil

ble consequence which, in such an event, must grow out of the very nature of t

viz., the utter impossibility
of their being restored, and makes use of this consequeni
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Why sucli a one is irrecoverably lost, we learn from the words

in apposition to those we have considered ; dvaaravpovvraq^ etc.

Such a one commits, in a more aggravated degree, the sin which the

unbelieving Jews committed against Christ. The Israelites crucified

in their madness a pseudo-Messiah, or at the worst a prophet. But
he who has known and experienced Jesus as his Saviour and Re-

one means of preventing their apostacy. God in dealing with his children, addresses

them not from the absolute truth which is hidden with himself, but according to their obvious

and conscious relations to him. He has ordained the means as well as the end
;
and while

it is certain that the end cannot fail, it is equally certain that it cannot be attained except
in connexion with those means with which God has indissolubly connected it. Thus

while on the one hand, the Lord had promised unconditionally to Paul that none of the

companions of his voyage to Rome should lose their lives, Paul on the other hand, was
warranted in saying that their safety was absolutely dependent on their abiding in the

ship. So Christians, while assured abstractly of the absolute salvation of all believers,

are yet in their own personal character and relations properly warned against apostacy;
for they can appropriate the comfort of the absolute truth only in proportion as they vin

dicate the genuineness of their profession by actual perseverance. Even Paul who could

entertain no doubt of his spiritual calling and ultimate salvation, yet keeps his body

under, lest after having preached to others, he himself prove a castaway.
But here, it is replied, the case is otherwise. Not merely are professed believers warned

against apostacy, but real believers are informed of the consequences of actually apos

tatising. Grant that such is the meaning of the passage. It by no means thence fol

lows that such a case ever did or will actually happen. It is not necessarily more than a

strong statement of the utterly disastrous nature of such an event, conceiving it possible.

The Bible by no means always confines its reasonings to real cases. It often assumes

supposable cases for the sake of strongly illustrating a principle. Thus there is joy in

heaven over one sinner that repenteth more than over ninety and nine just persons that

need no repentance. The case here supposed has no existence on earth, yet this fact

no way detracts from the pertinency of the passage as illustrating a principle. Again
Paul says :

&quot; If wo or an angel from heaven preach any other Gospel to you, let him be

accursed.&quot; None supposes that Paul contemplates such an event as morally possible.

Yet it was physically conceivable, and Paul makes the supposition for the sake of a

cogent illustration. Again in Romans, Paul, in order to illustrate a principle of the

Divine proceedings, contrasts Jews who violate the revealed law with the Gentiles who
do by nature the things contained in the law. There are, properly speaking, no such

Gentiles. All have sinned, and the case is merely a hypothetical one.

Of this nature, I apprehend, is the passage before us. It does not assert that Chris

tians may or do fall away. It only affirms that if persons who have attained a certain

spiritual status which it describes (grant them to be Christians), fell away, their ruin is ir

remediable
;
their case is hopeless. They have crucified afresh the Son of God, and under

aggravating circumstances. They have exhausted and proved vain all the appointed

provisions of salvation. The sacrifice on Calvary having been tried and rejected, there

remaincth no more sacrifice for sins. They cannot, therefore, bo restored to repentance.

The case here, as in the instances above, is abstractly supposable, and the principle it in

volves brought to bear as ono of the predestined and efficacious means against the

catastrophe of which it states the terrible consequences. I cannot myself forbear the

conviction that the writer purposely left the language such as to cover two classes of

cases that of the really regenerate who cannot fall away, and that of those who reach

such a state of spiritual enlightenment, that though they may fall away, they cannot bo

reclaimed. In either case the passage is decisive against that superficial Arminianism

which in asserting Us favorite doctrine of free-will, enables a man to oscillate backwards

and forwards between the remote extremes of sin and holiness; yesterday a saint, to

day destitute of holiness, and to-morrow re-established in his spiritual calling. [K.
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decmer, and yet after all falls away from Christianity, actually

declares him.whom he has known as the Son of God to be a pseudo-

Messiah, and contemns him.

If now by 6wd(.teig are meant the gifts communicated by the

laying on of hands, then (as the laying on of hands took place after

baptism), the readers must have been baptized, and only taken again
under instruction afterwards. Still dvvdjieLg may mean also the

powers of sanctification in the wider sense. The former is, how

ever, the more probable.

Vers. 7, 8. The apostle here remembers Christ s parable of the

different kinds of ground. In this parable, however, we find the

best refutation of the Calvinistic exegesis of vers. 4-6. The fruit

ful as well as the unfruitful soil received the same rain and blessing ;

it is the fault of the soil if the seed is choked by thorns or evil lusts.

The cause of the falling away lies not in. the want of an abstract

gift of perseverance withheld by God, but in a shortcoming in the

struggle with the old man. In the words Kardpaq tyyvq the author

cannot intend to say that the curse is still uncertain (this is forbid

den by the words that follow), they simply mean &quot;it is advancing
towards the curse/ &quot;the curse is impending over it.&quot; (Conip.

chap. viii. 13). Etf KUVOLV for the nominative KCLVOIC; is a Hebraism =
isnV with the \ substantiae, comp. LXX. Is. xl. 16

;
xliv. 15. The

meaning of the author is, of course, not that the thorns and this

tles merely, but that the whole land itself shall be burned up with

fire and brimstone (cornp. Deut. xxix. 22). This is, then, a type of

the eternal destruction of the individual who was compared with an

unfruitful field.

Vers. 9-12. The author now turns to the other side of the sub

ject, to the comforting hope that in the case of his readers it has not

yet come to a falling away.
&quot; If we thus speak to you (in this

style of earnest warning) we are yet persuaded of better things Con

cerning you, of things that pertain to salvation.&quot; ( E^d/zeva aunjiJias

a classical amplification of the adjectival idea = baud insalutaria.

*E%eaOai rtvog, pertinere ad aliquid, to be connected with anything,

to have part in anything. The expression is purposely left indefi

nite, and it is wrong to attempt to find in it one or another precise

sense. E#d//eva ou&amp;gt;rripiag forms only the general antithesis to Kardpag

iyyvs. The change here from severity to gentleness reminds us of

the Pauline passages Gal. iv. 12 and 19
;
2 Cor. x. 11.

Ver. 10. The more that the new life has already shewn itself

to be efficacious in a Christian, the more that the fruits of holiness

have already been visible in him, so much the more safely may it be

concluded that his has been a true central, fundamental, and deep

conversion. The more that his Christianity consisted only of theory

and head orthodoxy, so much the more reason is there to fear that
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the whole man has not been converted, so much the greater danger
is there of a seeming conversion and a subsequent falling away.
What the man has gained by mere dialectics may again be entirely

lost by mere dialectics, amid the temptations of the flesh and the

trials of suffering. The only sure mark of conversion is the pre
sence of sanctification

;
the only sure mark of continuance in the

state of grace is progress in sanctification.

Upon this truth the sentiment of ver. 10 is founded. Because

the readers have already evinced, and do still evince, the visible

fruits of faith in works of love and service, the author cherishes the

persuasion that God will not let them fall, will not withdraw his

Spirit and the help of his grace from them. It is striking, how

ever, that he here appeals to the justice of God. The Eoman Cath

olic theologians have made use of this passage by way of confirming
their theory of the meritum condigni. The natural man can indeed

perform no good and meritorious works
;
but the converted man

can, by the assistance of the Holy Spirit, perform works perfectly

good and therefore meritorious, which God rewards by the commu
nication of new gifts of grace. The evangelical theologians have

justly opposed to this theory the truth, that the best works of the re

generate are still stained with sin and imperfect, and, in fact, that

nothing is said in our passage of rewarding particular works. But
the evangelical theologians have, in general, been able to find no

other way of explaining this passage than by supposing, that the

good works of the regenerate, although imperfect, yet received a

reward of grace from God. This, however, is a contradictio in ad-

jccto; what God gives out of grace in spite of our imperfection
wants precisely for that reason the quality of a reward. The truth

is, there is another righteousness besides that which recomrjenscs or

rewards. The righteousness of God spoken of in our passage is

that which leads, guides, and governs, every man according to the

particular stage of development which he occupies. It is here

affirmed of God that he does not give up to perdition a m&nwho can

still in any way be saved, in whom the new life is not yet entirely

extinct, and who has not yet entirely Mien away ;
but that he seeks

to draw every one as long as they will allow themselves to be drawn,

This is not a judicial or recompensing righteousness towards man

(for man has no right to demand the assisting grace of God as a

thing deserved), but it isthe righteousness of the leather towards the

Son who Uas bought men with his blood, and to wliom IOG poor sin

ners still belong until we have fallen aivay from him. Not towards

us but towards Christ would the Father be atitKo?, were he to with

draw his gracious assistance from a man ere he has ceased to belong
to the pcculium of Christ.

Ver. 11. The writer now expresses his earnest wish that his
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readers may advance in the Christian life with renewed zeal
;
that

&quot; each one of them may now manifest, even to perfection, the same

zeal in striving after the full assurance of
hope,&quot;

as they had hith

erto shewn in the dya /r?/. The full assurance of hope is opposed to

the wavering and uncertainty which they had hitherto shewn, as to

whether they might rely entirely and undividedly on the salvation

and promise of Christ, or whether they required, together with this,

the temple service, and Levitical priesthood.

Ver. 12. The result of that zeal which the readers are to show

is, that they may be no longer vudpoi (as they have been hitherto

chap. v. 12), but may be equal to other Christians, not only in

love and service but also in faith and long suffering. Ma/&amp;gt;o0i;/t&,

however, by no means denotes merely passive patience, the pas

sive endurance of suffering, but as at Kom. ii. 7 even vnoj.iovri

serves to denote active constancy, this is still more denoted here by

Vers. 13-15. Here commences a somewhat more difficult train

of thought which, by means of the particle yap, is connected with

the foregoing as an explanation. The question presents itself:

What is said in vers. 13-15, and what is intended to be proved by
it or to be inferred from it as an explanation of ver. 12 ? What is

said, and said in words grammatically quite clear, is : God has

sworn to Abraham (comp. Gen. xxii. 16, seq., with chap. xvii. 1,

seq.) that he will bless him and multiply him. And from this it is

inferred in ver. 15, that that ancestor of the covenant-people was

thus also made a partaker of the promise through [laKpoOvuia. This

idea of the iiaKpoOvneiv is evidently the connecting link between

ver. 12 and vers. 13-15. On the other hand, the words God hath

sworn Ly Jiimself, ver. 13, are at first only cited as as an accessary

circumstance which is afterwards brought into prominence in ver.

16, and made use of as a new and independent idea. (The words

Kara ri]v rd^Lv Me/l;^cre&amp;lt;5t /e, chap. v. 6, are found to be cited quite in

a similar way, and then, afterwards in chap, vii., made to form pro

perly a new theme. Similarly also the citation chap. iii. 7-12 com

pared with ver. 15, seq., and chap. iv. 3 and 7).

The principal question then in the explanation of the three verses

under consideration is, how far does the fact that God has sworn to

Abraham that he will bless him and multiply him involve the infer

ence, that Abraham attained to the (fulfilment of the) promise by

uaKpoOvfiia ? Bleek is certainly wrong when, in spite of the nal &amp;lt;&amp;gt;v~v

}

he will still not allow ver. 5 to be an inference from vers. 13, 14
;
but

finds in it merely a statement to the effect that Abraham deserved

that promise of the blessing and multiplying, by his constancy (in

the faith) evinced at another time, namely in the offering up of his

son Isaac according to the command of God. The writer, indeed,
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does not in a single word point to the strength of faith shewn in

complying with the command to offer up Isaac
;
but from the cir

cumstance that God sivare to Abraham to bless him and to multiply

him, he infers that Abraham obtained the promise (namely the ful

filment of it) through the constancy of his faith. Now, whoever

ascribes to our author a rabbinical method of exegesis which cleaves

to words and to the letter must here again find himself greatly
embarrassed

;
for here, as always, the force of the argumentation

lies not in the letter, but in the thought. There are two particulars
on which the force of the proof rests. First, God promised to

Abraham with an oath; this already implied that the fulfilment of

the promise was to be looked for at some future time, for there can

be no need of confirming with an oath the promise of a gift which

is forthwith and immediately bestowed
;
an oath is then only neces

sary, when the fulfilment is so remote as to make it possible that

doubts might spring up in the mind of the receiver of the promise
from the long delay. Secondly, the subject-matter of the promise,
the promised object itself, was such as from the nature of the case

could only be realized after the death of Abraham. He was to be

blessed, and that by an immense multiplication of his seed
;
that

could, from the nature of the case, be fulfilled only many genera
tions after Abraham. Thus Abraham thoughout his whole life saw

nothing of the fulfilment of the promise which had been made to

him (comp. chap. xi. 39); he was directed to continue until death

in the constancy of the hope of that which he saiu not. So also are

the readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews admonished not to rely on

the earthly, visible, Jewish theocracy and its institutions, but with the

constancy of Abraham s faith to build their hope of salvation on the

crucified Jesus who has gone into the heavens, whose followers still

form a scattered flock, and who have nothing on earth but the hope
of what is promised for the future.

Vers. 16-19. The author now brings into prominence the acces

sary idea indicated in ver. 13, that God can swear by none greater
than he is himself, and makes use of it for a new turn of thought,

namely, for the inference that, just because God is in himself un

changeable, a promise which he has not only given, but has, more

over, sworn by himself in confirmation of it, is absolutely sure and
settled. In this certainty of the promises of God there lies a second

motive for the readers to continue steadfast in the hope of the glory

promised to the Messianic Israel (already in Abraham s time).
And from this the author, having inwardly prepared his readers and

opened their hearIs, dexterously retraces his steps to his theme re

specting the similarity between the New Testament Messianic

priesthood and that of Melchisedec.

Ver. 16.
&quot; Men swear by one who is greater (than themselves),
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and the oath is for certainty beyond all strife&quot; (for indisputable

certainty). This idea is in itself plain. Men swear by a being
who is greater than they, who possesses omniscience enabling him to

know the perjured person, and power and justice to punish him.

The oath consists in this, that the person who swears calls the higher

being to witness at once the promise and the fulfilment or non-

fulfilment, and to be the eventual avenger of the latter. (Hence
with the purified Christian every word is a tacit oath, inasmuch as

it is spoken in the consciousness of the testimony of the all-

present and all-knowing God. And hence Christ forbids swearing.

by inanimate things (Matth. v. 84), and puts that state of mind
in which every yea is a yea i. e., in which every word, whether

God be expressly called to witness or not, is spoken in the con

sciousness that God is witness in the place of that swearing which

was alike superstitious and false. Christ therefore does not forbid

the oath, but he wills that the Christian should speak only oaths,

and that in this way the difference between swearing and not swear

ing should find an end).

Yer. 16. Now in God, the possibility of wavering, or the want

of veracity, and thus the necessity of a higher guarantee, falls ab

solutely to the ground. He is true, not on account of another

or from fear of any other, but by his own nature. Therefore he

can swear only l&amp;gt;y himself, he can produce only himself and his

own nature as the witness and guarantee of his veracity. It is

true that for this very reason God s swearing by himself is an

anthropopathism, or more correctly a condescension to human

infirmity. On his own account he needs not to swear
;
on his

own account the form of swearing, the form of a promisor and a

witness, might be dispensed with. But so long as to man the

knowledge of the unchangeableness of God was still hidden or

imperfect, God condescended to swear. With wonderful wisdom

he stooped to the human presupposition of the possibility of change
in God, therefore he sware

;
but inasmuch as he sware by himself,

he in the same act lifted man upwards to the knowledge that he has

that in his own nature which hinders him from change. This idea,

which was already briefly indicated in ver. 13, is further developed
in ver. 17.

Ev
&amp;lt;5,

lite rally &quot;in which circumstance,&quot;
= in these circumstances,

qiue cum ita sint. Hence it may be rendered by
&quot;

therefore&quot;

(Theophylact, Erasmus, Schlichting, Grotius, Kuinoel, OlshaiLsen,

De Wette, Tholuck, Bleek, etc.). Ev o&amp;gt; does not, however, belong

to j3ovAd/zevo ;
Kanibaeh and others have explained thus : as ncrw

by this (by conforming to the practice among men of swearing)

God would shew, etc.; the swearing of God is evidently, however,

not placed parallel with swearing of men, but in opposition to it,
as
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already appears from the words dvOpu-oi [lev yap. Ev w belongs
rather to tpeairevaev.

&quot; Therefore (because men swear by one superior to themselves)

God, when he would shew to the heirs of the promise the immuta

bility of his will in a superabundantly sure way, placed himself in

the middle&quot; (between himself qua the promiser, and men). Meerc-

TEUG), se interponere, to place one s self as mediator between two

parties. Then specially in promises in the form of an oath, to place
one s self as warranter, as fidejussor or security between the promiser
and the receiver of the promise, in order to undertake the security
for the fulfilment of the promise. God does this when a man
swears by him

;
he then lets himself be called by both men as a

witness and guarantee. When, however, God swears by himself, he

then as it were comes in between himself and men. In other words,
he is his own witness.

Ver. 18.
&quot; Therefore we have firm consolation by two indestruc

tible things, in both of which it is impossible for God to lie we who
flee for refuge to lay hold on the hope at the future goal/ As God
is in himself unchangeable and true, and needs not to swear, so his

promise is in itself alone already sure and indestructible. But when,

moreover, he appears not merely as promiser, but (inasmuch as he

swears) also as [teai-evuv, as his own witness and security, then must
the fulfilment be doubly sure, or, more precisely, a double testimony
is given to the Divine immutability.

In the words which stand in apposition to the subject ol Kara-

reg } etc., the author repeats the condition upon which a sub

jective interest is obtained in the promise which is in itself and

objectively sure. Nothing is wanting on God s part ;
but we on our

part, forsaking all false consolation, must flee to lay hold on the

oKeL^vr]. (On the partic. aor. comp. chap. iv. 3. Others

less naturally understand nara^vjovreg as an absolute idea, and make

dependent on Trapa/cA?;^, and give this latter the significa

tion &quot;

admonition, injunction&quot;). The hope involves here both the

object of the hope (comp. the adjective TcpoKeipevrf) and the act of it

(comp. Kpariinai). Kara^vyovreg is well explained by Calvin thus :

Hoc verbo significat, non aliter Deo vere nos fidere, quarn dum

prrcsidiis omnibus aliis destituti ad solidam ejus promissionem con-

fugimus. The readers were to flee from all false Judaistic props of

hope in the concern of their salvation, and to direct their eye alone

to the invisible goal of future glory promised in Christ.

Ver. 19. This firm hope resting solely upon Christ is &quot;a sure

and firm anchor of the soul, and such as enters into the inner place
behind the vail.&quot; Two figures are here, not so much mixed as, in a

very elegant manner, combined. The author might compare the

world to a sea, the soul to a ship, the future still concealed glory to
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the covered bottom of the sea, the remote firm land stretching7 O
beneath the water and covered by the water. Or he might compare
the present life upon earth to the forecourt, and the future blessed

ness to the heavenly sanctuary, which is still, as it were, concealed

from us by a vail. He has, however, combined the two figures.

The soul, like a shipwrecked mariner, clings to an anchor, and sees

not where the cable of the anchor runs to, where it is made fast
;

it

knows, however, that it is firmly fixed behind the vail which conceals

from it the future glory, and that if it only keeps fast hold of the

anchor, it will, in due time, be drawn in with the anchor by a res

cuing hand into the holiest of all. Thus there is in the hope itself

that which certainly brings about t\\Qfulfilment.
Ver. 20. The holy of holies is now more particularly described

as that &quot; into which Christ is entered as our Forerunner/ In these

words the author touches on the second section of the first part

(chap. ii. ver. 16, comp. with ver. 17), and at the same time on the

second section of the second part (chap. iv. vers. 10 and 14). la

both passages, but with more distinctness in the second, the inference

was drawn from this going before of Christ as the first-fruits and

preparer of the way to heaven, that his office is a high-priestly office.

Thus the sentiment of ver. 20 leads the author naturally and with

out constraint back to the theme begun at chap. v. 1-10, namely,
the comparison of C/trist with the high-priest, and now, after having

prepared the hearts of the readers for what he is about to say, he

proceeds exactly from the place where he broke off at chap. v. 10
;

he repeats the new theme already intimated there : Christ is a priest

after the order of Melchisedec. and this similarity between his priest

hood and that of Melchisedec culminates in the eternity of it.

SECTION SECOND.

THE MESSIAH, AS A HIGH PRIEST AFTER THE ORDER OF MELCHISEDEC,

IS A SUPERIOR HIGH PRIEST TO AARON.

(Chap, vii.)

The train of thought in this chapter is most clearly arranged :

First, it is shown in ver. 1-10 that Melchisedec s priesthood was of

a higher order than the Levitical
; then, in vers. 11-19, the infer

ence is drawn from this, that the Levitical priesthood, and in like

manner also, the Mosaical law upon which it was grafted was im

perfect, and finally in vers. 20-28, that the Messiah, because
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according to Ps. ex. he must be a high priest after the order of

Melchisedec, was greatly superior to the Levitical priesthood as well

as to the -Mosaical law.

The first of these three parts divides itself again into two lines

of thought ;
in ver. 1-3 it is shewn that the priesthood of Melchis-

edec is an eternal priesthood, in ver. 4-10 that Melchisedec took tithes

from Levi.

Yers. 1-3. Ovroc, points back to chap. vi. 20. This Melchisedec,

namely, he who is spoken of in Ps. ex. The principal nerve of the

passage lies, of course, in the principal verb psvei dg rb dirjveKs^ (not
as Storr would have it in the words Kppvvevonevoc, fiauiXevg diKaioovrrjc).

It was already intimated in chap. vi. 20, that Christ is like Mel
chisedec an eternal high priest. And now in vers. 1-3, it is ex

plained in how far Melchisedec s priesthood was eternal, and in like

manner it is then shewn in vers. 20-28 in how far Christ s priest

hood was eternal. It can therefore not bo doubted that the words

abideth for ever contain the principal idea of the sentence. All

the other parts from vers. 1-3 are only accessary members of an ex

planatory kind.

The question, however, still remains in what relation does this

principal idea stand to the thesis chap. iv. 20. Are we to take the

yap in an argumentative sense, and is it the intention of the author

to prove in vers. 1-3 that Christ was a high priest after the order

of Melchisedec ? And does the proof consist in this, that Mel
chisedec was an eternal priest, and that, in like manner, an eternal

priesthood belongs also to Christ, so that in virtue of this tor tin in

comparationis eternity Christ can be called a high priest after the

order of Melchisedec? This cannot possibly have been the author s

intention. He must in this case have left out the words etc, rbv

altira in the thesis chap. vi. 20, and, instead of this, must have intro

duced immediately after ver. 3 what he says from vers. 20-28.

(The train of thought must then have been : Christ is a high priest

after the manner of Melchisedec; for, Melchisedec s priesthood was

eternal, Christ s priesthood was also eternal, ergo.) In reality, how

ever, the author was under no necessity whatever of proving that

Christ s priesthood was and must be after the order of Melchisedec.

This had already been settled at chap. v. 1-10, and settled on the

ground that the prophetical psalm, Ps. ex., contains the calling of

the Messiah to the priestly dignity, and that the psalmist had

therefore before-hand ascribed to the Messiah the priestly in con

junction with the kingly honour. No, it is not the aim of the author

to prove in chap. vii. 1-3 that the priesthood of Christ is of the same

order as that of Melchisedec, but, from the thesis already established,

chap. vi. 20, to draw inferences, the inference, namely that i\\Q priest

hood oftlie Messiah is superior to the Levitical priesthood.
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We must, therefore take yap in an explicative signification in the

sense of namely. The weighty import of the thesis, chap. vi. 20,

is now to be evolved, the author will, so to speak, unfold to the

reader the fulness of meaning that lies in the simple expression afier

the order of Melchisedec, and shew him with what important results it

is fraught.
A series of clauses in apposition follows the subject of the sen

tence, which, however, do not all belong to the subject, but in part
to the predicate. Those which belong to the predicate begin with

first being by interpretation ; that they begin here and nowhere elso is

evident from this, that the first two attributes are here repeated by

way of being explained.

Melchisedec, first being by interpretation king of

righteousness,

king of Salem . . , . then king of Salem, i. e. king of peace,

priest of God, etc.

We have therefore to render the sentence thus :

&quot; This Mel

chisedec, king of Salem, priest of the most high God, who met

Abraham, etc., and blessed him, abidetlifor ever as one whose name

signifies king of righteousness, etc/ The first group of appositional

clauses serves to denote and to describe the subject ;
the second

serves to shew, what ground there is for ascribing to this subject

the predicate abidetlifor ever.

Let us consider the first group. Melchisedec, the well-known

king of the Amorites, Gen. xiv. The conjecture of Jerome, Luther,

etc., that Melchisedec was no other than Shem the son of Noah, is

now with reason universally rejected. Equally untenable is the

view of Molinaus, Hottinger, etc., that Melchisedec was no man,
but a temporary incarnation of the Son of God. Melchisedec was

doubtless, according to the Scriptures of the Old and New Testa

ment, none other than an Amoritic prince of a tribe among whom

(just as in the house of Laban) the ancient primitive monotheism

was still preserved, and who, according to the old patriarchal fashion,

still offered sacrifices as the priest of his tribe to the invisible God

in heaven. The words who met, etc. as also the words to ioho,ii Tie

gave a tenth, etc., serve here immediately only to recall to the minds of

his readers the few features that have been preserved from the life

of this man, and to give them a more distinct presentation of the

form of Melchisedec, although these features are afterwards, vers. 4

and 6, again taken up and made use of for farther inferences (just

as at chap. vi. 13 the words tirei, etc.).

Pass we now to the second group of clauses in apposition. Mel

chisedec remains a priest for ever, he whose name being interpreted

is King of righteousness, whose title signifies King of peace. The

author was fully entitled to lay stress on these names, as they were
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not merely arbitrary, but were really expressive of the nature and
character of that man. If our author had drawn similar inferences

from the name of the later king Adonizedeo of Salem (Jo^h. x.),

this might justly have been characterized as a rabbinical proceeding;
but every reader of sound sense will feel how impossible such a

proceeding would be to the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews,
how harshly it would contrast with the usually profound character

of his reasonings. In Melchisedec the nomen et omen truly met
and harmonized. The tribe of people which had built Salem must
have been really a peaceable tribe^ otherwise they would not have

given to the city the name &quot;

Peace,&quot;
&quot;

city of
Peace,&quot; and, in fact,

the king of this city had not involved himself and his people in that

war which, considering the times, Avas a pretty extensive war. This

king himself showed really a sense of justice in sympathising with

the righteous cause of Abraham, and he showed more than this, in

coming to meet Abraham in a friendly spirit with presents of

refreshment. Abraham, the champion of faith, offers to him gifts

of homage ; nay, in giving him the tenth, he thereby places himself

under his sovereignty, he takes refuge beneath the sceptre of this

king who served the living God, in order that under his protection
he may henceforth live unmolested by hostile bands of heathen.

The names p-ra ^Va and tVti Y &J therefore, really express only in a

concise way the features of character and form which distinguished
that priest-king. And when David (Ps. ex.) in the spirit of pro

phecy sees and expects of the seed promised to him, that, like

Melchisedec, he will unite the priestly with the kingly dignity, he

surely does not predict in these words a merely outward and

mechanical conjunction of the two dignities, but he has before him
the figure of a man in whom, as in Melchisedec, the kingly power
would be consecrated and penetrated with the sanctifying virtue of

the priestly dignity and work, the form, therefore, of a king who
would truly govern in peace (comp. 2 Sarn.nr

ii. 11) and righteousness

(comp. Ps. xlv. 7).

From this alone, however, it docs not follow that Melchisedec s

priesthood is eternal. In order to prove this other attributes are

still necessary. Melchisedec is withoutfather,
without mother, without

descent. What does the author mean by this ? Schulz and Bohme
have imputed such absurdity to him as to suppose, that he really

meant to say that Melchisedec came into the world without parents,

and with some this strange idea even yet finds acceptance. But is

it seriously believed that the author meant to ascribe to Melchisedec

a really eternal priesthood ? Christ then was not the only eternal

priest ! Such an interpretation as this which cleaves to the letter,

carries in itself merely that rabbinical narrowness which those who

employ it think they find in the Holy Scriptures.
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Our author reasons in quite the reverse way. He turns entirely

away from all investigation respecting the other unknown events in

Melchisedec s life
;
and views him only in so far as David in the

110th psalm has made use of him, and could make use of him as a

type of the Messiah. The individual Melehisedec who met Abraham
had indeed a father and a mother, possibly a brave father and a

gentle mother for all we know. But just because we do not know

this, and because David also could know nothing of it when he used

the words, &quot;Thou art a priest after the order of Melehisedec/ he

cannot have intended to say : the Messiah will have a brave or not

brave father, a gentle or ungentle mother, etc., in other words, he

could not mean to set forth the individual with his oilier character

istics as a figure of the future Messiah, but must have referred to

the figure of Melehisedec only in so far as it stands out from obscurity

in Gen. xiv., when he said of the promised seed that he shall be a

priest after the manner of Melehisedec.

But this and this alone is justly important to our author. The
Levitical priest had to legitimize himself as a priest by his descent

from Levi and Aaron
;
Melchisedec s priesthood had certainly noth

ing to do with his race and his descent, as nothing at all has been

recorded of his descent. Melehisedec stands altogether outside of

the great theocratical lineage, which runs from Abraham upwards
to Adam and downwards to Levi and Aaron, etc. He comes forth

from the darkness, like a streak of light, only to disappear imme

diately in the darkness again. And yet although he cannot have

been a priest by theocratical descent the Holy Scripture adduces

him, Moses himself adduces him as a &quot;

priest of God on high/ and

acknowledges him as such. If now the Messiah is to be a priest

after the order of Melchisedeo, then to him also is ascribed not the

Levitical hereditary priesthood, but an independent priesthood having

its roots in his own person.

That the words ajrarwp, dfirjrwp mean here really nothing more

than parentibus ignotis appears partly, from the analogy of profane
writers (for example, Horace, serai. 1, 6, 10 : Multos saepe vires

nullis rnajoribus ortos. Liv. iv. 3 : Servium Tullium, captiva Gor-

niculana natum, patre nullo, matre serva, Cic. de oratore, II. 64 :

Quid hoc clamoris ? quibus nee pater nee mater, tanta coufklentia

estis?) partly from the explanatory dyeveahoyrjToc, which as is well

known, signifies not &quot;without generation&quot; but &quot;without pedigree.&quot;

Now this also points already indirectly at the eternal nature of

the priesthood of Melehisedec
;
the full proof, however, is first given

in the words having neither beginning of days nor end of life.,
but

d(j)G)[joi(*)nvog TO) vi& rov Osov. How this is to be explained appears

from what has just been said. The individual Melehisedec had, in

truth, a beginning and an end of life
;
but of this nothing is re-
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corded in the Pentateuch, and therefore David could not refer to it

in the 110th psalm. It is of importance to the author that nothing
is recorded of Melchisedec s birth and death. As he has explained
without father and ivithout mother by the term without genealogy, so

now he explains having neither beginning of days nor end of life by

dtjxjfwupevos, etc. Calvin has already observed with reason that the

author does not say dialog. Melchisedec was not like to Christ, but

was represented in a manner like to Christ. Bat that nothing is re

corded in the Pentateuch of the beginning and end of Melchisedec s

life, and that, notwithstanding, Melchisedec is acknowledged as a

priest of God, and that this his priesthood without predecessors
and successors was set forth by David as a type of the future Mes
sianic priesthood this, again, has properly for our author a positive

significance. This is to be explained by the antithesis to the Levitical
^

priesthood ; for all these characteristic features of the priesthood of

Melchisedec are adduced as bearing on the comparison with the

Levitical priesthood, and in proof of the inferiority of the latter.

The Levitical priest or highpriest became a priest by his birth, and left

the priesthood at his death to his son
;
his office was, from the na

ture of him who held it, not a continuing one, but one that moved

onwards from member to member, and this succession was expressly

prescribed and regulated in the law. When therefore the Psalmist

will describe the priestly glory of the promised seed, and seeks to

concentrate this in a corresponding type, he selects not that of a

ritual Levitical high priest one of those high priests who, from

generation to generation, ceased from their office and gave place to

each other but that of Melchisedec who, a, was a priest not by

formal, legal investment, but because his internal character, his

qualities of righteousness and peace impelled him to bring sacrifices

to God, and to consecrate the power of the king by the internal

qualities of the priest ; who, I, was a priest not by descent but

in himself
;
and who therefore, c, was not a link in a chain of pre

decessors and successors, but is represented as alone in his order,

and thus far as one who continues a priest (yields up his priesthood
to no one).

It is therefore truly no play upon words or artifice of ingenuity,
but the Divine- wisdom and illumination of the Holy Spirit, by
which our author obtains the inferences which he builds on those

particulars in the form under which Melchisedec is represented to

us. The vindication of his procedure lies in this, that Melchisedec

does not appear as in himself (Gen. xiv.) a type of Christ, but is

first stamped as a type of Christ by David in Ps. ex., who in this

could not certainly refer to all that Melchisedec was, but only to the

little that was recorded of him in Gen. xiv. Seeing then that David

when he would describe in its highest form the glory of the seed

VOL. VI 29.
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promised to him, selects not the form of a Levitical high priest, but

that of Melchisedec as represented in Gen. xiv., our author must
needs inquire, wherefore and on what grounds this of Melchisedec

appeared to the Psalmist the most glorious form, more so than that

of a Levitical high priest. These reasons were not difficult to discover.

The Levitical high priest was such by investment
; altogether apart

from his personal character, but the Messiah was to be a high priest

(comp. i. 9, ii. 17, iv. 15) from his own internal character, through
his personal holiness, compassion, righteousness, and truth, just as

Melchisedec was a high priest through his own independent free act

and piety. The Levitical high priest held his office in virtue of his

descent from Levi and Aaron
;
the Messiah was to descend not from

Aaron but from David
;

like Melchisedec he was to stand outside

of the hereditary Levitical succession of priests. The Levitical

high priest must give place to a successor
;
the Messiah was to &quot;be a

priest-king without end (2 Sam. vii.
;
Ps. ex. 4); to this corresponds

in Melchisedec the circumstance, that we are nowhere to!d of his

successor in the priestly office. In the manner t]ien in which the

account respecting Melchisedec is given Gen. xiv. lies the reason

why he must have appeared to the Psalmist as more exalted than

the Levitical high priest. None of those limitations which were

essential to the latter are ascribed to the former. It is precisely in

the mysterious way in which the Pentateuch represents him as

emerging from the darkness, and standing above the theocratical

race, that we are to seek the ground of that impression of more ex

alted majesty which induced the Psalmist to set him forth as a type

or example of the priest-kingly glory belonging to the future Mes

siah. It will, accordingly, be evident that those expositors are en

tirely mistaken who maintain, that the words remaineth a priest

forever intimate merely that the priestly office of Melchisedec was

everlasting. The office was also in the case of the Lev tical high

priests abiding and lasting. No ! the person of Melchisedtc not

precisely his person in its individual reality but in the outline cf it

which was presented to the Psalmist wore the aspect of a priest

whose priesthood had its root in himself, and who resigned his

office to no successor. The substance of vers. 1-3 is therefore this :

Already the Holy Scriptures of the Old Testament ascribe to the

Messiah a priesthood which, in virtue of its internal and external

independence and freedom from limitations, is far superior to the

Levitical priesthood.

Vers. 4-10. A second proof now follows of the superiority
of

the priesthood of Melchisedec to the Levitical priesthood. This

second proof is drawn from the incidents in the history of Mel

chisedec already mentioned casually in ver. 1, seq., who met Abra

ham, etc. The whole argument in vers. 4-10 moves in the form of
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a sorites. This sorites consists of two principal parts. In vers. 4-7,

from the circumstance that Abraham gave to Melchiseclec the tenth

and received his blessing it is inferred, that Melchiseclec was supe
rior to Abraham. In vers. 9, 10 from the fact that Levi was then

yet in the loins of Abraham it is inferred, that Levi also was sub

ordinate to Abraham.
The first part of the sorites will in a scholastico-logical form

stand thus :

Major : The receiver of tithe and bestower of the blessing is

superior to the giver of tithe and receiver of the

blessing.

Minor : But Abraham gave tithe to Melchisedec and received

the blessing from him.

Conclusion : Therefore Melchisedec is superior to Abraham.
The author does not, however, merely omit the conclusion according
to the form of the sorites, and forthwith proceed to the second

principal part, but he makes the omission of the conclusions still

more easy by the simple process of placing the major after the minor

proposition.

Ver. 4 is the first half of the minor : Melchisedec received from

Abraham the tenth. In ver. 5 a subsidiary remark follows, to

the effect that Melchisedec received the tenth from Abraham in a

much more striking and distinguished manner than the Levites

now receive it from the Jews. In ver. 6 the first half of the

minor
} enlarged by the antithetical reference to ver. 5, is repeated,

and the second half of the minor : that Melchisedec blessed Abraham,
is added.

In ver. 7 the major proposition (already involving the conclusion)
now follows the minor ; formally, however, it is adduced only in re

ference to the blessing. (The same thing was already self-evident

in reference to the levying of the tithe chiefly from ver. 5).

After it has been shewn that Melchisedec is superior to Abra

ham, the receiver of the promise, and the progenitor of all the

Levitical and non-Levitical Jews, the author, now glancing back

to vers. 1-3, makes the transition in ver. 8 to the second principal

part of the sorites, vers. 9, 10, ver. 9 containing the
t/iesis, ver. 10

the proof.

Ver. 4. The particle & serves simply to denote the transition to

another subject.
&quot; But now observe further/ UrjMicos how great,

how highly exalted, namely, in comparison with the Levitical high

priests. The o&amp;gt; does not serve first to determine who is meant by
ovrog ;

but ovrog refers backwards to the Melchisedec named in vers.

1-3, and w is confirmatory, cui = quurn ei. The apposition 6 na-

idpxii? is, on account of the emphasis, placed at the end of the

period. He who, as the progenitor of all Israel, also of the Levites,
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is superior to Israel and to the Lcvites, nevertheless paid the tentli

to Melcbisedec, and thus placed himself in a subordinate position

to him. This finishes the first part of the minor proposition (placed

before the major in ver. 7).

Before, however, the author adds the other part in ver. 6, he

must first meet an objection. The objector might say, Why is so

much stress laid on the circumstance that Melcbisedec took tithes ?

Did not the Levitical priests also take tithes ? The author must

needs, shew, therefore, what an important difference there is be

tween the two cases. He does this in a subsidiary remark at ver. 5.

He first of all introduces the objection itself in the form of a re

striction,
&quot; and indeed the Levites also take tithes

;&quot; he, however, at

the same time, joins to this restriction or concession all the par
ticulars in which the inferiority of the Levites in this respect shows

itself, so that he can then forthwith set forth in opposition to this,

the higher form of tithe-taking in the case of Melchisedec, and with

this can, at the same time, repeat in a more enlarged and more

definite form in the 6th verse, the idea of the minor proposition of

ver. 4.

We must first of all consider more closely the subject: ol ^v in

r&v vltiv Aevl T7)v lepareiav Xa^dvovre^. That ol ^a^dvovreg is really

the subject, and that the words KK rtiv vl&v Aevi depend on
A&amp;lt;7/ /3a-

vovreg, is evident of itself. If ol K rtiv vl&v Aevi by itself were

taken as the subject, and rtjv lepareiav happdvovres as a more special

determination of the idea in the predicate, we should then obtain

the unsuitable sense that the Levites then take tithes when they re

ceive or enter upon the priesthood. This, however, would not be

agreeable to historical fact. With as little reason can we, with

Bleek and others, render thus : those among the Levites who receive

the priesthood (in opposition to those who were Levites merely with

out being priests) for, according to the Mosaic law, all Levites

received tithe (Lev. xxvii. 30). The emphasis rather lies on Xui$d-

vovrec, and the Levites are placed in a twofold antithesis to Mel

chisedec
; first, as those who were descended from Levi

; secondly,

as those who received the priesthood (in virtue of this their descent).
&quot; Those who, being the sons of Levi, received the priesthood,&quot;

stand

in opposition to Melchisedec, who, according to vers. 1-3, was with

out genealogy, and had neither predecessor nor successor but whose

priesthood flowed independently, as it were, from his own person.

(So substantially also Reland, Pierce, Wolf).
The word hapfidvovre?, then, already indicates one point of infe

riority in the Levitical receiving of tithes. A further point of infe

riority is given in the words evTohfjv Ixovot. The Levites received

by a command the right to lift tithes, and the rest of the Israelites

give tithes because they must do so. Abraham, on the contrary;
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gave tithe to Melchisedec voluntarily. There there was a third party

(namely, God) who is superior to the Levites, as well as to the rest

of the tribes, to whom the tithe properly belonged, and who assigned
it to the Levites. Here it was the personal dignity and majesty of

Melchisedec that moved Abraham to give tithes. The same anti

thesis is repeated in the words Kara rbv vo\iov.

But the author does not overlook the circumstance, also, that

the right of the Levites to exact tithes extends only to the Aadf,
rovreari rovg ddehfyovq avr&v, while Melchisedec s superiority stretches

beyond his tribe, even to Abraham, who was quite a stranger to

him. In like nianner, also, that the descent from Abraham as, on

the one hand (in the case of the Levites) it confers the right to take

tithes, so, on the other hand (in the case of those who are not

Levites), does not protect them from the burden of paying tithes.

This latter lies in the words, though they came out of the loins of Abra
ham. Is Melchisedec, then, superior to the progenitor of the race

whose members divide themselves into tithe-receivers and tithe-

payers, it is therefore evident that the right of these latter (the

Levites) to take tithes is of a far inferior nature to the right of Mel
chisedec. Or, in other words : that Melchisedec stood higher above

Abraham, than among his descendants the Levites stand above those

who are not Levites. The relation might be mathematically repre

sented thus :

Melchisedec ~^ ^ [Abraham ^ (Levites ^ not Levites)].

Then, in addition to this, comes the other difference indicated in the

words tvTo\i]v and Kara v6[iov}
between the right of the Levites to

take tithes as a dependent right, and conferred by the lawgiver,
and that of Melchisedec as independent and flowing from his per
sonal dignity.

In vor. 6 the other side of the comparison between Melchisedec

and the Levitical priests is presented, and special emphasis laid on

this feature of it that Melchisedec received tithes from one who, in

respect of descent, was not connected with him. In this the first

part of the minor proposition is repeated, but in a more full and defi

nite form. To this is added here the second part of the minor pro

position, viz., that Abraham, although he had received from God
the theocratical promise, was yet bkssed of Melchisedec. The de

signation rbv t^oi-ra ra$ tTrayye/Ua? corresponds in its logical position

to the designation b TTarpidpMc, ver. 4. At both a nainep might be

supplied instead of the article.

In ver. 7 the major proposition now follows the minor, and here

we do not indeed find both parts of the minor referred with scho

lastic accuracy to corrresponding general propositions, but only the

second part of it, which was adduced immediately before.
&quot; With

out all contradiction the less is blessed of the higher,&quot;
he who
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blesses is always superior to him who is blessed. The parallel mem
ber : The tithe-receiver is always superior to the tithe-giver was so

self-evident (especially after what was said from ver. 5 onwards),
that the author might safely omit it.

Equally unnecessary was the formal statement of the conclusion :

Ergo Melchisedec is superior to Abraham
;
and so much the more,

as he had placed the major proposition, which involved this conclu

sion, behind the minor.

He therefore, in ver. 8, forthwith makes the transition to the

secondprincipal part of the sorites, to the argument, namely (for which

also he had already prepared the way in ver. 5), that if Abraham is

inferior to Melchisedec, so much the more inferior to him is Lovi.

He, however, makes this transition precisely in such a way as to in

troduce an accessory remark which connects substantially with the.

accessory remarks of the 5th verse.

The idea, namely, that here (under the Levitical law) it is dying-

men who receive tithes, but there, he of whom it is testified that

he liveth this idea forms no link in the syllogistic chain, does

not follow from ver. 7, and proves nothing for ver. 8, but is in reality

an accessory idea, serving only to lead the attention of the reader

away from Abraham to the Levites. In respect of its import, this

verse merely points back in a brief way to ver. 3, and only in this

view is it, in general, intelligible. If ver. 3 had not preceded,
ver. 8 might then really be so understood as if the author there

meant to ascribe an endless life to the individual Melchisedec (for,

with Justinian, Capellus, and others, to consider Christ as the sub

ject of #?, is mere nonsense). But, after what was said in ver. 3 (as

in the main Bleek also has rightly perceived) pap-vpovpevog on y

can be nothing else than a concise representation of the idea : fnjrs

apxn v ripeptiv prjre 0% rekog K%UV, and is therefore to be explained
thus : &quot;Of whom only his life is recorded, not his death&quot; (Bleek);

or, in other words : it is again not the individual Melchisedec who

has the testimony that he liveth, but it is again the typical figure of

Melchisedec, as it appeared to the eye of the Psalmist in the frame

work of Gen. xiv. Ver. 8, therefore, contains nothing new, but

merely reminds the reader of the inferiority of the Levitical priest

hood, already shewn at ver. 3, and this with the view, as has been

already observed, merely of turning in this way the attention of the

reader from Abraham to the tribe of Levi.

Vers. 9, 10. In these verses wre have now the second principal

part of the sorites itself. In ver. 9 a thesis is laid down, a minor pro

position to which the major proposition of the foregoing syllogism

implicitly contained in ver. 7 (the tithe-receiver is superior to the

tithe-giver) stands directly related
; namely, the minor proposition:

Levi also in a certain sense paid tithes to Melchisedec
;
so that here,
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neither the major proposition nor the conclusion needed to be spe

cially adduced. In ver. 10 the minor proposition of ver. 9 is proved.
The words in both verses are perfectly clear. In the mode of reason

ing, however, many commentators have, with a greater or less dis

play of merriment, found here again a thoroughly coarse specimen
of the rabbinical manner of interpretation and reasoning, while

others again (as Olshausen, Bleek) have sought to vindicate this

reasoning by viewing it merely as an &quot;

argumentatio ad hominem
directed against the Jewish estimation of mere bodily descent&quot;

(which might properly be called deductio ad absurdurn), and thus

to defend it against the charge of unsuitableness. Even Olshausen

thinks that this argument is
&quot; not to be understoed literally, and

that the author means to indicate this by we t-of efaeiv
;
but how

then is it to be understood ? -The argument would indeed be rab

binical, if the author had inferred from Levi s being still in the loins

of Abraham, that Levi participated in Abraham s giving tithes con

sidered as an individual act of Abraham. For example, it would be

stange and absurd were I to reason th-us : &quot;The Margrave George
of Brandenburg with great courage protected the Reformation in

Baireuth
; but Frederic William IV. was then in the loins of

George, therefore Frederic William IV. with great courage pro
tected the Reformation in Baireuth.&quot; Our author, on the contrary,
infers from the fact that Levi was then in the loins of Abraham

(i. e., let it be observed, that neither Levi, nor Isaac, nor Jacob were

at that time begotten for so soon as Isaac was begotten Levi was

no longer in Abraham s loins) only this, that the legal relation in

which Abraham placed himself to Melchisedec held good also with

reference to Levi. That he does not mean an absolute participation

by Levi in the paying of tithes, but only such participation in a

certain sense, not a participation in the act as such, but only in the

results and legal consequences of it, seems to me to be indicated by
the clauso w? Snog el-elv which is added to de^Karcjrai. He there

fore takes care not to say of Levi deh-drriv edwA-ev, and purposely
makes use of the passive dedeKdru-ai,. In this view the argument is

fully justified. If, for example, I obtain the freedom of the city of

Hamburgh, and have already a son arrived at majority, my invest

ment with this right will not affect the position of this son
;
on the

other hand, those of my children who are still minors, and those

whom I may afterwards beget, participate in this right of citizenship

which I have acquired. Or, if the Knight of Kronenburgh has

placed himself in subjection to the Duke of Nassau as vassal, his

already grown up and independent son does not participate in this

act, but his children who are begotten after this act of subjection,

must acknowledge the sovereignty of the Duke of Nassau. So

also here. If, at the period referred to in Gen. xiv., Isaac hud been
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an independent man, he would have had a right to say to his father :

You may, if it pleases you, subject yourself to this Melchisedec
;

that does not affect me
;
I am free. Isaac, however, was not be

gotten until after Abraham had entered into this relation of sub

jection. With perfect justice, therefore, is the inference drawn

from the dependent character of the descendants to their participa

tion in the act of subjection. Of course, however, it is not an out

ward political relation of subjection that is here meant (for such

could only be spoken of, if the posterity of Abraham had continued

all along to be subjects of the Amoritic kings of Salem), but an

ideal subordination of the theocratical race to the priestly form of

Melchisedec.*

In vers. 1119 we have the second train of thought in this sec

tion. In vers. 1-10 the priesthood of Melchisedec was compared
with the Levitical, and the inferiority of the latter demonstrated.

In vers. 11-19 the author demonstrates, as a further inference from

this, the imperfection and incompleteness not of the Levitical priesthood

alone, but also of the Mosaical law.

Here again, the ideas of the writer move in the form of sorites.

Ver. 11 involves the new thesis : in the Levitical priesthood there

was no re/Utwcr^. This, however, is not laid clown formally as a

thesis, but the transition is made in the following manner. In vers.

1-10 had been already shewn the inferiority of the Levitical priest

hood. In ver. 11 the author now says : How too could this be other

wise ? If a reXduatg had been given by the Levitical priesthood,

then in general there had been no necessity for that promise of

another priest, a priest after the order of Melchisedec. He thus

shapes the new thesis into the form of an argument. And as in

vers. 1-10 he drew inferences from the import of the prophecy Ps.

ex., so here, he draws an inference from the fact of its existence.

He then in ver. 12 adduces a collateral argument, or rather he again

disposes of an objection (just as above at ver. 5). He has conceded

jn parenthesis, ver. 11, that the Levitical priesthood forms the inner

basis of the Mosaical law
;
from this the inference might have been

drawn : by so much the more must the Levitical priesthood be per

fect
;
for the law is perfect. This objection the author in ver. 12

removes by the explanatory remark that vice versa, from the imper
fection of the priesthood follows that also of the law. In this, how

ever, there is implicitly contained a second thesis ver. 12.

This second thesis : the Mosaical law has no perfection, is proved
in vers. 13-19. (For the first thesis there lay already an argument
in ver. 11).

*
Strange to say, many commentators have found a difficulty ia this, that Jesus as

the descendant of David and Abraham must also have stood below Melchisedec. Did

Jesus then proceed from the loins of a human father ?
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A, Yer. 13. The Messiah is High Priest, and yd not of the, tribe

of Levi (consequently the Messianic idea as such involves

a going beyond the law).

Proof: a, Ver. 14. The historical fact: Jesus was of the tribe

of Judah.

b, Yers, 15-17. The christological necessity.

Major, Yer. 15 : the Messiah was to be a priest after

the order of Melchisedec.

Minor, Yer. 17 : Melchisedec is a priestforever.

Conclusion, Yer. 16 : the Messiah must not be born

according to the law of the flesh.

B, Yers. 18, 19. From the fact that the law could be abrogated
it follows that it was imperfect.

Yer. 11. E/ with the Imp. expresses the abstract possibility of

a case already known as not actual.
&quot; If perfection were/ As

the logical intermediate member between vers. 10 and 11, the idea

supplies itself :

&quot;

It follows that the Levitical priesthood was also

imperfect. And how naturally ! For
if,&quot;

etc. lepuavvrj, also in

ver. 12, denotes originally the priestly condition, the priestly office,

the priestly dignity, while lepareia denotes originally the service to

be performed by the priests. But in this chapter (comp. vers. 5

and 12) both words are used promiscuously to denote the priestly

condition as a whole person, office, and service taken together.

The expression reteiuais i\v 6td is purposely of a quite general char

acter
;

it denotes not the perfected atonement nor the perfected

sanctiilcation, but, quite generally, the completion of the saving
acts and saving ways of God, i. e.

y
of the theocracy.

The parenthesis 6 kabg yap, etc., serves to explain how some

might be led. to see in the Levitical priesthood the completion of

the theocracy. Upon the basis of this priesthood the people re

ceived their law. Err avr^g is the reading in the A.B.C.D.E. Cyr.

and the cursive manuscripts ;
in like manner, Grotius, Lachmann,

Bleek
;
tV avry is less authorized, and yields the trifling sense that

the people received their law with the priesthood, i. e.
}
either con

temporaneously with it (Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Beza, etc.), or

over and above the priesthood (Gerhard, Bengel, Liraborch, etc.

Wolf, Storr, and others, interpret the Im &quot; on condition of the ex

istence of a
priesthood,&quot;

which is equally unsuitable, grammatically
and in point of fact). If we adopt the reading trr ayr//?, then M
is c. gen., arid used in the same way as at ix. 17

;
1 Cor. ix. 10,

&quot;

upon it,&quot;

&quot;

upon its basis.&quot; The Levitical priesthood, although,
considered externally and in respect of time, it was first instituted

in the law and through the law, yet formed, internally, the basis

and presupposed condition in the giving of the law, nay for the

giving of the law. In the giving of the law; for the entire plan
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and arrangement of it rests on the law of worship, on the repre

sentation of the people before God by the priests, and likewise all

its other ordinances are most closely connected with the institution

of the Levitical priesthood. For the giving of the law
;
inasmuch

as this law was necessary only to awaken within the Israelites a

sense of their need of a priestly representation before God
;
in itself

the Mosaical law was not necessary, but only a pedagogical prepar

atory step correlative with the period of the Levitical priesthood.

Some, therefore, might be led to infer, from the important part
which the Levitical priesthood plays in the law that the Lev

itical priesthood was certainly complete in itself, in like manner
as the law was considered as perfect by the Jews. On this latter

supposition, and the inquiry whether a reAeiuaig was given by the

law, the author does not yet enter here, but, in the first place,

proves lais first thesis that no perfection was given by the Levitical

priesthood altogether independently of the other supposition ;
and

he proves this simply by shewing, that otherwise there would as

suredly have been no promise of another priest, who should Le a

priest not after the order of Aaron, but of Melchisedec. The construc

tion of the passage is as follows : Tig gri^peta trepov lepea Kara ~?}v rdt-iv

MA%iaedtK dvioraoOai, Kal (avrov) ov Kara ri]v rd^iv Aaphv AeyecOat, ;

What necessity would there in that case have been, that another

priest should arise after the order of Melchisedec,
&quot; and that

he,&quot;

(= &quot;

this one/ ) should not be called after the order of Aaron ?

(Schleusner and others take hsyeoOat unnaturally in the sense of
&quot;

to be chosen.&quot; Luther, Baumgarten, etc., construe : rig en xpEia

AKyeoOai,- trepov iepea dviaraaOat Kara rrjv rd%iv MeX-xiaedsK Kal ov nara,

r. r. A.ap6v }
a construction which necessarily presupposes a very

unnatural arrangement of the words). That Kal keyeoOai stands for

bg Xtyerat, will explain why the author having bg Xeysrai in his

mind has put ov for p/.

In ver. 12 the author now proceeds to obviate the objection con

tained in the parenthesis of ver. 11. Will some infer from the per

fection of the law that the Levitical priesthood, which stood so

closely connected with the law, was also perfect ? lie infers, vice

versa, from the imperfection of the priesthood, that the law also

was imperfect. As a proof of the imperfection of the former, he

has just adduced in ver. 11 the fact, that the Levitical priesthood

was to be superseded by one after the order of Melchisedec, and now

he proceeds to say :

&quot; But where the priesthood changes, there of

necessity also the law changes.&quot; This, however, involves the asser

tion that the law also was imperfect, as a second or auxiliary thesis ;

and this is now in vers. 13-19 circumstantially proved.
Ver. 13-17 forms, as has just been said, the first principal part

of the proof. In ver. 13 we have the argument, that he of whom
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this was said (namely the promise mentioned in ver. 11 of a priest

after the order of Melchisedec), was member of another tribe (than
the tribe of Levi), a tribe none of the members of which had ever

anything to do with the altar. The words are clear. The author

does not say : It is prophesied in the Old Testament of the Messiah,
that he should be of another tribe, but he simply lays down in ver.

13 the fact, that he to whom that prediction applied therefore the

Messiah luas of another tribe. Not till ver. 14 and ver. 15-17,
does he separate the fact of the fulfilment from the prophetical

christological necessity. In ver. 13 he still mentions merely the

fact of the case viewed as a whole. The Messiah, the Son of David

(consequently, one who was not a Levite), was to be priest. Thus
a priesthood out of the tribe of Levi was ordained. A passing

beyond the law, a iierdOeoiq vo^ovy was therefore predicted.

That Jesus is he of whom these things are spoken, the author does

not prove, and needs not to prove. His readers did not doubt that

Jesus was the Messiah
;
the question only was, whether by this

Messiah the Old Testament cultus was abolished, or whether it still

continues.*

In ver. 14 the author, by way of confirming what is said in ver.

3, appeals to the manifest historical fact that &quot;our Lord&quot; (so he

vidently designates Jesus as the historical person) &quot;sprang from the

ibe of Judah.&quot; Those therefore are altogether wrong, who find in

ur passage a proof that the Christians had first inferred from the

prophecy of the Messiah s descent from David, that Jesus must cer-

;ainly have sprung from the tribe of Judah. No ! the author intro-

uces this inference first in ver. 15-17, after having previously in

er. 14 laid it down as a manifest fact not of the Xpta-6^, of the

Messiah, but (as Bleek also rightly perceives) of &quot; Our
Lord,&quot; of

ic person of the Lord and Master historically known to the Chris-

ans, that he &quot; has
sprung&quot;

from Judah (dvar^ra^Kev perfect). We
lave here therefore rather a most significant proof, that the descent

Jesus from the tribe of Judah was a well and universally known
act before the destruction of Jerusalem. In the same years in

hicli the Gospels of Mark and Luke were written, the descent of

esus from David was already universally known.

Upodsjhov is stronger than
c5///U&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;. A//Aov is what lies open and

anitest, 7Tp66?fiov is what lies conspicuously manifest among other

anifest things. AmrtvUe^ is a term, techn. for the rising of the

in
;
also in Luke i. 78, the expression dvaroM] is used of the birth

Jesus. In the words rig t]v 0v/U/v, etc., it is again emphatically

epcated that, according to the law, the tribe of Judah had no right

o the office of the priesthood. The author here delicately expresses

* I cannot understand how even Bleek
(ii. 351) should still deny this grand practical

m of the whole Epistle to the Hebrews.
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in the form of a litotes, the strict prohibition laid on all who were not

Levitcs from serving as priests : &quot;In reference to which tribe Moses

has said nothing of a priesthood.&quot;

In ver. 15-17 the author shews that the Messiah, as he was in

fact not a Levite, so in accordance with the prediction could not be

a Levite. He adds the christological necessity to the historical

reality. In proof of the former, he migh t simply have appealed to

the predictions of the Messiah s descent from David already men
tioned in the preceding chapters ;

but his manner is not to grasp at

what lies nearest and what every reader must himself have been

able to say. He goes deeper. He proves in ver. 15-17, not merely
that the Messiah must in respect of his humanity spring from David

(this was already implied in ver. 13), but that it follows from the

nature of the priesthood of Melchisedec, that the Messiah nmst be

born, in general, not according to the law of a carnal commandment,
but according to the poiver of an indestructible

life.

The sentence beginning with d cannot, of course, form the sub

ject to KarddTjhov ton, as d cannot stand for on; equally unneces

sary and unjustifiable is it arbitrarily to invent a subject to Kard^Xov

(as is done for example by (Ecumenius, Limborch, Tholuck, Bleek,

etc. :

&quot;

that, with the priesthood, the law also is abrogated, is so

much the more manifest,&quot; etc.); all that we have to do is simply

to bring down from ver. 14 the clause on e| lovda dvartrakKev,

etc. That Jesus sprang from Judah is already in itself an ac

knowledged fact (ver. 14) ;
but this is all the more manifest, as

(ver. 15) it follows from Christ s priesthood being after the order of

Melchisedec, that he could not be born Kara rofiov. This reference

is drawn syllogistically. From the major proposition ver. 15 the con

clusion is directly drawn in ver. 16, and then, in ver. 16, the minor

which connects the two is added in the form of an explanation.

The major proposition ver. 15 is clear; it is a mere repetition of

the prediction already adduced in ver. 11. In the idea which

logically forms the minor premiss ver. 17, the emphasis lies on &quot;V

rbv altiva. Therefore the inference follows from the nature of the

Messianic priesthood (its being after the order of Melchisedec), that

the Messiah must be born according to the power of an indestructible

life,
because the el$ rov altiva belongs to the characteristics of that

priesthood of Melchisedec. Is now the conclusion thus made good?

Does the word fcVisV, Ps. ex., form really the tertium cornpaiationis

in which the future heir of David is to agree with Melchisedec? j

ISTo; the tert. comp. lies rather in the union of the priestly with the

kingly power. But neither (as Bleek thinks, ii. p. 62) has our,

author by any means adduced the elg rov altiva as a tert. comp., but

only as an inference which appeared to the Psalmist to folio \v
r

,
and!

(as is proved in vers. 1-3) must follow, from the general idea of a

priest like to Melchisedec. The promised posterity which was.-
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described to David, and was conceived of by him as a priest-Icing,

and therefore as a Melchisedec-like figure, could not for this very
reason be

;
like a Levitical high priest, a single member of a genea

logically connected series of priests, but, as the only one of his Itind

excluding every possibility of succession, must consequently appear
as holding his office for ever.

Ver. 16 contains the conclusion which follows from the everlast

ing duration of the Messianic priesthood. He who, differently from

the Levitical priests, is to remain a priest for ever, must have been

made a priest differently from the Levitical priests. The latter

were made priests according to the law of a fleshly commandment.

ZapKiKo? (good ancient manuscripts here, and in other passages, have

the form aaptuvor^ which, however, in like manner as the reading in

the received version, forms the antithesis to TrvevfiaTiuof, so that no

difference is thus made out in the sense) is not to be understood as

designating the commandment in so far as, in respect of its import
it refers to bodily descent (Theodoret, Grotius, Limborch, Tholuck,

Bleek) : for then those Messianic prophecies which say that the

Messiah was to descend from David had also been fleshly ! The
term is rather to be explained (as already Carpzov and Kuinoel

rightly perceived) from the antithetical word dicardXvro^. The pas

sage contains a threefold antithesis
; dvvaiu^ is antithetical to I

d/io^-,

&TJ to ti To/l?/, and dua-d^vroi; to oapiuiioc;. The meaning of these

antitheses we shall best be able to explain by the following question :

a, How did the Levitical priest originate ? First, and in general,

according to a law which ordained that the posterity of Aaron should

be priests, whatever might be their inward character and qualifica

tions. How was the Messiah made priest ? Independently of the

law, nay contrary to the law (vers. 13, 14), purely in virtue of the

power which dwelt within him personally, which entitled and quali

fied him to represent men before God. &, What was the nature of

that law ? It appeared as a single external statute, an trroArj.

How did that duvafuc. show itself? As a farf, as direct power and

actuality of life. c. What was the character of that tt roA?/? It

belonged to that pedagogical preparatory stage which had as yet

nothing to do with the implanting of spiritual life
in man who was

dead through sin, but only with the setting up of outward barriers

against sin, and with types of salvation for the natural, carnal man.

(This is the meaning of aapKiicog comp. Gal. iii. 3.) What on the

other hand, is the character of that w/y ? Indissoluble, i.
c., posses

sing in itself the power of perpetuity. In the one case, therefore,

that separation of men from their Maker, in which the divine being

appears to man only outwardly in the form of fixed commandment

without entering into inward fellowship with him (comp. chap. iv. 2)

still continues
;
in the other case, on the contrary, God has united

himself with man, implanted himself within man as the beginning
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and beginner of a new life, inasmuch as he has assumed the nature

of men, and shewn himself to he the true and perfect high priest,

inasmuch as he proved his divine power in his vicarious suiferings,

and in the victory of the resurrection.

In vers. 18, 19 the author now draws from the proposition laid

down in vcr. 12 and proved in ver. 13-17, viz., that the Mosaic law

was destined to be annulled by the Messiah this last inference :

that this law was a mere pedagogical preparatory stage, and there

fore not the final perfect consummation of the divine revelations.

The mode of argumentation is retrogressive. That annulling

),
the actual fact of which was already shewn in ver. 13-17,

is explained only on the presupposition of the daOeves teal dvutieXtc.

The author might have logically connected in the scholastic form

the separate ideas of vers. 18, 19 in the following way: &quot;But (atque

ovv) now the annulling of a commandment only then takes place

when the commandment in question has shewn itself to be weak and

unprofitable. Consequently (ergo, dpa) that law must have been

weak and unprofitable, must have left its task unfinished, and must

only have been an introduction to a better
hope.&quot; But, as always in

such cases of reasoning in this inverted order, he despises this

scholastico-pedantic form, and chooses the easier form of the

explicative yap.

The principal sentence and the last inference lies in the words

ovdev yap ~ekeiG)oev 6 voitog, eTreiGaykiyf} de Kpsirrovog iknidog. At

KTreiaayayi] we have not to supply yiverai from ver. 18 (as is done by

Theodoret, Luther, Gerhard, Bengel, Tholuck, Bleek, Olshauson,
and others): for the words in respect of their import, form no anti

thesis to dOeTqais [lev yap yiverai (what sort of antithesis would this

be: &quot;An annulling of a law is wont to take place only on account of

the weakness and unprofitableness of that law
;
but an introduction

of a better hope takes
place.&quot;. .Nothing is said as to how or why

this introduction takes place !) Nor are we to supply treXeicMev

(with Schlichting, Michaelis, Semler, Ernesti, and others), for then,

first of all, the article must have stood before Kneioayuyij, and further,

it is not possible that a reAe/wcr^ can have been effected by the intro

duction to a hope. The right construction is that which supplies at

either i\v (Erasmus, Vatable, Calvin, etc.), so that

ij
becomes predicate to v6[.tog, or i-ytVero & avrov (vofiov),

&quot;the law has made nothing prefect, but an introduction was given

through it to a better
hope.&quot;

That the omission of such a verb is

not elegant Greek is of small moment
;
the supposition that our .

author, who usually writes correctly, has here again written with i

somewhat less care, must always be more tolerable than a construc

tion which yields a senseless idea.*

* Ebrard s construction overlooks the force of K~ L in i-eicay., the natural correlation

of
jj.ii&amp;gt;

and
&amp;lt;Jf, etc., and changes a very simple and elegant sentence into a clumsy and

i
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Something negative and something positive, therefore, is affirmed

of the law. The negative is : ovdev treXeiaaev. Ovdtv is not here in

the sense of ovdeva, as Theophylact and others have supposed.
What is here said is, not that the particular individual could not be

led to perfection by the law, but that the law in every respect opened

up and imposed a number of problems without solving any one of

them. It set up in the decalogue the ideal of a holy life, and yet

gave no power to realise this ideal
;

it awakened, by means of its

law of sacrifice, the consciousness of the necessity of an atonement,
and yet could provide no true valid offering for sin

;
it held forth in

the institutions of the priesthood the necessity of a representation
of the sinner before G-od, and yet it gave no priest who was able to

save men e/f TO -nav-e^eg (as it is said ver. 25). In short,
&quot;

it left

everything unfinished.&quot; But one thing the law did accomplish ;

those who submitted to its rebuke, and did not allow themselves to

be seduced into the base and delusive hope of a pharisaical self-

righteousness, were led on by it to the better hope through which

we (Christians) come nigb to God (in truth). This is the positive

thing which is affirmed of the law in the words eneicayuyrj, etc.

Ver, 20-28. In these verses we have the third part of this sec

tion. It was shewn in ver. 1-10 that the priesthood of Melchisedec,
which was represented in Ps. ex. as the type of the Messianic priest

hood, is more exalted than the Levitical. In ver. 11-19 it was

proved that this Levitical priesthood, together with the Mosaic law

so closely connected with it, was destined to find its end and its

abolition as an imperfect preparatory stage in the Messiah. In ver.

20-28 it is now shewn that Jesus the Messiah, in opposition to the

imperfect Levitical priesthood and Mosaic law, is the perfect priest

of a new and perfect covenant. The mention of the imperfection of the

Mosaic law, ver. 19, leads by an easy transition, to this new thought.
In vers. 20 and 22, we have the principal sentence :

&quot; Inasmuch

as Jesus (was made a surety) by an oath, insomuch was he mado a

surety of a better covenant (or, insomuch is the covenant, whose

surety he was made, a better covenant). There arc here (just
as at chap. ii. ver. 18, also ver. 17, chap. iii. 3) three members of

a syllogism brought together in one sentence. The idea expressed
in a strictly logical form would run thus : A covenant whose surety
has been made a surety by an oath, is better than a covenant

in which this is not the case. Now Jesus was made such by an

oath, but not so the Levitical priest. Therefore, etc. The minor

proposition implicitly contained in vers. 20 and 22, is now further

explained and confirmed by the parenthesis in ver. 21. Let us first

look at vers. 20 and 22. ,

obscure one. Construct with nearly all recent interpreters : for there takes plaeo an

annulling of the former commandment on account of its weakness and unprofitableness

(for tho law mado nothing perfect), and an introduction in its placo (Hi) of a better

hope. K.
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Only the terms diaO/jKT] and Zyyvog need here any explanation.

/iKT],
from dta-iGeoQai, has in classic Greek the signification testa

ment, last will ; then also the further signification contract; hence

also covenant., also foundation, institution. If now we consider that

the LXX. always renders by dtaOi}^ the fully developed Old Testa

ment religious idea n^a, it will be evident that the Greek diaOqari

must also have developed itself into o,fix:d dogmatical idea
}
and that,

consequently, whenever the word occurs in a religious connexion in

the writing of Jews and Christians, we must, as a matter of course,
take it in this sense as = ri-^.a, covenant. It may appear as if the

context imperiously forbids this interpretation in the passage before

us. This, however, is by no means the case
;
on the contrary, the

mention of a surety is strongly in favour of the rendering by
&quot; cove

nant/ and against that by
&quot;

testament.&quot; For, it is nowhere the

custom for a testator to appoint a surety for the actual fulfilment

of his last will; he himself is the surety for this, if, of course, he

does not retract his wr
ill before his death, ancl he gives no security

that he will not do this. On the other hand, when two parties

enter into a covenant-agreement, in which the one party binds him

self to an act which is not to be performed till some future time,

there is then some reason in his appointing a surety who may give

security in his person that the thing promised shall be truly and

rightly performed. Luther, Bohmc, Bleek, etc., would hardly have

allowed themselves to be misled into the rendering
&quot;

testament,&quot;

had they net believed that the signification
&quot;

covenant&quot; would not

correspond with a subsequent passage of this epistle (ix. 16), as, in

deed, Bleek ii. p. 390, has quite frankly confessed. We must, how

ever, interpret our passage in the sense in which alone every reader

could understand it, who reads the epistle onwards from the begin

ning, and not in the reverse way. We shall then have to deal with

the subsequent passage in its proper place.

&quot;Eyyvof, denom. from t-yyv// sponsio, signifies sponsor, fidejussor.

Christ is called a surety here, not because he has stood before God as

surety (that is, as the vicarious fulfiller of that which men ought

to have performed), so Calov, Gerhard, Cramer, etc., but (so Schlicli-

ting, Grotius, Olshausen, etc.), because God on his part gave him

to the human race as a surety for the actual fulfilment of his cove

nant promise. For this, and this alone, is what is spoken of in the

context. Because God has made him a surety by an oath, he is

therefore the surety of a better covenant. (Comp. the similar

idea in chap. vi. 17, 18, where it is said that God himself interposed

as fidejussor between himself and men). The author here with good

reason calls Jesus not pealrTjc., but eyyvog. From the fact, that God

confirmed with an oath the promise that he would send a mediator

orfounder of a covenant, it follows only that such a mediator would
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come, and that such a covenant would, in general, take place, but
not that this covenant has already taken place, and will continue

forever. Has God sworn, on the other hand, that he will appoint a

surety? i. e.j a guarantee for the maintenance, of the covenant the

permanent validity of the covenant itself has been thereby guaran
teed. In how far God has promised to appoint a suretyfor the ever

lasting maintenance of the covenant to be established, is now shewn
in the parenthesis, ver. 21. The subject is ol \iiv, 6 &

,
the Levitical

priest and Jesus. The Messiah, Jesus, has been made priest (comp.
vi. 10, seq.) by an oath of God i. e.

;
God promised and swore that

the Messiah should be a priest according to the order of Mclchisedec.

The descendants of Aaron were constituted priests in quite a dif

ferent way, namely, in consequence, and by means of the carrying
out of a simple, ordinary, legal command. If, then, God has, by
that promise on oath, sworn that a priest-king after the order of

Melchisedec (consequently eternal, comp. vers. 1-3, and ver. 17),
should stand as representative between him and the people, he has

thereby clearly promised, not merely one who shall set up a cove

nant, but one who shall set up and everlastingly maintain the cove

nant a surety.

Vers. 23-25. As the superiority of the new covenant is mani

fest in the appointment of a surety by an oath, so also does it fur

ther appear in what is closely connected with this the unchange-
ableness of the New Testament priest as compared with the change
of the Levitical priests. Vers. 23-25 is, in its position as well as

in its form (ol fiv 6 6s
), parallel with ver. 21

;
ver. 21 contains a

first, vers. 23-25 a second illustration of what is said in ver. 22 :

that Jesus is the surety of a belter covenant. Of ^v 6 Jt- is again
the subject. Rial yeyovores is the copula of ol /m-, while iepi$ is

predicate^ and n^eioreg a more special determination of the subject.

(Not : they were made several priests, but : they, as being more

than one, were made priests, i. e., they were made priests in their

plurality). The author does not, however, allude here to the cir

cumstance, that contemporaneously with the high priest there were

also a number of subordinate priests ;
he has, up to this point, taken

no notice of this difference between the ordinary priests and the

high priests, but, rather views the entire Levitical priesthood (the

avvi], ver. 11), as a whole, in comparison with the priesthood of

Melchisedec, although, of course, all that is said of the Levitical

; priesthood applies also and pre-eminently to the Levitical hijh priest.

For this very reason, however, the Trkeioveg hero refers not to those

several priests who existed simultaneously with the high priest, but

(as appears from the words 6ia TO KukveaOai, etc.) to the successive

plurality of priests who followed one another (and chiefly high

(priests).
The priesthood of Christ on the contrary, is, according to

VOL. VI 30.
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vers. 1-3 and ver. 17, dnapdftaros, such as cannot pass to a successor,

because he ever lives. On the one side we see the weakness of mor

tality, on the other, the power of an endless life / com p. what is said

in ver. 16.

From this now proceeds the inference ver. 25, that Christ, be

cause he ever lives, is able to save to the uttermost all who will come to

the Father through him. Efc TO navre^g does not signify
&quot;

ever

more/ but &quot;

completeness,&quot; i. e., perfectly ;
it forms, both in its

etymology and its place in the context, the precise antithesis to

the words ver. 19, the law made nothing perfect. There is still

another inference drawn from the ever liveth ; Christ. is therefore

able to make intercession for them. (Elg c. inf. need not be under

stood in a final sense, comp. 2 Cor. viii. 6
;
Born. vi. 12

;
Winer s

Grr., 45, 6). EvTvy%dveiv is a genuine Pauline term, comp. Rom.
viii. 34

;
to appear in the stead of another, in order to represent his

interests, at the same time taking upon one s self his guilt.

In ver. 26-27 the author proceeds, now in conclusion, to state

what was properly the material difference between Christ and the

Levitical priesthood, inasmuch as he shews, wherein lay the ovdev

KreXeluaev of the one, and the elg rb Travre^eg of the other. He states

in a concise and condensed form the principal points of difference

between the person and the office of both high priests, and thus the

difference between the .two covenants.

Kal Zxpeirev, he says, and thus vers. 26, 27 connects itself with

vers. 24, 25, in the same way as vers. 15-17 with ver. 14. As, in

ver. 14, the fact of the non-Levitical descent of Jesus was laid

down, and in vers. 15-17 the christological necessity for this, so in

vers. 24, 25, the fact of the singularity and perfection of the New
Testament high priest is stated, while in vers. 26, 27 the soterlokgi-

cal necessity for such a high priest is declared.

It had been shewn in chap. v. 1-10 that Christ, by taking part

in human infirmity, was an high priest that he had this similarity

to the Levitical high priest. Here, it is shewn, that, for the same

end, the representation of men before God, he must also at the

same time be different from the Levitical high priests, namely sinless.

This sinlessness is expressed, however, by a series of attributes all

of which are to be explained from the antithesis with the Levitical

high-priesthood. The Levitical high priest was also all that is here

predicated of Christ
;
he was, however, not perfectly, not truly so,

but only in a symbolical way, and therefore imperfectly. The high

priest bore upon the plate on his forehead the inscription Holi

ness to the Lord (Ex. xxxix. 30), he was, however, not truly holy, hut

had -holiness in himself only in that symbol. Christ on the other

hand, was truly and inwardly holy ;
this is expressed by oaiog ;

for

ooioq forms the antithesis to
&quot;

sinful&quot; (while dyt.og, as we saw before,
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is opposed to &quot;

profane&quot;). The Levitical high priest, farther, was,

only as a sinless person, qualified for bringing the blood of the sacri

fice of atonement into the holiest of all for the people ;
he was

}

however, not sinless, but required first to atone for his own sins by a

sacrifice (Lev. xvi. 2-14), and this atonement too was no real one,
but only symbolical, typical. Christ, on the contrary, was truly

dicaKog, therefore (comp. ver. 27) he needed not first to offer for him

self. The Levitical high priest must, thirdly, be undefiled and pure
in order to be able to represent the people before God

;
he was,

however, not inwardly, immaculate and pure, but had only the out

ward symbolical representation of purity, the Levitical purity.

Christ, on the contrary, was inwardly and truly undefiled. The
Levitical high priest required, finally, to be ever on his guard, lest

by contact with one who was Levitically unclean he should himself

become unclean, and therefore had always to keep at a distance

from such, Lev. xxi. 22, especially xxi. 12. Nay, the Talmud or

dains (tract. Jomah i. 1), that, for seven days before the sacrifice of

atonement, he must refrain from all intercourse with his family.

This separation was, however, again only outward. Christ, on the

contrary, in his intercourse with sinners remained inwardlyfreefrom
all participation in their sinfulncss, inwardly untouched by its con

tagion ; notwithstanding that he mingled with men in all their

varieties of character and situation, he yet never let drop, for a mo
ment that inner veil of chaste holiness which separated him from

sinners. This is what is meant by the expression separatefrom sin

ners. (Thcophylact, Calvin, Gerhard, Michaelis, Storr, Bohme,
Kuinoel, Olshausen, etc.), which need not therefore (with Grotius,

Bengel, Tholuck, Bleek, etc.) be made to refer to Christ s departure
from the world, i.

e.,
to his ascension, which comes first to be spoken

of in a subsequent place. (Besides, his being separate from men

after the ascension, would form no parallel with the separation

of the Levitical high priest before the day of the sacrifice of atone

ment). Not till the very last, is his exaltation above all heavens

adduced as a sealing proof that he was holy, sinless, undefiled,

and uncontaminated by the sin of the race, that exaltation in

which, as is then shewn in chap, viii., his high-priestly work com

pleted itself.

Yer. 27. The inner difference of his person shewed itself also in

the form and manner of his functions. The principal idea of ver. 27

lies in the words :

&quot; who needeth not daily as those high priests to

offer up sacrifice. For this he did once.&quot; It is clear that the this

here refers to the principal idea, the offering up sacrifice, and cannot

; refer, at the same time, to the words firstfor his own sins. There is,

however, a subordinate idea inserted into that principal idea,

namely, that Christ did not need to offer first for his own sins, ere
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he offered for those of the people. A twofold difference, then, is

found to exist between his priestly service and that of the Levitical

high priest. First, and chiefly in this, that Christ offered only oncSj

whereby he has, once for all, ver. 25, dg TO rravreX^ saved all who
come to God by him, while the Levitical high priests always atoned

only for one generation, and this always but for a yx?ar, and this

only typically. Secondly in this, that he needed not first to offer

for his own sins.

A difficulty lies in the statement, that the high priests offered

daily. For, the comparison with the atoning sacrifice of Christ

offered once seems to require that, here also, in reference to the high

priests, we should understand the yearly not daily great sacrifice

of atonement as meant, and so it would be really doubly unsuitable

to take ol dpxiepug here in the weakened sense ol lepelg ; doubly

unsuitable, as precisely here, for the first time, the author uses this

expression. Two solutions of this difficulty have been attempted.
Some have understood either, the daily incense offering (Ex. xxx. 6,

seq.) which the high priest had to present but with this the ex

pression Ovaia will not at all correspond ;
or (as Gerhard, Calov,

Michaelis, Bleek, Tholuck, etc.) the daily burnt offering (Ex. xxix.

38-42
;
Num. xxviii. 3) this, however, was not brought by the high

priest, although (according to Jos. bell. Jud. v. 5, 7) he might some-

times voluntarily take part in this offering, namely, on the new

moons and Sabbaths
;
the expression KaO i^ pav, however, would

still be unsuitable. (One might rather suppose that the author in

tends to oppose to the one offering of Christ, not merely the ofi-

repeated offerings of the sacrifice of atonement, but also the various

kinds of offerings if only ol dp^epslg did not stand here). Others

(as Schlichting, Piscator, Olshausen) are for taking KaO fytepai* in

the signification die statuto (= once every year), or else in a weak

ened signification (= frequently). The former will certainly not do
;

had the author intended to express the definite idea that the high

priest brought the offering yearly on a certain day, he would have

said (as at chap. ix. 25, x. 1-3) KCIT eviavrov. On the other hand, I

do not see what well-grounded objection can be brought against

BengeFs view that our author here where nothing depended on

the bringing into view the length of time that intervened between each

day of atonement, but where all the emphasis lies merely on the

repetition of that sacrifice should have used the somewhat hyperbol

ical expression itaO fyspav
&quot; one day after the other.&quot; Looking buck

on a series of centuries, he fixes his eye merely on a successive series

of days, upon wbich the high priests again and again brought the

appointed sacrifice. He takes no notice of the intervening days.

Enough, that &quot;

day after
day&quot;

such sacrifices were offered. In one

word, the author intends here not to measure, but to ciunt. He does
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not lay before him the calendar of the clays in the year, and inquire

upon what days an atonement festival fell, and how many days in

tervened between each, but he sets before him the immense number
of days on which these fasts were observed, and lays stress upon

this, that on one such day after the other the high priest must offer

the sacrifice. (In like manner Olshausen). He treats these days,
in other words, as a discrete, not as a concrete quantity. So might
a teacher say to an unruly pupil :

&quot;day
after

day&quot;
or

&quot;day by day
I must punish you/ without meaning by this, that he is wont,

regularly every day at a certain hour, to punish him, but only, that,

again and again, punishments are necessary, although not merely
the Sundays, but, now and then whole weeks should intervene be

tween them. So much, at any rate, is beyond all doubt, that our

author did not say naff rjufyav from any ignorance of the law
; for,

in chap. ix. 7 (where he expressly distinguishes the yearly service in

the holiest of all from the daily service in the sanctuary), he himself

mentions, that the sacrifice of atonement was brought once in the year.
How far the once offered sacrifice of Christ was to consist in this

that he offered himself tavrbv npoaeveyKas is explained in the

following principal part of our epistle, so that we do not need here

to anticipate what is there said on this question by any subjective

reasonings of our own.

Ver. 28 is a concluding explanation, but, at the same time also,

a recapitulation of the whole of our third principal part.
As an explanation and farther development of what goes before,

this verse connects itself (by means of an explicative yap) with vers.

26, 27, the connecting link being the idea, that through the oath

of promise the Son of God was made an high priest for ever.

It is, however, a recapitulation of the whole party in virtue of the

antithesis implicitly contained in it between 6 rofiog and 6 Aoyog r/fc

Meanwhile it may be asked, whether ver. 28 is really a recapitu
lation of chaps, v.-vii., or merely of chap. vii. This verse is gen2-

rally so understood as that the words 6 vo^og yap .... doOereiav

refer to the Levitical priests, and accordingly that something is here

declared of the law as no longer valid, as abrogated by and for Christ,

consequently, that we have only a repetition of what is said chap.
vii. 11-19. The idea would be as follows : The (no longer valid)

Mosaical law could make no better high priests than men encompassed
with infirmity ; on the contrary, by the promise, Ps. ex., a better

high priest has been appointed, namely, the for ever perfected Son

(scil. of God as at chap. i. 1 seq.). But there are serious objections

against this interpretation. If this were the author s idea he would

then, in the first place, deny here what he himself had formerly main

tained and taught chap. iv. 15, vii. 5-10, namely, that Jesus also
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was encompassed with infirmity. And, in addition to this, we are

by no means warranted in understanding by doOKveia here the .imper

fection of the Levitical priesthood, thus giving it a different signifi

cation from what it has in chap. iv. The solution given by Bloek

is preferable to this, that in this passage Christ is regarded only in

his state of exaltation in which he had laid aside the daOsveta ; as

the one wlio had ascended into heaven, as the perfected one, there is no

necessity for him to repeat his sacrifice. Meanwhile,- not to mention

that the author, had he meant to say this, must of necessity have

said it more plainly, it would, even then, not be in accordance with

his teaching elsewhere
; since, according to chap. ix. 9-14 and 26,

the sacrifice of Christ was a perfect one, excluding all repetition,

not in virtue of the exaltation which followed it,
and the laying aside

of the infirmity ,
but already in virtue of its own quality. To this is

to be added, that according to this the common interpretation of

our verse, the author would not merely deny that Christ had infirmity,

but, secondly, that he was man. For, he would plainly put the Son

(in the sense of chap. i. 1) in opposition to the man. I am of

opinion, therefore, that the whole verse must be taken in a different

sense. The author does not intend to deny that Jesus was an

dpxiepevg dvOpuTrog &v Kol doOeveiav txPv &amp;gt;

hut he takes it for granted
as known that Christ was both these things, on the one hand drOp^-

TTOS doOtvetav fyuv according to chap, v., and, on the other, vlbg

TeT(heito(ievo$ d$ rbv alwva according to chap, vii., and he recapitu
lates both here, the fundamental idea of chap. v. 1-10, and the

-fundamental idea of chap. vii. 1-27. He shews that Christ must

have answered the requirements also of the law, and in how far he

must have done so. That the legal requirements of Levitical descent,

of daily sacrifice, etc., do not apply to him, that in these respects

he abrogated the law this is proved ;
but one requirement of the

law had an internal, an everlasting -validity, and, according to chap.

v. 1-10, was applicable also to the New Testament high priest,

namely, that he, as every high priest, must be a man having infirmity.

To this of humanity and infirmity was added, in the case oi the

Messiah, a second requisite contained, not in the law, but in the

promise, Psalm, ex., that he must also be a Son perfected for eviv.

Thus, then, the words o vopog .... daOweiav contain a concession

pointing back to chap. v. The idea is this : The law (in so far as

it has not been abrogated) requires of all high priests (consequently

also, of Jesus) that they be men having infirmity; the word of

promise, however, confirmed by an oath given after the law and

stretching far above it, constitutes the Son, who is perfected for

ever, an high priest.

Thus understood the 28th verse therefore contains really a reca

pitulation of the whole third part.



PART FOURTH.

THE MOSAIC TABERNACLE AND THE HEAVENLY SANCTUARY.

From the nature of the two covenants is now shewn the differ

ence between their respective sanctuaries, their heirovpyiai and the

result of their respective services. This, the last of the theoretical

parts, as it introduces us to the fifth practical part in which all the

rays from the hortatory parts are concentrated into one focus, is not

itself interrupted by an intervening exhortation, as was the case

with the three foregoing parts. And, as it does not stand parallel
with these three parts, but (as is expressly intimated in chap. viii. 1)
is placed as a key-stone upon them, so also the introduction to it does

not run parallel with that of the foregoing parts, but is independent
and peculiar. Our fourth part divides itself intofour sections. In a

first introductory section, chap, viii., it is shewn, in general, that the

two taleinacles, the Mosaic and the heavenly, correspond to the two

covenants. In a second section, chap. ix. 1-11, the construction of the

two tabernacles is compared, and it is shewn how, in the Mosaic

tabernacle, there lies an imperfection in the separation of the holy

place from the holy of holies. In the third section, chap. ix. 11-

chap. x. 13, the two tabernacles are compared, , similarity: chap.
ix. 15, seq., that for the fulfilment of the perfect covenant in general,
the diath of Christ was necessary, b, dissimilarity: chap. ix. 25-

chap. x. 13, that this death was a perfect sacrifice once offered, in

opposition to the Old Testament animal sacrifices. Finally, in the

fourth section, chap. x. 14-39, the result of these respective services

is compared, and it is shown how by the offering of Christ, the

perfect atonement and the access to God in the spirit has been accom

plished in a way which renders all auxiliary means of any other kind

superfluous.

SECTION FIRST.

THE TWO TABERNACLES CORRESPOND TO THE TWO COVENANTS..

(Chap, viii.)

In chap. viii. 1, preparation is made for the theme which lies in-

ver. 2. Ke&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;dkaiov
& is not to be taken as an apposition to the
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whole sentence that follows
;

it is better, as some do, to supply a

Aeyw TOVTO (not an tori, as Bleek does, for then it, must have been

TO nefydhaiov) . Kefidkaiov, used for the classical expression KetyaAi),

signifies sum, or also principal point. Either signification will do

here, provided that the rendering
&quot;

sum&quot; be not understood of a

recapitulation of former particular points (this belongs rather to

chap. vii. 28), but of an organic combination, a product resulting

from all that goes before
;
and farther, that the rendering

&quot;

princi

pal point&quot;
be not understood of a particular principal proposition

which stands only side by side with the former propositions (much
less of a &quot;

principal thing&quot;
taken from the ideas developed at the

conclusion of chap, vii., upon which, as a point of special import

ance, emphasis is again laid), but of the principal point of the whole

book, at which all the former parts aimed. The meaning of the

word is best and most comprehensively rendered by the expression

&quot;key-stone.&quot;
E rolg Xeyoftevoig means, besides, not &quot;in what

has been hitherto said, under what has been hitherto
said,&quot; (this or

that is especially important); but &quot;to what has been hitherto said/

(the author will now add the key-stone).
In the sentence TOIOVTOV, etc., all the emphasis lies, of course, on

the words t-v de&a rov Opovov, etc. That Christ is such an high priest

as has entered not into the earthly but into the heavenly sanctuary ; or,

as it is still more plainly repeated in ver. 2, fulfils his service in the

true tabernacle, this new sentence, with its further development
in ver. 8-10, forms the key-stone of all that has gone before. The

two tabernacles, together with their services, are forthwith compared.
What now are we to understand by the expression en the right

hand of the majesty in the heavens? Instead of occupying themselves

here with dogmatical discussions on ubiquity or non-ubiquity, the

critics ought to have explained these words solely from the antithesis.

The Old Testament high priest went into the earthly holy of holies as

the place tchere God revealed his presence. Still, this revelation of the

presence of God in the holiest of all, was not such as if this com

partment of the tent had been the true and proper dwelling-place
of God : but only in gracious condescension to the wants of men did

God, by means of theophanies and manifestations in the light-cloud,
consecrate this abode as a place of his presence for men. The holy

of holies, therefore, was not the place of God s presence in itself]
but

only the abode of his presence for the Old Testament Israel, and there

fore, secondly, rather a place where God symbolically represented his

nearness, than one in which he really was. For, the entire distinc

tion of profane places and holy places, the entire distinction of

world, fore-court, holy place, and holy of holies (as also the separa

tion of a particular people Israel from the rest of mankind ; or,

.again, the separation of the Levites from Israel, or of the Aarouites
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from Levi) all this rested on the real truth, that God could not

yet in truth dwell with men, because sin and the power of sin as yet
hindered him from revealing himself among, and in, and before men,
as he can already reveal himself in the sphere of the angels, and of

the just made perfect, in that heaven where his will is perfectly ful

filled (Matt. vi. 10). And therefore, thirdly, this same holy of

holies, in which the nearness of God was emblematically represented,

was, at the same time also, an emblematical representation of the

distance of God from men. The need of a special place, where God
revealed his presence, intimated that he was, in general, as yet sepa

ratedfrom men. (Comp. with this John iv. 21-24.) This was the

holy of holies into which the high priest might enter once every year,

and in which he was not permitted to abide, but must immediately

again leave it. In opposition to this, Christ has, a, sat down on the

throne of the majesty on high ;
in him (comp. Heb. ii. 9) man has

entered on the everlasting, abiding enjoyment of the presence of God;
the state of separation, of banishment from God in which man was

before, is now done away with
;
God is there in heaven truly pres

ent to man, because man is present to him, and thereby has a begin

ning been made upon earth of the real presence of God. b, Christ

has sat down at the right hand of the throne of the divine majesty / he

has not appeared before God, like the Levitical priests, as a poor
sinner who must draw near to the presence of the divine majesty
even its symbolical representation only with fear and trembling,
but so, as that he himself fully participates in the divine majesty
and dominion. c, Christ has not entered into that symbolical holy
of holies, where God represented quite as much his distance from

men as bis presence with them, and the latter only as a presence for
men (more particularly for Israel), but into that sphere where God,
without hindrance or limit, really reveals before the sinless angels
his entire being and the entire presence not merely of his world-

governing omnipotence, but of his wThole being manifested on all sides.

This universal view which we thus take of the idea in the words

before us, shews us, now already, that we must regard the expres
sion to sit down on the right hand of the throne as figurative = enter

on an abiding participation in the sovereign authority of any one,
and that the author did not entertain the crude conception (as has

* The more recent denicrs of tho divinity of Christ, though they maintain that
&quot;

nothing is to bo found in tho Bible about tho divinity of Christ,&quot; are yet wont at least

to acknowledge with tho Socinians, that tho exalted Christ participates in tho Godhead

according to tho doctrine of tho holy Scripture I But ho who acknowledges so much

must, if ho will not givo up all claim to tho name of a rational being, also acknowledge
the eternal divinity of the Incarnate. For that a finite, created being should take part

in the world-governing dominion of the Omnipotent and Omnipresent this were indeed

tho very climax of unreason. An absolute being can limit itself, because it is absolute

and its own lord
;
but a finite being can not be made absolute.
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most recently been laid to Ms charge by the young Hegelians), that

a throne stands in the heaven, with a place on the right hand nnd
on the left ! Such a conception would indeed be in direct contra

diction to the ground-idea of the author, who makes the Divine
element of the New Testament high priesthood to consist in this,
that Christ has done away with the limitations of place and time.

Carefully, however, as we are here to guard against a coarse mate
rialistic exegesis, we must equally beware of a false spiritualistic

exegesis in the explanation of the ovpavol, as if the heaven were
the mere absence of space, and the state of being above or beyond
space regarded as an attribute of God. That this is never denoted

by &% we have already seen at chap. i. 3. The heaven is that

sphere of the creation in which the will of Gal is perfectly done

(Matth. vi. 10), and where no sin hinders him from the full and

adequate revelation of himself. Into that sphere cf the world of space
has Christ ascended, as the first-fruits of gloiified humanity, in

order to bring us thither after him (chap. ii. 10).

Ver. 2. The principal idea of ver. 1 is now repeated with mere

distinctness, in the form of an apposition to the subject of eKdCnev,

and, therewith, the proper theme of the fourth part formally laid

down. Christ has sat down on the right hand of the Majes;y;
as

one who (in this) completes the service in the true sanctuary

and the true tabernacle. T&v dyiwv is, of course, not to be taken

(with (Ecumenius, Schulz, Paulus, etc.), as gen. plur. masculine

(Christ a servant of the saints), but as gen. plur. neut., and ra

ayia does not signify (as Luther and others render it\
&quot; the holy

possessions/ but (as at chap. ix. 8, 12, and 24, seq.; chap. x. 19
;

chap. xiii. 11) &quot;the holy place,&quot;
or specially the

&quot;holy
of hoiiee,&quot;

(Theophylact, Erasmus, Calvin, Bleek, Tholuck, and the mofct). As

the author wished to place the adjective dXrjOLvog after the noun, for

the sake of the emphasis, he could only make it to agree in case and

number with cnr\vi\^ ;
in respect to the sense, rtiv dkTjOtv&v is to be

supplied also at -&v dyiuv (Bleek, etc.). A similar use of the adjective

is made also in German, with the exception that it is placed before

the noun. &quot; Ein Diener des wahrhaften Heiligthums und der (scil.

wahrhaften) Hu tte.&quot;

The true sanctuary, the place where God is really and truly

united with men, is
&quot; not made with men s hands.&quot; That tent,

covered with curtains and skins, cannot, of course, be the place

where heaven and earth are united.

In vers. 3-4 the author now adduces ike first argument to prove

that the sanctuary into which Christ entered is the true sanctuary,

and different from the tabernacle of Moses. The steps in the reason

ing logically arranged are the following : A, Only the Aaronitic

priests were qualified and permitted to offer sacrifice in the Mosaic
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tabernacle. Christ being not an Aaronite could not offer there. B,
Bat he must offer (somewhere and something), because every high

priest must offer sacrifice. Consequently he needed another taber

nacle than that of Moses,, (the only one that existed on earth). The
author now, however (just as at chap. vii. 15-17), passes forthwith

from the thesis to the second and more remote member of the proof

(B), and then brings in after it the first member of the proof, in

the form of an explanation (of how far there lies in B an argument
in prdof of the thesis). The idea, therefore, takes this form : Thesis :

Christ is minister in the true (namely heavenly) tabernacle. Argu
ment : For every high priest must offer sacrifice

; therefore, Christ

also must offer. (Supple. : from this follows, however, the above

thesis, that Christ needed another tabernacle); for, had he been

priest in that earthly tabernacle, he would then have been no priest,

as there were already priests there, who brought their offerings in

conformity with the law.

The words in detail have no difficulty. Awpa re not Ovaiai as a

general designation of the offerings, we had already at chap. v. 2.

The author does not, of course, say of Christ that it was necessary
for him to bring dtipd re Kol Ovaiai, different kinds of offerings, but

only that he must have somewhat to offer.

Ver. 5. Although grammatically connected with ver. 4 by a

riveg (which, however, may be well enough rendered by
&quot; and

these&quot;),
ver. 5 contains an independent idea, a new argument for the

thesis ver. 2, so stated as that this thesis itself, only in a more defi

nite form, is first repeated (the tabernacle in which the Levitical

priests served is called an image and shadow of the heavenly things),

and then the passage Ex. xxv. 40 is adduced as a new argument for

the inferiority of the Mosaic tabernacle.

Aa-peveiv with the dative of the person whom one serves is fre

quent ;
it more rarely occurs with the dative of the thing in which

one serves (besides this passage com p. chap. xiii. 10). To take the

dative in an instrumental signification would yield no sense. The
Levitical high priests served in a tabernacle which was an emblem
and shadow of the heavenly things. &quot;Ayia is not (with Bleek and

others) to be supplied at ra Ktrovpavia }
the author has evidently

rather, on purpose and with good reason, avoided placing a heavenly
talernade in opposition to the earthly. True, in Ver. 2, where in

stating the thesis he wished to make an evident antithesis, he spoke
of a &quot; true tabernacle,&quot; a &quot; true sanctuary ;&quot;

from that place on

wards, however, he avoids with intentional care every expression
which might have led to the conception of a local sanctuary in

heaven. Also in chap, ix., he again sets in opposition to the &quot;holy

places made with hands&quot; only
&quot; the heavenly things&quot;

and &quot; the

things in the heavens,&quot; ver. 23. And, moreover, the whole reason-
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ing in chap. ix. shews, that he considered as the archetype of tho

tabernacle not heavenly localities, but heavenly relations and heavenly

facts. (The holy life of Christ, in his state of humiliation, is the

heavenly sanctuary through which Christ must pass ;
the rending

of his body is the rending of the vail that separates him from the

holiest of all, etc. Gomp. below on chap. ix. 11, and on chap. x.

20). Now, to these heavenly relations and facts of salvation the Mo
saic tabernacle stands in the relation of a copy and shadow. The
verb from which vnodeLypa is derived, vnodeiKvviu, has two significa

tions
; first, it signifies to shew something privately to any one, to

let something be seen in an underhand way, hence vrrodeiyfm, a pri

vate sign, secret token, and, in general, a mark or token
; secondly,

it signifies also to illustrate something by examples, to draw from a

pattern, to copy, hence vTrodeiy^a, a copy, or also (in the profane

writers as well as in Heb. iv. 11)
= TrapadEiypa image, model, ex

ample. In this passage, however, it-has not the less proper signifi

cation of image in the sense of TrapadeLy^a, model, pattern, but the

proper signification of copy, so that it was not the Mosaic tabernacle

that was the -napdduy^cL (the original from which the copy was taken),

but the heavenly things. The same idea lies in cmd, but in a still

stronger form. The shadow of a body represents not even a proper

image of it, but only the colourless contour.

Now, that the Mosaic* tabernacle was not an original, but the copy

of a heavenly original, the author proves from Ex. xxv. 40. In Ex.

xxv. 40 Moses is told to build the tabernacle according to the ?TW,
that is, plan (not model, comp. Is. xliv. 13, where, ver. 18, the

draught is first sketched, and then, ver. 14, the wood is sought for

completing it
;

also 2 Kings xvi. 10
;

1 Chron. xxviii. 11, where

the signification
&quot;

plan, sketch,&quot; is perfectly suitable, better cer

tainly than the signification
&quot;

model&quot;) according to the plan which

God shewed to him in the mount. These words already lead (as rrn

neyer denotes an independent original building, but always only ti plctn

on a small scale by which one is to be guided in the construction and,

even according to the common false explanation of the term, only a

model in miniature) these words, I say, already lead, not to tho con

ception that there had been shewn to Moses on Mount Sinai a large

real tabernacle
;

still less, can the author s opinion of Ex. xxv. 40

be, that the original of the tabernacle stands permanently on Mount

Sinai (as later Kabbins fabled), and least of all, that Moses looked

forth into the heaven from the top of Sinai, and saw there in heaven

the original structure. Either the words in Ex. xxv. 40 are to be

taken as a figurative expression (so that the description in word-?, Ex.

xxv. 4, seq., was called figuratively a plan which had been shewn to

Moses), or, there was really shewn to Moses in a prophetic vlsin the

draught of a building (comp. Ex. xxvi. 30), but still a draught or
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plan which, beyond his vision, had no existence. The question now

presents itself, whether our author understood the passage in this,

the right way, or whether he misunderstood it after the manner of

the later Rabbins. Now, it is first of all to be observed, that

there are throughout no positive intimations that necessitate our

adopting this latter supposition. The whole reasoning retains its

full force on the supposition, that he rigidly understood the passage
in question. The heavenly things themselves (the New Testament

facts of savation which were delineated in the tabernacle) were, in

deed, not shewn to Moses, but only a plan according to which he

was to build that hypodeigmatic tabernacle, and he had as yet no

consciousness of the prophetical significance of this building. But,

indeed, the force of the author s reasoning depends in nowise on whe
ther Moses understood the typical signification of the tabernacle or

not. Enough, that Moses himself did not make or invent t\e plan of
the tabernacle, enough, that God gave him the plan God, who knew
well the symbolical signification of this plan. That the plan for

the tabernacle was given by God in this circumstance lies the nerve

of the argument ; for this reason is the Mosaic tabernacle a reflection

of heavenly thoughts, ideas, relations.*

J$\\i further, there are even distinct reasons at hand for rejecting

the supposition, that the author conceived of an original tabernacle

standing permanently in heaven, or on Mount Sinai. If he had

conceived of this as in heaven, then he must either have said more

plainly, Moses was permitted to look forth into heaven from Mount

Sinai, or he must have said more plainly (comp. the remarks above):
that which Moses saw on Sinai was itself again only a copy of the

heavenly original. If, however, he conceived of this as standing on

Mount Sinai, then this tabernacle would not have been tnovpdvia,

but era 77/$- y/fc, which was precisely denied in ver. 4. But that

neither of these fantastic ideas had any place in the mind of the

author, appears most evidently from the ninth chapter. If the

separation of a holy of holies from a holy place is there expressly

represented as an imperfection, in which the Mosaic tabernacle is

distinguished from the heavenly original, how, in all possibility, can

the author have regarded that model shewn to Moses which corres

ponded with the Mosaic tabernacle even in the minutest detail, and

therefore had also a holy place separated from the holy of holies as

that heavenly original itself? So much then is beyond all doubt

*
Fabcr, Stapulcnsis, Rivet, Schliphting, Storr, and Block, go still farther, and sup

pose even, that our author did not at all understand the word rvTOf in the sense of ground-

plan or model, but in the souse of copy, and that his object was expressly to say, that

the model which was shewn to Moses was itself only the copy of the true kirovpuvia.

Accordingly, ho intends to represent the tabernacle as the copy of a copy. This, how

ever, could hardly bo justified on exegetical grounds. The author would assuredly have

expressed this idea more distinctly.
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that those heavenly things, which in the Mosaic tabernacle were de

lineated in a faint shadow-sketch, did not themselves, according to

our author s view, consist of a locality, a tabernacle with skins, cur

tains, fore-courts, holy place, and holy of holies.

Thus, then, the force of the reasoning in ver. 5 lies in reality only
in the negative circumstance, that the tabernacle was not an indepen
dent original, but was built according to a pattern given by God, the

object of which, therefore must have been symbolically to represent

Divine ideas.

In ver. 6 the thesis, contained in ver. 2 and repeated in a modi-

fled form in the beginning of ver. 5, is once more repeated, and this

time in a form still more complete ; so, namely, that not merely
the two ideas contained in ver. 2 and ver. 5 are united, but a third

is added. In ver. 2 it was said positively : Christ is minister in the

true tabernacle, in ver. 5 negatively : the Levitical high priests

served in a tabernacle which was only an image and shadow. Xow,
in ver. 6 it is said : the ministry of Christ is more glorious (than

that of the Levitical high priests), and in so much more glorious as

the new covenant is more glorious (than the old). Here, therefore,

not merely are the two heirovpyiai compared with each other, but

they are, moreover, placed parallel with the two 6iaO}]Kaic. Thus

ver. 6 forms the proper thesis of the entire fourth part, and vers.

1-5 serves only as a preparatory introduction to this thesis. As

the author in ver. 6 not merely combines the ideas in vers. 1-5,

but, at the same time, also passes to a new idea, to the comparison
of thp services with the covenants, he has therefore connected ver. 6

with ver. 5, not by a particle of inference, but by a particle of pro

gression (yvvl de).

In respect of form, ver. 6 has the greatest resemblance to chap.

i. 4. Here, as there, the comparatives Kpeir-uv and dta^opu-epog are

used in the comparison of what belongs to the Old Testament with

what belongs to the New. Instead of Xeirovpyia the author might,

by all means, have put GKTJVTI, but, as has been already observed at

ver. 5, he henceforth industriously avoids placing a heavenly taber

nacle in opposition to the Mosaic tabernacle.

The ground-idea of ver. 6 then is this, that the ministry of the

Levitical priests in the Mosaic tabernacle stands related to the min

istry of Christ in the heavenly things, precisely as the old covenant

does to the new. In what the old covenant is excelled by the new,

we are informed in the relative clause fjng, which finds farther ex

planation in vers. 7-12. This explanation, at the same time,

already contains the idea, that the old covenant was destined to

vanish and to be replaced by the new. This idea is then in ver. 13

formally expressed as an inference. Does the Levitical priestly

service in the temple bear the same relation to the ministry of
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Christ (according to vcr. 6) as the old covenant bears to the new,
and again, is the old covenant (according to ver. 13) to be abrogated

by the new, in this lies already implicitly the final inference (which
is then in chap, ix.-x. explicitly developed in detail), that the

Levitical temple service is in like manner abrogated, rendered super

fluous by the ministry of Christ, as the old covenant by the new.

So much on the train of thought in general. Let us look now
first of all, at the relative clause : TJTIS fal Kpeirroaw exayyeMatg

vevofwQenrrai. NofioOereiv, here evidently in the wider sense to

establish, to enact authoritatively ;
for that the new covenant also

has to do with the giving of a law is expressly shewn in vers. 8-12.

The new covenant is founded on better promises ;
for (comp. vers.

9, 10) the old covenant promised salvation and blessing only to him
who perfectly fulfilled the law : the new covenant, on the other

hand givesfirst before it asks.

Ver. 7 serves, first of all, to obviate an objection that might
arise in the minds of the readers at ver. 6. They were wont to con

sider Moses, and the covenant of God with Moses, as the proper and

most sacred kernel of the Israelitish true religion. Had not the

Messiah himself, according to their view, been promised and given

precisely to the members of the Mosaic covenant people ! Now, to

say that this covenant of God with Moses was lowered in value by
another covenant, must have appeared to them as almost frivolous.

Therefore the author explains to them, that he is at liberty to

depreciate, nay, to find fault with the old covenant, and why he is

so.
&quot; If that first covenant had been faultless then there had been

no room for desiring a second.&quot; This was certainly the author s

idea, but instead of saying ovic av rojrog TJV rov fy-eiv devrfpav, he has

with unconscious conciseness (or by blending the two ideas : OVK dv

ronog and OVK av i^Tjreiro dsvTepa) joined rorrog also with K^reiro

as the object. (The explanation of Blcek and others is not natural:

then God would have had no need to seek in the hearts of men a

better place for his covenant than was the place on the tables of

stone. Equally unnatural is Olshausen s
&quot; TOTTOV rivb$ fyreZv to

will that something should take
place.&quot;)

The turn of the thought
in general is quite parallel with that in chap. vii. ver. 11 (and ver.

18). As in that place, from the established fact that a new and

different high priest is promised, the inference is drawn that the old

high priesthood must have been insufficient (and similarly at vii. 18

of the law), so here, from the fact that God as is shewn explana

torily in vers. 8-12 has promised a new covenant, it is inferred

that the old covenant was not faultless.

The meaning of this OVK, ufiep-xTog is well explained in the expres

sions used in quite a similar way in chap. vii. 18, daOEves nal drufaMg.

The author does not mean to find fault with the old Mosaic cove-
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nant as being not of divine origin, or, although, constituted by God,
as being insufficient even for its relative object, and unwisely framed;
he only means that it lies open to the charge of being faulty,, \vhea

human folly, contrary to the divine purpose, gives it out as being

everlastingly sufficient, while yet God himself, inasmuch as he has

promised to give a nciv, another covenant, has thereby declared the

old one to be imperfect. It is, therefore, not the author, nor gene

rally speaking a man who presumed to find fault with the old cove

nant, but God himself has found fault with it. (Comp. the repeated

Aeyet xvpiog, ver. 8 and 9. It was not the word of Jeremiah, but the

word of the Lord to Jeremiah.)
Ver, 8-12. The author in these verses cites the passage in

which God has promised a new and a different covenant, and thereby
has found fault with the old covenant (not as one that was not

divine, or not wise, but as insufficient and destined to cease). The

passage is in Jer. xxxi. 31-34. The author quotes literally from

the Sept. and the rendering of the Sept. is right. In the whole of

the Old Testament no passage is to be found in which the view is

expressed more clearly and distinctly, that the law was only a

iraidayuyos, than in this. And, if some commentators have thought
that in this passage no fault is found with the old covenant itself,

but only with the Israelites, they merely show by this, that they
have not understood the simple sense of the passage. It is true,

that fault is found with the Israelites who &quot; abode not in the

covenant (of Moses);&quot; but when the Lord is induced by this con

sideration to determine, that Ire will frame a different covenant, in

which he will write the law not upon tables of stone but on the

hearts of his people, he surely acknowledges thereby expressly and

clearly, that a part of the fault belonged also to the old covenant.

(In like manner Olshausen. Comp. also our explanation of the

passage chap. iv. 2, in which we encounter a similar misunderstand

ing on the part of the critics.)

The train of thought in the passage, Jer. xxxi. 31-34 is as

follows. A first principal idea lies in the words Mow . . . yw
AiyvKTov. The Lord announces to his people, that he will, at a

future time, make a new covenant with them, ver. 8. He calls this

covenant new, however, not in the sense of its being only a confirm

atory renewal of the old covenant, but in precise and express oppo

sition to the covenant which was made on their removal from Egypt ;

it is to be a new covenant not merely numerically, but qualitatively

(ver. 9, ov Kara . . . in 7% Alyv~rov). Then follows a second prin- ij

cipal idea (on, avrol OVK . . . ttaovrai IJLOL elg Xaov}. We arc now j

told what it was that was imperfect in the old covenant, and why

there was need of a new covenant, and wherein this should bo dif- i

ferent from the old. The principal imperfection of the old covenant :
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lies in its imfficacy, \vliich has been demonstrated by actual expe
rience. The cause of this is to bo traced not merely to the Israelites

not continuing in that covenant, but to the mutual relation that

subsisted between the people and their God, which is expressed in

the two members: they continued not, etc., and I regarded them not.

The people, on their part, remained not in the covenant, fulfilled

not the commands enjoined as the condition of the covenant, and

God, on his part, punished the people, inasmuch as after, and in

consequence of, the transgressions, he accepted them no more. The
conduct of God regulated itself then according to the conduct of
men. God first demanded before he gave; he first imposed his

commands without regard to the capacity and power of men; then

he rejected the people because they fulfilled not these commands.

(It needs not, of course, to be shewn here for the first time, how
wise this stage of legal enactment in the training of Israel was, how

necessary it was in order to awaken the knowledge of the infirmities

of sin. Nor does our author deny that it was necessaryfor its time.

But he proves from this announcement of God himself to Jeremiah,
that this stage was only a preparatory one, which could not confer

blessedness and brought no perfection) It is different with the new
covenant which God promises to make in the coming days. In this

covenant God will not write his law outwardly, as a cold requirement,
on tables of stone, but he will write it in the hearts and in the minds

of his people; he will, therefore, first give to the people and then

ask from them; he will first give them a new heart, a regenerate

spirit, pleasure, love, and joy in God s&quot; will, and then he will require
of them

;
nor will he then require in vain

;
for he will then be truly

the people s God, worshipped and beloved by them, and in conse

quence of this, the people can then also be truly his people, protected
and blessed by him. In a third principal idea (ver. 11, 12), it is

now shewn still more plainly, how the fulfillment of the law is under

this new covenant to rest on the inward disposition, and on what

ground this disposition is to rest. In the old covenant God had

commissioned Moses and the priests to read the law to the people,

and to lay before them the command to acknowledge Jehotfah as

their God. There is to be no such outward process under the new

(Covenant.
Then. will every one personally, and from his own inmost

[experience, know and acknowledge the Lord, and how? by what

j

means? Because lie forgives their sins, and remembers not their

\iniquitics. The difference, then, between the old and the new cov

enant is traced even to this innermost centre-point in that evangel

ical announcement of God to Jeremiah. There it is the law that

stands first, and lays down its requirements, which man cannot

fulfil, because he wants the power and the spirit, the power of love

jind the spirit oflove. Here it \sfrce grace, the forgiveness of sins,

VOL. VI. 31
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and reconciliation that stands first, and in the heart whose sins

have been forgiven love springs up, and from love springs the-

strength and the inclination for holiness, and the personal experi

ence of the knowledge of God.

Ver. 13. The author has now shewn that, according to God s

own announcement, a new, a higher covenant was to he formed,
which rests on &quot;better promises (namely, promises not first condi

tioned hy the conduct of men). From this is now drawn the further

inference, that for the old covenant a time must also at length come,
when it would no longer he merely relatively the old in opposition

to the neio, hut also, the absolutely iveak through age in opposition

to the new covenant coming into operation with thefreshness of youth,

Two ideas are to be distinguished from each other in this verse.

First, with the promise of God to make in general a (relatively)

new, different, second covenant, the covenant made with Moses

ceases to be the only one, and becomes a (relatively) old covenant.

Secondly : But of two things, that which is the relatively older

must, also, at some time, become the absolutely old, be outlived and

pass away.
We have here, first of nil, to obtain a clear idea of the two

categories, old and new, aged and young. Kaivog means new, new

in the relative sense, that which is added to a thing already existing

as a new, i. e. a different thing, novus. (In the same sense might !

one, who at an entertainment brings first wine of vintage 1840, and
;

then of 1811, say he will now bring a new wine, that is a new, an

other kind.) The opposite of this in Greek is na^alo^, that which
I

was already there, ndhai, the old = the earlier (relatively old), ;

antiquus (from ante), what does not come after something else. I

The application of naXalog to old persons is secondary, and these

also are so called, not in the sense of their being infirm through age,

but only in the sense of their having been earlier in the world than

those who are young.
Nedf, on the other hand, means young, fresh, recens, that which

\

(at any given time) is still absolutely new in respect of its existence
\

(not in comparison with another), that which has not yet existed

long, still stands in fresh vigour. (Thus that wine of 1846 is the

younj v
ino.) In opposition to this, yepaio?, as the Latin vetus

denotes what is absolutely old, what has no longer in itself the

strength to exist much longer. (Thus a man of eighty years of age I

may be a new member (naivog) of a legislative assembly, and stil /!

be a yepaios, and one of thirty years of age may be an old (jrahaior.

member of the assembly, and yet be ve6$.)

Most unjustly, therefore, will Bleek, Tholuck, and others rende

Trakaiovv by scnem reddere,
&quot;

to render antiquated.&quot; Only thus

Bleek thinks can a ^natural connection of ideas be made out he
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tween the two members
;

it gives rise rather, we think, only to a

tautology. UaXaiovv is rather simply
&quot;

to make the older&quot; antiquum
reddere, (not

- to antiquate in the modern sense, which would be

equivalent to
&quot;

abrogate).&quot; Inasmuch as God speaks of a tcatv?)

6taO/]K7j}
he has (the use of the perf. is to be noted) thereby made

the covenant of Moses the old covenant, i. e. the relatively older

That, however, which has been made the antiquum, the older
, is,

for this reason because it is destined to be displaced by a novum
also far on the way towards an absolute point of old age, i. e. it is a

yrjpdaKov, it is old in respect of its own capacity of existence, and

approaches, therefore, step by step, the impending d^aviapog.

( Eyyvg is used in the same way as at chap. vi. 8. As, in that

place, t-yydf nardpag does not mean &quot;

nigh to the
curse,&quot; but

&quot;

ap
proaching step by step nearer to the

curse,&quot; so here, &yyv$ dfaviapovj
&quot;

approaching step by step nearer to
dissolution.&quot;) Thus, from the

fact that God has promised, in general, a new, i. e. second covenant,
nd has declared the covenant of Moses to be the earlier

,
it fol-

ows, that this earlier covenant must, at some time, be old and
ease. Now, as, according to ver. 6, the relation between the min-
stries is the same as that between the covenants, ver. 13, there-

ore, already implicitly contains the idea (as has been already ob-

erved) that the Levitical heirovpyia is destined to become old, to

)Q outlived and to cease.

SECTION SECOND.
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE MOSAIC TABERNACLE.

(ix. 110.)

According k&amp;gt; the train of thought in the foregoing section, we

are prepared to expect here two ideas which Zuingle has already
well denoted in the words : Docet, ceremonias testamenti veteris

nonnisi typum fuisse novi. Atque ita rursum probat, novum testa-

mentum, sacerdotium videlicit Christi, cxccllentius fuisse levitico.

Tirst, the author will have to prove in detail the idea expressed in

chap. viii. 1 5, that the Old Testament tabernacle, in general, was

a copy of the heavenly things, i. c. the ministry of Christ, then,
he idea in chap. viii. 6, seq., that, as a mere copy, it corresponds to

the nature of the old covenant as distinguished from the new. And
ndced we do find both of these things in this section, only (as was

to be expected) not treated successively, but blended together.

In ver. 1 the first thing to be asked is, what substantive is to be

upplied at npur?]. The Complut. and Stcph. editions read ?} np^rrj

vi
j,
but this oKT}vi] is not found in the majority of the oldest and

jest codd. and versions, it rests, therefore, merely on a conjecture,
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and this conjecture, moreover, is groundless. In ?hap. viii. 6-13,

it was the two covenants that were spoken of throughout, and even

at ver. 13, the words in tliat lie saith, a nciv, &c., pointed bad: to

the citation in ver. 8 (I will make a new covenant), and thus, at ver.

13 also, the substantive, covenant, was to be supplied at the words

lie hath made the first old. This of itself would show, that the

same substantive must be supplied at ?) npurrj in the verse before

us. And, indeed, aKTjVij would in nowise be suitable. For, in ver.

2, where the expression 1} rrpu-r] oK7}vi\ actually occurs, it serves to

denote not the Old Testament sanctuary in opposition to that of the

New Testament, but the fore-compartment of the Old Testament

tabernacle (the so-called &quot;holy place&quot;)
in opposition to the land-

compartment (the
&quot;

holiest of
all&quot;), and, therefore, has a signification

which would not at all be suitable in ver. 1. We have, therefore, to

supply diaOiJK?-] (so Peshito, Chrysostom, Luther, Calvin, Beza, Grotius,

Bleek, Olshausen, and, in general, all the more recent commentators.)

AiKaiufjiara harpelag, dueatofjia denotes the result of the act ex

pressed by diicaiovVj and signifies, therefore, the making just or

right. In the New Testament it occurs in a threefold sense : first,

it signifies the fulfilling of righteousness (as applicable to the per

fect man Christ), Bom. v. 18, viii. 4
; secondly, the declaring of the

sinner to be righteous by God for Christ s sake, Bom. v. 16
; thirdly,

it denotes the act whereby certain things are declared to be right,

and therefore obligator} ,
i. e., ordinance, law=io* &&

, ph. Bom. i. 32 ;

Luke i. 6. Here, of course, only this third signification is suitable.

To understand dinaiuimra of the holy vessels is contrary to all usage.

Luther, Grotius, and others, take harpeiac as the accusative, and

suppose a comma between duiai^ara and Aarpemf, so that the three

things would be co-ordinated, &quot;ordinances, services, and sanctuary.&quot;

But, first of all,
re is mostly used in the case of things conncc ed by

pairs ; besides, the use of the plural in Xarpeia$ would be strange,

and Aarpemc, moreover, would express nothing else than the per

formance of the diKaitifiara, which would give rise to a tautology.

We therefore agree with the immense majority of both ancient

and modern commentators in taking harpeiag as the genitive
to

dinaiw^ara. We thus obtain two ideas
(&quot;

ordinances respecting the

service,&quot; and
&quot; the

sanctuary&quot;), which correspond precisely to the

two ideas of the foregoing chapter, service and tabernacle.

By TO ayiov, as already appears from the epithet KOOHIKOV (which ,

forms the antithesis to faovpdviov), is to be understood the entire

Old Testament/cmwra (not the &quot;holiest of
all,&quot;

which in the
E]&amp;gt;is-

i

tie to the Hebrews is denoted by rd ayta, vers. 3 and 8, or dyia ayiw,

ver. 2
;
nor the so-called

&quot;holy place,&quot;
which our author always ,

designates by the expression ?/ TT/OWTJ/ cv^//.) -The epithet
as already said, finds its explanation in the antithesis to rd
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The writer intends evidently to say this :

&quot; the old covenant, too,

had indeed a service and a sanctuary, but it had a service deter

mined by ordinances, and a sanctuary belonging to this world.&quot;*

These two things he has concisely put together in one clause. He,
therefore (as already Olshausen has rightly observed), expresses by
KoofiiKov nearly the same thing that he had already expressed in

chap. viii. 4 by im yfjg, with this difference, that in KOO^LKOV lies not

merely the locality but also the quality. Some of the older critics

have strangely mistaken the sense of these simple words. Luther
and others take TO dyiov= T?]v dyio-rj-a Hornberg rightly inter

prets TO dyiov, but renders Koa^LK,6^=^K6aiiioc 1
&quot;adorned

&quot;

Chrysostom,

Theophylact, Oecurnenius, Kypke, explain Koo{MK6$=foi the whole

vorld, destined for all nations (but one of the principal imperfec-
ions of the Old Testament sanctuary lay precisely in this, that it

vas not destined for all nations, but only for one people) ;
Theo-

)hylact, Grotius, Este, Wetstein, explain : &quot;representing a type
of the world-structure&quot; (but the tabernacle represented this in no

possible way.) Even among those commentators who rightly ex-

)lain Hoa/iutos as antithetical with trrovpdviog (It., Yulg., Calvin,

3eza, Cramer, Storr, Kuinoel, Tholuck, Bleek), it is still unneces-

arily disputed, whether the writer intended by this to denote the

mperfection or the materiality of the Old Testament sanctuary.

yuicus signifies neither &quot;

imperfect&quot; nor &quot;

material,&quot; but &quot; be-

onging to the world.
&quot;f

The Old Testament sanctuary was an in-

;egral part of this ivorld, this iwofioc;, which exists as a world sep
arated from God, and in which, therefore, even when what was

icaveuly appeared, it must needs take the form of the limited, the

)articular, i. e., under the distinction of fanum and profanum. In

;his is involved at once the material, local, external, and emblema
tic character of the Old Testament dytov, and, at the same time,

also, its imperfection.

Ver. 2 5. What is now to be proved is not that, in general, a

service and a sanctuary existed under the old covenant, but that

service was one according to ordinances, and that sanctuary one

pertaining to this world. In proof of this (comp. the yup), the

uincipal idea is now laid down :

&quot; There was built tlicjirst compart-

* The construction ru uyiov KoafitKov which has perplexed many commentators, (and

which 1^brard omits to explain) is explicable by a familiar Greek usage. For the English,

he has clean hands,&quot; the Greek would be, ho has his hands clean,&quot; (?xfi r
&quot;f A &quot;P

af

-.adapdc or ty. K. T.X-) Thus, Ilcb. vii. 24, &quot;hath an unchangeable priesthood:&quot; Greek,

hath his priesthood unchangeable&quot; the priesthood which he hath is unchangeable. So,

icre; &quot;it had its sanctuary /coff/^Acov&quot; the sanctuary which it had was KOOIUKUI: The

article assumes the existence of the sanctuary as known, and merely leaves the predica

tive adjective to define its quality. K.

f Block renders the word by
&quot;

worldly.&quot; But this word has acquired in common

usage a different meaning. It no longer forms the antithesis to heavenly, but to spiritual,

ind has become almost synonymous with &quot;profane.&quot;
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rnent of the tent
;
behind the second vail, however, was the holy

of holies.&quot; In this construction, which, rendered it necessary to

pass through two vails into the holiest of all, was plainly expressed
that cosmical imperfection, that state of separation between God
and the sinful world.

This separation was not, however, in any way merely accidental

or outward, but was most closely connected with the entire nature,
and with the collective symbols of the Old Testament cultus. The
writer shows this by specifying the particular pieces of furniture iu

each of the two compartments of the tabernacle, and the acts of

worship which were performed in each.

Before entering here on the explanation of the text, we must not

omit taking a short survey of the local construction and symbolical

significance of the tabernacle.

On entering by the door of the rectangular fore-court (which
stood on one of its smaller sides) into the fore-court, one would

then have had the tent immediately before him (again its smaller

side), but in entering it, he would yet have to pass the altar of

burn t-offering and the basin of water which stood just at the en

trance to the tent. On entering into the tent itself (therefore pas

sing through, the first vail, which formed the entrance from the

fore-court outwards), he would then have found himself in the holy

place (irpu-r) oKTjvfyj a rectangular space which, again, had greater

depth than breadth. On the right hand, in this space, stood the

table ic itli the skew-bread, on the left, the golden candlestick, and

furthest back, immediately before the entrance to the holiest of

all (Ex. xxx. 6), the altar of incense. On entering (through the

second vail, which separated the holy place from the holiest of all)

into the holiest of all, he would then have found himself in a square

space which had no other entrance but the one from the holy place.

Here stood the ark of the covenant.

This holy of holies was the place where God sometimes mani

fested his presence in a bright light or a cloud of smoke. This was

the place where God was to be conceived of as always present, even

although he should not be visibly manifest. He was present here,

however, not as the Creator and Governor of the world (as sucli he

dwelt in heaven), but as the covenant God of his people. And there

fore was the act of the covenant kept here in the ark of the covenant

This act of the covenant contained the mutual contract which God

had made writh his people. He required of the people the fulfil

ment of his eternal, absolutely holy will, which he had expressed
in

the &quot;ten words
;&quot;

the decalogue was the condition of the covenant ,

if this was fulfilled, then would the Lord, on his part, fulfil the

promise of the covenant, and be the God of this people.

But, not only did the people break that condition from the very
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first
; they had never the power to fulfil a command in which even

an evil desire was forbidden. Hence God had never given this

law to the end that it should be fulfilled, but to the end that

the people should by this testimony (run??)
be led to the knowledge

of their sinfulness. And this is not an idea to be found first in the

New Testament, in the writings of Paul, but one which had been,
in the clearest manner, expressed in the ceremonial law and worship.

The &quot;words of the testimony&quot; (i.
e. the decalogue) must needs

be covered
(&quot;&amp;gt;?.5),

so that the eye of the God who was present in the

ho]y of holies might not fall upon these words, which were an act

of accusation against the people. (From this is to be explained the

frequent form of expression
&quot;

to cover
sin.&quot;)

A golden cover the

rrss, was to be laid upon the ark
;
this dead cover, however, did

not suffice of itself to turn away the eye of Divine penal justice

from the record which testified of the guilt of the people. For this

there was necessary an actual atonement for this guilt. Therefore the

high, priest must, once every year, on the great day of atonement,

slay the great sacrifice of atonement, and carry the blood into the

holiest of all, and sprinkle it on the cover or lid of the ark, that the

eye of God might fall upon this witness of the accomplished atone-

tonement. (Of course this atonement was, in like manner, only

symbolical and typical, as was the representation of the presence of

God, and the beholding of God.) Thus, then, there was represented in

the holy of holies the absolute relation of the absolutely holy God to

the sinful people. It will appear from what has been said, how very

superficial is the view of those who would place the decalogue in

the same category with the ceremonial law, and regard it as given

only for the Jews. The whole ceremonial law had rather a signifi

cance only on the supposition, that the decalogue was not a relative

thing suited to the capacity and development of the time when it

was given, but the purely absolute representation of the eternal, in

dependent will of God.

Let us now look at the cultus of the holy place, the TTP^TTJ oKTjvrj..

After the decalogue God gave, at the same time, to the Israelites

(Ex. xx. 22, 23), a second law, which did not require absolute holi

ness, but rather, on the contrary, was suited to an unholy sinful

people, and which presupposed the non-fulfilment of the decalogue.
In the decalogue it is said : thou shalt not kill

; in chap. xxi. 12, seq_

it is taken for granted that, notwithstanding this, murder would

occur, and ordinances were given how this should be punished. In

the decalogue it is said : thou shalt not steal
;

in chap. xxii. 1, it is.

presupposed, that still, thefts would be committed, and the civil

punishment for the thief is specified, and so forth. In short, the

decalogue was a law which could not be kept by a sinful people ;

the law, on the other hand, chap, xx, 22, seq. was instituted precisely
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to meet the capacity of observance belonging to a sinful people
The decalogue required absolute holiness ; the second (the civil) law

required merely civil propriety of conduct, therefore only a holiness

of a very relative kind, only a justitia civilis. Now, just as this civil

law stands related to the decalogue, so does the cultus of the holy place to

that of the holy of holies. While, in the one, the absolute will of God
as accusing the people needed to be, as it were, hid from the eye of

God by the lid sprinkled with the blood of the sacrifice, so, in the

other, the people brought before God the temporary fruits of the

land, bread and oil, as symbols of their relative services, their

relative holiness- -they did not, however, present these immediately
before the eye of God, but only in the fore-chamber of his house.

The shew-bread was no lectistemium, no meat for God (but as al

ready the name c^B-srt intimates), was intended only to be looked

upon by God
;

in like manner, in the candlestick which was filled

with the other chief produce of the land, oil, the people made, as it

were, their light to shine before God. In the holy place, therefore,

were represented the symbols of the temporary relative piety, ivhich

the Lord, in the meanwhile., until the people should become entirely and

inwardly holy, graciously accepted, and which he could graciously ac

cept only because, at the same time, in the holiest of all, the sins

against God s absolute requirements were, from time to time, cov

ered by the sacrifices. Thus, then, we see how this twofold character

of the cultus, really pointed to a future removal of the difference

between the absolute requirements of the covenant and the merely
relative services of the covenant.

The fore-court was the place for the sinful people. Hero the

sacrifices, namely, the atoning sacrifices, were slain and burnt. This

slaying and burning was a symbol of the death and the condemna

tion which the sinner properly had deserved, which, however, was

transferred from him to the victim. Of course, therefore, neither

the holy place nor the holy of holies was the fitting place for these

acts of judicial punishment (the great sacrifice of atonement was

therefore commanded to be burnt without the fore-court, nay, with

out the camp) ; only the blood of the slain sacrifice of atonement

was brought before the eye of God, i.e., into the holy of holies, as a

testimony that the atoning vicarious act of punishment had been

executed. The general mutual relation between God and his people

resulting from the sacred rites of the holy of holies, from those of the

holy place and of the fore-court, the result, that God in general

still accepted the homage and worship of this people, was symboli

cally represented in the incense-offerin/j. The incense-offering was

burnt in the fore-court, in the fire of the altar of burnt-offering

only in virtue of this connexion with the expiatory side of tlio cul- \

tus was it acceptable it was not carried into the holy of holies it-
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self, but (just because it represented only the temporary, relative

peace that subsisted between God and his people) into the holy place;

but the altar of incense on which it was placed stood (Ex. xxx. 6)

just before the entrance to the holy of holies
&quot; over against the ark

of the covenant/ and thus, the incense-offering referred to the God
who was present in the holy of holies

;
the smoke of the incense was

to penetrate into the holy of holies itself, and, because it belonged
to the cultus of the holy of holies, it was offered not by the priests

but by the high priests.

With this explanation of the symbolical meaning of the taber

nacle and its worship in general, the question is already solved, why
the author in vers. 2-5 names and enumerates these pieces of furni

ture (a question which, moreover, is answered by himself in vcr. 6,

scq.) But, at the same time also, a difficulty is thus by anticipation

removed, which Calmet has declared to be the maxima totius epis-
tolas difficultas. If, however, there existed no greater difficulties in

it than this, then would the epistle to the Hebrews belong to the

easiest books of the New Testament ! It is the difficulty arising
from the fact, that the author in ver. 4 reckons the golden altar of in

cense as belonging to the holy of holies, while it stood undoubtedly in the

holy place.

Commentators have had recourse to a threefold solution of this

difficulty.

First, some have directly expressed their opinion, that the author

was mistaken. This, however, is too gross to be for a moment con

ceivable. The position of the altars must have been known to every
Israelite from the book of Exodus, much more must he have known

it, who set himself to reason from this against the Jewish Chris

tians. -This view has therefore been supported by auxiliary conjcct-

tures. Some say, the author may perhaps have lived and written in

Alexandria, and therefore not have had an exact knowledge of the

arrangements of the temple in Jerusalem. But the question,

whether one lived in Jerusalem or elsewhere, is here altogether ir

relevant, as, even in Jerusalem, the layman could not enter into the

temple, and could only become acquainted with the internal arrange
ments of the temple from what he read in the Pentateuch or in 1

Kings. This information could be obtained, however, quite as easily

in Alexandria as in Jerusalem, by a layman or a non-layman. More

over, it is not the temple that is here spoken of, but the tabernacle,

and especially those arrangements which found place only in the old

tabernacle (thus in ver 4, Aaron s rod and the pot of manna are

mentioned, both of which, according to 1 Kings viii. 6, even at tho

time of the building of Solomon s Temple were no longer to be

found). And this will, at the same time, afford an answer to a sec

ond auxiliary conjecture (that of a reviewer in Rheinwald s Report
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1842 vol. 9. p. 193), according to which, the author had in his mind,
and before his eye, the arrangements of that temple which the

Egyptian Jews, under Onias 150 B.C. built at Leontopolis. This

conjecture is the more untenable when we find that Onias built his

temple with great exactness after the pattern of that at J erusalein,
so that, at Leontopolis, the altar of incense assuredly stood no
where else than it did at Jerusalem.

Side by side with the first solution is to be placed also that of

Bleek, according to which, the altar of incense did really stand in

the holy place, but the author allowed himself to be led into the

mistake of placing it in the holy of holies by the passages Ex.

xxx. 6 and 26
;
Lev. iv. 7, seq. (where it is said the altar of incense

stands &quot; over against the ark of the
covenant&quot;). This hypothesis is,

however, simply refuted by the 7th verse of our chapter, where the

author expressly and definitely says that the high priest entered

into the devrepa OKTJVIJ only once in the year, which he could not have

said if, in his opinion, the daily offering of incense had been brought
into the holiest of all.

With this also is refuted a second hypothesis (which has been

put forth by Tholuck, only problematically, however, on the alleged

ground of 1 Kings vi. 22
;
Ex. xxvi. 35), that, in reality, the altar

of incense may have stood in the holy of holies. We are not under

the necessity of having recourse to Ex. xxx. 6
(&quot;

thou shalt place

it before the
vail&quot;)

in order to prove, that the altar of incense really

stood in the holy place, and by no means in the holy of holies, as

it clearly appears from the 7th verse of our chapter that, in the

opinion too of our author, it stood in the holy place and not in the

holy of holies. The question, now, is no longer one of a contradic

tion between our author and the Pentateuch, but of a kind of con

tradiction into which he seems to have fallen with himself.

But how much the less conceivable such a contradiction of the

author with himself is, by so much the more might the third prin

cipal solution seem, on a superficial view of the question, to recom

mend itself, the solution, namely, of those (as the Peshito, Vulg.,

Theophylact, Luther, Calov, cle Dieu, Keland, Deyling, J. Gr.

Michaelis, Bohme, Kuinoel, Stuart, Klec, etc.), who would trans

late OviuaTTJpiov here by censer. That Ovpar/jpLov may actually mean

censer is proved (from Thucyd. vi. 46
;
Diod. Sic. xiii. 3

;
LXX.

Ex. viii. 11
;
2 Chron. xxvi. 19

; Joseph. Ant. iv. 2, 4).
It has oven

been maintained that it must be rendered here by censer
;

for the

altar of incense is never denoted in the LXX. by Ovfuarrjpiov, but

* For the opposite opinion it has been contended, that Origen also (horn. 8 in Kxod.,

9 in Levit.), (Ecumenius and Augustine (qu. 177, in Exod.) assigned the altar of incense

to the holy of holies. But none of these three Fathers saw the temple themselves;

they, all of them, drew their information solely from our passage, Heb. ix. 4, so that their

testimony here is entirely without weight.
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always by OvmaarrjpLov dvfiidnarog. But this ground is not conclusive,
as in Josephus, Philo, Clemens Alex., and Origen, the altar of in

cense, in spite of the usage of the LXX., is very often called Ovpia-

rrjpiov. Moreover, our author, in the designation of the parts and

vessels of the sanctuary, does not at all confine himself to the

terms of the LXX.; he calls the holy place for example not TO dyiov

(as LXX. Ex. xxvi. 33, etc.), hut
7] rrpwr?/ OKTJVTJ. while he uses TO

dyiov (ver. 1) in a far wider sense to designate the entire sanctuary ;

to designate the holy of holies he uses, besides the expression of the

LXX. dyia dyiuv, also the expressions TJ 6ev~Epa anr\vr] (ver. 7) rd dyia

(ver. 8), etc. It is thus quite possible that in the designation
of the altar of incense he may have departed from the circum

stantial term of the LXX., and followed the usage of Josephus
and Philo. The word 6v(uaTrjpiov} therefore, in itself determines

nothing.
Just as little is determined by the predicate XPVG0^V - Some have

understood this as a differentia specifica distinguishing a golden
censer from a silver one, and in support of this, have appealed to a

passage of the Talmud, according to which, there were many silver

censers and only a single golden one at the same time also, to the

omission of the article at %pvcovv Ovpiarijpiov. But if the author

had intended to distinguish that one particular censer from the

many, he must precisely then have used the article. But the epithet

Xpvoovv can, just as little, be a differentia specifica as is the parallel

epithet -rrepiKeKahvfipeviiv ndvroOev xpvatto. Or, will the author dis

tinguish the gilt lid of the covenant from a number of others, namely,
of covenant lids not gilt !

The two following considerations are unfavourable to this third

solution of the difficulty. In the first place, the holy of holies was

no store-room in which all possible vessels were kept ; though it

were granted, then, that there was a particular golden censer which

was specially set apart for the incense on the day of atonement in

the holy of holies (Lev. xvi. 12, seq.), this censer would still not be

kept, the whole year through, in the holy of holies, as in that case,

the high priest must needs have entered into the holy of holies be-

forc the formal presentation of the sacrifice in order to bring out

the censer. But, in the second place, it is purely inconceivable that

our author should have passed over the altar of incense, this essen

tial part of the sacred furniture, and have mentioned, instead of it,

any kind of incense vessel whatever ! Tholuck, it is true, observes

that Josephus, in describing the entrance of Pompey into the tem

ple (ant. xiv. 4, 4) mentions, among the objects which Pompey saw

in the holy place, merely the table, the candlestick, and censers;

these, however, were certainly not placed upon the ground, but

standing on the altar of incense, so that, from this passage of Jose-
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phus, it can in nowise be inferred, that at the time of Pompey there

was no longer any altar of incense. But granted even, that there

was then, in reality, no altar of incense, still our author speaks not

of the temple, least of all of the temple as it existed after the cap

tivity, but of the tabernacle. Aaron s rod and the pot of manna
were no longer in the temple (they were not there since the time of

Solomon, 1 Kings viii. 9), and yet the author does not omit to men
tion them !

We need, in fact, to have recourse to-none of these artificial ex

pedients. The solution is exceedingly simple. The altar of in

cense stood, indeed, in the holy place, but referred to the holy of

holies. (So, substantially, already Mynster and Olshausen). The
smoke of the incense was not intended to spread backwards, in

order to dim the light of the candlestick, or to impart an aromatic

flavour to the shew-bread, but was intended to penetrate into the

holy of holies, as a symbol of worship and homage. Now, our au

thor, as has already been observed, mentions all these things, not

with the aim of giving a local description, but in order to shew

(ver. 6, seq.) how the entire cultus of the tabernacle divided itself

into two parts, which pointed to a future union and reconciliation.

Regarded from this point of view, the table of shetvbread and the

candlestick, the cultus of which consisted in their being symbolical
of the relative covenant services of the .people belonged to the holy

place ;
the altar of incense, however, the smoke of which referred

to the God present in the holy of holies, and in which the total re

sult of the entire cultus of the tabernacle was represented, belonged
most properly to the holiest of all, although it stood before the en

trance to it (just as the sign-board of a shop, although outside the

shop door, yet belongs not to the street, but to the shop). Nor was

this a refinement first invented by the author of this epistle, for in

Ex. xxx. 6, it had already been expressly said, that the altar of in

cense, although without the vail, was yet to stand &quot; before the ark

of the covenant,&quot; (mssn ^B&amp;gt;); nay, in 1 Kings vi. 22, this connex

ion of the altar of incense with the holy of holies is yet more

strongly expressed in the words &quot;&amp;gt;^~V
T-X

f35^.fj. By what other

word could the author render this ^ than by tyeiv ? We are

under no necessity to understand t:%ei,v in a local sense. Being in a

place locally, the author everywhere expresses, vers. 2-4, by the

preposition tv (v $); while %eiv is used in a local sense just as little

in ver. 1 as in ver. 4. We therefore render the words thus :

&quot; the

holy of holies, to which the golden altar of incense belonged/ The

author had the less reason to shrink from this use of the ZXBIV, as he

might well take it for granted that the local position of those ves

sels was familiar to all his readers
; and, moreover, ver. 7 shewed

that it was not unknown to himself.
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etc. It will be necessary to inquire here,

first, whether the pot of manna together with Aaron s rod, really
stood in the ark of the covenant, and then, why these two objects,,

which had no significance in respect to the cultus of the tabernacle

are here mentioned.

With regard to the first of these questions, the passages Ex.

xvi. 33
;
Numb. xvii. 10 j and 1 Kings, viii. 9, have been strangely

referred to in support of the view, that those two things had their

place not in, but before, or beside the ark of the covenant. The
two first of these passages, it is said, expressly affirm that they were

placed before the ark
;
the third as expressly denies that they were

placed in the ark. But the very opposite of this is true. In Ex.
xvi. 33. it is said, quite generally, that Jehovah commanded Moses
to lay up !i;ftT&quot;\52\

a pot full of manna for a memorial. Now, so

much, certainly, is true, that this expression does not positively
affirm that the pot of manna was to be laid precisely in the ark of

the covenant, for nirp ssV is often used of any one who enters into

the holy of holies, nay, even into the tabernacle and its fore-court
;

and so, when it is said of Moses, he carne mm -;s^ it is assuredly
not meant that he went into the ark of the covenant. But neither

does that expressionforbid our associating it with the holy of holies,

and the ark of the covenant. And, if the pot of manna was kept
at all in tho holy of holies, it must have been kept in the ark of the

covenant
; for, placed on the ground, it would soon have been spoiled

(it is not to be forgotten that the tabernacle was daily moved from

place to place), and there was no niche in the wall, as the wall con

sisted of hangings. Now, as the ark was the only vessel in the holy
of holies, it is reasonable to suppose, that the pot of manna would

have its place nowhere else than in it.

If we arc led to this conclusion already, a priori from Ex. xvi.

33, it is expressly confirmed, with respect to the pot of manna by
ver. 34, and with respect to Aaron s rod, bv Numb. xvii. 10. For

it is said there, of both these objects, that they were laid rnsn \rsV
&quot; before the testimony.&quot; Expositors have yet to produce a passage
in which the arJc was designated by nny. The ark is called y.nNrj or

irna
j .is, rrajn p^s ;

on the other hand, rn? is always, and every

where, used to, designate the dccaloyue or the tables of the law,

which, as is well known, lay in the ark. If now, for example, I

have a microscope standing in a press, and I were to say, I have laid

some article before the microscope, no rational man would under

stand mo to say that I had laid it upon the ground, before the press

in which the microscope stands, but every one would understand that

I have laid it in the press, and before the microscope there. Just so

is it with the pot of manna and Aaron s rod. If they were laid be

fore the tables of the law then must they have been placed on the
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same level with these, therefore on the bottom of the ark, not on

the ground before the ark. Bleek himself admits it to be possible

(ii. p. 458) that Ex. xxx. 6 may have the meaning, that the altar of

incense, because it was rr&amp;gt;h 153
V, stood in the holy of holies, not

withstanding its being expressly said shortly before that it stood
fs before the

vail,&quot;
and yet, he all at once repudiates the very nat

ural interpretation of Ex. xvi. 34, that the pot of manna and Aaron s

rod, because rn*n ^sV, had their place in the ark.
/

&quot;.
&quot;i r *

: / JL

We have still to look at the passage in 1 Kings *viii. 9. It is

here said, certainly, that &quot; there was nothing in the ark except the

two
tables,&quot;

but what time is it that is here spoken of? The time

of Solomon ! Now, that in the time of Solomon the golden pot of

manna and Aaron s rod should have been lost will not seriously sur

prise any one. Had not the ark been long in the hands of the Phil

istines, and carried about from place to place ? Might not the

Philistines have thrown aside the seemingly worthless rod of Aaron,
and taken away the more valuable pot of manna ? Let us now,

however, inquire finally, why then in general the circumstance is

mentioned in 1 Kings viii. 9, that in Solomon s time, when the ark

was brought into the temple,
f

nothing was in it save the two tables.&quot;

Certainly not for the purpose of obviating any idea that there might,

perhaps, be in the ark, besides these, some bowls, plates, caps, etc.,

etc. It is quite evident that the statement has then only a meaning
when it is supposed, that there was something else besides the tables

belonging properly to the ark, which one might justly and reasun-

ably expect to find in it. Now, let any one search through the whole

of the Old Testament, and he will be able to discover no other ob

jects that could be expected in the ark besides the tables, exc
&amp;gt;pt

the pot of manna and Aaron s rod mentioned in Ex. xvi. and Num.
xvii. Thus, then, the passage 1 Kings viii. 9 speaks not of what

belonged to the ark in Moses time, but of what was found in it in

the time of Solomon. With an emphasis expressive of surprise, it

is observed, that &quot; the tables only were found in
it,&quot;

i. c,,
that the

pot of manna and Aaron s rod had been lost. This very passage,

therefore, contains a decided testimony, that both of these objects,

so long as they yet existed, had their place in the ark of the cove

nant. The second question is, why the author, in general, mentions

these objects which, in reference to the cultus, had no special signi

ficance ? In ver. 5 he says expressly, that, in so far as bis object

was concerned, he might pass over the more particular description

of the cherubim f surely then, he must have had a special reason

for not passing over the pot of manna and Aaron s rod. This

reason consisted, on the one hand, perhaps in this, that he wished

to shew how, in the innermost sanctuary, there were not merely
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the tables of the law but also memorials of Divine miracles of

mercy ;* on the other hand, however, and chiefly, in this, that the

manna which fell from heaven, and the miraculous budding al

mond branch of Aaron formed a contrast with&quot; the ordinary earthly

products of the land which were daily and weekly brought to the

holy place.

The cherubic forms mentioned in ver. 5, which (two in num

ber) were brought to the mercy-lid, have no independent symboli
cal signification. They served only the aesthetical purpose of me

diating between the accusing testimony which lay beneath them,
and the cloud that hovered above them, in which God at times

manifested himself. Thus, below, they formed, as it were, the

guardians who kept watch over the records of the law, and, above,
with their wings they formed, as it were, the throne upon which

the cloud of revelation moved when it appeared. Hence, as Tho-

luck rightly observes, God is spoken of in the Psalms now, as
&quot; he who sitteth on the cherubim

;&quot; again, &quot;-a throne of the glory
of the Lord&quot; is spoken of, i. e., a throne of that cloud, from

which it is evident that the cloud, when it appeared, appeared over

the cherubim. (The rabbinical doctrine of the &quot;

Shekinah&quot; is fab

ulous only in so far as they considered this cloud to hover perma
nently over the cherubim. In opposition to this comp. 1 Kings viii.

10, but on the other side also Ex. xxv. 22
;
Num. vii. 89

;
1 Sam.

iv. 4, and 22
;
2 Sam. vi. 2). The genitive dofys is, therefore, also

(with Hammond, Deyling, Braun, Schottgen, Michaelis, Bohme,

Tholuck, Bleek, etc.), to be explained of the cloud which, indeed,

is in the Old Testament frequently called n .asrj. They are called
f cherubim of

glory,&quot;
because they bore &quot; the glory of the Lord.&quot;

Beza, Kuinoel, Olshausen, and others, have taken dofys as the gen.

expressive of quality (&quot; glorious cherubim&quot;), but to what purpose
would be such a predicate here, as in its vague generality would not

even be parallel with the descriptive epithets golden, overlaid with

gold, ver. 4 ?

Vers. G, 7. The author having thus noticed the construction of

the tabernacle, proceeds to consider the significance and designation
of its two compartments. And in vers. 6, 7, he simply notices the

acts of worship which were performed in each. II TT/OWT^ OHTJI TJ,
as

at ver. 2 the holy place. AmrravTo^ is explained by the tintithesis

axa!; rov tviavrov, and signifies, therefore, not continually, absolutely

without interruption, but without such interruptions as, according
to ver. 7, characterised the worship in the holy of holies, which was

* OLshausen finds in tho pot of manua a symbol of tho heavenly spiritual bread of life,

in Aaron s rod (less happily) a symbol of regeneration. Comp. on this our remarks on

tho words rel.etm-epac aKjjriif infra ver. 11.
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performed only once in the year. The acts of worship in the holy

place were performed, in part, daily, and, in part, weekly. Daily
the high priest presented the offering of incense on the altar of in

cense, daily was the candlestick supplied with the oil : while the

show-bread was laid out weekly. The pres. eimaciv (comp. ver. 9,

Kaipbg Kvear&Sj TrpoaQepovrai) can be explained only by the supposition,
that when the Epistle to the Hebrews was written, the Old Testa

ment temple worship was still in existence, consequently, that this

epistle was written before the destruction of Jerusalem. In the de

scription of the construction of the sanctuary, the author, for a very

intelligible reason, has not had in view the Herodian temple, but

has adhered to the description given in the Pentateuch of the orig

inal sanctuary, the tabernacle
; here, however, when he speaks of

the acts of worship, he describes them, with equal reason, as still

continuing; for the acts had remained the same, and also the dis

tinction between the holy place and the holy of holies, changed only
in its outward form, had been maintained unaltered in the temples
of Solomon, Zerubbabel, and Herod.*

The high priest went once every year into the holy of holies.

It is needlessly asked, whether the high priest, on the great day
of atonement, did not enter twice in succession into the holy of

holies. He certainly did this, as we learn, not merely from Philo,

but also from Lev. xvi. 12-14, and ver. 15 ;f but this is not in con

tradiction to our passage. Our author himself indicates in the

words, for Ms oivn sins and the sins of the people, that this act,

which was done once in the year, consisted of two parts. On

dyvorjfjidTuv comp. what is said at chap. v. 2.

Ver. 8-10. From the fact that the worship of the tabernacle

consisted of two parts, as described in ver. 6-7, the author infers,

in ver. 8, that the division of the tabernacle into two parts, as des

cribed in ver. 1-5, implied an imperfection. This inference, how

ever, finds its link of connexion and its explanation in the relative

sentence ver. 9, 10. The connexion of the thought as a whole is

very subtle, and can be apparent and intelligible only to those who

have understood all that lies in ver. 6, 7. For ver. 6, 7 has a two

fold reference. In it, first of all (as is quite evident), the section

v. 1-10 on the construction of the tabernacle is brought to a close,

and an inference drawn backwards from the service of the taber-

* Bleek infers on the contrary, from tho connection of the pres. with tho words

TOVTUV 6t ovruc, etc., that the author must have believed that all the things which he

names were still to be found in the temple I Why does Bleek not go just a step f-irther,

and charge the author with believing that there was as yet no temple, but that the old

tabernacle was still standing ?

f The statement of the later Maimonides, that tho high piiest entered into the holy

of holies four times on that day, is of no value against the testimony of Philo.
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naclc to its construction and destination. But in this verse, also,

the way is prepared, at the same time, for the idea which follows,

that the Old Testament sanctuary as a whole was merely of a re

lative character. In ver. 6, 7 then, first of all, notice is taken of

the difference between the (relatively) holy place and
%(absolutely)

holy of holies, and then it is at the same time also indicated, that,

just on account of this distinction, the tabernacle as a whole was

of a merely relative character in comparison with the New Testa-

merit fulfilment. First, notice is taken of the distinction between

the (relatively) holy place and the (absolutely) holy of holies. In

the one place there was a daily service
;
this service is not more

particularly described here, but its general character appears from

the anthithetical expression in ver. 7, not without Hood. The ser

vice in the holy place was ivithout blood ; the priest brought oil

and bread, never an offering of blood. No atoning act was ever

performed in the holy place, but always only a representation of the

occasional relative holiness or conformity to the law.

But what follows from this distinction ? That the people were

relatively holy, but regarded from an absolute point of view, were

unholy, and remained so in spite of the atonement which was re

peated every year. (Comp. the preceding general observations on

ver. 2.) It followed, therefore, in other words, from the continued

existence of a holy place (a symbol of relative holiness) side by side

with the holy of holies, the place of atonement, that the atonement

itself ivas as yet merely relative, that the true place of atonement

had not yet been opened, or that &quot; the place of atonement had not

yet been truly opened.&quot;

What is subjoined to this by means of the gen. absolute
(&quot;

in

asmuch as the Holy Ghost thereby showed,&quot;) is -easy and intelligi

ble. That Holy Ghost, according to whose eternal plan (comp.

chap. viii. 5), the tabernacle was built, intended to indicate by the

separation between the holy place and the holy of holies, a second,

& further truth (besides the distinction of relative holiness and ab

solute atonement), namely, that here, in the talernacle
3
the absolute

also was as yet relative.

This is the idea in ver. 8. &quot;Ayia (comp. ver. 3), the holy of

holies
;
the genitive is the genitive of direction (as in Matt. x k 5 ;

LXX., 2 Sam. xviii. 23.) The way into the holiest of all was not

opened (literally, not yet shown, revealed*), the holiest of all was

* The author seems here to allude to the event, recorded iu Matt, xxvii. 51. Other

wise, he would have said simply : /O/TTW dvtuxdijvai rijv TG&amp;gt;V uycuv f&amp;gt;6uv. But, in the

maunor in which ho expresses himself, he points to a time wbeu an event had not yet

taken place, winch, again, only emblematically indicated the opening up of the way.
&quot;At that time,&quot;

he says, &quot;it had not yet boon shown by, God (as has now been done)
that the way into tho holiest of all is

open.&quot;

VOL. VI 32.
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still shut
; consequently the access to fellowship with God still

prevented, the separation still subsisting, man not yet truly recon

ciled. Why so ? How does this follow from what is said in ver.

6, 7 ? Various conjectures have &quot;been made in reply to this, instead

of attention being directed to the fact, that the idea which is pre

supposed as the connecting link between the major proposition and

the conclusion is first expressed in ver. 9. Some have found the

vis conclusionis in this, that the existence of a holy place separate

from the holy of holies pointed to the distinction &quot;between priests

and the laity, (but the existence of a holy of holies, as distinguish

ed merely from the fore-court, would have pointed to the same dis

tinction, even had there been no irpu)-^ OKTJVIJ between.) Others

sought the vis conclusionis in this, that a chamber which has an

antechamber, cannot be said to be an open chamber ! or in this,

that it was not open, because the high priest alone might enter into

it (but the question still recurs, whether this had any con nee (ion

with the existence of a np^rrj OK?]VJJ.) Others, again, sought the

vis conclusionis in the vail which separated the holy place from the

holy of holies, (but this vail is only the manifest separation itself be

tween the two GKrjvai? ; nothing, therefore, is thereby explained.) The

true reason is given by the author himself in ver. 9. The holy place
stands locally related to the holiest of allJust as, in respect of time,

the tabernacle as a ivhole is related to the priestly service of Christ :

rpG)-r[ GKi]vr\ : dyia dyiuv [TTpur?] OKrjvjj -f- ayia dyiuv] : Christ.

The holy place was a symbolical representation of relative holi

ness, outward conformity to the law, while the holy of holies was a

symbolical representation of the re-establishment of the absolute re

lation between the merely sinful people and the absolutely holy

God. If, now, the holy of holies had been a true holy of holies, if

it had truly answered its purpose and truly opened the way of access

to a real and true fellowship with God, then the people had been a

truly redeemed and sanctified people, nor would there have been

any state of merely relative,, outward, typical holiness which needed

to be represented in the holy place. From the fact, therefore, that

there was still a state of typical, relative holiness to be represented,

.i. e., that there ivas such a state, the author is fully warranted in

drawing the inference, that the absolute restoration of the relation

to -God (the place of which was the holy of holies) had not yet been

really and truly attained and wrought out, but that this absolute

-relation to God was even in the holy of holies only represented, only

typically shadowed forth. Or, as he expresses it in ver. 8, the en

trance to the presence and fellowship of God was not yet truly

open.
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The connexion of the ideas may very simply be made evident

in the following way :

HpuTTj oKTjvij dyia dyiuv

Eepresentation of Keprcsentation
relative holiness. of absolute perfection.

Mere representation : New Test, fulfilment.

Or : because, in the holiest of all, the restoration of the absolute

relation to God was merely represented (for the relative conformity
to the law still subsisted side by side with it, and was still the ob

ject of representation side l)y side with it, namely, in the npcjrrj

OKTJVTJ), the holiest of all itself was therefore not yet of an absolute

but of a relative character. As the holy place, in a local respect,
stands related, to the holy of holies, so does the latter stand related,

in respect of time, to the fulfilment in Christ.

Let us now see whether the author has really adduced this ar

gument in ver. 9, 10.

In ver. 9 he says plainly and pointedly, the np^rt] oKi]v?j is a

napaftohri (i. e., likeness, cornp. chap. xi. 19, denoting, however, -as

well the figurative representation of a thing in words as in things)

napapokjj of the present time, in which the Old Testament sacri

fices are still presented. That ?/T^ refers to TTpu-r) OKTJVIJ should

never have been doubted.* What the author means by the &quot;

pres
ent time&quot; is made plain by the relative clause naO ov cJwpa, etc.

A, B, and D, it is true, have the reading naO i\v (scil. napafiofajv).

and Lachmann, Olshausen, and Bleek, give the preference to this

reading. But how forced would be the idea thus obtained :

&quot; the

anterior tent which was a figure of the present time, according to

which figure sacrifices were brought !&quot; In what sense was the

presentation of the sacrifices performed in accordance with the

figure which was represented in the npurr) aKr]vr\ ? There were no

sacrifices at all offered in the rrpu-rj GK^VI] \ Moreover, the reading
would deprive the expression 6 itaipbg 6 tvearuc; of all its clearness

and definiteness
; for, separated from its relative clause, this ex

pression might denote, as well the New Testament, as the Old

Testament time. We may, therefore confidently suppose that the

reading i\v owes its existence to an error in the writing, or a mis

understanding. We therefore adhere to the reading KaO or, and

thus get the necessary determination of the idea 6 Kaipbg 6 tvearcj^.

The author might have called the time of the Old Testament tem-

* Erasmus and others, among whom is Bengel, have explained the T/TIC as connected

by attraction with 7rcpa/3o?.;/, so that JJTIS would stand for
&amp;lt;&quot;,

TI. Tho existence of a

uTT] cKrjrf/ before the holy of holies is a figure of the time when the author wrote, in

so far, namely, as at that time the Israelitish theocracy, which still subsisted, formed as it

were the outward space for the Christianity that had arisen in its bosom. Ingenious but

artificial I
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pie worship also
&quot; the

past,&quot;
and he would doubtless have so desig

nated it had he intended to speak from his own point of view, hut,
with practical wisdom, he here speaks from the stand-point of his

readers who still joined in the temple worship, and for whom, there

fore, the period of the sacrifices did not yet belong to the past. In

another antithesis b^ai&v 6 erearug (Gal. i. 4) is used.

Thus, then, the holy place is called a figure of the Old Testa

ment time, the time of the imperfect sacrifices of animals which

could not make man perfect Kara avveid-rjatv. ^weid^atg is used here

in the widest sense
;

it denotes the inner part of man, his conscious

ness (including certainly the conscience specially so called), and finds

its best explanation in the antithesis ver. 10.

At f-iovov erl ppfyiaai, etc., it is simplest to supply the words,

dwdfj,evaL reXeiwaai. Em c. dat. denotes (as at Acts v. 35, and in

our chapter ver. 15) the object on which, or in reference, to which,
the act in question is performed.* Those sacrifices could make the

man complete and perfect, only in that which concerned meat, drink,

and washing ;
i. e., the purity which was thereby obtained was no

other than that Levitical, that typical outward purity which vras

acquired and maintained by observing the laws and ordinances

about meats and washings.

Hence, those d&pd re nal Ovoiai are called also dutai&iiara aapxo$

(cornp. what is said at ver. 1) ordinances of the flesh, of the old

natural man, the tiw dvGpuTros (Comp. 2 Cor. iv. 16). That the

reading ducaiupaTa, authorised by all the versions (only cod. D reads

deserves the preference before the received reading ical

(so Olshausen reads), is already established on external

grounds. (So also Mill, Bengel, Griesbach, Tholuck, Knapp, Lach-

mann, Schulz. How easily may the reading ducatufiaai have arisen

from a copier mechanically and carelessly putting it in the same

case with the preceding words.) Oh external grounds, also, the

reading diKai^mra is the more suitable
;
for ducai^ara is much too

general an idea to form a fourth co-ordinate class along with meats,

drinks, and washings. Besides, no one knew how enuteipeva was to

be construed
;

this nom. plur. neuter must be taken as an appo
sition to the nom. plur. fern, p) dwdfisvai ! If, now, we read diKaiu-

para, the simplest way will be to understand this word as in ap

position to 6&pd re nal Ovoiai. (It is unnecessary to take it as an

anacolouthic apposition to the datives). ETuiceiueva \i^i tempo;

diopOuoeug, the ordinances of sacrifice were enjoined until the time

of a better state of things. This time forms the antithesis to

*
Grotius, Bengel, Olshausen, Bleek, Do Wette, and others, give to iiri the significa

tion together with, which it nowhere has. It signifies in addition to this and that, but not

together with this and that. And what could bo meant by the povov? &quot;The sacrifices

which could not make inwardly perfect only in addition to meats, drinks and washings

what does that mean ?
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tvearuc. The expression diopQuveuq explains itself from chap.
viii. 8, s. ; it is the time when God had promised to make a letter

covenant.

If now we look back on the connexion of the thought in ver.

9, 10, and, tracing it backwards, resolve it into its particular parts,

we find them to be as follows :

1. In the Old Testament time sacrifices and gifts were brought
which do not make the inner man perfect, righteous, and holy, but

produce only that Levitical purity, that state of outward conformity
to the law, which is especially shewn also in the observance of the

laws and commandments respecting meats and washings (ver. 10).

2. The TTpurrj G\tr\vr\ with its service is a figure of this relative,

because typical, holiness (while, in the holiest of all, the restoration

of the absolute relation to God is represented) (ver. 9).

3. The fact, however, of there being such a relative holiness to

represent (consequently, that the absolute is not jet in existence,

but is only typically represented even in the holy of holies), involves

the inference (ver. 8), that the true way of access to God does not

yet stand open, that the holy of holies itself still belongs to the cat

egory of the relative and the typical. Thus, we find that reason in

proof of the proposition in ver. 8, which we mentioned above as the

right one, actually expressed and developed by the author.

But, it having thus been made out, that the holy of holies itself

also was merely relative and typical, this idea leads, forthwith, to a

new theme, to the comparison of the New Testament act of atone

ment with the Old Testament acts of atonement.

SECTION THIRD.

THE SERVICE OF THE TABERNACLE. THE BLOOD OF THE BULLOCKS

AND THE BLOOD OF CHRIST.

(ix. 11-x. 18.)

IN this section the author, first of all, lays down the principal

theme, ver. 11, 12, namely, that Christ has offered Jiis own blood.

From this it follows 1, vers. 13, 14, that his sacrifice was of

an internal, spiritual character
; 2, vers. 15-24, a sacrifice by which

the new covenant promised, chap. viii. 8, seq., was ratified
; 3, ver.

25-chap. x. 10, one which needed not to be repeated. In chap.

x. 11-18 all the fundamental ideas of the whole part are reca

pitulated.

Vers. 11, 12. By means of the particle &amp;lt;5e the idea in ver. 11
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forms an antithesis, first of all, certainly, to the immediately pre

ceding train of thought ver. 7, seq., Christ is introduced in opposi
tion to the high priest, but thereby, at the same time, also an an

tithesis to the whole preceding section, vers. 1-10. Nay this de

points not exactl}
r to the 7th verse, where there is no \iiv to corres

pond with it, but to the fiev of the first verse which logically cor

responds to it. True, the old covenant also had a sanctuary ; but,

(as was shewn in ver. 1-10), even the holy of holies in this sanctu

ary was no true holy of holies. Christ, on the contrary, as the true

high priest, has entered into the true holy of holies through a better

tabernacle, in order to effect a not merely relative, and typical, but

an eternal redemption.
This idea forms, however, only the transition to the new theme.

This new theme lies in the words of the 12th verse : by his own

blood ; for it is this idea which is afterwards further developed, and

which forms the proper subject of the section.

Three points are contained in the period ver. 11, 12 : a, Christ

is the present high priest of existing good things ;
b

}
Christ has en

tered through the perfect tabernacle into the holy of holies, and that,

c, by his oivn blood. The two first points form the transition.

Let us consider the first. ~napayei 6[.ivog dp^iepevg r&v yevope i uv

dyaO&v forms an apposition to the subject Xpiorog. Critics are not,

indeed, agreed upon this construction. Tholuck, Bleek
;
and others

place napayevofjiBvog in apposition to the predicate elafjWev, and re

solve Trapayevopevog elorfiOsv into irapeyevero Kol do7]Wev :

et But Christ

has appeared as a high priest of ... good things and entered,

etc.&quot; Meanwhile, not to say that such an emphatic announcement

is more of a modern cast than in accordance with the plain and

homely style of the New Testament, even in a grammatical point of

view it is to be objected to this construction, that the Trapayevo^evog

would then have to stand first, and the sentcnca to run thus :

Hapayevofievog dt- 6 Xpiarbc;, 6
dpftiepevg, etc. It will therefore bo Let

ter, even on this ground, to connect Trapaysvofievog with ap%iepzvc as

an adjectival attribute, and to bring this again into apposition with

the subject of the sentence. Still stronger reasons than this, how

ever, are furnished by the sentiment itself. But before we can at

tend to these, we must first determine the reading. The reading

wavers between T&V yevopewv dyaOtiv and r&v /zeA/ldvrcjv dyaOtiv.

The former reading is found in cod. B and D, in Lat. D. E., in the

Peshito, the Philoxen., and in Chrysostom and (Ecumenius. It is

certainly also a very ancient reading, which soon gave place gener

ally to the easier reading ^eAAovrwv. Bleek thinks that yevopt-vw

may have easily arisen from a mistake of the transcriber, on account

of the -xapayevofievos preceding, but would such a mistake have spread

through so many families of MSS. (Peshito, B, D, Philoxen.) ?
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It is far more comprehensible that the more difficult yevopevuv

should have heen misunderstood, and the copier have confidently put

liehhov-uv in its stead, because, in chap. x. 1 also, &quot;future good

things&quot;
are spoken of. But in chap. x. 1 nehhov-wv is suitable

;

here, however, it is by no means suitable. In chap. x. 1 it is said of

the Old Testament that this and that were types of the New Testa

ment good things ; here, on the contrary, it is meant to be said of

Christ that he did not, like the holy of holies in the tabernacle,

point merely typically to a future salvation, but that he brought
about the fulfilment of this salvation. MeAAcvrwv dyad&v as said in

reference to Christ would only then be tolerable, if here (as for ex

ample at chap. -vi. 5) the antithesis were between the present suffer

ings of the church and its future glory, or between the present faith

and the future vision. But nothing of this is said, even in the

remotest degree, in the passage before us. The author docs not

speak here (as in chap. iv. 1 and 9) of this, that it is the privilege
of the Christian to hope also for something future, but he mentions

in vers. 12 and 14 only such good things belonging to the Christian

as had already been, once for all, obtained for him. In one word,
he places the true high priest who has in his hand the already
secured and existing good things of grace, in opposition to the Old

Testament high priest who had only to fulfil the emblems and types
of future good things. We therefore give the decided preference

(with Lachtnann) to the reading yevo^Kvuv, and then it will be self-

evident that we must connect ~apayevoi.ievo(; with dpftiepevg as its

adjective. The Old Testament high priest was not present as

regards the salvation to which his service referred, and as little was

he present in regard to those for whom he was to make atonement;
but he performed the duties of his office separated, in respect of

place, from the people, in respect of time, from the salvation alone

in the holy of holies. Nor was he present as regards God, but

represented the people only in the place where God was symbolically

present. Christ, on the contrary, is, in every respect, a present high

priest, present, as regards his Father, to whom he has entered into

the true heavenly holy of holies; present, as regards his people, with

whom he is always, even unto the end of the world, after having
once appeared on the earth for their salvation; present, as regard*
the salvation, which he docs not need to look for from the future.

The second idea lies in the words &quot;

through the greater and more

perfect tabernacle,&quot; etc. We have here that use of the article which

might best be termed ib&proleptical; the idea is properly this: by
a tabernacle which (of the two) is the better. Similarly Acts ii. 47,.

npoazTiOei rovg ac^o/ztVoi;^,
&quot; the Lord added such to the church as

(then and on this account) belonged to the saved.&quot; John iii. 10, ov

el 6 diddonaXoc; ~ov Ia/)a//A,
&quot; thou art one (such a one) who stands
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here before us as the teacher of Israel.&quot; Compare also Heb. xii. 25.

The import of the clause is this : Christ entered into the holy of

holies by a more perfect tabernacle than that was by which the Old

Testament high priests entered into the holy of holies. (By the

atcrjvi] is, of course, to be understood specialty the irpwr?? oicvvrj) as

it is distinguished from the holy of holies.) In what respects that

holy place by which Christ entered into the holy of holies was better

than the holy place of the Mosaic tabernacle, is now shewn in the

words not made witli hands, that is, not belonging to this creation.

In opposition to the Mosaic, typical first tabernacle is placed a real

first tabernacle, which bears the same analogous relation to the Mosaic

as the New Testament holy of holies into which Christ entered,

bears to the Mosaic holy of holies. This upwr?/ oKrjvij, is not de

scribed positively, but negatively, namely, as one &quot; not made with

hands, that is, not belonging to this creation.&quot; If this last clause.

that is, not belonging, etc., were not there, one might be contented

to understand this Teheiorepa oKr\vf] (with Zuingle, Bucer, Tholuck,

Bleek, and the most of commentators) of -the canopy of heaven (the

sidereal heavens) through which Christ passed into the upper

heaven, into the sphere of glorified corporality, subject to no death

or change.* But that clause which is added renders every explana
tion of this kind impossible. Moreover the parallel itself between

the heavens and the Mosaic irpcjrr] oK?p rj
would be altogether without

significance or meaning. In what would the analogy between the

two onTji ai consist ? At most it might be said, that there is an

analogy in the outward circumstance, that the Mosaic Trpwr?/ oi;?]v&amp;gt;j

stood locally outside of the Mosaic holy of holies, and the visible

heavens are outside of the heavenly holy of holies ! But such frigid

parallelisms are not in accordance with our author s manner. We
must rather seek the key to the solution of ver. 11 in the profound
and subtle thoughts of vers. 8-10. It was there shown that the

Mosaic holy of holies was itself only typical; the antithesis between

the Mosaic and the heavenly holy of holies, is essentially not so much

one ofplace, as rather of time and quality; it is not the heaven

viewed as a place that makes the true holy of holies, but the heaven

and throne of God as the scene of the finished true atonement and

reconciliation of God with man. The true and proper antitJtesis

between the Mosaic and the heavenly holy of holies is that between the

prophetic type of an atonement and the actualfulfilment of it. Now

the opposition between the Mosaic rrpwr?/ oKr\vr\ and the reXeiorepa

(rcpuT?)) aKi]V7J must be analogous to this. We have here, as it v;erc,

a question in proportion to solve

*
Calov, Vriemont, and others explain it most unsuitably of the New Testament ctiurdi.

This was rather first founded by Christ s entrance into the holy of holies. How then can

he have gone thither through it ?
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(Mos. holy of holies : heavenly holy of holies.= Mos. holy place : X.)

The Mosaic holy place symbolically represented that relative,

temporary, outward, purity, conformity to the law and holiness

which was described in ver. 10. The true, moral, inward holiness

must form the antithesis to the symbolically holy place the tiling

to its emblem. Is the holy of holies into which Christ entered not

the place in heaven viewed as a place, but the act of his exaltation

and the time of his being exalted, then will also the Trpw-Tj GKIJVIJ,

through which he passed into his state of exaltation, be not & place
but an act and a time., In ver. 9 the Mosaic holy place was actually
called a figure of the time of the old covenant. Through that time

in which the old covenant with its ordinances still subsisted Christ

has passed, inasmuch as he was made under the law; his act of

passing through this state, his act of living in a state of humiliation,
i.

e., therefore, his perfect inward fulfilment of the laio, or his holy

life, was the reXeiorepa anj\vr\ through which he passed into his state

of exaltation.* The real fact of holiness (in the life of Jesus upon

earth) stands opposed to the symbolical representation of holiness in

the Mosaic TTp^rrj an7]vij. All that was emblematically represented in

the Mosaic holy place has by him been actually accomplished. Was
the earthly shewbread laid out there he was the bread of life that

came down from heaven; did the candlestick burn there with earthly

oil he ivas the light of the world. Nay, we can now, for the first

time, rightly understand why the author at ver. 4 has not omitted

to mention also the pot of manna and Aaron s rod. Did the pot of

manna in the holy of holies point to a better bread than the earthly

shewbread, to a bread from heaven Christ was this better bread

from heaven. Did Aaron s rod reviving again from a state of death

point to a new life out of death Christ brought, and was, this life

which arose out of death, and gave life again to dead humanity.
The third idea, not by blood, etc., does not need here a more

detailed explanation, as the author himself developes it, in the form

of a new theme, in the verses which follow. The following points

only, are briefly to be noticed. Side by side with the absolutely

holy life of Christ as the passage through the reAetortpa Trpw-T/ OKTJV?]

stands the holy death of Christ (together with his resurrection and

ascension) as the entrance into the eternal holy of holies. The did

is, of course, not to bo taken in a local sense here (as if Christ had

passed to the Father through his blood poured out, and then every
where diffused, as certain old Lutheran theologians have explained);
this is inadmissible, already on the ground, that in the words &amp;lt;V

a//mrof rpdyuv Kal fioo^v the did cannot evidently be so understood.

The 6td is to be understood in an instrumental sense. Afy/a stands

*
Augustine, Calvin, Boza, Grotius, Bongcl, and others, approximate tho true expla-

nation when by the TeheioTepa cKyvr/ they understand the body of Christ.
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by metonyme for
&quot;

death&quot; (as the Heb. 67); the death of the victim

was the condition, and, in so far, the means, of being permitted to

enter into the holy of holies. The adverb tydnai- introduces a natu

ral consequence of what has been said. Types must, from their

nature, be ever repeated until their fulfilment. The fulfilment

itself needs no repetition, just because it is the fulfilment, i.
e., the

adequate satisfaction of the existing need. An explanation of

tydnat; lies in the words aiwiav Xvrpuoiv svpdfiei og. E tpo^evof is a

part, aor. 2 formed after the analogy of aor. 1
;
an Alexandrine

peculiarity of dialect which had already passed into the LXX., and

had thence been imparted to the idiom of the Hellenists (Jews and

Jewish Christians who spoke Greek). Et-p^w in the sense of to

discover, to bring to
pass,&quot;

occurs also at Bom. vii. 18. Avrpuatg

signifies literally ransoming, used of a slave who has no money
wherewith to redeem himself, and for whom, therefore, another pays
the ransom in his stead (hence substitution is the principal idea in

Yers. 13, 14. The third of the ideas contained in vers. 11, 12,

namely, that Christ has by Ms own blood opened the true entrance

to the holy of holies, is now further explained. What is said in

vers. 13, 14 is mainly substantially this : The animal sacrifices give

outwardpurity ; the moral sacrifice of Christ purifies the conscience.

These two members, however, are not simply placed antithetically

to each other, but in the form of an inference a minori ad majus

(el 7r6&amp;lt;7o&amp;gt; jud^Jlov), The form of this inference is confirmed by this,

that the Levitical symbolical purity followed from the sprinkling of

the blood of animals ~by an internal necessity far inferior to that

with which the real cleansing of the inner man results from the

sacrifice of Christ. The causal connexion between the means of

purification and the purification is, in the one case, much more loose,

more arbitrary, because it is symbolical, while the cleansing of the

conscience from dead works by the sacrifice of Christ is effected by

a necessity of the inmost and strongest kind.

Pass we, now, to the particular parts of the first member of the

sentence. Tpayoj, goats, were offered by the high priest for the peo

ple, ravpoi, bulls, for himself (Lev, xvi. 6-11). Besides these, also,

the ashes of the (reddish) cow are mentioned (Num. xix.), by the

sprinkling of which such as had contracted uncleanness by contact

with dead bodies were made Levitically clean. One reason why the

author particularizes this ordinance was, that it afforded a special

and manifest example of the external character of the relation sub

sisting between the means and the result. A deeper reason will ap

pear from the antithesis in ver. 14. Of Christ it is said, ver. 14,

that he cleanses the conscience from dead ivorks to serve the living

God. The idea expressed by oweidrjais finds its explanation in ver.
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9, and the remarks there made. The opposition is that between

what is really experienced in the consciousness, and what is only

outwardly and in the outward man symbolically pourtrayed. The
inmost religious consciousness is cleansed by Christ, and that from
dead ivorks. Many have all at once understood by these, sinful and

evil works, and have explained this, either of the cleansing from the

guilt of these evil works (justification), or of the cleansing from the

sins themselves (sanctification). Others, on the contrary, as Bleek,
understood by the dead works the outward works prescribed by the

Mosaic law, and by the cleansing from these works conversion to

Christianity. I think that both of these explanations are too nar

row and too scholastic. The idea involved in the expression com

prehends these two things, first, that in the state of mind of the

person to be cleansed the whole question with him is one of ivorJcs

(therefore of a righteousness of the law), and, secondly, that all

those works which a man does in order to acquire merit before God
are dead (i. e.

}
not merely

&quot;

outwardly and symbolically/ but &quot;

in

wardly dead,&quot;

&quot; not proceeding from love/ and therefore &quot;

tainted

with
sin&quot;). By the concise expression tpya vEicpd is denoted, a, not

subjective sinfulness or guilt as such, &, nor the objective deficiency
of the ceremonial law, but c, the state of heart in general of him

who, as yet, knows no other way to righteousness than that of works,
and who, therefore, as a natural unregenerate man, is able to per
form only dead works, i. e.

}
works which are viewed separately from

the disposition of the heart, works each of which by itself is con

sidered as an objectively valuable legal tender to God, while, in

reality, it is not only imperfect and tainted with sin, but also, on

account of its standing isolated and by itself, a dead and worthless

thing. The opposite of this state of heart is that of him, who does

not at all imagine that he is able to pay God or to earn a reward

from God by particular works and meritorious acts, but who seeks

to become righteous only through Christ who has died for him and

now lives in him and whose member he now is and who., thereby,

receives the power to consecrate his whole self, his whole personal life,

to God
;
and to let himself be penetrated and sanctified by the

spirit of Christ. This state of heart includes both justification and

sanctification in their organic combination. It is denoted by the

words ka-peveiv Oeti &VTI. Aarpeveiv is used in the Sept. of the holy
service of the priests and Levites, and denotes, therefore, in the New
Testament the priestly consecration and offering up of the ivhole

man to the service of God. The idea expressed by Xarpevetv is

therefore quite different from that of dovfavciv the latter signifies

vkos elvai and denotes simply subjection, obedience, be it slavish

or willing ; kaTpveiv}
on the contrary, the willing priestly offering of

oneself to God. The expression living God forms a logically proper
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antithesis to dead tvorks. The unregenerate legally righteous man
sets not God before Mm, but rather the requirements and services of
the law; his eye is not directed immediately to the living God ;

he

does not compare himself, his whole person, with the person of the

living God, he sees not his personal organic corruption in the

mirror of the Divine holiness
;
but he measures and compares him

self only with the particular isolated requirements of the law, and

directs his regard and attention only to his particular, falsely sup

posed meritorious, works, and feels perfectly satisfied if he only has

performed a certain number of such ivories. The regenerate man ;

on the contrary gives up his own personality to the person of the

living God.

It will now, moreover, be evident why the author has in vcr. 13

mentioned particularly the ashes of the heifer. There, it was a

(Levitically outward) cleansing that was effected from contamination

caused by contact with the dead bodies of others; here, it is an in

ward and real cleansing from one s own inner death that takes place,

and a consecration of oneself to thertiving God.

What that act of Christ was, by which he has rendered this in

ward purification possible, we are now told in the relative clause,

who through the eternal spirit offered himself without spot to God.

Instead of atwviov, the reading dyiov is to be found in D, Copt.,

Basn., Vulg., Slav., and Lat. D, E, and in Chrysostom. But there

is still stronger external authority for alwviov in A, B, Peshito, Phi-

loxen., Armen., Ambrosius, Theodoret, and Theophylact ; for, be

sides the Alexandrine and Byzantine families, there is here the oldest

authority, the Peshito, against the Italian family. Besides, it is

easy to understand how the reading dyiov may have arisen, through
a gloss or correction, in place of the more difficult aluviov. But what,

now, does this mean : Christ has offered himself through the eternal

spirit as a spotless sacrifice to God ? These words have received

some very strange interpretations ;
Nosselt has rendered m-evfia by

victima.; Doederlein by status beatissimus
;

Storr and Olshausen

understand by Trvevpa alwviov the heavenly life of Christ, the holy

moving principle of love in Christ ; Welcker has declared the whole

passage to be inexplicable, and supposed that the author did not

know himself what he would say, upon which Tholuck well observes:
&quot; It is bad, indeed, when the conceit of an interpreter leads him to

impute the product of his own fancy to his author.&quot; But many,

also, of the most judicious critics, go too hastily to work, when (as

Bleek, Tholuck, and others) they all at once explain Trvevpa alvviov

as synonymous with nt ev^a dyiov. Bleek thinks that the Holy

Spirit has here the designation of eternal spirit,
&quot; because he im

parts to him in whom he dwells an eternal imperishable existence.&quot;

But in ver. 14 it is not the eternal life with God as the result of the
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sacrifice of Christ that is spoken of
;

it is Christ offering himself to

death that is there spoken of. Tholuck and others think that the

Holy Spirit is here designated as the impelling power which con

strained Christ to offer himself to the death. But surely the author

must have had a reason for not saying did nvev^arog dyiov \ We
shall most safely escape the necessity of having recourse to such

guesses and conjectures by explaining the words in question from

their own context,, i. e., from the antithesis to ver. 13. Let us,, first

of all, suppose that the adjective aluvtov is not there, then did TTVSV-

paros forms the simple antithesis to did cap/to^. The ashes of the

heifer produced the cleansing of the flesh, because this heifer (so is

the sentence to be extended) was offered did aapKog. In this sacrifi

cial act it was merely the odpt- of the priest, i. e., the natural man,
that took part. A particular disposition or state of heart, a nvev/jia

Oeov
}
was not at all necessary in order to bring that offering. What

ever the priest s internal state might be, it was enough if he out

wardly performed the prescribed ceremony. Christ, on the contrary,

cleanses the conscience, because he has offered himself did Trvevparoc.

He was not slain through mechanical compliance with a carnal or

dinance, i. e.
}
an ordinance which every natural man is capable of

fulfilling, he was not struck down by any priest, stabbed with a

knife and burned
;
that which performed the sacrificial act in him

was his spirit (Trvevpa). His making himself by his holy life an ob

ject of aversion and hatred to the sinful and obdurate rulers, his

patiently bearing this hatred, his not allowing himself to swerve

through fear of the persecution which threatened him on account of

this hatred from his fidelity to the will of his father, and from the

fulfilment of the work committed to him j all this was that through
which he offered himself; consequently, it was by a moral act, an act

of his TTvevna (where nvevjia is to be taken in the New Testament

sense, in which it denotes not the understanding, but the disposition

of mind or heart). And hence, in the sacrifice of Christ, the most

important element, and that in which the atoning virtue lies, is not

the outward physical shedding of that substance which we call

blood, but it is that inward act by which Christ willingly endured

unmerited sufferings. For the death of Christ is a holy death, pre

cisely in virtue of its being pure suffering. Christ did nothing

directly towards his own death, he did nothing actively to bring this

about; he did not kill himself either directly or indirectly, he merely

forbore to withdraw himselffrom suffering by disobedience to his

Father s will. He did not offer himself as a fanatic does who,
under the influence of some illusion, lets himself be nailed to a

cross this would indeed have been to offer himself did oapKo$ but

he offered himself as, for example, a faithful minister of the gospel

does who faithfully declares the truth, notwithstanding that he
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thereby exposes himself to suffering and persecution, or as a martyr
when he is reduced to the choice between martyrdom and denial,
and will not choose denial.

But, thus far, Christ is not the only one who has offered himself

through the spirit. When a Codrus, a Leonidas, an Arnold of

Winkle ried will rather give up life than prove unfaithful to his

country ;
when a Socrates does not choose to ward off the threat

ened cup of poison by denying that measure of truth to the knowl

edge of which he had attained, these are likewise offerings did

TTVSI:-jMflTOf. And yet there is an immense difference between Christ

and all those, and also between Christ and the Christian martyrs.
This difference the author expresses by the adjective alwviov. Others,

too, have offered themselves &quot;

through the
spirit,&quot;

but only in the

struggle for good things of a relative nature
;
the triumph or down

fall of a country, a relative knowledge of the truth was at stake in

their case. In Christ, it was the absolute salvation of the world, it

was eternity itself that was at stake. Hence, a relative -xveviia was

sufficient for those others, the spirit of patriotism, or of the love of

truth, etc.
;
but the sacrifice of Christ could only be offered in the

power of eternal spirit. Only the eternal spirit of absolute love,

holiness, wisdom, and compassion was capable of enduring that sac

rificial death. Because, then, Christ s giving himself up to death

was a moral act, and not a moral act of relative value and signifi

cance, but the absolute moral act, the act of all acts, the angle of

the world s history, the finished manifestation of the fullness of the

eternal being of God in time, the absolute fulfilment of the eternal

decree of God therefore, says the author, Christ has offered him

self to God, dia TTvevparog aluviov.

And he offered himself &quot; as one who was faultless,&quot; a^mov.

The animal sacrifices under the law behoved also to be faultless, and

so it may be said, there lies in a/zGyww first of all, only a similarity

between Christ and the animal sacrifices. But the words, he has

offered himself without spot, cannot of course be separated here from

through the eternal spirit. Has Christ offered himself without fault

through the eternal spirit, he thereby obtains another and higher

faultlessness, in comparison with which those animal sacrifices were

OVK a/zeju7rTo. (Comp. chap. viii. 7.)

The 14th verse is, in a practical point of view, one of the most

important in the whole New Testament. For, as directed against

the doctrine here taught concerning the value of Christ s sacrifice,

all that calumnious talk of old Rationalists and new German Catho

lics about a theology of blood and wounds, and a tyrannical God,

who &quot; would look only on blood,&quot;
is put to a shameful silence. The

main thing in the sacrifice of Christ is not the blood, this red sub

stance for then might the blood of the animals under the first cov-
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enant have sufficed, as little is it
&quot; the

spirit&quot; alone, if by the

spirit be understood an abstraction, a misty ideal of virtue, or free

dom, or of man-deification (in which case, it is too often the mere

odpZ that falsely boasts of possessing
&quot; the spirit of

Christ&quot;)
bat it

is that eternal spirit of absolute eternal holiness and eternal love

which has efficaciously manifested itself in time, inasmuch as it en

dured the real bloody death for the sinful world.

Thus much our author says, in general, on the opposition

between the sacrifice of Christ and the Old Testament animal sac

rifices. From ver. 15 onwards, he developes particular sides of this

comparison.
In Yer. 15-23 he shews how, by the atoning death of Christ, a

new dta&rJKi] also has been ratified. Thus this section points back,
at the same time, to chap. viii. For, there, it was said, in general,
that God has promised to make a new covenant, and that by this

new covenant the old must be annulled. This, too, had already
been said in chap, viii., that the priestly service (Xeirovpyla) of

Christ bears the same relation to the Levitical priestly service as

the new covenant bears to the old. The author, then, in chap. ix.

entered more at large into the consideration of the old covenant,
and had shewn how the structure (vers. 1-10) as well as the service

(vers. 11-14) of the tabernacle pointed to something future and

more perfect : in vers. 1114 he has shewn how, in the death of

Christ, the more perfect heirovpyla consists
;
now in vers. 15-23 he

shews, that by this very death of Christ, also the (promised)
more perfect covenant has been ratified.

Am rovrOj in ver. 15, does not point backwards to ver. 14, but

forwards to the clause beginning with OTTOJ? (although this final

clause itself certainly involves substantially a repetition of the for

mer idea. This final clause is, however, differently construed.) First,

it must be asked, whether the words elg a-nohvrpuaiv belong to Oavdrov

yevofiwov or to hdfiuaiv. The former is the more natural according
to the position of the words, and has also been acknowledged as the

right construction by almost all critics. But, secondly, there is the

question, whether the genitive r^ aiuviov K^povojuag is dependent
on trrayyeAmv or on KeK^fievoi. In the latter construction (Tholuck
and others) not only must a strong hyperbaton be presupposed, but

also the idea which it yields (&quot;
that those who are called may re

ceive the promise of the eternal inheritance ) is not quite suitable,

seeing that this promise as a promise had already, according to

chap. viii. 8, seq., been given to the members of the old covenant.

It is better, with the majority of commentators, to take that geni
tive as dependent on KKK^IKVOI. Those who are called to the eternal

inheritance are, accordingly, those members of the old covenan-t who,

according to chap. iv. 1 and 0, had hitherto only attained to a tern-
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porary rest. T?)v inayyeXiav denotes not the act of promising but

(as at chap. x. 36
; chap. xi. 13 and 39) the promised object, the

thing promised to them. The sentiment then is this : that those

who are called to the eternal inheritance might receive the thing

promised to them (the fulfilment of the promise.)

How this was done is shewn in the words Oavdrov yevofjvov el$

dTToXvrp&otv r&v Km ry rrp&ry diaOfycq 7Tapa[3dod)i&amp;gt;. According to ver.

13, seq., the animal sacrifices under the old covenant had not the

power to redeem the sinner from transgressions (i. e.,
from the guilt

of these.) They procured for him, not righteousness before Clod,

but that relative outward purity or conformity to the law, which

itself was only an emblem and symbol of the righteousness of God.

In order truly to redeem from sins committed under the old cove-
^

nant, a death must l&amp;gt;e undergone (a different one of course from that

of bulls and goats.)

Now the entire sentiment becomes clear. In order that by a

death through which, at the same time, the sins committed under

the old covenant first found their true atonement those members

of the old covenant who are called to the eternal inheritance might be

enabled to receive the thing promised to them (namely, the eternal

inheritance itself) : Christ must establish a new covenant. The in

ternal ground of this connexion of ideas is manifest. It had already

been shewn in chap. viii. and ix. of the old covenant, that its priestly

service could not blot out the guilt of sin. If the old covenant

still continued to subsist, then its priestly service also continued,

and thus, so long as it continued, there could be no redemption, no

possibility of at length truly entering into the long promised inher

itance. There is here, therefore, an inference drawn backtvards from

the necessity of a new priestly service (keirovpyia) to the necessity of

a new diaOijit?].

But closely connected with these principal points is the second

idea of the passage before us, Oavdrov yevop,vov slg drco^vrpvaiv, that

it was possible to accomplish this only by an atoning sacrificial

death.

This second point is further developed in ver. 16, seq. A cov

enant cannot be made without death
;
the sinner cannot enter into a

covenant with the holy God without dying ; hence, also, in the mak

ing of the first covenant, substitutionary burnt-offerings must needs i

be brought by the Israelites who entered into covenant with God.

This passage in itself so easy easy whenever one has patience
;

to read to the end of it, that is to ver. 22 has by most critics been

regarded as a real crux. Many have been led by what seems to be

said in ver. 16, to suppose that the signification covenant here is by

no means suitable, and thus have rendered 6iaO-tJKij either, already

at ver. 15, by testament (thus completely breaking the connection
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between chap. viii. and ix.) ?
or they supposed a play upon the word*

in ver. 16, as if diaO/JKrj meant covenant in vers. 15 and 18, and

testament in vers. 16 and 17
;

in other words, they here again im

puted the product of their own fancy to the author. We will

show that the signification testament is throughout the whole pas

sage, not only not necessary, but even unsuitable.

Already, at chap. vii. 22, we found that &a0//:??, in the sense of

the Heb. irna, was a long-established religious idea among the Jews
and Jewish Christians. It is very doubtful, on the other hand,
whether the Hebrews knew anything in general of testaments

(cornp. the 1760 of Rau s disput. de testamenti factione Hebraeis

veteribus ignota). The passage Deut. xxi. 16, affords an argument
against the possibility of there having been voluntary dispositions
of inheritances, and the whole Mosaic right of inheritance was, in

its nature and basis, an intestate right of inheritance. The most

that can be said is, that, under the influence of the Romans, tes

taments may have come to be used here and there among the Jews,
but it is still prima facie very improbable that the author should

have selected a thing so foreign and so little known, with which to

compare God s highest act of atonement. Now it is, moreover, a

fact, that in that passage from Jer. xxxi. 31, seq., cited in chap.
viii. 8, seq., which forms the foundation of the whole of this part of

the epistle, diaOrJKri is the translation of the Hebrew ivna. It is also

a fact, that chap. ix. 15 connects closely with the ideas of chap.
viii.

; and, besides, that in chap. ix. 15, a mediator of the diaOtjKT) is

spoken of, while in a testament there cannot, from the nature of

the thing, be a mediator
;
there may be such, however, in a cove

nant which two separated parties make. From all this, so much,
at least, is evident, that so long as the signification covenant can be

shoivn to be suitable, ice arc not at liberty to departfrom it.

And why should this signification not suit in ver. 16 ?
&quot; Where

a covenant is, there must, of necessity, be demonstrated the death

of the person making the covenant/ (QtpeaOai never signifies exis-

tere, as Schulz and Buhrne would have it
;

it certainly signifies ver-

Bari, for example, KV rerapay^voi^ Kpdyuaoi (jitpsaOaij to find one s self

in troubled circumstances ; but, when it stands by itself, it never

has the independent substantial signification : to exist. Quite as

little does it ever signify intcrccdcre, as Beza understood it. But

either : serrnone ferri, farna divulgari, i. c., to be generally known
;

lor, what suits still better here, afferi coram judicibus, to be proved,

(authenticated.) Therefore : where a tiiaO/
jic?] is, there must the

* The rendering &quot;testament&quot; is given to diaOt/KT] throughout by Chrysostom, Vulg.,

[Luther,
and the older Lutheran theologians; that of &quot;covenant&quot; by the most of tho

[Greek fathers, the most of tho reformed theologians, especially Grotius, then by Michae-

lis, Tholuck, and others; a change in the signification, or a paronomasia, is supposed

|
by Bleek, Olshausen, and several of the more recent commentators.

VOL. VI. 33
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death of the diaOtpevog be proved. What had these commentators to

do but to conclude, all at once, that it is evidently a testament

that is here spoken of? But is it true, after all, that a testament

cannot exist until the testator is dead ? Would this inference

be just : where a testament is(!), there must the death of the tes

tator be shown ?&quot; It would be so if the author had said : where

a testament is to be opened or implemented! The signification

testament therefore is not at all appropriate. Let us try how it

goes with the signification covenant. &quot; Where a covenant is, tliere

must of necessity the death of him who makes the covenant he

proved.&quot;
This idea is certainly not so self-evident as that of the

testament seemed to be on a superficial consideration of it. This

idea is rather enigmatical, obscure, almost paradoxical. But should

we shrink from it on this account ? Was it not also paradoxical,

when the author, ver. 8, from the fact that the high priest entered

once every year into the holy of holies, all at once inferred, that so

long as there was a holy place, the holy of holies would be inac

cessible ? Was it not also paradoxical, when in chap. vii. 15, from

the statement that the Messianic high priesthood was to be after

the order of Melchisedec, he inferred that the Messiah must pro

ceed from the tribe of Judah ? He has not failed to explain the

former paradox in chap, ix., ver. 9-10, and the latter in chap. vii.

16, 17. He is fond of making at once a bold leap from the major

proposition to the conclusion (or, as here, from the conclusion to the

major proposition), and to bring in afterwards the connecting ideas.

Why should he not be allowed the same privilege here ?
&quot; Where

a covenant is, there the covenant-maker must be dead&quot; certainly

an enigmatical statement
;
but patience only for a few verses, and

the author will not fail to explain it.

In ver. 17 he again repeats the idea.
&quot; A covenant is valid in

the case of persons who are dead, since it never has force if he who

makes the covenant be alive.&quot; Again very enigmatical, and again

have the commentators, without delay, had recourse to the testa-

menti factio. A testament may, indeed, be overturned or revoked

so long as the testator lives. But it would be too much to affirm

that a testament is never (pport) valid so long as the testator lives.

And so, to favour the explanation
&quot;

testament&quot; the signification
ot

p/JKore has been here actually changed into that of PJTTW !

In ver. 18, seq., the author gives the solution of all thes3 enig

mas. &quot; The first covenant also was not consecrated without blood,&quot;

(tyicaivieiv not &quot;

to
renew,&quot; but literally, to bring a new thing into

existence, into use, hence to consecrate.) Did ever any one hear of

the consecration of a testament ? and does not the author speak

of the first diaOjJKrj as a thing well known ? But does the expression;
&quot;

first testament/ or &quot;

testament&quot; in general, anywhere cocur ir.
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the Old Testament ? Is it not rather quite evident, that in the

passage Ex. xxiv. 6-8, to wliicli the author here refers, it is the con

secration of a r^a that is spoken of? &quot;For, after Moses had

spoken every precept to all the people according to the law, he took

the hlood of the calves and goats, with water and scarlet wool and

hyssop, and sprinkled the book of the law itself, and all the people ,

saying : this is the blood of the covenant (^
to

.s) which God hath^

enjoined (upon me to ratify) in relation to you. Moreover, he

sprinkled likewise with blood both the tabernacle and all the vessels

of the ministry. And all things are by the law purged only with

blood, and without shedding of blood is no forgiveness&quot;

Three things are here to be observed. The first is of an anti

quarian character, namely, that particulars are here mentioned (as

the mixing of the blood with water, the scarlet wool on the stalk

of hyssop) which are not to be found in Exodus, but only in Jose-

phus. Josephus followed in this doubtless an ancient and general

tradition, and our author too might, without hesitation, follow this

tradition, especially as nothing depended here on archaeological
exactness in the statement of the event referred to, his object being

only to bring that event to the minds of his readers in the way in

which it was familiar to them, and to call it up vividly before them

by a picturesque description of it.

Secondly, We are here perfectly satisfied that the signification
&quot;

testament&quot; for 6ia6?JKri will not do. In ver. 18, diaOtjicrj is to be

supplied at ?/ rrpwr?/. IfdiaO-rJKij meant
&quot;

testament,&quot; then the author

would have had to show at ver. 19, seq., that already in Moses time

also the testator, God, ivas dead, or, at least, he must have regarded
these burnt-offerings mentioned in ver. 19 as sacrifices which had

been slain in place of God !

Thirdly, what seemed obscure and paradoxical in vers. 16-17 is

now fully explained.
&quot; Without shedding of blood there is no for

giveness&quot;
The&quot; author, therefore, has considered that covenant

j

sacrifice described in Ex. xxiv. 6-8 to have been one of an expi-

\atory, atoning kind. Sonic, indeed, have thought that they knew

better, and have raised the objection that that sacrifice consisted

of iv.V*
&quot;

burnt-offerings,&quot; and that burnt-offerings had no atoning

significance. But while this may be true of the burnt-offering

generally, it is not true specially of the burnt-offering used in rati

fying the covenant. This could not but be evident to the native

[Israelite
who was familiar with his Old Testament. It is chiefly ap

parent from Gen. i. 15, where God for the first time ratifies his

covenant with Abraham. Abraham there receives the command

|:o bring sacrifices
;
he offers the animals in sacrifice, and fulls then

nto a deep sleep, and while he sleeps, birds of prey come down and

keck to consume the sacrifice
;
but now fire falls from heaven and
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licks up the sacrifice. Upon this it is shewn to him, that as it

happened to the sacrifice, so will it happen to his seed : it too will

be afflicted and disquieted for a time, hut will then he led into glory

by God himself. Thus was that burnt-offering an emblem of Abra
ham and his seed ivitli ivliom God made the covenant. We have

here, therefore, the symbolical meaning of the burnt-offering. As the

sacrificer slays the substitutionary victim and commits it wholly to

the flames, so ought he to give himself io God as one dead to his for

mer life. Thus the nV.y was, in reality, quite as expiatory as the &quot;

sin-

offering&quot;
and

&quot;guilt-offering,&quot;
the only difference being this, that by

these latter only certain particular sins were atoned for, while in the

former the atonement extended to the sinner s whole person. How
much also the element of atonement belonged to the burnt-offer

ing appears in this, that, according to Lev. xvi. 24, on the great

day of atonement a burnt-offering formed the conclusion of the ser

vices
&quot;

to atone for his own sins and the sins of the
people.&quot;

This

is perfectly evident in the case of the covenant burnt-offering. The

man who will enter into a covenant with God is a sinner, and as

such incapable of entering into fellowship with the holy God, nay
even of appearing before God s presence (Deut. v. 26). He must

die on account of his guilt, if a substitutionary sacrifice be not offer

ed for him. But he must also die to his former life, in order to

begin a new life in covenant with God. In short, from a simple

view of the symbolical import of the covenant-burnt-offering des

cribed in vers. 18-22, the following may be stated as the result :

&quot; Where a sinful man will enter into covenant with the holy God,

the man must first die must first atone for his guilt by a death

(or he must produce a substitutionary burnt-offering&quot;). But this is

precisely the idea which the author has expressed in vers. 16, seq.,

and which there appeared so obscure and paradoxical.
This is altogether different in the case of a testament. There,

the testator dies and gives place to the heir. Here, it is rather the

heir, the man that is called to the possession of the heavenly good

things who must die, in order to be able, as a pardoned and purified

man, to enter into the new life with God. From this it is clear,

that the author could have used the comparison of a testament, only

if it had been his object to represent the death of Christ on the

cross as the (t death of God, the testator.&quot; But this would, in the

first place, have been in itself absurd ; secondly, there is not the

slightest trace of any such reference to the death of Christ as the

testator ; thirdly, the author could not then have said that, already

in the time of Moses, the rule expressed in ver. 16, seq., had found
;

its application.

On all sides, then, the interpretation of the word 6iaO&amp;gt;jiai by ;

covenant is confirmed. The only circumstance which in vcr. 10
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might lead the commentators astray is, that the author there lays

down the principle not in the limited (form
&quot; where any one will

enter into a covenant with
God&quot;),

but generally (&quot;

where a covenant

is&quot;), seeing that an atoning death is necessary, not to every cove

nant, but only when a sinner will enter into a covenant with God.

But this limitation, according to which it is only religlo-theocratical

covenants that are here spoken of, is evident enough from the con

text ver. 15.*

Ver. 23 now forms the conclusion. That the old covenant could

not be ratified without shedding of blood, without substitutionary

sacrifices, was shewn in vers. 18-22. That the same law is applica
ble also to the new covenant, is shewn in ver. 23.

&quot; It was neces

sary, therefore, that the symbols of the heavenly things should be

purged by this (by the goats and calves mentioned in ver. 19), but

the heavenly things themselves by better sacrifices than these.&quot;

Those sacrifices by which the old covenant was ratified, belonged to

the category described in ver. 13, of those acts by which the con

science was not expiated and purified. The fulfilment, the new

covenant, as the heavenly archetype whose symbol was the Mosaic

tabernacle (for, here also, as at chap. viii. 5, there is no heavenly

ij placed in opposition to the Mosaic GK^vt]^ required for its fonn-

* Ebrard s objections to the transition in meaning from covenant&quot; to &quot;testament
*

are not without weight, but can scarcely countervail the opposing considerations :

1. His objection to the rendering
&quot;

testament,&quot; that it is not absolutely true that a

testament is never valid during the life of the testator, has almost the air of an evasion.

It is essential to the idea of a testament that it goes into effect upon the death of tlie

testator
;
while ho lives it is a mere nullity.

2. As the same Greek word (dtad/jKq, disposition, arrangement), denotes both / cove

nant&quot; and &quot;testament,&quot; it was not at all unnatural that the one meaning should slide

over into the other. The transition was probably occasioned by the incidental use of the

term &quot;inheritance&quot;
(K.&quot;^r]povofiia\

ver. 14.

3. This transition was all the easier, as the blessings of the Old Testament dispensa

tion fluctuate between the idea of covenant blessings and an inheritance. Looked upon

formally, the Old Testament economy was a covenant, a contract between two parties.

God condescending to enter into this relation to men. But as it was a contract only in

name, while the blessings were in reality all on one side, estowed by God, the infinite

possessor, upon men, by the .Father upon the children of his adoption, these blessings are

under a profounder view, an inheritance, and the terms
&quot;heirs, inheritance,&quot; prevail

throughout the Old Testament, and are transferred to the New.
4. The argument is not invalidated by this change, as death may bo predicated as a

liko necessity in the case both of the covenant and the testament. In the old covenant

there was needed the death of animals that mediated the covenant, that stood as substi

tutes for man, and types of tho great atoning sacrifice of the new covenant. In the case

of a testament the argument comes nearly to the same result, God, the original titaSepe-

voc, disposer, testator, has put all things into the hands of Christ (Luke xxii. 29), who

yet cannot bestow them without previously undergoing death. Of course tho peculiar

ground of the necessity of Christ s death, as distinguished from that of the death of ordi

nary testators, need not here be dwelt upon. The argument is stated in general terms,

but derives its proper force and colouring from tho peculiar character and relations of

the parties to whom it refers. [K.
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ation and consecration also a death, but a death of a different kind.

A death; for here as in the old covenant man comes before God as

sinful, laden with guilt, and can, in that state, enter into no cove

nant with God
; here, as in that covenant, the past guilt must be

expiated by an actual death, and the sinful life must be judicially

destroyed ere a new life with God can be begun, a life in which God

can manifest his love positively to men, i. e.,
as grace ; here, as in

that covenant, if the man does not undergo that death himself, he

needs a substitutionary sacrifice. But here he needs another sacri

fice than in that covenant, namely, that of Christ, who, as was al

ready shewn at ver. 14 and did not need to be repeated at ver. 23

has offered himself a sacrifice, not through the flesh, but through
the spirit, and through the eternal spirit.

At avrd de rd tnovpdvia KpeirrooL Ovaiaig, the verb KaOapi&oCcu is

of course grammatically to be supplied ;
but logically this will not

be suitable, because the heavenly archetype, in virtue of its being

not relative, outward, imperfect, but perfect needs no purification.

With reason, therefore, have Luther, Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Cleri-

cus, Bleek, and others, supposed that Kadapi&oOai is used as a kind

of logical zeugma, and that merely the idea of tyKaivi&odai is to be

taken from KaOapi&aOai, and supplied at the second member. For,

in the new covenant, the act of redemption does not need a purifi

cation, but only the men who are to be redeemed.

Thus that second idea contained in ver. 15 : that the new cove

nant could be made only ly an atoning death has, in vers. 16-23,

been fully proved. Vers. 16, 17 : He who will enter into a covenant

with God must first atone for his sins by a death (by his own or that

of a substitutionary sacrifice). Vers. 18-22 : Hence it was neces

sary that the covenant of .Moses should be consecrated by atoning

sacrifices. Ver. 23 : In like manner, also, the new covenant,

only, that here a better sacrifice was necessary (the death of Christ

did TrreiymTOf).

Ver. 24 forms the transition to the next train of thought. First

of all ver. 24 is connected with ver. 23 by yap as explanatory of the

antithesis between the symbols and the heavenly things themselves.

Christ has not entered into an earthly tabernacle, but into heaven

(comp. on this what has been said at chap. i. 3); from this it is

evident, that it was not a symbolical purging of outward figures

that he had to do with, but the initiation and confirmation of a

new relation bet\veen God and man. With this idea, however, the

author connects a new theme by one of those easy turns which are

peculiar, to the Epistle to the Hebrews (comp. i. 4, ii. 5, iii. 2, etc).

In vers. 25-28 is shewn how, from the fact that Christ offered

his own blood, it follows that the sacrifice of Christ was made only

once, and with this^ that other sacrifices besides that of Christ are
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superfluous. In this the author draws a third inferencefrom the

old principal theme at ver. 12. He had laid down at ver. 12, as

principal theme of the section, the proposition that Christ offered
his own blood. In ver. 13, 14, he had drawn a first inference from

this, namely, the internal and spiritual nature of Christ s sacrifice.

In ver. 15-23 is a second inference: that through Christ s self-

sacrifice, that long promised new covenant mentioned in chap. viii. 8,

seq. had been founded. In ver. 25 he now brings in a third inference,
that of the once offering of Christ s sacrifice, which likewise follows

from the proposition, that Christ entered into the presence of the

Father, not with the blood of another, but with Ms own blood.
&quot; He entered, not that he might offer frequently as the high

priest who entered yearly into the holy of holies with the blood of
another.&quot; The main emphasis lies evidently on the words v al^an

koTpiG) : hence they are placed after (just as, at chap. vii. 4,

6 7ra-pi.dpxr]g is placed at the end of the sentence). The reason

why the high priest had to offer frequently was, that he offered an

other s blood. Thus the idea is easily extended : the reason why Christ

did not offer frequently was, that he did not offer another s blood.

And it is this that is now proved in ver. 26. This verse is not

intended to prove, that Christ has offered himself only once (for

then it would be mere reasoning in a circle thus : Christ has offered

himself only once. For otherwise he must have offered himself re

peatedly. But he has not offered himself repeatedly, ergo, etc.). In

ver. 26 it is rather intended to be proved that Christ needed not to

offer himself repeatedly, because he has offered himself. How, from

his having offered liis own blood, the once offering of his sacrifice

follows it is this which is to be proved in ver. 26. The words fael

Koopov are not a parenthesis (Mill, De Wette, etc.), but belong to

the substance of the reasoning ;

&quot;

for, otherwise (if he had riot

offered his own blood), he must often have suffered from the foundation

of the world onwards.&quot; We should rather have expected :

&quot; then he

must often have offered sacrifice.&quot; That the sacrificial act is heie

denoted by suffering is logically inaccurate, as, on the supposkion
that Christ had not offered his own blood but another s, his sacrifice

would not then have consisted of suffering. The author has there

fore put &quot;naOelv here, unconsciously, because he was in the habit of

using -xaOelv and Trpoa^t-peiv promiscuously of Christ. The reason

why Christ, if he had offered another s blood, must have done this

repeatedly as the Levitical high priest : from of old ever and ever

again lies in what is said at ver. 13.
&quot; But now he has appeared

once in the end of the time
(i. c.,

in the time of the fulfilment,

the Messianic time, in opposition to the time of expectation and

prophecy, com p. i. 2 and 1 Pet. i. 20), to take away sin by his own

sacrifice.&quot; As the sacrifice of Christ was not a typical sacrifice, but.
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i\&fulfilment itself (for the time of the Messiah ivas to be the cw-
Teheta ~?j$ altivoc, the final fulfilment), it needs not to be repeated.

In ver. 26, then, from the fact that Christ has offered his own

blood, it is inferred, that he needed not to repeat this sacrifice : in

ver. 27, 28, it is inferred from the same thing, that he could not

repeat it. A man can offer the blood of another repeatedly, his

own Hood lie can offer in other words, die only once. This is the

main point in ver. 27, 28.
&quot; As it is appointed to every man once

to die, so was Christ also once offered for our sins.&quot; With this

principal idea, however, is entwined a subordinate idea which has no

close connexion with the argument, but is added only parentheti

cally, namely, that, after death, the judicari awaits the rest of men,
but the judicare awaits Christ. The expression without sin is ex

plained by the antithesis, to bear the sins of many. Irving, there

fore, had no reason to infer from the loitliout sin that Christ, at his

first coming in humiliation, was not without sin but partook of the

sinful emOvfiia. It is rather only the first coming to bear the sins of
others, i. e. the guilt of sin, that is here opposed to the second ap

pearing without sin. When he comes again he has no more to do

with sin ; he comes then not as the bearer of others guilt, but as

the holy judge of others guilt, as a consuming fire, which stands in

a hostile and negative relation to all that is called sin.

In CHAP. x. 1-4 the author recurs to what is said in chap. ix. 13,

14, in order to deduce from it also, that the sacrifice of Christ was

offered only once. Thus vers. 1-3 contains an explanation of ver.

26 of the foregoing chapter. The subject of ver. 1 is 6 vofiog ;
this

subject has however the appositional clause GKLCLV K^MV rv pehhovruv

dyaO&Vj OVK, av-i]v ri]v eluova, r&v TTpaypdruv. Ekwv does not signify

precisely
&quot;

substance&quot; (Luther, Peshito) much less does it denote

the &quot; mere
image&quot;

in opposition to the &quot;

thing&quot; (CEcumenius, Gre

gory of Nazianzum, Calvin, Tholuck), as if it were meant to be said

that the law is the shadow of the gospel, the gospel itself again,

however, only an image of the good things to come ; dit&v denotes

here simply the/orm in opposition to the mere shadoiv. The geni

tive TGJV Trpayndrwv is genitive of the substance. The form of the

things themselves=the form, namely, the things themselves. The

whole of this apposition is designed to shew, how far it was possible

and allowable to speak unfavourably of the Old Testament, and that

this was done not from contempt of the Old Testament, but because,

according to its divine destination, it was to be, and must be, imper

fect. Comp. the remarks on chap. iv. 2, and especially the passages

chap. vii. 18
;

viii. 7, seq.

What now is affirmed of this vouog ? It was not able, year by

year, with the same sacrifices which were continually offered, to make ;

the comers thereunto perfect. Kar viav~6v belongs of course lo the

verb. Year by year (the author here in the word Qvciaiq has evi-
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dently in his mind, chiefly the yearly sacrifice of atonement) the law

remained incapable of making the comers thereunto perfect by its

sacrifices, how uninterruptedly soever these also were offered. (Lach-
mann and Paulas join d$ TO dujveKefwith rekeitiaai

; but then the re

maining part of the relative clause becomes meaningless. Besides,
the author says in ver. 3 also, not merely that those sacrifices were

not able permanently to make perfect, but that they effected no

atonement whatever, that they rather only pointed to the need of

such an atonement). Instead of dvvarai A, C, many versions and

the Peshito (here, however, giving generally a free translation) read

dvvavrai. Then OKLCLV jap fyuv 6 vo/iog must either be an independ
ent clause with the partic. pro verbo finito, (which, however, is alto

gether foreign to the style of our author), or we must suppose an

anacolouthon
;
the author began the sentence with 6 vo^og and in

tended originally to write dvvarai
; in writing, however, he inverted

the idea, and made the subject of the relative clause also the sub

ject of the principal clause. But it is far more probable that some

transcriber is to be charged with this carelessness, than our author

who usually writes so correctly.

In Yer. 2 the reading wavers between fael OVK dv and fad dv
;

ovic
is, however, already externally better attested (by A, C, D, E,

Copt., Arab., Ital. Also a reading fael iidv is explicable only from

the matrix EJIEIOTKAN.) It is, besides, easy to see how transcrib

ers might come to omit the OVK. The whole sentence (with OVK)

has meaning only when taken as a question (&quot;
would they not then

have ceased to be offered ? as the worshippers once purged would

have had no more consciousness of
sin.&quot;)

But if a transcriber over

looked this, and read the sentence as a thetical proposition, he must

then, certainly, have held it necessary to cancel the OVK. The idea

is easily understood. The Old Testament sacrifices did not take

away the consciousness of sin, but only brought to remembrance

(ver. 3) year by ye.ar the presence of sin and guilt, and, therewith,

the (continual, still unsatisfied) need of a real propitiation.

That the Old Testament sacrifices could not really atone for sin

is,
in ver. 2, inferred from the fact of their repetition ;

it would

have been a meaningless ordinance if God had enjoined the repeti

tion of a sacrifice which had already, the first time it was offered,

really taken away the guilt of sin from man or from Israel. In ver.

4 the same thing, namely, the inefficacy of the Old Testament sac

rifices to make real atonement is inferred from the very nature of

these sacrifices. The blood of irrational animals cannot possibly

take away moral guilt. (Comp. chap. ix. 14). There is wanting in

these the two things which are necessary to a true substitution. A
sacrifice which shall truly take upon itself the punishment of an

other s guilt must, first, be able to beat the same sufferings as ought
to have been borne by the guilty person, therefore, not a merely
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bodily pain or death, but an inward suffering of the man endowed
with a rational soul. A true sacrifice must, secondlv, after bavins;*/ j O
as a substitute endured the suffering, be able to remove again the

element of substitution, i. e., to place itself in a relation of internal

oneness with the party represented ;
it is thus that the merit of

Christ s suffering is appropriated by us, inasmuch as- although we

stood beside him as other and different persons when he suffered (so

that he did all that was necessary for us ivithout our assistance and

co-operation), we now no longer continue to stand beside him, but, by
his spirit on his part, and by faith on ours, become members of

him, to whom all now really belongs that belongs to him. For

we become righteous, not as individuals, the descendants of the

first x\darn, but as those who by faith have given up themselves,
who have given themselves to the death, and are now willing to

have any merit before God only in so far as they belong to Christ

and -he belongs to them. Both these conditions were impossible in

the animal sacrifices.

Vers. 5-10. The writer in these verses shews, that already also

in the Old Testament itself} there are intimations of the necessity of

another, a better sacrifice than that of animals. In the citation

from Ps. xl. 7-9 the author follows the Sept. As the Sept., how

ever, deviates from the original, the question arises whether it has at

least rendered substantially the sense of the passage. After enu

merating the wonderful and gracious acts of God, the Psalmist says :

&quot;Sacrifice and offering thou hast not desired
;

n^s &:;tfc; burnt-

offering and sin-offerings thou hast not required.&quot;
He evidently in

these words D^TK intends to place in opposition to the external

sacrifices one of an internal and better kind, and some sacrifice or

other of this kind must at least implicitly be designated by those

words,
&quot; mine ears hast thou digged out.&quot; The older commenta

tors, as also Olshausen, referred this digging of the ears in general

to that boring through the lap of the ear of which we read in Ex,

xxi. 6. When, namely, a servant had it in his power to become

free, but preferred of his own accord to continue for the rest of his

life in the service of the master with whom he had hitherto been,

he was, in token of this, to let (*s*i) his ear (the lap of the ear) be

bored through by his master. The majority of the more recent com

mentators (Hengstenberg, Stier, Hitzig, Tholuck, Bleek), on the

other hand, take ms in the sense of nVa. To say that God has

&quot;

digged out the ears&quot; of a man, is equivalent to saying that ho has

given him ears, made ears for him.&quot; The creation or formation of

an ear in the head is figuratively denoted as the digging out of an

ear. And, indeed, the verb, ms (used generally of the digging of a

well, a pit, and the like) would suit this representation. The mean

ing then would be :

&quot; Thou wiliest not sacrifice, but thou hast

given me an ear, a capacity to hear thy commands, and thus hast
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pointed out what sacrifices are acceptable to thee.&quot; Meanwhile, I

am doubtful after all whether the author has not had in his mind
that command in Ex. xxi. 6

;
the boring through the lap of the car

might poetically be denoted as a digging through it, and then the

sentiment :

&quot;

I have let my ear be bored through by thee, i. e. I

have freely given myself to be thy servant for the whole of my life/

forms, certainly, a finer and fuller antithesis to the words :

&quot; burnt-

offering, etc., thou wiliest
not,&quot;

than that somewhat vague idea :

&quot; thou hast made ears for me.&quot; But, be this as it may, one thing

evidently lies in the words the Psalmist places obedience
,
as the

true sacrifice, in opposition to the animal sacrifices.

The reading in the Sept., according to Bleek s opinion, was

originally c5ra or &na
; oti[m is said to have first slipped in as a dif

ferent reading, because the expression c5ra d Kar7]pTt.ao) not wras not

understood. But the oldest authorities for the reading c5ra reach

only to the time of Irenaaus, while Bleek himself must acknowledge
that our author read croijua in his copy of the Sept. Indeed, it is

much easier to understand how, if the free translation a&[j,a were the

original one, the reading o&amp;gt;ra might arise at a later period, in the

time of Origen, from aiming at conformity with the Hebrew text,

than that, vice versa, from an original reading c5ra the reading oti[ia

should have arisen. We consider, therefore, the reading otipa 6s

KdTTjpriau fioi as the genuine reading of the Sept. The Septuagint
translator might easily take the expression as it stood to be unintel

ligible, and substitute for it the more general idea: &quot;thou hast

prepared my body (myself) for sacrifice.&quot; The meaning remains

substantially the same: &quot; Thou wilt not have animals for sacrifices,

but myself.&quot;
But Bleek is certainly in error when he thinks, that

our author cites the entire passage on account of this word o&na (in

the opinion that this points prophetically to the bodily death of

Christ). We have seen at chap. ix. 14 that our author does not lay
the principal emphasis on the bodily side of the sufferings of Christ;

his aim is rather precisely to shew, that with the blood, as blood,

nothing has as yet been accomplished. And indeed at ver. 9, where

he makes use of and applies the citation Ps. xl. 7-9, he entirely

drops the words cupa, etc., and lays all the emphasis on the words
rov TTotTjaai rb 6X7)iid oov.

The eighth verse of the psalm begins with the emphatic words
N tx &quot; then I

spake.&quot; What follows arc the words which the

Psalmist spake. &quot;Lo,
I am come&quot; (1^:3 nan, not &quot;Lo,

I come,&quot;

jo n

:.2-); in the roll of the book it is written of me; to do thy will,

my God, is my delight !&quot; That the author omits the verb

so that now rov noir^ai is dependent on JJKV and the words ev

etc., become parenthetical, is, as respects the sense, quite an incon

siderable deviation. More important is the question, how the words
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ev KefaMdi are to be explained. Hitzig, Ewald, Bleek, and others,

render in the Hebrew the preposition a with, the preposition tyfor

(&quot;
I come with the roll of the book which was written for

mo&quot;).

This idea would not only be unpoetical but ridiculous. The Sept.
has certainly given a more correct rendering :

&quot; I come
;
in the roll

of the book it is written of
me;&quot; although, instead of r^ it would

be more correct to say eA?/Av0a &quot;I am come.&quot; The simplest expla
nation certainly is this, that the psalm, as the superscription says, is

one of David s; only, that it was written not after the prophecy of

Nathan pointing to the future, 2 Sam. vii., but
&quot;before it, nay before

David s ascent to the throne, but after his anointing by Samuel

during his persecution by Saul (with Ps, xl. 2-4 coinp. ver. 14-18)
David could and must at that time have combined the old patri-

archial blessing that the Prince over Israel should come out of Judah
with the fact, that God had rejected Saul and chosen him

;
in him

was the old prophecy fulfilled.
&quot;

Lo, I am come,&quot; he says,
&quot; in the

book (Pentateuch) it is written of ine&quot; = in me is that prophecy
fulfilled. And now he declares that, as opposed to Saul, it is his

delight to do the will of the Lord. In this way of obedience towards

God he hopes to fulfil that prophecy.
But David as an individual did not carry out the full import of

this his promise; he did not wholly and purely offer his person as a

sacrifice to God in unbroken obedience, but sinned grievously and

in many ways. Hence the patriarchial blessing found in him only

a preliminary, not a final fulfilment, as, indeed, this was afterwards

(2 Sam. vii.) revealed to David himself, and was acknowledged by
himself (Ps. ii. and ex.). That, however, which David did typically

and imperfectly, the second David was to do perfectly. But that

passage in the Psalms remained true, although it did not come to be

absolute truth in the individual David. This individual spake, how

ever, even there not from himself, not from his own sinful humanity
or from chance, but from his office, and from the idea of the theo-

cratical King, and therefore under the guidance of the Holy Ghost.

Hence it is not the individual David that is the true author of those

words of the psalm, but the true heavenly Anointed made use of

David as an organ, in order to express a truth which applies in its

fulness not to the first, but only to the second David. Hence our

author has sufficient reason for saying : the Son of God, when he

entered into the world to become man, spake these words. That

Jesus was not the author of the 40th Psalm, the author knew as

well .as we. As little does he indicate that he regarded the psalmo *

as a direct prophecy of David concerning Christ (Ps. ii. and ex. were

such direct prophecies) ;
but his meaning evidently is, that in David

the Son of God spake by his Spirit. The psalm was not a direct

word-prophecy pointing to Christ, but the Psalmist David was a

fact-prophecy pointing to the second David, and what David prom-
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ised in order to fulfil it imperfectly, that has Christ promised by
David in order to keep it perfectly.

If now, according to Ps. xl., it belongs to the theocratical

Anointed that he regards not animal sacrifices, but the sacrifice of

obedience, as suitable to him, this expresses just what our author

had laid down in ver. 1-4.

Ver. 8, 9. The author here simply shews, that obedience was put
in the place of the animal sacrifices, and thereby, also, declared to

be a sacrifice, and, indeed, the true sacrifice.

At irepl dftapTiac, ver. 6 and 8, Bvoiat is to be supplied. Thorc

was no Greek noun for
&quot;sin-offering ;&quot;

the idea must be rendered

by the circumlocution : (Ovoid) nepl dfiapria?.

Yer. 10. By the Oe^rjfia here, as at ver. 9, we may understand

either the special will of the Father, that Christ should suffer and
make atonement for the world, or the general will of God, as, for

example, it is expressed in the decalogue. Either : Christ came to

fulfil that special decree of redemption, and in this will
(i.

e. by the

fulfilment of it on the part of Christ) we arc sanctified. Or : Christ

came in general to live conformably to the will and law of God, i. e.

to live a holy life, and through this will of God (fulfilled by Christ,
i. e. : by the fulfilment of this will on the part of Christ) we are

sanctified. But as ver. 9 belongs to the citation from the psalm, in

which there was no mention of the special decree respecting the

suffering of the Messiah, the second explanation is preferable.

(That the fulfilment of the general will of God already involved the

accomplishment of the special degree is, of course, self-evident. If

Jesus was obedient to the Father in general, he was so also in that

special point.)

IlyiaafjLKvoi here in the widest sense &quot;to make ayici&quot; to take

them from the profane world sunk in death, and to place them in

the kingdom of God. Thus dyid&iv here involves both justification

and sanctification
;
that the former is not excluded appears already

from the additional clause did r/fc 7rpoa&amp;lt;/)opa&amp;lt;;,
etc.

Ver. 11-18. The author here agains sums up with all precision

the proper quod crat demonstrandum (ver. 12, 13), and, inasmuch

as he represents the one sacrifice as, at the same time, the fulfilment

of the promise of a new covenant (Jer. xxxi. 32, scq.) cited in chap,
viii. 8, seq., he derives from this still another and concluding proof
of the once offering of this sacrifice, and therewith of the

s&amp;gt;.ip:rfluous-

ness and dispensalleness of the Lcvitical ritual beside this one sacrifice.

Ver. 11. The Kai is not to be rendered &quot;

namely&quot; (Tholuck), a

signification which it never can have, and, moreover, cannot havo

here, as ver. 11 stands related to the foregoing not as an argument
but as an inference. It means &quot;

and,&quot;

&quot; and so/ Instead of iepev$

A. C., Peshito, and several Fathers read apxtepev? (so also Grotius,

Limborch, Lachmann, Bleck). But it is not likely that a transcriber
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would have changed an original dp%iepev$ by way of correction into

lepevg on the ground that the high priest performed no daily service;

in chap. vii. 27 mention is even made of the daily sacrifice of the

high priest, and yet no transcriber has thought of substituting lepevg

for dp%iepevg there by way of correction. It is much more probable,

that in order to bring our passage into conformity with that
;
an

original lepevg was changed into dp^iepev^. (Especially might a

translator
,
as that of the Peshito, be easily led to do so). Internal

grounds are also in favor of the reading lepevg. Bleek, indeed, thinks
&quot; the treatise of the writer is entirely occupied with the comparison
between the high priest of the new covenant and that of the old

;&quot;

we have seen, however, that only the third part chap. v. 7 is taken

up with this. There, at chap. vii. 27, it was quite in order to speak

specially of the high priest as the highest representative of the

Levitical priesthood, in opposition to the Messiah, the high priest

after the order of Melchisedec. Now, however, when the author has

already spoken in particular of the ritual of the old covenant and of

all its parts the ministration of the priests, ix. 6, and high priests,

ix. 6 the sacrifice of atonement, ix. 7, and the oblations of the holy

place, ix. 6 the covenant-burnt-offering, ix. 19, seq., and the various

meat and sin-offerings, x. 6 and 8 it was more suitable to speak of

the Levitical
&quot;priest&quot; quite generally. Especially is the attribute

rra agreeable to the reading lepevc. The author places the single

offering of the individual Christ in opposition to all priests with all

their different sacrifices.

Ver. 11. Here the idea is recapitulated which was developed in

chap. ix. 13, 14 and 25
; chap. x. 1-4

;
in ver. 12 the principal idea

of chap. ix. 25-28 is recapitulated in the words \iiav vxep, etc., and

the idea of chap. ix. 24 (compare i. 3) in the words he set down

forever, etc. On degia OEOV compare what is said on chap. i. 3. By
the mention of the second coming of Christ in judgment, ver. 13

(recapitulation of chap. ix. 28), the author prepares the way for the

sentiments of a hortatory kind from ver. 19, seq., to the effect that

now the choice lies before them between salvation and destruction.

(On ver. 13, comp. Ps. ii. and chap. ii. 8, seq.) In ver. 13 the in

ferences are recapitulated, in ver. 14 the reason ; in ver. 14, name

ly, he expresses once more the central idea of this whole part.

*Ayia6[.iei o$ is used in the same wide sense as ?Jyta0)uevofj ver. 10.

Ver. 15-18. In these verses he infers yet again, and finally, the

once offering of the sacrifice of Christ laid down in ver. 14
;
and

already proved in chap. ix. 10 from the passage Jer. xxxi., and

thereby brings together the ideas of the three portions, chap. viii.

8-13
; chap. ix. 15-23

; chap. ix. 25-28. God has promised a new

covenant, in which he will write the law on men s hearts by the

forgiveness of sins (chap. viii. 8, seq.) }
this new covenant is rati-
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fied, this forgiveness wrought out, by the sacrifice of Christ (chap,
ix. 15, seq.) ;

but where this forgiveness is, there there is no need of

a repeated sacrifice (chap. ix. 25, seq). The first of these ideas is

repeated in vers. 15-17, and, with it mention is made of the sec

ond
; the third is stated in ver. 18. Thus does the conclusion of

tliis fourth principal part unite itself again with the beginning of

chap. viii.

Thus has the writer reached the innermost kernel of the Chris

tian doctrine. Immediately from the consciousness of the forgive
ness of sin on account of Christ s sacrifice the point in which the

subjective consciousness harmonizes with the objective fact of the

restored relation to God he infers in ver. 18 the superfluousness of

those symbolical sacrifices which had only a subjective value, and
could awaken only the subjective knowledge of the need of an

atonement (comp. ver. 3). (This is entirely the fundamental idea

of the Pauline system). Let us now look back from this the high
est point in the argumentation, to the way by which we have

been conducted to it. In all the principal parts and particular

sections, the author begins with the most outward and apparently
accidental points of comparison and differences which offer them
selves to view between the Messiah and the angels, the Messiah

and Moses, the Messiah and the high priest (for example, that God
calls none of the angels his son

;
that Moses was a servant, the

Messiah the son of the house
;

that Mclchisedec s descent is left

unknown, etc.) But he everywhere shows how, in these apparently
accidental things, essential relations lying deep beneath them are

expressed ;
he follows out these relations, and reaches more uni

versal points of comparison ;
it is as if one were to follow brooks

which lead him to rivers, and in the end to a wide stream. The
Messiah must be the perfect messenger of God to m en, because in

him the holiness of God and not merely his omnipotence are mani

fest, because in him the Godhead is to become man, and humanity
is to be raised to. union with God. The Messiah must be the per

fect representative of men leforc God, because he is to be the Son
of God himself, not merely a servant, and is truly to conduct man
to his true rest. The Messiah must be a high priest, and indeed

the promised, true eternal hiyh 2^riest after the order of Mclchiscdec,
who represents- man eternally and without change before God. Thfo

discloses itself in the manner of his priestly ministration ; the sacri

fice which he offered is a spiritual, moral, and therefore more than

a symbolical sacrifice
;

it is the fulfilment of the typical things of

which the tabernacle consisted, and of the typical actions of which

the service of the tabernacle consisted. Thus the author comes to

the doctrine of the atonement, and, with this, to that of the appro

priation of the atonement which he handles in the concluding part



PART FIFTH.

THE LAYING HOLD OX THE NEW TESTAMENT SALVATION.

(chap. x. 19 xiii. 25.)

THAT portion of the epistle which consists of speculative reason

ing has now reached its conclusion. What the author has now fur

ther to say, is intended not so much to be comprehended, as rather

to be apprehended. The innermost experience of the innermost

life is the cognoscens. To lay hold on the salvation is not an act of

the head and the understanding, but the most intensive act of the

life, that act in which the man has the courage to declare himself

bankrupt. Hence the author, from this place onwards, no longer

reasons, but addresses himself to the heart and the will of his

readers.

/Seven lines of thought or sections can without difficulty be dis

tinguished in this part.

1. In chap. ix. 15-25, the author lays down the proper theme

of the admonition, that to which he admonishes.

2. In chap. ix. 2G-31, he enforces this admonition by a first

motive, namely, by calling to mind the greatness of the danger of

falling away, and thefearful consequences of this.

3. In chap. x. 32, xi. 1, he adduces a second motive, inasmuch

as he reminds the readers of theirformerfaith.
4. In chap. xi. 2, xii. 3, a third motive, inasmuch as the author

shows how all the illustrious and celebrated achievements, even

under the old covenant, proceeded solely from this principle of

faith.
5. In chap. xii. 4-17 a fourth motive, inasmuch as the vrriter

shows that every thing which now terrifies his readers, the suffering

that threatens them, brings only blessing.

6. In chap. xii. 18-29 &fifth motive. The choice between Chris

tianity and Judaism is simply identical with that between salvation

and condemnation.

7. Chap. xiii. forms the conclusion, containing special exhorta

tions and references of a personal kind.
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SECTION FIRST.

THEME OF THE EXHORTATION.

(x. 19-25.)

Vers. 19-25. In a long and finely constructed period, the author

developes the particular points in the practical application of what
has been now theoretically proved. The particle ovv is used in the

conclusive sense. The admonition, vers. 19-25, flows as an infer

ence from the result of the whole previous reasoning, recapitulated
and concentrated in vers. 11-18. The words fyovTeg . . . irorTjpag

form the first member of the exhortation. The apposition e^oi/ref

rrapprjaiav, etc., belonging to the latent subject, forms, logically con

sidered, a kind of protasis to the verb -npoaep^ieOa (as we have

boldness, etc., so let us, etc.). Let us look first of all at this protasis.

Two objects depend on fyov-eg. First, we have joyful confidence

for the access into the holiest of all in the blood of Jesus. The
words tv TG&amp;gt;

a&quot;i\m~i Irjoov may, grammatically, be referred to the ver

bal idea lying in the noun eZaotfof (Storr, Klee, Paulus, Olshausen,

Bleek), according to the analogy of the passage ix. 25. Others

(many of the older expositors) make KV TW afyztm, etc. dependent on

tyov-eg ;
in which case, however, the determining idea expressed in

KV rw al[iaTi can, according to the sense and the position of the

words, belong only to the first member : exovreg TrapprjaiaVj and not

also to the second : KOL (*%ovTf ) ispta. The meaning in both con

structions remains substantially the same. Still the latter construc

tion, as will immediately appear, yields a finer sense. Ev is not

to be explained as a Hebraism, and taken in an instrumental sense,

but in its own proper signification
&quot;

in.&quot; The style of conception
and expression, as a whole, is figurative, borrowed from the Old

Testament ritual of the atonement festival. In that festival the

high priest must have died, if he had entered into the presence of

God in the holiest of all without the sacrifice of blood
; only when

sprinkled with the blood, and thus as it were covered with it, could

he dare to enter in, and even then only with fear and trembling, and

no one dared follow him. We, on the contrary, because covered with

the blood of Christ (tV aiiiart therefore at t^orreg) have all of us full

joyful confidence to enter into the, not figurative but, real holiest of

all, i. c.
}
to the opened paternal heart of God, after our high priest

who has gone before us on this way, a way which is everlastingly

fresh and living. Ey/eam etv, as at ix. 18 in the signification
&quot;

to

consecrate,
&quot; to bring into uso for *the first time.&quot; This cn rance

which he has consecrated for its is called a &amp;lt;Wo? -rrpoa^aro^. This word

is formed from the rad. inus. &amp;lt;I&amp;gt;A

ft,
and signifies literally &quot;fresh

VOL. VI. 34
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slaughtered/ then &quot;

new/ &quot;fresh.&quot; (So also Olshausen). The

signification &quot;bloody&quot; (Tholuck) belongs to it here just as little as

elsewhere
;
nor would this signification be even suitable here, as then

there would be no difference in this respect between the new cove

nant and the old, seeing that the Levitical high priest also might
not enter into the holiest of all

&quot; without blood&quot; (chap. ix. 7).

Hp6o&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;aTo$
rather signifies &quot;fresh/ which, however, is not the same

as new, novus, Kaircg, as if it were intended to designate the way
opened up by Christ as a new, a later, in opposition to the Old Tes

tament way ;
nor is it equivalent to recens, in the sense of this way

being now as yet new, but one which would afterwards become old

and obsolete
;
the idea is precisely the reverse, namely, that while

the Old Testament atonement festivals were effectual only for a

year, the entrance to God opened up by Christ is still always mw
&udfresh, notwithstanding the decades that have since elapsed, con

sequently, that in general, it remains everlastingly fresh. That way,

however, is called living in opposition to the way by which the

Levitical high priest had to pass to the holiest of all, which was

an earthly local way, a place of dead earth or stones which the

feet trod, while the way to God upon which Christ has gone before

us, and by which we must follow him, consists for him and for

us in a living act] (others, as for example Olshausen, explain

living
=

life-giving, which is contrary to the usage as well as to the

context).

Christ has gone this way before us through the vail, an evident

allusion to the fact that, at the death of Christ, the vail was rent in

twain, and the holiest of all laid open (Matth. xxvii. 51, comp. also

our remarks on rreQavep&aOai, chap. ix. 8). Still, it is not to he

thought that Christ entered to the Father through that vail of the

Old Testament sanctuary which was then rent, for the author adds

the explanatory words : that is to say his flesh. By this is, of course,

not meant that the body of Christ was that which had separated us

from God (Scliulz and others); but that the fad of the violent kill

ing of the body of Christ corresponded to the symbolical fact of the

rending of the symbolical vail. Throughout, then, we find that

what corresponds to the local earthly OKTJVI] is not a OKrjvri in heaven

in like manner local, but that&quot; acts and relations correspond to the

localities ; the act of the spiritual entrance to the paternal heart of

God corresponds to the local entrance into the holiest of all, the in

ternal blotting out of guilt through the atoning death of Christ

corresponds to the local rending of the vail.

The second object belonging to ^ovreg, the second thing which

* This local signification of did c*. gen. (comp. Luko iv. 30 : Rom. xv. 28; should

never have been doubted in our passage. Olshauson takes did as instrumental, imdff^s

in the sense of &quot;suffering.&quot; But, granted that the .latter were allowed, still the words

did rov naTai7TTu,Gfj.(iTuc remain unexplained.
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we possess is
u a great priest over the house of God.&quot; Iepev$

frequently occurs in the Sept. as synonymous with dp^epei^, and
hence many (Klee, Tholuck) have here also rendered it by

&quot;

high

priest.&quot;
But as our author elsewhere uniformly expresses this lat

ter idea by dp%iepev$, he must certainly have had a reason for using
another expression here

;
he must have meant to say here, not that

we have an high priest, but that we have &quot; a great priest/ And,

indeed, there is nothing said here of the high priests as opposed
to the ordinary priests, but Christ appears as the one, great, exalted

priest in whom the entire idea of all priesthood finds its realization,

in opposition to the Levitical priests as a whole, the high as well as

the ordinary priests.

In ver. 23 the exhortation itself now follows : irpoaep%w[jieOa scil.

el? rd ayia. Does the true holiest of all stand open, it is criminal

not to make use of this entrance. But how that entrance is to be

made, we are told in the words with true heart, etc. First and above

all, a true heart is required. This is the first condition and the

ground of all faith, that the heart le true ; that it be not biassed by

self-deception regarding its wretched state by reason of sin, nor by

self-deception also regarding all its endeavours, its inclinations, its

plans. It is not that painful self-examination in order to search out

sins which one has not that is required, as the victims of certain

fanatical and morbid tendencies would demand, who make the very

greatness of the corruption of which they speak, a merit, or a ground
of self-elation. No ! it is enough if the man truly knows the sins

which he has, and thereby comes to the knowledge that he has not

merely sins, but sin, and that he is encompassed with it even ia his

best works. Where this knowledge takes root, it will dispel the

delusive fancy that God needs no atonement, that God is only a

dead idol who knows not the anger of holy love. It will dispel, too,

all confidence in false self-made atonements, all merit of works, it

will destroy all self-deception about an atonement through other

sacrifices than the sacrifice of Christ, in like manner, also, the self-

deception which leads a man to regard as meritorious, and to rest

his hope on, faith itself, or an institution of faith, a church confes

sion, etc. A true heart is such a heart as regards itself, the person

in its totality, in the mirror, not of a means of grace or an institu

tion of grace, but in the mirror of ithe person of Jesus Christ, and asks

itself whether it loves the Saviour above all things.

Secondly, the TrXrjpoQopia iriareug is required, the full undivided

faith, not a faith such as the readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews

had, who to the questions :

&quot;

Is Jesus the Messiah ? Is he the Son

of God ?&quot; etc., replied in the affirmative indeed with head and

mouth, but yet were not satisfied with the sacrifice of Christ, and

thought it necessary still to lean on the crutches of the Levitica]
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sacrifices, and on these crutches would limp into heaven. In like

manner, we find still a half faith, when one belongs to the Church

and attends divine service, and on a death-bed desires the word of

Christ and the consolations of his grace, but yet only measures off

for Christ a certain portion of his time and his activity, instead of

having Christ at all times before his eyes and in his heart, and let

ting his whole being and life be penetrated by him. Christianity
and the business of the present life are regarded as two tilings

which, in respect of quantity, must be weighed against eacli other,

lest by giving too much to the one (Christianity) the other (the

earthly condition, honour, pleasure, etc.) should suffer and be pre

judiced ;
instead of its being remembered, that what we are and do

as men on the earth, we should be and do as Christians. But

wherever there is such incompleteness of faith, such shrinking from

a complete and entire devotedness to Christ, such earthly feeling

and reliance upon something else, as if happiness were to come from

this quarter or from that, only from some other source than from

Christ, there also, the danger is great of becoming the prey of error,

unbelief, and apostacy.

Thirdly, the fruit and effect of faith is required, viz. the conscious

ness of sin being pardoned : EfifiavTiGfievoi rag tcapdiag dnb ovveidrjnof

TrovTjpag. The expression, again, is figurative, and finds its explana

tion partly, in chap. ix. 19 (in which is the figure of the
f&amp;gt;avT%Mv) }

partly in chap. ix. 13, x. 2 (where we find the opposition between

the symbolical cleansing of the body and the real cleansing of the

cwEidr^oiq or napdia). Arro depends on the idea of a cleansing&quot;
which

is implied in the (pregnant) pavrifrtv. Zvvsidriais Ttovrjpd is tho op

posite of ovveidrjaig dyaOi), Acts xxiii. 1
;
1 Pet. iii. 16 and 21

;
1

Tim. i. 5 and 19. Taken exactly, however, it does not signify
&quot;

evil

(rebuking) conscience,&quot; but &quot;

evil consciousness,&quot; where, indeed,

novr]pd is to be resolved into a genitive of the object (&quot;
conscious

ness of
evil,&quot;

consciousness of being evil).

The words nal AeAov/jevc* .... KaTK%ufjiev} etc., form a second

member of the exhortation. Kal hekovpevoi cannot, of course, le any

longer dependent on Trpoaepx&peOa, as otherwise, an intolerable asyn

deton at Karfi^wjtev would be the result. This participle, then, ra

ther corresponds, in the place which it occupies, to the K%ov-ec9
ver.

1.
(&quot; Seeing that we have an entrance .... and a priest ....

let us enter with true heart, in full faith, cleansed from the evil con

science. And if we are now washed .... let us hold fast/ etc.) I

If AeAovptvot were grammatically connected with tpftavriopevui (as ;

Olshausen and others suppose), and connected, moreover, by a TOVT

ion, then might we be justified in taking Xehoviievoi TO o&pa. vdan

KaOapti as the explanation of the figure ippavriapevoi, and in under

standing it in the proper sense of a washing of the body witii water
}
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i. e. of
&quot;baptism. (&quot;And, as we are baptized, let

us,&quot; etc.) So Bleek

and others. But as kehov^voi is quite parallel with the figurative

expression tt%ov-eg Trapprjaiav etc; rrjv eioodov rtiv dyluv, and ppavTiafj,8voi

also was to be taken figuratively, it is better (with Calvin, Beza,

Ernesti, Limborch, etc.) to understand this ^eXov^voi also figura

tively (with reference to Ezek. xxxvi. 25), so that the meaning is :

&quot; And if we are now thus washed from our sins.&quot; Thus it con

tains that which connects it with the concluding word of the first

member.
The exhortation itself is : Kare%&amp;lt;)pev n]v dpokoyiav rij$ t^mdog

dfc^Lvrj, let us hold fast the profession of the hope unmoved. The

profession, that in Christ, and in him alone, is forgiveness of sins to

be obtained, which the readers were steadfastly to maintain before

the Jews, is here called a profession of the hope, a designation which

finds its full explanation in chap. iv. 1. It is the profession that

the Christian also, nay the Christian alone, has the hope of the

promised rest; that he, although cast out from the theocracy and

the temple, persecuted, destitute of all earthly good, of all carnal

hope of a Messiah, yet has the assured hope of inheriting the king
dom. To such a profession of hope belongs now, as it did then, the

faith which regards an unseen and as yet unfulfilled word of God as

a much surer and more certain possession (why ? the parenthesis

moroc, etc., shews) than all the visible and attainable glory of the

present world. But in our own day, that profession of the hope has

again become one of the highest and most important duties, inas

much as now oi nvreg (Rev. xxii. 15), both among Jews and Gentiles,

as then among Jews (Phil. iii. 2) are crying out, that &quot; man by

being amused with fair promises for another world, is losing his

happiness in this.&quot;

The author, in the first member of the exhortation, has said

how the Christian is to conduct himself towards God, in the second,

towards the world without, and now in the third member of the exhor

tation, vcr. 24, 25, he says how he is to conduct himself towards the

brethren, the Church. There is a false considering of one another

which proceeds from selfishness and pride, and is forbidden by the

apostle Paul, Gal. vi. 4. But there is also a true considering of one

another, which, as it proceeds from love, has the tendency only to

call forth
&quot; emulation in love and in good works,&quot; and this is recom

mended in the verse before us. To this general duty, however, the

special one is added, not to neglect attendance on the Christian as

semblies, as many of the readers had already done through the fear

of man. Ernawaywy?/, formed from -iavrdyeiv to assemble, is dis

tinguished from owoywyijj inasmuch as, according to the usus ling

uae, it was not a designation for the Jewish religious assemblies

which are still called
&quot;

synagogues,&quot; but had always preserved the
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more general signification
&quot;

assembly&quot; (2 Mace. ii. 7
;
2 Thess. ii.

1), so that it might therefore be applied to the designation of the

Christian assemblies. . Calvin, Hunnius, J. Capellus, Kuinoel, and

others, falsely explain it of the &quot;

society of Christians,&quot; so that

eyRaraXeiTreiv ri}v K-iovvayuyr]v would be equivalent to &quot;

fall away
from Christianity,&quot;

&quot;

to become Jews.&quot; The great majority of com
mentators understand it rightly in a more special sense, namely, of

becoming careless and shy in their attendance on the Christian con

gregational assemblies. To this remaining away from the assemblies

is now opposed the TrapaKaXelv. At TrapaKaXovvreg it is simplest to

supply iavTov$3
and the object of the napaKahelv may be supposed to

be chiefly the attendance on the assemblies.
(&quot;

But incite one an

other to attendance on these assemblies.&quot;) As a special motive to

this, the visible approach of the day is adduced. H//qoa does not

denote the final judgment, but the well-known Old Testament idea of

the day of the Lord (ntr t^). The prophets (from Joel onwards)
had predicted, that the Lord would, at one time, come to judge
Israel and all the nations of the earth. Jesus had explained to his

disciples that this day of the Lord bad-divided itself into two epochs

or acts, into a judgment upon Jerusalem, which was to be destroyed
and to continue trodden down, and a judgment on the Gentiles,

when their season of grace was past (Luke xxi. and Matth. xxiv.
;

Matthew, however, in his account of this address has regard princi

pally to the points that relate to Israel, comp. my critique of the

evangelical history, p. 502-513). Here the author speaks to Israel

ites, and therefore of the day of the Lord in so far as it concerned

the people Israel. That the predicted judgment upon Israel was

approaching with rapid strides, every one must in the beginning of

the 60th year have &quot;

seen&quot;
(j3ie7re&amp;gt;),

who was not as an obdurate

Jew already stupefied by the intoxicating cup which preceded the

judgment. A people torn asunder by raging factions would resist

the Roman power which extended over the world !

SECTION SECOND.

FIRST MOTIVE. DANGER AND CONSEQUENCES OF FALLING AWAY.

(Chap. x. 26-31.)

Vers. 26, 27. The expression sin voluntarily does not, according

to the context, denote every kind of particular known sinful acts

which a Christian commits even after regeneration (the 27th verse

speaks definitely of adversaries, and in the passage from Deut. xvii. 6,
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cited in ver. 28, it is blasphemers of the law that are spoken of!),

but neither, as regards the meaning of the word, does it denote the

special sin of apostasy itself. The former explanation is too general,

the latter too narrow. The author has rather in his mind, as regards
the general character of the expression, many various kinds QIforms
of the dfiaprdveiv, as regards the context, however, only such kinds

and forms as lead to apostasy, or which already involve a degree of

apostas}
r
. He, therefore, sinned tKovaiuq in the sense of ver. 25,

who, from the fear of man, absented himself from the assemblies,
or who, through any kind of denial of the truth, rendered it possi
ble for him still to be allowed to take part in the worship of the

temple, etc. Now, whoever, after having known the truth, commits
such sins, therefore against better knowledge and against conscience,
and thus implicitly contemns the one sacrifice of Christ, for him
there exists no second atoning sacrifice, by which he can be cleansed

from the guilt of this new and highly aggravated sin
;
but his por

tion is a, subjectively in himself, &quot;a fearful expectation of a judg

ment/ 5, on the part of God corresponding to that expectation,
&quot; the heat of a fire which is already about to consume the adversa

ries (of God).&quot; &amp;lt;bofiepa titdoxi] Kplueus is not
\&amp;gt;y liypallage for t-Jo^

KpiaG)g &amp;lt;f)o{3epdg (J. Capellus), but is to be taken literally. He who
acts thus, has before him the certainty of being judged, and this

certainty is fearful, it is already in itself a punishment.
As the expectation of judgment forms the antithesis to the exist

ence of an atoning sacrifice, we shall therefore have to understand

the judgment not of the destruction of Jerusalem, but of the being

judged on the day of the second coming of Christ mentioned in

chap. ix. 27, seq. The Scripture speaks of a threefold destiny after

death. (Comp. our remarks on chap. xi. 39). He who, as one born

again, as a member of Christ, has fallen asleep in Jesus, comes not

into judgment (John v. 24), but goes to Christ in heaven (2 Tim.

iv. 18
;
Phil. i. 23). He who has died without being born again,

but yet without positive unbelief, consequently without having had
the opportunity of believing, goes into the place of the dead, into

Hades
;
he belongs not, however, to those whose sins are forgiven

neither in this life nor in the life to come (Matth. xii. 31, seq.) but

is judged on the last day according to his works, and if (Bom. ii. 7)

he has pcrseveringly striven in well-doing after immortality, he will

be reckoned among the number of those sick ones, for whose healing

(Oeparrem), after the final judgment, are the leaves of the tree of

life (Rev. xxii. 2). There is for him, therefore, in the interval be

tween death and the resurrection, no fearful looking for of judg
ment. But he who has had the opportunity of attaining to faith,

and yet with persevering obstinacy has put this opportunity away
from him (Matth. xii. 31, seq.), and further, he who has attained to-
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faith and yet has fallen away (Hcb. vi. 1
;

x. 26-31), goes into Sheol,

but with the certain consciousness that the xpioig, judgment and

condemnation, awaits him, and that that eternal fire is prepared for

him which is to consume the adversaries of God (according to Is.

]xvi. 24).

Most unjustly, therefore, do Roman theologians appeal to this

passage, as a proof of that purgatory which is to purge away the

guilt of all the particular sins which are committed by the regenerate.

Nothing is said here either of every kind of particular sins, or of

people who are still in a regenerate state and have the hope of being

saved, or of a purging away of those sins. On the contrary, what

is not atoned for by the one sacrifice of Christ remains, according to

ver. 26, still unexpiated.
That the author in ver. 26, 27 was not speaking of every parti

cular known sin committed by regenerate persons, but only of such

sins as led to or involved apostacy, is confirmed chieiiy by ver. 28
;

for in the passage here cited from Deut. xvii. 6, it is not said that

every one who had transgressed any command of God is to be punish
ed with death, but he only who was convicted by two or three wit

nesses of having apostatizedfrom Grod, served false Gods, and broken

the covenant. If, then, the falling away from the old covenant was

so severely punished, how much more the falling away from Chris

tianity. This is denoted by the words trample on the Son of God

(used in Horn. II. 4, 157, as a figure expressive of the most insolent

contempt and rejection), further, as counting unholy (KOLVO^J as at

chap. ix. 13) the blood of the covenant (chap. ix. 15-23) for ho

who, not from error, but, against better knowledge, falls away from

faith in the atoning death of Christ, thereby declares the death of

Christ to be the just punishment of a malefactor and a blasphemer ;

finally, this falling away from Christ is said to be a vppig against

the Holy Ghost, a wanton presumptuous thrusting out of this spirit,

consequently an aggravated
&quot;

sin against the Holy Ghost&quot; (Matth.

xii. 31, seq.)

For such, God has prepared punishment, vers. 30, 31. The pas

sage, Deut. xxxii. 35, is wont to be adduced as a prohibition of

revenge being exercised by the injured person himself (
u
vengeance

is mine, saith the Lord, I will
repay&quot;),

but this is not its original

sense. In the context it is not the sins of men against men that

are spoken of, but the future hardening of Israel against the saving

and redeeming work of God, and thus God speaks :

&quot;

Vengeance

and requital are mine (sVsh bj?5 fy==l know to requite, I have the

will and the power to do so
;

so that the emphasis lies not on tyoi

but on the word Mdiitrjoig, and our author has applied the passage

quite correctly. The other passage, Ps. cxxxv. 14, needs no ex

planation, and as little does the exclamation, ver. 31, which closes

the section.
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SECTION THIRD.

SECOND MOTIVE. CALLING TO MIND THEIR FORMER FAITH.

(x. 32 xi. 1.).

Ver. 32, 33. The transition is similar to that at chap. vi. 10.

The readers have already at an earlier period endured manifold trials

for their faith
;
in this lies a double motive for them not to fall

away from their faith now
; first, because thereby all their former

sufferings would be rendered vain
; and, secondly, that suffering

itself was an experimental testimony to the power of faith.

$(*)TiaOvTeg denotes here, as at chap. vi. 4, the first step in conver

sion (see the remarks there made). &quot;AOXqmg a later Greek word
for the classic dGkog. The struggles they had passed through were

twofold
; partly, they had already themselves become to the mass

of unbelievers and enemies a spectacle (of malicious pleasure, of

contempt, of delight in cruelty), inasmuch as they had endured

shame and ignominy of all kinds (oveidLopoL) , nay, even actual

afflictions
(0Ati/&amp;gt;&quot;c) ; partly, they had become companions of those

who were so circumstanced (avaarptyEoOai, not pass, but mid. se

gerere, versari). By this is generally understood, that the readers

must have seen many individuals of their acquaintance enduring

contempt and affliction
;
but the expression ftoivuvoi ytvqdtvreg (not

yev6[i,evoi) rather indicates, that they in the act of their conversion had
}

once for all, become members of the society, of which they knew that

such things happen and are wont to happen to it.

Yers. 34. Instead of defffilotg (A.D., Peshito, Philoxen., Armen.,

Vulgate, Chrysostom, Theodoret, CEcumenius) many versions and

the lectio recepta read dea^olg \LQV. The latter reading, however,
has less of external testimony in its favour, and, besides, might
more easily take its rise out of

de&amp;lt;r/uo^ (from regard to conformity
with 2 Tim. i. 16, and its being taken for granted that Paul was

the author) than vice versa. Moreover, deafiolg pov . is not even

suitable
;

for granted that Paul was the author of the epistle, the

Jewish Christians of Jerusalem were not, like Timothy, with the

apostle in Rome, or in Caesarea, and, therefore, could only very in

directly be called comjianions of his bonds
; ovfixaOtiaare is, however,

by all means to be taken as explanatory of itnivuvoi yez-T/fltvm; ;
this

is evident from the KOI yap. We therefore adopt the reading

tieoiuotg (with Grotius, Bcngel, Semlcr, Michaelis, Griesbach, Lach-

inann, Knappr Bleek, and almost all the modern expositors). Now,
as KCLL yap . . . ovfiTTaO/iaa-e is explanatory of KOIVCJVOI yenjO^vre^j so

is nal rtjv dp-aytjv, etc., explanatory of OeaTpi&ftei oi. By the spoil

ing of their goods, we are to understand what we find still at this

day taking place in the sphere of the Jewish mission
;
when a Jew
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shows himself determined to become a Christian, he is disinherited

by his relations, his share in the property is withheld from him,
his credit and every source of gain withdrawn

;
he falls into a state

of complete destitution. But in our own day there is not wanting,

any more than there was then, that state of mind which is expressed
in the words &quot;

knowing that ye have in heaven a better property
and an

abiding.&quot; How do such newly converted Jews put to shame

those Christians who, for example, week after week, desecrate the

Lord s day by manual labor and worldly business, rather than make

up their minds to suffer a trifling loss of earthly gain. There is

wanting in them faith in the divine blessing and in that better wealth !

In ver. 35 the readers are exhorted still to maintain that joyful

confidence with which, assured of the letter wealth, they had boldly

encountered losses and sufferings ;
for this confidence will not put

them to shame, the recompense of the hoped-for possession in hea

ven will assuredly be theirs. Here, of course, it is not a reward of

meritorious works that is spoken of
;
the sole basis of that confi

dence consists in the faith which trusts in Christ, and only in him.

He, again, who regards this faith and confidence itself as a meritori

ous work, only shows by this, that he has not the true faith, and

has not attained to the true confidence.

Yer. 36. The continuance of that joyful confidence is indispen

sable, because the readers are so situated as that, in order to be

able to inherit the promised possession, they will still have need of

great and long patience and steadfastness in suffering. But that pa

tience and perseverance in suffering can grow out of no other root

than out of confidence, is clear. He who, from the first, encounters

suffering with the bold assurance that his enemies can kill only

the body but not the soul, and that they can spoil him only of the

worthless earthly goods but not of the abiding property, will from the

first be prepared for a cheerful endurance of suffering, and will not

fail of perseverance. But he who meets suffering without that confi

dence, full of fear and full of sorrow for the losses that threaten him,

will become more comfortless and more impatient under every new

trial. Thus the necessity ofpatience (the fruit) is a proofof the neces

sity of confidence (the root). By the will of God, in this context, is to

be understood his will that we should confess Christ s name before

men. If we do this, we shall obtain as the fruit of it the fulfil

ment of the promise, that he also will confess us before his heavenly

Father. ETrayyeAm is used here as at chap. ix. 15, xi. 13, to de

note that which is promised.

In ver. 37, 38, the author shows more particularly why the

readers have need of patience, because, namely, the judgment upon

Jerusalem, from which only faith can save them, is now near at

hand. He expresses this idea in the words in which formerly
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Habakkuk had spoken (ii. 3, seq.) of the then impending judgment

through the Chaldeans. The passage Ilabakkuk ii. 3, seq. is there

fore by no means cited as a proof that now the judgment is impend

ing* over Jerusalem
;
but the words of Habakkuk are only applied

to an analogous case (as if, for example, a preacher in a farewell dis

course to a thoroughly hardened congregation should exclaim :

&quot; How
often would I have gathered you as a hen gathereth her chickens

under her wings, but ye would
not&quot;).

The first words Zn yap piKpbv

ooov oaov are a free introduction of the subject by our author (per

haps a recollection of Sept. Is. xxvi. 20). &quot;Ooov,
here in the

adverbial signification of
&quot;only.&quot;

The repetition of a word to

strengthen the idea is rare in Greek. &quot;He who comes is nigh and

delays not
;
but the just will have life from faith; if, however, he

yields to fear my soul shall have no pleasure in him.&quot; In the context

of the passage in Habakkuk, people are spoken of who do not

believe in the threatenings of the prophets, but carelessly pursue
their course; on the contrary the term i&amp;gt;-s denotes the state of

mind belonging to those who believe the prophet, and expect from

Jehovah alone the punishment of the ungodly, and the deliverance

of the godly from the judgments. (Altogether against the context

is the explanation of the words of Habakkuk : The just will remain

alive because of his well doing, because of his good works.) The

Sept. has therefore rightly translated inai^xs by t rtia-e^. The
words t-dv vTToareiArjTai, again, are a free translation; in the Heb. it

is .a .WES rrj N? nVs? mrj,
&quot;

behold, he is puffed up, his soul is not

upright in him&quot; (denoting the pride of unbelief); the Sept. has

rendered it by vnoorehteiv
; this means &quot;to let down&quot; (namely the

sail), hence to be timorous, afraid. The Sept. has also put faint

heartedness in place of proud defiance. But precisely in this form

the idea was doubly suitable to the object of our author, and as he

does not apply the passage as an argument, but simply makes use

of and applies the words in his own name, so he might, with all the

less hesitation, follow the Sept. which was familiar to his readers.

In ver. 89 he expresses the idea :

&quot; We would surely not go to

destruction but save our souls
; consequently, we must not be afraid,

but must believe,&quot; by concisely blending the two members of the senti

ment (just as at chap. viii. 6, etc., where also he has united the two

members in one sentence) thus: &quot;We belong not to those who are

afraid unto destruction, but who believe to the saving of the soul.&quot;

*t%// is used here in the Old Testament sense for
life. According to

the context, it is the bodily preservation from the judgment im

pending over Jerusalem that is here spoken of.

-* Falsely Thcophylact ;
tho author will prove, that if tho judgment was already near

in the time of Ilabakkuk, it must now bo so much nearer (1) This idea is indicated b/

nothing in the text.
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CHAP. xi. 1. The thought closes here. Yer. 35 : You must hold

fast the confidence
; ver. 36 : for ye have need of the patience which

springs from it
; ver. 36-38: for the judgment upon Judea is near

from which only the believ-ing, not the fearful, are preserved ; chap,

xi. 1: but faith shows itself in that feeling (of confidence) which

holds fast the future promised good.
Several commentators indeed (Erasmus, Bohme, Winer) would

put a comma after Tr&ra^j take &m as verb, substantivum, and ircoa-

raaig and they%og as apposition to mans. But the sentiment :

&quot;

Faith,

however, really exists&quot; would be altogether remarkable. Who had

ever doubted that faith really exists in the world ? And when, in

support of this construction, it is affirmed that tori as copula cannot

stand at the beginning of the sentence, such passages are forgotten

as Luke viii. 11 : eo-n de av~7] // -rrapafioAri. In the preceding context

of that passage it is said that the understanding of the parables is

important, and then the transition is made to the explanation of

the parables themselves. Just so here. In ver. 38 it was said that

faith is necessary; in chap. xi. 1 the question is answered, what then

is this faith.

We take t
&amp;lt;m, therefore, with the great majority of commentators,

as copula. Yer. 1, however, does not contain a definition of faith (as

ver. 1 docs not form the superscription of a new section, but the

conclusion of the foregoing), but a description of faith from a partic

ular point of view given in the context (x. 34-38). It is to be

shewn, in how far it is faith which gives that confidence described in

ver. 34. Faith is therefore viewed here not as opposed to works, but

as opposed to sight, and therefore so generally as to belong not only
to the sinner who hopes for pardon for the sake of Christ, but to

every one who rests more on the unseen and the future than on the

seen and present, hence also to the Old Testament believers (chap,

xi. 2 xii. 1), hence also to Christ himself (chap. xii. 2, seq.).

Now faith is a VTTOOTCKUC. 8^111^0^0)1 . On vnoaraaig compare
what is saicl at chap. iii. 14. Here it is, of course, to be taken in

the sense of fiducia, firmly grounded confidence. All faith refers to

the future, and has for its basis a present capability and necessi y of

further development. The perfect man has no longer need of faith

(1 Cor. xiii. 8, seq.),
nor does the Son of God as eternal, or Christ

as exalted, need faith. On the other hand, as he walked in lowli

ness on our* account, and was partaker of the yet unglorified human

nature, he needed faith in the glorious issue of his work, over which

a heavy cloud then hung (comp. below on chap, xii.); and in like

manner, the Christian needs faith, as, at present, he has nothing

more of the victory over sin and death than the unseen ground of it,

namely, Christ; everything else lies as yet in the future.

As faith refers to the future, so also from its nature does it refei
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to the invisible, or more exactly : to good things, which are not seen

eAey^of ov P^ETTOIIEVCJV. &quot;E/ley^o^ does not, however (as Olshausen

thinks), signify &quot;persuasion,&quot;
&quot;the state of being persuaded,&quot; but

&quot;

demonstration,&quot;
&quot; actual

proof.&quot;
Faith is, therefore, not merely

a subjective persuasion that those possessions although unseen are yet

present ;
but it is an act which itself gives the knowledge and proof

of the existence of those things not seen. The fact offaith is itself

the proof of the reality of its object.
In faitli the actual power of the

thing believed is already manifest. Thus the author has had a

reason for using in the first member, precisely the word i-noa-aoic,

&quot;grounding,&quot;

&quot;

state of being grounded.&quot; He will represent faith not

as a theory but as a life-power, which, inasmuch as it actually grasps
at the future and unseen possessions, is thereby actually assured of

them. (And so Thomas Aquinas is, although not exegetically, yet

substantially right when he explains ehmfrpevuv vnoaraaig from this,

that faith is
&quot; the subsistence of the things hoped for themselves,

the beginning of their possession already entered
upon.&quot; T-ooraatg

does not signify
&quot;

subsistence,&quot; but the idea of Thomas Aquinas is

quite the correct one.) For that is just the nature and character

istic quality of faith, that it begins not with theories and arguments,
but with acts. Credo ut intelligam. As the new-born child does

not first receive instruction on the necessity of breathing, and then

resolve to breathe, but first breathes, and then grows to the youth
who learns to understand the process of breathing, so also must that

which is born of the spirit in us first inhale in deep inspirations the

heavenly breath of life, ere it can grow up to full knowledge. And
as the drawing of the breath is itself the surest proof of the exist

ence of a life-bringing atmosphere which we breathe, so is the act

of that faith which lays hold on the future and unseen possessions,

and draws strength from them, the most satisfactory proof of the fact

that these possessions are more than mere fancies and chimeras.

SECTION FOURTH.
THIRD MOTIVE. THE HISTORICALLY DEMONSTRATED POWER OP

FAITH.

(xi. 2 xii. 3).

In ver. 2 the theme of a new train of thought is connected by
yap with the concluding ideas of the foregoing. Ei&amp;gt; rav-y -yap t/zap-

Tvpj}Qr}&amp;lt;jav
ol TTpeopvrepoi. HaprvpelaOai occurs in an absolute sense in

Acts vi. 3 and other passages, in the signification
&quot;

to have for one-

sell a good witness,&quot;
&quot;

to stand in good repute.&quot; Almost all com-
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mentators would therefore, here also, take naprvpeloOai absolutely,

and lv rav-^ as indicating the ground of it, either hy making h
stand for did

(&quot;
on account of their faith the ancients received a good

report&quot;),
or by supposing it necessary to supply an ov-e$ (&quot;

as being
in the faith they received a good report&quot;).

The former supposition
is inadmissible as being not consistent with the good Greek style of

our author
; if, however, ovreg must be supplied, it would be much

better to take ev ravry uvreg as expressing the import of the fiaprv-

piov.
&quot;

They are testified of as being in the faith&quot; = &quot;

it is testified

of them that they were in the faith.&quot; And the particulars which

follow would correspond much more to this idea. For, in the ex-

amples^ ver. 3, seq., nowhere are eulogies mentioned which had been

made upon the ancients on account of their faith, but it is merely
shewn how it appears from their history, that in no other state of

mind can they have found the requisite strength for their achieve

ments, but in that described in ver. 1 (and in chap. x. 35 xi. 1, en

joined on the readers).

And thus the sentiment :

&quot;

in this state of mind the fathers also

stood and acted&quot; connects simply, by means of ydp, with the exhor

tation x. 35 xi. 1 as a further motive.

There can also be no doubt as to what the examples ver. 3 are

properly meant to shew. It certainly is not meant merely to repeat

in concrete examples the affirmation made generally in ver. 2 as such,

as a mere affirmation. Still less can it be the purpose of the author

to prove some such proposition as that faith has expressed itself dif

ferently at different times, and thus to justify the general character

of the definition in ver. 1. This is evident, alread}^ because the first

verse is neither a definition nor a superscription to the section (it

rather, as we saw, forms the conclusion of the foregoing section).

These examples are plainly intended to prove the thesis laid clown

in ver. 2, to demonstrate its truth. The author had said : Of the

ancients also it is witnessed that they had the faith described in

ver. 1. This is now proved, however, not directly, for the word

rii^x
is, in the Old Testament, applied only in very rare cases to

Old Testament persons. The author must therefore shew that the

tiling is true
;
that indirectly at least, the state of mind which dis

tinguished the ancients is described to be such as is represented
in ver. 1 and denoted by the name mang, namely, a firm reliance

on the future and the unseen. And this the author fully demon

strates.

In ver. 3 he shews that all religion, as such, the worship of a

living God, an invisible Creator, is in itself nothing less than a

rising above the visible to the invisible.
&quot;

By faith (not : by means

of faith, not : in faith, but = by an act of that niang, that disposi

tion of mind described in ver. 1) we perceive that the worlds were
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framed by a word of God.&quot; In voovpev there lies a kind of oxy
moron

; voxels generally forms the antithesis to wang; vo^m? is

perception obtained through the medium of vision. The idea there

fore is, that that state of mind denoted by ?rmc (the demonstration

of the power of the unseen in man) qualifies the man to perceive

something which is properly not perceptible, namely, not perceptible

l&amp;gt;y

the senses; that therefore a higher scnsorium above the sensual

sensorium is opened up in the man. The worlds are created by
God s word,

il
so that that which is seen (TO fiXenonevov according to

A.D.E. Copt., Clem. Al. etc.) was made of that which does not ap
pear.&quot; Beza, Bengcl, Schulz, Bohine, Winer, de Sacy, Martin,

Osterwald, the Port Royalists, Bleek, Olshausen, etc., refer pj as

respects the position of the words, to yeyovevai, and render : &quot;So

that that which is seen was not (again) made of that which is visi

ble.&quot; But if this were the idea which was meant to be expressed,
then the author would not have used the two words pkeTropevov and

(paiv6[2.eva}
but must necessarily have used pXtneodai both times, or

(f&amp;gt;a,ii
E&amp;lt;jOai both times, in order by the repetition of the same word to

express what in German has to be expressed by
&quot;

wieder.&quot; Besides

this,, the sentiment in this negativeform would in general be unsuitable.

That the visible cannot again have proceeded from what is visible,

would be no affirmation of faith, but one of speculation, a philoso-

pheme. The translators of the Peshito and Vulgate, then Chry-

sostom, Theodoret, (Ecumenius, Theophylact, Erasmus, Luther,

Gerhard, Tholuck, and a great number of other commentators, have

therefore more properly supposed a transposition (p. /)
t- for KK p/),

and with all the more reason as examples of analogous transposi

tions, precisely in the case of the preposition e/c,
are not wanting.

(Especially comp. the example adduced by Tholuck from Arist.

Phys. (v. 1 : r^v KK
/*// bnoKfipevov e/V vTrorteinevov ^Ta /3o/b)i ...

7}

yap UTI t vTTOKeipevov elg [ir) vTroKeipevov OVK tart iieraflofaj). It is wrong,
however (with Luther, J. Capellus, Calov, Bretschneider, etc.)^ to

explain rd (Uj &amp;lt;fnuv6peva by rd OVK
O*&amp;gt;T,

&quot;

nothing,&quot; and quite as

wrong to understand by it chaos (Limborch, etc.). The explanation
of firj (j)aiv6fiEva which refers it to the ideas in God (in the Platonic

sense) is hetercogeneous, although an approximation to the truth.

The expression must rather of necessity be explained (with Tho

luck) from the antithesis laid down in vcr. 1. Most will depend, how

ever, on our keeping in view the distinction between /*// and OVK. Ov

denies the existence, \ir\ the quality; ov says that a thing iV not objec

tively, M denies a thing as conceived or conceivable. OVK uv denotes

that which does not exist, which is not
; //) ov that whose existence,

in respect of its quality, is a nonexistcnce, a thing unreal. In short,
ov before adjectives is generally rendered by

&quot;

not,&quot; pj before adjec
tives generally by

&quot;

un-.&quot; Thus the ov ^/UTro/wa are things which
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are not at present seen
; \n] pXerro^eva would be things which, under

no condition, and at no time, could be seen. Ov ^aLvo^Bva would be

things which (at the time or in the circumstances spoken of in the

context) do not come into appearance ; prj (^atvofieva are things which,
from their nature, cannot come into appearance. By the plural //?/

(^aLvo^eva cannot, however, of course, be denoted blank nothing, arid

just as little can chaos be denoted, which is dark and confused, in

deed, but by no means lying beyond the sphere of appearance. The

ju?) (f)aiv6fieva must rather be qualitatively-invisible things or powers, to

the vorjaig of which the man raises himself in faith, from looking

upon that which is seen. If, too, we are not at liberty to understand

by this precisely the ideas in the Platonic sense, we are yet led by the

expression icord of God to think of the invisible creative powers
which form as it were the import of his ivorcl.

In vers. 47 follow examples takenfrom the time before Abraham.

Through the disposition of mind denoted by mo-i$ Abel offered a

better sacrifice than Cain. Cain offered fruits of the field, which in

themselves were not adapted for sacrifice, for the atoning n?ia&amp;gt; (corap.

what is said on chap. ix. 19, seq.), and were also not so valuable as

animals. Abel offered the firstlings and fattest beasts of his flock.

He willingly gave up, therefore, a dear and valuable earthly posses

sion for the invisible possession of the consciousness of reconciliation,

and the manifestation of gratitude to God. He thus gave evidence

that he had that state of mind which in ver. 1 was called faith.

Therefore
(&amp;lt;?* f/c refers to mang, as also 61 avrijg, in respect of the

sense, must refer to mang) it was testified to him that he was right

eous
; for, inasmuch as God was well pleased with his offering (fire

from heaven consumed it), he testified to Abel that he was justified.

And therefore, also, does Abel still speak after his death. Aam is

prees. hist, referring to Gen. iv. 10
(&quot; thy brother s blood cries to me

from the
ground&quot;); as appears evident also from Heb. xii. 24.

Therefore did God take it upon himself to be the avenger of the

murdered one, because he had died in faith, nay, on account of his

faith
;
for Cain had envied him just on account of God s being well

pleased with him. (The reading Aa/Umu &quot; he is still spoken of after

his death&quot; is but ill-confirmed by external proofs, and yields a most

unsuitable sense
;
Cain is still spoken of too ! Even the passage

chap. xii. 24 proves that AaAtZ must be the reading).
Vers. 5-6 is a kind of sorites. By faith Enoch was snatched

away so that he did not see death (Gen. v. 24). Wherefore by

faith ? He was taken away, because he led a life well-pleasing to

God
;
but God can be pleased only by faith. In this form, however,

the reasoning is still incomplete, because built upon a very general

axiom
;
hence the author in the words TtLo-evoai yap del . . . em . . .

mentions that in the case of Enoch also, it was ihut faith which was
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spoken of, and in how tar it was so. Precisely the faith that there

is a God, and one who will reward those who seek after him, found

place in Enoch, and could find place in him. Far from intending to

ascribe to Enoch the. New Testament faith, the author defines the

morn; here in its general form as it applied to the time of Enoch.
Enoch lived in that time when the descendants of Cain were im

proving earthly life by inventions (Gen. iv. 20, seq.), but amid the

pleasures of the earthly life entirely forgot God, and when, already,
the Sethites also were infected with the prevalent corruption (Gen.
vi. 1, seq.). In that time Enooh led a godly life. He forgot not the

invisible God amid the things and enjoyments that were seen
;
he

longed for that blessedness which God is ready to give to those who
seek him.

Ver. 7. Tlio-ei belongs, of course, again to the piincipal verb

KarEGKEvacE. In how far the building of the ark was an act offaith,
we are told in the apposition %prjpaTioOet$. Noah saw as yet nothing
of the flood, when he began to build the ark

;
he acted with respect

to a mere prophecy ; but God s word was to him more sure and cer

tain than the supposition which had become habitual by sight that

the course of nature would continue ever the same, and more im

portant to him than all the scorn and mockery of an unbelieving
world. EvAa/fr/tfe^

1 not evAa/3v)f yev6pevof (compare Luke ii. 25
;

Acts ii. 5, viii. 2; Heb. v. 7, xii. 28) but= &quot;in wise
foresight&quot;

(namely, in that which sprung from his obedience of faith). Pru
dence is not named as the source but as the reward of his conduct.

By his believing obedience he came to be at last the one who was

truly prudent. A truth of great practical importance ! He who,
like a child, blindly follows the will of God regardless of all conse

quences, is the one who is truly prudent ;
for he builds on the

Eternal, and he will never allow his own to come to shame. He, on

the contrary, who, in the fear of man and from a wish to please

man, reckons when it will be profitable to follow the Lord, he who
first anxiously weighs the consequences, will with his false wisdom

assuredly come to shame. How many Christians would there be

now who, by the building of an ark (should God command this),

would take upon themselves the contempt of the whole world ?

We would not seek them among those who already shrink with fear

from the charge of &quot;

pietism.&quot; By his faith
&quot; Noah judged the

world.&quot; Noah by his faith
(? . e. by the building of the ark)

saved himself, and thereby left the world to the destruction it de

served.

Ver. 8-10. A scries of examples follows taken from the lifetime

of Abraham. If Abraham, at the call of God, left his home without

even knowing whither God would lead him, he rested more on things

promised of God than on things present, more on the invisible faith-

VOL. VI. 35
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fulness and power of the Lord than on what was visible; he shewed,

therefore, that he had that state of mind which the author in the

foregoing section had required of his readers, and which, in respect
of its main substance, he had called faith. -It was a demonstration

of the same state of mind when Abraham, as well as Isaac and

Jacob (ver. 9), went into the land which was promised to hir.i as

into a strange land, so that he had to dwell in tents (wander through
it nomad-like), just where he found sufferance. He (as well as

Isaac and Jacob) might have gone back, and dwelt in Mesopotamia
as a settled home (as is shewn at length ver. 15). From what

other motive did the patriarchs prefer wandering in a strange land

to dwelling in their native land, than that, believing in the promise
of God, they .obeyed the command of God ? Their eye was di

rected (ver. 10) not to the present and momentary, but to the fu

ture and heavenly, to the blessing which God had promised to the

seed of Abraham, and through him to man, to the promised resto

ration of the relation of God to man which sin had disturbed.

This promised blessing our author now designates as
&quot; the city

having settled foundations whose builder and maker is God.&quot; The

expression must, first of all, be explained from the antithesis to the

tents in which Abraham lived. That which gave him strength to

renounce a present and earthly home, and to pass his life in light

unfixed tents, was the expectation of a future settled&quot; city. Many

erroneously explain this city of the heavenly blessedness which

Abraham (for his own person) hoped to find after his death. This

is altogether unhistorical
;
Abraham expected after his death to be

gathered to his fathers in Sheol. Grotius, Clericus, and others

somewhat better refer the noXig to the (earthly) city of Jerusalem.

This, doubtless, is the idea of ver. 10, that Abraham on account of

the glory promised to his seed (for |edfi%TO yap is epexegetical of rijg

faayyehias, ver. 9), not, however, on account of the individual bless

edness subjectively hoped for by him underwent the inconveniences

of a life-long pilgrimage. But Grotius and Clericus err, when they

limit this objective promise to the earthly building of the earthly

Jerusalem. Our author, even for the sake of his readers, who clung

with a false tenacity to the earthly Jerusalem, would ceitainly

not have said that the earthly Jerusalem was that, on account of

which Abraham renounced a settled dwelling-place. Pie rather de

notes by that &quot;

settled city founded by God himself/ which he

places in opposition to Abraham s transitory tents, the entire and

total import of the theocratical promise, and he does this, so as thit in

the form of the designation, he does not confine himself to the un

developed intuition which Abraham had in his lifetime of the future

blessing and salvation (for Abraham had as yet, in general, heard

nothin^ of a
&quot;city,&quot;

of the earthly Jerusalem, as little as of the
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heavenly), but takes up at the same time the development of the

promise which followed from the time of Abraham to that of Christ.

In David, the promise given to Abraham had found a fulfilment,

preliminarily and symbolically in the founding of the kingdom and
that of its principal city in splendour ;

but that David was not the

true, last, and proper Messiah, that a second David must come, was
known to the readers from 2 Sam. vii.

;
Ps. ii.

;
Ps. ex., and finally,

from the history of Jesus Christ himself. Abraham was not, or

course, aware of the distinction between the first and second

Anointed, the first and second Jerusalem nor does the author mean
at all to say that he was

;
but Abraham at all events looked for a

future settled kingdom, for a state of things in which his posterity
would no longer wander in tents from place to place (Gen. xvii. 6

and 8), and on account of this hope, he bore the difficulties of a

life-long state of pilgrimage. He looked therefore, in reality, for a

settled city which God would found for his seed. The Christian

knows that the future Jerusalem in the future kingdom of Christ

when he has come again, will form the true, full, and final fulfilment

of this hope. The words of ver. 10 are, however, not to be interpre

ted:
&quot; Abraham looked for the future Jerusalem,&quot; but the words

mean only :

&quot; Abraham looked for this, that God himself would

found a settled city for his seed.&quot;

Yer. 11, 12. By faith Sarah received strength for the founding
of a posterity : if she had not overcome that paroxysm of doubt

of which we have an account in Gen. xviii. 12, (she was immediately
ashamed of it, vcr. 15), she would, of course, not have yielded her

self to the act of generation. Ver. 13, seq. It was also an act of

faith when the patriarchs died, one after another, without having
received the promise (t

r

7rayye/Ua as below ver. 39 and chap. ix. 15, x.

30), and notwithstanding, clung to the promise, nay as it were, al

ready saw from afar and welcomed the promised blessing. This latter

they did, inasmuch as they called themselves pilgrims (Gen. xlvii. 9,

comp. Ps. xxxix. 12). This was an expression of their longing for

a country, not in any way for the earthly country which lay behind

them Mesopotamia (ver. 15) ;
for had such a longing taken poses-

bion of their hearts (pvrinoveveiv to remember anything, here in a

pregnant sense as at 2 Tim. ii. 8), they might at any moment have

returned thither. That they did not do so, that in spite of the feel

ing that they were strangers they yet kept themselves from seeking

again that earthly country, is to be explained simply from their be

lieving obedience to the instructions of God, and their believing

hope of the future possession of Canaan promised by God. In vcr.

10 this promised future country is again called by the author a hea

venly country, just as, at ver. 10, he brings the kind offulfilment

known to the Christians at the same time into the prophetical hope-
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Here, too, lie will obviate the false application of the words on the

part of his readers, that the earthly Canaan as such was the aim of

the theocratical hope. That which the fathers hoped for their pos

terity was riot the ordinary earthly possession of an earthly land or

kingdom, but the setting up of the kingdom of God upon earth, which

was to take place in Canaan. (Just as little as in ver. 10, how

ever, is it in ver. 16 the individual blessedness after death that is

spoken of.)

Ver. 17-19. Abraham s readiness to offer up Isaic is mentioned

along with the rest of the acts of faith taken from the life of Abra
ham. Abraham, who had received the promises when God tried

him, offered tip his only son, him in whose person the promise
rested (ver. 18, comp. Gen. xxi. 12). As Abraham cannot himself

have given up hope in the promises, although he was ready to offer

as a burnt-offering the son through whom, according to God s ex

press declaration, they were to be fulfilled, nothing remains to ac

count for this but the supposition which our author expresses, ver.

19 (and in like manner Paul, Kom. iv. 17), that God would call the

dead back again to life. And, on account of this faith which held

the infinite power of God to be surer than the power of death, and

which, therefore, blindly surrendered itself to the incomprehensible

leading of God, he received as a reward his son alive iv mzpa/Mg.
These words iv irapafiohy are particularly difficult. Calvin, Cas-

tellio, Beza, Schlichting, Grotius, Limborch, Kuinoel, Bleek, etc.,

take napa(3ok/j in the well-known signification figure, but then refer

iv napapoXy to oOev, and obtain the sense :

&quot;

thence as it were, name

ly, as it were, in reitptiv, as it were from the grave, he received him

back/ This explanation is the harshest. For, in the first place,

if Trapa^oAr/ signifies
&quot;

figure,&quot;
it cannot then signify

&quot; as it were
;&quot;

&quot;

figuratively/ and &quot; as it were&quot; or
&quot; not properly, in a certain

way,&quot;
are surely very different ideas. Secondly, it is very harsh to

refer back vOev to K veicpuv, instead of taking it as a causal parti

cle
&quot;

wherefore&quot; (comp. Acts xxvi. 19), as the author assuredly

intends to mention here, as at vers. 4, 7, 14, 16, the recompense

which the believer obtained on account of his faith. Thirdly, how

ever, it is besides impossible to refer iv 7rapa(3ohy to this vOev
;
the

idea that Abraham received back Isaac &quot;

as it were from the dead,&quot;

no one would ever express thus :
&quot; whence he as it were received him;&quot;

the pregnant idea which is intended to be in uOev must have been ex

pressed, at least by a nal ivrevOev^ and the author must have .&quot;aid:

KOL ivrevOev, &g tTrof etrreZv, iKopiaaro avrov. Others, as Thcodoret,

Erasmus, Luther, Calov, Bohme, Olshausen, take rrapapohrj likewise

in the signification
&quot;

figure,&quot;
but in reality leave to it this significa

tion and explain :

&quot; wherefore ho received him back as a symbol (or

in symbol). This idea is much more suitable
;
the author shows
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that that remaining-alivQ of Isaac, that deliverance from the danger
of death, was a symbol or type of the resurrection of Christ the only

begotten of God, whom God gave up as a sacrifice for the world
;

that resurrection through which the faith of Abraham, that God
was able to rake from the dead, found its confirmation, and was

crowned with its highest fulfilment. The only thing in this ex

planation at which we might stumble is, that, according to it, we

should have expected rather elg 7rapa(3o^v but the tv also yields a

good sense. In a figurative act Abraham received Isaac, that is,

the act of the icopi&iv was a figure and type of a later and more

perfect act. The idea resulting from this explanation harmonizes

with the words ^yyiadfievo^ &amp;lt;m, etc., so admirably, and with such

internal necessity, and at the same time the way is so prepared
for it by the designation of Isaac as the only begotten, that we hold

this explanation to be decidedly the true one, and therefore have

no need with a third class of commentators (Canaerarius, Ernesti,

Tholuck, etc.) to take iv rcapafiohq
= rrapafiokug or

&quot;

against expec
tation&quot; (comp. Rom. iv. 18 nap eATrida), a signification which does

not belong to the noun napcfioMj. IIapafioA,7J does signify
&quot; bold

venture,&quot; but the signification &quot;in bold venture,&quot; would not at all

correspond to inoiuoaro.

Ver. 20-22. Several examples follow in which the patriarchs,

by the act of blessing their sons and descendants, declared that

they participated in the hope of the future fulfilment, or, by giving
commandment that their bones should be carried along with their

descendants from Egypt to Canaan, proved that they expected
with certainty the promised return (Gen. xv.). The first instance

is that of Jacob, who blessed the sons of Joseph (Gen. xlviii. 15,

seq.), by which he (ver. 21) distinctly expressed his hope of the

return to Canaan. With this are connected the somewhat enig

matic words ical TrpoaKvvi]aav trrt TO dapov r^g pdfidov avrov. We
have here to inquire, first of all, why these words are cited along
with the rest, and then whether the Sept. has here given the right

translation. Assuredly the author did not cite these words along
with the rest, merely because he went on mechanically with the

quotation of the passage ;
for the words in question do not occur

at all in that passage, Gen. xlviii. 15, seq., but are to be found in

an earlier chapter (xlvii. 31). The author, therefore, had certainly

a definite object in view when he quoted these words. What then

was this object ? In the Masoretic text, the words run thus :

ryff&n txn-V? VN-TSI shine^ &quot;and Israel leant (back again) on the

head of the bed (pillow),
&quot; and this reading is not only very old

(Onkelos, Jonathan, Symmachus, Aquila, Peshito), but is also

plainly the more natural. Tho LXX read ntpan, and rendered just

as our author cites. But it can hardly be supposed, that in the
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word npocjeKvvrjaeVj which, is peculiar to the LXX., there lay the

idea which induced our author to cite the passage ;
he would hard

ly have cited the passage on account of the circumstance that

Jacoh tc

prayed&quot; (as if in his habit of praying there lay a special

proof of that faith described in ver. 1). I rather think that he

quoted the words in order to call to the minds of his readers, who
were familiar with the Pentateuch, the context of the passage. In

the context of that passage, Gen. xlvii., it is recorded how Jacoh

gave orders to carry his bones to Canaan
; thus, then, these words

lead quite naturally to the analogous command of Joseph mention

ed in ver. 22.

In ver. 23-31, follow examples of faith from the time of Moses and

Joshua. Ver. 23. The whole existence of Moses became possible

through the faith of his parents, who laid the child in the basket

of reeds, confident that the infant which appeared to them as

doTElov would be an object of care to the paternal eye of God which

looks into the smallest things, and that God s power is superior to

all, even the most evident, dangers, and is stronger than the frown

of Pharaoh. Ver. 24-26. Moses himself had the choice, either to

remain at the court as an Egyptian prince, and to enjoy all the

splendour of Egypt but then he must renounce his faith which his

mother as his nurse had implanted in his heart, and his connection

with his people ;
or to remain true to the God of his fathers but

then he must bid farewell to the court, and share in the difficulties

of his people. His God and his theocratical hope were dearer and

more precious to him than all present earthly fortune. He preferred

the avyitaKovxEladai to the &quot;

enjoyment of sin
;&quot;

the &quot;

reproach of

the Messiah&quot; wras dearer to him than all the riches of Egypt. In

the expression
&quot;

reproach of
Christ,&quot;

the author again puts into the

germ the development known to the Christian. Moses had as yet re

ceived no revelation of the &quot; Anointed
;&quot;

he knew only the theo

cratical promise in the simple form in which it was given to the

patriarchs. But the New Testament believer knows, that that

simple hope was &quot;destined to find its fulfilment in the &quot;Anointed

of God.&quot; And thus the reproach which Moses endured, because it

was a theocratical was also a Messianic reproach such as has re

ceived (Matth. xvii. 1.), and will yet farther receive, its honourable

reward through the Messiah.

Ver. 27 does not refer to Moses wandering to Midian (Ex. ii.

15), where he indeed &quot;

feared,&quot; but to the departure from Egypt

(Ex. xiv. 13). That the two parts of which this departure consist

ed, namely, the Passover, and the passage through the Ked Sea,

are afterwards specially mentioned, is no reason why the event as a

whole might not also be mentioned first. The resolution, in gen

eral, to undertake the dangerous work of delivering Israel from
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Egypt, was a strong act of faith (comp. Ex. iii. 11, seq.). Moses
had steadfastly &quot;before his eyes God, the invisible, just as if he saw

him. Tbv doparov is here, according to the position of the words,
the object to titaprtprjae. Kaprepslv as transit.

u
to hear any thing

steadfastly, or to do any thing steadfastly,&quot; hence generally in refer

ence to any person or thing, to conduct oneself steadfastly. It is

a pregnant idea to he explained here thus : rbv doparov rifiajv tuap-

TKpi]&amp;lt;7e. (So also substantially Olshausen. The construction adopt
ed by Bleek, Tholuck, etc., is forced : ticaprtpqae yap, wf rbv doparov

6p&amp;gt;v).

Yer. 28 is clear. Had the Israelites not believed that God
would really slay the first born,* or had they had no faith in the

atoning power of the larnbs, they would not have marked their

door-posts with the blood of the Passover lambs. In like manner,
it was plainly a manifestation of faith (ver. 29), when they ven

tured into the bed of the Red Sea, between the masses of water

standing wall-high on either side, which, physically considered,
seemed every moment as if they must close in upon them, as they
afterwards in reality did upon the Egyptians. Not less was it an

act of that faith which holds the command of God to be surer than

any appearance of sense, when the Israelites marched round the

walls of Jericho (ver. 30) with the blowing of trumpets instead of

laying siege to it (Josh. vi.). And Eahab, too. was saved by her

faith, she who trembled before the mighty God,
&quot; who is a God

both above in heaven, and beneath on the earth/ and saved the

messengers of his people, and was therefore preserved from the des

truction of the city (in the power of this faith, however, also changed
her conduct, comp. Matth. i. 5).

Yer. 32-34. The author, by means of the rhetorical formula of

transition, now breaks off from adducing particular examples in

detail, and passes to a summary enumeration of names (ver. 32) and

actions (ver. 33, 34). The opinion of Bengel and others, that the

particular acts correspond to those particular names (so that /mr;/-

yuviaavro paaifoiac, refers to Gideon, eipydaavro diKatoavvrjv to Barak,.

typa&v arouara teovruv to Samson) is fanciful, and, in reference to

ver. 35, not capable of being carried out. The relation of ver. 32 to

vcrs. 33, 34 is rather to be understood thus : The author, first of

a//, passes from the detailed description of particular examples of

faith to a (consecutive) enumeration of heroes of faith, then, however,,

as a longer continuation of the mere catalogue of names would have

been dry, lie breaks off from this also, and now (ver. 33, seq.) he/

groups together mere general classes of acts resulting from f;iith. Of

* The simplest way of construing ver. 28, is: Iva
/i&amp;gt;j

6 bloOpevuv dtyy TU

aiirCJv. Others make- ru rrpuroro/ca dependent on faoBptfov and avru&amp;gt;v on Oiyy,

which, however, this ai-Tuv would bo by far too vague.
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course, the particular examples of these genera may be pointed out

in the Old Testament history, but not so as that only one example

always corresponds to each genus. Thus, the subduing of kingdoms
was an act of which there were frequent examples. Certainly

Gideon, also, subdued the power of a kingdom, that of Midian, and

he did so by that faith in which, trusting more to God s promise
than to horses and chariots, he dismissed the greatest part of his

army (Judges vi. vii.). But Jonathan, too, when alone with his

armour-bearer, he climbed up the rock Seneh, and drove the enemies

host to flight, in the strength of the faith that it is easy for the

Lord to help by many or by few (1 Sam. xiv. 6, seq.), and David,
when in the power of faith he slew the giant (1 Sam. xvii. 25),

and Samson, and many others, might here be adduced as examples.

Wrought righteousness in their official station : this did all the judges,

chiefly Samuel, in like manner the pious kings; and, in their pri

vate relations, all the righteous persons of the Old Testament
;

still

the author must have had the first especially in view. This admin

istration of justice was also not possible without that state of mind

which, apart from all regard to earthly advantage, has respect only
to the will of God, nor is it possible yet, in our own day, without

this
&quot;

faith,&quot; hence, neither in the private nor in the public admin

istration of justice can a people be happy, if in the one case, as in

the other, it be not administered by God-fearing persons. Obtained

promises: chiefly of David was this true (2 Sam. vii.), then, of

course, also of the entire series of the prophets briefly mentioned ia

ver. 32. (fEnayyeMai denotes here not, as at ver. 18 and 39, the

promised thing, i. e.,
the fulfilment, but the prophecies themselves.

The proof lies precisely in ver. 39.) Stopped the mouths of lions:

Daniel did this (Dan. vi. 17, comp. ver. 23); less direct is the refer

ence to Samson (Judges xiv. 6) and David (2 Sam. xvii. 34, seq.).

Quenched the violence of fire: this did the friends of Daniel (Dan.

iii.); they, like Daniel himself, steadfastly maintained the profession

of the invisible true God, and held his almighty power to be greater

than the might of the Babylonian and Median kings (Dan. iii. 17,

vi. 10 and 20). Escaped the sword: David did so (1 Sam. xviii. 11,

xix. 10, seq., etc.), Elias ( livings xix. 1 and 10), and Elisha (2 Kings

vi. 14, seq., and 31, seq.), but only in the case of Elisha was the

escape a positive act of faith, brought about by faith, hence the

reference may be properly limited to him (namely, the incident

recorded in 2 Kings vi. 14, seq., where he is represented as seeing

the invisible hosts of God). Out of weakness were made strong: such

was Hezekiuh (Is. xxxviii. 3 and 5), and that in consequence of a

believing prayer. Others, with less propriety, refer this to Samson

(Judges 15, 16), whose strength returned to him unconsciously and

without an act of faith on his part. Waxed valiant in fight: almost
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all the Judges wero heroes in battle, then Jonathan, David, etc.

KMveiv irape[i(3o^dg dhhorpiuv (aciem inclinare) the reference is, here,

again, to Gideon and Jonathan.

In ver. 35 the author places over against each other two kinds

of manifestations of faith the faith of those women (1 Kings
xvii. 17, seq.; 2 Kings iv. 17, seq.) whose sons were restored to bodily

life
&quot;by

the prophets, and the still greater faith of the martyrs

(of the time of the Maccabees), who sacrificed the bodily life in

faith, and on account of faith, for the sake of the future resur

rection to the glorified life. Hence he does not merely say: &quot;Not

accepting deliverance that they might obtain a better deliverance;&quot;

but, referring back to the first clause of the verse, he speaks of a

better resurrection. TvpKavi&iv comes from rvpnavovj which signifies

originally a kettle-drum, 2 Mace. vi. 19 and 28, but occurs as the

designation of an instrument of torture (probably in the form of a

wheel), upon which the sufferers were stretched in order then to be

beaten to death. They accepted not the aTfoAvrp&MHfj ransom, namely,
that deliverance which they might have bought at the price of denying
their faith. At tf dvaordaeus in the beginning of the verse, t is so

to be explained as that dvdaraais denotes the act of rising again.

They received them from the resurrection, i. e.
}
as those who had

just been raised up.

Ver. 36-38. The writer returns in ver. 36 to the mention of less

violent sufferings, in order from these, to rise again in a new climax,
ver. 37, to the greatest tortures. Then, at the end of ver. 37 and

in ver. 38, he sets over against the cruel death of some martyrs, the

destitute life of others. Mocldngs, and these of a public and most

abusive kind, were endured in the Maccabean persecutions (1 Mace,

ix. 26; 2 Mace. vii. 7); scourgingsm the same persecutions (2 Mace,

vi. 30, vii. 1); imprisonments in the same persecutions (1 Mace,

xiii. 12), and also in the Old Testament (1 Kings xxii. 27; Jerem.

xxxvii. 18). Death by stoning, 2 Chron. xxiv. 20, seq., comp. Matth.

xxiii. 35. The torture consisting in being bound between two

boards and sawn alive in two, is said, according to a tradition com
mon to Christians and Jews, consequently an old Jewish tradition,

to have been undergone by the prophet Jeremiah under Manasseh.

Now follows trreipdoOrjaav. The cursive manuscript 17 places this

word before ^pioOi]navy it is omitted altogether in the Peshito,

-ZEthiop., Eusebius, and Theophylact ;
but these inconsiderable

deviations are easily to be .accounted for by the internal difficulty

which lies in the word. For it is difficult to sec what this jejune
and general expression,

&quot;

they were tempted/ can have to do in this

connexion, and as sure as some word must have originally stood in

* Olshausen thinks, that the temptation to apostatize from tho faith is represented as

the acme of all the suffering that can befall tho Christian. But then iTreipdaOrjauv ought
to form the conclusion, and stand at tho end of ver. 38.
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this place, so sure is it that this cannot have been the word. Of all

the conjectures which have been made, that of Sykes is the best :

ETTvpioOrjaav &quot;they
were burned&quot; (comp. 2 Mace. vi. 11, vii. 4, r-;eq.;

Dan. xi. 33). This
;
first of all, explains the early appearance of the

reading exsipdadTjaav ; but it accounts also for the omission of the

word in the Peshito, 2Ethiop., etc. For one transcriber might easily

put for c7Tvpio6j]aav the synonymous word farpfjaOrjaav, which a second

might confound with farpladijaav, or might even read it so, and

therefore omit it. In sheepskins and goatskins, suffering, want, afflic

tion,, and every kind of evil, lived such men as Elijah (1 Kings
xix. 13 and 19; 2 Kings i. 8, ii. 8, seq_.), and other prophets (Zech.
xiii. 4). &quot;Men of whom the world was not worthy, wandered

about in deserts and in caves&quot; (comp. 1 Kings, xviii. 4 and 13;

xix. 8 and 13
;

1 Mace. ii. 28, eeq, ;
2 Mace. v. 27, vi. 11). Two

ideas are indicated in these words
j
on the one hand the greatness

of the world s guilt, in rejecting men of whom they had reason to

be proud; on the other, the heavenly consolation, that this world is

also in reality unworthy of such souls. Let not any one who has to

suffer for his faith forget this consolation, when his displeasure

arises at that guilt, and his suffering appears to him as a wicked

injustice on the part of the world; let him bear in mind what

honour those are counted worthy to receive from the Lord, who, on

the Lord s account are reckoned unworthy by the world.

Ver. 39, 40. And yet all these (those adduced in ver. 4-38) had

not (aor. for the pluperf.) obtained the promise eirayye/Ua, as p,t ix.

15, x. 36, xi. 13), and nevertheless, were so strong in faith. To

the Christian readers who had already received so much, and for

whom, therefore, the hope in reference to the future was so much

easier, what an humbling motive was presented in this strength of

faith shown by the Old Testament saints, who had to walk almost

entirely in the dark, and had to look for almost everything from

the future! ULapruprfievres 6ia rr^ ma-eus this expression has

in itself (did), and, according to the context, a different sense,

of course, from ver. 2. In ver. 2 it was said by way of iniluna

tion : Already it was testified to the ancients that they were

believers. Here, mention is made retrospectively of &quot;all those

who through the faith (which they displayed) have gained a

testimony (to their praise)/ In ver. 40 the reverse side of

the motive is presented. Do those Old Testament believers pre

sent an example fitted to shame the Christian readers, inasmuch

as faith was made so difficult to them and yet they believed, and

does there already lie in this humbling example a motive for the

readers to strive after that strength of faith, so does a further

motive lie in this, that the Christians have before them a glory so

much the greater.
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In order, however, rightly to understand these words of the 40th

verse :

&quot; that God in regard to us has provided something hetter

in order that they should not be made perfect without
us,&quot;

we
must keep in view the doctrine of the Holy Scripture on the state

after death (which in the evangelical system of doctrine has not

been fully developed). The Scripture does not teach, that in the

case of all men the last and final decision takes place immediately
after death, but very plainly teaches the contrary. The consequence
and punishment of sin is, according to the Holy Scripture, not eter

nal condemnation (this is mentioned for the first time in Is. Ixvi. 24,

and as the punishment of an obstinate rejection of the Messianic

salvation, consequently a positive unbelief, and, in perfect consis

tency with this, the New Testament teaches that the punishment
of the eternal second death stands connected with the positive re

jection of the known and offered salvation, or the falling away from

the salvation which had once been accepted. Comp. our remarks

on chap. vi. 4, seq., and on chap. x. 27). The punishment of sin

simply considered is death, i. c
t)

the separation of the man from

God, and of nature from the man, and the body from the soul

(which unhappy separation tcould indeed last forever, and would in

crease, if no redemption had been offered
; now, however, it lasts

forever only in the case of those who despise this offered salvation).

The punishment of sin simply considered is that the soul goes into

Sheol, into the kingdom of the dead
;
and thither go and have gone

all who are born only of woman, who are only descendants of the

first Adam, consequently all heathens who had not opportunity to

hear of the salvation, and. in like manner, all Israelites who lived be

fore Christ (with the exception of Enoch and Elijah). It is not

thereby denied, that, in this Sheol, there may be a difference be

tween the state of the penitent and pious who longed for the salva

tion, and that of the bold and hardened sinner. David hopes, that

even in the valley of the shadow of death, God will still be with

him and comfort him (Ps. xxiii. 4), and the second David has evi

dently taught us in the parable of the rich man and Lazarus, that

there is a gulf fixed between those who suffer torment and those

who are comforted with Ahraham (Luke xvi. 25, 26), and, accord

ingly, when he himself was about to enter into Sheol, he promised
to the penitent thief that to-day he would be with him &quot;

in para
dise.&quot; The entrance into the heavenly holy of holies, on the other

hand (Ileb. x. 19, seq., etc.), i.
e., into the sphere of glorification and

of glorified nature, was first opened up by Christ s going before as

the first-fruits through his resurrection and ascension, and opened
for those who are, not men together with Christ, side by side with

him, but, members of &quot; the one who is in. heaven&quot; (John iii. 13)- -

not the posterity of the first Adam, but, by regeneration, sons of
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the second Adam. This the Old Testament believers were not.

They had the subjective longing for the promised salvation, and sub

jective faith in it : but the real objective regeneration, the germ of

new life, proceeding from the exalted Christ, which is implanted in

us by baptism, and is nourished in the holy sacrament of the supper
this they had not

;
and we must be on our guard against losing

sight of the distinction which the Holy Scripture makes in this re

spect between the old and new covenant. First with us were they to

be made perfect, and were they made perfect. Christ came to them

to set open for them the gates of the place of the dead (Rev. i. 18),

and to lead them forth along with him (Matth. xxvii. 53
; comp.

John viii. 56). From that time the souls of all who die as living

members of Christ go to him in heaven (Phil. i. 23 ;
John xiv. 20),

in order, at his second coming, to be united again to their bodies

(Rev. xx. 4), and then to reign with Christ in glorified body over the

rest of mankind, finally, however, to take not a passive (John v. 24),

but an active part (1 Cor. vi. 3), in the judgment of the world.

Those who are then still in Sheolare, in like manner, awaked at the

judgment, and judged
&quot;

according to their works,&quot; according to the

rule laid down in Rom. ii. 6-8
;
Matth. xxv. 31, seq., i. e,

those who

by patient continuance in well-doing have striven after an imperish

able existence will now be made acquainted with the salvation in

Christ (for in their case, too, the words will hold good that there is

salvation in no other than in Christ), and will become whole through

the leaves of the tree of life (Rev. xxii. 2), the others, however, will

fall into everlasting perdition. It is time, indeed, that this liblical

doctrine of the state after death were again preached to congrega

tions ; for the common hard and truly unscriptural doctrine which

knows nothing further after death than happiness or condemnation,

is in its practical effects equally mischievous with the Roman Cath

olic doctrine of Purgatory, in which a trace of the doctrine of Sheol,

but only a caricatured trace of it, is contained.

CHAP. xii. 1-3. An exhortation is here drawn from all that has

been said in chap. xi. Totyapovv occurs seldom in the New Testa

ment, as it expresses a fine emphasis more proper to classic Greek.

ToLydp serves, like the German u
doeh,&quot;

to strengthen the ovv. The

New Testament authors, in the simplicity of their style, generally

use instead of this a mere apa or ovv or dio. Kal Tffielg are the mem

bers of the new covenant in opposition to the members of the old

covenant, mentioned in the llth chapter. H/zeE? has for its apposi

tion the words rooovrov c^ovreg irepircip,vov rjfuv v&amp;lt;pog {iap~vpuv ve^of

is used also by profane writers as the poetic-figurative designation

of a crowd. The exhortation itself: let us run with patience, etc.,
is

expressed in a figure taken from those prize contests which, being

of Gentile origin, were transplanted among the Jews also by the
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Herodians, and which must have made a strong impression on the

imagination of that people, as Paul too makes frequent use of them
as comparisons.

In order, however, to be able to come off well in the race, one

must lay aside oyttov rrdv-a,
f(

everything that encumbers.&quot; It is in

sipid to explain this figure of corpulence, which indeed cannot

be laid aside. Equally unsuitable is the interpretation by
&quot;

bal

last
;&quot;

it is not a race of ships, but a prize race of men that is here

spoken of ! The expression rather refers to tha practice among
racers of laying aside whatever they had with them or on them that

was heavy, or might be a hindrance, even their very garments, in

order to be able to run without impediment. If, however, it be asked

what is meant by this figurative expression, the author cannot have

understood by the oy/ro?, sin, as he immediately afterwards names
this as a special principal kind of oyo$-. Hindrances in the struggle
of faith and a public profession with the fear of persecution lie not

merely in sin, but may also lie in things which are themselves indif

ferent and allowed. Intercourse and friendship with old Jewish ac

quaintances, the relations formed by trade and merchandise, might
be hindrances of this kind for the readers, and, in such a case, it

was right and is still right to break entirely away from such rela

tions, and to get rid of the fetters which they impose as soon as they
threaten to become a snare, even though in themselves they should

be innocent. We, too, have many and various customs of life which

in themselves are quite -innocent, but which through habit may be

come bonds that threaten to fasten themselves round the heart. It

is required of us also that we be watchful and keep ourselves unen

cumbered, in order that in the event of the profession of our failh

becoming again a thing for which we must pay dear, we may not

feel fettered by trifles, but may be able freely to sacrifice all for our

Lord.

/Si
/?., however, is by all means the greatest hindrance in that con

test. Every bosom sin which we cherish is a handle by which the

tempter can lay hold on us, a price for which we are saleable. Hence

our author gives to sin the predicate evneploraTOf, &quot;encircling us,

wrapping us round.&quot; (The readings of two codices : drrepiora-

TOV and evirepioTraarov are in a critical point of view of no signifi

cance). The word is a drra^ J.ey6^evov9
and has been variously

explained. Some derived it from irepUarryu in the signification
tc

to

draw from a purpose/ and rendered :
&quot; the sin from which one can

be easily converted/ a sense which is here altogether unsuitable.

Others, as Chrysostom, derived it from TTEptiarrjfu in the signification
&quot;

to encircle,&quot; but as an adj. verb, with passive sense, and rendered:
&quot; the sin which can easily be encircled/ which is just as unsuitable.

Kuster, Bulimo, and others appealed to the signification of ample-
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rarof,
&quot; destitute of spectators/ and rendered : the sin which has

many spectators and admirers. It would thus be represented as a

false ornament on the racer, which attracted the admiration of the

spectators, but was an incumbrance to himself in the race. But

this, too, would be an artificial and far-fetched idea. Still more

artificially does Wetstein, following the same etymology, render,

evnspiararog by &quot;seen of many&quot;
= &quot; which does not remain hid, but

comes at length to
light.&quot;

The only two suitable explanations are

that of Salmasius and Kypke, who take it as clenorn. from nepi-

araoic,
&quot;

complication/ and render li most complicated/ and the

still simpler one of (Ecumenius, Theodoret, Erasmus, Vatable, Cas-

tellio, Tholuck, Bleek, etc., who derive it from the middle nepua-aa-

Oaij
({

to surround/ as adj. verb, with active (middle) sense, and

render by insidiosus,
&quot;

subtly encircling us.&quot;

Yer. 2. In that prize race we are to
&quot; look to Jesus, the leader

and perfecter of the faith.&quot;
A.&amp;lt;popav,

like dnrop&emiv, denotes the

looking away from the nearest object upon which we unconsciously

look, to an object upon which the eye is consciously fastened. Jesus

is mentioned here as that object, and he is here further called 6

dpwybg KOL reXeiu-rjg r?fc moreug. Ap%?]y6g signifies not f

beginner/
does not therefore form an antithesis to reAejwnfc (as if it were in

tended to designate Jesus as the beginning and end of faith). He
who does not, as an expositor, practice that dfopav in a wrong way,

who does not falsely look away from what lies nearest, the simple

sense of the words, and seek in the distance what lies quite at hand,

will have little difficulty in finding out the signification of dp%i]ybg

KOL TeAetw-nfr. A long series of ff
witnesses&quot; had been adduced in

chap, xi., beginning with Abel. The author and his readers along

with him look back into the past, and see, at the extremity furthest

back, Abel with his faith in the future and invisible as yet quite

undeveloped. This faith becomes ever clearer and more definite in

Abraham, Moses, and the subsequent individuals in the series
;
but

the foremost in the line is Jesus, the leader who stands at the head,

and in whom that faith appears in full and perfected glory. In that

he renounced all the glory which he might have had if he had been

disobedient to his Father and had followed the seducer, and chose

rather the shame of the cross gave up the peace and joy of life,

gave up his little band of disciples to the danger of being scattered

and led astray and, seeing before him the apparent destruction of

his person and cause, still remained faithful to the wonderful will

of his Father, followed his leading in the dark, and steadfastly

maintained, in spite of hell, the sure expectation of faith that the

Father would raise him up, and through death destroy death -in all

this, he has displayed the perfectedfaith, and leads in royal majesty

the line of those witnesses. That which is required in chap. xi. 1,
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Christ has perfectly fulfilled. Nay, he not merely had but was the

substance of. things hopedfor !

Instead, however, of understanding this idea of the ma-ris in the

general way in which it is spoken of in the context of this section, a

numher ofcommentators have known no other meaning to give to^iong

than that dogmatically defined idea of &quot;faith in justification through

Christ/ an idea which has its place in the epistle to the Romans, but

not here. They understand by it, therefore, that special form and

manifestation whiJi the general state ofmind denoted by TTIOTK; takes in the

penitent sinner, in relation to his Saviour. According to this ex

planation it must appear incomprehensible how faith can be ascribed

to Christ the Saviour himself, as he neither required, nor was in a

condition, to believe in the forgiveness of sins for Christ s sake. In

order now to escape this absurdity, some (Schlensner, Knapp, Kui-

noel) explained, that Christ is the &quot;

beginner&quot; of faith, because, by
his redemption-work, he has made faith possible for us and for him

;

others (as Chrysostom) that he is called a^T/ydo, because he himself,

by his spirit, works the beginnings of faith, in us. In a similar way
it was attempted to explain reAwwrTfr. (Schulz, Tholuck, and

Bleek, who take dpxv^og = exemplar [for us] approximate to the

true explanation ; Olshausen, too, who indeed allows that Christ

receives those predicates in reference to his own faith, but renders

upxflyos by
&quot;

beginner/ and, instead of referring both to the scries

of witnesses
,
rather finds in them a reference to this, that it was ne

cessary even for Christ himself, to struggle on from the beginnings
of faith to its completion.)

The relative sentence o$ dvrl TT/C, etc., serves most fully to con

firm the explanation we have given of dpxrjyvg not re^EiG)r?jg. As in

the case of all those individual examples of faith in chap. xi. 4-31,
there was always specified some visible possession which they re

nounced, or some earthly privation arid affliction which they endured,

but, on the other hand, a future reward which they saw before

them so also was it with Christ. He has endured the cross, and

counted small and light the- shame of this kind of death
;

for this,

however, he has sat down on the right hand of God. In him the

deepest ignominy was united with the highest absolute exaltation.

The only question here is, how the words dvrl r-T^ 7:poKt^vr]^

\apti(; are to be explained. Either (with the Peshito, Luther, Cal

vin, Calov, etc.) dvri is taken in the sense of &quot;instead
of,&quot;

and by
Xapd is understood the earthly joy which Christ renounced, or (with

Itala, Aeth., Beza, Bengel, Hunnius, Grotius, and the mo^t of re

cent commentators) dv-i is taken in the sense of &quot;

for the sake of,

for,&quot;
and by #0/&amp;gt;a

is understood the heavenly joy for the gaining of

which he endured the cross. But asrcahas the attribute n

and this is the usual term for designating that which was &quot;

set be-
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fore&quot; the runners in a race (and such are spoken of in vcr. 1-3), i. e.

the prize set up at the goal, the second explanation is on this ground
to he preferred.

In ver. 3 yap, because standing heside an imperative, is not argu

mentative, but explicative : another side of that in which the locking

to Jesus consists is here described. Ver. 3 indeed contains also an

argument, namely, the idea which forms the connecting ?/??/ betv;een

vers. 1 and 2.
&quot; Let us run with patience while we look to Jesus

the leader of the witnesses of faith (in what respects he is so we are

told in the relative sentence who for the joy, etc.) remember, namely,
that he had to endure so great a contradiction.&quot; This third idea

serves to shew plainly, in how far the looking to Jesus is necessary and

&quot;beneficialfor them in their own race. This was not as yet shewn in

ver. 2
;
in ver. 2 Jesus was only compared with the witnesses, chap,

xi., and the fact that he endured the cross and has sat down on the

right hand of God was stated only objectively, to demonstrate that

Jesus has had the most perfect faith. On the other hand, it is now

shewn in ver. 3 how the looking to ih\s faith (of the great leader of

those witnesses, chap, xi.) stimulates us also to a like faith. The ex

pression who endured such contradiction is no longer purely objective,

but involves an implicit comparison of that which Christ had to suf

fer, with what the readers had to suffer. These (according to vcr. 4,

compared with chap. xi. 33, seq.) had not yet been persecuted unto

blood. They had at most endured nothing further than contradic

tion ; they had been denied the right of fellowship with the I&rael-

itish theocracy and of worshipping in the temple : they had been in

various ways spoiled of their goods and insulted. By means of a

litotes, the author now exhorts them to remember that Jesus who

has endured such contradiction (as was described in ver. 2),
a se

verer contradiction, therefore, than they have endured. The train

of thought, therefore, is this : Kun with steadfast patience. To the

end of the course you must look to Jesus, who, in his death on the

cross, has proved himself to bo the absolute champion of faith. And

if you are required to look to him, then you are required to consider

that man who .has endured such a contradiction truly a greater and

severer than yon have been called to endure. Of this looking to

Jesus and considering him, the consequence (and therewith alfrO its

aim) will be, that the readers do not become wearied through the

flagging of their spirits. As Kapveiv is generally used absolutely,

rale; ijjv^ai^ v\i&v will therefore be dependent, not on Kdf.tr)re 9
but on

KK^vofizroi. Kdpveiv and vtMeaOai, however, form no tautology.

Kdfifeiv denotes the state of being passively wearied and unalle to

do anything more, as the effect of the tnXvsoOai
;
utXveoOai denotes the

being relaxed and careless as a culpable act and cause of the

is not passive but middle.
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SECTION FIFTH.

FOURTH MOTIVE. THE BLESSING OF CHASTISEMENT.

(xii. 417.)

Affliction and persecution have a twofold character
;

on the

one hand, they may be regarded as trials of faith,
as trials shewing

how much of the new man there is in the Christian, and how strong
that new man is

;
on the other hand, however, they are also chastise-

merits and means of purification, which serve entirely to destroy the

old man the latter, indeed,, only when the trial of faith is over

come, when there is an invigorated new man already present, who

by bearing those trials, acquires new strength and gains thereby new

conquests over the old Adam. From this point of view, the author

regards the threatening persecutions in this fifth section. He shews

that that suffering has, at the same time, the quality of a means of

purification and discipline, but shews also that it only then becomes

a TTdLdeia when the Christian bears it in faith (ver. 4-11). He then

(in ver. 12-17) repeats the old exhortations (chap. x. 19-25, comp.

chap. xii. 1-3), so, however, as that he gives prominence to certain

special points.

Yer. 4 forms the transition. The words npbg TTJV dimpriav are de

pendent on dvTayuvi^onEvoi, not on avrLKarKarrj-e, as the latter is al

ready determined by the accompanying expression twxpig aiparog,

while the former would otherwise stand quite alone, and be an aim

less repetition of the idea already implied in dvriKarKarTjre. We
have, therefore, to render thus : You have not yet in the struggle

with sin resisted even to blood. First of all, the question presents
itself vchat is meant here

&quot;by sin, whether the sin of the readers which

was spoken of in ver. 1 in which case, the author in ver. 4 imputes
it as &fault, to the readers that they were remiss in the internal struggle

for sanctification, and the expression unto blood must be understood

figuratively
= es

you have not yet striven to the uttermost against

your sins.&quot; Or, whether the objective power of sin is here meant,
sin as the enmity of the world against the gospel and its profes

sors, consequently, the contradiction of sinners mentioned in ver. S
in which case ver. 4 contains a simple statement of the fact, and the

expression unto Hood can be taken in the proper sense = &quot;

you have

not yet needed to resist unto blood in the contest with sinners.&quot;

The words do not determine which of these interpretations is the

right one. The former would certainly also be suitable to the con

text. The author would, in this case, set over against the exhorta

tion, given in ver. 1, to cast away all sin from them, the statement by

way of reproof, that the readers had as yet not rightly done this.

YOL. VI. 30
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But then, we should have expected a somewhat more detailed and

pointed statement of what sins they were, to which especially they

as yet gave place. Instead of this, the fault which he imputes to

them in ver. 5, is not one having reference to particular sins (as the

hindrances in the struggle connected with their profession), but only

to their indolence in this struggle itself (consequently, to the effect of

these hindrances), namely, the fault that they did not consider the

persecutions as a blessing and a benefit. Moreover, in ver. 1 the lay

ing aside of sin did not form the kernel of the exhortation this lies

in the words run with patience. On these grounds it appears to me
more probable, that the second explanation of ver. 4 is the right one.
&quot; You have not yet needed to resist unto blood in the struggle

against the power of sin, and (already) you have forgotten/ etc.

This, at all events, is a less violent transition. That the author

says here against sin, and not as in ver. 3, against sinners, may be & im

ply explained by this, that men collectively might as
&quot;

sinners (the

class sinners) be placed in opposition to Christ, while vice versi, the

enemies of Christianity could not be placed as &quot;sinners&quot; in opposi

tion to the readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews, who were them

selves sinners (dfiapruhoi).

In vers. 5, 6 the author complains that his readers, although as

yet by no means persecuted unto blood (comp. chap. x. 33, seq.),

nevertheless already shrunk back with fear from every suffering, and

must therefore have forgotten the truth (expressed in Prov. iii.

11, 12) that to endure suffering and persecution is not inconsistent

with standing in the relation of a child of God, and is no token

of the want of fatherly love on the part of God, but on the con

trary, is a proof of his fatherly love. (The trifling deviations of the

LXX. from the original text make no substantial alteration in the

sense).

In vers. 7, 8 the author now expresses, first of all, the important

truth, that one must lear the suffering in order that it may bring

blessing, and have the quality of being a means of instruction. E V

xaidelav vno[jLKveTe. Only when it is borne in a Christian spirit
as

coming from the hand of God, does it produce the effect for which

it is intended, i. e.
}
the destruction of the old man. &quot; Be patient in

order to your instruction.&quot;

Misunderstanding this fine sentiment, many commentators have,

however, rejected the genuine and fully authenticated reading e/f,

found in the three uncial manuscripts A, D, E, which are generally

collated for the Epistle to the Hebrews, in thirty other codd., in the

Peshito, Vulgate, the Latin versions of the codd. D, E, the Kopi,

Sahid., ^Ethiop., Arrnen., etc., and have preferred to it the entirely

unauthenticated jeading of some versions et, which, it is held, yields

a better sense. It gives a more jejune and easier sense, .and this ac-
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counts for its origin. A really apposite sense, however, it does not

give. For what sort of sense is this : if ye patiently bear your dis

cipline (or chastisement), then God deals with you as sons ?&quot; Surely
God already deals with them as sons in sending suffering, and not first

when man patiently bears the suffering; hence Grotius, Limborch,

Kuinoel, Bleek, etc., have in reality felt necessitated to give v-rro^e-

veiv here the weakened signification
&quot; to have to suffer&quot;

(&quot;
if ye have

chastisement to suffer/ etc.), hut this is contradicted by the con

text, in which vnof-i^vetv and VTTOIWVIJ is everywhere quite properly
used as terminus technicus for the idea of patience in suffering.

And what positive reasons can be adduced against the authorized

reading el$ ? Bleek asserts that discipline is not the end of pa

tience, but the object of it. He confounds here, however, the idea

of TTaidEia with that of netpaafw^ or dXi^tg. Suffering certainly be

comes then, and only then, a means of instruction and sanctification,

when the Christian receives it with patience, and submits to it with

out resistance. This is precisely what the author intends to say. The
fact that suffering may become naidda to them, he mentions as a

new motive which should stimulate the readers to exercise vTro^ovrj,

It is said, further, that if the words elg naideiav bnopevere are taken

as an independent clause, there arises, between this and the follow

ing clause, an asyndeton so harsh as to be inconsistent with the

usual style of-our author. But what is there to necessitate our

taking &g here as an adverb, and referring it to the noun viols ?

We take &$ as a conjunction either in the sense of &quot;

as&quot; (as at Luke
iii. 23

;
Rom. i. 9 : Heb. iii. 11)

&quot; endure patiently in order to dis

cipline, as God then treats you as sons&quot; or, better still, in the

sense of time,
&quot;

when,&quot;

&quot;

so long as&quot; (as at Luke iv. 25
;
Gal. vi.

10)
&quot; endure patiently in order to discipline, when God treats you

as sons.&quot;

The latter idea needs now an explanation, and this is given in

the words rig yap . . . . Kal ov% vloi.
&quot;Every son needs discipline ;

he who enjoys no discipline is no genuine son.&quot; Ttoi, as at chap. ii.

10, is here used of Christians instead of the common expression
rticva. Comp. what is said in chap. i. 5.

Vers. 9, 10. The author now proceeds to consider the subject
from a new point of view. We must be patient under the divine

discipline, and let it become indeed discipline to us, all the more

that this discipline is for our highest good, and to train us for

heaven. Etra cannot be connected with the question TroAAw ftdhXov

vnorayrjaofieOaj so as to make Ki^ofif.v Kal Kverperroneda a parenthesis ;

this is inadmissible, partly, on account of the harshness of the con

struction, partly, because elra only occurs in the questions of wonder

or irony. Elra must rather be taken in the signification
&quot;

further,&quot;

and referred to el%ofitv. Further, we had our fleshly fathers as in?-
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structors and obeyed them
; ought we not now rather to be in

subjection to the Father of Spirits, arid (thereby) live. In the ex

pression Kal fyoojiev the writer thought in Hebrew. 2ap does not

here, any more than elsewhere, denote the body (hence Creatianism

appeals unjustly to this passage in support of the doctrine that the

body alone is begotten by the parents, while the soul is created by

God); but odp% denotes there, as always, the natural life produced

by creature powers, in opposition to the life which is produced by the

saving gracious act of God in regeneration. By the natural genera
tion we become avOpunoi oapiattoi ;

it is God who, by his Holy Spirit,

causes our ^v\ai to be developed into sanctified nrevpara. (Coinp.
on chap. iv. 12). True every soul, even that of the ungodly, de-

velopes itself into a spirit, inasmuch as it unfolds itself to a person

ality with a fixed character and being ;
but as, in our passage, it is

not ungodly persons, but Christians that are spoken of, whose iprxai

have, through the influence of God, developed themselves into rrrev-

para, the author can here, with perfect propriety, name Gfod as the

father of the irrevfiara. At all events, the expression irar^p rv
druv here is to be explained from the antithesis ol Trar^peg -nfc

and is therefore not to be explained from the Old Testament

expression ^iga-VsV rv.rnnrr ir&x (Num. xvi. 22) (Bleek), with which it

has nothing at all to do. (In that expression the principal idea

&quot;Father&quot; is wanting, and ninin, as the additional words &quot;tea VsV show,

stands in a much wider sense, and does not as here form an anti

thesis to ^3.). It is, in like manner, a mistake to give to rrar/jp

(with Bretschneider, Kuinoel) the signification &quot;preserver/ by
which the parallel with Trarepsg TTJ$ oaprcog would be entirely de

stroyed.

In ver. 10 follows the idea which forms, as it were, the minor

proposition between the major ei^o^ev, etc., and the conclusion noou

fiahhov, etc., a peculiarity which we have already often had occasion

to remark in the Epistle to the Hebrews (for example, chap. vii.

15, seq.j ix. 15-23, etc.) The vis conclusion is in the inference, ver.

9, drawn aminoriadmajus, lies in these two ideas, first, that earthly

parents too often educate their children according to their blind
j&amp;gt;

! dg-

ment without wisdom, from blind partiality, to gratify their vanity,

for the sake of their gains while God, who is love, has in view only

the real profit of his children
;
and secondly, that the earthly fie -lily

fathers (of sanctified Christian fathers nothing is here said) bring

up their children only for a period which is soon to pass away, /. e.
}

for this earthly life, and the earthly calling, while God educates his

children for the eternal life, for
&quot;

participation in his own holiness/

Yer. 11 is a precious verse to which properly experience alone can

furnish the true commentary. All discipline seems, during the

time of its continuance, to be an object not of joy but of grief ;
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afterwards, however, it yields a peaceable fruit to those who are

exercised thereby, a fruit of righteousness. The gen. dtKaioavvrj?

does not depend directly on Kapirbv eipyvutov (&quot;peaceable fruit of

righteousness&quot;), but another Kaprrov is to be supplied after d-odiduoi

as apposition to the first Kapnov. Thus the idea &quot;

fruit of righteous
ness&quot; is epexegetical of the idea &quot;peaceable fruit/

7

Efyw/w/icof,

however, is not to be explained from the Hebrew usage of t^tt;=
&quot;

health,&quot; so that elprfviKog is = &quot;

wholesome&quot; (Luther, Castellio,

Michaelis, Ernesti, Bretschneider, Kuinoel), but it is to be explain
ed (with Calvin and Tholuck) from its antithesis to the idea of the

yv(j,vaafievov elvai. Exercise in hard bitter conflict brings peace as its

fruit. From this, also, the idea of the diKaioavvr) explains itself.

The righteousness of which the Christian first becomes a partaker in

consequence of the finished conflict ofpurification and sanctification,

cannot be the Sutatoavvri in the Pauline sense, the justification before

God ; this we have not to gain ;
it is already gained (comp. chap,

x. 19, seq.) ;
it is not the reward of the struggle, but the coat of

mail, which we must put on before the struggle, and which quali
fies us for the conflict. On the other hand, however, dmaioavvri

does not denote merely the perfected subjective sanctification as such

just because our righteousness does not lie in this but the per
fect sanctification, in sofar as it leads to the perfect undisturbed

appropriation of justification ;
i. e., the (future) state of the new

man completely purified from the old Adam, who is therefore free

from all self-righteousness, and therefore rests entirely on the merits

of Christ, because he is now entirely free from the old Adam, from

sin. For it is not to be forgotten, that it is not our holiness but our

sin that makes us self-righteous. The more disturbed the mirror is,

the less do we see in it the spots which cleave to us
;
the purer the

mirror of conscience1

,
the clearer does the smallest stain appear in

it. The man whose conscience is asleep and benumbed by sin, will

rudely repel the charge that he is a poor sinner as an affront
;

the more earnestly and successfully a man strives against his sin,

so much the more clear does his misery become to him, so much the

more does pride and self-righteousness vanish, so much the more

heartily does he lay hold on the merit of Christ
;
and when once

we shall have finished the struggle, and, free from the last motion

of sinful inclination, shall enter into the Holy of Holies of our Lord
and Saviour, we shall then entirely acknowledge and glory in this,

that we are righteous before God only through him and through him
alone

;
? . c., we shall reap that &quot;fruit of

peace,&quot;
that &quot;fruit of

righteousness,&quot; the now entirely appropriated righteousness in Christ,

because We shall then stand and be willing to stand entirely in

Christ, and no longer out of Christ.

In ver. 12, 13, the exhortation of ver. 2 and 3 is repeated. The
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readers, formerly strong in the conflict, and zealous in the race, had

now become feeble in the hands and slack in the knees
;

it was

their duty to collect their strength anew. The words rpo%ia(; vpdag

TTOMjoa-re rolg rroalv v^v form, as is well known, a hexameter, cer

tainly an unintentional one. The author rather intended only an

imitation of the passage in Proverbs iv. 26. Tolg rrooiv cannot be

taken as instrumental &quot;

(describe straight tracks with your feet&quot;),
as

this figure would have no reality to rest upon, inasmuch as the feet

describe no tracks, and even although rpo^iat be taken in the wider

sense (= footstep), the footsteps do not properly make a line. ToZ?

TToaiv is rather the dative proper, and rpo%iai stands in the sense

of &quot;

pathways/ Prepare straight, i. e.,
even paths for your feet.

The opposition is not between straight and roundabout, but between

even and rough ways, as appears from, the clause tva p) TO %iMv}

etc., which expresses the end that is sought to be gained. The

readers are not themselves to throw hindrances (stones as it were)

on the way,
&quot; that that which is already lame may not be quite dis

located.&quot; By the %uk6v the readers themselves, of course, are

meant, in so far as they had already grown slack in the race, and

were thus (speaking figuratively) lamed. They are to take care

not to break entirely or to dislocate their limbs, i. e., to become en

tirely incapable of going on in the race
; they are rather to strive

to recover their original strength and vigour. (To render KKTpm;adai

by
&quot; turn aside from the

way&quot;
would give no sense).

Yers. 14, 15. The exhortation in ver. 14, to strive after peace
with all men, is referred by many to the relation of the readers to

the Jews. Bohme seriously thinks that the author warns his readers

against falling out with the Jews, so that they may not have to

expect persecutions from them ! The explanation of Grotios is

more tolerable : Debetis quidem vobis, a Judaismo cavere, attamen

non odisse Judaeos
; but, in this case, a more distinct and explicit

warning against Judaism must have gone before in ver. 13, and

even then the author could scarcely have laid down so absolutely

the injunction, follow peace with all. It would be still better to un

derstand diw/cere elprjvrjv as a concession
(&quot; you may indeed si rive

after peace with all, but only strive also, etc.) ;
we should then,

however, expect a ILV . . . dt- . .

.,
and not holiness but faithful

ness in their profession of the truth, must have been specified
as

the antithesis to peace. It is better, therefore, with Michaclis,

Zacharia, Storr, Tholuck, and Bleek, to refer the whole exhortntion

to the relation of the readers to their fellow Christians, which is also

spoken of in ver. 15. They are to guard against differences among

themselves, they are not to quarrel with one another, but every one

is to be earnestly intent on his own sanctification. It has appeared

from the observations we have made above at ver. 11, how indis-
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pensable this sanctification is in order to attain to happiness, in

order to seo the Lord. In the 15th verse the two exhortations of

the 14th verse are repeated, only in the inverse order. They are

carefully to see (each one for himself, and also the one for the

other, by means of that r:apdKA.r]oic; described in chap. x. 24, seq.)
&quot; that no one remains behind the grace of God&quot; (an expression
which is still to be explained from the allusion of a race towards a

goal). And they are likewise to take care &quot; that no springing root

of bitterness cause disturbance, and thereby many be defiled/

For, in times when the Church is threatened and assailed from
without, nothing is more dangerous than those internal divisions and

factions, which usually arise from obstinately giving to minor dif

ferences of a merely relative value the importance of absolute differ

ences, as, for example, is done, when in times in which the fabric

of the Christian Church is everywhere in flames, and people come
with the fire-engines of the home mission to set about extinguish

ing the fire, others appear, calling out that the Lutheran engines
must not be placed among the United and Keformed engines, in

order that the Lutheran jets of water may not mingle with the

United and Reformed, and thus occasion a union of works. Each

party is rather to work according to its own plan of operation, al

though these plans should even cross each other, although an in

calculable amount of power and success should thereby be lost, al

though the house should burn down. The opposition of confessions

is regarded as absolute, and treated as of greater importance than

the opposition between Christ and Belial. Those Jewish Christians,

also, to whom the Epistle to the Hebrews was addressed, in their re

lation to other Jewish Christians and to Gentile Christians, may not

have been free from this disease. They, too, may have had their

hearts and their heads so filled and carried away with some difference,

ivJiich readies not into the future life, that they had eyes only for this,

and cared not for the trouble and danger which they were preparing
for the Church. They considered not that it is always a subtle idola

try, which leads a man to treat a relative thing as if it were the ab

solute. The purity of a creed even may be made an eMwAor. But
wherever such perversity has found place, it becomes a root of bit

terness ; alienation, strii e, bitterness, and confusion grow out from

it
;
even those- who stand on freer ground, and are opposed to the

divisions, are yet easily offended and led to take a side and contend

for it
;
but wo to him who gives the offence.

In vcrs. 16, 17 the author turns back to the principal question,

whether the earthly or the heavenly is most loved. Ilopvog, formad &amp;gt;/\

in this context is, of course, to be taken in that familiar symbolical
sense in which it so often occurs in the Old Testament (especially

Hosea i.-iii.; Ez. xvi. and xxiii.), and also in the New Testament

(James iv. 4), to designate those who violate the spiritual marriage-
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covenant with their God. Bt^T/Aoc, as antithetical to CLJKH;, desig

nates the same men in respect of their profane, unspiritual character.

A warning example of this character is presented in Esau, who

cared so little for the blessing of the first-born that he sold his

birth-right for a savory dish, and in doing so frivolously exclaimed:
&quot; what profit then shall the blessing do to me?&quot; (Gen. xxv. 32.)

Not until God in his righteous providence brought it about, that

Jacob cheated him out of the blessing, did he &quot;

cry aloud and was

exceedingly grieved,&quot;
and wished to have the blessing which Jacob

had received. To this our 17th verse refers. Many commentators

(Beza, Gerhard, Carpzov, Storr, Michaelis, Bohme, Klee, Tholuck,

etc.) rightly understand, therefore, by the fierdvoia here, the changing

of Isaac s mind (Esau found no possibility of changing Isaac s reso

lution). Against this it cannot (with Bleek) be objected, that

Isaac did really change his mind, for in what did this change shew

itself? He perceived his error, but he adhered to the resolution

that Jacob should keep the blessing which had been given to him,

and Esau could in reality move him to no change in his purpose.

To this also the words TOTTOV pe-avoiag ov% evps are quite suitable.

He found no more room (in his father s heart), where a change of

mind might have taken place. Nor was there any need of a ira-pos

at [leTavoiac;, as, already at the verb dTredoKi^doOr], a vnb TOV narpog must

be supplied. Only according to this explanation also do the words

although seeking it with tears (scil. TTJV [lerdvoiav) obtain a meaning.
These words contain a reference to Gen. xxvii. 34. If, on the other

hand, we understand by ^rdvoia Esau s own inward sorrow and re

pentance, then the last words are meaningless and untrue; meaning

less, because he who seeks repentance with tears thereby already

manifests repentance ; untrue, because in Gen. xxxiii. Esau shows

a changed heart, emptied of revenge and reconciled. There then

remains no other way than (with Calvin, Bengel, Bleek, etc.) to

take the words ^leravoiag yap TOTTOV ov% evpe as a parenthesis (but

even then they give no tolerable sense), and to refer the avrr^v which

depend son KK^rrjaag to evhoytav a construction utterly unnatural !

SECTION SIXTH.
.FIFTH MOTIVE. THE CHOICE BETWEEN GRACE AND LAW; A CHOICE

BETWEEN SALVATION AND JUDGMENT.

(xii. 18-29.)

The author here, once more, states in bold poetical language the

substance of what has been said, and again presents the distinction
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between the law as preparatory, and the fulfilment in Christ, in all

its sharpness, bat at the same time in all its greatness and majesty.

Both are divine, but the law is terrible
;
does it only terrify and

shake into repentance the slumbering deaf conscience, it is intended

for nothing else; it is not given to confer blessedness, it is terrible;

the new covenant with its redemption is lovely and attractive. We
have here quite the ground-idea of the Pauline system of doctrine,

only, that Paul has developed this psychologically from the subjec

tive experience, while our author, on the contrary, has developed it

historically from the objective facts. He shews, however (ver. 18-24),
not merely how attractive and glorious the new covenant is, but also

(vers. 25-29) how much more terrible it is to despise the grace of

this new covenant, and how much more terrible Christ will be when
he shall come again as judge, to those who have preferred the law

to grace and have provoked judgment upon themselves.

Ver. 18-24 is also remarkable in respect of its form, on account

of the exceedingly elegant (paratactic) structure of the period. For

ye are not come . . . lut are come . . . are the two main pillars upon
which the other members of the sentiment rest. The idea expressed
in TTpooepxeaOe is explained, on the one hand, from Deut. iv. 11, on

the other, from Heb. iv. 16 and 22. The Christians are not come to

the place where a law is given, but to the city or the kingdom of

reconciliation. The description of the giving of the law from Sinai

follows not the more concise account in Ex. xx., but the more de

tailed in Deut. iv.-v. With respect to the reading, opei, ver. 18, is

certainly spurious; it is wanting in A, C, in the versions 17 and 47,

in Chrysostom, in the Peshito, Copt., .ZEthiop., Latin D and Vulgate.
It is at once evident, how easily it might find its way as a conjec

ture into those authorities which read opei; the sentiment requires

an opei on two grounds, partly an antithesis to the words IMJV upei,

ver 22, partly, as noun to ^Xa^^v^ which in respect of its signi

fication, cannot possibly belong to nvpi. Those transcribers who
have inserted opei by way of correction, were thus quite right; they
have just rectified an original mistake in the autograph. The
author certainly had the word upei in his mind, but neglected to

icrifa it. (For only thus is the omission of the word in all the old

au thorites to be explained.) We have thus here the rare case of a

reading externally spurious and yet internally genuine. i^Aa^o^/eva),

touched, i. e., tangible ( ^Ao^r6f) designates the mount (Sinai)

as an earthly mount, consisting of masses of rock, in opposition to

the heavenly Jerusalem, ver. 22, the &quot; mount
Zion,&quot; by which is

meant not the earthly geographical hill Zion, but the Kingdom of

Christ symbolically called Zion. KeKavp&vq* cannot be the attribute

to -nvpi\ for, to designate a fire as one that is
&quot;

burning&quot; is super

fluous, unless it were intended to oppose a burning fire to a painted
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one, which is not the case here. KeKavfivvu is rather the second attri

bute to opsi, and TTvpi is dependent on xeKavfiKvu:
&quot;

to the mount that

could be touched and that burned with fire.&quot; IVo^w, etc., depends,
of course, again on -rrpoas^rj^vdare and not on nsttav^iv^. IQ addition

to these sensibly terrible appearances, blackness, darkness, tempest,
sound of trumpets, there was &quot;the voice of words, which (voice)

they that heard refused that any word more should be added/ i. e.

the voice of words which was so fearful in its sound and import,
that the Israelites wished to hear no word further (Deut. v. 24-126).

True, the ten commandments, themselves, had not yet been spoken

(comp. Deut. v. 26, seq., with Ex. xix. 17 and 20), but already the

command (Ex. xix. 12, 13), that even no beast should touch the

mountain, put the people in terror. The words KCLV Otjpcov, etc.,

form the import of the diaarekhopevov. The nat which follows must

belong to Mower ?/$ ELireVj and the words OVTG) (frofiepbv i\v TO tj)avra^6fievov

must be parenthetical ;
otherwise there would be an inexplicable

asyndeton between tf&amp;gt;avTa%6[ievov
and Mowc^?. The circumstance

here stated, that Moses also said,
&quot;

I exceedingly fear and
quake,&quot;

can hardly have proceeded from oral tradition (Erasmus, Beza, etc.),

but is taken from the passage Deut. ix. 19 (LXX.). True, in that

place it is not the moment before the giving of the law that is spoken

of, but a point of time during the giving of the law, when Moses was

made aware of the golden calf (and this our author, who is so much
at home in the Old Testament, must have perfectly well known);
but his design, here, is not to speak particularly of what belonged
to the giving of the law, but in general of the severity and fearful-

ness of God as he appeared on Mount Sinai. So terrible were

the appearances, so fearfully did God manifest his severity, that

even Moses himself not on account of his own trespass, but on

account of the sin of the people was thrown into fear and tremb

ling. (Knapp, Tholuck, etc.) The Christians are not come to that

earthly mount, where the severity of God was manifested, but to

mount Zion symbolically so called, which is the city of the living-

God, the heavenly Jerusalem. The kingdom of Christ is so desig

nated also at Gal. iv. 26. This (already present) heavenly Jerusa

lem is different from the New Jerusalem in the Apocalypse of John,

which is not to be set up on the earth till after the second coming of

Christ. The words which follow are variously construed. Beza,

Calov, Carpzov, Storr, etc., make dyyeAwv dependent on pvptaciv,

and take navrjyvpei, together with KKKXrjala, so that npuro-oituv de

pends on these two substantives
(&quot;

to hosts of angels, to the assem

bly and church of the first born/
) But, in this case, it is strange

that the nai which unites all the other members is wanting before

TravTjyvpei. (Ecumenius, Theophylact, Erasmus, Luther, Calvin,

Grotius, etc., likewise, take dyyeAwv as dependent on nvpidaiv, buf
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understand rravTjyvpei as apposition to pvpidaiv (&quot;
to hosts of angels,

an assembly, and to the church,&quot; etc.) ;
but we have only to hear

this rendering, in order to be convinced of what a frigid sense such

an apposition would have. The only right construction is that of

Wolf, Rambach, Griesbach, Knapp, Bohme, Kuinoel, Tholuck,

Bengel, Lachmann, De Wette, Bleek, etc., which makes fyytkuv

dependent on navriyvpei. It is then most natural to take the two

members: dyytvlan&amp;gt; Travrjyvpei and iKKfajaip irpcjroroKCJv as epexegetical
of iivpidaLv. (&quot;And to entire hosts: to the host of angels and to

the church of the first born/ ) The irpu-oTOKoi are the first fruits

of the regenerate, the members of the new covenant. As they are

not described as
&quot;being

in heaven/ but &quot; written down in heaven&quot;

(Luke x. 20; Phil. iii. 20; also Ex. xxxii. 32, seq.; Dan. xii. 1;

Phil. iv. 3
;
Eev. iii. 5, xiii. 8, xvii. 8, xxi. 27, xxii. 19), we are to

understand here not those Christians alone who were already dead,
but those also who were yet alive, and the pvpiddeg comprehends

both, the ecclesia pressa or militans, and the ecclesia triumphans.
In the new covenant heaven and earth are united and reconciled

(Eph. i. 10), while in the giving of the law from Sinai, a gulf was

fixed between the trembling people and the terrifying ministering

spirits. (Heb. ii. 14.)

Kal Kpiry Oe& Trdvruv, Prirnasius, Theophylact, etc., have un
derstood these words of Christ, which is altogether inadmissible, as

Christ is afterwards specially named. God the Father is certainly
meant. In no case, however, can we (with Erasmus, Michaelis,

Knapp, Bleek, etc.) take Kptry as a predicate idea
(&quot;and

to the God
of all as the

Judge&quot;),
for the Christians do not come to God as their

Judje, but as their reconciled Father. We must rather either (with

Peshito, Yulgate, Luther, Kuinoel, De Wette, etc.) take ndvruv as

dependent on Kpiry (&quot;
and to God, the Judge of

all&quot;),
or connect

Kpiry as an adjectival idea with 0tw
(&quot;

and to the judging God of

all&quot;),
which yields sustantially the same sense. The nerve of the

idea lies in this, that the believers of the new covenant may come
near with boldness to the Judge of the world, while the Israelites

would not come nigh to him, although he was their own special law-

giver. The Christians can come nigh to him, for they find with

him already the spirits of the just made perfect (through Christ),

and the Mediator himself through whom these were made just.

TeAoD(70&amp;lt; does not denote death, as if in it the being made perfect

consists (Calvin, Kuinoel, etc.), but is used, as at chap. vii. 11-19,
x. 14, xi. 40, to denote the accomplished realized reconciliation. Per

haps the author in these just made perfect&quot;
has had specially in

his mind that host of Old Testament believers described in chap,
xi. The culminating point in the glory of the heavenly Jerusalem

is Jesus, the Mediator himself, with his blood of reconciliation, which
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speaks better than the blood of Abel (com p. chap. xi. 4). Abel s

blood cries for vengeance ;
Christ s blood cries for grace.

Ver. 25. With this is connected the exhortation not to refuse

this Jesus who by his blood cries for grace to us. When the Is

raelites at Sinai (ver. 19) refused to hear God s voice and to fulfil

his commands, they were punished. He, moreover, who refuses to

hear the voice of grace is lost. Et yap eiteivot OVK etyuyov, to this

must be supplied rr)v rtpupiav ; true, it is nowhere said in the Pen
tateuch that the Israelites had been punished because they dared not

to hear the words of God; they are rather commended for this (Dent,
v. 28, 29). But the idea of the Trapairelv involves here not merely
that praiseworthy fear, but also the subsequent actual transgression

of the commands of God (Ex. xxxii.), which was already noticed in

ver. 21. At /roAAw //aAAov ijfieis is to be supplied, of course, ov

$evj;6ueOa. The expression 6 an ovpav&v scil. AaAwv finds a simple

explanation in the XaXovvra at the beginning of our verse, and this,

again, is explained from ver. 24. It is Christ, who in heaven cries

for grace to us,, and thus offers us grace from heaven. (Not : Christ

in so far as he descended from heaven and became man, not God
the Father.) As now, it is said of him (Christ) in ver. 26, that he

shook the earth in the time of Moses (for ov can of course be re

ferred only to TOV drf ovpavov), we must also understand by tho l~l

yijg xpTjuarifav Christ (as God the Son, God as revealing himself,

comp. 1 Cor. x. 1, seq.), not Moses, nor God the Father.

Ver. 26, 27. The same Christ who has already revealed himself

on Sinai as the Lawgiver, and who now speaks from heaven as Me

diator, will come again as Judge. In proof of this the passage, Hag.
ii. 6, is adduced, which, in its original import, really refers to the

coming of Christ to set up his kingdom in glory. Our author

plainly lays emphasis on two points in the passage, first on this,

that at the second coming of the Messiah, not merely are local ap

pearances of nature to take place on a part of the earth, but heaven

and earthy the whole visible created world, is to be shaken and un

hinged ; secondly, on this, that the shaking is to take place KTL final-,

consequently, is to be such a shaking as makes any repetition su

perfluous, such therefore, as is to unhinge and change everything

that, generally speaking, is in its nature changeable. The n ana!;

is, indeed, not so explicitly expressed in the original text as in the

LXX. \ but it is quite clear that the prophet meant a last final

shaking of the world, which was at one time to take place, so that

the LXX. has substantially rendered the sense quite correctly.

Ver. 28, 29. That which cannot be shaken, which does not go

down in the universal change, is the kingdom of Christ. For this

is no TTOIOVUEVOV, does not belong to the creature, but is the organic

assemblage of those who are born of, and filled with, the Son of
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God and the Spirit of God. The Kingdom of God is the body of

Christ. HapaAapfidvEiv signifies not to take actively, but to receive pas

sively. As we have received such a kingdom, as we have become

partakers of it, let us &quot; have
gratitude&quot; (not

&quot; hold fast the grace/
tliis must have been expressed by aT%Gytev r?/v xdpw), and serve

God acceptably with reverence and awe. (A, C, D, and versions

read ^er evkafieiag KOL deov(?}
others perd deovg Kal evXafteiac. The

readings per
1

aldovg KOI ev\a0cia$ and per* evXa(3eiag KOI (f)o(3ov have

very little authority on their side). On ver. 29 comp. chap. x. 31.

SECTION SEVENTH.

CONCLUDING EXHORTATIONS.

(Chap, xiii.)

THESE exhortations are not abrupt and unconnected, but are most

closely related to each other, and to the import and aim of the entire

epistle. They are also of such a kind, as to cause us no perplexity
in the view we have taken, that the epistle is not for a church, but

for a circle of catechumens
;
for they all refer to the individual, not

to the church life.

First, in ver. 1-6 we have exhortations respecting the individual

life as such, then, in ver. 7-17, respecting the relation of the indi

vidual to the doctrine and the profession, and finally, in ver. 18-25,
the conclusion of the writing.

Ver. 1-6. The first virtue which is required is brotherly love, by
which is not meant the common Christian love of man in the rela

tions of the natural life, at least not it alone, but chiefly, that love

of the Christian to the Christian as a member with him of the body
of Christ, which forms the antithesis to the root of litterness, chap,
xii. 15. That brotherly love which does not in the first place in

quire : &quot;Art thou a Jewish Christian ? art thou a Gentile Chris

tian ? art thou Roman or Grecian ? United or Lutheran ? An
glican or Presbyterian ? what doctrine and vino dost thou hold of

the sacrament ?&quot; but which first and foremost asks :
&quot; Art thou

become by the act of the sacrament a member of the body of Christ ?

(for the church rests on the Sacrament, and not on the doctrine of

the Sacrament ;
on the latter rests merely the confession) and

dost thou stand as a member of Christ in the life of Christ and in

his love f&quot; He who can answer this in the affirmative is a Irotfur, a

brother by regeneration, although I may have a purer knowledge on

many points than he ! An essential manifestation of that phila-
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delphian feeling is hospitality (ver. 2), of which we have still, in

these clays, the finest illustration in the piladelphian practice. The

motive, for thereby, etc., is explained from Gen. xviii.-xix., and its

applicability from Mattb. xxv. 44, 45. If the Christian is to ex

ercise love even towards brethren who are strangers, how much more
towards suffering and persecuted brethren., ver. 3. Such exercise of

brotherly love the readers required, in order most firmly to settle

them in Christianity more firmly than by arguments. Chiefly must

they, although not yet persecuted themselves, exercise themselves

and prepare for the future persecution, by actively receiving those

who were already persecuted. He who was afraid of doing so shewed

by this act that he would shrink with still more cowardice from his

own persecution. This admonition the Christians of our own day

may well lay specially to heart. For, in our day, it has become quite
the fashion, even among believers, to disown every brother, who by

taking a firm and determined stand, has brought inconvenience upon

himself, and carefully to inquire whether something not quite pru
dent or quite justifiable may not be discovered in the way in which

he has conducted himself, and then to exclaim :

&quot;

Yes, but he has

not done right in this and that.&quot;

When the pastors of Waadtland would not acknowledge as
&quot;

bishop&quot;
a college of state councillors which tolerated and en

couraged the most blasphemous abominations, there were not want

ing wise people who demonstrated to a nicety, that those men had

committed a mistake, that they ought to have delayed for some

clays. May Gocl grant us all the grace to commit such mistakes!

Ver. 4 cannot be understood as a warning against an ascetical rejec

tion of marriage (for then he must at least have said : -riuiog 6 y tmoc,

cUA dplavTos ?} MITT)), but the author exhorts that marriage be

maintained in honour (and thus honourable), and the marriage bed

undefiled. He warns against those sins which, according to John

viii. 1, seq., were at that time so fearfully prevalent among the Jew

ish people, that all idea of punishing them had to be given up
The same corruption of the national life has spread through all

Europe. The members of Christ are not to be led by such a s!atc

of things to think lightly of, and easily to excuse, such sins
;

for let

him who has one member belonging to hell take care lest he do not

altogether belong to it. He is like a bird whose foot the fowler has

bound with a thread
;
he can fly about apparently free, but still he

is in the fowler s power, and if he does not break the thread while it

is yet time, the fowler draws him to himself by means of it at the

fitting moment, catches him and kills him. Every bosom sin plays

into the hands of the devil
;

is a poison which, chiefly in time* of

persecution, paralyses the strength of faith. Nor is it otherwise

in respect to avarice, ver. 5, that national sin of the Jewish people,
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the disposition to traffic which they have inherited from the natural

life of their ancestor Jacob (comp. Gen. xxv. 31, seq.; xxx. 31-43).
He whose heart cleaves to earthly possessions, will he faint-hearted

in persecutions. And, in general, a family whose chief concern it is

to do the will of God, and which commits the care for daily bread to

him who will not leave nor forsake us, will lead a very different life

(for example, in the sanctification of the Sabbath) from a family
whose chief impelling motive is the striving after earthly possessions

and wealth, and which goes along with Christianity only in so far as

it will not interfere with worldly convenience.

Vers. 79. According to ver. 7, IIJOV^VOL (not teachers but over

seers presbyters or apostles of the Church at Jerusalem to which

the readers belonged) had already suffered martyrdom (for the

readers are to consider their tKpaaig and the faith thereby attested).

However, during the period subsequent to the conversion of the

readers no more bloody persecutions had taken place, according to

chap. xii. 4. We shall therefore have to understand a reference to

such men as Stephen, James the son of Zebedee, and James the

younger who was stoned in a tumult in the year 62, men whose

death was known to the readers, and whom they even noio doubtless

acknowledged as i\yov\ivoi. Wieseler thinks, there is a reference to

the deaths of the two apostles, Paul and Peter, which followed

close on each other in the year 64. These two events had certainly

made a great impression on the whole society of Christians, and if

Paul, although not labouring in the Church of Jerusalem, was yet

reckoned among the rjyov[ivoig v/wSv, this is to be explained partly,

from his universal apostolical authority, partly, from the sympathy
with which the Christians of Jerusalem must have regarded his

imprisonment in Jerusalem and Cresarca, partly, from his close con

nexion with Peter in Rome during the period immediately preceding

his death.

Ver. 8 is not to be connected with ver. 7 by placing a colon after

rri(j-iv
}
and supposing that ver. 8 states what is the import of the

-iartg for, by iriartg is meant, in the whole hortatoiy portion of the

epistle, not faith as an acceptance of definite doctrinal propositions,

but faith as that disposition of mind which holds fast on the future,

and in this aspect alone can faith be spoken of in ver. 7 when it is

said that the 7/}myterof had attested their ^iong in their death. Ver. 8

is rather to be understood as an explanation of the author s, in

tended as a motive to enforce the exhortation in ver. 7.
&quot; Imitate

their faith
; (for) Christ is the same yesterday, to-day, and forever.&quot;

(
()

ai-r6&amp;lt;; is predicate). The same Christ, trusting in whom those

died, still lives to-day, and is also our consolation (Calvin). Such

explanations as the following are wrong : the Christian religion is

everlasting, and will not be abolished in favour of the Jewish (Vat-
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able, Michaelis, Kuinoel, etc.), or : the eternity of the Adyo^ as such

is here spoken of (Ambrose, etc).

To the statement that Christ in whom those men died still
lives,

and that the readers are to place their entire confidence in him, cor

responds the warning in ver. 9 not to let themselves be led aw.:y by
various and foreign doctrines. From the clause, for it i; good, etc.,

we perceive that the author must especially have had in his mind
casuistic external doctrines regarding the lawfulness or unlawfulness

of meats. These doctrines were noucihai
;
one maintained tl.at in

the Christian freedom and deliverance from the ceremonial law th:y

might go so far, another, somewhat farther, a third, not so far
;

every one drew a different line of limitation. The being occupied
in general with such investigations, the fixing of the attention and

interest on such questions, was, however, injurious and dangerous ;
for

those doctrines were also
&quot;

foreign ;&quot; they related to a point which

was irrelevant to Christianity, and led away from the main concern

to things of secondary moment, which ought to be entirely beyond
the care of the Christian.

&quot; For it is good, if the heart be estab-

lished in grace, not in meats.&quot; Thus and only thus are the datives

%dpiri and Ppufiaoi to be understood (this use of the dative in answer

to the question in what or in reference to what an act takes place,

occurs frequently, for example, 1 Cor. xiv. 20
;
Kom. iv. 20

;
Acts

ii. 37, etc.; comp. Winer s Gr., 31, 6). By taking these datives,

as is generally done, in an instrumental signification (&quot; by grace not

by meats&quot;), all logical connexion with the first member of the sen

tence is destroyed.
Yers. 10-14. The sentiment is expressed in a much higher form

in these verses. Hitherto, it was shewn in the entire epistle, that

the Levitical worship and the Levitical purity obtained by it,
is dis

pensable ; that it is no misfortune to be without it
; and, accordingly,

it had just been shewn at ver. 9 that the care of the Christian is to

be directed to this, that he be settled as regards grace, not as re

gards ordinances about meats, which profit nothing. The author

now rises higher ;
he leaps, as it were, from the defensive to the of

fensive
;
he says : it is not ill with us in this respect, but with the

Jews
;
not wo but they are the excommunicated party ;

we eat of

the true sacrificial meat on which everything depends, and from this

the true, the Messianic, our piacular meal, the Jews are excluded,

This is the simple and clear statement in ver. 10.
&quot; We have an

altar, of which they are not at liberty to eat, who still perform their

worship in the tabernacle (the Old Testament sanctuary ).
The

author evidently has in his mind the holy supper, the meal of spirit

ual life-fellowship and union with the for us dead and now exalted

Saviour. It is now shewn in vers. 11, 12, how that very Jesus who

was rejected of the Jews, notwithstanding that he was rejected, nay,
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because he was rejected, is the true sacrifice, and in ver. 18, seq., tbat

consequently, that very company of believers in him which is re

jected of the Jews, notwithstanding that, nay, because, it is so rejected,
is the true Israel. The confirmation of this is profound, yet clear

throughout. According to Lev. xvi. 27, the victim on the-day of

expiation, because it was (symbolically) laden with the uncleanness

and guilt of the whole people, and was consequently undean not

in itself, but by that transference of the guilt of others must be

tcC.en without the camp, and th?r^ burned. This was dono to the vic

tim, although it was the same animal whose blood had atoning effi

cacy, and was carried into the holiest of all ! Nay, still more,
because this was done to it, because this animal icas regarded as unclean

on account of the guilt of others, and as unclean was cast outside the

&quot;camp,
it had atoning power. Now the same thing, only not symbol

ically, but really, is true also of Christ. With respect to him also,

we are not at liberty to infer from his having been regarded as

unclean and cast out as a malefactor, and killed at the place of exe

cution, that he can be no true sacrifice, and that h s blood cannot be

the true blood of atonement. But just as that goat, Lev. xvi., was

the true symbolical atoning sacrifice, although it was regarded and

treated as unclean, nay, because it was reckoned unclean on account

of the guilt of others, so is Christ the true substantial atoning

sacrifice, although, nay, because, he was led without the gate as a

criminal, and cast out and killed by the Jews. From this, now, it

follows, ver. 13, that those who are his have not to seek the true

sacrifice in the camp of the Jews, but on Golgotha ;
that they are

not to mourn, and be cast down with sorrow and anguish, although,
like their Lord they should be cast out and treated as unclean

;

their hope 3
ver. 14, is not directed towards an earthly citizenship in

the earthly Jerusalem, but towards the heavenly citizenship in the

heavenly Jerusalem (chap. xii. 22), the everlasting city.

And accordingly it follows from this, lastly, that the Christians

do not need, as the Jews, to continue to offer animal sacrifices
;

they are not to bring Levitical sacrifices along loitli the sacrifices of

Christ, but are only spiritually to reproduce, in the manner des

cribed at ver. 13, the sacrifice of Christ, by which they have once for

all received atonement. Hence there remains no other sacrifice for

the Christian to offer, but the sacrifices of thanksgiving and

praise.
Ver. 15-17. This idea is further developed in ver. 15, 10. The

sacrifice of praise and of steadfast 2^ ofession (just that reproduc

tion of the sacrifice of Christ described in ver. 13), in addition to

this, beneficence and communication of gifts, are the sacrifices with

which God is well pleased. Kotvuvia in this usage (which first

arose in the sphere of the Christian literature) occurs also nt Rom.
VOL. VI. 37
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xv. 26
;
2 Cor. ix. 13 ; Phil. i. 5. With love to the brethren is

connected by a natural association of ideas, ver. 17, obedience to

the leaders of the Church. Thus the ideas from ver. 7 to ver. 17,

describe in their succession a complete circle. The author at ver

7 began with the Tjyov^evoi, and he returns to them again at ver. 17.

He began with the mention of those leaders of the Church who had

suffered martyrdom ;
he had brougnt them forward as an example

of faith, from them he passed to faith itself, as opposed to, foreign

doctrines, then to the obligation above all to be established in grace,

to the grand development of the idea that the Jew is the excommu
nicated party, while the Christian, precisely when he is excommuni

cated, then first truly enters into the true Holy of Holies, finally, to

the doctrine, that the internal reproduction of the sacrifice of Christ

the bearing the reproach of Christ together with love to the

brethren, are the only sacrifices which God desires from the Chris

tian (not as atoning sacrifices but as thank-offerings), and love to

the brethren leads him back, at last, to the duty towards the

rjyovfjtevoty those, namely, who are still living. Directly, ver. 17 con

tains the truth, that the member of the church, if he has a faithful

shepherd, and does not follow him, is lost through his own fault.

Indirectly, there lies in it also the other truth, that it is the duty of

the shepherd to watch over the souls committed to his care, and

that he must render an account of them all, of those also who have

been lost through his fault. This is a solemn word. Let every

minister of the word consider, that he has voluntarily undertaken

this awfully responsible office. No one can excuse his indolence and

negligence in this office by saying, that he has been compelled to

undertake it. How, moreover, will the thieves (John x. 10) justify

themselves before God, who have undertaken and forced themselves

into the office of those who are called to administer the means of

grace in Christ s stead, and have not as messengers of Christ preach

ed His word and gospel, but their own conceits, or what might
tickle the ears of the people.

Ver. 18, 19 forms the transition to the conclusion. &quot;Pray
for

me.&quot; This should be done at all times
;
the pastors should be borne

upon the prayers of their people ;
and it is well when the people

are on the Sundays reminded of this duty, as is done for example in

the Liturgy of Zurich, before imparting the blessing in the words :

:c

Pray for us, as we do also for
you.&quot;

&quot; For we think that we have

a good conscience, as we endeavour to walk uprightly in all things.&quot;

He who possesses a good conscience in such a manner, has a right

to demand intercessions on his behalf. But the author has special

occasion for desiring these intercessions, inasmuch as he is in a sit

uation which makes it not a matter depending on his will whether

he will return to his readers again. His hoping
&quot;

to be restored&quot;
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to the Jewish Christians in Jerusalem points to an earlier personal
relation to them. We do not need to suppose, on this account,
that the author must have had the official charge of a congregation
in Jerusalem

;
it needs only to be supposed, that the author had

been in Jerusalem during the first conversion of these people ;
so

that the authorship of Paul would not be excluded by this verse.

Vcr. 20
;
21. The epistle proper closes with the invocation of a

blessing upon the readers.
&quot; The God of

peace,&quot;
he is such to the

Christian, who, by faith in the sin-forgiving grace of the Saviour,
has attained to peace with God. &quot; Who has brought back from

the dead the Shepherd of the sheep, the great one, in the blood of

an everlasting covenant.&quot; The words v al^an do not belong to

dvayaj^tv ; for the raising of Christ from the dead was not done in

the blood of the everlasting covenant
;
nor does the position of the

words suit this
;
the words in question rather belong plainly to rbv

fieyav ; Christ is the great, true, chief and superior shepherd, inas

much as he has made an everlasting covenant by his blood (cornp

chap. ix. 11, seq.). The best commentary on these words is found
in John x. He is the good shepherd, because he has given his life

for the sheep. Now the God who has raised up this chief shepherd,
and has crowned hisfaith (chap. xii. 1-3), has also power, strength,
and will to make the members of Christ s body perfect. He is to

make them exercised in every good thing to the doing of his will.

This, however, is not effected by God s giving us new command
ments which we must now fulfil without him, but by himself fulfil

ling his will in us through Christ. Da quod jubes, et jube quod
vis. In the new man, his own doing and the working of God are

not to be separated ;
Christ himself living within us is identical

with our sanctification. A hateful caricature of this truth is pre
sented in Pantheism, in which the will of the natural sinful man is

identified with the administration of God, and the unsanctified

energy of nature is viewed as the manifestation of the absolute

energy of God.

Vers. 22-25 is a postscript. It. comes, at all events, from the

same hand that wrote the epistle ;
the question, however, is,

whether only from the same hand (so that perhaps the amanuensis

to whom the epistle had been dictated now added the postscript in

his own name, and no longer in the name of the proper author, as

Tertius, Rom. xvi. 21-24), or whether from the samo subject and
author. The one as well as the other might say, ver. 22, that lie

had made use of few words in the epistle ;
the amanuensis might

also say this, provided we suppose that the epistle was not verbally

dictated to him, but that it was left to him to carry out the ideas.

On account of this 4

brevity he hopes that the readers would take

his exhortations in good part ;
not as if a short epistle would be
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more welcome on account of its smaller quantity of matter as such,

but because in condensed diction the author is entitled to reckon

on being excused for many a harshness in the exhortations, which

would not so easily have been committed if he had time and leisure

to be more full. But the writing is indeed concise and compressed,
even ia its theoretical parts. The saying truly applies to it : q_uot

verba tot pondera. Every little sentence, every member of a sen-

tence
;
contains an exponent which might be developed into an en

tire series. Even in the choice of the themes and sections the

strictest measure is observed. The author has purposely omitted

much that he might have brought within the scope of his considera

tion. How well, for example, might he have carried out a com

parison of Christ also with the Passover. But this he has only

faintly indicated in chap. xiii. 10. He was evidently pressed by
time and circumstances. Accordingly, he was obliged also in the

hortatory pieces (chiefly in chap. vi. and x.) often to lay down

solemn warnings shortly and almost unconnectedly. For this he

begs to be&quot; excused in ver. 22
;
he could not do otherwise

;
he wrote

shortly, and could not but write so.

In ver. 23 he notices that Timothy had been set free. Timothy
then had been imprisoned. When ? on this see the appendix.
When now he says, that in case (ECLV) Timothy shall come soon he

will see the readers together with Timothy, this seems to imply,

that lie himself was not in prison, and that the hindrance to his

return (ver. 19), for the removal of which he asks his readers to

pray, cannot have consisted in an imprisonment. For had he be^n

in prison, he must first have waited for his release, and then it had

not depended on Timothy s corning soon, whether he would see his

readers with Timothy or without him. The 23d verse, therefore,

leads us to the supposition that the author was free, was already

about to set out on a journey, and would have taken Timothy, who

had just been released from imprisonment along with him, on con

dition that he would come soon enough to his house, and fetch him

away.

Nevertheless, a number of difficulties open themselves here.

How then could the author exhort the readers in ver. 19 to pray

for him that he might be restored to them, if he was so free and

ready for a journey ? Further : why in general does he write at

all, if he intends to come himself to them ? I find that the com

mentators, hitherto, have passed too easily over this difficulty.
I

can see only two solutions of it. Either we must suppose, that the

author wrote the postscript at a time somewhat later than the

epistle f
when he wrote the epistle he was still in prison ;

not till

after his release did he add the postscript. But then, we should

certainly have expected that, in this postscript, he would make
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grateful mention of his own lately and unexpectedly obtained deliv

erance. (Such as : But God be thanked who has done above what

we ask or think, and has delivered me). Or better, we suppose that

the proper author of the epistle was really in prison (yet according
to ver. 19 not without hope of obtaining his freedom), but that the

appendix, vers. 22-25, proceeds not from him, but from that helper,

to whom he did not, perhaps dictate the epistle, but gave him only
the ideas, with whom he had talked over the substance of it, leav

ing the conception to him. This helper had then, indeed, reason to

ask excuse for himself (ver. 22) on account of certain harsh expres
sions. This helper relates the deliverance of Timothy. This helper
is free and prepared for a journey still, neither he nor Timothy
can have gone direct to Jerusalem, in order to carry the epistle ;

otherwise, the entire postscript or (if Timothy was the bearer) at

least the notice respecting him had been superfluous. But that

helper hoped indeed to come soon to Jerusalem with Timothy,

went, however, somewhere else before this, so that the epistle was

transmitted through some other person.

From Ver. 24 it appears, that the helper was in Italy; for he

writes salutations from the Christians of Italy. The explanation
&quot; those who have fled from

Italy&quot; (Bleek, etc.) cannot well be ad

mitted, because then it had been strange that only these and not

also the other Christians who lived in the place where the epistle

was written, should have sent by the writer salutations to the read

ers. The d-6 is easily explained ;
with less propriety could he

have said KV, if he himself was in Italy ;
if he had said &quot; the saints

in
Italy,&quot;

he would thus have designated these so objectively, as to

make it appear that he himself was not also in Italy. Hence he

chooses the preposition dno.
&quot; The saints of Italy salute you ;&quot;

those who are natives of Italy, those who are there at home, as op

posed to himself, who indeed was in Italy, but was not of Italy.

Thus the Greek says (comp. Tholuck on the passage) ol d~b yi\g and
ol dnb OakdaoTjs,

&quot; the travellers by land, the travellers by sea,&quot; so

Polyb. 5, 86
&amp;gt; 10, ol d-b rfc

J

A^avdpeiag paaiXils, the Alexandrian

kings. Comp. also Acts xvii. 3. Tholuck, indeed, has still a diffi

culty. Why does the author not say dnb Pt.^^ ? First, because

he would write salutations from all the churches of Italy ; secondly,
because he himself, as we shall afterwards see, was by no means at

Rome.
The concluding verses of the Epistle lead us naturally to the

critical inquiry respecting its date, aim, and author, which inquiry

having now made ourselves familiar with the contents of the Epistle,
we propose to conduct in an appendix.



APPENDIX.

ON THE DATE, DESTINATION, AND AUTHOR OF THE EPISTLE TO

THE HEBREWS.

CHAPTEK FIRST.

THE CIRCLE OF READERS.

In the want of a superscription or address, in the highly syste

matic distribution of the matter into very distinctly defined sections,

the themes of which are in every case formally intimated, as well

as in the marked separation of the hortatory sections from the the

oretical, finally, in the difficulty of the diction, the terseness of the

sentiments, and the subtlety of argumentation in which much is

really only indicated, and connecting links are left to be supplied

by the reader s reflection (and his diligent comparison of the Old

Testament with the epistle) in all these respects the Epistle to the

Hebrews is distinguished from all the other New Testament epistles,

and considering all these peculiarities we may well say (what Ber-

ger* has said with substantial truth, although in a wrong way), that

the Epistle to the Hebrews is no epistle in the true and proper sense,

or at least is no epistle in the ordinary sense. The author on his

part has not surrendered himself to the free and unrestrained effu

sion of his thoughts, cares, wishes, and feelings in this writing (as

Paul does even in the most systematic of his epistles, that to the

Romans), but he has worked out and elaborated it according to a

well-considered plan, so that he evidently subordinates the subjective

flow of his thoughts and feelings to this objective plan. The s.trict

order of his argumentation is never broken in upon by overflowing

emotions (as is done for example in Rom. i. 22, seq. ;
ii. 1 and 3

seq., and 24
;

iii. 5 and 9
;

vii. 24
;

xi. 33, etc.). The readers on

their part could not possibly have understood the Epistle to the

Hebrews if, like the rest of the New Testament epistles, it had been

read a single time before an assembly of the Church
;
the Epistle

*
Gottingcr TheoL Bibl. part. iii. p. 449, seq.
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to the Hebrews, in order to be understood, must be gone through
section by section, slowly, carefully, and repeatedly, with continual
comparison of the Old Testament passages cited in it and their con
nexion. Upon this the author has evidently reckoned.

It was then no ordinary epistle ;
it was more than an epistle, it

had in reality something of the nature of a theological treatise, and
in so far Berger is certainly right. But he evidently went too far
when he thought that the Epistle to the Hebrews was a mere treatise
written not at all for a definite circle of readers, but for the entire

Christian, or at least Jewish Christian public (something in the
same way as the Gospel of Matthew). He found himself in this
case driven to the unnatural supposition, that the appendix chap,
xiii. 22-25, was first added supplementary by one who was send

ing the treatise on to some other churches. But by this nothing is

gained. For not merely in the appendix, but also in the epistle it

self (chap. xiii. 19) personal relations of the author to the readers
are presupposed, and moreover, the style of the exhortation points
to a quite definite class of readers. Not only is it a very special
error or spiritual malady that is counteracted throughout the entire

epistle, not only must an exact acquaintance with the spiritual
state of the readers be presupposed in the hortatory parts, but in the

passage chap. v. 12 it is even indicated that the readers collectively
had passed over to Christianity together at one and the same time,
and in chap, vi/ 10 and chap. x. 32, seq., reference is made to their

former conduct, their former fortitude in the faith as contrasted with

their present faintheartedness, limitations of so definite a kind that

we cannot suppose a whole church to be addressed, but only a very

narrow and definite circle of individuals.

The Epistle to the Hebrews, then, deviates from the nature of

an epistle, in so far as relates to the manner in wldcli its contents are

represented; but it is an epistle in so far as it relates to the desti

nationfor a definite circle of readers.

That we are to seek for this circle of readers among tlie Jewish

Christians is,
in the main, self-evident from the contents of the

epistle ; nay more, we are at liberty to seek these Jewish Christiana

only in Jerusalem. The import of the epistle as a whole, and in

its particular parts, has indeed the one practical aim of convincing

the readers that it was no misfortune, and in no way dangerous a&

regards the salvation of their soul, to l&amp;gt;e excluded from the temple

and the temple worship, and to make it clear to them that the cen

tral point for the Israelite who believes in the Messiah does not HJ

in Israelitism or Leviticism, but in Messiaism. The readers, there

fore, did not only participate with many Jewish Christians living

out of Jerusalem in the common erroneous notion that the Jewish

theocracy with its ritual was the main concern, and that the Mcs-,
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siali was sent only on account of it, and therefore for those who
have part in it, not indeed as a secondary thing, but still only, so to

speak, as a reward and a gift testifying complacency with this theo

cracy. Not only had they not yet comprehended that the Jewish

theocracy was rather established on account of the Messiah, and the

Messiah sent on account of the whole world. But to this theoreti

cally erroneous view there was added, in their case, the practical

danger of being really and truly shut out from the temple-worship ;

nay, it was this danger, evidently, that first awakened and called

out the theoretical error. For the whole polemical aim of the epis

tle is directed not against conscious heretics and blamcable heresy

(as, for example, that of the Epistle to the Galatians), but against an

aberration which had its root in weakness (doOzveia). The readers were

too weak, too undeveloped in faith and knowledge to be able to bear

and to overcome the terrible feeling of being shut out from the old

Uieocratical sanctuary. Hence the theoretical statements of the

epistle have an altogether unpolemical thetical form, they are milk

for the weak (chap. v. 12); what of polemical is in it is directed

solely against the sin of faintheartedness, never against intentional

error. But th&t practical danger could exist in this form only with

such Jewish Christians as lived in Jerusalem itself. Elsewhere in

Palestine and among the dispersion errors might arise similar to

that in the Galatian Church, but never could those circumstances

exist out of which such an involuntary fear of exclusion might

spring. For where no temple was, there the fear of exclusion from

the temple could not practically be felt. To be excluded from a

local synagogue could in itself be regarded as no misfortune, as the

constitution of synagogues was entirely a matter of freedom (they

arose in Jerusalem between 460 and 480), and the Jewish Chris

tians very soon everywhere separated themselves from the synagogal
communion

; besides, nothing is said in the Epistle to the Hebrews

of an excommunication from the Jewish synagogues, but of exclu

sion from the temple and altar and the Israelitish theocratic church

as a whole. Such could be practically felt only in Jerusalem itself.

(Comp. Bleek i. p. 29).

True, in one respect the excommunication from the temple

might affect Jewish Christians out of Jerusalem, namely, when they
came to Jerusalem to any of the three great festivals and then found

the temple closed against them/ But if the author had had such

Christians in view, he would certainly have given more prominence
in the epistle to the feast of the Passover, of Pentecost, and of

Tabernacles, and have shewn that these were dispensable, while he

rather puts the ritual of those feasts quite in the background,
and places in the foreground only the sacrifice of atonement. The

.readers, then, are certainly to be sought for in Jerusalem.
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But again, it cannot have been the entire church in Jerusalem
for which the epistle was intended. Already do the passages chap.
vi. 10 and chap. x. 32, seq. forbid this

;
for it is scarcely conceivable

that a church, the number of whose members extended at all events
to thousands, should formerly have been together as one man bold
and true to their profession, and should afterwards have collectively
as one man become weak and fainthearted. Besides, the passage
chap. ii. 3 leads us to think only of such readers as bad been con
verted subsequent to the time of Christ s ascension, who in general,
lived at a later period, and who therefore had not themselves been
witnesses of the public labours of Jesus. Moreover, the passage
chap. v. 12, in particular, forbids our supposing that the epistle was
addressed to that entire church which was the mother church of

all, which numbered among its members at all events many who
had grown grey in Christianity, many who had been the personal

disciples of Jesus, and again many who had been added at a later

period from year to year. How could it be said to such a church :

&quot;

According to the time ye ought already to be teachers, but your
selves need again to be instructed ?&quot; As regards the time, the

members of this church were not like each other in respect to the

time of their conversion, but different to the extent of perhaps

thirty years ;
then it could not be presupposed of several thousands

that they ought to be teachers
;

still less would this be said of a

church in whose bosom there existed in reality many teachers
;
least

of all can it be supposed, that such a church should as a body have

so retrograded that it again needed milk. All these circum

stances, taken together with the whole style of representation which

characterizes the epistle, must induce us to understand the words

chap. v. 12, ye have need that one teach you, as implying that the

readers lucre in reality again talcen under instruction,* i. c., that the

epistle ivas intendedfor a limited circle of neophytes in Jerusalem,

who had become timorous lest they should be excluded from the

temple worship, threatened to withdraw themselves from Chris

tianity (chap. x. 25), therefore lucre taken aneiv under instruction,

andfor whose instruction the Epistle to the Hebrews ivas toform a

sort of guide.

CHAPTER SECOND.
TIME OF COMPOSITION.

When this epistle was written can be determined only indirectly

and by approximation, and this too only by the most careful con-

* This teaching cannot bo referred to tho doctrines contained in the Epistle to the

Hebrews itself. For it has for its object the aroixela, which are not taught in tho Epistlo

to the Hebrews.
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eideration both of the import of the epistle as a whole, and of its

particular intimations. The import of the epistle as a whole leads,

as has been already shewn, to the conclusion, that access to the tem

ple worship was either rendered difficult or altogether forbidden to

the readers. This circumstance, however, yields a pretty certain

terminus a quo, a point of time before which the epistle can cer

tainly not have been written. We learn from Acts xxi. 28, 29 that

in May, 58, when Paul came to Jerusalem from his third mission

tourj the Jews charged him with having taken into the temple along
with him a Greelc, an uncircumcised person, namely, the Gentile

Christian Trophimus, and thereby having profaned the holy place.

Now, whether this was an intentional pretext, or, as appears, from

ver. 29 (evdfu&v), a mere mistake, so much, at all events, may be

inferred from the nature of the accusation, as also chiefly from ver.

24, that at that time Jewish Christians, as circumcised and as na

tive Israelites, were not prohibited from going into the temple.
The Epistle to the Hebrews must therefore have been written after

the year 58, but it cannot have been written very soon after the

event recorded in Acts xxi. There must have been an interval

during which the hatred of the Jews against Christianity rose to a

degree considerably higher.

As the extreme terminus ad quern, the year 66 offers itself, which

was the first year of the Jewish war. That the Epistle to the He
brews was written before the destruction of Jerusalem appears not only
from those particular passages in winch the Levitical ritual is spoken
of as still subsisting (chap, ix, 8, x. 1), but, even if we had not those

passages, might be interred, with undoubted certainty, from the im

port and the practical aim of the epistle. We must evidently come
down a series of years from that extreme terminus ad quern; it is not

probable that the epistle was written immediately before the begin

ning of the war, when the external fermentation and decomposition
of the Israelitish national life had already come to a height. The
circumstances presupposed in the epistle resemble much more the

first beginning of that fermentation than its completion.
Certain 7]yov/.ievot, had already, we know, suffered martyrdom

(chap. xiii. 7); the readers themselves, also, had already suffered loss

in their earthly possessions (chap. x. 34), and many of their fellow-

believers had been imprisoned ; they themselves, however, had not

yet needed to strive even unto blood (chap. xii. 4, com p. our remarks

on the passage). On the other hand, it is taken for granted every
where in the hortatory portions, that severer persecutions may come,

nay, will come
;
the readers are systematically prepared for these,

and exhorted to submit to the sufferings that were before them as a

discipline from God (xii. 5, seq.), not to become fainthearted (x. 38,

seq.), to persevere in patience (x. 36), to imitate the faith of the
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martyrs (xiii. 7), and, like Christ and all the Old Testament saints,
to keep fixedly and alone before their eye the future goal, the en

trance into the holiest of all (chap. xi. and chap. xii. 1-3). Do we

find, now, traces of the condition of the Jewish Christians in Jeru
salem growing worse after the year 58 ? First of all, the persecu
tion under Nero in July 64 may he mentioned, which, although it

did not extend over the orhis terrarum, must yet have reacted also

on Palestine. Were the Jews already full of bitterness against the

Christians, and was their fury restrained from arbitrary outbreaks

only by the power of the Komans, then the Neronic persecution
would certainly be a signal for them which would not require to be

given a second time. To persecute these Christians who were now
held to be criminals against Cassar, was no longer wrong, and would

bring with it no danger. These Christians, whose leaders, Peter and

Paul, had been murdered so shortly after each other as criminals and

rebels, had no claim to, and no hope of, protection on the part of

the Romans. Certainly, then, there began in the summer or har

vest of the year 64 a season of aggravated persecution for the

Christians of Jerusalem.

But this aggravation was not the first since the year 58. Already,
under the procuratorship of Porcius Festus (60-62), according to the

accounts of that period which Josephus has left behind him, the

unbridled spirit of the Jews rose to a height hitherto unknown.

Already in the year 57 (comp. Wieseler s Chron. d. Apgsch. p. 79)
a first attempt at insurrection on a large scale was made, that of

the Sicarii, but was put down (Acts xxi. 38; Jos. Antiq., xx. 8, 5,

seq.; Bell. Jud. ii. 13, 3, seq.); under Festus, again, arose the mul

titude of deceivers and false Messiahs; the fever of false Maccabeism

raged widely, and ate into the vitals of a people become inwardly

corrupt and morally dissolute. The Roman scourge came down

with ever increasing heaviness on the subdued rebels (Jos. Antiq.

xxiv. 5, xxv. 8). We can easily see now, how the Christians as

&quot;adherents of a Messiah&quot; must have been exposed to the suspicion

of the Gentile magistrates, who it can hardly be supposed would

investigate with any great care into the nature and character of

each particular Messiah, but in whose eyes all hope of a Messiah

and all speaking of a Messiah must soon have been stamped as un

lawful, and scouted as a Jewish association for treasonable purposes,

after some dozen of Messiahs had, one after another, put themselves

forth as agitators and rebels. How easy in these circumstances

must it have become for the Jews to blacken the Christians in the

eyes of the Romans, or to obtain a bill of indemnity for any arbitrary

persecutions of the Christians! It is certain, then, that the year 60

or 61 formed an epoch of increased trouble to the Christians, and

Josephus expressly relates (Antiq. xx., ix. 1) that after the depar-
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tare of Festus, and before the arrival of his successor Albinus, the

Apostle James, the son of Alphaeus, was stoned at the instigation
of the high priest, Annas the younger. This murder was certainly
the signal for something further.

Accordingly in the year 62, the difficulties of the Christians in

Jerusalem began to increase, and in the harvest of 64 there was a

second and still greater aggravation of them. We can suppose,

therefore, that the Epistle to the Hebrews was written either late in

the summer of 64 in which case the passage chap. xiii. 7 will refer

to the death of the Apostles Peter and Paul, which, as we have

seen, is not absolutely impossible, or it might have been written in

the year 62 or 63, after the death of James the son of Alphaeus
in which case the passage chap. xiii. 7 would have to be referred

chiefly to James the son of Alphaeus, whose mere name must of

itself, however, have reminded the readers of the earlier death of

James the son of Zebedee. We may, in the meantime, choose either

of these two dates, although the passage chap. xiii. 7 is certainly

capable of a simpler explanation according to the latter supposition,
for then the author would allude to the martyrdom of men who had

actually suffered death before the eyes of the readers, and were there

fore patterns to them, of faith in the proper sense of the term, and

who also in the strictest sense had been leaders (fyovfievoi) in the

church at Jerusalem. (The readers might thus have witnessed the

death even of James the son of Zebedee, although they were still at

that time Jews. And he, too, might be reckoned among the

fyovitevoi { fifty because he had laboured in the church with which

the readers had since become connected, and as one of the Apostles
whose divine calling they acknowledged since their conversion).

Let us see, now, whether the passage chap. xiii. 23 gives any
more definite information as to the time when the epistle to the

Hebrews was written. Timothy had been in prison, and had just

recovered his freedom when the Epistle was written, or at least when
it was sent off. At the same time we have gathered from the pas

sage chap. xiii. 23, 24 that the person who wrote or worked out the

Epistle was free, was in Italy, in a different place, however, from

Timothy (if Timothy, who has just been set free, comes to him soon

he will set out with him to the east), that, on the other hand, the

proper author of the epistle from whom the material (but not the

diction, comp. chap. xiii. 22) emanates, and in whose name the

epistle on to chap. xiii. 21 is written, was by no means so independ
ent as to be able to set out as soon as he might please to Jerusalem,

but was so restrained by the circumstances of some kind or other in

which he was involuntarily placed, that he exhorted his readers

(chap. xiii. 19) to pray God that he might be again restored to

them.
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Noiv, ivhen could Timothy have been inprison in Italy ? During
the imprisonment of the Apostle Paul at Rome, several of his

helpers were involved in the judicial procedure against him and de
tained for a while in custody ;

so Aristarchus (Col. iv. 10) and

Epaphras (Philem. 23). It is not impossible that Timothy, also,

might have been kept in confinement at that time. When the

Apostle Paul wrote the Epistles to the Colossians and Philippians

Timothy was actually with him (Col. i. 1; Phil. i. 1, ii. 19). True,
the Apostle does not precisely designate him as his fellow-prisoner,
and makes no precise mention of an imprisonment of Timothy ;

but
even the circumstances that the Epistle to the Philippians was
written precisely in the name of Paul and Timothy (i. 1), and that

Timothy, thereby, joins in the thanksgiving for the gift which was
sent e/f xpetav -this circumstance almost warrants the inference,

that Timothy was imprisoned together with Paul. Just because

the Apostle throughout the whole Epistle speaks in his own person,
addresses his exhortations in his own name, speaks chap. iii. 4, seq.,

cf his own exclusively of his own former circumstances, because

in a word Timothy has no part in the contents of the writing, that

superscription Paul and Timothy servants of Jesus Christ would

properly have had no meaning if it did not point to this, that the

occasion of the Epistle the gift which had been received equally
concerned Timothy and Paul,* and this, indeed, is only conceivable

on the supposition that Timothy shared in the fate of Paul as a pris

oner. The analogous passage Col. i. 1 would then have a similar

explanation. This supposition is confirmed, however, by the passage
Phil. ii. 19. Paul hopes that he will be able soon to send Timothy
into the East. Why is this an object of hope to him? If Timothy
was free, then he might simply have determined to send him thither.

He hopes to send him so soon as he knows how it may go with his

own case (ver. 23), and, in the same way, he hopes or &quot;

trusts&quot; (ver.

24) that the Lord will soon procure freedom for himself &quot;

also.&quot;

These words, that I also myself shall come shortly, -MQ so parallel

with (ho words I hope to send Timothy shortly unto you, that it is

not too bold to suppose that Timothy also, who
&quot;

as a son with the

father hath served with me&quot; (ver. 22), and who alone of all has not

sought his own (ver. 20, 21), was involved in the procedure against

Paul and imprisoned. If Timothy had been free, why did not Paul

send him at once with Epaphroditus, or rather why did he not send

him instead of Epaphroditus, who (ver. 27) had just recovered from

a deadly disease?

It is not to be supposed that we adduce these passages as aftbrd-

* The circumstance that Timothy may, perhaps, have written the Epistle to the

Philippians as ra^ttypa^of, does not suffice to explain the superscription Phil. i. 1. Th

tachygraphist never wrote hjs name in the superscription along with that of Paul.
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ing a conclusive proof that Timothy was at that time in prison with

Paul,, but we think we have only shown from them the possibility

that he may have been at that time in prison. The Epistle to the

Philippians was written in the year 62, at all events before the third

year of Paul s imprisonment at Rome, in which his situation became

worse. Now, if the setting at liberty of Timothy recorded in Hob.

xiii. 23 is identical with that which Paul Jiopes for in Phil. ii. 19,

then the Epistle to the Hebrews was written somewhere towards the

end of the year 62, therefore just after the death of James the son

of Alphaeus.
If this were the only time when an imprisonment of Timothy in

Italy is conceivable, then would the choice which was left open

above, between the year 62 and the year 64, be thereby already de

termined. But Timothy, after having been actually sent by Paul

into the East, was urgently entreated by Paul (2 Tim. iv. 21), whose
case in the meanwhile (during the first half of the year 63) had
taken a very serious turn, to come back to him before the harvest of

63. We may be sure that he complied with this request of his

&quot;father.&quot; Then, however, it is possible that he himselfwas involved

in the procedure against Paul, possible also, that after Paul s

death he was taken prisoner in the persecution under Nero (July,

64.) In short
,
an imprisonment of Timothy in Italy may likeivise

be conceived of as possible in the year 64
; only,, that his being again

set at liberty is less probable on this occasion than in the year 62.

We have therefore not yet got beyond the alternative between

the harvest of 62 and late in the summer of 64. The Epistle to the

Hebrews might have been written at either of these two points of

time. The inquiry as to the author will, perhaps, be the first thing
to throw a clearer light on the question.

CHAPTEK THIRD.

WHETHER WRITTEN ORIGINALLY IN GREEK.

Before we can proceed to the inquiry respecting the author of

the Epistle to the Hebrews there is still a preliminary question

which must be settled, namely, whether this epistle was really writ

ten originally in Greek, or whether it is not merely a translation or

a reproduction of an Aramaic original. There is nothing in the

epistle itself that could lead to the raising of such a question ;

but a series of Church Fathers speak of an original Aramaic writ

ing, and therefore we are not at liberty entirely to evade the

question.
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The most ancient of these Fathers is Clemens of Alexandria, of
whom Eusebius relates (vi. 14), that in his Hypotyposes he has un
dertaken Imrerwpevas diTjyrjaeig (investigations) respecting all the
books of the Holy Scripture, and in regard to the Epistle to the
Hebrews has come to the conclusion : Havhov y&v slvar, yeypdfidai 6e

Epptioig E/3paSf^ fury, AOVKCIV 6c ^ori^iug avrrjv fiedspfi^vevaavra
KKdovvai ro7g &quot;EM^aiv dOsv rov avrbv %ptira evpiaieeadai Kara rrjv

fywveiav ravrriq rs rrjg Kmaro^ KOL rtiv rrpd%euv. Tliat Paul was
its author, and that it was written to the Hebrews in the Hebrew
language, but that LuJce carefully translated itfor circulation among
the Greeks ; whence the resemblance in style between this and the

Acts. But the last words of this citation show clearly enough how
Clement arrived at this view. It is not a tradition which he follows,
but a scientific conjecture which he raises. The dissimilarity in

style between this epistle and the epistles of Paul, and its similar

ity to the writings of Luke, struck him (justly) ;
he perceived that

the epistle cannot have come from Paul in this form
;
but as the

general tradition of the East (as we shall see in the following chap
ter) named Paul as the author, Clement was led to ask : May not

the epistle in its present form in reality, perhaps, have proceeded
from another from Luke ? Wherefore not, he thought ;

how very

possible it is that Paul wrote* to those Aramaic speaking Jewish

Christians in their own language, and that a disciple of Paul (for

example Luke himself, whose style so much resembles that of the

Epistle to the Hebrews) afterwards worked out the epistle for a

wider circle of readers. But that Clement here in reality gives only
a subjective conjecture, and not an ecclesiastical tradition, appears
most clearly from this, that his disciple Origen departs from the

supposition of an originally Aramaic writing, although he retains the

substance of Clement s view. He, too, notices (in Euseb. vi. 25)

the difference in style between the Epistle to the Hebrews and the

Pauline epistles ; he, too, does not venture to carry back that epis

tle in its present form directly to Paul
;
but he can explain this

phenomenon by a simpler (and indeed a far more probable) conjec

ture, namely, by the supposition that Paul did not verbally dictate

this epistle, but only delivered in free oral discourse the thoughts
and the development of the thoughts, the composition and elabora

tion of which he left over to one of his disciples (rd [iev voTJfiara rov

dnoorokov tariv
?;

6e (fipdaig nal
?/

ovi Oeaig dTro[ivrj[iovevo~avr6g nro$ ra

dnoarokiKa ftal uanepei 0%o/Uoypa&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;?/crai- TOf ra elpqusva vrcb rov Sidaa-

KdXov.) Origen would certainly not have fallen upon this method

of solving the question, if there had been in existence a tradition in

any degree to be depended on in favour of an originally Aramaic

*
EppaiK?) tyuvrj denotes hero of course not the ancient Hebrew, which, indeed, was

intelligible only to the learned Jews, but the Aramaic. Comp. Acts xxii. 2.
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writing ;
for then he would not have at all needed this new conjec

ture. That he thought it necessary to modify the opinion of Cle

ment can be explained only on the ground that this was only an

opinion, only a subjective supposition. We certainly meet this sup

position also in later Church Fathers. Eusebius himself also re

peats it (iii. 38) ;
he speaks, however, so entirely in the same way as

Clement in like manner adducing the internal grounds which are

in its favour that it is apparent he is there only stating the con

jectures of others. ( Efipatoig jap did TTJ$ narpiov y/lwrr?^ eyypc^wf

KOTOS rov IlavAov, ol \JL&V ~bv Kvayye,Xio~7}v Aovudv, ol de rbv

Ta Clement of Kome Kpfirjvevaai Xtyovoi rr)v ypa^v b not

sir) dv dhrjOeg TOJ rbv uiwwv TT/C (frpdacwg %apa,K,r7]pa TTJV re rov

maro^v KOL ri]v rcpbg Eppatov^ dnoati&iv K. r. a.) That

this conjecture was one which he haft adopted from others and not

the one which was familiar to Eusebius, Bleek has already justly

inferred from the fact that Eusebius elsewhere speaks as if the Greek

Epistle to the Hebrews comes from Paul. (In his Comm. on Psalm

ii. 7 he says that Paul, in the Epistle to the Hebrews, has made
use of the LXX., with, which as a vopopadife he was well acquainted).

Jerome, too, (Script. Eccl. 5) says : scripserat Paulus, ut He-
braeus Hebraeis, Hebraice, ut ea quae eloquenter scripta fuerant in

Hebraeo, eloquentius verterentur in Graecum
;
but Jerome also

adds : et hanc causam esse, quod a ceteris Pauli epistolis discrepare

videatur. (Later, also, we meet the same view in QEcumenius, The-

ophylact, and Johannes Damascenus). But it is always evidently

the old conjecture of Clement which in every case recommended
itself on the simple ground, that every one noticed the dissimi

larity in style between the Epistle to the Hebrews and the Pauline

epistles.

The Church Fathers inform us respecting another book of the

New Testament that it was written originally in Aramaic, namely,
the Gospel of Matthew. But we must beware of placing these two

accounts parallel with each other. In the case of Matthew the tra

dition respecting its Aramaic origin begins with the Presbyter John

(comp. my Kritik der evang. Geschichte p. 767, seq.), and continues

through the whole series of the Church Fathers without being en

cumbered by the faintest trace of an opposite tradition
; nay, it is

confirmed by the abundant traces of the existence of a &quot;

Gospel to

the Hebrews&quot; distinct from the Greek one of Matthew, which was

still used without hesitation in the first centuries even by the Cath

olic Church, and only gradually came to be the sole possession of the

Nazarites and Ebionites, and in their hands was greatly vitiated
;

finally, even the Greek Gospel of Matthew bears, throughout, an

Aramaic colouring, and has quite the nature of a reproduction of

an Aramaic original (although not of a verbal translation). Thus,
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for example, it has only one paronomasia (Matt. vi. 16), and this,
too, of such a kind as that it may have arisen unconsciously (comp!
my Kritik der evang. Geschichte p. 764-766).

It is altogether different with the Epistle to the Hebrews. The
scanty series of notices respecting its Aramaic original begins, as we
have seen, very late, and begins with an evident conjecture, which was
afterwards readily adopted by others on internal grounds. There is

nowhere the faintest trace of an Aramaic original of the Epistle to
the Hebrews, and our Greek Epistle to the Hebrews is, in fine, so

original throughout, so evidently thought in Greek, both in form and
import, that the supposition of its having arisen from an Aramaic
original becomes at once an impossibility.

To begin with what is most external, we would refer to the mul
titude of Greek paronomasias and plays upon luords, of which only
some (for example vnord^aL and dvvnoraKTov, ii. 8

; dndr^p, dpijrwp,
vii. 3

; iyyifrnzv, eyyvof, vii. 19 and 22
; napapweiv, pemv, vii. 23,

24
; ^adfievog, fryidaer], x. 29, etc.) could have arisen unconsciously

in the hands of a translator, while the most are certainly intended

(for example TroAty/epwf not TrokvrpoTiGjg, i. 1 tyaOev a0 &v tnaOev, v.

8
;
naXov re teal

icatcov, v. 14
; Ppupaoi Koi ira/iaoi, ix. 10

; doparor,

op&v, xi. 27
; pwovaav, tifakovoav, xiii. 14, etc.). All that can be

directly inferred, indeed, from this mass of paranomasias is, that our

epistle cannot be the literal translation of an Aramaic original ;
that

it may have been a free reproduction of such an original is not

thereby set aside.

This reproduction, however, must have been executed in so free

a manner that, in the form and structure of the periods, as well as

in the transference of the ideas, the writer has not bound himself

down to the original ;
for the construction of the periods is so gen

uinely Greek, so rich, so elaborate, the language is so select and ex

presses modifications .of ideas so delicate (for example [lerQioTraOelv,

evTiepLoraroc, [uodaTtodooia, etc.), that there are no Aramaic ideas and

words whatever to which these Greek ones would correspond. The

writer must, therefore, have entirely recast his original and that

not merely as regards the form, but also the matter. All the ar

gumentations are so subtly, so closely knit and interwoven with the

grammatical form of the subtly constructed period, that if this

form was not possible in the Aramaic original, then must also the

entire development of the thought have been different. Compare
for example Heb., chap. i. 1-3

; chap. ii. 2-4 arid 9, 10, and 14, 15 ;

chap. iii. 1, 2, seq. ; chap. iv. 9 and 6, 7 : chap. v. 7-10 ; chap. vii.

5-12, and seq. Let any one only try to render back these passages

into the poor Aramaic language, and he will be convinced that

more than the half of the sentiments, but chiefly and entirely their

delicate connexion, would be lost.

VOL. VI. 38
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To this is to be added
; finally, the use which is made of the

LXX. We have seen in the particular passages that the argumenta
tions based on Old Testament citations are substantially correct, and

really founded on the sense which those citations have in the ori

ginal. But we have in like manner seen, that those argumenta
tions, in respect of form, correspond to the words and expressions
used in the LXX, even in those instances in which the Septnagint,

although rightly rendering the sentiment as a whole, yet docs not

correspond to the most direct grammatical sense of the Hebrew

original. Thus, for example in chap. vii. 8, the argumentation is

based on the word vrrordaaeiv, which does not occur at all in the

Hebrew original of the psalm. In like manner chap. iv. 5, seq. ;

chap. x. 5-7, etc. These argumentations also the writer must have

entirely recast.

In short, the entire Epistle to the Hebrews is in form and
matter thought out in Greek. Granted that it really had an Ara
maic writing for its basis, our Greek Epistle to the Hebrews would

still not be a reproduction of this original writing, but an entirely
new and original composition, to which the Aramaic writing bore

the relation of a mere preparatory work, and we should not be at

liberty to say :

&quot; The Epistle to the Hebrews was originally written

in Aramaic/ but more correctly would have to say :

&quot; The writer

of the Epistle to the Hebrews made use of another treatise of sim

ilar import, which happened to be written in Aramaic, as a pre

paratory work/ But herewith the whole conjecture vanishes. For
there are no positive grounds for this conjecture, and, thus modi

fied, it would not even serve the end which it was intended to

serve by Clement of Alexandria. If Paul had intended to deliver

in writing to the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews a scheme of

contents for the epistle which was to be written, in order that this

author might carry it out, he would at least not have written this

scheme in the Aramaic language. If, however, Paul or any one

else had written and sent an Aramaic epistle to the Jewish Chris

tians in Jerusalem, and some other (Luke or any one else) had set

himself to translate it into Greek for the more general use of all

Christians, he would have really translated it, and not have made

something quite different out of it.

The conjecture of Clement, therefore, is mere conjecture, and in

deed it is not evenfitted to explain the coincidence of the un-Pauline

style and the oriental tradition of the Pauline authorship. In no

danger of being misled by this conjecture, we can now pass to the

inquiry respecting the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews.
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CHAPTER FOURTH.
THE WRITER. A) EXTERNAL TESTIMONIES.

ON directing our view, first of all, to the external testimonies

respecting the Epistle to the Hebrews, we encounter the striking
phenomenon, that the entire Eastern Church decidedly and from
the very first holds the epistle to be Pauline, while the Western
either makes no use of it until the time of the Arian controversy,
or, if it uses it, does not reckon it among the Pauline epistles, or,

finally, declares it to be decidedly un-Pauline. The Eastern Church
had no other opinion than that Paul ivas the author of the Epistle to

the Hebrews. As the first witness Clemens Romanus (A.D. 96) is

wont to be adduced, who has certainly a greater number of allu

sions to the Epistle to the Hebrews than to any other epistle of the

New Testament. (In the 36th chapter of his Epistle to the Cor
inthians he gives pretty large and literal extracts from Heb. i. 4,

seq. ;
more than once he repeats the words Heb. iii. 2, etc., etc.

See the passages in Kirchhofer s
&quot;

Quellensammlung zur Geschichte

der neutestamentlichen Kanons,&quot; p. 233-238). But nowhere does

Clement name the Epistle to the Hebrews, nowhere does he name
Paul as its author. Now, as there is no necessity for supposing
that his partiality for this epistle was occasioned by his partiality

for the person of its author, seeing that the contents of the epistle

might quite as well account for this partiality further, as the per
son of the author might have been especially dear to Clement even

although he had not been Paul himself, but one of those felloiu-

labourcrs mentioned in Phil. iv. 3, it follows that no certain con

clusion can be drawn from Clement s partiality for the Epistle to

the Hebrews, that he recognized this epistle as Pauline. Still less,

indeed, can any inference be drawn against its having been written

by Paul from the fact that Clement does not name the title and

author. For, in his allusions to the Epistle of the Thessalonians

(Clem. 1 Cor. xxxviii.), Galatians (1 Cor. xlix.), Romans (chap,

xxxiii. xxxv. xxxviii. xlvi.), Colossians (chap, xxi.), Ephesians

(chap, xlvi.), Timothy (chap, xxix.), etc., he also names not the

title and author
; only (in chap, xlvii.) when he cites the first of

Paul s epistles to the Corinthians does he remind the Corinthians

having special occasion to do so of that which Paul had already

written to them.

The series of properly Oriental witnesses for the Pauline author

ship of the Epistle to the Hebrews begins with Pantaenus. Clement

of Alexandria appeals to him, the fiandpLog Trpeapv-epog, foi the in

formation that Paul had put no inscription to the Epistle to the
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Hebrews, because he did not wish to urge his apostolic authority on

the Jewish Christians.
(&quot;Hd?/

de &g 6 uaKapiog eXeye

eirel, 6 Kvpiog aTrooroXog &v rov TravroKpdropog, drreordkT) rrpbg
f

did uerpiorTjra 6 Tlavhog, d&amp;gt;g
dv elg rd eOvrj drreora^uevog, ova

eyypd(f&amp;gt;ei

eavrbv E(3paiG)v drc6aroXov
3
did re rrjv npbg rbv Kvpiov nufjv, did re rov

eK Trepiovaiag Kal rolg E(3paioi$ emarekkeiv e6v&v Kijpvua ovra not diroG-

In like manner Dionysius of Alexandria (in Euseb. vi. 41 :

de Kal vTrave^povv ol ddektynl Kalri]v dpTTayrjV r&v

V7rap%6vr on
, 6uold)g eKeivoig olg Kal IT a v A og [iaprvp7]ae, fierd

Xapd^npoasde^avro, cornp. Heb. x. 34). In like manner, Alex
ander of Alexandria (in Socr. i. 3, Theodoret. h. e. i. 4). Metho
dius of Lycia (A.D. 290) conviv. decem virginum, oratio 10, pag. 96

and 116, cites the passages Ileb. x. 1 and xii. 1 with the words Kara rov

dnoorokov and Kara rbv SiddonaXov UavXov. A Synod held in Antioch
about the year 264 against Paul of Samosata, cites in its Synodal

writing (in Mansi coll. cone. torn,
i., pag. 1036) the passage Heb. xi.

26 as the words of Paul. That Clement of Alexandria held Paul to

be at least the original author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, nay,
that it was just the tradition respecting the Pauline authorship that

induced him to devise that conjecture about an originally Aramaic

writing in order to explain the difference in style, we have seen

from the passage already adduced (in Euseb. vi. 14) in which, in

deed, he appeals also to Pantaenus in support of its having been

written by Paul. In another passage also (Strom, vi. p. 645), he

cites the Epistle to the Hebrews as Pauline (
Erret Kal ITaD/lof ev ral$

tmoroXalg ov fahoaofaav diafidXhuv (fraiverai
T
1I rrdXLV, $i]cii,

ftpeiav %ere rov diddaKeiv vua$, riva rd
&amp;lt;jroi%ela, etc. Heb. V. 12

uoavrug Kal ro~i$ e EAA^vwv zmorptyovai Kokoaaaevar /3/UTrere, etc.

Col. iv. 8.) Origen likewise cites the epistle as Pauline (comm. in

Joh. opp. iv. p. 60 l Kal iv TTJ irpbg Eifipaiovt; 6 avrbg Havhog (pr^oiv

then follows Heb. i. 1, 2
;

in like manner in his comm. in ep. ad

Roman, opp. iv. p. 579 and 659). Origen too was driven only by
this general tradition of the Pauline authorship to that conjecture
which has been formerly mentioned, and which (in Euseb. vi. 25)
he expresses in the following words :

fO %apaKrrjp rqg h^eug rT^ npbg

Eppaiovg eTuyeypauuevrjc; eniorohris OVK e%ei rb ev Aoyw IdiuriKov rov

dnooroXov, duoXoyrjo~avrog avrbv idi&rrfv eli ai rw Aoyw, rovrtori ry

fipdaei dAAa eariv
rj eTnorokfj ovvdeoet, rrjg Xe^euic; ekhrjvtKtJrepa, rrdg 6

eTnardpevog Kpiveiv (frpdoeuv diafyopac; dfioAoyfjaai dv. HdXiv ds av, on
rd vorjuara TT/f eTnorohTJg davudoid eon, KOI ov devrepa r&v dnocrokiKtiv

duohoyovuevw ypauudruv, ital rovro dv ovufirjcai elvai d^Oeg nag 6

rrpoae^v rrj dvayv&oei rq drroaro/(,iK^.^ EyG) 6e dTro^CHVoaevog I-KOI\I?

dv, on rd aev vorjuara rov aTroorokov eorlv, f)
de

&amp;lt;ppdaL$
itai

fj ovvOeoig

diroavrjuovevaavrog nvog rd drroaro^iKa, Kal (Ixjnepei a^o^Loypa^rjaavro^
rd elpqueva vrrb rov didaoKakov. ~El rig ovv eKK/{.7]fjia e%ei ravrrjv rrjv

&&amp;lt;; HavAov, avrr] evdoKiueiru Kal em rovry ov yap elK?) ol
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dpxaiot dvdpeg &amp;lt;&? Uavhov airtjv -rrapadeduitaai. All the followingGreek Church Fathers name the epistle as Paul s : Eusehius places
it m his canon among the Pauline epistles (Euseb. iii. 25, see far
ther on this below), in like manner Antonius, Athanasius, Didy-
mus, Theophilus of Alexandria, the two Gregories, Basil, Epiph-
anius, James of Nisibis (in Galland. bibl. patr. torn. 5. p. 16 and
53), Ephraim of Syria, the two Cyrils, Chrysostom, etc.

Nevertheless, some have ventured to call in question the an

tiquity and unanimity of this oriental tradition. Bleek
(i. p. 108)

thinks that by the dp%aloi dvdpsg to whom Origen refers might also

be meant merely Pantaenus and Clement of Alexandria
;
not only,

however, is it improbable that Origen should have designated these
his immediate predecessors and teachers by so vague an expression,
but the usus linguae is directly against this. (For example, Euse-
bius ii. 1, where he narrates the death of the Apostles, says : nal

ravra fiev &&amp;lt;; t-| dpxaiuv laropiag elprjaQw ; in iii. 24, he says, the

Gospel of John has had the fourth place assigned to it rightly by the

dpxaioi.) Chiefly, however, is the context conclusive against that

interpretation. For Clement of Alexandria had not unconditionally
held that Paul was the immediate author of the Epistle to the He
brews

;
how then can this Clement be brought forward among those

to whom those churches might appeal which held the epistle to be

directly Pauline ? The sense of the passage is plainly this : The
Alexandrians cannot, indeed, believe that this epistle, with this style,

was thus composed by Paul himself; but whosoever will yet hold Paul

to be the immediate and proper author (therefore in opposition to

Clement !) we can do nothing against him, since even the ancients

have handed down the epistle to us as one of Paul s.&quot;

And, accordingly, a second objection also is herewith refuted

(Bleek p. 107). In the words d rig ovv tKK^aia K%ei TOVTTJV r?jv

KTnoroX^y (!)$ llavhov there evidently lies the presupposition, that

only a few clmrclies at that time held the Epistle to the Hebrews

to be a work of Paul. But the question treated of in the context

of this passage is not at all whether the epistle was written by

Paul or came into existence without Paul having any thing to do

with it. That the ancient tradition imputed it to Paul was a set

tled point, and only the certainty of this tradition could induce

Clement and Origen to form those two conjectures, by which the

un- Pauline style at variance ivith the tradition might be explained.*

The question with Origen is rather, whether the epistle, precisely

as we have it in Greek, can have come directly from Paul. The old

* How altogether untenable is the opinion of Bertholdt (Einleit.
iv. 29U, seq.), that

the Alexandrines those who observed and always so strongly urged the un-Paulint

character of the style were the first who raised the conjecture of a Pauline authorship

and that
&quot; on exegetical grounds.&quot;
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tradition called it Pauline
;

the un-Pauline style had, however,,

justly struck the Alexandrians
;

it had become the settled opinion

among them that the epistle in its present form could not be directly
from Paul

;
either it is a translation of an Aramaic original (as

Clement wrongly supposed), or, according to the preferable conjec
ture of Origen, Paul did not dictate the words of it but gave only
the voijfj,ara for it. These views, under the influence of the catechist

school in Alexandria and the neighbourhood, may have been gener

ally spread ;
hence Origen carelessly mentions them

;
but then it

may have struck him that this hypothesis might give offence, that

there might possibly be churches which would zealously maintain

the immediately Pauline origin ; against these, he says, we can not

take any steps as the ancient tradition names the epistle simply as

one of Paul s. That the words holds it as Paul s according to the

context, form the antithesis, only to the view of Origen, and not to

an opinion according to which the authorship of Paul would be ab

solutely denied, is indeed clear as the sun.

Origen, certainly, also presupposes an absolute denial of the

Pauline authorship as possible, but only as possible, when (in Matth.

xxiii. 26) he says : Sed pone, aliquem abdicare epistolam ad He-

braeos, quasi non Pauli . . . sed quid faciat in sermones Stephani,
etc. ? The learned Father may have heard something of the West
ern views concerning the epistle to the Hebrews

;
at all events, he

would not have spoken thus (pone, aliquem) if (as Bleek will have

it) there had been around him entire churches and countries which
held the Epistle to the Hebrews to be un-Pauline ! He there also,

as well as in ad Afric. chap, ix., distinctly takes it for granted that

some might feel themselves compelled to doubt the authority of the

Epistle to the Hebrews on internal grounds, namely, on account of

the passage Heb. xi. 37 (where prophets are spoken of who were

sawn asunder, while no. such case is recorded in the canonical books

of the Old Testament).

Again, reference has been made to the fact that Eusebius reck

ons the Epistle to the Hebrews among the antilegomena, inasmuch
as he relates of Clement of Alexandria that in his Strom, he made
use of proofs also dnb r&v dvrih&yofjievtov ypcKJxjjV, namely, from the

Wisdom of Solomon, Sirach, the Epistle to the Hebrews, and the

epistle of Clemens Rom., Barnabas and Judas. But that the Epistle
to the Hebrews is here reckoned among the antilegomena is very

simply explained from this, that Eusebius himself (vi. 25) knew and
mentions that some held Luke, others Clement of Home, to bo the

proper and immediate author of it, atfd that (Euseb. iii. 8; vi. 20) the

whole western church entirely denied it to be Paul s. In this sense

he might call it an dvrt&eyofievov. But how firmly settled that tra

dition of the Pauline authorship in general was in the east is evi-
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dent from this, that Eusebiusin hia principal passage on the Canon
(in. 25) does not adduce the Epistle to the Hebrews among the an-

tilegomena, and was therefore conscious of having already included
it among the &quot;werohaTs HavAov

;&quot; accordingly, the same Eusebins
cites it as Pauline in not less than twenty-seven parsao-es (Comp
Bleek, p.149, 150, Anm. 173).

Finally, the learned and extensively read. Jerome, who made use
of the library of Caasarea, and therewith of the entire Christian lit

erature of the first centuries, says, that the Epistle to the Hebrews
was ascribed to the Apostle Paul non solum ab ccclesiis oricntis, sed
ab omnibus retro ecclcsiastids graeci scrmonis scriptorilus ;ep ad
Dard. p. 608).

Thus, then, the thesis is fully confirmed that the primitive and
general tradition of the East is infavour of the Pauline authorship.
It is also confirmed by the remarkable circumstance, that the Epistle
to the Hebrews, as is still evident from the numbering of the Keph-
alia in the cod. B, originally stood between the Epistle to the Gala-
tians and that to the Ephesians, and was not till a later period in

the fourth century placed after the Epistle to the Thessalonians (as
in cod. A and C), and still later, after the Pastoral. Epistles.

It was altogether different in the West. That Bishop of Lyons,

Irenaeus, who was among the first to follow the practice of citing
the New Testament writings by their titles and authors, has, as is

commonly supposed, not at all cited the Epistle to the Hebrews, at

least not by its title and author
; nay, there is a notice, certainly a

very late one, to the effect that Irenaeus held the Epistle to the

Hebrews to be un-Pauline. Meanwhile these points would need a

special examination. Only the second, viz., that Irenaeus never

names the Apostle Paul as the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews,
is beyond all question true. There are serious doubts, on the other

hand, against ih.Q first, that Irenaeus was not at at all acquainted

with the epistle, and did not make use of it. Euscbius (v. 26) no

tices a writing (now lost) of that Church Father with the express

remark, that in it Irenaeus &quot; mentions also the Epistle to the He

brews.&quot; A/l/Ut yap npbg ro7? aTrodoOeiaiv Elprjvaiov ovyypdwMOt xai

Tais K-iarokalg (fiKperat, not J3i(3?dov n diaAe|ewv dtatyopuv, tv w r/}r

rrpof Rfipaiovg K7TLaro^?ig KOI TI^ Xeyofievi]^ oo^iag 2oAo/io5vTO$- pi/qpovevtf,

f)7]Ta iiva t% avrtiv TTapaOtnerog. These words may have a twofold

sense. Either the apposition TrapaOefievos serves to state more pre

cisely how and in hoiufar he mentions the Epistle to the Hebrews

(&quot;
he mentions it by adducing passages from

it&quot;)
and then Ire

naeus may not, perhaps, have so much as named the title
&quot;

t-n-icrroA?)

npbg Efipaiovc, but only have cited particular passages of the epistle

or -rrapaOKfievos serves to specify the occasion on which he has really

&quot;mentioned&quot; the Epistle to the Hebrews, as such, i. c.
}
has named
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it
(&quot;

he mentions it on the occasions on which he adduces passages
from

it&quot;)
and in this case Irenaeus must in these citations have

actually called the epistle by its name &quot;Epistle to the Hebrews.&quot;

In favour of the latter interpretation is the circumstance that a mere

making usz of prjrd from the Epistle to the Hebrews, wiiliout naming
this epistle, occurs also in the writing adv. haer., and could not be

adduced as an exclusive peculiarity of the writing
&quot;

6iahe&ig
&quot;

meanwhile, those mere allusions are so few in number, and, besides,

so doubtful, that they may easily have escaped the notice of Euse-

bius. However this may be, little, on the whole, depends on which

of those two interpretations is held to be the correct one. Accord

ing to each of the two Irenaeus at least knew the Epistle to the Hebrews ;

but from neither can it be inferred that he must have held it to be

Pauline. That he knew the epistle, is certainly confirmed in some
measure by those allusions in the writing adv. haereses. True, in

deed, when he describes God as faciens omnia, et visibilia et invisi-

bilia et sensibilia et insensata, et coelestia et terrena, per verbum vir-

tutis suae, there might be in this latter designation (certainly a very
unusual one) an accidental coincidence with the pr^ia -rr^ dvvdfieug

avrov, Heb. i. 3. As little can it be with any certainty inferred from

the words : OTTOV ye Ei w^ svaoeorijaag TOJ 0ec5 iv G&IICLTI pere-tO?], rrjv

lierdBeoiv rtiv diKatuv -xpofinvvuv (v. 5, 1) that the Bishop of Lyons
was acquainted with Heb. xi. 5, as these words might quite as well

be explained from our acquaintance with Gen. v. 24 (LXX). On
the other hand, in a third passage (iv. 11, 4): Quae (munditiae ex-

teriores) mfguramfuturorum traditae erant, velut umbrae cujusdam

descriptionem faciente lege, atque delineante de temporalibus aeterna,
terrenis coelestia, it would be difficult not to see a recollection of pas

sages in the Epistle to the Hebrews (x. 1
;

cjniav yap fyuv 6 vo^oc.

rtiv f.iekk6v~(*)v dyaOtiv ; comp. viii. 5, OKia r&v KTrovpaviuv ; ix. 23,
ra vTrodeiyiiaTa rtiv v role, ovpavolg).

The supposition that the Epistle to the Hebrews was entirely
unknown to Irenaeus is therefore quite untenable. On the other

hand, there is not the slightest trace of his having ever declared it to

be Pauline. On the contrary, it is thought that there is a trace of
his having held it to be un-Pauline. Stephanus G-obarus (living in

the sixth century) records (in Photiibibl. cod. 232, ed. Bekk. p. 291)
that Irenaeus and Hippolytus held the Epistle to the Hebrews to be

un-Pauline. Hippolytus has manifestly (Phot. cod. 121) denied the

Pauline origin of the Epistle; but whether this saying of Stephanus
in reference also to Irenaeus is founded on definite positive state

ments, may be very much doubted. iTor had such statements been

to be found in the writings of Irenaeus, then Eusebius would assur

edly have adduced the substance of these statements, in the passage

(v. 8.) in which he brings together all that Irenaeus had expressed
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respecting the biblical books. It is therefore far more probable that

Steyhznus presumed, from the rare and scanty use which Irenaeus
makes of the Epistle to the Hebrews, from his silence respecting
the author, and, finally, from the view entertained by his disciple
Hippolytus, that his teacher also, Irenaeus, must have held the

Epistle to the Hebrews to be un-Pauline. Was this conjecture right?
I believe we shall have to decide this question by a docta igno-
rantia. It is certainly not impossible that Irenaeus held our epistle
to be un-Pauline; but it is quite as possible that he had brought
with him from Asia Minor to Lyons the tradition respecting the
Pauline origin, but that he ivas unwilling to urge this on the Western
Church. He may, therefore, have cautiously avoided citing the

Epistle to the Hebrews as Pauline in contradiction to the universal

opinion and tradition of the West; for an ecclesiastical tradition so

general demanded respect and forbearance, according to Irenaeus
own principles (comp. his second fragment on the Passover contro

versy in Eusebius, v. 24). As he was, nevertheless, unwilling to

deny the tradition which he had brought with him from Asia Minor,
he therefore in general avoided making any particularly frequent use
of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and he might do so all the more

easily as the point of this Epistle was directed against Judaism,
whereas the point of his own polemics was directed against Gnosti

cism, so that the Epistle to the Hebrews was in reality for him not

so indispensable.
But that in the West this Epistle, at the time when tradition,

even that respecting the canon (i. e. respecting the books to be read

in the churches), was fixed, i. e. shortly after 100, was as yet by no

means generally known and spread, is apparent from numerous facts.

In the Novatian controversy (from 251 onwards) Novatian could

have found in the whole of the New Testament no more convenient

proof of his principle, that Christians who in persecution had denied

the faith ought not again to be received into the fellowship of the

Church, than the passage Heb. vi. 4, seq. As Novatian, notwith

standing, makes no use of this passage in his writings (see these in

Galland. bibl. patr. iii. 287, seq.), he must, therefore, either have

not at all known the Epistle to the Hebrews or have held it to be

no authority. Victorinus (A.D. 303), the Muratorian Canon, and

the presbyter Gajus (about 190), count only 13 Pauline epistles.

(On Gajus comp. Euseb. 6, 20, seq.) Cyprian says in two passages

(adv. Jud. i. 20 and exhort, mart. 11) that Paul wrote to seven

churches; besides Kome, Corinth, Ephesus, Colosse, Philippi, Thes-

salonica, and Galatia, there remains here no place for the &quot;Hebrews.&quot;

And no weight is to be given to the consideration, that Cyprian may
not have counted the Epistle to the Hebrews because its readers (as

we saw) formed no church; he reckons the province of Galatia as a
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church! Tertullian, ia a passage (de pudic. 20) where everything

depended on his being able to confirm the authority of the Epistle

to the Hebrews, with great decision and candour names Barnabas

as its author. From the second to thefourth century, then, in Italy

as in Africa, the Epistle to the Hebrews ivas held to be un-Pauline.

As yet at the time of Eusebius, at least in Koine, the doubts as to

the Pauline authorship had not entirely disappeared, as Eusebius

(iii. 3) records
(&quot;Q~i ye \M\V nveg i}6er7JKaai rr

t
v rcpbg Eppaiovg, irpbg r^g

iticXrjoiag &&amp;gt;g p] HavXov ovoav avri]v dvnJJyeaOai fajaavreg, ov

ayvotiv. Comp. Euseb. vi. 20: trrsl KOI elg devpo -rrapa

TLolv ov vofjti^erai rov drrooroAov elvat). For, of earlier

opponents of the Pauline origin of the Epistle (^Oerijtcaat) he says,

that they had appealed to &quot;the Eoman Church;&quot; of his own time

he says, that some in Koine held the Epistle to be un-Paullne.

First in the time of the Arian controversy, then, there took

place a revolution of opinion on this question in the West, and a

complete victory over the Western tradition by the Eastern brought

about, doubtless, through the influence of the oriental Mcenes, who

now indeed found their most faithful allies and fellow-sufferers in

the Western Church, and came into the most active contact with it.

Hilary of Poictiers (A.D. 368), Lucifer of Cagliari, Ambrose (398),

Philastrius, Gaudentius, Jerome, etc., consider the Epistle to the

Hebrews as a work of the Apostle Paul.

Now, just as the attempt has been made to overthrow the fact

that the primitive tradition of the East declared the Epistle to be

Pauline, so, on the other hand, it has also been attempted to do

away with the equally certain fact, that the West in the fourth

century held the Epistle to be un-Pauline. Stuart has conjectured

that the West was originally at one with the East on this question,

and that Marcion, who came to Borne in the time of the presbyter

Gajus, first infected the West with his doubts as to the Pauline

authorship a conjecture which needs no refutation. Tertullian,

the energetic opponent of Marcion, who in his opposition to the

Gnostics, never fails to impute to Marcion as a crime his every doubt

respecting the authenticity of a biblical book, does not in a single

syllable charge him with holding the Epistle to the Hebrews to be

un-Pauline (adv. Marc. v. 20), and he himself declares the Epistle

to be a work of Barnabas! Assuredly he would not have adopted
this from Marcion! Hug likewise thinks that the Western Church

originally possessed the Epistle to the Hebrews, but when the Mon-

tanists appealed to Heb. vi. 4, seq. (Hieron. adv. Jovin. ii. 3), from

opposition to them, it was first ignofed (as was done by Irenaeus),

and then declared to be spurious. But Tertullian also, who was

himself a Montanist, or had been, had no other opinion than that

the Epistle proceeded from Barnabas! And how, in general, would
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the whole immense Church of the West have declared an epistle to
be spurious, which according to tradition was apostolical, merely in
order to be able to get rid of a single argument of a sect ! It might,
on the same principle, have declared the entire New Testament to
be spurious, on account of the Gnostics and Ebionites!

These two theses then may be considered as thoroughly con

firmed, that the tradition of the East held the Epistle to le Pauline,
that, on the other hand, the West came to know it in general at a
later period, and then very decidedly held it to be un-Pauline. The
question now arises, what critical inferences are to be drawn from
this phenomenon? Not a few draw from it the simple result, that
&quot;

the external testimonies contradict each other, and, consequently,
that the internal reasons alone must decide.&quot; Such a procedure
however, deserves to be characterized as hasty and groundless. The
eastern and the western traditions are not two equal, but opposite,
mathematical quantities which cancel each other and reduce each
other to nothing, but they are facts which are to be weighed, nay
more, which are to be explained.

In weighing the two traditions against each other, that of the
East is the heavier in the scale. First of all, it is reasonable to ex

pect a surer and more general knowledge concerning the author of
an epistle in the district to which that epistle was written, than in

thatfrom ivhich it was written. In Jerusalem, whither the epistle
had been sent, it musthavo- been known and learned who the author

was
; for, although he does not name himself in the inscription, the

bearer of the epistle would certainly not deliver it with the words :

&quot; Here I bring you an epistle out of Italy from somebody; who that

somebody is however you must not know&quot; for then had the au

thority of the epistle been but ill cared for ! but the bearer must,
in all probability, have brought to the teacher of that circle of

readers an additional private writing, and to the circle of readers

themselves have mentioned and certified the name of the author.

From thence, along with the epistle (which soon indeed came to

have a high significance for the whole of oriental Christendom,

being, as it were, a divinely authenticated document for the loosing

of the band between Christianity and Judaism), the knowledge
of its author, too, must have spread first, and most surely, to

Lesser Asia, Syria, Egypt ! What we learn there respecting the

Epistle to the Hebrews we shall have to consider as the surest in

formation.

It was altogether different in Italy, where the author wrote.

True, he writes salutations from the Italian Christians, but this

surely does not necessitate the supposition that he first sent round

everywhere to the Christian churches of Italy, announced his inten

tion to write to some Jewish Christians in Jerusalem, and obtained
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authority from them to send their salutations. The salutation,

chap. xiii. 24, is in so vague and general a form as to lead to the

supposition, that the author ventured to write it at his own hand.

Let it be granted, however, that in the author s immediate neigh
bourhood the notice would be spread that he was writing to Chris

tians in Jerusalem, this notice would be forgotten in the next

months, years, decades. The Western Church did not happen at

first to see the epistle itself. Very natural! The epistle, in respect

of its import, had an interest only where there were Jewish Chris

tians who from piety observed the Levitical law
;
such there were

in Palestine, Syria, Alexandria, doubtless also in Lesser Asia. In

Italy the Jewish Christians were small in point of numbers, and

gradually decreasing ; there they were from the commencement

more mixed with Gentile Christians. The Epistle to the Hebrews

came also into the Western Church, but late and slowly ; it was not,

so to speak, waited for and read with avidity as a practically impor
tant writing. It came thither slowly, by means of copies. No Paul

had named himself in the inscription ;
it was therefore not at all

imagined that the epistle was&quot; Pauline. In the beginning of the

second century it was not yet received into the ecclesiastical collec

tion of books prescribed to be read (the canon) of the Western

Church
;
now as from the beginning of the second century, from the

death of the last apostle, the Church clung with tenacity to all old

tradition, the Western Church also made no change in its canon
;

the Epistle to the Hebrews indeed gradually spread, but the old

tradition of the West had not reckoned it among the canonical epis

tles; consequently it was allowed to stand outside the canon, and,
least of all, was there any inclination to acknowledge it as Pauline.

Now, that in the fourth century the Western Church followed the

oriental tradition so soon as that Church came into more lively con

tact with it, can only be explained from the fact, that the Eastern

Church must have had weighty positive reasons in support of it. In

general, the Eastern differs from the Western tradition as regards

the Epistle to the Hebrews in this, that the former bears a positive,

the latter a negative character. The former starts from the knowl

edge that the epistle was Pauline, and only afterwards were doubts

awakened (in the Alexandrians) on account of the style, which,

however, could not overthrow that tradition, but only led to attempts
to reconcile them with it. Nor was there any doubt in Alexandria

as to who was the first and proper author, but only as to who was

the translator, or who had elaborated it, whether Clement of Home
or Luke. It was a settled point, that Paul was the proper author.

The tradition of the Western Church, on the contrary, starts from

an ignorance of the epistle, an ignorance of the author, and we meet

nowhere any positive statement respecting the person of this author,
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with the single exception of that of Tertullian. True, when he
names Barnabas, Tertullian seems to express not a subjective con

jecture but a tradition; at all events, however, this tradition was

only a local one, and in all probability rested, in itsfirst origin, only
on a conjecture. Origen (in Euseb. vii. 25), when he brings together
all the opinions respecting the Epistle to the Hebrews, knows noth

ing of that of Tertullian; Jerome (cat. 5) adduces it as &quot;juxta

Tertullianum/ and has therefore regarded it as entirely a subjec
tive view of this Church Father.

These considerations will suffice to convince us, that the critic

let him, if he will, form an opinion respecting the author of the

Epistle to the Hebrews only on internal grounds is, at all events,
not at liberty to set up any hypothesis which leaves it unaccountable,
how the Eastern Church came to the consciousness of having got
this epistle as one sent ly Paul.

And now
if, in the second chapter, it was left an open question

whether the Epistle to the Hebrews was written in the year 62 be

fore or in the year 64 after the death of Paul, the decision already
inclines to the first of these dates. For, let it also be granted, that

the Eastern Church had actually erred in considering the apostle

Paul as the author, even this error would cease to be explicable, if

the Epistle to the Hebrews absolutely came first into the East after

the death of the apostle. Think only of Heb. xiii. 19.

CHAPTER FIFTH.

CONTINUATION. B) INTERNAL REASONS.

Let us now look at the epistle itself; let us inquire whether it con

tains any special intimations respecting the person of its author
;

let us consider its doctrinal import, its diction and style, that we

may see whether the epistle can be Pauline.

A) PARTICULAR INTIMATIONS.

Against the possibility of the Pauline authorship of the Epistle

to the Hebrews is generally adduced the passage chap. ii. 3, where

the author distinguishes himself from the Apostles, while Paul is

elsewhere wont studiously to lay stress on his apostolical authority

(Gal. i.; 2 Cor. xL xii.). But unjustly. The author, in that pas-

eage, does not distinguish himself from the apostles as one who is

not an apostle, but, as one Who was not an eye-witness he distin

guishes himself from the eyewitnesses of the life and labours of
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that Son of God who brought the salvation. The author is not ad

dressing those who cast doubts on his authority, and the question
in the Epistle to the Hebrews is not whether Paul derives his

office as immediately as the twelve from Christ, or whether he has it

from men
;
but the antithesis in that passage is between the word of

the law, which was spoken by angels on Sinai, and the word of the

New Testament salvation, which has been made known &quot;

to us&quot;

first by the Lord himself and then by ear-witnesses (therefore is

perfectly sure comp. ifteBatdj&rf).
Paul himself could not have

written otherwise here
;
he too could and must include himself,

along with his readers, among those who had not themselves been

witnesses of the life of Jesus. Accordingly, on the supposition of

the Pauline authorship, the finslg explains itself admirably even

when taken as the 1 plur. communicative which is not even neces

sary. For ijpeic is said in opposition to the contemporaries of Moses,
and only denotes generally the Christians

;
and if the author, in the

course of the period, ver. 3, continues in the 1 plural with which he

had begun, he had in view there certainly, as appears from the con

text, not so much himself as his readers.
&quot; How can we escape/

7

etc., is only a milder form of: &quot;How can ye escape?&quot; and the

1 plur. is not so much communicative as insinuatory. This passage,

then, nowise presents any hindrance to the supposition of the Pau
line authorship. Quite as little does the passage chap. xiii. 19

;

comp. our remarks on that passage.
On the other hand, again, no inference can be drawn that the

Apostle Paul was not the writer, from the circumstance (hat in

chap. xiii. 23 the author speaks of his
&quot; brother Timothy.&quot; Paul

certainly gives him the same designation in Col. i. 1. But why
may not another helper of Paul, for example a Luke, a Mark, have

given to Timothy as his fellow-helper the name &quot; brother ?&quot; Only
so much can be inferred from the postscript chap. xiii. 20, seq., that

the author must have been a man ivho belonged to the specialty-

Pauline circle, and was in Borne either in the year 62 or in the

year 64.

B) THE DOCTRINAL IMPORT.

The argument which some have founded on the doctrinal con

tents of the epistle against the authorship of Paul will not stand

the test. It is maintained that there is no trace of such cm alle

gorical interpretation of the Old Testament in the Pauline epistles.

There is already a mistake here, however, in speaking of an &quot;alle

gorical&quot; interpretation. That interpretation is called allegorical in

which a symbolical sense is arbitrarily sought in a passage which is

to be understood in the simple natural sense. When, in the account

which is given of the feeding of the five thousand men, the twelve
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baskets full of the remaining fragments are explained of the twelve
apostles whom Christ left over, or left behind to the world, as the
twelve bearers of that bread of life which he himself had not yet
distributed this is an allegorical interpretation. Such interpreta
tions are certainly not found in the Pauline epistles, but as little are

they to be found in the Epistle to the Hebrews. We must distinguish
the objective type from the subjective arbitrary allegorical interpre
tation. Types must arise from this, that preliminary and imperfect
fulfilments precede the final perfect fulfilment of the promises of
salvation. The deliverance from Egypt was really a, fulfilment of
the promise given in Gen. xv.. but it was not yet the true fulfil

ment
;
the promise that all nations should be blessed in the seed

of Abraham was not yet fulfilled. The kingdom of David was

really a higher and more perfect step in the possession of Canaan
than the conquests of Joshua, but still not yet the last. Here,
then, the preliminary fulfilment is realty in itself, and objectively,
a type of the perfect, just because both refer to one promise, and

correspond to one promise. Thus, the intercourse between God

revealing his presence in the Holiest of all, and the people repre
sented by the Levitical priests and sacrifices, was really a type of

the perfect reconciliation of God with the New Testament Israel,

that divine community into which all nations of the earth were to

be received, in order to be blessed in it
;
but the one was a type of

the other, just because, in the former, there was only an imperfect
fulfilment of what was perfectly fulfilled in the latter. The sup

posed
&quot;

allegorical interpretation&quot; of the Old Testament in the

Epistle to the Hebrews, or, more correctly, the typology in this

Epistle, consists simply in the author s showing, that the types were

only types, i. e.
}
in other words, that no prophecy found a perfect

fulfilment in the old covenant, that all fulfilments rather pointed

always again to a further future. It was, for example, no arbitrary

allegorizing, but pure objective truth to say, that the state of sep

aration between God and the people under the old covenant, the

existence of two compartments in the tabernacle, a Holy of Holies

and a first tabernacle (TTP^TTJ cr/^y^,) the necessity of ever-repeated

sacrifices, pointed to a relation of man to God which was not yet

established. This typology, however, we find also in Paul s writ

ings. When Paul, Gal. iv., sees in the two wives of Abraham and

their sons of whom the one was by nature the elder, and yet was

rejected, while the other, as the possessor of the promise of grace,

was the heir a typical foreshadowing of the relation between the

natural posterity of Abraham, the legal, righteous, natural Israel, and

the New Testament Israel holding fast the promise, this is just such

a typology as we find in the Epistle to the Hebrews, nay, a bolder

instance of it. But the fact that such typologies occur seldom,
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and by the by, in Paul s writings, while in the Epistle to the He
brews they form the substance of the work, is naturally accounted

for by the aim and object of the Epistle to the Hebrews, which is,

to consider the Old Testament institutions with the intent to dis

cover whether, and in how far, they point forwards to something
more perfect. But a difference which can be explained by consid

ering the object of a work, ought not logically to be made a ground
from which to infer a different author.

Nor is it otherwise with reference to a second consideration, viz.,

thai the doctrine of the resurrection, which plays so important a

part in Paul s writings^ is not treated of in the Epistle to the He-
brews. It was necessary that Paul should develop this doctrine in

detail when writing to the Corinthians, because they disputed it
;

in like manner to the Thessalonians, because they had false appre
hensions of it. But in what part of the Epistle to the Galatians,

for example, has Paul even made mention of the resurrection ? The

objection would only have any force if, in the Epistle to the He

brews, there was some indication of the non-existence of the resur

rection being presupposed. But, indeed, the antithesis between the

humiliation and exaltation of Christ, the suffering and glorification

of believers, forms rather the ground tone upon which the whole

symphony of ideas in the Epistle to the Hebrews is built ! Com p.

Heb. i. 3, ii. 5-9, and 10-15, x. 19, seq., xi. 5, xii. 1-3, and 18-24,
and 26-29, xiii. 14.

A third objection is founded on the circumstance of the Pauline

doctrine, that the Gentiles also are called to the gospel, not being
found in the Epistle to the Hebrews. Very naturally ! This ques
tion had been settled in the year 51 in Jerusalem (Acts xv.) ;

and

in the year 55, in opposition to the Gralatian false teachers. From
the fact that this question is not again touched in the Epistle to the

Hebrews, the only reasonable inference that can be drawn is, that

the readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews did not doubt the law

fulness of the baptism of uncircumcised persons ; only the emanci

pation of native Israelites of the circumcised, the Jewish Chris

tians from the ritual of the temple, was not yet clear to them.

But that the author, on his part, must have been convinced of the

right of the uncircumcised to be received into the Church, follows,

as the most necessary consequence, from the whole doctrinal posi

tion of this epistle ! If even the Jewish Christians are to go out

from the rrapK^o^] (xiii. 13), how much less could he expect the

Gentile Christians to enter into this Trap^o/Uj ? But why does he,

in chap. ii. 16, place the &quot; seed of Abraham&quot; in opposition to the

angels, and not humanity as a whole ? Just because the &quot; seed of

Abraham&quot; forms here the antithesis to the angels, and not to the

Gentiks, it follows, that this expression (which is therefore used
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there in reality not in the empirico-historical sense, but with evi
dent reference to Gen. xxii. 18, consequently, in the prophetico-
ideal sense) must embrace the entire Messianic Church, the spiritual
seed of Abraham/- and is used therefore quite in the Pauline sense

(Kom. iv. 16).
A fourth objection, that the opposition between works and faith is

not developed, has more apparent reason. But neither, for example,
is this opposition developed, nay it is not even touched, in the
Epistle to the Thessalonians. Tholuck, indeed, thinks that we
were entitled to expect that antithesis precisely in the Epistle to
the Hebrews, as the error of the Hebrews consisted in an unintelli

gent cleaving to the ivories of the law. But this may be very much
doubted. The Levitical ritual acts might certainly be designated
as works of the law ; but this could be done properly only in so far
as any one considered these to be meritorious services on his part.
This the Galatian false teachers did. They were proud of their ex

traordinary perfect fulfilment of the ritual and ceremonial ordinan

ces, and thought that they could thereby acquire righteousness be
fore God, and deserve heaven. The readers to whom this epistle
was addressed appear in a quite different position. Their malady
was not pride and self-righteousness, but fear and scruples of con
science. They thought not that they did and deserved something
great when they kept the law, but they believed that they needed

the Old Testament means of atonement in order to be free from

guilt. They were not work-righteous, on the contrary they were

earnestly desiring atonement (nowhere does the author find it neces

sary to prove to them that an atonement is necessary), but they
could not yet believe that the one sacrifice of Christ was sufficient.

Thus, in their case, the opposition could not be that between works

of law and faith, but only that between the shadow of the law and

the fulfilment. In dealing with such readers Paul also could cer

tainly not write otherwise than is written in the Epistle to the

Hebrews. For no one will fail to perceive, that the difference be

tween the doctrinal system of the Epistle to the Hebrews and that

of the Epistle to the Romans is only a formal one. The Epistle to

the Hebrews represents precisely the same thing in its objective-

historical aspect as is treated in the Epistle to the Romans in its

subjective-psychological aspect. Moreover^ the latter is not altogether,

wanting even in the Epistle to the ILlrews. We refer to chap. iv.

&quot; the word which did not mingle itself with faith in those who

* Those are certainly wrong, who think that the idea of a spiritual seed of Abraham

is there expressed explicate ;
but it would, in like manner, bo wrong to understand tho

word in the empirical sense (=pcoplo of the Jews). Tho idea is evidently this: God

has not given such promises as Gen. xii., xv., xxii., etc., to tho angels, but to the seed

of Abraham, therefore to men.

VOL. VI. 39
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heard
it,&quot;

and the &quot;

living word with which we have to do&quot; (ver.

*2 and ver. 12, 13). Further, comp. our concluding remark at

Hob. x. 15-18, and our introductory remark to the section Hcb. sii.

18-29.

The last objection rests on this, that Paul always represents

Christ only as the sacrifice, not as the priest, while it is precisely the

reverse in the Epistle to the Hebrews. But here also there is no

material difference. For if Paul in Eph. v. 2 teaches that Christ

gave himself an. offering and sacrifice (in like manner Gal. ii. 20), and

if the Epistle to the Hebrews speaks of a priest who offered himself

(vii. 27, etc.), then Paul certainly considers Christ not merely as

the offered but also as the offerer, and the Epistle to the Hebrews

considers him not merely as the offerer but also as the offered. One

might really suppose that the two propositions : Christus sacerdos

immolavit se ipsum, and : Hostiam irnmolavit, Christus sesc ipssj

come pretty much to the same thing! There remains, therefore, at

most only the question why Paul does not elsewhere also designate

Christ as the true
&quot;

priest,&quot; why he has not applied the word lepev?

to him, if (as Tholuck says)
&quot; he had become conscious of the idea

of the Messiah s priesthood in the lofty form in which it appears in

our
epistle.&quot;

But whether or not Paul might use the word lepev$,

he at all events opened up the view and the representation of a

priesthood of Christ when in Eph. v. 2; Gal. ii. 20, he wrote: Christ

offered himself as a sacrifice. Here certainly he did not think of

Christ as a lay person, who offered himself to another priest instead

of an animal! And in Rom. viii. 34 he ascribes also the priestly

work of intercession to Christ. But that the word iepsv? is used pre

cisely in the Epistle to the Hebrews finds its natural explanation in

this, that the .point from which the author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews started in his argumentation was the priestly institution,

and he proved that this institution of the Old Testament also is ful

filled in Christ. In Eph. v. and Gal. ii.,
on the contrary, he starts

from the work cf Christ, and touches only slightly and casually on

the analogy between it and the Old Testament sacrificial ritual- -

just as much so as, for example in 1 Cor. v. 7, he touches on the

analogy between Christ and the Old Testament passover lamb.

There is, therefore, in the doctrinal system of the Epistle to the

Hebrews no peculiarity which forbids us from ascribing its authorship

to the Apostle Paul.

On the contrary, there are in the Epistle to the Hebrews a multitude

of most peculiarly Pauline ideas. The ..designation of God as the one

by whom and for whom are all things, is Pauline (with Heb. ii. 10,

seq., comp. Rom. xi. 36; 1 Cor. viii. 6); the idea of the Son as the

exact image of the Father (with Heb. i. 1, seq., comp. 2 Cor. iv. 4;

Ool. i. 15, seq.); the exaltation of .Christ .above the angels (with
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Heb. ii. 9, comp. Phil. ii. 9, seq.) into heaven (Heb. iv. 14, vii. 26,
and Eph. iv. 10), besides, the remarkable and quite special idea that
God the Father alone is excepted in the subjection of all things to
Christ (Heb. ii. 8, 9; 1 Cor. xv. 27); that the exalted Chi 1st inter
cedes with the Father for his own (Heb. vii. 25; Bom. viii. 84); that
he has destroyed death and its power (Heb. ii. 14; 1 Cor. xv. 54,
seq.: 2 Tim. i. 10); again the remarkably special combination of ideas,
that Christ, having died once, cannot die again (Heb. ix. 26

; seq,
x. 12; Bom. vi. 9, seq.); farther, that Christ died for every creature

(Heb. ii. 9; Eph. i. 10; Korn. viii. 22); that when he comes again,
he will come not as a Saviour but as a Judge (Heb. ix. 27, seq.;
Tit. ii. 13; 2 Tim. iv. 1 and 8; Bom. viii. 24, xiii. 11); that, till

then, he rules and reigns at the right hand of God (Heb. i. 3, x. 12,

13; 1 Cor. xv. 25). In like manner that the law cannot save, and is

destined to be abrogated (with Heb. iv. 2, vii. 16-19, ix 9-13,
viii. 7, x. 14, xiii. 20, comp. Bom. ii. 29; 2 Cor. iii. 6, seq.; Gal.

iii. 3, iv. 3 and 9). The designation of the law as a shadow (Heb.
viii. 5, x. 1; Col. ii. 17). The putting together of tke &nig with
the niang and with the aya^ (Heb. vi. 10, seq., x. 22, seq.; comp.
1 Thess. v. 8; and 1 Cor. xiii. 13). The request to be interceded for

(Heb. xiii. 18, seq.; Phil. i. 25, ii. 24; Philem. 22), and the anti

thesis between rs^eiog and vTJ-nog (Heb. v. 13, 14; 1 Cor. iii. 1,

xiii. 11; Bom. ii. 20; Eph. iv. 14).

Especially remarkable, however, is the agreement of the Epistle
to the Hebrews with Paul in the reference to the second psalm

(Heb. i. 5, seq.; comp. Acts xiii. 33, seq.), and in the inference,

drawn from Abraham s readiness to offer up Isaac, that Abraham
believed in the possibility of a resurrection of Isaac.

This Pauline complexion of the doctrinal system does not, indeed,

necessitate our coming to the conclusion that Paul was the author

of the Epistle, but still leaves room for the possibilty of another

author; this other, however, must at all events be sought for among
the disciples and helpers of the Apostle Paul

;
our epistle must

have emanated from this circle; only thus can the recurrence of

Pauline ideas and combinations of ideas even in the minutest

particulars be accounted for.

C)WOKDS AND PHRASES.

Many dogmatical expressions peculiarly Pauline are also found in

our epistle. The doctrine that Christ intercedes for us with the

Father (Heb. vii. 25; Bom. viii. 34), is expressed by the same word

evTvyxdvetv, that of his having destroyed death by the same verb

Karapyslv (Heb. ii. 14; 2 Tim. i. 10.) Further, the phrase 6 0e6?

(Heb. x. 31), used elsewhere only by Paul, the expression
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Kara manv (Heb. xi. 7), the use of Kav%da6ai (Heb. iii. 6; otherwise,

for example, Jam. iv. 16). Further, eomp. Heb. ii. 4 with 1 Coi.

xii. 4 Heb. xiii. 20 with Bom. xv. 33, xvi. 20; 2 Cor. xiii. 11; Phil,

iv. 9; 1 Thess. v. 23 Heb. xii. 1 with 1 Tim. vi. 12; 2 Tim. iv. 7.

Finally, the genuine Pauline expression Trepiazo-epug, Heb. xiii. 19,

and TTtnoiOa, Heb. xiii. 18.

There are again indeed dogmatical expressions which do not

recur in other Pauline epistles. The frequent use of reXeiovv can

scarcely be adduced as belonging to this class, as the word is also

found in Phil. iii. 12; the frequency of its occurrence in the Epistle

to the Hebrews is to be explained from the object of the writing,

namely, to shew the fulfilment of all the Old Testament types, and

does not therefore point to a different writer. In like manner, the

designation of Christ as the dnoaro^o^ Oeov to men
(iii. 1) is explained

from the context, as we have seen in the interpretation of the pas

sage, and Paul himself would have been able to find no other word

to express the appellative idea of mm ^Va without, at the same

time, expressing the Gentile idea
&quot;angel.&quot;

On the other hand,

reference may justly be made to the use of dpoXoyia (iii. 1, iv. 14,

x. 23), iyyi&Lv T& 0ew (Heb. vii. 19) and the allusion to John x. 1

(Heb. xiii. 20). These, however, are still no conclusive proofs against

the Pauline authorship. Particular expressions not occurring else

where are found in every epistle of Paul, and it must have been a

a strange, and not very accountable solicitude on the part of the

apostle, if,
in any epistle, he had set himself to avoid all such ex

pressions as he had not already used in former epistles.

If, now, we look at the remaining phrases, in a dogmatical point

of view indifferent, we are at once struck with a great dissimilarity

from the Pauline style consisting in this, that far fewer and weaker*

Hebraisms occur in the Epistle to the Hebrews than elsewhere in

the Pauline epistles. Hebraisms are, indeed, not altogether want

ing also in our epistle; but they are found, partly, only in those

passages in which reference is directly made to Old Testament

declarations and expressions* (for example Konrj, vii. 1, peculiar to

the usage of theLXX.; iv T oafyvt elvat, vii. 10), or they are phrases

which were entirely naturalised in the speech of the Christians, and

whose foreign origin was no longer felt by any one (yevecQai Oavdrov,

tdeiv Odvarov, oi&amp;gt;x evpioKEro, XaXeiv =
&quot;&amp;gt;sn, pfaa = prophecy.) Or

finally, but only seldom, there are loose connexions of sentences

which are indeed conceived in Hebrew, but are at the same time also

tolerable for the Grecian ear, and cannot be said to be not Greek, as

for example chap. xii. 9, xal ^rjaofiev for&quot; Iva &pev. There occur also

the expressions Aapuv, Xepov(3l[i, le/o^w used indeclinably; finally,

* Hebraisms in the citations properly so called from the LXX. (for example, chap,

ri. 14) are, of course, not at all taken into view.
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also, genitives of quality, for which the classical Greet would rather
have used adjectives. All these single instances, however, are very
far from giving to the writing as a whole that Hebrew colouring
which belongs to the Pauline epistles; in it all is thought in Greek,
in the writings of Paul the Semitic connexion of the thoughts is every
where apparent. Now this can certainly indeed he explained by the

circumstance, that Paul has, in this composition carefully elaborated
a treatise, and not surrendered himself as elsewhere to the impulse
of his feelings. It would, in fact, be wrong to deny that a man of
the mind of Paul, if he had made it his aim to write good Greek,
such Greek as that of the Epistle to the Hebrews, might have ac

complished it. But it will be all the more difficult to perceive, why
he should have studied to attain s* elaborate a Greek style in writing
precisely to the Hebrews.

D)THE STYLE.

This leads us now to the style as a whole. No small portion of

the peculiarities which are commonly adduced as arguments against
the Pauline authorship may, more correctly considered, be reduced
to this, that the Epistle to the Hebrews is written in a more select

style than the Pauline epistles. To this belongs the use of sonorous

compounds as luaOanodoala, dprt^ioata, then such turns as ooov

rooovTG), Kowuvelv with the genitive of the thing (while in Eom. v.

17
;
1 Tim. v. 22 it is used with the dative), aitorog as masculine

(while with Paul it is always neuter), farther, the frequent use of

the elegantly connecting adverb oOev (for which Paul uses dw
}
did

rovro)j KavnEp (for which Paul uses dye and einep), el$ rb diyvsKeg, 6ia

navrog (for which, except in Rom. xi. 10, Paul always uses the more

homely ndvrore, while this occurs only once in the Epistle to the

Hebrews, chap. vii. 25). Now, this more select style affords cer

tainly an indirect argument against the Pauline authorship ; for,

although the circumstance that the Epistle to the Hebrews has the

nature of a treatise and was worked out with more scientific com

posure and care, may in some measure account for the author s hav

ing paid more attention to the diction than he did in other epistles

properly so called, it still remains unaccountable, as has been already

observed, that Paul should have aimed in so high a degree at an

artistic style when writing precisely to the Jewish Christians in Je

rusalem, while he gives himself free scope in writing to the Ephesians,

Corinthians, Romans, etc. That so elegant a structure of period as

we find, for example, in chap. i. 1-3 ; chap. x. 19-25
;

xi. 32-38
;

xii. 18-24 that so elegant an arrangement of the words as we find,

for example, in Heb. vii. 4 (Oeupelre tie, nqMicos ovrog, w KOL dendr^v

A(3paa[i ZfiuKev KK r&v ditpoOiviuv, 6 naTpidp%rft) was not natural to the
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apostle Paul, is but too apparent from the Pauline epistles ! In

such passages he must not merely have written more composedly
and carefully, but must have made the style precisely the subject oi

artistic study, and that he should have done so is in the least degree
credible in the case of a missive intended for the Jewish Christians

in Palestine.

In addition to this, there are certain expressions of a more trifling

kind, which are all the more important precisely because they can

not be reduced under the general head of style, but have their origin,

doubtless, in unconscious habit. The author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews uses in comparisons napd with the accusative (four times),
which never occurs in Paul s writings ;

he uses the word nanpoOv^ia

(vi. 12 and 15) to designate an idea for which Paul always employs
the proper favourite expression V^O\JLQV{] ; he uses itadi&iv intransi

tively3 which Paul, with the exception of the single passage 2 Thess.

ii. 4, always applies transitively in the sense of &quot;

set
;&quot;

he says
in seven passages I7]aov$ (especially remarkable in chap. xiii. 20),

and Irjaovs Xpiaroc; only in two passages (xiii. 8 and 21), while Paul

never says Iqoovg alone, but (according to Stuart s enumeration)

ITJOOVC XpLcrog 68 times, and Xpiorog 198 times, and b Kvpio? 147

times
; finally, he cites Old Testament passages with the words

TTvev^a Aeyei, or, merely /Uyej, while Paul usually introduces citations

by jKypa-nrat (only in 1 Tim. iv. 1, and Gal. iii. 16 by Trvevpa Aeye*).

The Kabbinical controversial formulas, too, so common in Paul s

writings (for example, when an objection is introduced with the

words a/l/l tpeZ rig) are entirely wanting in the Epistle to the He
brews.

That the Epistle to the Hebrews always strictly follows the

Sept. in the citations, while Paul often cites freely, is a circumstance

to which, considered in itself, no weight can be attached. To ac

count for this it has only to be remembered, that the author of this

epistle wrote ivith the Sept. in his hand, and with the intention that

his treatise should be formally studied by his readers and compared
with the Sept. It is a circumstance of more importance that the

citations of our epistle follow the recension which is contained in the

cod. Alex., while those of Paul, when he follows the Sept., for the

most part agree with the cod. Vatic. (Bleek, p. 389, seq[.).

But what seems more significant than all this is the manner in

wJtich tlie thoughts themselves are arranged and the proofs adduced. The
method of passing, immediately at the conclusion of a section, to

the theme of a new section, and in this way intimating that theme,
is nowhere to be found in Paul s writings. (With the transitions

Heb. i. 4
;

ii. 5 ; iii. 2
;

iv. 1 and 14
;

v. 10, etc., comp. the abrupt
transitions Bom. iii. 1

;
v. 1

;
vi. 1

;
vii. 1

;
viii. 1 and 12

;
ix. 1

;

xii. 1
;
1 Cor. v. 1

;
vi. 1

;
vii. 1

;
viii. 1

; ix. 1
;

xii. 1
;
xv. 1, etc.)
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Paul generally adduces Iris proofs immediately, by appealing to the
inner experience (for example Kom.

vii.), or when he actually de
duces propositions from

propositions, he simply makes one proposi
tion follow

^

another with a &quot;

because,&quot; and carries forward the chain
of ideas without logical arrangement, now looking backwards now
forwards (comp. for example, Rom. i. 19, 20

;
ii. 14-16

; iii. 4-8),
and often interrupts himself by accessory ideas (for example, Rom!
v. 13-17). In the Epistle to the Hebrews we find everywhere a

strictly syllogistical arrangement of the members composing the

proof, and
^

that generally in such a form as that the conclusion is

forthwith inferred from one of the two premises, while the other

connecting premiss is brought in afterwards (comp. our remarks on
Heb. xii. 10).

All these considerations are so forcible and conclusive that we
can say nothing else than this : While the spirit and doctrine of the

epistle is Pauline, ice yet cannot suppose that this diction should have
comefrom the hand of the Apostle.

CHAPTER SIXTH.

CONCLUSION. THE PARTICULAR HYPOTHESES.

After having without prejudice ascertained the particular phe
nomena external and internal, which fall to be considered in the

question respecting the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and
after having carefully examined every one of them, it will now be

an easy matter to test the different opinions which have been put
forth concerning the person of its author. We may divide these

opinions into three classes. First, that of those who hold the apostle

Paul to be the immediate and proper author of the epistle (as

Gelpke, Hug, Klee, Paulus, Stein) ;
a second class embraces the

views of those who exclude the Apostle Paul from all share in the

production of the Epistle to the Hebrews
;
a third class is formed

by the conjectures of those who, as already Origen, hold that the

epistle was written in the name of and by commission from the

Apostle Paul, under his authority, nay, under his special influence,

but not written with his own hand nor verbally dictated by him.

The view which belongs to the first class has commonly been toc-

roughly handled, and set aside as insipid. That no argument against

it can be drawn from the external testimonies, we have already seen

at the end of the fourth chapter of this inquiry, and have come to

the conclusion, that precisely in the supposition of a Pauline au

thorship does the positive tradition of the East, in like manner as the
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negative tradition of the West, find its explanation. The inference

also which, is wont to be drawn from Heb. ii. 3 against the Pauline

authorship, has already, chap. v. at the beginning) appeared to us

to be of no weight. One argument only remains in full force against
that view viz. the peculiarities of style. Only by a forced process

may these peculiarities be broken down, and in this state, one by

one, weakened of their effect
;
in fact, it cannot be proved with

mathematical certainty that it was absolutely impossible for the

Apostle Paul to throw himself for once, into a different kind of style ;

but no positive reason can be discovered, by which the Apostle Paul

should have been induced to write in a style so different from that

to which he was accustomed, and a sound critical mind will be ever

and again forced into the conviction, that in the Epistle to the He
brews another hand than that of Paul held the pen.

The case stands no better with the second class of hypotheses,
how great soever the number of those whose views are to be ranked

under it. Already must reasonable doubts be awakened by the sin

gle circumstance, that criticism has arrived at no judgment in any
measure certain as to who the author can have been if it was not

Paul. Criticism has split itself into many hypotheses on this point,

against every one of which there are substantial doubts. The most

untenable of these is the conjecture which makes Clement of Rome
the author

;
it remains untenable even when separated from the

auxiliary conjecture with which it appears in ancient times to have

been connected (in Euseb. iii. 38), namely that Clement only trans

lated the epistle from an Aramaic original (it is so separated by
Euscbius and Calvin, who, besides, expresses himself hesitatingly).

This conjecture as a whole evidently rests on the circumstance that

many ideas of the Epistle to the Hebrews recur in the Epistle to

the Corinthians of Clement. But we have already seen (chap, iv.)

that the relation between these two epistles does not resemble that

between Paul s Epistle to the .Romans and his Epistle to the Grala-

tians, or that between the Epistles to the Ephesians and the Colos-

sians in other words, that it is not one spirit and one doctrinal

system from which the two epistles, our Epistle to the Hebrews and

the Epistle of Clement, have proceeded with equal originality but

rather that Clement, in particular passages of his epistle, alludes to

particular passages of the Epistle to the Hebrews, cites them, and

thus places himself in a relation of dependence on the Epistle to the

Hebrews, just as he places himself in dependence on the partic

ular Epistles of Paul. The spirit of Clement s epistle in so far as

Clement does not give citations but writes independently is alto

gether different from the spirit of the Epistle to the Hebrews. His

relation to it was evidently the relation in which one stands to the

writing of another.
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In like manner untenable is the opinion that Mark was the
author of the Epistle to the Hebrews

;
not because Mark, as be

longing to
^

Jerusalem (Acts xii. 12), must have been better ac

quainted with the temple than our author, from a false exegesis of

chap, ix., is made out to have been, but because Mark did not belong
to the Pauline circle* either in the course of his outer life (comp.
Acts xv. 37-40 ; 1 Pet. v. 13), or in his inner character, because
he did not stand in the near relation to Timothy described in Heb.
xiii. 23, and moreover, as regards his style, deviates still more than
Paul from the Epistle to the Hebrews.

Nor can Aquila be thought of as the author, inasmuch as he was
not living in Italy in the years 62, seq., but in Ephesus (2 Tim. iv.

19), while the Epistle to the Hebrews was written in Italy (comp.
our explanation of xiii. 24).

With greater confidence have J. E. Chr. Schmidt, Twesten, Ull-

man, and recently Thiersch declared Barnabas to have been the

author. But, as we have already seen (chap, iv.), appeal must be
made in support of this hypothesis to anything rather than ancient

ecclesiastical tradition, with the exception of Tertullian. On the

other hand, it is not to be objected to this hypothesis, that such a

supposed want of acquaintance with the temple as is found in the

Epistle to the Hebrews would not be conceivable in the case of a

Levite (Acts iv. 36). Nor can any argument against it be drawn
from the so-called &quot;Epistle of Barnabas,&quot; which is altogether un
like the Epistle to the Hebrews, as this epistle, although written by
a man of the name of Barnabas, can hardly have been written by
that Barnabas who is mentioned in the New Testament. With
more reason is reference made against this hypothesis to the circum

stance, that Barnabas (according to Acts xiv. 12), was inferior even

to Paul in the gift of eloquence, while the author of the Epistle to

the Hebrews far surpassed Paul in skill in the use of language.
To this is to be added, that Barnabas, from the time spoken of in

Acts xiv., completely retires from notice, and disappears from his

tory. In the Pauline epistles written from Home mention is no

where made of him.

Titus also was at that time in Dalmatia (2 Tim. iv. 10). Even

on this account, we are not at liberty to suppose that he can have

been the author, nor has any one in reality suggested him.

On the other hand, Luther, Clericus, Semler, Dindorf, Zieglcr,

DeWette, Tholuck, Olshauscn, and Bleek have conjectured that

Apollos was the author. He was, indeed, an eloquent man and

mighty in the Scriptures (Acts xviii. 24
; comp. 1 Cor. i. 4), who

from the very first was wont to dispute with the Jews (Acts xviii.

* Ho was, however, for a while iu Rome at the samo timo with Paul, according to

Col. iv. 10
;
Philem. 24.
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28). And as exceedingly little is known of him, a number of con

jectures are possible in regard to him
;
he may have laboured in

Palestine, he may have acquired great influence there
;
he may have

had in view in the expression my brother Timothy, Heb. xiii. 23,

merely the general brotherly relation of the Christian to the Chris

tian
; /or, he cannot have stood in a special relation to Timothy be

fore the year 64, which is the latest date that can be supposed for

the composition of the Epistle to the Hebrews
;
nor can he have

been in Italy at the time of Paul s imprisonment, as Paul never

mentions him. And there are certainly no inconsiderable difficulties

which stand in the way of this hypothesis, and which can be ob

viated only by a very unnatural explanation of the passage Heb.

xiii. 24. Besides, it is not very probable that Apollos can have

coincided so thoroughly with the Pauline system of doctrine, from

the intimations which we find in the Acts of the Apostles and in

the Epistle to the Corinthians.

With much more reason may it be supposed that Silas or Luke

was the author. The former view has been defended, although but

weakly, by Bohme and Mynster, the latter by Grotius. Against

Luke, something has been made of the circumstance that he was a

Gentile Christian (Col. iv. 14, comp. with ver. 10, seq.), while the

Epistle to the Hebrews must of necessity have been written by a

Jewish Christian. This latter is inferred from the fact that the

author in chap. i. 1, speaks of the &quot;

fathers,&quot;
where it is evidently

the people of Israel that are meant, and that in chap. xi. 2 he calls

the believers of the old covenant ol TrpeafivTepoi. Had he spoken of
&quot; our fathers,&quot; then there would be some ground for the inference

;

but it is difficult to see why an author, writing to Jewish Christians,

should not have been able so far to forget himself or his readers as

to say :
&quot; Beforetime God has spoken to the fathers by the pro

phets.&quot; Surely the Gentile Christians, too, had with Jesus the

Messiah, received also the word of prophecy ; surely they too, had

entered into the right and relation of children among the people of

God ! And that same Luke speaks of the events which happened to

Jesus among the Jewish people as nepl ~&v Trpayfidruv v i\\ilv

Tte-nXrjpofyQprii.iEvm . Such passages, therefore, as Heb. i. 1
;

xi. 2,

cannot be made to bear against the authorship of Luke. On the

other hand, the circumstance speaks for Luke, that from the year

62 onwards he was with Paul in Italy, and a fellow helper with

Timothy (Philem. 1 and 24) ;
Silas stood in the same relation to

Timothy (comp. 1 Thess. i. 1); true, in the year 62, Silas was not

in Italy, but he was certainly there with Peter &quot; iv ~Baj3vh&vi&quot; in the

year 64, immediate after the death of Paul (comp. 1 Pet. v. 12).

Now, as the Epistle to the Hebrews must have been written either

in the year 62 or in the year 64 (see above chap, ii.),
in the
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former case Luke might be held to be the author, in the latter case
Silas.

This hypothesis would certainly, so far as we have gone, be the
most tolerable ; but there is one reason also for rejecting it, the
same by which this entire second class of hypotheses is overthrown.
The firmness and unanimity of the oriental tradition remains altogether

inexplicable, if it be not supposed that the Epistle to the Hebrews came
to Jerusalem, under the name and the authority of Paul. (See above

chap. iv. at the end). And thus, indeed, there is not wanting the
&quot;

occasion&quot; demanded by Bleek (p. 393) for supposing, that &quot;

pre
cisely Paul&quot; was, at least, the indirect author of the epistle.

This brings us to the third class of conjectures, which, however,
has received but small accessions since the time of Origen, so that
we are spared the trouble of enumerating various particular hypo
theses, and instead of this, can immediately pass to a positive con
struction of the right view.

The data at which we have arrived in chap. iv. v. form the

starting point :

(1.) The tradition of the East is capable of explanation only on
the supposition, that the epistle was handed to the readers under the

name of Paul.

(2.) That the Western Church was at first unacquainted with

the epistle, is fully accounted for by the circumstance of its having
been designed for the Jewish Christians of Palestine, and the igno
rance of that Church at a later period, respecting its author, is ex

plained by the want of an inscription, and the un-Pauline style.

(3). The author stood in a near personal relation to Timothy.
(4). The doctrine is Pauline, the diction un-Pauline.

Let us now call to mind a very remarkable circumstance already
hinted at in the explanation of chap. xiii. 19 and 22, seq., but which
has as yet been entirely unobserved, viz., that chap. xiii. 22-25, can

not have been written in the name of the person who wrote chap,
i. 1 chap. xiii. 21, nevertheless, that it must have been written by
the same hand. The postscript is not in the name of him in whose

name the epistle is written
;

for the person in whose name ver. 19

is written was, against his will, so situated as to be prevented from

setting out on a journey to the readers. This did not depend on

his own will
;
nor did ho by any means hope to be shortly set free,

but he admonished the readers to pray that he might be restored

to them : he therefore took it for granted that he should be still in

confinement when the readers should have received the epistle into

their hands. On the other hand, the person in whose name ver.

22-25 is written is already about to set out on a journey, and it

depends only on the speedier or later coming of Timothy, who had

just been set free, whether he will set out towards the east along
with him or alone.
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And yet, the postscript is written and composed by the same
hand that wrote and composed the epistle. For, in ver. 22, the

author of the postscript apologizes for several harshnesses in his ad

monitions, and asks the reader to excuse these on account of the

short and compressed character of the writing. The postscript,

therefore, does not proceed from an amanuensis to whom the epistle

had been verbally dictated, but from one to whom the material had
been given while the diction was left to himself.

Who then was the author ? who the composer ? The com

poser was a friend or fellow-helper of Timothy (xiii. 23), but was

not, precisely at that time, in the same place (xiii. 23), iav ....

tpXTj-ai) in which Timothy had, up till about that time, been im

prisoned. Now, we found (see above, chap, ii.)
in the Epistle to the

Philippians, the clearest traces of an imprisonment of Timothy.
Paul would like to send Timothy into the East, but cannot yet do

so
;
he hopes, however, to be able shortly to send him thither.

When Paul wrote the Epistle to the Philippians, in the year 62,

Timothy ivas accordingly in prison, but with the hope of being soon

released. At that time Luke was not precisely in Rome itself ; for

Paul sends no salutations from him to the Philippians, who were

so well known to him. Shortly afterwards, we suppose the Epistle
to the Hebrews to have been finished, certainly a few days after the

departure of Epaphroditus, (Phil. ii. 25). Paul we suppose,
had fully talked over the subject with Luke, perhaps had given
him a scheme or preparatory work in writing ;

he himself was

deprived of the leisure necessary for the composition by the legal

procedure against him, which precisely at that time (Phil. ii.

23) had passed into a new stage. Luke worked out the epistle

for Paul, and as in his name, not however in Kome, where perhaps
he himself might have been involved in the procedure against Paul,
but in another place in Italy, somewhere in the neighbourhood of

Theophilus. When the work was finished, the news reached him
that Timothy had been set free in Eome. He himself purposed to

set out for the East, though not directly to Palestine (for, in xiii.

23, he takes it for granted that the Epistle to the Hebrews would

be in the hands of the readers before he should see them personally);

Timothy, too, in company with whom he wishes and hopes to make
the journey (ver. 23) was (according to Phil. ii. 23) shortly to direct

his course to Lesser Asia. How exactly do the most particular, the

most trifling notices harmonize here !

I think I am even warranted in saying that this hypothesis
leaves nothing unexplained. First of all, it completely explains

the internal phenomena of the epistle. Commissioned by the

apostle Paul to execute the writing, Luke wrote assuredly in the name
of Paul (xiii. 19) only in that part where he added the personal
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concluding requests (which had possibly been given to him in writ

ing by Paul) ; nowhere did he affect to speak in the name of Paul,
or to allude to events in the life of Paul

; nowhere, indeed, with the

exception of chap. xiii. 19, does a first person singular occur, while
the omission of an inscription becomes also perfectly intelligible.
On the other hand, it becomes also perfectly intelligible how Luke,
writing in virtue of a commission from Paul, might speak of the
members of the Old Testament covenant simply as &quot; the

fathers,&quot;

the &quot;

elders.&quot; This hypothesis explains the combination of thor

oughly Pauline ideas and doctrinal forms of expression with the un-
Pauline diction

;
it explains, also, the circumstance that of all the

New Testament writings, precisely those of Luke have most simi

larity in point of style with the Epistle to the Hebrews (in so far,

namely, as Luke has not interwoven notices prepared by others into

his Gospel and Acts of the Apostles). How similar in style are the

two introductions, Luke i. 1-4 and Heb. i. 1-3 !

Secondly, the origin of the ecclesiastical tradition becomes in

telligible on this hypothesis. The bearer of the epistle, who is un
known to us, delivered it to the readers as an &quot;

epistle which Paul
sends to them,&quot; and thereby as a Pauline epistle. Assuredly he

did not fail to communicate to them what was necessary respecting
the peculiar manner in which it had been prepared, to tell them
that the epistle was written by the hand of Luke, and at the same

time not verbally dictated to Luke. Without such a notification

none of the readers could have understood the postscript, especially

ver. 22 and ver. 23. But, in a way which is easily conceivable, the

notification was soon lost.

What the readers found in the epistle was kept and considered,

with reason, as the teaching and the admonitions of the apostle.

And thus the epistle was regarded as one of Paul s
;

it was written

autoritate Pauli, and, in reality also, Paulo autore, wheresoever

the epistle spread, it carried with it the information that Paul was

its author. And how highly important did this epistle, designed at

first only for a very limited circle of readers, become, even in the

course of the next ten years, for the whole of Palestine, Syria,

Egypt, for Asia Minor, too, in short, for all quarters where were

parties of Jewish Christians who had not yet raised themselves to

the Pauline stand-point. This epistle was, indeed, a document

which contained a divine warrant for the complete severance of

Christendom from the maternal bosom of the temporal Israel ! For

the Western Church, which from the first was entirely under Paulino

influence, the epistle for the same reason did not possess this prac

tical importance ;
it had long before been rendered superfluous here

by the Epistle to the Eomana ;
the state of things as a whole which

occasioned the necessity for an Epistle to the Hebrews in the East,
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had been obviated long before in Italy by the Epistle to the Kom-
ans. What wonder, then, that the Epistle to the Hebrews should

have spread there late and slowly ;
and if it did not spread there

until after the Church of the West had closed its canon (in the be

ginning of the second century), if it did not spread until the period
when every Church carefully adhered to ancient tradition, it is then

easy to comprehend, how hesitation should have been shown in

opening again the closed door of the canon for the Epistle to the

Hebrews, till then unknown
;

it is perfectly conceivable how this

epistle, which had no inscription, and was un-Pauline in its style,

should not have been acknowledged as Pauline
;
and

if, now, there

had actually been preserved, say in Kome, from the time of Clement

onwards, a notice of the existence of this epistle, but at the same

lime also a notice that Paul had not composed it himself does not

the opposition of the Western Church to the Pauline authorship
become doubly intelligible ?

In the third place, the conclusion to which we have come res

pecting the circle of readers for whom this epistle was intended,

beautifully harrnoniz?s with our hypothesis, that Paul was, at least

indirectly, the author of it. The question indeed has been asked,

why precisely the apostle of the Gentiles should have come to write

to Jewish Christians in Palestine. We know, however, that the

epistle was not written to churches, not even to a church, not to

the Church of Jerusalem, but to a limited circle of individual Jeiv-

ish Christians in Jerusalem, whose conversion had taken place not

very long before. May it not have been such Jewish Christians as

had been converted just about the time when Paul was taken pris

oner in Jerusalem (Acts xxi. seq.), who perhaps were first awaken

ed by Paul himself, during those seven days when as yet he went

out and in in freedom (Acts xxi. 27), and were brought to embrace

Christianity by his powerful address (Acts xxii.) ? What a great

and profound crisis arose in those days among the Jews themselves,

is evident from Acts xxiii. 9
;
even in the company of Paul s bit

terest enemies there were those who sought to frustrate the plot

which was formed to murder him, by betraying it to the nephew of

Paul (Acts xxiii. 16). But, be this as it may, Paul was from that

period so firmly rooted in his love for the Church in Jerusalem

(Acts xxi. 17), and he so identifies his cause with that of this

Church, that this of itself already suffices to explain, how he may
have addressed a treatise to individuals among the Jewish Chris

tians of Jerusalem. For, let it be granted, also, that these indi

viduals were not gained over to Christianity precisely through
Paul s personal influence, still Luke remained those two years in

Jerusalem (Acts xxi. 15, seq. ; xxvii. 1, seq. ; comp. Luke i. 3,

nacLv ckp^wf), and thus the readers were certainly
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well enough acquainted at least with him, so that at his suggestion,
and through him, Paul might address a. writing to them. The

notice, too, respecting the former zeal of these readers (Heb. vi. 10
;

x. 32, seq.) thus obtains a sufficient explanation.

Finally, this hypothesis throws light on the passages which refer

to an impending persecution, as well as the reference to the martyr
dom of the rj^ov^evoi (xiii. 7). The Epistle to the Philippians had

been written in the year 62, and the Epistle to the Hebrews sent

soon afterwards to the East. Just at that time the apostle James,
son of Alpheus, had been stoned

;
the news of his death would just

have reached Italy when Luke was writing the epistle. Shortly

afterwards, Luke, as well as Timothy, set out on a journey east

ward, first to Asia Minor, but Luke (Heb. xiii. 23), certainly, also

to Palestine. Luke returned back to Paul earlier than Timothy

(2 Tim. iv. 11), standing faithfully by his spiritual father even to

his death. Timothy also received a pressing charge to return (2 Tim.

iv. 21), and would doubtless comply with it. Paul suffered mar

tyrdom in the beginning of 64. Among the revelations of the Holy

Spirit, whose instrument he was, and which he had left behind him

as an everlasting legacy, the Epistle to the Hebrews occupies a very

important place. It is the knife which completely severed and de

livered the new-born church of the New Testament Israel from the

maternal womb of the Old Testament theocracy. And therefore, it

not merely had a significance for the Christian Church at the time

when the Lord visited with judgment the unbelieving seed of Abra

ham, but it has a permanent significance, as a writing which will be

lighted up anew in flaming characters every time the attempt is

made again to drive back the Church, which has been perfected for

ever by one sacrifice, within the limits of a Levitical sacrificial ser

vice and a slavish hierarchy, and again to hide behind a veil the

access to the sacrifice of Christ, which stands freely and directly

open to every individual.
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writings ;
there are special commentaries by Oecolompadius (ex-

plan, ad. Epist. ad Ebr. 1734) and Breuz (1751). After that, it

was especially Reformed theologians who applied their exegetical
labours to the Epistle to the Hebrews. Chiefly to be named are

Hyperius (Zurich, 1587), Junius (1590), Drusius, Ludwig de Dieu,
Jac. Capellus the elder, Ludwig Capellus, Cameron (Adnot. in Ep.
ad Hebr. 1628, op. posth.), Heinsius, then Cocceius (Leyden 1659),

together with a whole series of Federalists, in England Hammond
and Whitby, the Arminians Limborch (Rotterd. 1711), Clericus,

Wetstein, and Grotius. Of the Lutheran theologians only Hunnius

(Frankf., 1589), Job. Gerhard (Jena, 1641), Seb. Schmidt (Strasb.,

1680), Sigm. Jac. Baumgarten (Halle, 1763), and Calov (in the

Bibl. iliustr.), are to be noticed in connexion with the Epistle to the

Hebrews.

In the nationalistic period: Mortis (Leipzig, 1776), J. D. Mi-

chaelis (Frankf. and Leipz., 1780), Zacharia (Gott. 1793), Heinrichs

(Gott., 1792), Hezel (Leipz , 1795), Eraesti (Lect. Academ. eel Din-

dorf, Leipz., 1795).

Belonging to our own century, are Storr (1809), Bohme (Leipz.,

1825), Kuinoel (Leipz., 1831), Klee (Mainz, 1833), Paulus (1833),

Menken (special commentaries and homilies on Heb. ix. x., and

Heb. xi., 1821 and 1831), Tholuck (Hamb., 1836 [3 Ausg, 1850]),

especially, however, the thorough and copious commentary by
Bleek (Berlin, 1828-1840. [Liinemann, Gott., 1855. Delitzsch,

Eslaugen, 1857.]
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